
HAVANT NATURE NOTES for 2006 

 

SUMMARY FOR DEC 25 - 31 (WEEK 52 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Great Northern Diver: There have been plenty of Great Northern (and 
Red-throated) divers around in the past week with several Hampshire sightings in 
Southampton Water. On Dec 27 four were off Selsey Bill and six in Portland 
Harbour but the report which interested me was of one in Anglesey Lake at Gosport 
on Dec 17 (Anglesey Lake is the dammed off west end of the Haslar/Stoke Lake 
creek). 

Slavonian Grebe: On Dec 24 one was off Titchfield Haven and another off 
Normandy at Lymington 

Black-necked Grebe: In addition to the flock in Langstone Harbour there were 9 in 
Studland Bay on the Dorset coast and on Dec 26 a bird seen on Ibsley Water near 
Ringwood was probably the one that recently vanished from the nearby Ivy Lake 
(last seen there on Dec 17). 

Fulmar: 20 pairs are currently resident at their nest sites on the cliffs east of 
Hastings though they will not lay their eggs until May (and I read that these birds 
vanish from their nest sites for about a fortnight before laying) 

Shag: One was again seen off Southsea Castle on Dec 29 

Little Egret: Fewer than usual seem to have left the coast for inland sites this 
winter. At Rye Harbour 51 were at the roost there on Sep 17 and the count there 
was 53 on Dec 19 and 49 on Dec 28. Here in Hampshire the winter roost on the 
River Wey near Alton which had up to 8 birds in Jan 2004 and at least three in the 
2005/6 winter has none so far though it may be that a new roost site awaits 
discovery as two birds have been seen by the river at Wrecclesham by day. 

Great White Egret: The bird that was seen almost daily at the Blashford Lakes 
from the beginning of October until Dec 17 disappeared for 10 days but was back 
on Dec 27 and 29 

Bewick's Swan: Just five birds, including one juvenile, arrived on the River Avon at 
Ibsley on Christmas Day and all five were still there on Dec 29. 

Black Swan: One remains at Ibsley and has now been joined by an escapee of the 
species known either as a Maned Goose or an Australian Wood Duck (a large 
species of tree nesting 'perching duck') 

Bean Goose: A herd of 18 Tundra race Bean Geese were in the Arun valley near 
Amberley Wild Brooks on Dec 29 (I presume these were correctly identified as 
there have been no other reports of Bean Geese but there was a sighting o 18 
Whitefronts at Pett Level on Rye Bay on Dec 27) 

Whitefront Goose: A group of at least seven (maybe ten) has been in the Lewes 
Brooks area south of Lewes since Dec 26 when three were at Piddinghoe with 



seven further upstram. Also on Dec 26 a group of five appeared at Rye Harbour 
with a flock of 18 seen at Pett Level next day. 

Black Brant: Brian Fellows went to Fishbourne near Chichester on Dec 28 and 
found one at a 'new site' on winter wheat to the west of the reed beds at the north 
end of Fishbourne channel. What may have been another newcomer was on the 
Southsea seafront playing fields on Dec 24 and from Farlington Marshes comes 
news that the very ’butch’ Brant which was frequently seen there during November 
is no longer around but by Dec 26 a 'new bird' was occasionally to be seen though 
during the daytime it usually flies inland to graze with Brent at some unknown 
location to the north of Portsdown. 

Egyptian Goose: A single bird appeared by the Pagham Harbour north walls on 
Dec 25 and was seen again flying west over the Sidlesham area om Dec 28 

Scaup: Numbers are now increasing though there have been no sightings around 
Havant. In north Hampshire on Dec 25 a single female re-appeared in the Overton 
area (west of Basingstoke) 'for the umpteenth year' and in the Abbotsbury area 
west of Weymouth 13 birds were present on Dec 27. 

Surf Scoter: The bird which was seen in Langstone Harbour on Dec 18 has not 
been re-found there and the bird which arrived at Beer on the south Devon Coast 
on Dec 20 was still there on Dec 27. Despite this Simon Ingram, who has 
information indicating that the bird at Langstone Harbour had different markings to 
those on the bird at Beer, still hopes that the Langstone Harbour bird is still there... 

Goldeneye: One of my Christmas presents was to see my personal first 
Goldeneye of the winter off Warblington on Dec 25 (one distinctive male and three 
females). By Dec 29 there were 12 birds on Ibsley Water near Ringwood. 

Smew: Other than the pair at Eversley in north Hampshire on Dec 23 (which are 
probably still present just over the Berkshire border) there have been no Hampshire 
sightings but the count at the Dungeness RSPB reserve was up to 12 on Dec 29 

Goosander: No further sightings in the Havant area since the single bird on south 
Hayling on Dec 23 but numbers roosting in the Avon valley at Blashford lakes had 
increased to 31 on Dec 27 and 34 on Dec 29. 

Marsh Harrier: On Dec 28 one was seen at Titchfield Haven where previous 
reports have been few this winter (Oct 30, Nov 1, Dec 9 and Dec 28) 

Hen Harrier: A male was on the South Downs near Sussex University on Dec 23 
and ringtail was seen near Bentley (Alton area) on Dec 28 

Avocet: The birds wintering in Poole Harbour had a get together in the Middlebere 
area near Arne allowing a count of more than 1000 there on Dec 25 

Golden Plover: A flock of 540 was in Pagham Harbour on Dec 25 and 500 were 
again seen there on Dec 29 (these are the first reports from Pagham since a count 
of 280 there in Nov 1) 

Knot: Dec 24 brought an unusual report of one feeding on grassland at 
Christchurch Harbour with Oystercatchers and Bar-tailed Godwits 



Purple Sandpiper: A second count of 8 for this winter was reported from Southsea 
Castle on Dec 29 (previous 8 was on Nov 27) 

Black-tailed Godwit: After the birds 'disappeared' from Chichester Harbour on 
Dec 12 they seem to have moved to the Avon Valley with 420 there on Dec 17 but 
by Dec 23 a flock of 750 had appeared in Pagham Harbour and had grown to 790 
birds on Dec 25 with more than 550 still there on Dec 29. Brian Fellows heard a 
report of 245 back in Chichester Harbour (at Fishbourne) on Dec 26 but could only 
see 30 there on Dec 28. On Dec 30 a small group of 11 were feeding just off 
Langstone pond but there does not seem to have been any substantial return to 
either Chichester or Langstone Harbours 

Spotted Redshank: The group of three which had been a regular sight on the 
Emsworth west shore in early December (up to Dec 20) were seen somewhere on 
Thorney Island on Dec 20 (as were 8 of the Greenshank that had also been at 
Nore Barn) 

Green Sandpiper: These have been in short supply in Hampshire so far this winter 
(only 2 seen at the Lower Test Marshes on Dec 27 - the first report from that usually 
abundant site) with the county peak counts being of 7 at the Blashford Lakes on 
Sep 3 and 5 there on Oct 28, followed by one count of 4 at Titchfield Haven on Sep 
2. With this picture in mind it was a pleasant surprise to find one back in the 
Hermitage stream running through Leigh Park at Havant on Dec 28. 

Black-headed Gull: A startling leucistic bird was at Pett Level (Rye Bay) on Dec 
24. 

Caspian Gull: Kris Gillam had one on the Sandown Boating Lake (IoW) on Dec 26 

Iceland Gull: The first report of one anywhere on the south coast this winter comes 
from Ian Calderwood who saw one fly east off Hill Head towards Gosport on Dec 28 
and thought it to be a third winter Kumlein's Gull 

Stock Dove: On Dec 25 there was a surprisingly large flock of around 140 birds on 
the Warblington farm field south of the Old Rectory and among the flock was a pale 
coffee coloured individual (proving itself to be a Stock Dove and not a feral pigeon 
by the low angle at which it held its wings when gliding) 

Long-eared Owl: A roost of more than three birds was found at the Newport Shute 
site on Mersley Down near Newport on the IoW on Dec 24 (first south coast roost 
west of Rye Harbour this winter) 

Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: One was heard drumming in the Hook Valley near 
Warsash on Dec 28. This is the first reported drumming Lesser Spot though the first 
Great Spot was heard on Dec 4 and one at Brighton on Dec 24 was the fifth report 
for that species. 

Woodlark: 5 birds which had not moved to the coast were at Tweseldown 
racecourse (Aldershot area) on Dec 27 and 11 birds which had moved were on the 
shore of Rye Bay at Pett Level on Dec 29 

Shore Lark: No local reports but a total of 25 were reported from the north Norfolk 
coast on Dec 27 



Fieldfare: Some large flocks seem to have arrived in southern counties with more 
than 500 flying south over Amberley Wild Brooks and several flocks (including one 
of 700 birds) in the Alton area, both on Dec 29 

Common Whitethroat: After the sighting of one at the Portsmouth IBM site on Dec 
13 one was found at Christchurch Harbour on Dec 28 and that report mentioned 
another wintering bird somewhere in Devon 

Penduline Tit: Not in our area but I was interested to hear that one has been at 
Rainham marshes (London area) from Dec 22 to at least Dec 27 

Carrion Crow: Flocks of 100 or more are nowadays a common sight on the 
harbour shores in winter and I see that on Dec 22 Ian Watts counted 234 of them on 
the Weston shore of Southampton Water. 

Chaffinch: A flock of around 200 with some 20 Brambling was seen in the 
Aldershot area at Rushmoor arena on Dec 27 - this flock is likely to remain here and 
increase in number. 

INSECTS 

Brimstone butterfly: We have already had one report of these from Stansted 
Forest on Dec 16 and there is now a second report of one seen in Gosport on that 
day. 

Holly Blue: Peering with a telescope through the locked gates of Stanley Park in 
Gosport on Dec 6 Anne McCue saw a male Holly Blue nectaring on a Mahonia 
plant - the first ever December sighting of the species in Hampshire (and probably a 
first for the UK) 

Red Admiral: Latest sighting to date is of one at Peacehaven near Brighton on Dec 
24. In Hampshire the latest report was from Fareham on Dec 21. 

PLANTS 

Lesser Celandine: The single plant which has been in bud on the bank of the 
Lymbourne stream here in Havant since Dec 23 had fully opened its petals to 
reflect the rays of the sun on the morning of Dec 30 

Hawthorn: A single Hawthorn tree growing beside the Hermitage stream in Leigh 
Park here in Havant was covered in clusters of open flowers on Dec 28 but I had 
difficulty in finding a single leaf still on the tree to confirm its identity. 

My December finds of plants in flower has given me a list of 96 species 
flowering during the month 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

Red Squirrel: In the Sandown/Shanklin Golf Course area of the IoW two were 
again taking nuts from visitors hands on Christmas Eve 

Fungi: My best find this week was of 'Wrinkled Peach' (Rhodotus palmatus) 
found on a dead elm trunk lying in the field you cross when going from Warblington 
cemetery to the sea wall. Those specimens will be over when you read this but it is 



worth scanning the fallen remains of the many small elms which lined the west end 
of the cemetery until they all died recently and were cut down. 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 25 - 31 (WEEK 52 OF 2006) 

Sat 30 Dec 

Around Havant 

A brief period of sunshine and little wind in the morning allowed me to enjoy a trip 
down the Billy Line to Langstone and back. 

On the way I stopped by the Lymbourne stream just south of the A27 and found the 
single flower bud of Lesser Celandine which I first spotted on Dec 23 had at last 
fully opened its petals to reflect this morning’s sunlight but so far I have not been 
able to find another bud or flower anywhere. 

At Langstone a group of 11 Black-tailed Godwit were back on the shore and round 
the large pool in the field south of Wade Court more than 120 Teal were enjoying 
the sunshine with five Egrets among them. 

Back in my garden I found one tiny plant of Thyme-leaved Speedwell in flower near 
a small clump of Smooth Hawksbeard 

Thu 28 Dec 

Around Havant 

This morning I walked through the southern part of Leigh Park to the Hermitage 
stream and back by a circular route during which I came on 37 flowering plant 
species and found my first Green Sandpiper of the winter. 

The Sandpiper was in the Hermitage stream close to where one had been resident 
through much of last winter - that one could usually be seen near Corhampton 
Crescent from the footbridge south of Purbrook Way, this morning the bird was by 
the next footbridge downstream on the path from Stockheath Lane to Barncroft 
Way (and because of the thick blackthorn cover on each side of the stream here I 
could not see it from the bridge but only by climbing the bank of the west side of the 
stream to look upstream). 

Just east of the stream here (and north of the path) I had an even more surprising 
discovery in the shape of a Hawthorn tree which had very few leaves to identify 
it but was covered with open flowers! The other plants were less exciting though 
they did include one plant of Knotgrass which still had flowers, and nearing home 
I found a few Sweet Violet flowers (as well as a lot of Grey Field Speedwell) in St 
Faith’s churchyard. 

Nine bird species were singing in the milder weather and this number did not 
include either Song Thrush or Mistle Thrush. Other than a coulpe of small groups of 
Long-tailed Tits and some larger groups of Starlings the only finch flock seen was 
one of some 20+ Greenfinch. 



One other item that I thought noteworthy was the sight of two squashed 
Hedgehog corpses on the main Petersfield Road. Both looked fairly small and 
fresh, presumably youngsters that were still searching for food and not hibernating 
- it is a little encouraging that there are still some left in the area (or were). 

Latest pickings from the internet 

Dec 28 

A wintering Common Whitethroat was seen at Christchurch Harbour today raising 
the question of whether the one seen at the Portsmouth IBM site on Dec 13 was still 
there. 

In the Aldershot area a Yellow-browed Warbler was found at Hawley Meadows by 
the River Blackwater. 

The first Iceland Gull of the winter on the south coast was seen flying east past 
Titchfield Haven (described as a possible third winter Kumlein's Gull) 

Black Brant with 620 Brent (including 14 young birds) on winter wheat just 
south of Fishbourne (Chichester) on west side of the channel 

First report of Lesser Spotted Woodpecker drumming came from 
Hook/Warsash 

Dec 27 

A duck shoot in the lower Avon valley sent 200 Wigeon and other wildfowl south to 
the sea off Christchurch - with them came at least 300 Black-tailed Godwit 

At Blashford Lakes at Ringwood the Great White Egret was back and 31 
Goosanders came to roost among 1000 Wigeon. 5 Bewick's Swans and the 
Maned Goose were still there. 

20 Bramblings were among a large finch flock including some 200 Chaffinches 
seen today in the Rushmoor Area area south of Fleet and Aldershot with 5 
Woodlark on the nearby Tweseldown racecourse  

Scaup number up to 13 at Abbotsbury near Weymouth 

Dec 26 

400 mixed finches on rape seed at Warninglid west of A23 south of Crawley 

7 Whitefront Geese on Lewes Brooks (3 still there on Dec 28) 

245 Black-tailed Godwit at Fishbourne near Chichester (news from Anne de 
Potier via Brian Fellows) 

5 Bewick's Swans (including one juvenile) at Ibsley in the Avon valley 

Although many have looked no one has reported a sighting of the Surf Scoter in 
Langstone Harbour since Dec 18. Simon Ingram today fanned the flames of hope 
with an email reading .. "I have spoken to someone who has seen the Devon 
Surfer. This bird has a pale nape patch and Orange in the bill and has been quoted 



as a 1st winter male. The Langstone bird did not have any sign of a nape patch and 
appeared to have a concolorous bill. I felt it was probably a 1st winter female from 
the plates viewed at the time in MacMillan. So the Langstone bird has not 
reappeared in Devon and is hopefully still around?" 

Dec 25 

790 Black-tailed Godwits in Pagham Harbour (similar number seen there on Dec 
23) 

New record count for Portland of 37 Med Gulls in the harbour area 

1000+ Avocet in Poole Harbour (and 9 Spoonbill still there) 

Female Scaup arrived back at Overton (west of Basingstoke) 'for the umpteenth 
year' 

Second hand news that some Bewick's Swans are back at Ibsley in the Avon 
valley and that a male Maned Goose (according to Bob Chapman) or Maned 
Duck (according to David Taylor) has joined the Black Swan there. Back in the 
late 1940s Peter Scott listed the bird Chenonetta jubata with two English names 
(Maned Goose or Australian Wood Duck) and illustrated it alongside Mandarin 
and Carolina Wood Duck in a plate of Perching Duck species). In the early 
1970s the Wildfowl Trust guide to the Arundel reserve (authorised by Peter Scott) 
illustrated the bird as an Australian Wood Duck. 

Dec 24 

3+ Long-eared Owls in traditional roost site at Newport Shute (Mersley Down 
south east of Newport, IoW) 

A Snow Bunting in the Portland area 

Latest Red Admiral sighting in Adrian Thoms's garden at Peacehaven near 
Brighton 

Dec 23 

750 Black-tailed Godwits in Pagham harbour 

Older news: 

A Holly Blue butterfly nectaring on a Mahonia in Stanley Park at Gosport on Dec 
6 was the first ever December record for the species (and may be a first for the UK) 

A Great Northern Diver was on Alverstoke Lake (the dammed off water at the 
west end of Haslar Creek) in Gosport on Dec 19 

Mon 25 Dec 

Langstone and Warblington 

A walk down to Langstone and along the shore to Warblington today gave me my 
first sight of Goldeneye in the Sweare Deep channel south of Warblington. From a 
distance I thought I was looking at a group of four Mergansers on the water but as I 



got closer I could see the head shape was more rounded and that one of the four 
had the pure white body of a male Goldeneye. 

Moving from the shore across the field separating the seawall from Warblington 
cemetery I did not follow the well worn path but headed for the hedge south of the 
cemetery so that I could look into the field south of it. Nothing of interest in that field 
but as I followed the hedge north towards the gate into the cemetery my eye was 
caught by a lovely pale apricot coloured fungus growing on one of the very dead 
trunks of the Elm trees that used to line the west side of the cemetery until the Elm 
Bark beetle fungus killed them. There were several fruiting bodies of the latest 
fungus to grow in this dead wood - the older ones were normal stemmed 
‘toadstools’ but the freshest, whose colour had caught my eye, grew from the side 
of the log like a stemless bracket nearly 10cm across. Checking under the cap of 
this ‘bracket’ I found it was a normal gilled fungus, not a polypore, and that - with the 
unique colour, convinced me that this was Rhodotus palmatus (now called the 
Wrinkled Peach) which I have only seen once before in Havant Thicket. 

Heading home via the Pook Lane footbridge over the A27 I had to pass the big field 
south of the old rectory. This field is now attracting many birds (as it did last 
January) as a result of the spreading of slurry over the rough grass. Today there 
were some 30 Rooks in the field (a real rarity on this farm nowadays) with several 
Jackdaws and a lot of Black-headed gulls, and as I scanned the field I found a lot 
of Stock Doves which I started to count. I had reached 80 when something 
disturbed them all and a tight flock of at least another 40 Stock Doves got up from 
part of the field which I had not counted, bringing the size of the flock to 120+. As 
the flock settled back onto the field I had another surprise when I saw that one of 
the Doves was a pale milky coffee colour - clearly it was a Dove but my first 
thought was that it was a ‘Town Pigeon’ that had joined the flock. Luckily I 
remembered a rule of thumb that Tony Gutteridge had given me several years ago 
- this concerns the way Doves hold their wings when gliding or making their display 
flights and says that Feral Pigeons hold their wings at an angle of 45 degrees 
above their bodies whereas genuine Stock Doves do not raise their wings more 
than 10 degrees above the body and this is what the ‘leucistic Stock Dove’ was 
doing to prove its identity. 

 

SUMMARY FOR DEC 18 - 24 (WEEK 51 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Diver species: This week Southampton Water had all three common diver species 
on show between Hythe and Southampton - no claims for White-billed yet! 

Great Crested Grebe: Numbers are now growing along the south coast - nothing 
yet approaching the total of 800 in Rye Bay on Feb 11 this year but there were 25 
off East Head in Chichester Harbour on Dec 19 and 28 at the Ringwood Blashford 
Lakes on Dec 23 

Slavonian Grebe: Two were in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Dec 19 and 
four on the sea off Church Norton on Dec 20 



Black-necked Grebe: A flock of 15 or 16 were seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on 
Dec 23 but on that date Bob Chapman told us that the single bird which has been 
on the Blashford Lakes since Nov 29 (maybe since Sep 13 when there was an 
isolated report of one there) could no longer be seen there. 

Shag: One was in the Langstone Harbour entrance on Dec 23 where two were first 
seen on Dec 14 

Cattle Egret: One was in Christchurch Harbour on Dec 23 (where 2 arrived on Sep 
9 and at least one was regularly seen up to Oct 10). Other than a single at 
Dungeness RSPB reserve from Oct 18 to 20 this current sighting is the only recent 
report I know of. 

Little Egret: Although there was a report of good numbers being seen in the 
Alresford area on Dec 4 there are still plenty at coastal sites. 28 were in 
Christchurch Harbour for the Dec 17 WeBS count, I counted 40 entering the 
Langstone night roost on Dec 18, and 53 flew out of the Rye Harbour roost at dawn 
on Dec 19 

Great White Egret: Bob Chapman thinks the Blashford Lakes bird had left that site 
by Dec 23 (last seen there on Dec 17) and on Dec 23 Tom Jordan had a possible 
sighting of one in flight over the Marchwood area on the shore of Southhampton 
area. 

Bewick's Swan: On Dec 18 there was a total of 36 birds in the Arun valley between 
Arundel and Pulborough. (Quite irrelevant to this I learnt from a TV programme - 
Antiques Roadshow - that the name Arundel is a corruption of Hirondelle, the 
French name for Swallow. It seems that in times past when Norman French was 
the current language Arundel was noted for the number of Swallows to be seen 
there and a Swallow still appears in the the town's coat of arms) 

Black Swan: Another love lorn bird appeared on the River Avon at Ibsley on Dec 
23 - as there is still, I think, a good population of these birds further upstream in the 
Salisbury area this one may not have been as unusual as the one which appeared 
at Rye Harbour on Dec 14 and was still there on Dc 16 

Greylag Goose: The count at Pulborough Brooks on Dec 18 was 175 birds 

Pale-bellied Brent: The number at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour was 7 on Dec 
21 (9 had been there on Dec 14). On Dec 23 the Farlington Marshes notice board 
still reported 2 Pale-bellied and one Brant. 

Gadwall: A total of 250 were on the Blashford Lakes on Dec 23 - this seems to be 
the first report of Gadwall there this winter but may not be the last as the WeBS 
count there on Feb 17 in 2005 was of 720 birds. 

Pintail: On Dec 17 John Clark found 320 in the Avon valley south of Ringwood and 
on Dec 18 the count in the Pulborough/Amberley area was of 575. On Dec 23 
'scores' were said to be present around Farlington Marshes 

Ferruginous Duck: Jason Crook tells me that the hybird bird has probably been at 
Budds Farm in Havant since Mike Collins found it there on Nov 4, and that it was 
present on Dec 21 



Scaup: These are in short supply this winter and the only reports I have seen have 
been from Rye Harbour/Dungeness (max 2 on Dec 17) and from the Weymouth 
area in Dorset (max 16 on Dec 23 - 8 at Abbotsbury and another 8 at Lodmoor). On 
Dec 23 Tony Gutteridge saw what might have been a female on the Budds Farm 
pools in Havant and I await further news of it. 

Surf Scoter: What is considered to be a genuine wild bird spent one day (Dec 18) 
in Broom Channel of Langstone Harbour before appearing at Beer (near Seaton on 
the south Devon coast) on Dec 20. This was probably the same bird that had been 
reported on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Dec 9. The appearance in Langstone 
Harbour was only the third time the species had been recorded in Hampshire - 
once in May 1976 and once in Apr 1999, both times in the Hurst area of the west 
Solent. 

Smew: The first two to be seen in Hampshire this winter were a pair at the Eversley 
gravel pits (by the Berkshire border) on Dec 23 

Goosander: One was on Sinah gravel pit lake (south Hayling) on Dec 23 - the first 
in the Havant area other than a group of six which passed through Langstone 
Harbour on Nov 9. Numbers in the New Forest are growing fast with a peak of 18 
on Eyeworth Pond on Dec 23. I think all the birds seen on New Forest ponds return 
to the safety of the Blashford Lakes each night, and that birds seen in one place 
one day may be in a different place next day. 

Ruddy Duck: The male was still on Budds Farm pools on Dec 21 

Buzzard: Back on Nov 19 Brian Fellows saw a raptor flying over the Warblington 
farm fields but rain prevented him getting a good look at it. A month later, on Dec 
18, he saw what was probably the same bird in the same area and managed to get 
a photo of it perched in an oak tree, confirming that it was a Buzzard - maybe a 
young bird intending to establish a permanent base around the Warblington farm. 

Merlin: A male was again seen at Farlington Marshes on Dec 23 

Avocet: Numbers in the Farlington Marshes area seem to have been gradually 
increasing from 2 in mid October to 13 on Nov 6 and 18 on Nov 25. 18 were still 
there on Dec 20 but the number again increased to 26 on Dec 23. These numbers 
seem typical of the birds which settle at any one site for the winter - a large core of 
birds seem to remain at the site for months while a few more restless birds move 
along the coast, spending a few days at each of various sites until they eventually 
settle down at the main wintering sites such as the Exe estuary or Poole Bay 
(where the count was 827 on Nov 30). The above comment is my view on the 
question of whether the flock now at Farlington is made up of the birds recently 
seen at Nutbourne Bay in Chichester Harbour. The latter flock has been building up 
since Oct 30 (5 birds) and had reached 20 birds by Nov 15 with 19 seen there on 
Dec 14. My guess would be that that flock is just as 'resident' as the Langstone 
Harbour one - the nucleus remaining for months, though perhaps moving about in 
the Nutbourne/Prinsted/Thorney Channel area than do the Langstone birds. 

Golden Plover: The absence of a big flock in the Eastleigh area so far this winter is 
probably balanced out by the presence of flocks normally unseen by birders 



because they are on isolated farmland areas of inland Hampshire and a report for 
Dec 22 of more than 60 seen south of East Meon on the hill ridge running east from 
Old Winchester Hill tends to support this. 

Knot: A report of 'many' in Pagham Harbour on Dec 20 was followed by a sighting 
on Dec 23 of 121 in the Broom Channel area of Langstone Harbour west of 
Farlington Marshes, and these support the idea of a recent influx of these birds into 
our area. They may stay with us or move on, as it seems did a flock of more than 
400 which Jason Crook saw in the centre of Langstone Harbour some time around 
Dec 10. 

Black-tailed Godwit: It seems that the large numbers of birds which seemed to 
vanish from Langstone and Chichester Harbours after Dec 9 have moved to 
flooded fields in the lower stretch of the Avon valley between Ringwood and 
Christchurch. First news of a large flock there came from John Clark doing a WeBS 
count on Dec 17 - he found 420 birds. By Dec 22 the number had risen to 500 plus 
but we are still a long way off the record of 3000 birds there on 8 Feb 2003 

Sandwich Tern: Two were seen from Black Point in the mouth of Chichester 
Harbour on Dec 17 and on Dec 23 two flew past the mouth of the Hamble towards 
Southampton Water (at a guess these are birds wintering in Portsmouth Harbour 
but coming out and moving around in the Solent in search of food). 

Great Spotted Woodpecker: Three more reports of drumming this week. On Dec 
17 one was heard at Durlston in Dorset and on Dec 21 one was heard at Sway in 
the southwest of the New Forest while the other was in the Alresford/Cheriton area. 

Woodlark: On Dec 16 three were in the East Park of the Stansted estate where a 
total of 15 had been seen on Nov 4 

Blackbird: Both Mistle and Song Thrush have been singing recently but I was 
surpised to hear a 'dawn chorus' in Langstone village on Dec 19 including singing 
Blackbird(s) 

Fieldfare: It seems that quite a few of these are now in Hampshire to stay the 
winter. On Dec 17 a total of 3056 were seen in the New Forest and on Dec 18 a 
flock of around 150 were in the Amberley area of the Arun valley while on Dec 23 a 
flock of 70 birds was in the Meon valley south of Soberton, 

Blue Tit: There have been two recent reports of sickly Blue Tits showing similar 
symptoms of feathers dropping out to leave areas of bare flesh and the birds 
consequently shivering with cold. One was seen in a Christchurch/Bournemouth 
garden on Dec 19 with no head feathers left and the other was in the Ibsley area of 
the Avon valley just north of Ringwood a day or so earlier. 

Great Grey Shrike: The New Forest Shrike survey on Dec 17 found three separate 
birds - one at Vales Moor between Burley and Ringwood, one at Crab Tree Earth 
south of Rhinefield House and the third on Ridley Plain north of Burley. One seen 
on Wilverley Plain on Dec 22 was probably from the nearby Crab Tree Earth site. 

Rook: Although there are still plenty of Rooks around their numbers have been 
declining everywhere in the past 50 years and this has been noticeable in the 



Emsworth area where several small rookeries have vanished in the past few years. 
Surprisingly, on Dec 22, a group of 20 Rooks was back in one cluster of trees within 
the Emsworth built up area as if they had returned to guard and rebuild nests. 
Maybe it was just a party of 'pensioner Rooks' having a nostalgic day trip back to 
their childhood home but it will be interesting to see if they do use those trees again 
in the spring. 

Bullfinch: In recent winters we have seen numbers of Bullfinch arriving in southern 
England for the winter, presumably fleeing the continent. So far this autumn there 
have been no reports of migrants to match the 164 birds on the north Kent coast on 
5 Nov 2005, the 77 at Christchurch Harbour on Nov 4 or the 40 at Beachy Head on 
Nov 5. Those flocks of arriving migrants in 2005 were followed by many widespread 
inland records of smaller flocks (e.g. a party of around 20 flying over Finchdean, 
north of Rowlands Castle, on Nov 20. The first small indication of migrants here this 
winter comes from the Medina estuary of the Isle of Wight on Dec 23 when 9 
Bullfinches were seen with large numbers of winter Thrushes and Meadow Pipits 
(and one 'migrant' Hawfinch) 

Corn Bunting: These birds have not yet abandoned their last foothold in southern 
England - a flock of 82 was still present at Rye Harbour on Dec 23. 

INSECTS 

Butterflies: Two Brimstones and one Comma were still flying in Stansted Forest 
on Dec 16 and Red Admirals were still active on Dec 18. 

Moths: Light Brown Apple moths were seen on Dec 14 and 15 and on Dec 17 
both December moth and Winter moth were recorded. An interesting comment 
on the Rye Harbour website is that while the female Winter moths (whose 
caterpillars inhabit the centre of unsprayed apples) are flightless the males have 
wings and the larvae are also able to fly using the 'ballooning' technique by 
which spiderlings spread themselves. The moth caterpillars similarly climb to an 
exposed high point, stick their backsides up into the breeze, and pay out silken 
thread until thereis enought to catch the wind and bear the weight of the caterpillar 
which is then carried off (as if in a balloon) to whereever the wind is blowing. 

PLANTS 

Lesser Celandine: On Dec 23 the very first flower of the new season had raised its 
head to show a closed but bright yellow flower on the bank of the Lymbourne 
stream here in Havant 

Sweet Violet: Several of these were flowering in the churchyard of St Thomas. Old 
Bedhampton, here in Havant on Dec 19 

Blackthorn: The 'aberrant' tree at the Hayling Oysterbeds was still flowering on 
Dec 16 and on Dec 23 Tony Gutteridge told me he had also seen one tree in flower 
recently (not sure exactly where or when). 

Dog Rose: A couple of bushes on the South Moors shore at Langstone (close to 
the mouth of the Langbrook stream) had a total of ten open flowers on Dec 21. On 
Dec 16 another bush near the Hayling Oysterbeds had a total of 15 flowers. 



Ivy: It is now difficult to find flowers which still have anthers but I saw one or two on 
Dec 23 

Hazel: Male catkins were fully extended and 'open' by the Hayling Billy trail where it 
passes the east end of Grove Road in Havant on Dec 16 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

Otter: On Dec 17 Bob Chapman told us of fresh Otter spraints seen by the 
Dockens Water flowing through the Blashford Lakes reserve at Ringwood 

Red Deer: Also on Dec 17 Russell Wynn came on a single herd of 60 Red Deer in 
the New Forest somewhere not far from Brockenhurst 

Fungi: The path at the end of my garden has acquired a thick bed of wood chips in 
the past couple of years since I bought a machine to dispose of a growing pile of 
garden rubbish. Earlier this autumn I commented on finding Jew's Ear fungus 
growing on a branch of Buddleia which was too thick and knotty to go through the 
machine, and in the past couple of months I have had a long drawn out display of 
what I took to be some type of Psyathyrella toadstool which I could not identify. This 
week the December issus of British Wildlife has an article by Peter Marren on 
'Global fungal weeds - the toadstools of wood-chip beds' which describes a 
massive invasion of Britain by a host of fungal species whose spores have probably 
arrived on the wind from all parts of the globe and which have found their perfect 
haven in our newly ceated habitat of wood-chip beds. I think one of these illegal 
immigrants (Agrocybe rivulosa) could well be the species which has been 
puzzling me - it not only has the general features of this species as described and 
illustrated by Peter Marren but has the 'greasy cap' and radially wrinkled cap which 
he describes. Whether or not I have got the right name the article gives a 
fascinating insight into how quickly some life forms will discover and colonise newly 
available habitat, and also how our national boundaries (and even the seas and 
oceans which act as barriers to the movement of some species) are no obstacle to 
the spread of things as small and light as fungal spores. 

Wildlife diary and news for Dec 18 - 24 (Week 51 of 2006) 

Sun 24 Dec 

This week’s news 

My summary of the past week’s news is now on my WEEKLY SUMMARY page 

The VINE project 

Yesterday’s post brought my bi-monthly copy of British Wildlife magazine which, 
in addition to its other excellent items, had an article by Matthew Oates describing a 
new Wildlife Conservation organisation of which he is a founder member and 
which has the catchy abbreviated title of “VINE”, standing for “Values in Nature 
and the Environment”. 

You can find out about this organisation for yourself at www.vineproject.org.uk but I 
cannot resist expressing my own views on what I have read about it in Matthew’s 
article.  

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm
http://www.vineproject.org.uk/


What I believe to be at the core of the project is an idea that conservation action 
should have as its primary objective the preservation and enhancement of what 
human beings think to be ‘valuable’ to them in the natural world rather than the 
pursuance of scientific objectives such as maximising biodiversity or the 
preservation of species and habitats for their own sake regardless of whether they 
do anything to brighten the life of ‘the man in the street’ (and indeed often pursuing 
this aim in a way that precludes the enjoyment of those species or habitats by 
humans by putting up ‘exclusion zones’ around them - either physical fences or 
laws that prevent you e.g. photographing an endangered species). 

My first reaction to Matthew’s proposal is to say ‘That is what I have myself been 
proposing for many years’, but then to go on immediately to add that it is an 
unachievable objective and likely to suffer all the problems which, throughout the 
history of mankind, have prevented all religions (i.e. organisations based on the 
promotion of spiritual values) from achieving their objectives - the main difficulty 
being ‘differences of opinion’ between members of the organisation. 

I entirely agree with Matthew that the natural world can inspire humans with a 
sense of peace, joy and wonder which no other source can provide, and it is for that 
reason that I complain that all our conservation organisations are missing their 
greatest opportunity in not putting their efforts into what might be called ‘the 
spiritual education of humanity’ - convincing the mass of people that their lives will 
be enriched if they understand and respect the natural world. In the unlikely case 
that the mass of the world’s population can be convinced that the pursuit of nature 
conservation rather than money, power, or ‘happiness’ will offer them a better life 
and future for their children then effective nature conservation will be easy. 

So I agree with the objective, but at the same time I believe that who or whatever 
created this universe carefully built in some fundamental rules to prevent any lesser 
being ever finding the final answer to how the universe actually works and, by so 
doing, become able to control it - in physics you can find out all the rules until you 
get into the world of sub-atomic particles when you have to introduce the ideas of 
probability, chance and chaos; in cosmology the boundaries of the universe will 
doubtless continue to retreat as our instruments increase in their ability to look 
further out into space or back in time; and in our attempts to preserve the natural 
world we have to contend with the equally intractable greed, sloth and bloody 
mindedness of human nature. 

To sum up my feelings on this matter I welcome the proposal to get away from the 
established approach to nature and conservation based on the use of scientific 
method to gain understanding of how the natural world works so that we can 
‘control it’, and to replace the attempt to control nature with an attempt to educate 
humans in the value to them and their wellbeing of a fully functional ‘natural world’ 
which, by definition of the word ‘wildlife’, is outside human control and should never 
be subjected to it. 

I have only one thing left to say on the matter - the proposal will never work. Among 
other small difficulties the re-establishment of a fully functional natural world would 
require some means of greatly reducing and then controlling the size of the human 



population of the world so as to leave the requisite natural habitat (not a human 
controlled nature reserve) for the planet’s wildlife. 

Sat 23 Dec 

First Celandine flower in Havant 

A brief detour from Christmas duty at midday gave me the pleasure of seeing the 
very first Celandine flower on the bank of the Lymbourne Stream just south of the 
A27. The flower was not open but the flower stem and closed flower were fully 
grown and just waiting for a ray of sunshine 

Today’s pick of the internet 

Dec 23 

A redhead Goosander was on the Sinah gravel pit lake (south Hayling) 
today - other than a report of 6 in the Langstone Harbour area on Nov 9 this is 
the first Havant area sighting this winter (a female/immature Black Redstart 
was also seen today on south Hayling around the Anne's Court flats near the 
Beachlands office) 

John Shillitoe found a total of some 400 Common Gulls back in the 
Soberton area of the Meon valley with a flock of 70 Fieldfare south of the 
village 

Mike Collins saw a Shag in the Langstone Harbour entrance and saw around 
16 Black-necked Grebe off the Hayling Oysterbeds 

At Farlington Marshes the number of Avocet in the reserve lake was up 
to 26 this afternoon and 'scores' of Pintail were in the area plus lots of 
Shelduck but only 7 Black-tailed Godwit were seen. A male Merlin was 
perched on the fencing surrounding one of the 'holes' in the Main Marsh 
(fencing is to stop the cattle falling in) and more than 3 Goldeneye were in 
the harbour.  

Tony Gutteridge saw what looked like a female Scaup on the Budds Farm 
pools today - he was not certain but the increasing numbers in Dorset (see 
Dec 22) make it the more likely 

A Black Swan was a newcomer to the Blashford Lakes and at Eyeworth 
Pond near Fritham the count of Goosanders was up to 18 (4 of them 
drakes) 

In north Hampshire John Clark found a pair of Smew at the Eversley Gravel 
Pits. These are the first Smew to reach Hampshire this winter but we have to 
share them with Berkshire (John saw them fly across the county boundary to 
roost on the Moor Green lakes. 

Dec 22 

500+ Black-tailed Godwits in Avon valley just north of Christchurch 
reported by one of the CHOG birders - maybe showing an increase on the 
420 counted by John Clark for a WeBS count on Dec 17 



Scaup are increasing with a total of 15 reported in the Weymouth area today 
(7 at Lodmoor and 8 at Abbotsbury) 

In Emsworth some 20 Rooks were back at a rookery just south of Victoria 
Road behind some blocks of Council flats (a little east of where Selangor Ave 
become Victoria Road. This is not only of interest as a possible indication of 
Rooks thinking that spring had come and returning to repair and guard their 
nests, but also because there has been a rapid decline in the number of 
Rooks in the Emsworth area and this was one of several small rookeries that 
had apparently been deserted in recent years 

A couple of people have reported the presence of a Great Grey Shrike on 
Wilverley Plain in the New Forest but as the site is only about 1 km south 
west of the Crab Tree Earth site where one was present recently I suspect 
this is not a new arrival. 

A flock of 60 Golden Plover were seen 500 metres west of HMS Mercury 
site (now abandoned by the Navy?) on the hill ridge running east from Old 
Winchester Hill 

Thu 21 Dec 

Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm 

While many misguided people were spending their time fog bound at Heathrow I 
was cycling down the Billy Line to enjoy glorious sunshine and high tide on the 
South Moors shore where the wild rose bushes were decked with flowers. 

The Budds Farm pools had plenty of Teal but relatively few other birds of which the 
only two I noted were a male Gadwall and the male Ruddy Duck which had taken 
possession of the extreme seaward end of the pools where I expected to see a 
couple of dozen Pochard (none there today). Among the few Tufted Duck was 
one which stood out a little from the rest and which had the large white under tail 
area which I associate with the ‘Fudge Duck’ but did not have the rusty-reddish 
tinge to its breast feathers which earn that bird its ‘Ferruginous’ name. Maybe that 
was just a quirk of the light for as I was leaving I overtook Jason Crook and asked 
him if he had seen the Fudge Duck to which he replied that it was there today. 

Latest news from the internet 

Dec 21 

The Surf Scoter which was in Langstone Harbour on Dec 18 seems to have 
flown west to be seen at Beer on the south Devon coast on Dec 19 - Beer is 
adjacent to Seaton at the west end of the Lyme Bay area. Confusingly Bird 
Guides put out a report saying that it was both at Beer and at Langstone 
yesterday morning but none of the people looking for it in Langstone Harbour 
saw it! 

In connection with this bird I see I also put out duff info in saying that it was 
new to the Hampshire county list - in fact one was seen by Tim Parminter off 
Hurst Beach on 23 April 1999 and the same bird touched down off Hill Head 
half an hour later to be seen briefly by Richard Levett and Sue Morrison. The 



genuine first for Hampshire was also seen from Hurst Beach back on 15 May 
1976 by Eddie Wiseman and three others - the 1976 HBR adds that while this 
was the first seen from the Hampshire mainland there had been an earlier 
record of a bird seen from the Isle of Wight but I do not have details of that. 

Two more Great Spotted Woodpeckers were drumming today - one at 
Sway heard by Steve Keen and the other in the Cheriton area heard by Peter 
Thompson 

Brian Fellows is still unable to trace where the mass of Black Tailed 
Godwits have gone to but several people are now also on the case. From 
Dorset David Taylor tells us that .. "Twice in the last fortnight, CHOG have 
had 3-400 briefly in Christchurch Harbour, but we assumed they had come 
from Poole Harbour. As far as I know, there are no big groups in the Avon 
Valley. However, over the the Xmas break I should be able to check out 
some sites between Sopley and Christchurch". Looking back at my database 
I see that on Nov 30 the Poole Harbour flock was said to have 919 birds, and 
the only count of an estimated 400 in Christchurch Harbour which I have 
noted from the CHOG website was on Dec 3 (and the crash in Chichester 
Harbour numbers came after Dec 6 when Brian Fellows still had 112 on the 
Emsworth shore) 

Dungeness today reported 'large numbers' of Great Crested Grebe feeding 
offshore and yesterday Rye Harbour was reporting increased numbers of 
these birds so maybe we will be seeing flocks off the Hampshire coast soon 

Dec 20 

At Church Norton one Bar-tailed Godwit was in summer plumage, and a 
check of last year's records shows that one at the Kench on Hayling Island 
was also in summer plumage in both Jan and Feb of 2005. I seem to 
remember some one telling us that some birds do suffer an unfortunate 
genetic abnormality which causes them to moult into summer plumage for 
the winter and vice versa for the summer - I think this was in connection with 
another species of wader. Also at Church Norton there were 'lots' of Knot. 

Dec 19 

Blue Tits seem to be suffering from some new disease giving symptoms like 
mange in dogs. Last weekend when looking for Bewick's Swans in the 
Ibsley-Harbridge area near Ringwood Rosi Woods saw .. "What initially 
appeared to be a young blue tit begging to be fed. On closer inspection the 
blue tit had very dark feathers and a bald chest so we assume that it has 
some kind of infestation and was quivering its feathers owing to the irritation. 
Has anyone seen this sort of thing before?" Today Bob Chapman noticed the 
same symptoms on a Blue Tit in his Christchurch (Bournemouth) garden and 
writes .. "A Blue Tit in my garden today was completely without any head 
feathers and fluffed into a ball. Don't have a name for what was wrong with it 
but it did look very wrong, whatever it was". 

Dec 15 



A single Twite was seen on the Lymington marshes - the first for Hampshire 
this winter (the only other report I know of is of two seen at Dungeness on Oct 
30) 

Tue 19 Dec 

Bedhampton area 

A cycle ride around Bedhampton delivering Christmas cards was brightened by the 
sight of a Mimosa tree in full flower to add to the yellow of several garden 
Mahonias that I have seen recently. Even I draw the line at adding Mimosa to my 
list of wild flowers but this trip did give me Sweet Violets in the church yard of St 
Thomas plus the yellow of a Grey Wagtail on the small stream running along the 
side of Brookside Road just west of the church. 

Both Collared Dove and Wood Pigeon were singing today along with Song 
Thrush, Robin, Dunock and Blue Tit but I have not heard a Wren for some days. 

Latest pickings from the internet 

Birds: 

Great Northern Diver: One was in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Dec 17 
and another was close to Hythe Pier in Southampton Water that day - maybe the 
latter drifted south to be seen off the Warsash area on Dec 18. 

Slavonian Grebe: Two, maybe three, were to be seen near the mouth of 
Chichester Harbour on Dec 17 

Shag: At Durlston one was seen in 'full breeding plumage' on Dec 18 

Little Egret: My own count on Dec 18 of at least 40 still using the Langstone Pond 
roost in mid-December is higher than my expectation of numbers there at this time 
of year and I see that numbers are also higher than expected in the Rye Harbour 
roost from which 53 were seen to emerge at dawn on Dec 19. Back in August the 
peak roost count at Rye Harbour was 79 and that had dropped to 43 by Nov 10 but 
has since shown an upward trend (46 on Nov 29 and 53 on Dec 19). Either the 
birds are not moving inland (their normal winter strategy to escape the cold of the 
shore line) or total numbers in the country are increasing faster than the habitat can 
absorb them. Last year there were only 25 birds in the Rye Harbour roost on Nov 
29 

Bewick's Swan: So far none have appeared in the Hampshire Avon valley but over 
in West Sussex the Arun valley had a total of at least 36 on Dec 18 (9 at Pulborough 
Brooks, another 8 in the Amberley area and 19 more south of the Downs). Looking 
back to last winter there were just 2 or 3 on the Avon from Nov 20 and the first 
increase to 12 birds did not come until Dec 31 so Hampshire birders should not give 
up hope yet. 

Barnacle Geese: The 7 birds which form the remnant of the Baffins Gang were still 
at Titchfield Haven (with their hanger-on hybrid Bar-head) on Dec 16. Even the big 
feral flock of Barnacles on the Isle of Wight seems to be waning in size - the last 
estimate of 300 was on 4 Jan 2005 and the highest figure for 2006 was only 250 (on 



Jan 27). This winter the highest count so far is of only 130 in a field near the Hersey 
nature reserve on Dec 13 (no doubt there are others still to show themselves) 

Shelduck: The number in the Emsworth-Langstone stretch of Chichester Harbour 
remains higher than in recent years. I used to expect counts of over 100 seen 
around Langstone but in recent years the number has dropped until 25 was a good 
count - this winter the counts are well up with 82 seen by myself on Dec 12 and 55 
seen by Brian Fellows on Dec 18 (on two recent visits to Langstone I have been 
able to see between 40 and 50 without checking the eastern end of this sector). 

Wigeon: Counts in the Emsworth-Langstone area have also been higher than 
usual this winter but not up to the WeBS count total of 2800 for the Arun valley from 
Amberley to Pulborough on Dec 18 (and 2100 Teal) 

Pintail: The WeBS total for Amberley to Pulborough on Dec 18 was 575 (with 210 
Shoveler) 

Ferruginous Duck: On Nov 4 Mike Collins saw the 'traditional' Fudge Duck back at 
the Budds Farm pools here in Havant but there have been no other reports of it this 
winter - hopefully it is still around but the reason for mentioning it now is that 'son of 
Fudge' seems to have arrived in Dorset with news of a 'presumed first winter drake' 
seen on Dec 17 at a pool at Rodden (slightly inland of the Chesil area between 
Weymouth and Abbotsbury) 

Surf Scoter: A single unsupported report of a female on the sea off Pagham 
Harbour on Dec 9 left me awaiting further confirmed sightings but on Dec 18 these 
have been provided by Mike Wearing and others who have had good views of what 
is probably the same bird in the narrow Broom Channel of Langstone Harbour 
between Kendall's Wharf near the Eastern Road in Portsmouth and Farlington 
Marshes. The consensus seems to be that this is likely to be a genuine wild bird 
and if so a new addition to the Hampshire county bird list. A few of these do reach 
Britain (from the west coast of America) from time to time but they are almost 
always seen around the north of Scotland - maybe this is even a first for the English 
Channel? 

Buzzard: Of local interest only it looks as if a young Buzzard has decided to try to 
set up home on Warblington Farm fields. Adult Buzzards have occasionally been 
seen over the fields but Brian Fellows has now had two sightings of a young bird 
perched in one of two isolated oak trees (once part of a hedge line which was 
removed to create a single big arable field) in the field south of the layby on the 
A259 road just east of the A27 junction. (Field B on my Warblington map). Brian's 
latest sighting on Dec 18 is supported by a photo (see his website) 

Merlin: On Dec 17 Mark Rolfe saw both a male and a female in the Newlands Farm 
area (the open flat fields) south of west Fareham and north of Stubbington. 

Black-tailed Godwit: So far the search for the missing Godwits which have 
vanished from the Emsworth-Langstone area of Chichester Harbour has not found 
any trace of them - certainly not at Titchfield Haven nor along the north of 
Chichester Harbour. A WeBS count at Christchurch Harbour on Dec 17 gives one 
further glimmer of hope when reporting a very low count of just 3 Blackwits in that 



harbour by suggesting that the birds have moved up the Avon to the wet meadows 
between Christchurch and Ringwood. In Jan and Feb of 2001 there was a peak of 
2630 birds there on Jan 7 with 2000 remaining into Feb, in 2002 a brief peak of up 
to 2000 birds was there in December, and in 2003 this area attracted totals of up to 
3000+ birds (John Clark's count on Feb 8). These 2003 counts were quite 
exceptional - the birds do not go there in big numbers each year and before 2003 a 
count of 500 would be the most you could expect in a good year. Titchfield had 
1220 birds in Jan 1994 and 1450 in Feb 1995 (when there were 1170 in the Avon 
valley in March) and in 1998 Titchfield had a peak of 980 birds in Jan. 

Bar-tailed Godwit: The Warblington shore near Langstone has been a good place 
to see these in recent winters but this autumn the flock which had built up to more 
than 400 by Nov 9 thereafter disappeared so the sight of around 40 birds back 
there on Dec 16 and 18 is welcome. 

Sandwich Tern: Two were seen from Black Point near the mouth of Chichester 
Harbour on Dec 17 and as there have been no more sightings in the Emsworth 
area since Dec 9 it may be that these two are the total number in Chichester 
Harbour. 

Great Spotted Woodpecker: One heard drumming at Durlston on Dec 17 was the 
second report of drumming this winter (after one heard at the Blashford Lakes on 
Dec 4) 

Blackbird: On the morning of Dec 19 John Chapman heard Blackbird as well as 
Song Thrush among the 'dawn chorus' in his Langstone garden. 

Great Grey Shrike: The total in the New Forest appears to be at least three. One 
has been seen in the Vales Moor area (between Burley and Ringwood) since the 
end of November, on Dec 16 one was seen in the Crab Tree Earth area (west of 
Brockenhurst and south of Rhinefield House) and on Dec 17 Russell Wynn saw 
one catch a Red Admiral somewhere south of Brockenhurst. Back on Nov 6 one 
had been seen on Ocknell Plain but it was not re-found. 

Hawfinch: On Dec 17 Russell Wynn, walking in the New Forest somewhere near 
his new home in the south of Brockenhurst came on 17 Hawfinch, presumably 
coming to a night roost (which does not seem to have been previously reported). 
Maybe I was misled into thinking that his walk area was south of Brockenhurst? 

Insects: 

Brimstone: Adrian Hoskins found two still active in Stansted Forest on Dec 16 

Red Admiral: Adrian's count of these in Stansted Forest on Dec 16 was 11 and on 
that day 5 were flying at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire with at least one more 
seen in Alice Holt Forest near Farnham. At least three more were seen on Dec 17 
(singles in Hampshire and both East and West Sussex) 

Comma: Adrian also had one of these in Stansted on Dec 16 

Light Brown Apple Moth: Also active in Hampshire, East and West Sussex 
between Dec 13 and 16 



December Moth: One at Blashford Lake on Dec 17 

Winter Moth: A male at Rye Harbour on Dec 17 prompted the additional comment 
that, while the females of this species cannot fly the caterpillars can! Like spiders 
they can climb to a high point and spin out a silken thread into the wind - when the 
thread is long enough it acts as a balloon and carries off the caterpillar or spider to 
'pastures new' 

Hummingbird Hawkmoth: On Dec 15 someone in Aldershot found one flying 
around inside their house (probably seeking a place to hibernate) and captured it in 
a jamjar, then took it to their neighbour, a David Jones, who identified it and put the 
news on the Hampshire BC website 

Plants: 

Sweet Violet: A few flowers in the churchyard of St Thomas (the old church in 
Bedhampton, Havant) on Dec 19 

Blackthorn: One branch of one tree at the Hayling Oysterbeds still covered in 
flowers on Dec 16 

Dog Rose: One bush with 15 flowers seen near the Oysterbeds on Dec 16 

Hazel: Male catkins were extended and 'open' on two trees as I cycled down the 
Billy Line from Havant to Langstone on Dec 16 - to see the best examples go to the 
east end of Grove Road and look above the junction with the Billy Trail of the path 
continuing east. 

Other Wildlife: 

Red Deer: I was aware that there are Red Deer in the New Forest but I was 
surprised to read of a herd of 60 being seen by Russell Wynn in the area 
somewhere south of Brockenhurst near his new home (he has just moved there 
from the Pennington area of Lymington). 

Otter: The Dockens Water stream, which runs west from the Fritham area of the 
New Forest to the river Avon, passes through the Blashford Lakes at Ringwood and 
Bob Chapman tells us of finding Ottter spraints by the stream (presumably within 
the Wildlife Trust reserve area) 

Fungi: Over recent years there have been many finds of Agrocybe cylindracea 
(Poplar Fieldcap) on old Willows by the River Ems at Brook Meadow but I first 
came across the species in the hollow of an old tree on the bank of Pook Lane at 
Warblington but have not seen it there for many years so I was pleased to hear that 
Brian Fellows had re-found it there yesterday. On Dec 16 I came across Common 
Inkcap for the first time this winter on the roadside at Langstone, and a single small 
example of Meadow Waxcap has been in my garden lawn during the past week. 

Mon 18 Dec 

Another Egret roost count 

A dull morning with a light drizzle of rain brought the local Song Thrush into action 
this morning - the first time I have had one in full song around my garden in the 



morning though I have heard them at dusk elsewhere for some time and a Mistle 
Thrush has been heard from the garden on several mornings.  

Later in the morning Collared Dove, Dunnock and Goldfinch were all singing 
around Havant and among the plants still flowering I found one example of Ivy. 

By the afternoon the rain had long ceased and as the tide would be low at sunset I 
decided to check the Langstone Egret roost, getting a count of exactly 40 
birds 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 11 - 17 (WEEK 50 OF 2006) 

 

Sun 17 Dec 

Latest sightings 

Dec 17 

Great Spotted Woodpecker drumming at Durlston country park. This is the second report of 
drumming this month after Bob Chapman heard one at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 4. 

Dec 16 

At Dungeness 80 Red-throated Divers and 1 Black-throated flew west 

Brian Fellows was at Titchfield Haven today and was told that there were no more than 30 
Black-tailed Godwits there. The sightings board did report the presence of what remains of 
the Baffins Gang (7 Barnacle Geese plus the hybrid Bar-Head) and the two Fulvous 
Whistling Ducks which Geoff Jones reported on Hoslist on Dec 9 

At Hook/Warsash Dave Wallace was lucky enough to see a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker 
and a Little Owl in the same tree. 

A couple of reports from the New Forest suggest that Dartford Warblers (which seemed to 
have disappeared earlier in the year) are now back in normal numbers (but this is not 
supported by survey data). 

The number of Great Grey Shrikes in the New Forest has doubled (from one to two). One is at 
the Vales Moor site between Burley and Ringwood (where one has been for some time) and a 
'new bird' has turned up at Crab Tree Earth to the south of Rhinefield House. 

Sat 16 Dec 

Hayling Oysterbeds 

This afternoon I made a short trip to the Hayling Oysterbeds via the Billy Line and Langstone Bridge, 
seeing nothing of importance in the way of birds but finding Hazel catkins open on two different 
trees, one at the southern end of the Havant Town Hall carpark where the footpath from Grove Road 
crosses it and the other above the bus stop on the main road through Langstone. Equally unexpected 
at this time of year, but not new, were the Blackthorn flowers by the Billy Line where it passes the 
Oyster beds (it took me some time to refind these) and a collection of 15 flowers on one Dog Rose 
by the path along the south side of ‘Texaco Bay’. Not so prominent were the Perennial Sowthistles 
still flowering north of the Texaco garage and the very last flower on the almost dead plant of Russian 
Comfrey at the Oysterbeds. 

Still with an eye for flowers I stopped at the southern gate of the field west of the Billy Line (and north 
of the Lagoon) to spend a few minutes reducing the brambles which are threatening to choke the large 
patch of Sweet Violets there (no flowers at the moment). While doing this I got into conversation with 



an elderly local man who disabused me of the idea that the lowlying field immediately south of Texaco 
Bay, which I have for years called ‘The Brick Field’ on the assumption that its low level, especially at 
the north end where it is only prevented from daily flooding by the bank carrying the path from the main 
road to the Billy Line, was the result of the digging of clay for Noel Pyecroft’s one time brick making 
business. My informant told me he was related to the Pyecrofts and knew that they never dug that 
field. 

Crossing Langstone Bridge I did see one sight of interest to birders - in addition to small flocks of 
Golden Plover (around 150) and Lapwing (only about 60), plus a good show of 48 Shelduck, there 
was a flock of around 40 Bar-tailed Godwit on the tideline south of Pook Lane (I cannot be certain of 
their identity but their location and the look of closely packed thin line of birds with their feet just in the 
water strongly suggested Bar-tails and not Black-tails (of which I saw none). 

Fri 15 Dec 

Bedhampton and Broadmarsh 

A cycle ride past Bedhampton Mill to Broadmarsh and back via the Brockhampton stream and Budds 
Farm gave me a sighting of 50 Black-tailed Godwit feeding in Chalk dock (close to the eastern 
entrance to Farlington Marshes), and masses of Brent and Wigeon in that area, plus a good view of 
the Kingfisher on the Brockhampton stream and the sound of a Cetti’s Warbler at he Budds Farm 
pools (only the second time I have heard one there). The only other bird of interest was an unusual gull 
which I thought might be an adult Ring-billed gull, but we will have to wait for some gull afficiando to 
spot it to tell us if it is anything out of the ordinary. 

The gull was on the east side of the mouth of the Hermitage Stream, seen from the Broadmarsh side 
a little north of the slipway. It was small for a Herring Gull but looked more like one than a Common 
Gull (which it certainly was not). It was in adult plumage (no tatty brown bits or black tail bar) but did 
have brownish streaking on the head and neck. The closed wings were a very light grey and there was 
hardly any tertial step. In flight the wing tips had more black than I expected to see (the outer primaries 
almost wholly black) but no obvious white mirrors. The bill appeared to be yellow, but not bright yellow, 
with a broad black band. The head shape was smaller and less “brutish” than that of most Herring Gull, 
but not rounded like that of a Common Gull. 

Best plant find was a single plant of Yellow-wort, small but with many flowers. Near it on the banks of 
A27 Blue Fleabane was still flowering and at least one of the Chinese Mugwort plants alongside the 
cycleway below the A27 had flowers that were not dead and withered. By the Brockhampton stream I 
found what must have been a plant of Hedgerow Cranesbill by its size and leaf shape but the flowers 
were not the normal mauve colour but more rose pink like Dove’s Foot Cranesbill. Early in the trip I 
passed a bank of Winter Heliotrope and for the first time this winter their scent hit me as I cycled past. 

Back on the cycleway below the A27 near Farlington Marshes I spotted three rosettes of Bee Orchid 
leaves, not an unusual sight in December, and this reminded me that when on Hayling yesterday I not 
only saw leaf rosettes of Green-winged Orchids but also some very luxuriant and highly distorted 
leaves in a flower pot which I was told were a Lizard orchid whose full history I do not know but it had 
not been taken from the wild in this country. 

Latest news from the internet 

Dec 14 

The Durlston Country Park website tells us that the berries of Stinking Iris, which nothing 
seems to eat, are "an essential food plant for one of our Red Data Book Beetle species", 
but we are not told the beetle's name. Also in their web entry I read that .. "Down on the cliffs, 
60+ Guillemots are crammed onto the ledge, like a crowd of milk-bottles on a doorstep! 
Their occasional winter visits (often sparked by a spell of rough weather at sea), will become 
more frequent as the New Year draws on". This helps to answer my previous query as to why 
they appear on the nesting cliffs six months before they start to breed. A third item in their brief 
diary records "Dead Man’s Fingers (fungi) now growing on rotting Holm Oak logs". 



At Rye Harbour a Black Swan (a think a first for the reserve) turned up today. No doubt the 
bird was spurred by thoughts of love, this being the middle of the antipodean breeding season 
which still controls their hormones. 

From Oct 28 to Dec 6 a flock of around 100 Back-tailed Godwits could be seen daily feeding 
at the west end of the Emsworth shoreline but the count of 112 on Dec 6 had dropped to 39 on 
Dec 9, 35 on Dec 10, and 6 on Dec 13. So far, despite a widespread search including coastal 
wet fields as well as the shoreline, the new location of the birds has not been found suggesting 
that they have made a long distance flight (maybe across the channel?) which would be 
unusual at this time of year. A flock of around 50 birds had been seen feeding in Emsworth 
Harbour between Aug 4 and 29 and they ceased to be seen during Sep and most of Oct but 
their movement away from that area was more expected at that time of year when they had no 
necessarily settled into winter quarters - the current move may have been spurred by 
exhaustion of food in the area where they have been seen daily but if that had been the cause 
a more gradual diminution of numbers and dispersal to other parts of the local area would have 
been expected. Jason Crook reports another unexpected late passage movement on Dec 8 
when 68 Lesser Blackback Gulls flew southwest high over Langstone Harbour as if heading 
across the channel - maybe the Godwits have been acting on the same long range weather 
forecast that caused the Gulls to move, but if so it is more probable that the birds are just 
confused about the abnormal weather we have been having and are looking for somewhere 
that has the normal winter weather they expect. 

Six Purple Sandpipers were seen at Southsea Castle today, second highest count there this 
winter after the 8 seen on Nov 27 

Today brought the first report for this winter of Shags in the mouth of Langstone Harbour - 
two of them 

Dec 13  

One of two Great Nortern Divers which have been in the Southwick Canal (east end of 
Shoreham Harbour) since Dec 8 has a fish-hook, complete with 'spoon' lure, caught in its 
head close to the eye. The Sussex Wildlife Ambulance team are prepared to attempt to catch 
the bird with a net if someone will loan them a suitable boat - they recently made a similar 
rescue attempt at Brighton Marina, looking for an injured Little Auk, but failed to find that bird. 
To contact the Ambulance ring 07815 078234. 

The Pagham Harbour wintering Whimbrel was seen at Church Norton where it has previously 
been seen on Oct 5, Nov and 19 

A single Balearic Shearwater off Portland was the fourth seen there this month. This is the 
first year when the birds have been recorded there in December and now March is the only 
month with no sightings. 

The daytime Golden Plover roost in the area east of Langstone bridge was seen today on the 
north side of the harbour for only the second time this witner (in previous years the north side 
has seemingly been preferred by the birds) 

Dec 12 

A wintering Common Whitethroat was seen today at the IBM Portsmouth North Harbour site 
where a Lesser Whitethroat had been seen on Dec 10 (and which had probably present for a 
couple of weeks). Both are very uncommon winter records but the IBM site already has one 
previous record of a Common Whitethroat seen there from Nov 6 to 17 in 1995. 

Dec 11 

One Leach's Petrel seen at Dungeness - the first time one has been seen so far east 

Tue 12 Dec 

Langstone and Northney 



The local Mistle Thrush was in full song close to my garden this morning with Wood Pigeon, Robin, 
Wren and Blue Tit also heard - the Mistle Thrush was still singing at midday. After breakfast I cycled 
down to Langstone where there were still 101 Teal in the Wade Court south pony field with a small 
flock of around 30 small passerines (were they Linnets or Goldfinch?) perched in distant tree tops 
(yesterday I had a similarly sized flock of Greenfinch on trees near my garden - clearly finches are 
moving into this semi-urban area for the winter). 

Looking east from Langstone Bridge I could only see some 200 Golden Plover on the low tide mud 
but later, looking from Northney, I found another 300+ and saw more 50 more flying in from the east. 
Similarly with both Lapwing and Shelduck - the 26 Shelduck visible from the bridge came became 
80 when I included those seen from the North Common area and there were 150 Lapwing in the 
Northney Marina basin to add to the 40 or so seen from the bridge. 

Dunlin are now present in full winter numbers with over 500 seen in total, and the low tide water 
channels probably held more than 30 Merganser. Cormorants were also up in numbers (though less 
than 10 seen) but there were few Black-tailed Godwits (I only noted about a dozen) and no Bar-tails 
or Knot that I could see. 

At North Common the Sweet Violets were still flowering in minimal numbers but there was a good 
show of Small Nettle, and at the Texaco garage Creeping Buttercup was flowering in addition to the 
Perennial Sowthistle, White Campion and Perforate St John’s Wort that have been out there for 
some time. In total I logged 30 species in flower today. 

News from the internet 

Today (Dec 12) a female Snow Bunting was still at Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough - first 
seen Dec 10 

A Siberian Chiff Chaff was at Portland - also there was a new family of 5 Pale Bellied Brent 

A Sandwich Tern was at Hook/Warsash 

Dec 11 Flock of 110 Brambling in Ashdown Forest 

15 Great Northern Divers were in Portland Harbour 

The two colour ringed Black-tailed Godwits recently arrived at Rye Harbour were (a) one ringed in 
Iceland in 2003 as an adult and last seen in Essex in Aug 2005 and (b) one ringed at The Wash in 
2005 and most recently seen in Essex one month ago. Barry Yates says that Godwits don't normally 
change region between Nov and Jan so their arrival at Rye was unusual 

A Bittern was a new arrival at Pett on Rye Bay and Fulmars have been back on nest ledges at 
Hastings since start of Dec 

At least one of the Anne's Court Black Redstarts near Hayling Beachlands office was still there 

Dec 10 Total of 15 Bewick's Swans in the Pulborough/Amberley Brooks area 

A Velvet Scoter flew past Fort Victoria (near Yarmouth IoW) and a Sandwich Tern was seen off 
Puckpool Point (east of Ryde) 

A Ring-billed Gull at Christchurch Harbour was the first seen there this year 

A Lesser Whitethroat seen by Tim Doran at the Portsmouth IBM Lake - it has probably been there for 
two weeks (very unusual for this species to winter here) 

Dec 9 Little Stint and Sandwich Tern at East Head (mouth of Chichester Harbour) 

SUMMARY FOR DEC 11 - 17 (WEEK 50 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Red-throated Diver: Locally there were reported sightings this week from the east of the Isle of Wight 
(Puckpool and Ventnor) and from the Hurst area (ones or twos) but a lot more must have been passing 



down Channel to give counts of 16 off Portland on Dec 10 (and 8 on Dec 12, 7 on Dec 13 and 14, and 
4 on Dec 15)  

Black-throated Diver: One was in Chichester Harbour, seen from East Head, on Dec 14 and a couple 
more went past Portland on Dec 10 (in addition to one in Portland Harbour on Dec 11) 

Great Northern Diver: More of these have been arriving in the Channel with counts of up to 15 in 
Portland Harbour (Dec 11), 5 in Poole Harbour (Dec 9) and 4 in Southampton Water on Dec 9 when 1 
was seen in Langstone Harbour from the Oysterbeds and another was off Selsey. On Dec 14 two were 
seen from East Head in Chichester Harbour, and two others have been in the Southwick Canal 
(eastward extension of Shoreham Harbour) - one of these has a fish hook caught near its eye with a 
metal spinner/lure still attached and I am awaiting news of this bird's capture by the Sussex Wildlife 
Ambulance crew if and when they can borrow a suitable boat. 

Slavonian Grebe: Three were seen in Chichester Harbour from Black Point on Dec 9 and at least one 
was still in that area on Dec 14. Other singles were seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Dec 10 and in 
the Warsash/Hook area on Dec 12 

Black-necked Grebe: The peak count in Langstone Harbour remains 17 seen on Dec 9 with 15 seen 
there on Dec 10 when another 6 were in Little Sea lake at Studland (mouth of Poole Harbour) with two 
more remaining at the Abbotsbury Swannery near Wyemouth. Of local interest one was on Ivy Lake at 
Chichester in Dec 9 

Balearic Shearwater: Although there have been no local sightings these are becoming more frequent 
visitors to the English Channel each year - at Portland this is the first time the birds have ever been 
seen in December and by Dec 13 they had already recorded four this month. 

Leach's Petrel: The HOS website has sightings at Sandy Point of 2 of these on Dec 5 and 5 on Dec 7. 
Maybe some of the birds involved in the recent massive wreck were driven round the north of Scotland 
and down the North Sea as Dungeness had its first sighting of one heading west on Dec 11 (when 
maybe the same bird was seen passing Bexhill). Dec 11 is the last date for which I have seen any 
sightings (including one passing Ventnor plus sightings from Fort Victoria on the IoW and Milford on 
sea. 

Shag: A peak count of 5 were off Southsea Castle on Dec 8 with one again there on Dec 14 when two 
were seen in the mouth of Langstone Harbour near the ferry (first sighting there for this winter). On 
Dec 16 birds at Durlston were already showing their new breeding crests. 

Bittern: One seen at Pett Level near Hastings on Dec 11 was said to be the first of the winter there 
and may presage the arrival of others elsewhere. 

Little Egret: At dusk on Dec 14 Jason Crook saw 29 Egrets in the Warblington field south of the Old 
Rectory. This may mark the start of the winter flock which has spent its days feeding in those fields in 
each recent winter but it may have been just a brief 'pre-roost gathering' of birds that had been feeding 
elsewhere during the day and which were heading for the nearby Langstone roost trees. 

Bewick's Swan: A total of 15 were in the Pulborough/Amberley area on Dec 10 but I think they were 
just stopping off on passage (maybe to Slimbridge) as it looks as if there were only two there on Dec 
14. 

Black Swan: One turned up at Rye Harbour on Dec 14, probably a bird feeling the call of the 
antipodean spring and flying around in search of a mate - maybe we will again see one locally at 
Emsworth or Gosport? 

Pale-bellied Brent: Up to three were being seen in Portland Harbour through November but on Dec 
12 the count increased to 5 and on Dec 14 there were 9 birds there - maybe others have been arriving 
in our Solent area? 

Shelduck: More than 80 were present in the Emsworth to Langstone neck of Chichester Harbour on 
Dec 12 



Mandarin: Another duck species that thinks spring is here - a pair had been seen mating at Horsham 
on Dec 3 and on Dec 9 a party of 20 males were displaying to 4 females on the Weir Wood reservoir in 
north Sussex 

Mallard: On Dec 15 a family of newly hatched ducklings were seen on the Test at Romsey 
following the sighting of other ducklings at Arundel on Dec 2 

Pintail: 44 were present in Nutbourne Bay of Chichester Harbour on Dec 14 (the flock at Pulborough 
had dropped from 300 to 200 on that day) 

Scaup: Still no local sightings but up to 7 have been seen at the Abbotsbury Swannery at Weymouth 
this week 

Eider: On Dec 9 there were 86 off Titchfield Haven and on Dec 10 there were 13 in the Hurst area at 
the other end of the Solent. On Dec 14 a party of 4 were in Chichester Harbour off East Head (two of 
them were smart males) 

Common Scoter: On Dec 11 a total of 420 went west past Dungeness heading our way. 

Velvet Scoter: Six went west past Ventnor on Dec 10 

Goldeneye: There are still very few of these about but on Dec 10 the first of the winter arrived at the 
Blashford Lakes (just one bird). Maybe there was a small influx that day as there were also reports 
from Langstone Harbour and from the Ryde/Puckpool area of the IoW 

Goosander: On Dec 6 there were 16 Goosander on Janesmoor Pond near Fritham in the New Forest 

Merlin: The nearest sighting to Havant last week was of one at East Head in Chichester Harbour on 
Dec 14 

Coot: The first report of Coot on the open sea this winter came from Christchurch Harbour on Dec 10 

Avocet: On Dec 14 Brian Fellows found 19 at Nutbourne Bay to the east of Thorney Island and Anne 
de Potier added that they have been winter resident there since Nov 19 when she had a distant view of 
around 27 birds. Jason Crook tells us that this flock is not related to the group of around 15 birds which 
have been in the Farlington Marshes area for about the same time (the first report of 13 birds there 
was dated Nov 18 but two had been there as early as Oct 18 and the count was up to six by Nov 13) 

Golden Plover: Counts of between 1000 and 2000 birds in the Langstone/Northney area of 
Chichester Harbour in mid-November have diminished to 500 or less there in the past week but 
another 300 were seen in the West Wittering area helping to confirm my view that a total of over 1000 
remains in Chichester Harbour, sometimes roosting in one large group and sometimes splitting up to 
spend their days in smaller groups in different places (no doubt dependent on tide times and heights, 
the weather, and food availabilty among other factors). It must be remembered that when night falls 
these birds split up into very many small groups and spread out to feed all over the local countryside, 
so it may be just a matter of chance which roost area they use when dawn breaks. 

Purple Sandpiper: Although the count of 8 at Southsea Castle on Nov 27 has not yet been beated 
there were 6 there on Dec 13 

Jack Snipe: Kris Gillam tells us that a total of 7 seen in the Blackwater village area south of Newport 
on Dec 10 was the highest day count on the Isle of Wight since 1998. 

Black-tailed Godwit: There have been no counts of more than 100 along the Emsworth shore since 
Dec 6 and virtually no birds there since Dec 10. Brian Fellows has spent some time searching the 
north shore of Chichester Harbour since then but cannot find any trace of a large flock. The birds may 
have moved abroad but I suspect they could be found at Titchfield Haven if there was any news 
coming from that reserve (their website was last updated on Nov 5). Jason Crook has commented that 
Blackwits commonly move away from the harbour shores to feed in fields when the fields become wet 
enough to force all the worms to come to the surface, and a look at last years reports from Titchfield 
shows that the flock feeding there increased notably after rain on Dec 3 (when at least 200 were seen 
there) growing to a count of 368 on Dec 23. (Before Dec 3 the highest count was of 142 on Nov 12). Of 
course the birds may have flown further west - an additional 100 from Emsworth would hardly be 



noticed among the flock of 919 around Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Nov 30 - and nearer 
home they could be feeding in the MoD Defence Munitions land on the north west shore of Portsmouth 
Harbour to which there is no public access. 

Bar-tailed Godwit: In contrast to the Black-tails a flock of around 40 Bar-tails had re-appeared on the 
Warblington shore of Chichester Harbour on Dec 16 where numbers had built up to more than 400 by 
Nov 9 only to vanish until now 

Whimbrel: The single bird wintering in Pagham Harbour was seen off Church Norton on Dec 13. 
There may well be 2 others wintering in the Emsworth channel east of Thorney Island where they have 
been a regular sight in recent winters, but the last sighting there that I know of there was on Oct 8, and 
there is probably one in Langstone Harbour which was last reported in the HOS news as being present 
throughout November 

Spotted Redshank: Three of these were definitely seen in the Nore Barn area west of Emsworth on 
Dec 13 where they were seen on two days at the end of November. What was probably a different bird 
was at East Head on Dec 14. 

Greenshank: Up to 10 probably remain on the shore west of Emsworth where they were seen on Dec 
10 and 8 or 9 were present on Dec 12. 

Med Gull: There is no need to go searching for these but if you want to be sure of seeing one locally 
the Tipner Lake area by the M275 into Portsmouth is a good bet, particularly at low tide. Tim Doran 
saw 8 there on Dec 10. Further afield 53 of these gulls were in Pagham Harbour on Dec 10, 
concentrated around Pagham village 

Ring-billed Gull: The regular bird is still at the Gosport Cockle Pond but on Dec 10 a newcomer 
turned up at Christchurch Harbour, maybe going on west to be seen off Portland Bill on Dec 14. On 
Dec 15 I saw what was possibly another adult close to the Broadmarsh slipway 

Lesser Black-back: A total of 68 flew high over Langstone Harbour heading south west, maybe going 
on across the Channel, on Dec 8. This movement was long after the normal autumn passage of these 
birds from summer to winter quarters and no one has come up with a reason for them moving at this 
date. 

Sandwich Tern: Jason Crook has told us that four of these are wintering in Langstone Harbour 
(though maybe making day trips on to the Solent outside the harbour to account for sightings such as 
that of one seen from the Ryde/Seaview area of the IoW on Dec 10) and it seems likely that there are 
also at least three resident in Chichester Harbour - on Dec 9 I saw two together fishing of the shore 
west of Emsworth and on the same day one was seen from East Head near the harbour mouth. 

Guillemot: On both Dec 14 and 16 some were seen at Durlston Head in Dorset and it was noted that 
some were already in summer plumage - it was also suggested that the birds seen there recently on 
their breeding ledges were only there to escape severe weather out at sea with no thought of breeding 
now. 

Little Auk: One was still passing Selsey Bill on Dec 9 when another (maybe the same bird?) went past 
Hurst Castle in the west Solent. 

Black Redstart: On Dec 11 at least one was still in the area just west of the Hayling Beachlands 
Office, where a goup of four have been seen recently. 

Whinchat: It is very rare for this species to remain in England in the winter (though it has been known 
in Hampshire) so one seen in the River Ouse Valley just upstream from Lewes on Dec 14 was highly 
unusual - the latest date for one in Sussex prior to this year was Dec 2. 

Redwing: Fieldfare have been present on the Isle of Wight since Nov 2 with counts of 130 on Nov 26 
and 150 on Dec 8, and Redwing have been seen there in smaller numbers since Oct 12, there have 
been no similar reports from the area around Havant so the arrival of 15 Redwing in the East Park of 
the Stansted estate on Dec 6 is of local interest. 

Cetti's Warbler: One was singing at the Budds Farm pools in Havant on Dec 15. I thought I heard one 
there about a month ago but have not heard other reports of them at that site. 



Lesser Whitethroat: The Hampshire Bird Report gives the 'latest ever' date for this summer migrant 
in the county as 31 Oct 1982 so a definite sighting of one by Tim Doran at the Portsmouth IBM site on 
Dec 10 set a new record. Tim is pretty sure he saw the same bird earlier in December at the same 
place but on that occasion could not be sure of its identity. 

Common Whitethroat: On Dec 13 Tim Doran added a sighting of a Common Whitethroat at the 
Portsmouth IBM site though this is not as dramatic as the species has been known to overwinter in 
Hampshire (and one was seen at the IBM site in Nov 1995) 

Raven: There have now been seven separate sightings of a pair of Ravens in the Stansted Forest 
area since Oct 29, the latest being on Dec 11 - several of these sightings have been of birds flying 
west over the Stansted East Park area around dusk, presumably heading to some night roost after 
foraging in Sussex by day. 

Starling: For those who have seen Bill Oddie enthusing about the sight of many thousand Starlings 
swirling in the sky before diving into their night roost Alan Cox on Dec 12 told us that we can see a 
similar spectacle in the area of the Frensham Ponds. 

Escapees: On Nov 18 Brian Fellows found four Fulvous Whistling Ducks on the Chichester Gravel 
Pit Lakes and published some excellent photos of them on his website so when Geoff Jones 
announced on Dec 9 that he had seen two of the same species at Titchfield Haven I had a clear idea 
of what they looked like. 

INSECTS 

Brimstone: The latest sighting of this species was on Dec 6 in the New Forest 

Red Admiral: At least 8 were active in Stansted Forest on Dec 9 and the latest to date was seen in 
Sussex on Dec 12 

Peacock: One of these was seen at Kingley Vale, north of Chichester, on Dec 9. 

PLANTS 

Flowering Plants: Halfway through the month my December list of flowering plants has 92 species on 
it. The most surprising are listed below... 

Dog Rose, Perforate St John's Wort, Sweet Violet, White Campion, Hedgerow 
Cranesbill, Holly, Yellow-wort, Grey Field Speedwell, Blue Fleabane, Perennial 
Sowthistle, Yellow Iris 

Hazel catkins: Male catkins were 'open for business' on two trees in Havant on Dec 16 - I think these 
trees were probably imported from a foreign country where spring comes earlier than normal for 
England and planted by the local council 

Orchid leaves: The leaf rosettes of Bee Orchids are a regular sight in December but this month I 
have also seen the leaves of Green-veined Orchid and Lizard Orchid (the latter was my first ever 
encounter with the species but I have to admit it was a 'captive specimen' in a flower pot which had 
originally grown in France) 

Lesser Celandine: No flower buds have yet appeared at any of the 'early flowering' sites that I know 
of and where I have found flowers open on Dec 14 in at least one recent year. 

Winter Heliotrope: I smelt the strong scent of these plants for the first time on Dec 14 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

Roe Deer: The daily diary from Durlston Country Park for Dec 16 reports the sight of a Roe buck 
already showing lumps on its head marking the start of growth of its antlers that have to be ready for 
the rut next May. 

Fungi: Early this week a single Meadow Waxcap appeared in my garden lawn here in Havant - a few 
of these have appeared in each of the last few years but this year there was only one and it remained 
small (not more than 3 cm across) but still had the delightful smooth peach coloured cap that they 



always have. At the end of the week I saw my first Common Inkcaps in the roadside grass at 
Langstone, and in Durlston country park I see they have recorded Dead Man's Fingers as well as the 
much commoner Candlesnuff fungus. 

 

 

 

SUMMARY FOR DEC 4 - 10 (WEEK 49 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Red-throated Diver: There have been eleven sightings of these in the past week and John Shillitoe 
has had two close encouters with them swimming close to the causeway leading out to Black Point in 
the mouth of Chichester Harbour (Dec 4) and on the shore at Titchfield Haven (Dec 8) where Steve 
Mansfield had less good sightings of two (maybe three) on Dec 2. 

Great Northern Diver: With seventeen reports during the week these seem to have been the 
commonest diver (especially in Portland Harbour where a 'flock' of 19 birds was seen on Dec 8. 
Locally one was off the Langstone South Moors on Dec 2 when another was seen near the mouth of 
the Hamble river and further up Southampton Water four of them were present on Dec 9 

Great Crested Grebe: No flocks of these on the sea so far this winter but on Dec 6 there were still at 
least 43 on the gravel pit lakes at Chichester, including a pair displaying to each other as they had 
been back on Nov 18 

Red-necked Grebe: One was on the sea off the north east corner of the Isle of Wight on Dec 2 and 7 
and maybe the same bird was at the west end of the Solent (seen from Hurst Castle) on Dec 5 

Slavonian Grebe: One remains in the Lymington area and on Dec 8 two were seen in Chichester 
Harbour off West Wittering. 

Black-necked Grebe: Singles of these remain at the Blashford Lakes and on the sea at Lymington. In 
Langstone Harbour I saw ten south of Budds Mound on Dec 8 but these birds were widely spaced (not 
in a compact bunch) and there could well have been more (14 remains the highest reported count for 
this winter) 

Storm Petrel: Among the hundreds of Leach's Petrels seen during the past week there was just one 
sighting of a Storm Petrel, seen off Milford on the sea on Dec 7 

Leach's Petrel: This week's gales drove a huge number of these pelagic birds to our shores - in the 
Portland area there were well over 150 seen on Dec 5 with more than 130 there on Dec 7 - while 
others were blown far inland to give reports from the Alton area of Hampshire and Farmoor in 
Oxfordshire. The last two inland birds were only noticed through being found dead and from these 
reports I learnt that the birds which die in these 'wrecks' do not necessarily do so from exhaustion and 
lack of food - those factors no doubt contribute to their demise but in two cases the corpses were found 
to have serious damage to the back of their heads and both Carrion Crow and Magpie have been seen 
delivering such blows to the heads of low-flying, fluttering Petrels. This discussion of predation on 
wrecked Petrels also produced a report of how, during the Storm Petrel 'wreck' of last May, a 
Newfoundland Dog was seen swimming in the sea 250 metres off shore apparently trying to grab one 
of these Petrels fluttering just above the surface of the water (note that the dog was not seen to catch 
one and may have just been enjoying a bit of innocent fun, as was the House Sparrow which we saw 
on TV this week - in Johnny Kingdom's Exmoor programme - pecking at a fluttering Hawkmoth until it 
became supper for the Sparrow). Coming back to local sightings of Leach's Petrel Hayling Bay had a 
small share, originally found by Andy Johnson but staying long enough to give George Spraggs a 
pre-21st Birthday present in his first every sighting of the species, though his joy was somewhat 
dampened when he discovered that he had taken a string of no doubt excellent photographic shots 
without a flash card in his camera to record the pictures! Simon Woolley did better in this respect, 
getting a shot which framed both a Petrel fluttering along the water's edge and a large (but totally 
innocent) dog on the sand within feet of the bird. Hampshire was for once just within the area where 



many Petrels were seen - on Dec 7 both Milford and Titchfield Haven produced a minimum of ten birds 
for the watchers - while very few were seen further east. 

Cormorant: Rough weather at sea encouraged Cormorants to fish in inland waters and on Dec 3 a 
total of 120 were doing so in the Blashford Lakes - a feeding frenzy of these birds in the deeper water 
of the lakes drove many small fish to the shallow water at the edges where they were gratefully 
gathered up by the resident Great White Egret and a large entourage of Little Egrets. On Dec 6 I went 
to the Chichester Lakes and saw at least 68 Cormorant there, some of them up in the roost trees and 
one, despite the high wind, perching on overhead power cables on which many sometimes roost 
despite the improbability of large webbed feet grasping such a perch while the bird sleeps as 
effectively as the claws of a small passerine would do. 

Little Egret: On the evening of Dec 8 I watched 49 Egrets enter (and remain in) the Langstone Pond 
roost trees. My previous attempt to count the roost on Nov 30 saw only 7 birds go into the roost and all 
7 come out again to head to Thorney Island for the night. Another feature of the Dec 8 count was that 
the majority of the birds arrived at the roost from the north, showing that they had been feeding on 
inland fields and waters rather than in the harbours to the south of the roost. 

Bewick's Swan: Up to eight have been seen at the Dungeness RSPB reserve where the first five 
arrived on Nov 10. The last report of these birds at Dungeness was dated Dec 2 and that was followed 
on Dec 4 by a sighting of two touching down on Warnham Mill Pond (Horsham) before continuing 
north, and on Dec 6 a group of three arrived at Pulborough Brooks. This made me think that the group 
at Dungeness had dispersed but that was cast into doubt when on Dec 5 there was a report from 
Dungeness RSPB of six Whooper Swans (no follow up on this). My reaction was that some visitor to 
the reserve had misidentified Bewick's as Whoopers but if so where did the Horsham birds come 
from? 

Black Swan: All six of the captive birds at West Ashling pond (west of Chichester) were present and 
'bill marked' when I looked in there on Dec 6. No sign of any of them nesting this winter. Also on the 
pond was one 'flat faced' Chinese Goose with a flock of 11 white Embden geese plus a couple of 
white Aylesbury ducks. Checking on the identity of the Chinese Goose on the internet at 
www.waterfowl.org.uk I was able to resolve another personal confusion between Embden and 
Roman geese - both are white and look similar but this website showed me that the large white geese 
on Sinah gravel pit (Hayling) and those at West Ashling are Embdens as Roman geese are only half 
their size and weight. 

Canada Goose: A flock of more than 150 Canadas at Titchfield Haven on Dec 2 included one 
leucistic (seemingly all white) and one with brown replacing black on its head and neck and with 
the orange feet of a Greylag. The white bird may well be the same bird that has been around for 
several years (certainly since Jan 2003) 

Brent Goose: We know that the geese had a very poor breeding season this year and further proof of 
this comes from the WeBS count on Dec 2 when the count at West Wittering was of 1474 Brent with 
only 17 juveniles among them. On Dec 8 I had a slightly different view of the statistics when walking 
the Langstone South Moors at high tide and seeing only four Brent, a family of two adults and two 
juveniles, on the grass by the Tamarisk pool. Not being a statistician this made me wonder how the 
breeding success is calculated - as the two adults had produced replacements for themselves did this 
give a 100% breeding success, or was it 50% because 2 out of 4 were young, and what if the parents 
had laid six eggs but had only brought two birds to near adulthood - would that reduce the success to 
around 30%??? No doubt the real statisticians take other factors into account and maybe for them 
100% success is achieved if each adult bird replaces itself sometime during its lifetime. 

Mandarin duck: On Dec 3 a pair of these were seen mating at Warnham Mill Pond (Horsham) 

Mallard: On Dec 2 two new hatched ducklings were seen at the Arundel wildlfowl reserve. 

Pintail: By Dec 6 the count at Pulborough Brooks was over 300 

Garganey: A late bird was still in England on Dec 1 (at Blunham gravel pits in Bedforshire) 

Ferruginous Duck: One which was seen among the wild birds at Arundel on Dec 2 was quickly found 
to be a very local escapee from the wildlfowl reserve collection. 



Scaup: Up to Dec 1 there had been no reports of this species further west than Rye Harbour but on 
Dec 4 a group of four were on The Fleet behind Chesil Bank in Dorset, presumably having overflown 
Hampshire on their way there. 

Goldeneye: In addition to the very few reported in my last weekly summary we now know that 6 were 
in Portsmouth Harbour (including 3 in Fareham Creek) for the Dec 2 WeBS count. 

Goosander: The HOS website has a report of 9 on Janesmoor Pond (near Fritham in the New Forest) 
back on Nov 28 

Ruddy Duck: The number on the Blashford Lakes was estimated to be 10 on Dec 3 

Common Crane: I was aware that Cranes were occasionally seen in Norfolk in recent years but it was 
not until I saw one of Chris Packham's 'Nature's Calendar' programmes on TV this week that I learnt 
that some have been resident on the Norfolk coast for several years and that one pair at least has bred 
there. These birds also featured in Lee Evans' weekly twitchers bulletin which said that 31 birds were 
currently being seen near Horsey (on the coast north of Yarmouth close to the Broads). 

Ringed Plover: Brian Fellows had a good count of 350 at Black Point on Hayling during the Dec 2 
WeBS count. 

Golden Plover: The first report for this winter of a flock in the Fareham Creek area comes from Trevor 
Carpenter who saw 130 there on Dec 2. Another flock of around 200 has been around the mouth of the 
Hamble river for the past six weeks 

Knot: The Emsworth/Northney/Langstone area of Chichester Harbour normally has a good show of 
Knot in the winter but after my own sighting of two birds on Oct 4 and Brian Fellows’ sighting of 28 on 
Oct 30 there have been no reports of them until Dec 6 when two turned up on the west shore of 
Emsworth 

Little Stint: None were reported from the West Wittering area during the Dec 2 WeBS count but one 
was almost certainly seen in Fareham Creek on that day when Trevor Carpenter saw a much smaller 
wader in company with five Ringed Plover. 

Purple Sandpiper: One was seen on the Titchfield Haven shore on Dec 8 

Black-tailed Godwit: These are only occasional visitors to Rye Harbour but on Dec 9 two were seen 
there, both wearing colour rings. 

Spotted Redshank: One or more are still being seen on the Emsworth west shore - two were there on 
Dec 5 and one up to Dec 8 

Greenshank: The Emsworth west shore had ten or more on Dec 5 and four were still there on Dec 8 

Grey Phalarope: On Dec 7 two were in Chichester Harbour north of East Head and two more were in 
the Portland area that day. At least one was still in the Portland Chesil area on Dec 8 with another on 
the W Sussex sea at Elmer (east end of the Bognor shoreline) 

Little Gull: These are still being seen all along the south coast and on Dec 8 Bill Marjeram at Titchfield 
Haven demonstrated that they will come to bread - the Black-headed Gulls try to make sure that their 
small relatives don't get any but the Little Gulls wait patiently at the back of the crowd of 
Black-headeds and sneak in when they can. 

Sabine's Gull: Richard Coomber had a good Hampshire tick with an adult seen flying west past 
Milford on sea on Dec 5 when a first winter bird was still to be seen at West Bay (Bridport) on the 
Dorset coast. 

Glaucous Gull: The only representative of this species currently on the south coast is a first winter 
bird that was still in the Dungeness area on Dec 7 

Great Blackback Gull: A flock of more than 40 were resting on the Southleigh Farm fields just east of 
the Denvilles area of Havant on Dec 4. 



Sandwich Tern: Two were fishing in Chichester Harbour off Nore Barn (west of Emsworth) on Dec 9 
- these may come from the group of four based in Langstone Harbour for the winter but are more likely 
to be resident in Chichester Harbour although I have seen no reports of any elsewhere in the harbour 
since there were two off East Head on Nov 9. Other sightings this week have been of a single on the 
Titchfield Haven shore on Dec 7 and 8 (this could well be a bird based in Portsmouth Harbour where 
one was seen on Dec 2) 

Little Auk: One was seen from Milford on sea on Dec 7 when another was at Portland. 

Great Spotted Woodpecker: Bob Chapman heard one drumming at the Blashford Lakes as early as 
Dec 4 

Shorelark: The first four of the winter to be seen in southern counties were on the north Kent coast on 
Dec 1 

Swallow: A late bird was seen at Portland Bill on Dec 8 (2 House Martins were still at Cromer in 
Norfolk on Dec 1) 

Waxwing: The first for this winter were a party of 35 at Aberdeen in Scotland on Dec 3. 

Great Grey Shrike: The second to be seen in the New Forest this winter (after the one seen at 
Ocknell Plain on Nov 6) was based in the Burley area from Nov 29 to Dec 2 at least. 

Brambling: Although counts of up to 85 migrants on the move were made in Oct and Nov the first 
report of a settled flock of around 100 Brambling comes from Black Down near Haslemere on Dec 4 

Greenfinch: These seem to have been in very short supply so far this winter but there was a flock of 
180 in the Shoreham Harbour area on Dec 4 

Goldfinch: For some reason small numbers of these have been flying south over Portland Bill 
(heading into gales) from Nov 28 to Dec 8 at least. 

Hawfinch: Four were seen in the West Dean Woods north of Chichester on Dec 2, hopefully the first 
of a larger number that will arrive to spend the winter there. 

INSECTS 

Common Darter: A very late insect was still on the wing at Titchfield Haven on Dec 2 

Brimstone: Singles were flying in the Winchester area on Dec 3 by the Itchen and at Crab Wood. 

Holly Blue: Late news of one still flying at Gosport on Nov 27 

Red Admiral: As might be expected at least three were on the wing in different parts of Sussex on Dec 
6 

Painted Lady: One was seen at Portland Bill on Dec 2 

Winter Moth: A few came to an outside light at Edburton in West Sussex in the nights up to Dec 5. 
Also seen there were a few examples of The Sprawler. 

Silver Y: This 'summer migrant' was still arriving at Portland on Dec 2 when seven were in the traps. 
The last report I have seen was of one at Horsham on Dec 3 

PLANTS 

Black Medick: This was still flowering in Havant on Dec 8 

Crown Vetch: This was also still flowering in Leigh Park on Dec 4 (when fresh Red Clover was out at 
Emsworth) 

Meadow Sweet: Two plants in fresh flower by the Lavant stream in Leigh Park on Dec 4 

Apple of Peru: The plant in Juniper Square in Havant had produced two new flowers on Dec 7 



Winter Heliotrope: By the end of this week this was in flower at most of its sites 

Creeping Thistle: Still flowering at south Hayling on Dec 6 

Yellow Iris (aka Yellow Flag): One stem of this bearing a single flower, found at the Langstone South 
Moors on Dec 8, was the big surprise of the week. 

OTHER 

Goose Barnacles: Hundreds of these have been washed ashore all along the south coast as a result 
of recent gales. Goose Barnacles normally spend their life out in open sea, hanging from the 
underside of any flotsam in large clusters and looking vaguely like a herd of upside down Ostriches 
with long flexible 'necks' ending in 'heads' which can twist in any direction to gather food from the 
passing water. These 'Ostriches' lack the body and legs of the bird (the flotsam to which they are 
attached has to fill those roles) but they do have sturdy flexible 'necks', brown in colour and up to 20 
cm long, connecting the 'head' to the flotsam substrate. The 'head' looks a bit like a silvery mussel 
shell but all types of barnacle are crustaceans, more closely related to shrimps and crabs than to any 
mollusc, and a close look shows that the 'head' is made up of five separate whitish plates of 'shell', and 
that the front plates can be opened to extend flexible legs ending in feathery tendrils which catch 
particles of food as they float past. The shell covered head part of the imaginary Ostrich is up to 5 cm 
long. Some of those coming ashore at Southsea have been rescued and taken to the Sea Life centre 
where you may be able to see them living in one of the display tanks. 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR DEC 4 - 10 (WEEK 49 OF 2006) 

Sun 10 Dec 

Latest sightings 

My summary of sightings during the past week up to Friday is now on my WEEKLY SUMMARY page 
and things seen on the internet which have caught my attention since then are … 

On Dec 9 the count of Black-necked Grebes off the Hayling Oysterbeds had gone up to 17 with 3 
Slavonian Grebes seen in Chichester Harbour from Black Point on Hayling - today 1 Slav Grebe was 
seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds with 15 Black-necked. Also today 1 Black-necked Grebe was on 
Ivy Lake at Chichester while yesterday 3 more had arrived in Studland Bay and 2 were in The Fleet at 
Abbotsbury with 3 more at the mouth of the Beaulieu River in Hampshire - clearly there has been an 
influx of these birds to the south coast this weekend. 

Also in today’s news are three mentions of Goldeneye - one flying west past Portland, one on the sea 
off the IoW (Springvale on the north east corner) and one still in Pagham Lagoon where there had 
been two on Nov 30. 

At Springvale on the IoW Derek Hale also saw a Sandwich Tern coming across the Solent, probably 
from Langstone or Portsmouth Harbour  

At Portland 4 Velvet Scoter flew west (I am more dubious about a report of a female Surf Scoter off 
Pagham Harbour - was it a distant Eider?). 

At Selsey Bill today singles of both Grey Phalarope and Little Auk were seen 

Also seen today were three Goosander on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest. 

Yesterday another 530 Wood Pigeons flew south west over Christchurch Harbour where 35 
Redwing and a couple of Fieldfare went north. 

In yesterday’s HOSLIST emails Jason Crook told us that the two colour ringed Godwits whose 
photograph had appeared on the Rye Bay website had not been ringed in Langstone or Chichester 
Harbours (implying that they had either been ringed at The Wash or in Iceland). 

A new update of the Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website tells of 8 Red Admirals still active in 
Stansted Forest on Dec 9 while the Sussex website reports a Peacock seen at Kingley Vale that day 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm


Miscellaneous news for Dec 9 includes a count of 86 Eider and 1 Red-throated Diver off Titchfield 
Haven, 5 Avocets and 100+ Golden Plover with the Black-necked Grebes at Inchmery (mouth of 
Beaulieu River), and a flock of 80 Chaffinch at the Blashford Lakes (matching my first sighting of a 
flock of 30 at the Langstone South Moors on Dec 8). Also seen at Blashford Lakes on Dec 9 was a 
ring-tail Hen Harrier. 

Sat 9 Dec 

A cycle ride from Havant around Emsworth 

After a morning devoted to pre-Christmas chores I set out in the afternoon to enjoy a little of the day’s 
sunshine while distributing Christmas cards in the Havant and Emsworth areas, my first stop being 
near Wade Court where four Egrets were maintaining separate feeding territories in the pony fields. 

In north Emsworth I think I passed a clump of Wood Blewit toadstools on a bank near the top of 
Hollybank Lane, but as I was cycling uphill I did not stop to check their identity. 

In Emsworth there was traffic chaos as a road accident had closed the main A259 road near the 
roundabout, and I had problems getting through even on my bike but I eventually reached the shore 
path going west from the Sailing Club and at the Nore Barn end I had good views of two Sandwich 
Terns fishing in the sea with the tide still high. 

A visit to Warblington Farm buildings at dusk failed to reveal the local Little Owl but in the field 
opposite the Old Rectory, at the corner of Pook Lane, the Egret count had increased to eight and two 
Song Thurshes were singing against each other, reminding me that in the early morning the local 
Mistle Thrush had been singing strongly not far from my garden. 

Fri 8 Dec 

Budds Farm, the South Moors and the Langstone Egret roost 

This afternoon I walked down the Langbrook stream from Havant, visited Budds Farm, and came 
home along the South Moors shore and Langstone Mill. 

The usual Grey Wagtail was by the Water Wheel north of the A27 slip road where Water 
Forget-me-not was still in flower as was Red Campion further down stream, and when I reached the 
South Moors another Grey Wagtail was with a flock of 30 Chaffinches feeding in ground trodden to 
wet mud by the cattle. The small central stream had lost its Tufted Forget-me-not flowers but did give 
me today’s surprise find - a single flower of Yellow Flag iris. 

At the far side of the Moors, where the new path emerges onto Southmoor Lane, there was an RSPCA 
poster saying that a Ferret with Polecat markings had been found here and could be claimed at 
the Stubbington Ark (their animal rescue centre near Titchfield), and this co-incided with my noticing, 
when buying bird seed in the local pet shop this morning, that they were selling leads for taking your 
pet Ferret for a walk and the packaging of these had a picture of what I would call a Polecat (very bold 
black face mask and black legs with an overall dark coat). Both the poster and the packaging 
reminded me of past discussions on the arrival of wild Polecats in Hampshire - the claim that they were 
now resident in the county being supported by numerous sightings and by the recovery of a road 
casualty of a lactating female. In that discussion I gained the impression that the distinguishing 
marks of a Polecat were the dark legs and face mask, and that if anyone saw an animal with these 
markings they could conclude that they had seen a wild Polecat - clearly that is not true as at least 
some ‘tame’ Ferrets have Polecat markings. I suppose the new test for wildness will be to hold out 
your hand and see if the animal bites off your fingers to prove that it is wild. 

Nothing new at Budds Farm but when I got to the sea wall I was pleased to see at least 10 
Black-necked Grebe out on the water (with several Great Crested for comparison) and near the 
Tamarisk Pool a party of four Brent Geese turned out to be a family - two adults and two juveniles. 

Reaching Langstone Mill I had a good view of a Kingfisher, and as I passed the Egret roost just as 
the sun was setting I saw six Egrets perched on the top bare branches of a tree above the area behind 
the pond where they roost. When (on Nov 30) I last attempted a count of Egrets entering the roost I 
gained the impression that they had abandoned this roost site in favour of one on Thorney Island - on 



that occasion several birds flew over the roost site without stopping, going on towards Thorney, and 
the very small party of just seven birds that went into the roost only stayed for about five minutes and 
then came out in a bunch, all heading for Thorney. 

Tonight a total of 49 birds went into the roost and all stayed until it was too dark for them to be likely 
to change their minds. This is a high total for December when most of the birds would normally have 
abandoned coastal fishing and headed for ponds, streams and wet meadows inland, spending their 
nights in roosts near their new feeding grounds. 

Thu 7 Dec 

News from the internet 

The latest items to catch my eye on the internet have been …. 

Birds: 

A pair of Mandarins were mating at Warnham Mill Pond (Horsham) on Dec 3 

The first sizeable flock of Brambling (up to 100 birds) was in Beechmast on the slopes of Blackdown 
(between Midhurst and Haslemere) on Nov 27 

Leach's Petrels were still very much in the news on Dec 5 when at least 170 were seen around 
Portland. Inevitably in these 'storm wrecks' of seabirds some get driven far inland and most of them 
perish - the current event is no exception with reports of dead and dying birds from Alton and 
Oxfordshire - both birds had damage to the back of their heads and in the case of the Oxfordshire 
bird this was known to be the result of a Carrion Crow attacking it and delivering a blow to the 
Petrel's head. This news prompted Simon Ingram to tell us that he knew of a Little Auk which was 
killed by a Magpie with a similar blow back in 2003. Of course there are other causes of death - I 
myself once found a dead Little Auk under an old oak tree in Bells Copse (adjacent to Havant 
Thicket) and the hole in the Auk's neck was almost certainly caused by the bird flying into (or being 
blown into) the sharp end of a broken branch just above where I found the corpse. A less common 
potential cause of death was witnessed by Simon Woolley in May this year when there was an influx of 
Storm Petrels - Simon writes .. "I saw a Newfoundland dog swimming 250m offshore in hot 
pursuit of Storm Petrels back during the May influx off Hurst". I wonder if any such low flying birds 
get eaten by Seals? 

Sabine's Gull: Richard Coomber saw an adult flying west past Milford on sea on Dec 5 (a juvenile can 
also be seen at West Bay, Bridport, on the Dorset coast) 

Despite the strong headwinds 110 Goldfinch flew south from Portland on Dec 6 and on Dec 5 a 
Green Sandpiper decided to leave a cosy winter berth at Titchfield Haven and fly out to sea (at least 
it had some hope of getting to the Isle of Wight). 

Ten Woodlarks have been feeding on fields, in the Pannel Valley near Rye, in which a 'winter bird 
seed crop' has been grown under the Countryside Stewardship Scheme 

A Mistle Thrush was singing strongly in the Hollybank Woods north of Emsworth on Dec 6 and 
another was singing near my Havant garden on Dec 7 

Insects: 

Two Red Admirals were flying in different areas of Sussex on Dec 6 

Plants: 

The Apple of Peru bush in Juniper Square here in Havant had two fresh flowers opening on Dec 7 

A Holly tree in the Hollybank Woods north of Emsworth was covered with white flowers on Dec 6. I 
have seen the occasional tree with a few flowers open since Nov 11 but this is the first time I have 
heard of a whole tree flowering as if it were May. 

Also on Dec 6 I saw my first full display of a patch of Winter Heliotrope in flower at West Ashling, and 
on south Hayling found Creeping Thistle still in flower 



Other Wildlife: 

Goose Barnacles are normally found attached to ships and floating driftwood in the open sea but the 
storms have driven many ashore along with the flotsam to which they are attached. A dramatic picture 
of one clump is on the Portland website and they also featured in the Portsmouth NEWS when some 
that came ashore at Southsea were rescued and taken to the Sea Life centre (where you may be able 
to see them 'in the flesh'). Others were seen at Selsey Bill. 

Wed 6 Dec 

A trip to Chichester 

Having to do some Christmas shopping in Chichester I made the best of it by visiting the lakes first and 
then West Ashling pond on the way home. 

Ivy Lake had a good selection of birds starting with 43 Pochard and around 60 Cormorant, some of 
them still on the island roost trees under which 5 Little Egrets were sheltering. South of these islands 
was a flock of 40 Great Crested Grebe, two of which were displaying to each other as they had been 
when the Havant Wildlife Group was here on Nov 18. Less welcome in this area was a flock of just 
under 50 Canada Geese. 

Moving on south there were plenty of birds on the west Trout Lake with four Gadwall in the foreground 
and more Pochard in the distance where I could not be certain of numbers. Here as on all the lakes 
the dominant species were Coot and I did not attempt to count them - at a guess the total was already 
over 500. Above this lake, despite the strong wind, one Cormorant was somehow perched on the 
power lines on which many of them sometimes spend the night (feet designed for swimming cannot 
find it easy to grip the wires while the bird sleeps). 

New Lake only had five more Gadwall but it did have five male Shoveler (and probably some 
females) sheltering under the bankside vegetation. Runcton Lake probably had the highest bird count 
but I could only see them while looking into the low bright sun - over on the far side were an estimated 
120 Pochard with a few Mallard (very few of these on the lakes) and more Tufted Duck (but nothing 
like the number of Pochard). An oddity here was a single male Teal among the mass of Coot. 

Along the bank separating Runcton from Vinnetrow Lake I heard two Jays, and at one point on the 
unmade ‘road’ a cluster of House Sparrows, Chaffinch, Dunnock and a Great Tit were all bathing in 
the puddles. I walked on past the caravan site entrance to check the final small lake (Leythorn) but 
added nothing to my bird list other than three Swans to add to the five I had seen on other lakes. 

On the way back I listed a very few flowers which included White Campion, and back at the car 
parked by the main Selsey Road I struggled to pick out Goldcrest song coming from a Holm Oak 
across the busy, noisy road. 

After shopping West Ashling pond had its complement of captive wildfowl including the six Black 
Swans, eleven fat white ‘Embden’ Geese with one (flat faced) Chinese Goose and two white 
Aylesbury ducks among a throng of Mallard types. 

By the roadside close to the pond a large patch of Winter Heliotrope was in full flower and at 
Funtingdon MoD site at least 100 Rooks were on the grass. Passing Aldsworth Pond I noted there 
was still no visible water despite the recent rain. 

Mon 4 Dec 

Latest sightings 

The following items caught my eye in my latest scan of the internet (also some of my personal 
sightings in a cycle ride through West Leigh Park and North Emsworth on Dec 4) …. 

Birds: 

Leach's Petrel: Recent gales have driven many of these into Britain but very few have been seen on 
the south coast - just one passed over Christchurch Harbour and one or two were in the Portland area 
on Dec 3. Maybe 300 were in British waters with a record count of 102 seen in one hour in Galway Bay 



on the west coast of Ireland. The biggest count of Leach's in England was of 30 in the River Severn off 
Slimbridge but West Bay at Bridport in Dorset had 30+ Storm Petrels, 20+ Balearic Shearwaters, 15+ 
Great Skuas and a juvenile Sabine's Gull. 

Cormorant: The weather persuaded many of these that inland waters were better than the open sea 
and 120 were on the Blashford Lakes were one group of them were in a feeding frenzy which drove 
lots of fish into shallow water were the Great White Egret and a dozen Little Egrets were able to 
secure their share of the fish. 

Canada Goose: On Dec 2 the flock of around 150 at Titchfield Haven included a white plumaged bird 
(probably the regular leucistic bird that has been around for several years) and a new hybrid (probably 
Canada x Greylag) having orange feet and brown replacing black on the bird's neck and head. 

Teal: During the Dec 2 WeBS count John Chapman (covering the Langstone to Emsworth shore) had 
his biggest ever count of Teal with 154 in the wet pony field between Langstone Pond and Wade Court 
house. Teal are also in the news with a report of one being seen at the Blashford Lakes with a colour 
plate fixed to the top of its bill - probably lumbered with this id tag by the same people who had pinned 
a lime green plate to the upper mandible of a Tufted Duck I saw at the Thorney Little Deeps on Sep 18 
this year. 

Mallard: Two newly hatched ducklings were seen at the Arundel Wildfowl reserve on Dec 2 

Garganey: A very late bird was still to be seen on gravel pits at Blunham in Bedfordshire on Dec 1 

Ferruginous Duck: The bird at the Arundel Wildfowl reserve (reported in last week's news) is an 
escape from the local collection - not a wild visitor. 

Goldeneye: A few more have arrived over the past weekend - in addition to the 16 or more found by 
WeBS counters in Langstone Harbour there were at least 6 in Portsmouth Harbour (including 3 in 
Fareham Creek), and 5 at the Blashford Lakes (but none seen in the Langstone-Emsworth area). 

Goosander: On Nov 28 nine Goosander were on the Janesmoor pond near Fritham in the New Forest 

Ruddy Duck: On Dec 3 there were an estimated 10 birds on the Blashford Lakes 

Common Crane: Lee Evans tells us that a group of 31 Cranes are being regularly seen on the Norfolk 
coast in the Horsey area (east of the Broads) 

Sanderling: Brian Fellows found 50 in the high tide roost at Black Point on Hayling on Dec 2 (56 were 
there for the previous WeBS count on Nov 4) 

Little Stint: A 'highly probable' was in the Fleetlands roost in Fareham Creek on Dec 2 in company 
with 5 Ringed Plover. Bob Chapman comments that Little Stint seem to prefer the company of Ringed 
Plover rather than Dunlin. 

Glaucous Gull: A first winter bird in the Dungeness area on Dec 2 was the first of its species on the 
south coast this winter. 

Great Blackback gull: Despite the closure of the Southleigh Forest rubbish tip a group of around 45 
were resting on the winter wheat field close to Southleigh Farm between Havant and Emsworth on 
Dec 4. 

Great Spotted Woodpecker: Bob Chapman heard one drumming at the Blashford Lakes on Dec 4 

Shorelark: None locally but more than 25 now in eastern counties with 4 at Reculver on the north Kent 
coast being the nearest to us. 

Waxwing: 35 arrived in Aberdeen on Dec 3. I think these are the first in Britain this winter and their 
arrival coincides with the publication of the Sussex Bird Report for 2005 which has a detailed review of 
the great irruption of Waxwing in the winter of 2004/2005. The review points out that this was the first 
time in which the Waxwing did not (in general) arrive on the east coast of England and stay within the 
eastern half of England - they first appeared in Scotland and showed a preference for the west coast of 
England and Wales as they eventually moved south - some of them continuing south into France. 



There is still time this year for others to arrive but in 2004 the first were seen on Oct 23 and there was 
already a flock of 1170 birds in Scotland at Forres by Oct 31 and by the end of November there were 
thought to be 4000 birds in Scotland with others moving south (the first reached Sussex by Nov 30) 

Hawfinch: Four were seen at the West Dean Woods north of Chichester on Dec 2 - the first report of 
birds back at this regular winter site. 

Insects: 

Common Darter: Steve Mansfield had a very late sighting of what must have been one of these at 
Titchfield Haven on Dec 2 

Brimstone: Three separate sightings in the Winchester area, the latest being one by the Itchen and 
one at Crab Wood, both on Dec 3 

Holly Blue: David Tinling had a male in the Gosport area on Nov 27 

Red Admiral: Latest report is of 3 seen at Arundel on Dec 4 

Painted Lady: One still flying at Portland on Dec 2 

Plants: 

Red Clover: Several fresh plants flowering beside Southleigh Road at its junction with Horndean 
Road at Esmworth on Dec 4 

Crown Vetch: Still flowering by Wakefords Way in West Leigh Park on Dec 4 

Meadow Sweet: Two fresh plants in flower by the Lavant stream at the Bartons Road playing fields 
(Leigh Park) on Dec 4 

 

WEEK 48 

SUMMARY FOR NOV 27 - DEC 3 (WEEK 48 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Great Northern Diver: On Nov 30 Bob Chapman found one in Langstone Harbour off the Oysterbeds. 
On Nov 29 one was seen in Southampton Water and what may have been the same bird was seen 
from Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water. On Nov 28 what may have been the same bird was off 
Titchfield Haven and on Nov 26 one was in Chichester Harbour off Itchenor. Red-throated Divers 
were seen in Southampton Water, at Milford and at Ventnor during the week. 

Slavonian Grebe: The only report this week was of one off Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water 
on Nov 29 

Black-necked Grebe: A flock of 14 were seen off the Hayling Oysterbeds on Dec 1 - these have 
pesumably been in Langstone Harbour since at least Nov 9 when the same number were seen from 
the Oysterbeds. One was still at the Blashford Lakes on Nov 30 and 5 more were in Studland Bay 
(Dorset) on Nov 30 plus another single in the Fleet (behind Chesil Bank) at Abbotsbury  

Shag: Although we are unlikely to see more than one or two from Hampshire shores larger numbers 
are to be found in the Channel not far from us. This year there were at least 65 on the IoW cliffs below 
Culver Down near the Foreland in February and this week a total of 109 were counted flying into Poole 
Harbour in just one hour on the morning of Nov 28 (that was an exceptional count being compared to 
a Dorset county record of 131 in Nov 1976) 

Bittern: Reports of single birds seen this week at Rye Harbour and Radipole Lake in Weymouth. No 
reports of sightings at Titchfield since Oct 11 (following a sighting there as early as Sep 15) 

Little Egret: It looks as if the night roost at Langstone Mill Pond may soon be totally abandoned by the 
birds. Numbers on the coast always diminish in the winter as the birds move inland but on 29 Nov 



2004 more than 40 roosted at Langstone. This year on Nov 30 I watched just seven birds enter the 
roost at dusk only to emerge again ten minutes later to struggle against a strong wind to get to a 
preferred roost somewhere on Thorney Island. 

Greylag Geese: A flock of 110 were on Amberley Wild Brooks on Nov 30 

Pintail: By Nov 27 the flock at Pulborough Brooks numbered more than 200. 

Shoveler: Bob Chapman chose Shoveler as a good example of how wildfowl respond to severe rain 
or hail showers. With nowhere that they can get under cover they instinctively minimise their exposure 
to the 'bullets' of rain or hail which the wind is hurling at them by facing into the wind and holding their 
bodies in a rigid straight line at the same angle at which the rain is falling. Bob saw this happen at the 
Blashford Lakes during a thunderstorm this week and noted the military posture of the birds with their 
necks rigidily pointing up into the rain and their breasts looking like the proudly swollen breasts of 
Guardsman sticking to their posts regardless of everything the elements could hurl at them. 

Goldeneye: These seem to be both late in returning to the south coast this winter and short in 
numbers. Jason Crook does not give us a first date for their return to Langstone harbour but says that 
a few redheads have been seen there before the current week and he does say that his first sight of a 
male was on Nov 29 when he saw two males in Sweare Deep off Northney (Hayling). John Chapman 
may well have seen these two a day earlier when he reported a 'pair' seen off Langstone Village on 
Nov 28 (I am uncertain if the pair was a male+female pair or just two birds which could have both been 
male). Also on Nov 30 there were two redheads in Pagham lagoon 

Smew: Still no reports of these further west than Rye harbour where two redheads were 
photographed together on Nov 29 

Goosander: Late news from the HOS summary for November is that six Goosanders were seen in 
Langstone Harbour on Nov 9. I have not heard of any in Langstone Harbour area since then but on 
Nov 29 there were six at the Blashford Lakes 

Hen Harrier: One was seen at Titchfield Haven on Nov 24 and another at Beaulieu Road station area 
of the New Forest on Nov 26. At Amberley Wild Brooks one was seen on Nov 28 and two were there 
on Nov 30 

Rough Legged Buzzard: In recent years there have been some dubious reports of this species in 
Sussex but on Nov 30 Barrie Watson (President of the SOS) had close views of one down to 50 
metres, both flying and on the ground, close to Lodge Hill Farm by the West Dean Woods north of 
Chichester. He says it was an immature bird and that it flew away low as if intending to stay in the area. 

Avocet: The birds in Langstone Harbour reached a peak count of 18 on Nov 25, not quite up to the 
size of the flock of 827 birds that were at Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on Nov 30. Also in Poole 
Harbour there were 8 Spoonbills. 

Golden Plover: On Nov 26 we were told of the first substantial report this winter of these birds inland 
in Hampshire - Dave Pearson found some 400 on the downs north of Alresford. On the evening of Nov 
30 the large flock which have been in the Northney area off Hayling for some time had for the first time 
this winter re-positioned themselves to the north shore just east of Langstone Pond (in past winters 
this has been a favourite site for them) - I estimated a rough count of 100 birds there, and on Dec 1 
Martin Gillingham made what was probably a better estimate of 1200 birds back on the Northney 
marina saltings. 

Purple Sandpiper: On Nov 27 Mark Painter had a good count of 8 birds at Southsea Castle. 

Jack Snipe: The HOS summary for November gives us a count of 10 Jack Snipe in the Langstone 
Harbour area on Nov 18 

Black-tailed Godwit: The flock which feeds in the Nore Barn area at the west end of the Emsworth 
shore had risen to a peak count of 108 birds by Nov 30, again not quite up to the count of 919 at 
Brownsea Island in Poole Harbour on the same day. 

Whimbrel: The HOS November summary tells us that one wintering Whimbrel was present in 
Langstone Harbour throughout November. 



Spotted Redshank: It seems that three of these regularly roost and feed in the Nore Barn area at 
Emsworth with sightings of three there on both Nov 27 and 29 (and smaller numbers there daily). On 
Nov 30 a different bird was in the North Walls area of Pagham Harbour and Jason Crook reports the 
presence of two more in Langstone Harbour during November. 

Greenshank: Eight birds are now being regularly seen in the Nore Barn area of the west Emsworth 
shore with peak counts of 15 or 16 coming from there on Nov 25 and 26. Surprisingly it seems that 
there are probably no more than two Greenshank wintering in Langstone Harbour (plus two Common 
Sandpipers). 

Sandwich Tern: Reports of wintering birds include four in Langstone Harbour and at least one in 
Chichester Harbour (seen at Nore Barn on Nov 25 and 28). One flying east past Southsea Castle on 
Nov 27 was probably returning to Langstone Harbour but a separate bird was in Poole Harbour on Nov 
28 

Guillemot: These had started to return to their breeding ledge at Durlston (Dorset) on Nov 28 and on 
Nov 30 some 150 birds were on the ledge - I have no idea if this is normal at this time of year as the 
birds do not normally start to breed until May. 

Ring-necked Parakeet (now called Rose-ringed Parakeet): A report of 10 in the Broadbridge Heath 
area on the edge of Horsham on Nov 30 follows a sighting of 18 flying over Horsham on Oct 30, and 
these sightings may be the start of the long awaited colonisation of southern counties around the 
London area where there is a population numbering thousands (the 2004 SBR mentions a roost of 
7000 birds at one site in Surrey). On the other hand these may be just two isolated reports of 'day 
trippers' heading for the coast with no intention of giving up city life. The 2005 Sussex bird report which 
has just reached me says that there were only seven reports of the species in Sussex for that year, all 
of one or two birds other than a report of 9 at Crawley in January. With just 8 reports for Sussex in my 
database so far this year the position seems much the same, though the two reports of flocks, both 
from Horsham, may be significant. 

Swift species: One Swift of unidentified species flew in from the sea in the Christchurch Harbour area 
on Nov 28 and has not been reported again 

Pied Wagtail: On several occasions this autumn I have noted Pied Wagtails flying south west over 
Havant at dusk heading for a communal roost. In past years both Budds Farm and the roof of the 
Tesco store have been used by large numbers of these birds but neither seems to have been used this 
autumn. A note from Jason Crook gives the most likely clue to the site of this roost - Jason tells us that 
up to 250 birds have been using the reeds at Farlington Marshes as their roost site during November. 

Black Redstart: Up to four birds (one adult male plus three immatures, one a male) have been based 
in the area immediately west of the Hayling Beachlands office for the past week or so. They even had 
a half page devoted to them in the Portsmouth NEWS. 

Ring Ouzel: The large number of migrants passing through our area this autumn seems to have 
petered out at the start of November with five reports for Nov 1 to 4. On Nov 7 one was seen at 
Christchurch Harbour flying north west as if it had decided against crossing the channel and was 
heading for a suitable wintering site in Dorset. Now we have two more reports that may be of wintering 
birds - on Nov 25 a female was seen at Pulborough Brooks and on Nov 29 one was with Fieldfares in 
the Stour Valley on the northern fringe of Bournemouth (Longham area). 

Blackbird: Although, unlike Song Thrushes, these do not regularly sing in the winter they do 
occasionally indulge in subsong and this was heard at Worthing (Goring area) at dusk on Nov 29 
coming from inside a holly tree. 

Song Thrush: The increase in their song can be measured by the number of reports of it in recent 
weeks. There were three reports in week 46 (starting Nov 13), four reports in week 47 and six reports 
in week 48 (starting Nov 27) 

Blackcap: Wintering Blackcaps have been settling down in gardens since Nov 6 (when Bob Marchant 
had one back feeding on fat balls in his Locks Heath garden at Fareham) and a recent reminder of this 
came from Michael Prior at Stansted House where he has seen a male coming daily to a feeding 
station since Nov 25. By Nov 28 one west Sussex garden at Steyning had 3 regular visitors but a 



report of four Blackcaps 'new in' at Portland on Nov 27 suggests that there may still be some of our 
summer birds that are still on their way south. 

Pallas' Warbler: One was seen at Durlston Country Park in Dorset on Nov 26 

Yellow-browed Warbler: One was in a Lancing (Worthing area) garden on Nov 24 and 25 and 
another was at Durlston Country Park on Nov 27 and 29 

Bearded Tits: Estimates of the resident population at both Farlington Marshes and Titchfield Haven 
during November are give in the HOS summary for the month - in both cases the estimate was of a 
dozen birds. 

Rook: The big flock based on the Hambrook House rookery by the A27 west of Chichester often feeds 
in the pig fields west of Funtington and it was there that Mike Collins saw an odd individual having a 
'milky tea' coloured plumage on Nov 26. Mike had seen what was probably the same bird there a few 
months earlier. 

Raven: Two flew west over the East Park at Stansted at dusk on Nov 27. At least two Ravens seem to 
be permanently resident in this area of West Sussex since Sep 7 this year when one was seen over 
Bow Hill (Kingley Vale). On Sep 26 one was seen at Goodwood Trundle, on Oct 23 one flew over 
Uppark House and on Oct 29 Michael Prior had his first sighting of two over the Stansted East Park 
(the same two were seen that day over Markwells Wood at Forestside). On Oct 30 one flew over the 
Stansted sawmill and on Nov 4 one was seen again over Forestside (Warren Down area). On Nov 6 
both birds were back in the Goodwood area over Levin Down but I have seen no more sightings in this 
local area until the current one. 

Bullfinch: Last winter reports indicated that a substantial number of these had arrived in southern 
England (probably from the continent) but this winter there have been no similar reports until now 
when 8 were reported at Durlston country park on Nov 28 

Hawfinch: Just one seen in Hastings country park on Dec 1 is the only report of a 'winter bird' since 
the end of October when one was seen in central Southampton on Oct 27 and three flew over Portland 
on Oct 29 

Snow Bunting: One arrived on the IoW on Oct 7 and may have flown on west to be seen on Hurst spit 
on Oct 8 and 14 and at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 18. There were six more IoW sightings of one in 
the Ventnor area between Nov 2 and 10 and there have been a couple of reports of singles at 
Dungeness on Oct 29 and Nov 7. Maybe there has now been a more substantial arrival with a report of 
three birds at Hastings on Dec 1 and one on the Dorset coast (at Pilot's Point) on the same day. 

Corn Bunting: The winter flock at Rye Harbour was first reported on Sep 8 (21 birds) and had 
increased to 48 birds by Sep 16. By Nov 30 it had increased to 65 birds (71 had been seen there on 
Nov 7) and it seems to be the only regular winter flock in southern England. To give us hope of seeing 
these birds again there have been a couple of reports from West Sussex - on Nov 1 a group of 10+ 
were at Goodwood Trundle (with three still there next day) and now (Nov 28) a flock of 12 has been 
seen on Truleigh Hill above the River Adur. 

Escapees: Several reports of Vultures during the autumn have been assumed by me to have been of 
the same wide roaming bird (seemingly a Griffon Vulture) but on Nov 26 a different bird was seen in 
the Cuckmere Valley area near Beachy Head - this one described as an African White-backed 
Vulture having a red cable-tie on one leg (presumably some sort of tether which has broken) 

INSECTS 

Clouded Yellow: A late report came from Portland where one was seen on Nov 29 

Brimstone: A male was seen on the Hogs Back in Surrey on Nov 28 

Red Admiral: Still being seen daily up to Nov 30 when one was near Lewes. 

Peacock: One seen near Lewes on Nov 29  



White-speck moth: This is not a very common moth but should have been on the wing from August 
onwards yet a report of one in the the trap at Portland Bill on Nov 29 seems to be the first I have seen 
this year (more likely I have overlooked previous reports) 

Silver Y moth: The sky was so dark at midday on Dec 1 at Portland that lights were on in the building 
and one of these moths flew in to seek shelter with the birders. 

PLANTS 

Love-in-the-mist (Nigella damascena): This was flowering on waste ground in Havant on Dec 2 and 
I have decided to include the species in my 'wild' flower list on the grounds that it happily persists from 
year to year and spreads after escaping from gardens. 

Perforate St John's Wort: Still flowering outside the north Hayling Texaco garage on Dec 2 (along 
with White Campion and Perennial Sowthistle) 

Sea Campion: One healthy flower seen on Sinah Common on Nov 28 (though the Thrift and Pale 
Toadflax are now over) 

Black Medick: The sight of a large clump of this covered with flowers in central Havant on Dec 2 was 
a real surprise 

Blackthorn: An even greater surprise on Dec 2 was to find a whole branch of Blackthorn in full flower 
at the Hayling Oysterbeds. I remember about five years ago Blackthorn flowered at several sites in 
November but I cannot remember finding it in the winter in any other year. 

Dog Rose: At least one flower was out on Sinah Common (south Hayling) on Nov 28 and on Dec 2 I 
passed at least a dozen fresh flowers in the short distance from the Texaco garage on Hayling to the 
north end of the Coastal Path. 

Mistletoe: Not in flower but now revealing its berries as leaves fall from the trees - Brian Fellows noted 
it on trees south of Westbourne and east of Mill Lane on Nov 29 

Holly: Around Nov 20 flowers appeared on several trees in very small numbers and on Dec 2 I passed 
a single white flower on a tree in Havant Park (where I also ticked Butcher's Broom in flower - I had 
not previously noticed that there were tall bushes of it in flower beds there within a few feet of entering 
from Market Parade - the bushes neatly sculpted into topiary) 

Apple of Peru: The bush which I had discovered in Juniper Square at Havant on Nov 27 had the last 
vestige of a flower on Dec 2 

Black Horehound: A plant of this was in fresh flower by the Hermitage Stream at Broadmarsh on Nov 
30 

Comfrey: Common Comfrey was still flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Nov 30 and 
Russian Comfrey still had flowers at the Hayling Osyterbeds on Dec 2 

Honeysuckle: One abandoned garden plant was found in Havant with flowers on Nov 27 

Winter Heliotrope: By Nov 30 this was coming into general flowering at most regular sites. 

Mugwort: One late plant still had flowers open in Havant on Dec 2 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

Fungi: My only interesting fungal find this week was of Wood Blewits growing in the sandy heathland 
soil of Sinah Common on Hayling - I found them in a patch of bare soil from which everything else had 
been shaded out by the year round shade of Holm Oak leaves until the tree had recently been cut 
down and removed by the guardians of the SSSI in their quest to remove the trees and gorse which 
would soon eliminate the great variety of smaller flowering plants which make the heathland so 
attractive to people like myself. 

 



WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 27 - DEC 3 (WEEK 48 OF 2006) 

Latest sightings 

My summary of sightings during the past week up to Friday is now on my WEEKLY SUMMARY page 
and things seen on the internet which have caught my attention since then are … 

On Dec 3 I see that Birdguides are reporting an influx of Leach's Petrels in the Christchurch Harbour 
area of Dorset - in view of the very strong winds this weekend there should be many more birds driven 
into the English Channel from the Atlantic 

Four Corn Buntings seen in open country around Cakeham Manor between West and East Wittering 
on Dec 2, one of them singing 

Also four Hawfinches at West Dean Woods on Dec 2 

Male Ferruginous Duck at Arundel WWT (plus two new hatched Mallard ducklings) on Dec 2 

Red-necked Grebe on sea off north east corner of IoW on Dec 2 

A Pallas' Warbler at Christchurch Harbour on Dec 2 

At Portland a Painted Lady was flying with several Red Admirals on Dec 2 (another Red Admiral 
seen in Southampton) 

Items from the Dec 2 WeBS count included ... 

50 Sanderling at Black Point on Hayling with 2300 Dunlin and 350 Ringed Plover (with a high count 
of 181 Mallard nearby) 

At Langstone village a very high count of 154 Teal were in the wet pony field between Langstone Pond 
and Wade Court 

Also a high count of 150 Wigeon between Langstone and Emsworth 

At least 16 Goldeneye were in Langstone Harbour (none reported from Chichester Harbour) 

At least one Sandwich Tern in Portsmouth Harbour (Gosport area) 

One Great Northern Diver was still off the Hayling Oysterbeds and another off Hook/Warsash 

130 Golden Plover and a probable Little Stint (with 5 Ringed Plover) were in Fareham Creek 

And finally Steve Keen is now convinced (after hearing a recording of the calls made by Oriental 
Skylark) that a puzzling bird he encountered this autumn in the Barton-on-sea area was an Oriental 
Skylark (but he is equally convinced that it would be a waste of time trying to convince anyone else as 
the species normally never comes any nearer to Britain than Israel). 

Thu 30 Nov 

A fruitless Egret roost count at Langstone 

Despite a strong southerly wind the conditions were right for seeing Egrets coming to roost at dusk. At 
least seven birds entered the roost though three of them passed over it flying east and were only 
persuaded to turn back and enter the trees when they saw one bird coming from the east which 
headed unhesitatingly into the trees. I thought the seven birds had settled for the night when they 
had been in the roost trees for about ten minutes but suddenly - for no apparent reason - they 
all came out again and struggled against the strong cross wind to make it to Thorney Island. 
Perhaps they feel too exposed in the trees around Langstone Pond now that the leaves have fallen? 

My wait on the seawall was not in vain for I had a close look at the Golden Plover (an estimated 1000 
birds) on the mud just east of the pond. This is the first time I have seen them in great numbers on 
the north side of the water this winter, though in past winters this has been a favourite daytime resting 
area for them. At the water’s edge the Dunlin were in winter strength with more than 500 birds, and 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm


from my viewpoint I could also see some 50 Black-tailed Godwit, 30 Shelduck and 50 Teal. In the 
trees by the pond a couple of Stock Doves came to roost, one Great Spotted Woodpecker called 
and one Song Thrush sang continuously after sunset. Outside Wade Court on my way to the shore 
I saw that the Winter Heliotrope had at last put up some flower spikes with one or two having open 
flowers. 

Earlier in the day I added Black Horehound to my November flowering list when I found a single plant 
with fresh flowers at Broadmarsh near the Gravel quay 

Recent snippets from the internet 

Pallid Swift? A unidentified Swift species flew in off the sea close to Christchurch Harbour at midday 
on Nov 28 but has not been seen again. 

Ring Ouzels: Two late birds (probably going to stay through the winter?) are in the news. A female 
was at Pulborough Brooks on Nov 25 and another (a male) was with Fieldfares in the Longham area 
by the River Stour on the north fringe of Bournemouth on Nov 29 

Also in the news from Dorset is a count of 109 Shags flying into Poole Harbour during one hour on the 
morning of Nov 28 - this comes near to the all time Dorset record of 131 present there in Nov 1976. 

Late passerine migrants: On Nov 29 Portland Bill reported 170 Goldfinches, 55 Linnets and 16 
Meadow Pipits flying south and other coastal sites have also reported these species on the move in 
the past few days. 

More Black Redstarts are being seen on the south coast. Four were definitely present near Hayling 
Beachlands office on Nov 28 and four more were at Dungeness on Nov 29. Other sites reporting them 
in the past week have been Portland, Winspit, Weymouth, Brighton and Eastbourne 

Two redhead Smew were seen at Rye Harbour on Nov 29 following the only two other reports I have 
seen this winter of singles in that area on Nov 24 and 28. Also at Rye Harbour the only wintering flock 
of Corn Buntings that I know of on the south coast numbered 65 on Nov 30. 

Two Ravens flew west over Stansted House at dusk on Nov 27. Also at Stansted House a wintering 
male Blackcap started visiting feeders on that date and has appeared daily since then 

Bird Song is increasing daily with Dunnocks and Mistle Thrushes now joining the Blue, Great and 
Coal Tits plus Robins, Wrens and Song Thrushes. I heard one Goldcrest singing on Nov 25 and 
another was heard at Wade Court on Nov 29. 

Goldeneye are very late appearing in the harbours this winter. John Chapman saw a pair off 
Langstone village on Nov 28 (not sure if he meant a male + female) and Jason Crook saw his first two 
males off Northney on Nov 29 but says that a few redheads have been in Langstone Harbour north 
east for a week or so (no first date) 

Wed 29 Nov 

Around Havant 

A morning walk around Havant gave me three separate Dunnocks singing as well as the Robins 
and Wrens plus a single Mistle Thrush. The Winter Heliotrope by Park Road South was really 
getting into its stride with around 50 flower spikes, at least 10 of them with open flowers 

Tue 28 Nov 

Down the Billy Line to Hayling Beachlands 

Some welcome sunshine and less wind this afternoon invited me to cycle down the Billy Line all the 
way to Hayling Beachlands and back which I managed to do without getting caught by the rain 
showers which I could see on both sides of me. 

From Langstone Bridge, where the tide was approaching high, the only unusual birds which I noticed 
were a good number of Dunlin (they have not yet become a regular feature of the 



Langstone-Warblington shore yet this winter) and one Great Blackback looking huge as it towered 
over the ‘sea mice’. 

On Hayling I did not stop at the Oysterbeds but did see Russian Comfrey still in flower by the main 
track. 

Reaching the Ferry Road I turned left to go round the back of the flats near the Beachlands office just 
in case the Black Redstart was still there and showing. As I expected I did not see the bird but did 
chat with four birders who had seen it a little before I arrived - in fact they had definitely seen two and 
maybe four birds and were expecting them to re-appear. While waiting an adult Med Gull flew over 
our heads showing the pure white wing tips of an adult and when it turned and came back one of the 
birders pointed out that there was something odd about it - namely that it still had the black feet of a 
youngster and not the red feet of an adult (even in winter). 

With the sun already near the horizon, and that hoizon over the Isle of Wight black with rain clouds, I 
had to leave them and press on but I did have a brief look at the Sinah Common area as far west as 
the Gravel Pit lake on which there were at least seven Pochard and three Tufted Duck with a Great 
Spotted Woodpecker calling from the trees. Elsewhere on the open common I passed a male 
Stonechat and found one Dog Rose and one Sea Campion in flower plus my first Blewit 
mushrooms of the autumn. These were in a loose cluster on the sandy soil where they had until 
recently been in the shade of one of the Holm Oaks that have been cut down to preserve the open 
heath habitat, and by their rich brown caps, bright violet gills and stems not swollen at the base I guess 
they were Wood Blewits (Lepista nuda) which you might not expect here. 

On the way home with the tide now fully up I stopped at the Oysterbeds in which I found 36 
Mergansers and 32 Shelduck as well as the Brent. When I first came birding at the Oysterbeds in the 
1980s the Brent and Shelduck might have been seen here at dusk but all the Mergansers would have 
already flown out to spent the night in the ‘safety’ of the open sea, and going back further to the 1950s 
I understand that, with the harbours alive with wildfowlers, the Brent too would have spent much of 
their time out of gunshot on the sea, only coming into the harbours when driven by hunger to feed on 
the exposed weed on the harbour mud (to go onto farm fields then would have been suicide for them) 

Back on the mainland with the light starting to fade one Song Thrush was in full song. 

Latest pickings from the internet 

Another Vulture on the loose? I have in the past few weeks passed on several reports of what has 
been described as a Griffon Vulture. In the past few days it seems that a second Vulture has been 
seen in the Eastbourne area. The most reliable report of this comes from Bob Edgar on the SOS 
Website - the entry for Sunday 26 Nov reads .. "At Charleston Farmhouse, Firle an (African) 
White-backed Vulture with a red cable-tie on its right leg. (Bob Edgar)". 

Nearer home Mike Collins tells us (also on Nov 26) .. "While driving through Funtington I noticed a 
strange milky tea coloured Rook amongst the large flock feeding in the pig fields. I had seen it once 
before a few months ago but assumed it had not survived due to its odd colour".  

Trevor Carpenter was at Nore Barn (Emsworth) on Nov 25 and saw a partial albino Blackbird (photo 
on his website) 

At Southsea Castle on Nov 27 Mark Painter found 8 Purple Sandpipers 

In central Brighton on Nov 25 three Song Thrushes were in full song, and at Lancing Bernie Forbes 
has had a Yellow-browed Warbler in his garden on both Nov 24 and 25 - first heard and seen when 
he went into the garden to hang out washing. 

My find of an Apple of Peru plant in Juniper Square here in Havant (see diary for Nov 20) has been 
followed by a find of several plants in the Hastings area - an entry on the RX website for Nov 27 has a 
photo of the plant with both flowers and fruit. 

On the Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website Michael Skelton reports that .. "only 9 Clouded 
Yellows" were flying in the Boscombe area of Bournemouth on Nov 18 with one female still to be seen 



egglaying on Nov 19 in the undercliff area where these butterflies now have a well established year 
round presence. 

Red Admirals were flying in Sussex on both Nov 26 and 27 - one was also flying at Portland on Nov 
27 

In the Nore Barn area of the Emsworth/Warblington shore on Nov 27 Brain Fellows found 3 Spotted 
Redshanks with 10 Greenshank (there were at least 15 seen together here on Nov 26) as well as the 
expected 95 Black-tailed Godwit.  

Lee Evans' national bulletin of rare birds issued on Nov 27 tells us that a Red-breasted Goose (no 
doubt the one that was recently in Portland Harbour) is now in Poole Harbour with yet another Black 
Brant. Among other birds getting a mention is a Laughing Gull in Herts and a young Glossy Ibis in 
Lancs while "In Greater London, the Atlantic Gull of either Azorean or Canarian origin continues in 
Hyde Park". Another item that caught my eye concerned three juvenile Great Northern Divers 
which have been blown inland by recent gales to appear in the Trent Valley, at Bedford, and on the 
Staines reservoirs near Heathrow. If you're off to Ireland try the North Slob wildfowl reserve in Co 
Wexford for a juvenile BLACK-CROWNED NIGHT HERON. 

Finally for this update I must mention a fascinating observation of bird behaviour made by Bob 
Chapman at the Blashford Lakes when the waterfowl were subjected to lashing rain and hail in a 
thunderstorm. Unable to seek shelter in the way that most birds might Bob saw them .. "standing still 
with heads and bodies pointing up at a steep angle. This, I assume, gives them the smallest 
area exposed to the stinging rain and hail. I have seen it a few times before but only in precipitation 
of "power shower" intensity. The Shoveler looked particularly odd with their bill tip the tallest 
part of the bird and chests full out in cartoon guardsman style".  

 

WEEK 47 

Summary for Nov 20 - 26 (Week 47 of 2006) 

BIRDS 

Red-throated Diver: On Nov 20 one was off Ventnor, on Nov 21 one was in Chichester Harbour off 
West Wittering and on Nov 22 one was off Fishbourne (IoW) 

Black-throated Diver: On Nov 18 one was seen from Selsey Bill and on Nov 19 one was off St 
Catherine's Point 

Great Northern Diver: On Nov 18 three were seen from Selsey Bill and one was at Newtown Harbour 
(IoW). On Nov 20 there were sightings of singles from both Puckpool Point (Ryde) and from Ventnor 
on the IoW. On Nov 21 one came very close to Southsea Castle and on Nov 22 one was back off 
Puckpool Point 

Great Crested Grebe: When the Havant Wildlife Group went to the Chichester Lakes on Nov 18 they 
found some 40 of these on the various waters, including one pair displaying to each other. There are 
probably a lot more along the south coast since then as 244 were seen flying west past Dungeness in 
two hours on Nov 20 

Red-necked Grebe: Two were seen from Selsey Bill on Nov 18 and one was off Seaview (north east 
corner of IoW) on Nov 19 

Slavonian Grebe: The winter flock was back on the sea off Church Norton (Pagham Harbour) on Nov 
19 when count of 25 was reported (with another off Seaview, IoW, that day) 

Fulmar: The few birds which breed on the IoW and elsewhere along the south coast are now being 
supplemented by birds coming from the north - on Nov 24 Dungeness recorded 31 passing there. 

Sooty Shearwater: One was reported going west off Selsey Bill on Nov 17 with 992 Gannets going in 
the same direction 



Cormorant: 46 birds were reported to be still using the roost trees at Ivy Lake, Chichester, around Nov 
18 and latest news of the Titchfield Haven roost is that 32 birds were using it on Oct 29. I wonder if 
there is still a roost in the trees at Leigh Park Gardens Lake here in Havant? 

Little Egret: This week the onset of winter has brought Egrets back to the Warblington Farm fields - on 
Nov 23 at high tide Brian Fellows saw 12 in the shore field nearest Nore Barn (Field W on my 
Warblington Map) and on Nov 25 I found 6 back for the first time in the field east of Pook Lane and 
south of the Old Rectory (Field I) where the Cattle Egret could be seen last winter. On Nov 23 the high 
tide roost in the Southmere field west of the main road through Langstone numbered 17 Egrets with a 
few Curlew and on that day Kevin Stouse had one searching for food in his garden pond just north of 
the railway east of Warblington Station on the Havant to Chichester line. 

Bewick's Swan: The only flock on the south coast is of just seven birds at the Dungeness RSPB 
reserve seen on Nov 18 and 19 

Canada Goose: On Nov 20 Ian Calderwood told us that a flock of more than 70 birds regularly 
appears at what I know as the 'Defence Muntions' MoD site on the Gosport shore of Portsmouth 
Harbour, along with a single Barnacle Goose and up to 400 Brent. (He also tells us that the site has 
been renamed to 'DSDA' but does not tell us what that stands for - perhaps 'Depot for Superior 
Armaments'?) 

Pale-bellied Brent: One was still in the Farlington Marshes area on Nov 19 

Black Brant: On Nov 21 one was in Pagham Harbour (seen from Church Norton hide), a separate bird 
was still at West Wittering and two were at Ferrybridge (Portland Harbour). On Nov 20 one was still in 
the Gosport area (HMS Sultan playing fields) and the latest mention of one at Farlington Marshes is 
dated Nov 18 when Trevor Carpenter photographed it and was congratulated on getting a picture of 
the 'most macho' Brant. 

Ruddy Shelduck: One turned up at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour on Nov 21 and the event was 
hailed as only the fifth time the species has been seen in the Portland area. 

Shelduck: On Nov 23 I found around 126 in the Sweare Deep area of Chichester Harbour (the 
channel running west from the Emsworth Channel to Langstone Bridge) - the biggest single group was 
of 86 in the bay north of the new houses replacing the old Holiday Camp at Northney on Hayling. 

Wigeon: A full count at Pulborough Brooks on Nov 20 found 1050 birds there and on Nov 24 the count 
along the West Parade shore at Emsworth totalled 142. 

American Wigeon: A drake is reported to have been at Titchfield Haven from Nov 21 to at least Nov 
24 and to have been identified by Barry Duffin. 

Gadwall: A pair were on the Budds Farm Pools at Havant on Nov 24 (I think the male has been there 
since Oct 7) 

Pintail: Although there have been over 100 at Pulborough Brooks since Oct 23 there are still few in 
Hampshire but the count in the Sweare Deep channel along north Hayling was up to 3 drakes on Nov 
23 and on Nov 24 there were 22 in Newtown Harbour (IoW) with 7 at the mouth of the Beaulieu river on 
Nov 22 

Pochard: The Havant Wildlife Group found some 200 on the Chichester Lakes on Nov 18, easily 
beating the only other large assemblage of these duck currently on the south coast (145 at Rye 
Harbour on Nov 19) 

Ring-necked Duck: A female was briefly at a north Hampshire site on Nov 18 and 19 before returning 
to the Berkshire side of the county boundary. 

Scaup: On Nov 18 one flew west past Dungeness to make a total of two on the south coast with the 
one seen at Rye Harbour on Nov 12. 

Eider: The flock on the sea off Titchfield Haven was up to 112 on Oct 29 but I have seen no further 
counts from that area since then 



Velvet Scoter: One was on the sea off Pagham Harbour on Nov 19 but the only reports since then 
have been from Dungeness where one was seen on Nov 20 and four on Nov 24 

Goldeneye: One male was seen in the Thorney Great Deeps on Nov 15 and four were at the 
Blashford Lakes on Nov 19 but there have been no reports of the species on the Hampshire shores 
that I am aware of. 

Red-breasted Merganser: Plenty of these now all along the south coast. Rough weather on Nov 24 
caused 8 to appear on the Emsworth Town Millpond. 

Goosander: Other than the single female seen at Stansted Forest Brick-kiln pond on Nov 1 and in 
Pagham Harbour on Nov 8, and another single flying over Portland Harbour on Nov 10, the only 
reports so far this winter have all been from the Avon Valley area (where the birds concerned may 
have bred). On Nov 19 two were at the Blashford Lakes, on Nov 22 two redheads were on the water of 
Christchurch Harbour and on Nov 23 one drake flew out to sea over that harbour. 

Ruddy Duck: The drake on the Budds Farm pools at Havant was seen on Nov 18 by John Shillitoe 
and on Nov 24 by myself 

Avocet: Someone walking round Thorney Island on Nov 15 reported 20 Avocet seen from the west 
side of the island (i.e. the Emsworth Channel) but I wonder if this was a mistake for the east side as 
winter Avocets are more commonly seen in the Thorney Channel. More recently there have been 
sightings of 13 Avocet in the Broom Channel west of Farlington Marshes on Nov 18 and of 15 in the 
Lake on the reserve (Nov 22) 

Golden Plover: On Nov 23 when I visited Langstone the tide had already covered the usual area of 
the Northney saltings/mud where the large flock of daytime loafing birds can be seen but there were 
still around 80 birds which had flown to a higher area of mud near the Langstone Ship Inn. 

Knot: On Nov 24 a flock of around 70 Knot was in Newtown Harbour (IoW) - the first report of more 
than 4 birds seen on the Island this winter. 

Little Stint: Two were in the wader roost at West Wittering on Nov 21 and will presumably now stay 
through the winter. 

Purple Sandpiper: At Southsea Castle the first single bird of the winter was seen on Nov 19. 
Elsewhere there have been reports of 8 at Newhaven, 6 at Portland, 5 at Bembridge Foreland, 3 at 
Bexhill and 2 at Shoreham - all since Nov 18. 

Ruff: The latest update of the Titchfield Haven website goes up to Nov 9 and includes a report of four 
Ruff there on Nov 5. More recently there has been a count of four at Pulborough Waltham Brooks on 
Nov 19 and of one in Christchurch Harbour that day. 

Whimbrel: A single wintering bird in Pagham Harbour was seen at Church Norton on Nov 19 

Spotted Redshank: The bird which I first saw at the west end of the Emsworth shore on Nov 9 seems 
to have been a regular visitor to the Maisemore Gardens stream area since then with recent sightings 
reported on Nov 22, 23 and 24. 

Greenshank: Ten were seen at Normandy (Lymington shore) on Nov 18 and five were at West 
Wittering on Nov 21 with two on the Emsworth West shore on Nov 24. 

Ring-billed Gull: The regular bird at Gosport Cockle Pond was last reported there on Nov 20. No 
reports yet from the Broadmarsh site of Langstone Harbour where one used to be a regular sight up to 
March 2003 but not since 

Kittiwake: On Nov 17 a total of 563 flew west past Selsey Bill and on Nov 24 another 407 came west 
past Dungeness but very few have been seen along the Channel coast. 

Sandwich Tern: One (maybe two) was in Langstone Harbour, with sightings at different locations, on 
Nov 19. 



Little Tern: For the interest of those concerned with the future of Britain's Little Tern population I see 
in the latest issue of British Wildlife that this summer .. "has been the best breeding season ever for the 
Little Tern colony at the RSPB reserve at North Denes beach, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk, where 
around-the-clock protection resulted in successful fledging from the record count of 369 nests (making 
this what is believed to be the biggest colony in Europe)" No count is given for the number of chicks 
which fledged. 

Woodpigeon: Just when we thought the massive autumn movements of these birds was over Nov 19 
brought another series of reports of large flocks on the move. 5800 flew south down the Test Valley 
from the Romsey area, 1200+ went north over Fleet Pond and 3200 flew north over the Worldham 
villages between Alton and Selborne. Another report of 450 over St Catherine's Point came from the 
IoW. 

Collared Dove: At dusk on Nov 6 I saw more than 80 on the roof of a cowshed at Northney Farm on 
Hayling, and on Nov 23 I saw at least 20 in trees around that farm at midday, suggesting that the larger 
number are winter resident thereabouts and use the farm as a night roost. 

Little Owl: On Nov 25 the farmer at Warblington Farm told me he had seen a Little Owl perched on the 
ridge of one of his barns at dusk sometime in the past week. 

Woodlark: On Nov 19 John Shillitoe saw 12 back in their regular wintering fields of the Hundred Acres 
area east of Wickham in the Meon Valley and on the same day 2 were seen in a plantation near St 
Catherine's Point on the IoW 

Sand Martin: On Nov 19 a single Sand Martin and a single Swallow were both seen flying along the 
IoW shore at Ventnor. 

Grey Wagtail: A good place to see one in Havant is by the 'Water Wheel' in the Langbrook Stream 
immediately north of the A27 (close to the Tesco store) 

Song Thrush: Winter song is becoming frequent with new reports from Hastings on Nov 19, Havant 
on Nov 20 - two different birds at Warblington Farm and a third in central Havant on the same day, and 
on Nov 21 three birds were in full song at Firestone Copse on the IoW 

Goldcrest: My first winter song was heard on Nov 25 from a bird hidden in a Lawson's Cypress in the 
Warblington area of Havant 

Tree Sparrow: On Nov 22 a flock of 60 birds was at the Pannel Valley reserve between Hastings and 
Rye and a single bird was seen in a West Sussex garden at Edburton. 

Goldfinch: The first to be heard singing since the summer was at Emsworth's Brook Meadown on Nov 
23 and on Nov 26 I also heard one singing in Havant  

Escapees: Four exotic ducks seen on Runcton Lake at Chichester by Brian Fellows on Nov 18 were 
identified as Fulvous Whistling Ducks. Equally exotic was a sighting on Nov 21 of a Vulture flying 
along the A27 a couple of miles east of Lewes before perching in a tree - maybe this was the same bird 
that was over Catherington Down on Sep 20 and then seen over both Pagham and Langstone 
Harbours on Oct 29 (I wonder how such a prominent bird escapes detection for so long between 
sightings!). A Lanner Falcon was seen over Emer Bog (east of Romsey) on Nov 19 and what may 
have been the same bird was at West Wittering on Nov 21 

INSECTS 

Dragonflies: The latest report so far is of a male Common Darter seen at Brook Meadow in 
Emsworth on Nov 23 

Butterflies: A Brimstone was seen at Fleet in north Hampshire on Nov 19. Red Admirals were still 
being seen more or less daily up to Nov 21 when one was in the Pannel Valley near Hastings. The 
latest Painted Lady was in the churchyard at Church Norton on Nov 19 and Peacocks were seen at 
both Blashford Lakes and Waltham Brooks (Pulborough) on that day which also produced a Comma 
at the latter site. 



Moths: The first report of The Mallow came from the Titchfield Haven trap on Oct 9. That same 
trapping session at Titchfield also gave the first reports of both Blair's Shoulder Knot and Feathered 
Ranunculus. Migrant Silver Ys were still being seen on Nov 14 when one of the form Nigricans was 
in a trap at Edburton, north of Brighton. Of local interest I have only just seen that a Red Underwing 
was seen on a house wall in Langstone village on Aug 22. 

PLANTS 

Buttercups: Both Hairy and Meadow were flowering on the Langstone South Moors on Nov 24 and 
Creeping was in flower at Emsworth on Nov 22 

Common Fumitory: Plants in my garden are starting to flower anew on Nov 26 

Crucifers: Both Rape and Charlock were in full flower in an arable field on Hayling on Nov 23. 
Annual Wallrocket can still be seen by Park Road South in Havant and Wavy Bittercress is in flower 
at the foot of the wall of the Waitrose store in Havant on Nov 26 

Perforate St John's Wort: Several plants of this in fresh flower at the Texaco Garage south of 
Langstone Bridge on Nov 23 (along with White Campion and Perennial Sowthistle at the same site) 

Sweet Violet: Still flowering at Hayling North Common on Nov 23 (with Small Nettle and a single Dog 
Rose at the same site) 

Common Alder: At Brook Meadow in Emsworth both the long reddish male catkins and the smaller 
cone-shaped red female catkins could be seen on Nov 23 (I see that Francis Rose's Wildflower Key 
does not mention the initial red stage of the female flowers but only describes the subsequent green 
cones - perhaps the new edition of his book puts this right). 

Knotted Hedge Parsley: With major roadworks and digging up of verges in Southmoor Road here in 
Havant I checked that the site for this plant had not been damaged. On Nov 24 all was well and there 
was a prolific show of leaves. 

Burnet Saxifrage: One plant was still flowering in the Havant New Lane cemetery on Nov 20 

Wild Angelica: Plants of this were still flowering at Brook Meadow, Emsworth, on Nov 23 

Apple of Peru (Nicandra physalodes): On Nov 20 I walked through Juniper Square in Havant but 
took the opposite side of the road to my usual route and thus discovered a large bush of this plant with 
both flowers and fruit growing from a crack in the tarmac outside a row of garage units. 

Speedwells: Ivy and Thyme-leaved plants are still flowering in Havant on Nov 26 along with 
Common Field Speedwell. Grey Field Speedwell was flowering in St Faith's churchyard on Nov 20 

Common Comfrey: Still flowering in Brook Meadow on Nov 23 and on Nov 24 both Water and Tufted 
Forget-me-nots were flowering in Havant. 

Ox-eye Daisy: This was an unexpected find in the Havant New Lane cemetery on Nov 20 

Creeping Thistle: I have now seen plants of this in flower in two places this week 

Winter Heliotrope: Two spikes were flowering by the A259 in Emsworth on Nov 22 and on Nov 24 the 
Park Road South site in Havant had 13 flower spikes with two of them in flower. (Nearby a fresh plant 
of Mugwort was also in flower) 

Greater Knapweed: Still in full flower by the Hayling Billy Coastal Path passing the Oysterbeds on 
Hayling on Nov 23 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

Common Seal: An injured and exhausted animal was found on the beach at Hastings (St Leonard's 
area) on Nov 21 and taken to the RSPCA hospital at Mallydams Wood, Fairlight. No cause of injuries 
given. 



Grey Seal: On Nov 19 two visitors to Farlington Marshes had a very close view (just a couple of 
metres) of a Seal swimming in Russell's Lake of Langstone Harbour parallel to the eastern seawall of 
Farlington Marshes. Both observers had a close look at the animal's head and nose shape and both 
were convinced that it was a Grey and not a Common Seal. Common Seals are regularly seen in the 
harbour (and probably belong to the resident colony in Chichester Harbour) but Greys are very 
uncommon there - in 12 years as warden of Farlington Marshes Bob Chapman says he has never 
seen one and Jason Crook also says he has never seen one in Langstone Harbour but has seen one 
in Chichester Harbour. Earlier this year at least one Grey Seal was in the western Solent between Apr 
23 and May 6, being seen by Russell Wynn from the Lymington shore and by Kris Gillam from the IoW. 
On May 4 there was another reported sighting from St Catherine's Point on the Island. 

Adder: A late sighting of one at Newtown Harbour (IoW) was made on Nov 18 

Common Flat-backed Millipede (Polydesmus angustus): An entry for Nov 21 on the Rye Bay 
website had a photo of one of these taken by Dave Monk who wrote .. "Look under a few logs or 
stones just about anywhere, and you are likely to see centipedes and millipedes scurrying for cover. 
The one pictured is most likely a Common Flat-backed Millipede - Polydesmus angustus. There are 
many species of centipedes and millipedes and distinguishing them can be difficult. The Common 
Flat-backed Millipede adult is dark brown and has about 20 segments. They grow to about 25mm long 
and 4mm wide. This species has paranota or keels on its dorsal surface. It uses them to help burrow 
itself into the soil. They can lift and lower them to help open up the soil around them, and are used like 
wedges. They feed on dead leaves, roots, and vegetative detritus. They also can feed on fruits, and 
seem to have a fondness for strawberries. There are known to be at least 8,000 species of millipede in 
the world, Only around 50 are found in Britain. Centipedes have a single pair of legs on each body 
segment, where millipedes have two pairs. This can clearly be seen on the photograph". 

Fungi: A walk around the Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm area on Nov 24 gave me several 
fungi including two that are 'firsts' for this winter. Best of these was a clump of Lyophyllum decastes 
(Clustered Domecap) found at the foot of the 'road' sloping up to Budds Mound, on the south side just 
behind the wooden barrier. Across Southmoor Lane, on the north side of the gravel footpath leading to 
the South Moors near the south east corner of the old IBM Club tennis courts, were two big clusters of 
a fungus closely related to Sulphur Tuft - my guess was that they were Hypholoma sublateritium 
which Roger Phillips calls Brickcaps. On cowpats on the grass of the South Moors I found Bolbitius 
vitellinus (Yellow Fieldcap) and at the base of dead elms there was Gymnopilus junonius 
(Spectacular Rustgill). Also found on this outing were both Glistening and Shaggy Inkcaps plus 
Stubble Rosegill. Earlier in the week both Snowy and Parrot Waxcaps re-appeared on my lawn. 
Also in the garden, on damp wood chippings, is a large troop of fungi that seem to fit the description of 
Panaeolus acuminatus in Stephan Buczacki’s Collins New Generation Guide to Fungi 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 20 - 26 (WEEK 47 OF 2006) 

Sun 26 Nov 

Latest news 

News which I have seen this week up to Friday Nov 24 is now on my WEEKLY SUMMARY page. 

Interesting items seen since then include: 

Nov 26 Two female Scaup at Castle Water, Rye Harbour 

Nov 25 One Grey Phalarope reported by Birdline to be in Christchurch Harbour 

Nov 25 Sixteen Greenshank seen at Nore Barn (Emsworth west) with a Sandwich Tern fishing there. 
Jason Crook comments that there are currently four Sandwich Terns wintering in Langstone Harbour 
and probably more in Chichester Harbour where this one was seen. 

Nov 25 Two Purple Sandpipers at Southsea Castle in the afternoon 

Nov 24 A Smew at RSPB Dungeness (described as the second to be reported there this month but I 
can't find out when the first was seen so for me this is the first of the winter) 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm


Sat 25 Nov 

A walk to Warblington 

The weather forecast predicted a sunny afternoon with few showers and it seemed likely to be true as 
I set off to walk through the Warblington area to Nore Barn this afternoon. Heading down the ‘twitchel’ 
path from Wade Court Road to Pook Lane I heard my first Goldcrest song of the winter coming from 
a bit hidden in a Lawson’s Cypress, and after crossing the footbridge over the A27 I found six Egrets 
feeding (for the first time this winter) in the large field south of the Old Rectory where about to 30 could 
be seen with the Cattle Egret in January this year. 

Passing Warblington Farm I had a chat with Henry Young, the farmer, who had just arrived for the 
afternoon milking. He told me that he had seen the local Little Owl perched on the ridge of one of the 
farm barns within the past week but there was no sign of it today. 

Walking on towards Nore Barn I passed a big Parasol Mushroom and heard a Chiffchaff calling near 
the eastern stream. Reaching the Nore Barn woodland a few drops of rain fell and dark clouds with a 
strong wind made it difficult to see any flowers at my feet in the shade of the trees but did not stop me 
seeing that two or three of the cattle in the grazing field nearest the wood had pushed down a fence 
and got into the arable field to the west of the grazing - as this field has a walk through gap used by 
walkers to get to and from the shore when the high tide forces them to use the fields to get along to 
Warblington I realised that these cattle could also get onto the shore. This sent me back to the farm to 
warn the farmer who luckily still had his stockman feeding some calves and absolved me from a trip 
back to the fields to help round up the cattle - hopefully they were safely recovered before dark.  

Fri 24 Nov 

To Budds Farm and back 

Walking from Havant down the Langbrook stream I found the expected Grey Wagtail by the ‘water 
wheel’ where the stream runs under the A27 and further downstream a Chiffchaff was calling. Of the 
few plants still flowering I noted Water Forget-me-not, Red Campion and Herb Robert, and 
reaching the South Moors I added Tufted Forget-me-not, Hairy and Meadow Buttercup and 
Butcher’s Broom. 

On the moors the Yellow Fieldcap (Bolbitius vitellinus) toadstools were found on cow pats and a 
clump of Spectacular Rustgill (Gymnopilus junonius) where Green Woodpecker was heard and a 
male Kestrel flew over. 

Along the new footpath to Southmoor Lane I added Stubble Rosegill and what I think was a cluster of 
Brickcaps to the fungus list, and by the old road running up Budds Mound I found Clustered 
Domecap (Lyophyllum decastes) and Shaggy Inkcaps. On the pools the male Ruddy Duck was 
present with a pair of Gadwall and seven Wigeon in addtion to the regulars - also sheltering from the 
stormy harbour water was a single Cormorant and 30 Oystercatchers. 

Coming back up Southmoor Lane I heard both Wren and Robin singing and found Scentless 
Mayweed, Large Flowered Evening Primrose and Creeping Thistle in flower plus a great show of 
leaves of the Knotted Hedge Parsley. Back in Havant the count of flowerspikes on the Winter 
Heliotrope had increased to 13 with two of them in flower. 

Thu 23 Nov 

Around north Hayling 

This morning the sun shone and the wind was strong from the south west but despite having to battle 
against the wind I set off on my bike for north Hayling. Reaching the Langstone pond seawall from 
Wade Lane the first thing I saw (after hearing its sharp calls) was a Kingfisher low over the sea 
coming towards me from the Warblington area - perhaps it saw me but in any case it turned back east 
and vanished. The tide was nearly high and the area where the Golden Plover roost was underwater 
but there were still some 80 of them getting their feet wet on one of the higher areas of the mud near 
the Wadeway. A good number of Shelduck (perhaps 40) were on the water and a larger number of 
Lapwing were at the water’s edge on both the Langstone and Hayling shores near the bridge. 



At the south end of the bridge (where the white flowered Red Valerian and Common Toadflax are 
still flowering) I turned left towards Northney to avoid heading into the strong wind coming across 
Langstone Harbour. My first stop was at North Common where the sheltered saltings south of the 
marina held many Brent and Lapwing (100+) with at least 10 Ringed Plover. Continuing east to the 
far side of the bay I could look out over the fairly sheltered waters east of the old boating lake and with 
the sun behind me I counted 86 Shelduck (giving a total of well over 100 in this north west neck of 
Chichester Harbour). Also on the water was a small flock of 13 Wigeon accompanied by three drake 
Pintail. 

By the time I got back to the old boating lake the rising tide had more or less flooded it and the Pintail 
and Wigeon had moved into the more sheltered water to join the large number of Teal and Mallard 
already dabbling in the shallow, plant rich, water. At the break in the sea wall around the boating lake 
the usual roost of 100+ Redshank were crowded onto the sheltered side of the seawall with at least 
four Turnstone among them (and several Curlew were out in the shallow water of the boating lake). 

Here I turned my attention from the birds to plants, walking round the south facing side of the huge 
bramble patch to find at least a dozen Sweet Violet flowers still out, then finding Small Nettle in flower 
on the north side of the main path before spotting a single fresh Dog Rose flower as I rode back to the 
carpark area which had recently been ‘strimmed’ to remove the lovely Hedgerow Cranesbill flowers. 

At Northney Farm, where I found 80 Collared Doves on my previous visit, I more or less confirmed 
that there is a regular winter flock based here as I could still see more than 20 near the cattle sheds 
(probably the larger number seen previously could still be found here had I come round nearer dusk 
when birds feeding elsewhere during the day might have come back to a communal roost at the farm). 

Nothing else of great interest (other than the flower decked Strawberry Tree at Northney Church and 
an odd flowering plant of Scarlet Pimpernel) in the Northney area as I headed south and then west to 
Daw Lane where the roadside covering of Periwinkle plants had a great show of the Intermediate 
Periwinkle flowers as well as a fresh Meadow Buttercup in the ditch on the north side and both Rape 
and Charlock flowering profusely in the arable field south of the lane. 

At the Oysterbeds there were fifteen Mergansers in the lagoon and the ‘tern island’ was submerged 
under the high tide for more than half its length. From the ‘bus shelter’ I could see there were many 
Oystercatcher, Grey Plover and other waders on what was left of the outer bund walls but the strong 
wind and lashing waves made it impossible to get a good look at them. I guess the wind has recently 
been much stronger than it was today for it seems to have blown away the upper sections of the see 
through plastic, leaving just an ‘open top’ bus shelter (perhaps waiting for an open top bus to come 
by). Taking a look round this old bus shelter I noticed for the first time that it’s original location is printed 
on the southern side near the top - it says there Mayles Lane (the minor road running south from 
Wickham to Knowle Hospital) and gives what I assume to be the bus service number H45 

While at the Oysterbeds I took a look at the south end of the ‘earth mound’ to the east of the lagoon 
and was pleased to see the basal leaves of around 50 Milk Thistle plants (I had feared that these 
beauties would vanish from the scene as they are not birds and thus have no interest for the wardens 
of the nature reserve).  

Heading north up the coastal path I found the Greater Knapweed still in full flower with quite a lot of 
Hawkweed Oxtongue but the botanic highlight of the trip came after crossing the main road at the 
Texaco garage. Here, behind white painted railings in the northern corner of the garage site at the 
junction of the Havant and Northney roads, there was great collection of flowering plants among the 
rough grass. The most unexpected were flowering specimens of Perforate St John’s Wort and of 
Perennial Sow thistle (Sonchus arvensis) with White Campion and several other things I had 
already seen on my round and consequently did not list here). 

My final note was a 17 Egrets high tide roosting in the Southmere field west of the main road opposite 
Langstone Avenue and the Billy Trail leading into Havant. A few Curlew were also in that field. 

News from the internet 

On Nov 21 a huge Vulture was seen flying and then landing in a tree near the A27 just east of Lewes 
where it passes the road to Glynde. At a guess this may be the same single bird that has been widely 



reported in southern England this autumn, with sightings over Catherington Down on Sep 20 and at 
both Pagham Harbour and Farlington Marshes on Oct 29. 

Tree Sparrow has only vanished from Hampshire in recent years and I still hope to see it again so I 
take an interest in all south coast sightings - on Nov 22 one was seen in a garden at Edburton village 
(north of the downs in the Brighton area) and the flock in the Rye Bay area (where Tree Sparrows are 
still seen in good numbers each winter) numbered at least 60 in the Pannell Valley. Also in the Pannell 
valley that day was one Red Admiral - latest date so far. 

At Farlington Marshes on Nov 22 there were still 15 Avocets to be seen and in Emsworth the Winter 
Heliotrope was flowering alongside the main road just east of the roundabout. Also in Brian Fellows’ 
Emsworth news was a question about a boat moored there with the name ‘White Kestrel’ - Brian was 
not aware of the existence of albino Kestrels and I wonder if anyone can give me a date for the albino 
bird that I remember was reported from the area just north west of Portsdown (between Southwick and 
South Boarhunt) sometime in the 1980s (or any other occurrences of ‘white Kestrels’) 

Today (Nov 23) Brian Fellows had a late Common Darter in Brook Meadow at Emsworth where he 
also heard Goldfinch song and found Wild Angelica and Common Comfrey still flowering 

Wed 22 Nov 

News from the internet 

Song Thrush song. After a couple of feeble practice sessions the first full song was heard at Sway 
(Lymington) on Nov 16 followed by one in the Langstone area on Nov 18, one or more near Hastings 
on Nov 19 and at least two in the Warblington area on Nov 20 when another was singing in Havant at 
midday. By Nov 21 there was a report of 3 singing in Firestone Copse on the IoW 

Mistle Thrush song. This is always more intermittent than Song Thrush song but one was in full song 
at Hastings on Nov 12 and another was heard in Havant on Nov 19 

Skylark. It looks as if a new wave of immigrants has just arrived - on Nov 19 more than 45 were seen 
on the IoW (some were singing - often a sign of residents defending their territories against 
newcomers) and on Nov 20 there were 47 at Portland. A vague report of many on the saltmarsh at 
West Wittering on Nov 21 may reflect the same movement. 

Sand Martin and Swallow - late singles of each seen at Ventnor on Nov 19 

Woodlark. Confirmation that some have reached their winter quarters comes from the IoW where 2 
were in a plantation near St Catherine's Point on Nov 19, and from the Hundred Acres area east of 
Wickham in the Meon Valley where 12 were present on the same day. 

Ruddy Shelduck. A full blown specimen was in Portland Harbour on Nov 21 

Great Crested Grebe. 244 of these flew west past Dungeness in two hours on Nov 20 

Sandwich Tern. At least one, maybe two, in Langstone Harbour on Nov 19 

Short-eared Owl. On Nov 19 Brian Fellows saw a raptor whose flight over the Warblington Farm 
fields suggested Short-eared Owl but sadly his binoculars had been splased with recent rain and he 
could only get a distant naked eye view. When asked to comment I could only say that Buzzards have 
occasionally been seen over these fields whereas the habitat is not the sort to attract a Short-eared 
Owl. Brian said the bird twice perched in trees and to my mind that too favours Buzzard as the owls 
normally land on the ground or use low perches such as fence posts. The bird could of course have 
been some other raptor (e.g. a falconer's bird) and I note that Lanner Falcon sightings came from 
Emer Bog near Romsey on Nov 19 and then from West Wittering on Nov 21. 

Butterflies: Red Admirals were widely seen up to at least Nov 19 when there were 7 reports (plus 
another 6 on Nov 18). One Comma was flying in Portsmouth on Nov 18 and a worn Painted Lady was 
in the Church Norton churchyard on Nov 19. One Brimstone was seen in Fleet on Nov 19 and one 
Peacock was out at the Blashford Lakes on that day but no Clouded Yellows have been reported 
since Nov 12 



Dragonfly: Bob Chapman had a Common Darter at the Blashford Lakes on Nov 19 

Snipe Fly: Not a recent observation but an odd fact gleaned from a book I got out of the library 
yesterday concerning Snipe Flies (of which I saw one on the Warblington Farm fields last May). This 
Oxford Natural History book on 'Small Freshwater Creatures' says .. "When the females lay eggs they 
gather like small swarms of bees under bridges or on branches over streams. The eggs are held 
together by a sticky mass, and this clump may reach the size of a large grapefruit. The females die but 
remain clustered with the egg mass. The larvae feed on them, and on the mass, until they fall into the 
water where they live as predators." 

Seals: Further detail from two observers of the sighting of one only 6 feet off the Farlington eastern 
seawall on Nov 19 supports the original claim that it was a Grey Seal. not a Common. Without 
supporting detail I was not the only one to query the id - Bob Chapman says he never saw a Grey in 
Langstone Harbour during 12 years as warden of Farlington Marshes and Jason Crook added that he 
has never seen one there (though he had seen just one in Chichester Harbour). Common Seals, on 
the other hand are regularly seen. Another report of Common Seal comes from Hastings where an 
exhusted and injured animal was on the beach on Nov 21 - it was taken by the RSPCA to their hospital 
at Mallydams Wood at Fairlight to the north east of Hastings 

Mon 20 Nov 

Around Havant 

A morning walk around Havant in mild weather gave me a list of 42 flowering plants to start the week. 
Best of the bunch, and totally unexpected, was a ‘bush’ of Apple of Peru (Nicandra physalloides) 
with several blue and white flowers and several of the strangely shaped seed capsules. 

Other plants of some interest were the Winter Heliotrope plants in Park Road South - the number of 
flower heads has gone up to five and at least one floret is now open - and close by both Mugwort and 
Annual Wallrocket were out. In St Faith’s Churchyard the Grey Field Speedwell is still flowering with 
Wall Lettuce on the wall of the adjacent Homewell House. In the old Havant cemetery another Holly 
tree was coming into full flower and at the Havant Health Centre the Intermediate Periwinkle was still 
out. 

While in the Havant cemetery I had the benefit of a Song Thrush in full song at midday, and 
elsewhere - in addition to the Robins and Wren - I heard at least two Blue or Great Tits singing the 
Great Tit’s typical ‘Teacher’ song but at a higher pitch than usual making me suspect that I was 
listening to Blue Tits. 

 

WEEK 46 

SUMMARY FOR NOV 13 - 19 (WEEK 46 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Red-throated Diver: Of 12 reports this week one was near Lymington on Nov 11, one was in 
Langstone Harboure in the Broadmarsh area on Nov 12, another was just across the Solent from 
Portsmouth at Puckpool Point (IoW) on Nov 16 and on Nov 17 one was close in to Southsea Castle. 
Black-throated and Great Northern were also present off the Dorset and Kent coasts. 

Red-necked Grebe: One was off Seaview (north east corner of IoW) on Nov 12 and 13 

Black-necked Grebe: The count in Langstone Harbour was 11 on Nov 12. A Slav Grebe was still off 
the Lymington Marshes on Nov 15 

Fulmar: Portland reported the first to be seen back there this winter on Nov 12 and more than 10 were 
there by Nov 15 

Shag: One was seen from Southsea Castle on Nov 17 and may well be a regular sight there from now 
on. 



Little Egret: A reflection of the move inland of these birds which occurs at the onset of winter came in 
a count of 23 present at the Blashford Lakes on Nov 12 and in a very low count of just 10 entering the 
Langstone Pond night roost on Nov 18. During the preceding week three or four Egrets had 
re-established their winter practice of feeding in the wet pony fields north of Wade Court in Langstone. 

Black Swan: None of these are permanent residents on the Isle of Wight (except perhaps at the 
'Flamingo Park' in the Ryde/Seaview area?) so it was noteworthy when on Nov 12 one appeared in the 
Newport town centre area, presumably on the Medina river coming down from Cowes. Being 
antipodean birds our late autumn is their late spring when they feel the urge to find a mate ... 

Cackling Canada Goose: A specimen of this 'half pint' version of a Canada Goose was seen in the 
Pagham Harbour North Walls area on Nov 15 where it had been present for some time before Oct 30. 

Pale-bellied Brent: One was present in the Farlington Marshes area on Nov 12, possibly the same 
bird which arrived back there on Sep 5 and may well stay through the winter. 

Black Brant: One was seen on playing fields in Gosport on both Nov 13 and 15 (not easy to spot 
among 500 to 600 normal Brent and so probably still present). 

Red-breasted Goose: The bird which arrived at Ferrybridge in Portland Harbour on Nov 4 does not 
seem to have been seen since Nov 12 

Shelduck: On Nov 18 there were still at least 45 Shelduck feeding on the mud visible from Langstone 
village. 

Teal: These have now seemingly completed their autumn moult into the smart colours of next spring's 
breeding plumage and on Nov 13 a crowd of around 45 were noisily piping and head bobbing on 
Langstone Pond as if spring had already arrived. 

Scaup: Other than an unconfirmed report of a juvenile seen at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Oct 16 the 
first definite report for this winter comes from Rye Harbour on Nov 12 

Long-tailed Duck: There had been an isolated report of one off Portland on Oct 10 but since Nov 12 
there have been three reports showing that these birds are genuinely back with us. On Nov 12 John 
Norton had a distant 'possible' sighting of two in mid-Solent seen from Gilkicker Point, on Nov 14 Bill 
Marjeram saw four on the Solent off Titchfield Haven, and on Nov 15 one was off Chesil Cove at 
Portland. 

Goldeneye: Although I have seen 9 reports of these since Nov 2 there have been no reports so far 
from the Hampshire coast (the Nov 2 sighting was of 2 redheads inland on the Blashford Lakes near 
Ringwood and there have been subsequent sightings at Newtown Harbour (IoW) and at Christchurch 
Harbour). 

Red-breasted Merganser: There has been no shortage of these in the Solent harbours since Nov 4 
but it was not until Nov 17 that I had my first sight of them (3 birds) off Langstone village east of 
Langstone Bridge. At low tide on the afternoon of Nov 18 at least 18 birds were actively fishing there. 

Osprey: No sightings since Nov 12 when what was probably the last for this year was seen flying 
south in the Hastings area. 

Avocet: John Goodspeed had a report of 6 at Farlington Marshes on Nov 13 and on Nov 15 there 
were 5 at Inchmery Quay (mouth of Beaulieu River) 

Golden Plover: The daytime roost flock off Northney on Hayling had some 1100 birds on Nov 12 but 
had increased to an estimated 2000 birds on Nov 13 and a similar number of birds were airborne over 
the area on Nov 15 (the airborne flock stretched for well over 1 km from the Emsworth marina area to 
Northney marshes), On the evening of Nov 18 my estimate had dropped back to just 1200 birds. 

Knot: On Sep 10 a count of 55 Knot came from Farlington Marshes and there were 23 in Pagham 
Harbour that day but these birds did not stay in the area. The next report of a flock came from the 
Warblington shore where 28 were seen on Oct 30, and now we have a report of 50 in Pagham Harbour 
on Nov 16 - maybe they will stay around this time and hopefully we will have our regular winter flock in 
the Northney/Warblington area. 



Curlew Sandpiper: An adult bird was with Dunlin in the Lymington area on Nov 15 

Purple Sandpiper: These now seem to be back for the winter at Brighton Marina (up to 9 on Nov 12), 
Bembridge Foreland and on the Dorset coast but so far none have been seen at Southsea Castle 

Jack Snipe: One was seen at Eastleigh Lakeside on Nov 17 

Sandwich Tern: Singles were seen in the Lymington and Portsmouth areas on Nov 11 and another 
single was off Southsea Castle on Nov 17. Up to five have been off Dungeness during the past week. 

Arctic Tern: A late single first winter bird was in the Lymington area on Nov 15 

Little Auk: This autumn's passage seems to have ended on Nov 12 when two were seen from Selsey 
Bill and one was in Brighton marina. The latter is reported to have injured a wing but despite a search 
for it (several days later) using the local Wildlife Ambulance boat it was not found. 

Turtle Dove: A very late bird was seen at Portland on Nov 13 

Common Swift: Also very late, one flew over the Lymington area on Nov 15 but did not beat the 
'latestest ever' date for Hampshire (17 Nov 1974 at Farlington Marshes) 

Great Spotted Woodpecker: On Nov 16 I was lucky enough to see one entering its regular night 
roost in a Cosham (Portsmouth) garden where it uses the vertical cyclinder of an artificial nest box 
designed to attract Starlings. 

Swallow: The last two to be seen in Hampshire this year (so far!) were over Steve Farmer's garden (I 
think in the Lymington area) on Nov 14 

Red-rumped Swallow: One flew past Portland observatory on Nov 13 

Water Pipit: Late news from Farlington Marshes is of two Water Pipits there on Nov 8. 

Song Thrush: These birds are just starting to sing . After two other recent reports of them singing one 
was heard in the Sway area near New Milton on Nov 16 and another at Langstone Pond at dusk on 
Nov 18. 

Mistle Thrush: These are also beginning to sing. The first full song was heard in the Hastings area on 
Nov 12 and one was singing in Havant on the sunny morning of Nov 19 after frost. 

Great Grey Shrike: The first for this autumn was at Portland on Nov 5 and another was in the New 
Forest on Nov 6 though none were detected at twenty New Forest sites where observers were looking 
for them on the weekend of Nov 11,12 

INSECTS 

Dragonflies: 

What was probably the last sighting for the year was of a Migrant Hawker in the Portsmouth area on 
Nov 12 

Butterflies: 

Clouded Yellow: Last report was of four in the Shoreham area on Nov 12 

Brimstone: On Nov 13 a female was disturbed from leaf litter in the Sway area near New Milton. Two 
previous sightings were on Nov 9. 

Red Admiral: No shortage of these yet - in addition to nine reports for the past week I saw at least one 
in my Havant garden on Nov 19 

Painted Lady: Last that I know of was in the Langstone area on Nov 11 

Peacock: One was in a Portland moth trap when it was opened on Nov 17 

Comma: None reported since Nov 5 



Speckled Wood: None reported since Nov 1 

Moths: 

Acleris logiana (Tortrix species): The first to be identified in Sussex were disturbed from Birch scrub 
at Horsham on Oct 21. Prior to 1991, when one was found in the Botley Woods, the species was 
thought to be restricted to Scotland but it is now spreading in the south. 

PLANTS 

Dog Rose: On Nov 14 at Sinah Common on Hayling I found three rose bushes having a total of 9 fresh 
flowers on them 

Holly: This normally flowers in May but in the past week I have seen a few flowers on each of three 
different trees 

Winter Heliotrope: By Nov 19 I had still only seen two flower heads of this species but on that day at 
least one floret had started putting out anthers to allow me to claim that it was in flower. 

Anthemis austriaca: This is an alien look-alike of our Corn Chamomile species and its seed is 
included in wild flower seed mixtures - a lot has been planted in recent years on Old Idsworth farm 
north of Rowlands Castle and I saw one plant in fresh flower on that farm on Nov 18 

November flowering plant species: So far this month I have seen 120 different wild flower species in 
flower. 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

Bottle-nosed Dolphin: Two seen off Portland on Nov 14. Of 12 reports I have seen this year 8 were 
off the Dorset coast either before Apr 7 or after Oct 11 but there were also a couple of isolated reports 
from the Hastings area in June and July. More interestingly. Normally these creatures are only seen in 
offshore waters but last winter there was one which seemed very interested in humans - it spent some 
time in the Yarmouth (IoW) area where a local boatman cashed in by taking people on trips to see it. In 
mid-December it was seen more than once from the Hayling Ferry, after which it spent some time in 
Portsmouth Harbour (featuring more than once in the local press which named it 'Spinnaker') but sadly 
it came too close to one boat and had its tail badly injured by the boat's propeller. After this there was 
a final probable sighting of it in Chichester Harbour, from Black Point, on Feb 11. The appearances of 
this animal are not included in the 12 definite reports as it was never properly identified as a 
Bottle-nosed Dolphin. 

Fin Whale or Common Rorqual (Balaenoptera physalus): This huge whale (second largest living 
creature on earth) is an uncommon but not rare visitor to our Atlantic shores with several sightings in 
the Irish Sea last summer (reported in the latest issue of British Wildlife). It is very unusual for this 
species to enter the North Sea but in July one was in the inner Moray Firth (close to Inverness) and it 
may be that this lost soul was the one whose corpse was washed ashore on the Camber Sands in Rye 
Bay on Nov 16. This corpse had lost its tail and some of its skin and flesh but still measured 15 metres 
long - the species can grow to 25 metres and weigh in at 85 tonnes. 

Ash-grey Slug (Limax cinereoniger): In my summary for the week ending Nov 5 I commented on the 
finding of a Limax maximus (Great Grey Slug) in woodland near Hastings, and at that time I thought 
that it and its cousin Arion ater (Large Black Slug), both having a length of not much more than 10 cm, 
were the largest species of slug to be found in Britain. Since then I have read in the latest issue of 
British Wildlife of the existence of Limax cinereoniger (Ash-grey Slug) in ancient woodland in the 
Tycanol National Nature Reserve (around 20 km east of Fishguard and part of the Pembrokeshire 
Coast National Park). The article says .. "Of the slugs and snails, the most reliable old forest indicator, 
never found outside ancient woods, is the Ash-grey Slug. At up to 30cm long, this is by some accounts 
the world's largest slug, although its skulking habit, hiding under dead wood by day and slipping out to 
gorge on mushrooms by night, means that it is more elusive than its size might suggest". 

Fungi: This week's finds are dominated by my privileged viewing of a perfect specimen of a Red Cage 
(Clathrus ruber) in a Cosham (Portsmouth) garden on Nov 17 - see diary entry for that day. Second 
best was my find of a healthy cluster of Horn of Plenty in a new (to me) site at the foot of an ancient 



Birch tree in Stansted Forest on Nov 12. Also new this week were a couple of Snowy Waxcaps which 
appeared in my lawn on Nov 17, and on Nov 10 I found fresh specimens of Agaricus bitorquis on 
Budds Mound (north shore of Langstone Harbour). 
 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 13 - 19 (WEEK 46 OF 2006) 

Sun 19 Nov 

Recent news 

My summary of the past week’s news up to what I had seen by Saturday morning is now on the 
WEEKLY SUMMARY page. 

This morning I heard my first Mistle Thrush song in Havant - also singing was a Collared Dove as 
well as both Robin and Wren. While out I also saw at least a couple of anthers protruding from one 
floret of one of the two Winter Heliotrope flower heads alongside Park Road South - maybe 
stretching a point to claim first flowering of this species in this week rather than waiting until next week! 

After writing up the Weekly Summary I had another look at the internet and picked up the following 
items that are not included in the summary. 

Sunday 19 Nov: 

At Southsea Castle this morning Roger Webb had the first Purple Sandpiper to be seen back there 
this winter - Roger also saw 2 Chiffchaffs, a male Blackcap and 3 Goldcrests in the ornamental 
garden east of the Pyramids building 

Walking around the seawall of Farlington Marshes at noon today Rosi Woods watched a Seal 
swimming parallel to the wall and only six feet from it. Rosi says this was a Grey Seal but I do not 
know what degree of confidence she has in this id as Common Seal is the more likely. 

25 Slav Grebes offshore at Church Norton with 1 Velvet Scoter and 6 Eider 

The WeBS count at Rye Harbour today recorded 145 Pochard there. Before yesterday's report of 200 
at the Chichester Lakes Rye had been the only site reporting any substantial number (52 were there 
on Sep 19 and that increased to 102 on Nov 5 and 145 today so Chichester is now well in the lead) 

Saturday 18 Nov: 

At the Chichester Lakes the Havant Wildlife Group had 200 Pochard and 4 Fulvous Whistling 
Ducks (pictures of these escapees on Brian Fellows website). The group were told that 46 
Cormorants were still coming to roost in the Ivy Lake trees 

A late Adder was seen at Newtown Harbour (IoW) 

At Farlington Marshes this morning Trevor Carpenter took photos of the Black Brant which is still 
there. Both Bob Chapman and Jason Crook congratulated Trevor on his pictures (and on the 'macho' 
look of the goose). Jason says .. "This is the returning adult from last winter which originally turned up 
paired with a Dark-bellied Brent and had two intergrade (or hybrid) young in attendance". He adds that 
what he believes is one of the two intergrades is now back in Langstone Harbour. 

John Shillitoe found the regular male Ruddy Duck still at Budds Farm pools this morning and John 
Clark announced that a first winter female Ring-necked Duck had just turned up at a private site in 
north-east Hampshire. 

Down on south Hayling Simon Wright, looking from the windows of the Royal Shades pub, saw a 
Black Redstart on the roof of the Andy Biggs Windsurfing shop. 

A Scaup flew west off Dungeness (only the second for this winter) 

The 5 Bewick's Swans which arrived at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Nov 10 increased today to 
7 birds 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm


In today's sunshine Adrian Hoskins found 28 Red Admirals in Stansted Forest 

Friday 17 Nov: 

A good westerly flyby at Selsey Bill of a Sooty Shearwater, 992 Gannets and 563 Kittiwakes plus 
single Great Northern Diver and Arctic Skua. 

Wednesday 15 Nov: 

Seen on Thorney Island (though we have to guess the site as it is not given in the web entry!) was a 
male Dartford Warbler with 20 Avocet in the Emsworth Channel and a male Goldeneye on the 
Deeps 

Tuesday 22 Aug: 

Late news of a Red Underwing moth seen on the wall of a house in Langstone village by Dr Richard 
Hallett. Prior to this I have only seen two records of this lovely moth in August - the first of the year was 
at North Gorley near Fordingbridge on Aug 9 and another was feeding on squishy bananas at 
Hastings on Aug 21. Since then I have only heard of three other reports - one at Edburton in West 
Sussex on Sep 3 and two singles at Titchfield Haven on Sep 12 and 15 respectively. 

Sat 18 Nov 

Idsworth Down 

A cloudless blue sky welcomed me to Idsworth this morning for a walk north from the ancient chapel 
across the fields to Hucksworth Lane and back over the shoulder of Idsworth Down. 

The field around the chapel was bright with the yellow of Charlock and lots of less eye catching 
Hedge Mustard but the only real plant interest come on the public path through the fields of Old 
Idsworth Farm where one plant of the Corn Chamomile look-alike Anthemis austriaca was in 
flower and a few Field Pansies were still out. These fields also had several chirruping Skylarks but it 
was not until I turned west along Huckswood Lane that I had the slightly more interesting calls of 
Bullfinch and Linnet. 

Climbing the steep shoulder of Idsworth Down, in summer a great place for butterflies, I did have a 
couple of Red Admirals, and coming down the slope on the way back to Idsworth I heard the calls of 
a couple of Yellowhammers to end my list. 

Egret roost count at Langstone 

With the sky still relatively cloudless and with only a moderate west wind I set off for Langstone an 
hour before sunset to count the Egrets coming to roost at Langstone Pond.  

The tide was low and the light was good so I did not expect to see any Egrets giving up the chance of 
getting their supper until the light failed so I spent the time until sunset watching the birds out on the 
mud and water. Up to five Egrets could be seen fishing but the main interest was in other birds. I 
estimated the distant Golden Plover flock numbered 1200 birds and I could see 45 Shelduck feeding 
on the mud among many Brent and around 40 Lapwing but could not see any substantial number of 
other waders, notably no flocks of Godwits, Redshank, or Dunlin. What did catch my eye was a 
flotilla of 18 Mergansers actively diving in the shallow water (yesterday I noted the first three that I 
have seen this winter in these waters east of Langstone Bridge). Towards sunset an impressive flock 
of some 700 Brent flew north from Hayling, most settling on the sheltered water between Northney and 
Warblington where I guess they will pass the night but a couple of hundred flew on north over the 
Warblington fields as if thinking of doing a bit of grazing before it got too dark - I’m not sure if any did 
land there (most of those coming from the south turned back to the harbour but later I think another 
flock of more than 100 came south from the fields). 

Sunset was at 16:15 but the first Egret to fly to the roost trees did not do so until 16:25. As it was 
circling the trees before landing three other Egrets came high from the west and flew straight on 
towards Thorney Island and the lone bird, not seeing any Egrets in the trees below, threw in its lot with 
the other three and went east. Shortly after this I saw another four Egrets flying east along the line of 
the water, not coming near the roost.  



I was beginning to think that I would have my first nil count but between 16:30 and 16:45 a total of 10 
Egrets did go into the roost trees, at which point I headed home though the sky was still light 
enough for a few more to see their way into the trees. 

During this dusk period I did hear the calls of a Great Spotted Woodpecker that had presumably also 
come to roost in one of the big oaks here, and I also heard a brief burst of Song Thrush song amid 
the strident calls of Blackbirds settling to roost. As usual there were a few Stock Doves settling in the 
trees as well as Starlings going into the reeds around the pond and a troop of Magpies moving 
through the trees to settle out of sight. 

Todays news from the internet 

Among the items seen in this morning’s scan of the internet I noticed a report of 50 Knot in Pagham 
Harbour, seen on Nov 16 - the first substantial report from Pagham since Sep 10 when a wave of 
passage birds passed through bringing 23 to Pagham and 55 to Langstone Harbour on the same day. 
Since then Brian Fellows sighting of 28 on the Warblington shore on Oct 30 has been the only double 
figure count I have seen until this current report. 

Locally Martin Gillingham was on the Southsea Castle shore yesterday (Nov 16) and had a close in 
Red-throated Diver, one Shag and one Sandwich Tern but no Purple Sandpipers. 

The most interesting news is a summary from Keith Betton of the results of the winter bird survey in the 
New Forest on the weekend of Nov 11, 12. Details from six of the twenty six sites that were monitored 
have not yet reached him but the results from 20 sites show that there were at least 2026 Fieldfare, 
918 Redwing, 649 Chaffinches, 193 Meadow Pipits and 60 Stonechats present. Raptor counts 
were of 22 Buzzards, 11 Kestrels, 8 Sparowhawks, 5 Hen Harriers, 4 Peregrines and 3 Merlins. 
Other items of interest were 29 Dartford Warblers, 3 Ravens, 2 Brambling, 1 Woodlark and just 1 
Yellowhammer (they are rare nowadays!). No one saw a Great Grey Shrike on that weekend but an 
email from Dave Ransom says that one was seen on Ocknell Plain on Nov 6 (the day after the one 
which I have already reported at Portland on Nov 5) - these two remain the only ones I have heard of 
so far this winter.  

Thu 16 Nov 

A glimpse of the Holy Grail 

Back in the early 1980s I drove to the beech woods of the Thames valley near Amersham for a ‘once 
in a lifetime’ look at a Ghost Orchid, and today I had an equally rare (and much more satisfying) look 
at a perfect specimen of Clathrus ruber (the Red Cage fungus) in a Cosham garden - the one where 
John Goodspeed has recently been privileged to see and photograph a couple of earlier specimens of 
the same fungus. 

A dark and dismal November afternoon with dusk fast approaching was the ideal setting for my 
journey into winding paths through the dark shrubbery of this old garden - a labyrinthine route 
seemingly designed to prevent me from ever finding this Holy Grail again. Having lost sight of the sky 
and any sense of direction I was told to stop near the trunk of an apple tree so ancient that it was 
encrusted with what I had to call ‘Ent Warts’ (thick cancerous growths suited to the old age of those 
mythical tree men), and which had long ago ceased to grow apples but had changed its function to act 
as the frame to hold up the dense cover growing over it so as to leave a small dark den in which I was 
forced to stoop over a small patch of damp leaf litter and fallen rotting wood in the centre of which 
glowed the bright red, perfectly shaped cage of this sacred fungus. To add further gothic horror 
to this scene the imagined glow coming from the Red Cage lit up the remains of recent ritual fungal 
sacrifice - the crumpled bodies of two earlier cage fungi which had clearly died in order to give life to 
the one I had come to worship. To make their sacrifice the more horrific these two crumpled and 
lifeless bodies were still shrouded with the remains of the white ‘eggs’ from which they had been 
‘hatched’ - I could not but be reminded of Shakespeare’s Macbeth to see these corpses ‘untimely 
ripped from their mother’s womb’ 

Surprisingly my life was spared and I was allowed to emerge unscathed from this chamber of magic 
powers, and as I did so a Great Spotted Woodpecker was calling from the dead tip of a tree in the 
same garden, and I had to run to keep up with my host who had already told me of the nightly visits to 
his garden which the Woodpecker made in order to roost in the dry and warm interior of an artificial 



nest box designed with a vertical cylindrical shape supposed to suit nesting Starlings. We succeeded 
in getting to the best viewpoint just in time for me to see the Woodpecker land on the nest box and 
disappear head first into it, giving me a view of its ‘red flannel petticoat’ through my binoculars as it 
went in. 

Returning to more normal reality I have a very few other observations for today. In my garden this 
morning a Woodpigeon gave a short burst of solo song which reminded me that we are now nearing 
the nadir of bird song for the year - hopefully the autumnal gales will still cause a Mistle Thrush to give 
its ‘storm cock’ song in the near future but I have not heard one yet though Cliff Dean has reported 
hearing one in the Hastings area. In Havant Park I added a further sighting of a Holly Bush bearing 
white flowers that should not be out until May, and coming from there past the Railway station the 
single plant of Thorn Apple still offered a knobbly fruit to any passer by foolish enough to take it. 
Across the station forecourt Storksbill was still flowering and along Waterloo Road the huge mass of 
Common Whitlowgrass plants look as if they will be in flower within a week rather than waiting for the 
New Year. 

Today’s news from the internet 

Locally I see that the half-pint Canada Goose (probably a ‘Cackling Canada Goose’) which turns up 
in our area from time to time has been spotted in fields by the Pagham Harbour North Walls where it 
was last seen on Oct 30. It was seen on Nov 15 with three normal Canadas and one Brent for escort. 
Last year it was at Farlington Marshes in January and on the Chichester Lakes in February before 
turning up on the Portsmouth IBM Lake in July. 

Here in Hampshire two late Swallows flew over Steve Farmer’s garden on Nov 14 - Steve does not 
tell us where he lives but I think it is in the Lymington area. 

I see that the Black Kite (reported as eating earthworms in Norfolk/Lincs area) which got a mention in 
Lee Evans bulletin of Rare Bird news (see yesterday’s internet news below) has been re-identified as 
a Black-eared Kite. This is of local interest to Hampshire birders as that species has a ‘six fingered’ 
pattern of primaries matching the bird seen in the Cheesefoot Head area near Winchester in 2003. 

The big news today comes from Rye Bay where the corpse of a whale has just been washed up on 
the Camber sands. The ancient corpse, now missing its tail, still measures 15 metres long and is 
thought to be of the Fin Whale species which can grow to 25 metres and weigh in at 85 tonnes to claim 
second place in the largest living animal on earth category. 

Wed 15 Nov 

A walk to Langstone and back 

This morning I walked down Wade Lane to see if any Winter Heliotrope flowers had appeared at 
Wade Court. I failed to find them but did see three Egrets feeding in the pony fields north of Wade 
Court - it seems they are now back in winter inland feeding mode though the tide was still high. With 
the water covering the mud where the Golden Plover rest during the day I did not expect to see them, 
but looking towards Emsworth I saw a huge flock of them in the air, probably at least the 2000 I had 
seen on the shore on Monday. The airborne flock at times stretched out to measure well over 1km 
from the Emsworth channel off the marina across to the Northney marshes. 

Approaching the Langstone West Mill at the far end of Mill Lane I heard a Grey Wagtail overhead and 
looked up to see a hunting Sparrowhawk go over to the South Moors but had little else of much 
interest on the walk back up the Langbrook stream to Havant other than a Kestrel and another Grey 
Wagtail near the A27. 

As a footnote I did find a second flower spike of Winter Heliotrope outside the abandoned Texaco 
garage on the main road into Havant but neither spike had any open flowers!  

Today’s news from the internet 

Long-tailed Duck: The first definite sighting in Hampshire this autumn was of four on the sea off Hill 
Head/Titchfield Haven at dusk on Nov 14 though John Norton had a probable distant sighting of one in 
mid-Solent off Gosport on Nov 12 



Common Swift: Owen Mitchell's recent sighting of a late Swift over Climping (mouth of R Arun in 
Sussex) on Nov 8 has now been capped by a sighting of one over the Lymington marshes on Nov 11 
seen by a regular contributor to Hoslist who restricts our knowledge of his name to 'Steve P'. Trevor 
Carpenter tells us that the 'latest ever' date for Swift in Hampshire was 17 Nov 1974 (which the 
Hampshire Bird Report for that year tells us was seen at Farlington Marshes) 

The Dawlish Murrelet saga: On Nov 14 Lee Evans sent a copy to Hoslist of the regular 'Rare Birds 
Alert' message (which normally only goes to members of his UK400 Club and to those who pay for 
pager news of rare birds). In this I read of the Long-billed Murrelet currently on the sea at Dawlish in 
Devon that "Upwards of 3,400 birders have now witnessed this unique event, the twitch rapidly 
surging towards the biggest UK twitch of all time". Other rare birds currently in Devon are a 
Woodchat Shrike, a Cattle Egret, a Long-billed Dowitcher and a Spotted Sandpiper. A few of the 
other rarities currently on show in Britain are a Purple Heron in Bucks/Herts, and a Black Kite eating 
earthworms in Norfolk, If you travel to Scotland there is a King Eider at Peterhead (Aberdeenshire), a 
Bufflehead in the Hebrides and over in Ireland a drake Barrow's Goldeneye. 

Tortrix moth (Acleris logiana): This is in the news as a result of its first appearance in Sussex where 
a colony of around 30 were disturbed by conservation volunteers clearing birch scrub at the Warnham 
nature reserve (western fringe of Horsham) on Oct 21 - two of the moths were caught and have now 
been formally identified, hence the current news. I see that until fairly recently this species was 
restricted to Scotland, and what I think was the first find of it in England was made by John Langmaid 
from Southsea who discovered it in Botley Woods in 1991. Since then it has been found elsewhere in 
Hampshire (including a find by Rob Edmunds in the Fleet/Hook area of north Hampshire) and it is 
thought to be spreading rapidly. 

Tue 14 Nov 

Hayling Beachlands 

Happening to be in south Hayling despite a very strong wind and impending rain I took a quick look at 
the flowers on Sinah Common and found one nice surprise - three Dog Rose bushes in two different 
place had a total of nine fresh flowers. 

Other finds were Thrift, Sea Campion, Oxford Ragwort and Large Flowered Evening Primrose all 
in good numbers. Viper’s Bugloss was very nearly over - I found one plant with a few flowers and 
expect there were more had I gone further - while the Pale Toadflax literally showed me a single 
flower. The Cock’s Eggs plants had no flowers to show but near them I found at least one plant of 
Buck’s Horn Plantain with anthers on a flower spike. 

News from the internet 

• Two Bottle-nosed Dolphins were on the sea off Portland on Nov 14 

• Six Avocets were at Farlington Marshes on Nov 13 

• A late Turtle Dove was at Portland on Nov 13 with a fly-by Red-Rumped Swallow. 

• A Red-necked Grebe was off Seaview near Ryde (IoW) on Nov 13 and 12. 

• A late Osprey flew south near Rye on Nov 12  

• A Black Swan appeared at Newport (IoW) on Nov 12 (unusual sighting for the Island) 

• Two redhead Goosanders were at the mouth of Pagham Harbour on Nov 11 

• The latest normal Swallow was over Hastings on Nov 11 

• A Painted Lady butterfly was in the Langstone area on Nov 11 

• Eleven Black-necked Grebes were in Langstone Harbour on Nov 8 

• Two Water Pipits were at Farlington Marshes on Nov 8 

Mon 13 Nov 



Around Havant and Langstone 

A short walk around Havant looking for wild flowers and a cycle ride to the Langstone village shore for 
birds gave me a couple of nice finds this morning. 

Fifty one plants in flower went onto my new week list bringing my personal count of plants flowering in 
November to 107 (had I been to the Hayling beachlands I would probably also have the Yellow 
Horned Poppy seen by Rosemary Webb and the Viper’s Bugloss seen at Rye Harbour, and I might 
also have seen the Fool’s Parsley seen by Brian Fellows locally to bring the total to 110). 

Today’s special find was a single flower head of the Winter Heliotrope that I have been on the lookout 
for since the first frost. I found this beside the main road into Havant from the A27, re-confirming my 
belief that many plants thrive on the heat and other emissions from the heavy traffic in addition to 
several species of seaside plants (e.g. Danish Scurvygrass and Lesser Sea Spurrey alongside this 
road) which grow here using the salt put on the road to get rid of winter icing. As none of the flowers 
had yet opened it is not included in the above count but will be before the end of the week. 

Another good find came in St Faith’s churchyard where the Speedwell which I thought might be Green 
Field Speedwell, but which was all mown before I could find a diagnostic fruit, has come into flower 
again. This time I am fairly sure I was wrong in thinking it was the ‘rare’ Green species - the wholly dark 
blue flower petals fit the relatively common Grey Field Speedwell much better, despite the light green 
colour of the leaves on these plants. 

A cycle ride down the Billy Trail to Langstone took me past a wintering Chiff Chaff but the special sight 
of this trip came from the shore at the end of Langstone High Street from which I could distantly see, 
on the saltings off Northney marina, a much larger than usual roost of Golden Plover. Without a 
scope I could not really see them well enough to estimate the number but I am sure there were well 
over 1000 and could well have been 2000. So far this winter, since the first arrival of some 100 birds on 
Sep 30, no counts have exceeded 200, so the sight of potentially 2000 really was a surprise (though 
not in relation to peak counts in previous winters). When I got home I found I had good support for this 
increase in numbers - the Havant Wildlife Group had seen a ’normal sized’ flock there on Saturday 
(Nov 11) but on Sunday (Nov 12) Trevor Carpenter had found a flock of 1100 present. 

At Langstone Mill Pond there were at least 45 Teal present, most of the drakes already in their 
breeding colours, and most of them were milling around on the water, piping loudly and head bobbing 
as they practised their spring displays. I hear from John Gowen that this pond had once again had a 
Pintail on it on Saturday but I did not see it today. 

Moving homewards I passed four Egrets already in winter mode, happily feeding in the now damp 
pony fields north of Wade Court in preference to the harbour mud (despite the tide being low and the 
weather pleasant). Perhaps next time I pass those fields I will also hear Mistle Thrush song as I see 
that one bird has just been heard in full song in the Hastings area. 

 

SUMMARY FOR NOV 6 - 12 (WEEK 45 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

• Red-throated Diver: Four could be seen in Chichester Harbour from East Head on Nov 9 
when two more were just off Pagham Harbour and another was found dead on the beach at 
Selsey Bill 

• Slavonian Grebe: The sea off Pagham Harbour usually has a number of these present in 
winter months and the first to be reported there this winter was seen on Nov 5 

• Bittern: One was first seen at Titchfield Haven as long ago as Sep 15, then again on Oct 11. 
One was seen in flight at the Dungeness RSPB site on Nov 3 before one (maybe the same) 
arrived at Rye Harbour on Nov 5, being seen there again on Nov 10 

• Bewick's Swan: The first of these that I have heard of this winter - a group of five - arrived at 
the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Nov 10 



• Black Swan: Being antipodean birds in origin these birds have their breeding season as our 
winter is coming on and maybe an urge to find a mate has caused a female that has I think 
been resident on the River Test at Romsey for several years (and has built nests there without 
having a mate) to start pestering any male Mute Swans in the area - at any rate she has 
attracted the attention of Richard Cheater and caused him to remark on her presence on Nov 
9. Richard Cheater's news has prompted Richard Ford to remind us of a pair of Black Swans 
resident all year on Headley Mill Pond (near Bordon in East Hants) while Bob Chapman tells us 
of a pair reported to have nested this year on the River Avon at Woodgreen (upstream from 
Fordingbridge). I am pretty sure Black Swans have raised young in the past on the Avon in the 
Salisbury area. More locally to Havant the West Ashling pond near Funtington (west of 
Chichester) had five adult Black Swans on it in May this year (plus four cygnets hatched there 
last winter) and maybe one of these flew to Emsworth to appear on the town Millpond from 
June 8 to 20 this year. 

• Brent Goose: The first flock I have seen grazing on land this winter was of some 500 birds on 
a north Hayling meadow at Northney on Nov 6. Looking south from the Warblington/Emsworth 
area since then it is clear that large numbers of birds are now regularly using the Northney 
Marsh fields. Other evidence from all along the south coast now confirms that the geese have 
had a very poor breeding season. 

• Pale-bellied Brent: Two of these have been at Ferrybirdge (Portland Harbour) on Nov 6 and 7 
after one was there from Nov 3 to be joined (maybe) by another which came via Christchurch 
Harbour (seen there on Nov 5 only) 

• Black Brant: One is currently settled at Portland Harbour, one at West Wittering in Chichester 
Harbour and one in the Pagham Harbour north walls area - there is probably also one in the 
Farlington Marshes area though it has not been reported since Nov 5 

• Red-breasted Goose: One arrived in the Portland Harbour area on Nov 4 (new species for the 
Portland area) and was still there on Nov 10. A couple of great photos of it on the Portland 
website 

• Mandarin duck: On Nov 5 John Simons saw four of these (2 males + 2 females) flying over 
the north of Stansted Forest and Forestside village towards Markwells Wood 

• Wigeon: On Nov 8 Brian Fellows saw around 200 off the Warblington shore (twice the peak 
number normally expected there) but I guess they were just passing through. 

• Gadwall: Two males and three females were on Bedhampton Mill Pool on Nov 10 

• Pintail: Of local interest I saw one male in the Langstone Harbour Chalkdock area on Nov 10, 
only the second I have seen this winter - the first being the bird that was briefly on Langstone 
Mill Pond on Oct 15,16 

• Velvet Scoter: The bird that was in the Worthing/Selsey area from Oct 30 to Nov 5 was last 
seen off Pagham Harbour on Nov 5 

• Goldeneye: The first to be reported in the Solent area were two redheads at Newtown Harbour 
on the IoW on Nov 9 (no further news of the two redheads seen at the Blashford Lakes near 
Ringwood on Nov 2) 

• Red-breasted Merganser: At least 40 were seen by myself in the north east of Langstone 
Harbour on Nov 6 (in and around the Oysterbeds) 

• Goosander: Following the sighting of a redhead on the Stansted Brick-kiln Pond on Nov 1 
there was a female in Pagham Harbour on Nov 8. The first was back at the Balshford Lakes on 
Nov 9 and one flew over Portland Harbour on Nov 10 

• Ruddy Duck: The male on the Havant Budds Farm pools was showing well again on Nov 10 

• Osprey: Probably the last sigthing this year was of one around Fleet Pond on Nov 5 



• Peregrine: What was presumably a hungry Peregrine attempted to bring down a Kestrel over 
the Blashford Lakes on Nov 9 - luckily the Kestrel's maneouvreability was better than that of 
the average pigeon and it escaped death. 

• Quail: One was flushed from Portland Bill on Nov 6 by birders searching for a Richard's Pipit. 
This Quail was probably heading south but they are not normally seen after mid-October 
though in recent years some Quail seem to have wintered in Britain. On 31 Jan 2003 at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds John Eyre both saw one in flight and heard its alarm call though he could 
not be certain that it was not a Chinese Quail which had escaped from a collection (or a 
butterfly farm where they are kept to eat up spiders and mites that might attack butterfly 
larvae). 

• Avocet: On 5 Nov 13 were seen at Pagham Harbour and on 6 Nov 13 were at Farlington 
Marshes - maybe the same birds heading slowly west to winter quarters but on Nov 8 there 
were still 10 at the Sidlesham Ferry Pool 

• Ringed Plover: I watched a pre-roost flock building up on the north shore of Chalkdock Lake 
by the cycle track along the north of Langstone Harbour - at least 50 were present when I left. 

• Golden Plover: I have never been sure if the winter flock often seen in the north 
Hayling/Langstone area is made up of the same birds that are regularly seen on Thorney 
Island and at West Wittering. I suspect that they are the same birds which vary their daytime 
roosts according to various factors, not only the wind and tide times but also where they have 
been foraging overnight (when the big flocks split up to feed in much smaller groups - 
sometimes as single birds), and this lack of daily faithfulness to single roosting sites would 
account for the variability in numbers we see in the roosts from day to day. My latest reports 
are of around 200 still in the Northney area on Nov 1 (with a separate flock of 280 in Pagham 
Harbour that day) and of 350 in the West Wittering/East Head on Nov 9. The latter report is the 
first count I have heard of from West Wittering this winter and the date coincides with a 
considerable increase in numbers seen at Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight (80 there on 
Oct 8, 150 on Oct 16, 215 on Oct 26 and up to 338 on Nov 9) 

• Little Stint: The first report of one at the regular wintering site at West Wittering came in the 
WeBS count on Nov 4 (though there had been up to five seen in the Church Norton area 
between Sep 14 and Oct 10). Also on Nov 4 there was one at the Lymington marshes where 
one had been regularly seen through October (and up to six hadd been present during the 
earlier autumn passage). 

• Purple Sandpiper: These too are starting to settle down for the winter since the start of 
November. The first winter bird arrived at Christchurch Harbour on Nov 1 and on Nov 2 there 
was one at Bembridge Foreland with three there on Nov 9. Four were at Brighton marina on 
Nov 4 and three were there on Nov 7 

• Jack Snipe: Christchurch Harbour had its first sighting for this winter on Nov 8 (though there 
have been four other records elsewhere since Oct 14) 

• Woodcock: Ten reports of these between Nov 2 and 7 indicate a burst of movement to winter 
quarters. The biggest count was made by Kris Gillam who found 7 on the West High Down 
(IoW) near the Needles on Nov 4 

• Bar-tailed Godwit: An estimate of more than 400 on the Langstone/Warblington shore made 
by Brian Fellows on Nov 9 was double the highest number previously reported there this 
winter. It is still true that no other south coast site has reported mroe than 8 of these this winter. 

• Whimbrel: A wintering bird was seen in Pagham Harbour on Nov 4 and another at Tanners 
Lane (just east of Lymington) on Nov 5 

• Spotted Redshank: In addition to single birds still being regularly seen on the Isle of Wight (at 
Newtown Harbour), Pagham Harbour and Christchurch Harbour I had close views of one 
newly back at a regular witnering spot off Nore Barn (west end of Emsworth shore) on Nov 9 



• Sandwich Tern: One was off Dungeness on Nov 8 and two were seen in Chichester Harbour 
from West Wittering on Nov 9 (these latter may well stay through the winter). 

• Common Tern: What may be the last of the year was a juvenile in Pagham Harbour on Nov 4 

• Arctic Tern: One of these was also reported from the Pagham Harbour entrance area on Nov 
4 

• Little Auk: This species was first reported on autumn passage on Oct 21 and there were two 
other reports in October. Since Nov 2 there has been a deluge of 28 more reports up to Nov 10 
starting with a count of 12 heading west past Dungeness on Nov 2. Hampshire has had 4 
sightings - 2 at Hurst Spit on Nov 3, then on Nov 4 reports from Langstone Harbour (off west 
Hayling), Gilkicker Point and the Hurst area. In Sussex it looks as if one took a break in its 
journey to stay around Brighton marina from Nov 6 to 10 (at least). Up to 4 have been seen 
from Selsey Bill, the last there being also on Nov 10 

• Wood Pigeon: It looks as if the great Wood Pigeon exodus had almost finished by Nov 5 
(though another 600 went west over Christchurch on Nov 9 after no reports there since Nov 4) 

• Collared Dove: On Nov 6 I found more than 80 on the roof of a cow shed at Northney Farm on 
Hayling. Not being a regular visitor there I don't know if these are seen there daily (or coming 
there for a night roost), or if they were part of the great pigeon passage stopping off there for 
one night only. 

• Common Swift: A late bird was seen over the Sussex coast at Climping (between Worthing 
and Bognor) on Nov 8 by Owen Mitchell who saw it well enough to be sure it was not a Pallid 
Swift (a rarity but likely to be seen at this time of year) 

• Pallid Swift: A few days earlier than Nov 8 a genuine Pallid Swift had been found injured at 
Dungeness. It was taken to an RSPCA hospital at Mallydams Wood near Hastings Country 
Park but died. 

• Woodlark: On Nov 4 Michael Prior came on two flocks of Woodlark in the East Park of the 
Stansted estate - a total of 15 birds. There is a possiblity that they will remain there for the 
winter but there have been no further sightings so far. 

• Swallow: Five sightings in the period form Nov 5 to 9 at various places along the south coast 
from Portland to Dungeness. 

• House Martin: Only two sightings of these - one was at Bexhill on Nov 4 and three went over 
Christchurch on Nov 5. 

• Richard's Pipit: A single fly over bird at Portland on Nov 5 

• Water Pipit: Two were in the Pagham village area on Nov 3 and one or more were in the Pett 
Level area near Hastings on Nov 5 

• Wheatear: Singles were still being seen daily along the south coast up to Nov 10 when one 
was at Dungeness 

• Desert Wheatear: The bird on the Bexhill (Cooden) shore was last seen on Nov 4 

• Ring Ouzel: The last two reports I have seen were of singles on the Isle of Wight (Needles 
area) on Nov 4 and at Christchurch on Nov 7. I guess this year's unusually large passage is 
now over - between Sep 8 and Nov 7 I have seen reports totalling 561 birds (obviously some 
double counting but others will have passed through unseen) 

• Fieldfare: Although I have yet to see or hear one this winter others have reported them almost 
daily - e.g. on Nov 5 Kris Gillam saw 66 on the Isle of Wight and John Clark had 333 going over 
Fleet in north Hampshire. 

• Song Thrush: I heard my first full song from one in the Havant area at dusk on Nov 9 



• Blackcap: Winter birds seem to have arrived by Nov 6 when Bob Marchant had a female back 
on fat balls in his Locks Heath (Fareham) garden and on that same day John Chapman heard 
one singing in Langstone village 

• Radde's Warbler: The first report of one on the south coast this year came from Dungeness 
on Nov 4 

• Dusky Warbler: One arrived at Portland (where it was caught and ringed) on Nov 5 (possibly 
the same bird that had been seen at south Hayling on Nov 2?) 

• Willow Warbler: There had been late reports of these at Portland on Oct 29, Nov 1 and 2 but 
the latest is of one seen at Church Norton on Nov 4 

• Great Grey Shrike: First and only report of this species so far is of one at Portland on Nov 5 

• Raven: One was over the north of Stansted Forest on Nov 4 and two were seen at Levin Down 
near Singleton (north of Chichester) on Nov 6 with four reported at Christchurch on Nov 8 

• Starling: It would seem that a lot of continental birds have been arriving recently. At 
Dungeness there were counts of 10300 arriving on Nov 3, 10400 on Nov 4, 2000 on Nov 5, 
1150 on Nov 6, and another 2000 on Nov 10 

• Finch passage: Small numbers of Chaffinch, Brambling, Siskin, Redpoll and Goldfinch 
continue to be reported on the move. 

• Crossbill: Very little news of these this autumn - two reports in Sept, one in Oct and now one in 
Nov when on Nov 10 Bob Chapman saw a small group fly over the Blashford Lakes 

• Yellowhammer: I think more birds must have reached us from the continent to bring a notable 
increase in the number of reports since Nov 2 (when 22 were seen at Hastings). On Nov 3 a 
group of 12 were seen at Goodwood Trundle and on Nov 4 there was news of 'many' in the 
Ouse valley upstream of Lewes. On Nov 9 an estimate of 10 birds came from Newtown 
Harbour on the IoW. 

• Corn Bunting: On Nov 7 the flock at Rye Harbour numbered 71 but there is still some hope of 
seeing one here in the Havant area as a group of three were seen at East Wittering on Nov 4 

PLANTS 

• Crown Vetch: A real surprise (especially for November) was to find a large healthy patch of 
this in flower in Leigh Park on Nov 8 (see diary for more detail). 

• Dog Rose: One rather tatty flower seen on a bush at North Common, Hayling, on Nov 6 
(Sweet Violets also flowering there) 

• Burnet Saxifrage: One plant still in fresh flower at Bartons Road playing fields north of Havant 
on Nov 8 

• Blue Fleabane: Several fresh plants in flower along the north shore of Langstone harbour on 
Nov 10 

• Hemp Agrimony: A fresh plant of this also flowering on Nov 10 

• Chinese Mugwort: The colony by the cycle way along the north shore of Langstone Harbour 
was still flowering on Nov 10 

• Greater Knapweed: Still flowering by the Hayling coastal path on Nov 6 

INSECTS 

Dragonflies 

• Migrant Hawker: One still flying at Pulborough Brooks on Nov 6 



• Common Darter: On Nov 6 there were 'many' flying at Castle Water (Rye Harbour) including 
some still egg laying in pairs 

Butterflies 

• Clouded Yellow: Still being seen up to Nov 8 when there were 11 at Mill Hill (Shoreham) and 
1 at Whitecliff Bay near the Bembridge Foreland (IoW). On Nov 6 the count in the Shoreham 
area was estimated at 13 and around 60 were seen at Boscombe in Bournemouth (where 
there is now a permanent residential colony) 

• Brimstone: Singles were seen at Pulborough and near Winchester on Nov 6 

• Small White: Three sightings in November, the latest being on Nov 8 (Isle of Wight) 

• Small Copper: Two fourth generation specimens seen in the Gosport area in the first week of 
November 

• Common Blue: One third generation insects in the Gosport area in the first week of November 

• Holly Blue: One (third brood) was flying in Bournemouth on Nov 6 and five were in the Gosport 
area in the first week of November 

• Red Admiral: Still being seen up to Nov 12 

• Painted Lady: 15 seen in Bournemouth on Nov 3 plus three other sigthings in November - the 
last at Brighton on Nov 8 

• Peacock: Three November sightings - the last at Edburton in Sussex on Nov 5 

• Comma: Two at Edburton on Nov 5 

• Speckled Wood: In most years this species outflies the others but this year the only 
November sightings were from Gosport in the first week. 

Moths 

• Hummingbird Hawkmoth: On Nov 5 one was flying at Beachy Head and another near Lewes 

• Barred Sallow: One trapped by Ivan Lang at Pagham Harbour on Nov 7 was the first I have 
heard of this year 

• Silver Y: These migrants were still arriving at Portland on Nov 7 

Other Insects 

• Water Stick Insect: A pond dipping at Castle Water (Rye Harbour) on Nov 6 found one of 
these strange underwater predators. The body measured 75mm long and at the back of this 
body there is a long 'tail pipe' extending up to the surface as a 'snorkel' for breathing.  

• Drone Fly (Hoverfly): Lots of these were nectaring on Ivy flowers in Havant on Nov 6 and 7 
and I found a few still doing so on Nov 12. Some of t 

• hese hoverflies succeed in hibernating and are among the earlies insects seen in the new 
year. 

• Common Wasp: After an apparent dearth of these through the summer they are appearing in 
large numbers around the November Ivy flowers 

• Hornet: I have not heard of nor seen any in November 

• Colymbetes fuscus: This large (18mm) diving beetle was among the pond dipping finds at 
Rye Harbour on Nov 6 

OTHER WILDLIFE 



• Common Seal: These animals seem to be on the move at present - they are regular residents 
in Chichester and Langstone Harbours but after hearing of one straying into Portsmouth 
Harbour last week there was one in Pagham Harbour on Nov  

• Hibernating Newts: Moving a stone in my garden on Nov 8 revealed a hibernating/apparently 
moribund Common Newt which I re-covered as best I could and hope will survive. On the 
Gardener's World TV programme on Nov 10 we were told that they had discovered hibernating 
Great Crested Newts in a soil pile near their garden pond recently. 

• Fungi: My only significant find this week was of fresh Agaricus bitorquis coming up in grass 
on top of Budds Mound overlooking the north east of Langstone Harbour on Nov 10 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR NOV 6 - 12 (WEEK 45 OF 2006) 

Sun 12 Nov 

Stansted Forest 

This morning I went to the main Stansted Forest carpark and walked north up the east side of the 
forest, returning via Warren Down and the forest west of the road. 

There was little of birding interest though several flocks of Chaffinch were feeding on beech mast and 
I ticked off all the common tits including three separate Marsh Tits and a singing Coal Tit (one Wren 
was also singing in addition to the expected Robins). Best sighting came at the west end of Warren 
Down from which I watched a Buzzard making vertical display flight dives as if pointing a mate to 
the right place to build a nest. 

Also at Warren Down the dung heap across the track from the pony stables had a flowering bush of 
Borage, while the arable field west of Warren Down cottage still had Field Pennycress in flower with 
Field Madder. Elsewhere Wood Avens, Wild Basil, Agrimony and Common Toadflax were found 
in flower plus a single stem of Marjoram with a few flowers left. Back on the east side of the road, at 
the head of the Lady’s Walk, I was surprised to find both Common Hemp Nettle and Heath 
Groundsel in flower. In several places I enjoyed the glorious colour of Spindle berries. 

The only butterfly species seen was Red Admiral (just two of them) but there were many Wasps, 
Drone Flies and Bluebottles around the Ivy which had hosted Hornets last time I was here. 

Relatively few fungi were seen but I did find my first healthy cluster of Horn of Plenty. 

Summary of reports for past week 

My suumary of observations taken from my database can be seen on the WEEKLY SUMMARY page 

Fri 10 Nov 

Budds Farm and Broadmarsh 

This morning I headed for Budds Farm and again saw the Ruddy Duck on the water with nothing else 
out of the ordinary - Pochard were the most numerous species but there were only 11 or 12 of them. 
While up on Budds Mound I found a fresh crop of the large Agaricus bitorquis mushrooms pushing 
up through the grass. 

On the shore near the mouth of the Hermitage Stream a pre-roost assembly of more than 60 
Redshank was building up and I saw three Turnstone fly in to join them (these are usually numerous 
along the South Moors shore but so far this autumn I have not seen them there). 

Nothing else to get excited about until I reached the far side of Broadmarsh near the Farlington 
Marshes eastern entrance where, among many Brent and Wigeon, I saw a smart drake Pintail. 
Heading back along the cycleway I also saw a pre-roost gathering of at least 50 Ringed Plover with a 
similar number of Lapwing but only half a dozen Dunlin. 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm


While still on the cycleway I found fresh plants of Blue Fleabane in full flower and one fresh flowering 
plant of Hemp Agrimony along with a few flowering Common Figwort, one Corn Mint plant in flower 
and the usual Chinese Mugwort. Along the Broadmarsh shore nearer the slipway the Golden 
Samphire could still muster five separate flowers! 

Going back up the Hermitage stream path I found the Kingfisher perched on the south west buttress 
of the A27 bridge, and on Bedhampton Mill Pool the Gadwall number had increased to five (two of 
them males). 

Thu 9 Nov 

Along the Warblington shore 

A late afternoon cycle ride along the Warblington shore gave me three surprises. 

The first came before I had reached the shore when, from gardens along Wade Court Road, I heard 
my first full song from a Song Thrush for this winter. 

The second came at the end of a pleasant ride along the shore with the tide just having fallen enough 
to permit to make the trip. Reaching the east end of the Nore Barn woods I heard the sharp, repeated, 
‘chew-it’ call of a Spotted Redshank as it flew in to settle in the bed of the small stream which meets 
the shore here. The bird settled out of my sight but a move to the bridge over the stream gave me 
close views of it. This is a favourite spot for these birds which have been seen here regularly over the 
past couple of winters at least - in January of this year two were here together from Jan 17 to 19. 

The third surprise came as I was heading home and going past the Langstone Pond Egret roost. It was 
now dusk and the birds were arriving for the night but as I arrived one group of four Egrets flew low 
over the roost as if to enter it but instead they went straight on without altering course as if they had a 
different destination in mind (plenty of others settled in normally). These four were definitely not 
heading for Thorney Island but going inland in a north easterly direction which, when I checked my 
map, would have taken them close to the Brick-kiln Ponds of Stansted Forest. I have never heard of 
Egrets roosting there but the trees around these undisturbed ponds (one of which has become so 
choked with willow scrub that it is ideal wetland full of invertebrates for the Egrets to hunt and feed on 
in winter months) offer a superb potential night roost. The deeper pond very recently attracted a 
redhead Goosander and Ospreys often fish here on passage, so why not Egrets? (This is all pure 
conjecture so far)  

Wed 8 Nov 

Two unexpected finds on an unpromising day 

Low cloud all day with drizzle in the first part of the morning made this an unlikely day for two finds 
which I made. The first came in my garden as I was re-arranging the small plastic tub of water I have 
on the lawn close to where I put out food for the birds - this morning decided to put a small brick beside 
the tub to allow smaller birds easier access to the water for bathing. Just a few yards from the lawn 
there was a pile of minature paving stones left over from the re-paving of our front drive, so I thought 
nothing of taking the top one off the pile which was up against the brick garden wall. Imagine my 
surprise when I saw that, where this block had been, there was now the rigid body of a Common 
Newt, lying on its back exposing its black spotted yellow belly. 

The Newt must have crept in below the block and already dropped into the deathlike hibernation sleep 
as a result of the recent frosts, and I realised that any attempt to move it or revive it would probably do 
more harm than good (as would any attempt to replace the stone - to do so might well crush the small 
body). What I did do was to get some dry loo paper from a roll I keep in the garage for cleaning up 
messes and to place a thick layer of this over the body. On top of that I placed lots of leaves with an old 
bit of cardboard over them in the hopes of keeping out the rain, topping the lot of with some small 
recently cut branches from shrubs to hide what was there and to prevent the wind blowing away the 
loose leaves, etc. 

Later in the morning, when the rain had ceased, I decided to walk up New Lane to the Barton’s Road 
playing fields alongside which runs the bed of the winterbourne stream coming down from the 
Idsworth area but only running with water when the chalk to the north cannot hold any more moisture. 



I went there in search of late flowering plants, of which I found several, but I was surprised to find there 
was a noticeable flow of water along the stream - probably just local run-off after rain rather than a 
genuine flow from the chalk. 

The plant here included several stems of Meadow Sweet as well as Marsh Ragwort, Meadow 
Buttercup and Creeping Cinquefoil plus an unexpected plant of Burnet Saxifrage in full flower. My 
total of flowering species for the whole walk was 42 plus the second big surprise of the day - a large 
patch of Crown Vetch flowering well in the grass outside some council flats on Wakefords Way. I have 
once seen Crown Vetch in Havant years ago and more recently used to find it each summer outside a 
house in Stein Road at Southbourne until that house changed ownership and the new owner decided 
to eradicate the weeds lining the roadside edge of his property. 

As this plant is quite a rarity in this area anyone who wants to see it should go to the junction of Bartons 
Road and Wakefords Way (not far from the big Colt building at the north end of New Lane). You then 
walk north on the west side of Wakefords Way until you have just passed the second road junction 
(with Froxfield Road) and look in the grass near the second entrance to the block of council flats just 
beyond Froxfield Way. 

Today’s pick of the internet 

Birds 

Quail: One was flushed on Nov 6 at Portland Bill by people searching for a Richard's Pipit which had 
flown over the Bill on the previous day 

Woodcock: Several more migrants have turned up in the past few days. One was at Brading Marshes 
(IoW) on Nov 5 with another at Hastings (Pett Level) that day. On Nov 6 there were two at Portland 
and one at Dungeness 

Whimbrel: A wintering bird was seen in Pagham Harbour on Nov 4 and another was at Tanners Lane 
near Lymington on Nov 5 

Terns: Both one Common and one Arctic were at Pagham on Nov 4 

Little Auks: One was still to be seen at Brighton marina on Nov 8. Four had been seen at Selsey on 
Nov 5 with two still there on Nov 7 

Collared Dove: A flock of more than 80 was on the cowshed roof of Northney Farm on Hayling on Nov 
6 

Dunnock: One was singing in Havant on Nov 4 and another in Emsworth on Nov 5 

Great Grey Shrike: The first anywhere on the south coast this winter was at Portland on Nov 5 

Corn Bunting: Three were seen near East Wittering on Nov 4 

Insects 

Both Common Darter and Migrant Hawker were still flying on Nov 6 

Water Stick Insect: One of these was found in Castle Water at Rye Harbour on Nov 6. This large 
underwater predator (75 mm long) has a long 'tail pipe' extending above the surface to allow it to 
breathe. 

Clouded Yellow: An estimated 59 of these were flying at Boscombe (Bournemouth) on Nov 6 with 
several of their caterpillars to be seen there. 

Holly Blue: Third generation insects were flying in the Gosport area and at Bournemouth up to Nov 6 

Speckled Wood: Still to be seen in the Gosport area (but not elsewhere) in the first week of November 

Other butterfly species seen in the first week of November were Brimstone, Small White, Small 
Copper, Common Blue, Red Admiral, Peacock, Painted Lady and Comma 



Tue 7 Nov 

Links page added to this website 

For anyone not familiar with the various websites from which I collect wildlife info I have added a Links 
Page to this website. It can be accessed from the home page or from the Navigation Bar at the head 
and foot of this page 

Latest pickings from the internet 

A scan of the websites mentioned above today produced the following items which caught my 
attention. They are listed in the sequence in which I came across them. 

Birds 

Purple Sandpiper: 3 near Brighton Marina on Nov 7 

Avocet: 13 in Pagham Harbour on Nov 5 

Ravens: 2 over Levin Down (north of Goodwood) on Nov 6. One over Stansted on Nov 4 

Mandarin: 4 (2 pairs) over Stansted to Markwells on Nov 5 

Black Brant: One at Pagham North Walls and another at West Wittering on Nov 4 (the latter also seen 
on Nov 5) 

Velvet Scoter: One on sea off Church Norton on Nov 5 

Slavonian Grebe: One on sea off Church Norton on Nov 5 

Desert Wheatear: Still at Cooden (Bexhill) on Nov 4 

Red-necked Grebe: One off East Head on Nov 4 

Black-necked Grebe: One seen from Pagham Spit on Nov 3 

Red-throated Diver: Three off East Head on Nov 4 with one Black-throated flying by 

Osprey: One flying south over Chidham with fish on Nov 4 

Woodcock: Seven on West High Down (IoW) on Nov 4 

Dusky Warbler: One (maybe the Hayling bird?) arrived at Portland on Nov 5 (recording of its call 
available on Portland website) 

Radde's Warbler: One at Dungeness on Nov 4 

Penduline Tits: Three over Dungeness on Nov 4 

Corn Bunting: The winter flock at Rye Harbour was up to 71 birds on Nov 7 

Goosander: A redhead was on Brick-kiln Pond at Stansted on Nov 1 

Woodlark: 15 in Stansted East Park on Nov 4 

Blackcap: Winter birds seem to be arriving. John Chapman heard one singing by the Billy Trail in 
Havant on Nov 6 and Bob Marchant had a female back at a fat ball in his Locks Heath garden that day. 

Insects 

Brimstone and Migrant Hawker still flying at Pulborough on Nov 6 

In Stansted Forest on Nov 4 Adrian Hoskins saw 21 Red Admirals and 2 Commas 

Clouded Yellow: 50 seen flying at Bournemouth on Nov 3 with 15 Painted Ladies, many Red 
Admirals and 3 Small Whites. Still at least 13 Clouded Yellows flying at Shoreham Mill Hill on Nov 6 



Hummingbird Hawkmoths: At least two flying in Sussex on Nov 5 

Mon 6 Nov 

Around North Hayling 

Walking along the street called The Pallant to the shops in the midday sunshine I passed a tall south 
facing hedge with much Ivy flowering in it and a glance upwards showed me three Red Admirals, 
what looked liked a hundred Wasps, and large numbers of Drone Flies (Hoverflies) with at least one 
small white tailed Bumblebee all enjoying the sweet scented and nectar rich Ivy flowers. 

After lunch, with the sun still shining from a windless sky, I got on my bike and headed for Langstone 
bridge and a circuit of north Hayling. My first find came unexpectedly at the north end of the bridge 
where a full grown but very dead Dogfish lay at the edge of the road, just missing being run over by 
the traffic. I estimated it’s length as four feet (about 1m 20cm) though my book tells me they do not 
normally grow more than 1 metre long - the impression that it was longer must have come from the 
shark having been run over by at least one vehicle, separating the head from the body. 

The tide was falling but still high so there was little to be seen from the bridge but when I reached the 
northern pools of the Oysterbeds there was enough mud exposed to attract a small feeding flock of 
Black-tailed Godwits and Redshank - among them a single Ringed Plover newly back for the 
winter. There was still plenty of water at the entrance to this pool and there I saw a dozen Mergansers 
- my first of the winter. Later I found another dozen in the lagoon and could see two or three even 
larger groups ont in the harbour. Also out by the posts marking the Langstone Channel were two 
dumpier silhouettes with longish straight necks which I am pretty sure were Black-necked Grebes but 
they were too far off to be sure of their identity without a scope. 

By the edge of the coastal path where I entered the Oysterbeds the Greater Knapweed was still 
flowering, and as I made my way across the island along Daw Lane there were flowers on the 
Intermediate Periwinkle which grows there. Continuing towards Northney I passed several clumps of 
Winter Heliotrope leaves and checked them without success for the first flowers which normally 
appear soon after the first frost in November.  

At Northney Chuch the white bell flowers on the Strawberry Tree did not disappoint and from here I 
could hear lots of noise coming from Rooks in the rookery trees just north of the church though I doubt 
they were thinking of nesting yet awhile. At Northney Farm came another birding surprise - on the long 
low roof of the cattle shed I could see at least 80 Collared Doves (and there may well have been 
more on the further side of the ridge where I could not see them). This is a typical place for Collared 
Doves to collect in winter so I do not know if these birds have been there for some time or if they were 
part of the great autumn ‘Pigeon passage’ and had just dropped in here to feed up during the day 
before flying off to be counted tomorrow at Christchurch Harbour. 

At North Common I turned off the road for a quick look round, immediately finding the Hedgerow 
Cranesbill still flowering in the car park entrance and then seeing a single Dog Rose flower a little 
way in to the open space. Stopping to look for more roses I heard the sound of many Brent coming 
from the meadow to the east of the carpark and north of the road. I could not see the birds through the 
blackthorn hedge but later saw them fly up and return to the harbour, estimating that there were at 
least 500 which had been grazing on land (another personal first sight for the winter). 

Two other observations on North Common before I left as the sun was setting were of dead rabbits 
(myxomatosis, or its modern equivalent, is clearly rife here) and of Sweet Violets (many still flowering 
on the sheltered sunny south side of the big bramble patch). 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 30 - NOV 5 (WEEK 44 OF 2006) 

Sun 5 Nov 

Latest snippets from the Internet 

Recent sightings that may be of interest can be found on my WEEKLY SUMMARY page 

http://homepage.ntlworld.com/ralph.hollins/Summary.htm


Sat 4 Nov 

Around Bedhampton and the South Moors 

Before lunch I took a walk around Havant in the sunshine during which I heard a single 
Dunnock singing and added a few plants to my Novemeber flowering list including Ribwort 
Plantain which I have not noticed for about a month. Others seen at the end of October were 
Wall Lettuce and Nipplewort, while the Green Amaranth which seemed to have died back 
when I was last at Dolphin Court now seemed refreshed with new green flower heads. 

After lunch I got out my cycle to go further west to Broadmarsh, finding the overflow channel 
from the Bedhampton springs was again full and had both Stream Water Crowfoot (which I 
see is called Chalk-stream Water Crowfoot by Fitter and Fitter) and the hybrid Water 
Speedwell flowering again. There was nothing of interest on Bedhampton Mill Pool but as I 
crossed the A27 footbridge to Broad marsh a Red Admiral flew by. 

Coming to the Broadmarsh Slipway I looked back to the sunlit southern side of the gravel quay 
where a Common Sandpiper was enjoying the warmth as it pecked in the mud for food. As I 
got my bins trained on it a Kingfisher flew through my field of vision to make sure I spotted it 
before perching briefly on a boat just across the water (later I saw the same bird heading up the 
Brockhampton stream). 

Starting back along the shore with the tide at its lowest I could not make out much detail of the 
distant birds but when I got to Budds Farm Pools I found the Pochard had increased to at least 
8 (Mike Collins saw a dozen here today) but there was no sign of the Fudge Duck (the regular 
Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid which has returned to this area each winter since Nov 1999 
when it turned up as a juvenile) which Mike had also seen this morning for the first time this 
winter. As I was leaving the area I did have the bonus of hearing a brief snatch of Cetti’s 
Warbler song (I think this may be a first for this site). 

Evening Egret roost count at Langstone 

With a cloudless and windless sky in the late afternoon I went to Langstone Mill Pond to count 
the Egrets coming to roost and found one already flying in when I arrived at 16:20, only 15 
minutes before sunset. Others may have already gone into the trees but I could neither see nor 
hear any and as only one other arrived before the official time of sunset (16:34) I think the 
majority were still out fishing in the ideal conditions of very low water and good light. 

By 17:10 the light had gone and I had a net count of 81 Egrets in the roost which is 
reasonable for the time of year. I say this was a net count as, for the first time in my experience, 
a dozen birds which had gone into the roost flew up in a minor disturbance and (while the 
majority settled back) they flew off determinedly east towards Thorney Island. Two other birds 
which also came to the roost never entered the trees but after circling they also flew on towards 
Thorney. 

While watching the Egrets I noticed that a small group of Collared Doves in trees close to me 
took off in a panic, enabling me to pick out a Sparrowhawk flying low and fast over the pond in 
search of its supper (I didn’t see it get anything), and a few minutes later a male Kestrel flew in 
from Hayling to settle in a tree where it would probably spend the night. Right at the end of the 
session, when it was too dark to see what I was writing on my notpad, the Little Owl which I 
had heard on my previous evening visit here also started calling - this time seemingly from 
trees close to the Mill building. 

Fri 3 Nov 

Warblington Shore 

A short cycle ride in glorious sunshine brought me to the seaward end of Pook Lane where I 
was met by both a Migrant Hawker dragonfly and a Common Darter with several Red 
Admirals later seen close by. 



The tide had only just started to fall but had done so sufficiently to bring in 81 Black-tailed 
Godwit to the mud lining the outfall of the main Warblington stream (others further back 
towards Pook Lane must have brought the total to over 100 birds). I also found my first winter 
flock of 100+ Dunlin here with a similar number of Brent strung out along the shore while 
numbers of both Wigeon and Shelduck were increasing as they flew in from the direction of 
Langstone Bridge to feed in the shallow water - there were at least 20 Wigeon and 35 
Shelduck when I left. Over on the Northney saltings I could see a small group of ten or twenty 
Golden Plover - the rest of the flock may well have adjourned to the north Hayling open fields 
for their daytime loafing when the tide drove them from these mudflats. 

Perhaps a sign of a move to winter mode were three Egrets feeding in the Warblington shore 
fields - the first time I have seen them there since last winter when up to 30 were a regular sight 
(with the Cattle Egret). Another oddity was a single Brent in the Warblington marshy SSSI 
field - perhaps a bird that had summered here and was now being ‘sent to Coventry’ by the 
birds which had migrated. 

Thu 2 Nov 

Havant Thicket 

My cold had abated sufficiently for me to take a short walk in Havant Thicket this afternoon. 
The first Siskins had arrived there and I heard one complaining in the trees with other small 
birds that included a Marsh Tit - later at least three more Siskin flew overhead before diving 
into the trees. Another bird observation which I would probably not have commented on had it 
not been for the many recent observations by others of the huge current Woodpigeon 
passage of birds heading south - possible to spend the winter in Spain. All I saw today was a 
flock of at least 50 Woodpigeons which were restlessly moving about, settling in the tree tops 
and then moving to another area of the Thicket every time there was the slightest disturbance 
near them. Had they been birds settled in this area for the winter I guess they would not have 
been so restless, so I assume they were part of the mass movement, temporarily ‘resting’ here 
until dawn tomorrow. 

Both Goldenrod and Devil’s Bit Scabious still had flowers to show, as did some of the 
Hieracium plants. Among other flowers seen were Tormentil, Creeping Cinquefoil and 
Black Knapweed.  

Also seen were many fungi - some huge Fleecy Milkcaps and large troops of Common 
Funnelcap with various Russula species - but I could not spot either the Earpick fungus 
which had been seen recently on pine cones near the northern pond in the carpark area, nor 
the Earth Fan which has grown nearby in past years. 

No butterflies were out (but the afternoon was closing in when I was there) and I had seen a 
Red Admiral in my garden before setting out. 

Wed 1 Nov 

News from south Hayling 

After yesterday’s walk I came back to find myself smitten with a sudden severe cold so I was 
not out and about today. Nevertheless I did enjoy the sight of a Red Admiral in the garden 
after the warm sun had melted the early frost - first of the winter here. 

Rosemary Webb was able to get out and enjoy the sunshine on the south Hayling shore and 
told me she had been surprised (as I was to hear of it) to find a Yellow Horned Poppy in flower 
along with lots of the more expected Thrift and Sea Campion. As well as Red Admirals she 
had also seen one Clouded Yellow.  

Tue 31 Oct 

A walk to Budds Farm 

This morning I walked from Havant down the Langbrook stream to the South Moors, across 
them to Budds Farm and then back along the shore and up the Billy Trail. 



Wall Lettuce is still flowering in Havant and beside the Langstone roundabout both Lesser 
Sea Spurrey and Narrow-leaved Pepperwort are still in a healthy condition but no longer 
flowering (though the Spurrey had buds which looked as if they would open in sunshine). 
Replacing them was a newly flowering plant of Dove’s Foot Cranesbill. 

Heading down the Langbrook stream I met the first of three Red Admirals still on the wing but 
the autumn season was marked by finds of two fungi - Blushing Bracket on a fallen willow 
branch and an unexpected single Stubble Rosegill among the path side grass. 

Coming onto the South Moors three or four Blackbirds were perched on dead Elms, behaving 
warily and probably newly arrived winter migrants. Tufted Forget-me-not was still flowering in 
the small central stream (the larger flowered Water Forget-me-not had also been out in the 
Langbrook) and in the area south of the council depot there were still flowers on Perforate St 
John’s Wort. 

Climbing Budds Mound the old roadway was lined with many Shaggy Inkcaps and on the 
pools the male Ruddy Duck was out in the centre of the water with the first three Pochard I 
have seen there this autumn (two males and a female). 

Coming back along the South Moors shore I passed a small flock of Meadow Pipits (one of 
them pretending to be a Rock Pipit on the shoreline had not got the right dark underparts nor 
the wheezy call). Despite a very strong west wind there were plenty of Brent, gulls and 
common waders on the shore but at the mouth of the Langbrook there were no Wigeon at all 
(probably they were using the shelter of the Oysterbeds pools). 

Heading upstream I passed a Kingfisher coming downstream, and on my way home I found 
fresh flowering plants of Fool’s Parsley, Meadowsweet and lots of Common Toadflax. One 
flowering bush of Honeysuckle had probably come from a garden but looked wild, and a ‘late 
developer’ was a Broad-leaved Dock with fresh leaves and flowers 

Mon 30 Oct 

Around Havant 

A short walk to Havant rail station today found three plants of Thorn Apple had re-appeared 
by the station Taxi rank (where some 30 plants had appeared in late August only to be weeded 
out a few days later) with one of them having flowers and the diagnostic fruit. 

Among 18 other flowering plants seen on this walk were Storks-bill, Hawkweed Oxtongue 
and plenty of Oxford Ragwort (which I read is now a declining species - not here!) 

 

 

SUMMARY FOR OCT 29 - NOV 5 (WEEK 44 OF 2006) 

BIRDS 

Divers: All three common species can now be seen 

Red-throated: One was in Langstone Harbour close to Budds Mound on both Oct 29 and Nov 
4. Another was close in at Gilkicker Point (Gosport) also on Nov 4. Elsewhere there were five 
other sightings during the past week, including one near Worthing and another off Ventnor. 

Black-throated: only three reports this week, the nearest being in Rye Bay 

Great Northern: Two were at Portland on Nov 2 and one off Christchurch on Nov 4 - before 
these two sightings there had only been two other reports from the south coast this autumn 

Great Crested Grebe: The first report of a flock on the sea (35 birds) for this autumn came 
from the Climping (Worthing) area on Nov 2 



Slavonian Grebe: Leaving aside an unusual sighting at Titchfield Haven (on one of the 
scrapes) on Aug 6, and one at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Sep 17 and 20, what sounds 
like the first normal autumn arrival was on the sea off Lymington on Oct 30 

Black-necked Grebe: Keith Betton's recently released summary of Hampshire birds for 
October has a sighting of 10 of these grebes in Langstone Harbour on Oct 30, and two were 
seen off west Hayling during the Nov 4 WeBS count 

Shag: The usual winter flock based near the Isle of Wight Foreland was reported at some 40 
birds on the cliffs where Culver Down meets the sea on Nov 2 (17 had been seen roosting on 
St Helen's Fort off Bembridge on Oct 22) 

Bittern: The first of the autumn had been seen at Titchfield Haven on Sep 15 and may have 
stayed on there secretly to be seen again on Oct 11 (from Keith Betton's October summary). At 
least one other seems to have arrived on the south coast to be seen flying at the Dungeness 
RSPB reserve on Nov 3. 

Little Egret: What I think were total roost counts from Christchurch Harbour (46 on Oct 28) and 
Rye Harbour (46 on Oct 29) show that the Langstone roost is still in the running for biggest 
south coast roost with a count of 81 birds using it on Nov 4 (despite 14 which came to the roost 
changing their minds and flying off towards Thorney Island - these are excluded from the 81). It 
would be interesting to know where the 34 birds seen in the north east of Portsmouth Harbour 
during the Nov 4 WeBS count spent the night - do they come as far as Langstone for 
company? (I doubt it!) 

Great White Egret: I haven't heard anything of a bird at the Blashford Lakes since Oct 28 but 
I see that the HOS website reports that there were two birds there on Oct 27 (one ringed, the 
other unringed - the latter flying away west into Dorset) 

Spoonbill: A flock of seven flew over Christchurch Harbour on Oct 30, seemingly heading for 
Poole Harbour where they may still be present. 

Whooper Swan: The first report of birds arriving on the south coast came from the Dungeness 
RSPB reserve where 4 flew in on Nov 4 

Greylag Goose: A single very wary bird spent part of Nov 2 on the Langstone RSPB islands 
before flying off west 

Cackling Canada Goose: The first report I have seen of this 'half pint' Canada goose 
subspecies (?) for this year comes from the Pagham Harbour North Walls area on Oct 30 but 
the report says the bird was 'still there' and refers to an entry on the Pagham sightings board so 
it may have been present for some time 

Barnacle Goose: On Nov 2 a flock of 50 arrived at the Dungeness RSPB reserve (with the 4 
Whooper Swans) - these seem to be the first wild migrant arrivals of the winter. 

Brent Goose: Many migrants are still arriving (e.g. 1140 passing Dungeness on Oct 30 with 
other smaller flocks being reported daily moving along the Channel coast) but so far none of 
them are bringing many young. At the end of October Brian Fellows had seen just two juveniles 
among 382 adults (though on Nov 4 he had 8 juvs among 582 adults) and a flock of 2000 at 
Portland on Nov 3 had just 16 young among them. 

Pale-bellied Brent: A single bird was at Portland on Nov 3 and 4. The only local bird which I 
have heard of was a single at Farlington from Sep 5 to 9 

Black Brant: The first reports for the autumn have been of one in Langstone Harbour on Nov 2 
and one at Portland on Nov 4 

Red-breasted Goose: One of these colourful rarities was among the 2000 Brent at Portland 
(Ferrybridge) on Nov 4 - a first ever for the Portland area and certainly a first everywhere on the 
south coast for this winter. 



Shelduck: 62 were on the Warblington shore on Oct 31 - many of these will have been birds 
still moving gradually west and which will prefer Langstone Harbour to this shore so this may 
be a peak count for this year. 

Mandarin: 11 were seen on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Oct 27 

Garganey: Keith Betton reports late sightings of a single bird at Farlington on Oct 13, 14 and 
27 

Pochard: The first three were back at the Budds Farm pools on Oct 31 with 12 there on Nov 4 

Ferruginous Duck: The Ferruginous x Pochard hybrid which has been seen in the north of 
Langstone harbour every winter since it arrived as a first winter bird in Nov 1999 arrived back 
on the Budds Farm pools on Nov 4 (seen by Mike Collins) 

Eider: The peak count for October (of the flock off Titchfield Haven) that I had seen on Hoslist 
was 92 on Oct 23 but Keith Betton's October summary ups that to 108. 

Common Scoter: Hundreds of these seem to have been present in the English Channel 
through the summer but it is still interesting to hear of a single female inside Chichester 
Harbour off Black Point on Nov 3 and of a male in Langstone Harbour on Nov 4. 

Goldeneye: This species (normally back before the end of October) has not been reported 
anywhere until Nov 2 when 2 arrived at the Dungeness RSPB reserve and 2 more turned up at 
the Blashford Lakes 

Merganser: These are now becoming more numerous with 10 seen at Christchurch on Nov 2 
and 17 in Portsmouth Harbour for the Nov 4 WeBS count. 

Ruddy Duck: The Budds Farm pools male was showing well on Oct 31 

Marsh Harrier: Plenty of these around at their favoured sites but a sighting by Jason Crook of 
one over the Langstone RSPB islands on Nov 2 is of local interest. 

Hen Harrier: One was at Pagham Harbour on Nov 1 and a male was seen in the New Forest 
on Nov 4 

Sparrowhawk: A total of 12 migrants were counted going north over Christchurch Harbour on 
Oct 29, another 16 went over on Nov 1 and 8 more on Nov 2 

Buzzard: Of local interest John Simons watched 10 soaring together over the Dean Lane End 
(Finchdean) area on Oct 29, accompanied by the female Harris Hawk which has persuaded a 
male Buzzard to be her mate (not known if they have raised young but I think they have at least 
nested) 

Osprey: A young bird remains in the Fleet Pond area, being last seen by John Clark catching 
a fish at the nearby Eelmoor Flash (Basingstoke Canal) on Nov 4. Another was seen south of 
Selsey Bill (presumably leaving us) on Oct 29 

Hobby: Plenty of Merlins are now being seen daily but the last certain Hobby was reported 
(catching a Red Admiral on the IoW) on Oct 26. A possible sighting in the Test Valley was 
made by David Thelwell on Oct 31. 

Avocet: At least one was in Langstone Harbour on Nov 2 according to Jason Crook 

Ringed Plover: Brian Fellows found the first 12 back in Emsworth Harbour on Nov 3 and 
counted another 38 at the Black Point high tide roost on Nov 4 

Golden Plover: On Nov 1 around 200 were at the Northney saltings and on Nov 3 eight flew 
east over the Langstone RSPB islands while on Nov 4 there were 96 in the West Lane fields on 
Hayling (perhaps birds that would have been at Northney if the tide had not been high) 

Knot: On Nov 30 Brian Fellows saw 28 on the Pook Lane shore east of Langstone - as far as I 
know this is only the second sighting there since I saw just 2 on Oct 4 



Sanderling: Nov 4 brought the first substantial counts of Sanderling from the Black Point roost 
on Hayling (at least 56 birds) and the Gilkicker area at Gosport (45). 

Purple Sandpiper: So far this autumn there have been two sightings of Purple Sandpiper in 
August, two in September and just one in October. They should now be arriving and settling 
down so reports of one at Christchurch on Nov 1 and one at the Bembridge Foreland on Nov 2 
may be a sign that this is starting to happen. 

Woodcock: After an isolated arrival of one at Portland on Oct 7 there have been three reports 
in Nov showing that migration is starting in earnest. On Nov 2 four birds were at Dungeness 
and one at Portland with another at Dungeness on Nov 3 

Black-tailed Godwit: More than 100 can now be found feeding along the Langstone to 
Emsworth shore each day. Keith Betton's summary for October gives a peak count of 920 at 
Farlington during that month (I think on Oct 9) 

Spotted Redshank: One at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Nov 4 was I think the first of the 
autumn at that site and the first in Langstone Harbour since Oct 13 (when up to four were are 
Farlington). Unlike the previous passage birds this one may stay the winter here. 

Common Sandpiper: One was on the mud at the foot of the Brockhampton gravel quay (seen 
from Broadmarsh slipway) on Nov 4 

Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was at the Cockle Pond on Nov 4 

Lesser Blackback Gull: There has been a notable westward passage of these in the past 
week with a peak count of 220 over the Lymington Marshes on Oct 29 when more than 400 
were seen on the Laverstoke estate at Overton (just west of Basingstoke) where the F1 racing 
driver Jodie Scheckter is supposedly doing his bit for wildlife conservation by keeping Wild 
Boar and Water Buffalo. 

Sandwich Tern: Still being seen daily with one at Black Point on Nov 3 and one in Hayling Bay 
on Nov 4 

Common Tern: One was in Southampton Water on Nov 1 

Black Tern: A single young bird was in Shoreham Harbour on Nov 28 and 30 

Guillemot: These were in the majority among 680 Auks passing Dungeness on Oct 25 and 
ones and twos are now regular along the south coast - one was in Hayling Bay on Nov 4 when 
one or more were off Lymington. 

Razorbill: On Nov 3 two were near Worthing and one off Ventnor and on Nov 4 at least one 
was in the west Solent 

Black Guillemot: There was a report of one on the sea off Church Norton on Oct 29 but I am 
not sure how reliable this was. (Hampshire has only one record of the species seen at 
Southsea in Jan 1986 and I doubt they are more common in Sussex) 

Little Auk: There has been a rash of sightings along the south coast on Nov 2 to 4 with a total 
of 4 seen at Dungeness on Nov 3. On Nov 4 one was in Langstone Harbour off west Hayling 
and two flew east past Gilkicker while one was seen in the Hurst area further west 

Puffin: Just one report of two birds seen at Dungeness on Nov 4 

Stock Dove: In the past week many birders have been up at dawn to watch Wood Pigeons 
and Stock Doves flying west in their many thousands. The highest count of Stock Doves was of 
570 passing St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Oct 29 but smaller numbers have been seen at 
many places including Broadmarsh 

Woodpigeon: Locally Nov 2 saw counts of 15,600 over Hook (Warsash), 14,500 going west 
over Broadmarsh, 10,000 over Southampton and 8360 over the west end of Portsdown with 
the highest count on that day being 81000 passing over Christchurch Harbour (where the Nov 



1 count was 74,000). No one has a convincing explanation of where these bird come from but 
they seem to be heading for Spain and the theory which I like about the route they chose 
comes from Bob Chapman who thinks they are following the Beech woods along the South 
Downs and heading for the New Forest to fill up on Beech mast prior to the overseas trip. The 
ones we see are going to the New Forest, the massive counts at Christchurch are of birds fully 
fuelled and leaving the Forest. 

Ring-necked Parakeet: It has long been an unanswered question as to why these birds 
remain concentrated in the London area with only ones and twos being seen elsewhere. This 
may be about to change as on Oct 30 a flock of 18 flew over Horsham (where the species has 
only been seen once before) and Nov 2 brought a sighting of a single bird in Hastings. 

Little Owl: The bird which I heard by the Lymbourne stream in the Langstone area at dusk on 
Oct 20 was calling again at dusk on Nov 4 as I ended my Egret roost count. 

Short Eared Owl: One was over Sandy Point on Hayling on Nov 3 - maybe the same bird that 
was seen flying over the sea off Ventnor that day. 

Kingfisher: On Nov 4 I saw one on the Brockhampton stream and what I assume was a 
different bird flying up the Langbrook stream. 

Wryneck: A late bird was at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 29 

Woodlark: Most of these have probably now moved to coastal wintering areas (reports of 
them from six different sites between Oct 29 and Nov 2) but one was still singing at Puttenham 
Common on the Hogs Back just east of Farnham on Nov 1 

Swallow: Four single birds were reported from different sites on Nov 1 and 2 

Water Pipit: One was in the Langstone Harbour area on Nov 2 (I think at Farlington Marshes) 

Yellow Wagtail: A very late sighting comes from John Simons at Finchdean who saw one 
among a flock of 100 Pied Wagtails on the South Holt Farm fields on Oct 29 

Black Redstart: 13 reports during the past week as these settle in to winter quarters. Among 
them was one at the QA Hospital site at Cosham on Oct 30 and one seen on the north west 
shore of Portsmouth Harbour on Nov 4. 

Whinchat: A late report from Portland of one there on Nov 1 (in the 1980s we had at least one 
stay through the winter on the Hilsea lines at Portsmouth) 

Wheatear: Singles still being reported daily up to Nov 4 

Desert Wheatear: On Nov 13 in 2005 one of these was seen moving west along the south 
Hayling shore and at Southsea. This year one turned up on the beach at Cooden (close to 
Bexhill which is west of Hastings) on Nov 1 and was still there on Nov 3. 

Fieldfare: At least 2000 have been seen heading west between Oct 26 and Nov 4 The main 
movement seems to have been on Nov 2 when Jason Crook had around 500 going over 
Broadmarsh with a similar number over Goodwood Trundle that day. Several observers 
comment on the height at which some of the birds were travelling, making it difficult to see, let 
alone count them. I see from the Collins Book of Bird Migration, which gives a table of the 
heights at which species make their long distance journeys, that Fieldfare fly at 3300 metres 
(that's 10,800 feet) so many may have passed over unseen. 

Redwing: Among the hundreds of birds moving west or north west Jason Crook had more 
than 645 over Bedhampton and Broadmarsh on Nov 2 and John Clark had 669+ over the Fleet 
area on Nov 4. Many Blackbird and Song Thrush immigrants have also been arriving in this 
country recently. 

Cetti's Warbler: On Nov 4 I heard one briefly at the Budds Farm pools where I do not recall 
hearing them before. 



Dartford Warbler: Two were in the Sandy Point reserve on Nov 3 

Dusky Warbler: Andy Johnson found one at Sandy Point on Nov 2 but as far as I know it could 
not be refound next day. I think this was a new species for Hampshire though there had been 
one in Sussex and another in Kent about this time last year. 

Raven: On Oct 29 two were seen noisily pursuing a Buzzard at Markwells Wood (north of 
Forestside) and what was probably the same pair flew over the Stansted East Park that same 
day. Such sightings are becoming quite common recently but I was surprised to see that also 
on Oct 29 an estimated total of 20 Ravens were over Christchurch Harbour - 13 of them seen 
together, the flock being given the proper name of an 'unkindness of Ravens' 

Starling: Large numbers of these seem to have been entering the country during the past 
week. On Nov 3 a total of 10,500 were reported over Dungeness. 690 went over Broadmarsh 
on Nov 3 and back on Oct 29 a count of 2000 came from the Blashford Lakes. 

Brambling: Numbers are now rapidly increasing with reports coming from everywhere and 
counts from Christchurch Harbour of 65 on Nov 1 and 80 on Nov 2 

Greenfinch: The shortage of these along our shores may be coming to an end with counts of 
200+ from Gilkicker on Oct 29 and 140 from Hook/Warsash on Oct 30 

Siskin: On Nov 2 I found half a dozen apparently settled in Havant Thicket 

Twite: The first report of these for this autumn is of 2 seen at Dungeness on Oct 30 

Snow Bunting: One seems to have settled on the Ventnor Downs being seen there on Nov 1, 
2 and 3 

Corn Bunting: The usual winter flock has started to build up at Rye Harbour with 21 there on 
Nov 3 but of local interest there was a sighting of more than ten with Skylarks on a ploughed 
field near Goodwood Trundle on Nov 1 

INSECTS 

Dragonflies 

Migrant Hawker: Some were among 'huge numbers of dragonflies' at Pulborough Brooks on 
Oct 30 and I saw one on the Warblington shore on Nov 3 

Red-veined Darter: At least one at Pulborough on Oct 30 

Common Darter: As well as at Pulborough on Oct 30 there were sightings at Brook Meadow in 
Emsworth on Oct 31, at both Nore Barn (Emsworth0 and Sandy Point (Hayling) on Nov 1 and 
one was on the Warblington shore on Nov 3 

Butterflies 

Clouded Yellow: Still being seen daily on Nov 1 (South Hayling), 2 (Emsworth) and 3 (Beachy 
Head) 

Brimstone: Last seen on Oct 29 near Eastbourne 

Large White: Last seen on Oct 30 near Brighton 

Small White: One seen in Emsworth on Oct 29 

Holly Blue: A more unusual sighting at Worthing on Oct 30 

Red Admiral: Still being seen up to Nov 4 

Painted Lady: Ten sightings in the past week with the last at Eastbourne on Nov 3 

Small Tortoiseshell: Two very welcome late sightings - one atRopley on Oct 27 and one north 
of Brighton on Oct 29 



Peacock: Two singles seen on Oct 29 - one in Stansted Forest and one at Seaford 

Comma: Also two sightings on Oct 29 - two seen at Ropley and one in Stansted Forest 

Moths 

No time to list these properly but among the recent sightings were Humming Bird Hawkmoths 
flying around in two shops (looking for somewhere to hibernate) - both were seen on Oct 28 in 
'Music Zone' at Eastbourne and Jessop's in Brighton. The latest Hummingbird Hawk was in a 
Marchwood garden near Southampton on Oct 30. Also of significance for Hampshire moth 
records was a first ever trapping of second brood Rustic Shoulder-Knot by Glynne Evans at 
Chilbolton on Oct 28 

Other Insects 

Hornets were still flying up to Oct 29 (when a dozen were seen in Stansted Forest) 

Harlequin Ladybird: Three new reports as the beetles seek out places to hibernate. On Oct 
27 one was reported 'recently' at Stansted sawmill, on Oct 29 Tony Wilson found 50 of them 
assembling near his home at Edburton north of Brighton and on Nov 2 Rye Harbour reserve 
had its first record of the species with two beetles and one larva being found and 
photographed. 

PLANTS 

Chalk Stream Water Crowfoot: Flowering again at Bedhampton as the overflow from the 
Water Company springs flows again. 

Yellow Horned Poppy: An unexpected find on the Hayling beachlands on Nov 1 (with lots of 
Thrift and Sea Campion out) 

Hairy Bitter Cress: I have seen Wavy Bittercress intermittently through the summer in damp 
woods, etc, but a find of Hairy Bitter Cress in Mill Lane at Langstone on Oct 31 was the first I 
have noted since May 1 

Green Amaranth: Plants at Dolphin Court in Havant which looked dead on Oct 23 have taken 
a new lease of life and seemed to be re-flowering on Nov 4 

Dwarf Gorse: Some still flowering alongside Common Gorse in Havant Thicket on Nov 2 

Meadow Sweet: Just one fresh flowering plant by the Billy Trail in Havant on Oct 31 

Fool's Parsley: Fresh plants flowering in Havant on Oct 31 and in south Hayling on Nov 4 

Thorn Apple: A single plant flowering at Havant rail station on Oct 30 and having fruit and the 
remains of a flower on Nov 5 

Ribwort Plantain: I had ceased expecting to see this some time ago but found flowering 
plants on both Nov 4 and 5 

Devils Bit Scabious: One plant still flowering in Havant Thicket on Nov 2 

Goldenrod: Also flowering in Havant Thicket on Nov 2 

Mugwort: A single plant in flower on Nov 4 was a surprise. 

OTHER WILDLIFE 

A Fox was seen to jump up and pull down a bird nut feeder in Hastings Country Park 

A Common Seal was in the north of Langstone Harbour where they are regularly seen but less 
ususal was a sighting in the north of Portsmouth Harbour - this was reported in THE NEWS 
which had the report from a lady living in Portchester. 



A Common Newt was found under a woodpile at Rye Harbour - all newts will be seeking 
similar winter hideaways at this time of year. 

John Goodspeed has been told of a snake seen crossing Russell's Field at Langstone (the 
field with the footpath connecting the Royal Oak with the Billy Trail). It was described to him as 
an Adder but I do not know how well it was seen as I am not aware of Adders in this area and 
the wetland habitat east of the field (to which the snake was heading) is ideal for Grass 
Snakes (Adders normally prefer drier heathy land). 

Limax maximus (Great Grey Slug aka Leopard Slug) - one of these 10cm long monster 
slugs was found and photographed in Hastings area woodland, the photograph (on the Rye 
Bay website) showing a cheeky Acorn weevil (Curculio glandium) hitching a ride on the slug's 
back. I think there is only one other British slug of this size and that is the commoner Large 
Black Slug (Arion ater) which I have had in my garden this year - it's body is black but it has 
an 'orange frill' around the base (i.e. the 'foot' is orange or red in colour). Arion is a 'Roundback' 
which can contract itself into a funny shaped 'ball' when disturbed, Limax is a 'Keelback' with a 
ridge or keel extending about half way along the top of its back. As its name implies it is greyish 
in colour with a very pale foot and 'face'. 

Fungi:  

Far too many species seen this week to comment on all of them but the more interesting ones 
seen on last Sunday's (Oct 29) foray in the north Emsworth Hollybank Woods were Black 
Helvella, Dog Stinkhorn (in two places - this is having an unusally good season), Split-gill 
(Schizophyllum commune), Porcelain fungus and a couple of big Ceps.  

On Oct 31 Brian Fellows added a new species to the Emsworth Brook Meadow list with the 
'White Dapperling' (Leucoagaricus leucothites) 

In Stansted Forest Michael Prior had reported large numbers of Horn of Plenty on Oct 20 and 
ten days later he told us of many more having come up there. 

From Hastings came the first report of White Spindles but the most exciting find of the week 
was in a Cosham garden (north Portsmouth) where at least three Red Cages (Clathrus 
ruber) came up. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 23 - 29 (WEEK 43 OF 2006) 

Sun 29 Oct 

Apologies for poor service this week 
During this week I have bought a new computer with Windows XP to replace my five year old 
machine with Windows Millenium Edition operating system, and as you can imagine I have had 
a few problems to sort out in familiarising myself to the new environment. This has meant that 
I now have a large backlog of data coming from the interenet which has not yet been 
processed by my database programs. The summary of news from the internet given below is a 
minimal set of notes from the raw data without the usual processing to sort it into species order, 
nor the checks against past data which I normally make to help put the new raw data into 
perspective. Hopefully normal service will be resumed before the end of next week! 

News from the internet during the past week 

BIRDS 

Black-throated Diver: One off Portland on Oct 28. One off Dungeness on Oct 25 and 26 

Red-throated Diver: One was seen at Keyhaven on Oct 27 and one was off Portland on Oct 
25 



Red-necked Grebe: One went west off Christchurch on Oct 24 

Sooty Shearwater: One seen from Ventnor on Oct 25 when four were seen at Dungeness 

Grey Phalarope: One at Dungeness (plus a Storm Petrel) on Oct 25 

Goosander: One over Christchurch on Oct 24 was the second sighting of the autumn there 
but both may have been birds that bred in the Avon valley 

Little Auk: One found in the middle of a road at Winchelsea died later - it probably thought the 
wet road was a river (I remember a Little Auk doing the same on a road in Rownhams, 
Southampton, a few years ago) 

Eider: The birds off Titchfield Haven were up to 92 in number on Oct 23 

Hobby: A late bird at Pagham on Oct 27 

Woodpigeon migration: On Oct 27 1300 flew west at Beachy Head and 2000 flew over 
Portland but only 470 were seen at Christchurch (with 180 Stock Doves). At Rye Bay at least 
350 flew south with a few Stock Doves but Hampshire had a total of 7900 going southwest over 
Fleet. Biggest count was of 16,000 over Barnes Wetland Centre in London. 

Yellow Wagtail: A late bird at Beachy Head on Oct 26 

Swallow: 26 were over Dungeness on Oct 27 and 4 over the IoW on Oct 25. At least seven 
seen in Sussex on Oct 24 

Skylark: On Oct 27 515 flew over Christchurch with 39 Brambling and 21 Redpoll 

Redwing: 300 seen in the New Forest on Oct 28 (with one Fieldfare) and 329 went over Fleet 
that morning. On Oct 27 1648 were counted going northwest over Fleet. On Oct 26 there were 
773 over Fleet and 120+ over Yarmouth IoW. Many were heard flying over Hastings on the 
night of Oct 26 

Fieldfare: On Oct 27 11 flew west over Fleet and four flew over Broadmarsh with a few 
Redwings and Song Thrushes 

Nightingale: On Oct 23 a late bird was seen at Portland with 20 Ring Ouzels, 7 Black 
Redstarts and 4 Firecrests 

Pallas' Warbler: One was at Christchurch on Oct 25 and 26 

Penduline Tit: One seen at Dungeness RSPB on 28/10 

Swift: One was flying over Sandy Point on Hayling for 20 minutes on Oct 24 

Yellow Browed Warbler: The bird in the Hayling Sandy Point area was still present on Oct 23 
(seen in the Wittering Road area) and one was at Old Winchester Hill on Oct 22. The latter was 
hailed as the first inland sighting of this species in Hampshire until a previous record (a couple 
of years ago?) of one in a Shedfield garden (near Wickham) was pointed out. 

Water Pipit: One was at the Ringwood Blashford Lakes on Oct 28 and one at Titchfield Haven 
on Oct 23 making just three sightings so far this autumn after one at Dungeness on Oct 13 

Hawfinch: One was in a sycamore outside Southampton Central Police Station on Oct 27 (no 
news of any having returned to Romsey yet) 

INSECTS 

Southern Hawker dragonfly: One still flying at Steyning in West Sussex on Oct 27 

Clouded Yellow: On Oct 27 13 were seen at Pagham with 20 Red Admirals and a Painted 
Lady. At least four were elsewhere in Sussex that day. 



Small Tortoiseshell: One of these rarities seen at Andover on Oct 21 and one was at 
Steyning in Sussex on Oct 27 

Meadow Brown: Two were still flying at Mill Hill, Shoreham, on Oct 23 

Speckled Wood: Two seen flying on a Cosham garden on Oct 26 (with a Large White) 

Red Admirals: These are still being seen daily but a count of 28 in Stansted Forest on Oct 21 
was good 

Death's Head Hawkmoth: The third which I have heard of this year was attracted to the lights 
of a football ground at Long Sutton (north of Alton) on Oct 25 and became entangled in the 
'training bib' of one of the players - it was released alive. 

Ladybirds: On Oct 29 twenty or so were to be seen outside my bedroom window in the early 
afternoon seemingly looking for somewhere to hibernate. On Oct 24 Peter Hutchins when 
describing sightings in the Overton area, just west of Basingstoke, wrote "Harlequin 
Ladybirds are still obvious at Overton Primary School, a peak count of 186 being noted before 
the recent annual migration to Scilly (and Ireland!), with several other local sites now holding 
much smaller, but building, numbers". I guess the migration he is referring to is of birdwatchers 
to the Scillies, implying that the date of this peak count was around two weeks ago. 

PLANTS 

Golden Samphire was still flowering at Nore Barn, Emsworth on Oct 26 

OTHER 

A Fly Agaric toadstool was found in the roadside grass of Beacon Square at Emsworth on Oct 
26 along with several other fungi - this is traditional a fungus rich roadside. 

Hollybank Woods 
This morning I was back in north Emsworth at the Hollybank Woods to join the fungus foray led 
by Rosemary Webb, but so had up to 40 other people making it an unmanageable group for 
one leader so the finger was pointed at me as a voluntary sub-leader and I was asked to take 
part of the large group around the woods. This foiled my intention to learn from Rosemary 
more about those fungi that I cannot identify but hopefully increased the ability of the people 
who had come along to hear what was being said about the fungi that were found. 
The first interesting find was of an uncommon species called Split Gill (Schizophyllum 
commune) and it immediately illustrated one of the problems in naming fungi by reference to 
the pictures of them in books as the upper surface of this species is illustrated as white where 
these had a delicate camouflage pattern of grey, green and brown but once you looked at the 
underside it was clear that they were either Split Gill or a very close relative of it. 

A number of other common species were found including Tawny Funnel Cap, Spotted 
Toughshank, False Death Cap, Clouded Funnel, Candlesnuff, and various trooping Bonnets 
such as Mycena galericulata. Among the boletus types were a couple of magnificent Ceps, 
Slippery Jack, Bay Bolete and Brown Birch Bolete and at the end of the morning we found both 
Dog Stinkhorn and Porcelain Fungus 

Thu 26 Oct 

Hollybank Woods 

This morning I took a walk around the Hollybank Woods in search of fungi, partly for my own 
interest and partly to be able to suggest good places for the party led by Rosemary Webb that 
will be searching for fungi here next Sunday morning (Rosemary told me yesterday that she is 
not familiar with this woodland) 

My walk took less than one and a half hours and during it I found at least 30 different species of 
fungi including Plums and Custard, Cep and Porcelain Fungus so I do not think there will be 
any problem in keeping a party interested for the couple of hours this walk is scheduled to take. 



I hope to go on the foray and learn the names of many species that I could only guess at this 
morning, and I hope to learn the source of a very strong and sweet smell that filled the air 
around one tree - despite searching all round it and in the surrounding bracken I could find 
nothing to account for it. 

Beyond the fungi there was little other interest - the only notable birds were a couple of Jays 
(though on the way up Hollybank Lane into the wood a Song Thrush was making a 
sustained ‘sub-song’ in the the depths of a leafy tree), and the only insects were a couple of 
Red Admirals. 

Tue 24 Oct 

Langstone to Prinsted along the shore 

In the afternoon sunshine I cycled down to Langstone where the tide was just starting to fall, 
just allowing me to get to Pook Lane but still preventing me going along the Warblington shore 
which I rejoined at Nore Barn after going inland around the Warblington Farm fields. 

In the large arable field which has a gate onto the main Emsworth road there was a flock of 
around 40 Stock Doves - a normal winter sight on the farm but this is the first time I have seen 
them this winter. As I was watching them the first of three Red Admirals flew by. 

Next item of interest came at Slipper Road in Emsworth where the Strawberry Tree now has 
many of its small white bell shaped flowers (showing why this tree is a member of the Heather 
family!) open though the Calamint plants below it had ceased flowering. 

At the Thorney Little Deeps a single Cetti’s Warbler sang and a single Common Darter flew 
down the seawall track. Looking across to the new Egret roost trees (which I see are south of 
the old NRA track and not as close to Marina Farm as I had thought) there were no Egrets in 
sight, and when I got to the Thorney Main Road end of the track Barry Collins happened to pull 
up to look at the birds on the flooded pony field and I learnt that he had not looked for roosting 
Egrets there since his count of 130 there several weeks ago so it may well be that those trees 
were only used for a brief period with the majority now having returned to the Langstone roost. 

On the flooded field were some 50 Canada Geese and a similar number of Lapwing with a 
few Teal. 

Going to the Thornham Marshes my only reward was a Kestrel flying by so I carried on to 
Prinsted Bay and along the seawall to Nutbourne Bay. Here there was a good show of over 
150 Wigeon but little else beyond a dozen Black-tailed Godwits, a few Redshank and Grey 
Plover and a couple of Swans to add to the Stonechat I had just seen on the seawall fence 
line. 

Turning inland along the field path leading to Farm Lane I found a number of Pea plants, the 
remants of a crop in this field, had fresh white flowers, and in the Nutbourne orchards there 
were still a couple of flowers on the Dwarf Mallow plants - while looking at these passers by 
told me they had just seen four of the local Roe deer (in the past I have heard of as many as 15 
Roe being seen together hereabouts) 

My last stop was at the Prinsted market garden plot which is so rich in ‘weeds’. Today there 
was a huge mass of Shaggy Soldier in flower and the single large plant of Dwarf Mallow had 
plenty of flowers on it but there was nothing else of note (no Green Nightshade to be seen but 
it may well have been lost in the sea of Shaggy Soldier. 

Mon 23 Oct 

Around Havant 

A walk around Havant this morning was cheered by both Dunnock and Great Tit singing as 
well as the Robins, and by the Langbrook stream a couple of Chiffchaffs were calling in 
Willow trees 



My flowering plant list for the week got off to a good start with 53 entries including Marsh 
Woundwort and Black Mustard along the edge of the new industrial estate being built on the 
north side of Solent Road, and both Evening Primrose and Green Amaranth at the Dolphin 
Court site. Elsewhere in town Wall Lettuce was still flowering and at Havant Rail station a new 
plant of Thorn Apple had appeared 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 16 - 22 (WEEK 42 OF 2006) 

Sun 22 Oct 

A. Latest News and Reports 

The weekly summary which I have been publishing in this slot now appears in the WEEKLY 
SUMMARY page of this website 

Sat 21 Oct 

A. Budds Farm area 

This afternoon I took a short cycle ride to the Brockhampton stream and Budds Farm. coming 
back across the South Moors and Mill Lane at Langstone. 

Before setting out I had seen a Red Admiral in my garden and noted that a Prickly Lettuce 
plant was still flowering, and by the Brockampton stream I had another Red Admiral before 
hearing the local Kingfisher. 

Out on the shore exposed to Langstone Harbour the wind was very strong and the harbour 
very choppy but passing the seaward side of Budds Farm I found a few flowers remaining on 
Black Horehound. Reaching the south end of Southmoor Lane I was surprised to hear a 
Song Thrush singing from the thick hedge of the old IBM playing fields opposite Budds 
Mound - probably a migrant saying thank-you for a safe crossing of the Channel (or maybe 
calling for company after getting lost from its travelling companions. 

Although the Budd Farm pools were relatively sheltered from the wind there were few birds on 
the water though they included a couple of Cormorants that had probably flown here to 
escape the open water of the harbour. My list included the usual Coot, Moorhen, Mallard and 
Little Grebe plus seven Shoveler, a few Teal and one or two Tufted Ducks. Later a birder 
whom I met when crossing the South Moors told me he had picked out the Ruddy Duck 
lurking under the vegetation at the side of one of the pools. 

Going down the slope from the mound I passed a good show of Shaggy Inkcaps, but other 
than a couple of Stonechats on the Moors there was little to note on my way home other than 
a single Egret in the pony fields north of Wade Court. 

B. Today’s news from the internet. 

Birds 

• The first Shorelark to arrive in southern England this autumn was in the Thanet area of Kent 
on Oct 20 

• Yellowhammers seem to have been in very short supply this summer and other than John 
Simons reports of having 21 breeding pairs in the area between Finchdean and West Marden 
the biggest count reported from anywhere since April was of just 10 at Brighstone (IoW) on 
May 10 - all other reports have been of single figure counts. It is therefore very encouraging to 
hear of more than 30 seen at a Stud Farm at Over Wallop in the Andover area on Oct 20 (there 
were even two Corn Buntings there as well) 

• Water Rail: We have already had indications of these birds arriving in southern England but 
nothing as dramatic as the report of at least 50 arriving at Christchurch Harbour overnight to be 
found on Oct 20 
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• Snow Bunting: the fourth report for this autumn was of a bird passing through Christchurch 
Harbour on Oct 18 (the others were on the IoW on Oct 7 and two sightings at Hurst Spit on on 
Oct 8 and 14) 

• 60 Pintail were among an increased number of wildfowl at Pulborough Brooks yesterday - 
possibly they will stay and numbers will now build up everywhere unlike earlier large counts 
this autumn which seem to have been birds passing through southern England (100 at 
Pagham Harbour on Sep 9, 62 at Farlington Marshes on Sep 16, and 134 at Dungeness on 
Oct 11) 

• The first Hen Harrier to be seen in the New Forest this autumn was a ringtail on Oct 17 and on 
Oct 20 a male was seen (with a juvenile on the IoW that same day). 

• The HOS website has several items that I have not seen elsewhere:  

o A Great White Egret flew east over Farlington on Oct 15 

o A Pectoral Sandpiper was at Hook/Warsash on Oct 13 

o The Farlington Marshes summary for September tells of a Stone Curlew on Sep 7, 
125 Yellow Wagtails on Sep 12, a Short-eared Owl on Sep 23 and a Pale-bellied 
Brent in the Harbour from Sep 5 - 19. 

Insects 

• Oct 20 brought a fly over Monarch to Portland where a beautiful Crimson Speckled moth was 
captured in someone's cap by day - the Portland website has superb pictures of both. On the 
night of Oct 18 the first Silver-striped Hawkmoth of the year was in the Portland traps 

• The second Death's Head Hawkmoth of the year has been trapped near Hastings on the 
night of Oct 19 - the first was found by day on Sep 11 in the Church Norton graveyard. 

• Derek Hale had 5 Ruddy Darters and 10 Migrant Hawkers at Yarmouth (IoW) on Oct 20 

Fungi 

• Michael Prior reports a good crop of Horn of Plenty fungi has recently appeared in Stansted 
Forest 

Animals 

• Michael Prior is laying plans to eliminate a newly arrived Mink which has killed of Little Grebes 
at the Stansted Brick-kiln ponds 

Fri 20 Oct 

A. A quick trip to Hollybank Woods 

With an hour to spare before lunch I cycled through Denvilles and past the open fields around 
Southleigh Farm on which very large flocks of gulls have assembled on winter days in previous 
years to rest between visits to the Southleigh Forest rubbish tip - although the tip is now closed 
there was a flock of 24 Great Blackbacks and perhaps 30 Herring Gulls with some Black 
Headed Gulls. 

Arriving in Hollybank Woods I paused in the grounds of the now vanished Holly Lodge where 
several Jays could be heard and where a Sparrowhawk dashed over pursued by a Crow. 
What seemed to be the calls of a Buzzard were heard repeatedly and probably did come from 
one but I never saw it and I know that Jays are able to imitate most birds. 

Coming back down New Lane I stopped to check my first find for this autumn of the large 
Agaricus bitorquis mushrooms which like to come up in the dirtiest and dustiest places they 
can find (the roadside grass here was relatively clean!) and which have large flat caps and 
thick short stems having a really prominent thick ring (like a flannel petticoat on a Victorian 
lady). 



B. Evening Egret roost count at Langstone 

With low tides at dusk this week I had planned to check the Langstone Pond Egret roost but 
had been deterred by rain (especially bad yesterday). Today it was dry when I set out, then 
rained for about half an hour but dried up before the birds start to enter the roost some 20 
minutes before sunset.  

Before they started to fly in I had seen at least 10 fishing in the nearby harbour and while 
waiting for them I counted 45 Shelduck in the distance off Warblington as well as seeing a 
Sandwich Tern fishing. 

My total count of Egrets coming into the roost by the time it was dark was 184, leaving 
no doubt that this roost is still in business. My count my have been slightly inaccurate because 
the field west of the roost trees was being noisily mown right up to sunset and when the tractor 
and its mowers came very close to the roost all the Egrets (by that time at least 100) went up 
into the air and took about five minutes to settle back - during that time several newcomers 
may have joined the melee without my noticing them. 

While making my count some 30 Pied Wagtails flew over heading towards their roost - maybe 
at Budds Farm - and at the very end of the count I heard the calls of a Little Owl from the trees 
lining the Lymbourne Stream between the roost and Wade Court. 

Thu 19 Oct 

A. Around Havant 

Taking a long route round Havant to do some shopping I found the Marsh Woundwort and 
Black Mustard are still flowering on the edge of the new industrial estate construction area 
north of Solent Road, and Narrow-leaved Pepperwort is still in good health by the Langstone 
roundabout although the Lesser Sea Spurrey has ceased to flower there. Meadowsweet and 
Water Forget-me-not are still flowering by the Langbrook stream ‘water wheel’ and elsewhere 
Wall Lettuce, Pot Marigold, Black Medick, and Green Amaranth all went into my notebook. 

B. News from the internet 

Entries which I collected from the internet today included: 

o Long-eared Owl: One at Beachy Head on Oct 17 after two were found in the Rye 
Harbour roost on Oct 14 

o Black Redstart: Winter birds started to arrive on Oct 12 and by Oct 17 there were 3 at 
Portland and 3 at Dungeness, One was on Hayling Golf Club on Oct 14 and single birds 
were reported on the IoW on Oct 12, 13 and 15 

o Isabelline Shrike: One was at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 15 - a Pallas' 
Warbler was also there and a Cattle Egret turned up on Oct 18 

o Song Thrush: 55 were among the migrants passing through Christchurch Harbour on 
Oct 16 

o Brambling, Siskin and Lesser Redpoll are all being seen in several places but 
Redpolls are few in number. 

o Hen Harrier: The first to be reported in Hampshire this autumn was a ringtail at 
Bramshaw Telegraph in the north of the New Forest on Oct 17 

o Yellow-browed Warbler: I gather that Pete Gammage had one at Sandy Point on Oct 
16 - this is the first Hampshire report of the winter although there was one on the east 
side of Thorney on Oct 12 

o Butterflies: Reports for Oct 15 and 16 included sightings of Red Admiral, Clouded 
Yellow and Painted Lady plus Brimstone, Small White, Small Copper, Common 
Blue (one fresh 3rd brood insect at Oxenbourne Down), Small Tortoiseshell (just one, 



also on Oxenbourne Down), Peacock, Comma, Speckled Wood and Meadow 
Brown (one at Oxenbourne and two at Beachy Head). Even more unusual were 
sightings of a Camberwell Beauty in Cadnam and (late news for Oct 8) a Swallowtail 
in flight at Silchester, north of Basingstoke. The many Clouded Yellow sightings 
included 13 of them at Chidham 

C. Website update 

I have today added a list of plants flowering in October to the SPECIES LISTS page  

Wed 18 Oct 

A. Down the Hayling Billy line to Gunner Point 

A ten minute garden watch this morning gave me 18 bird species including both a single 
Swallow heading east and a Sparrowhawk going over in flap and glide mode so not worrying 
the other birds. 

After lunch I cycled the full length of the old Hayling Billy line to south Hayling to do a circuit of 
Sinah Common before returning by the same route. On the outward leg there was nothing of 
interest until I got to the south end of Langstone Bridge where a flock of waders were feeding at 
low tide - more than 50 Redshank and about 45 Black-tailed Godwits near the water and at 
least 50 Golden Plover in the distance. A single Brent was on the water and half a dozen 
Lapwing were hiding in the saltings. 

Reaching the Hayling Coastal Path I began to list the flowering plants, starting with Greater 
Knapweed and then Russian Comfrey before a hunting Sparrowhawk distracted my 
attention when just south of the Oysterbeds - in contrast the first of two Small Whites and at 
least four Red Admirals flew by, while out in the harbour a couple of hundred Brent were 
strung out (I saw at least 500 Brent and 50 Wigeon along the west shore). 

In the middle section of the coastal path several plants of Common Centaury were flowering, 
and nearing West Town station a single blue flower of Pale Flax caught my eye - Self-heal and 
Agrimony were also among the flowering plants here. 

A few yards before the station, at the foot of the fence around the industrial units, there was an 
unmissable display of at least 30 Fleecy Milkcap fungi, and on the grass verge of Staunton 
Avenue I passed what must have been a Horse Mushroom by its size. I did not stop for that 
but near the southern end of the road I did check a troop of boletes which were Boletus 
chrysenteron. 

Across Ferry Road Sinah Common had a huge display of Cock’s Eggs (Salpichroa 
origanifolia) in full flower - where the garden hedge had been cut back and replaced by a post 
and wire fence earlier in the summer the plants have taken full advantage of the extra space 
and light to form a dense bed 16 metres long by at least 1 metre wide (this in addition to the 
many plants that have always grown out in the grassland). 

Just around the corner of the garden on your left as you enter the Sinah Common area a single 
Dog Rose was flowering, and on the sandy grass bank along the north side of the skate park a 
few small white puff balls answer the description for Bovista plumbea. Near the puffballs I 
collected a specimen a specimen of what turned out to be the deadly Clitocybe rivulosa. 
From here I headed west to the south east corner of the mini-golf club where the Pale 
Toadflax had both whitish and pale lilac flowers. Beyond this Thrift was flowering everywhere 
as was Sea Campion. 

Coming to the area south of the main golf course many plants of Viper’s Bugloss still had 
flowers and among these plants I collected a couple of fungi which turn out to be Lepiota 
excoriata - the first time I have found this species. 

Reaching the road at the Ferry Inn a Kestrel flew in and perched on a telegraph pole, and 
other than a couple of Herons at the Kench and a troop of Long-tailed Tits this was the last 
bird to go on my list though I did add Black Knapweed and a single Sweet Violet. I also saw 
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three more fungi - Volvariella speciosa (now known as Rosy Stubblegill - the rose colour 
coming from the unusual pink colour of the spores), and both Common and Shaggy Inkcaps. 

B. Recent news from the internet 

I will be summarising this week’s internet reports as usual but now that I am updating my diary 
more frequently it seems a good thing to include some of the more interesting things I discover 
from the internet in these daily diary entries. 

The item which I found most surprising concerns the number of Ring Ouzels leaving the 
country in the past few days. The total number which I have recorded in my database for the 
period Oct 12 - 16 is 175 birds and 100 of these were together on Portland Island on Oct 16 
and the Isle of Wight had 14 together at Culver Down on Oct 15 - Christchurch had 5 together 
on Oct 14 and Lymington marshes had 5 on Oct 16. 

Several reports are of flocks of migrant Blackbirds and Song Thrushes and on Oct 16 there 
were 6 Fieldfare at Portland while Redwing have been reported from seven different sites 
between Oct 12 and 15. On Oct 12 there were 2 over Hook/Warsash and 4 over the IoW, on 
Oct 13 five went north over Eastleigh Lakeside and on Oct 15 there were at least 3 over Sandy 
Point on Hayling and 2 seen at Christchurch. 

So far news of the Brent breeding season has been pessimistic but it is too early to have a 
proper view and there is encouraging news from Christchurch where quite a few juveniles have 
been seen including one family apparently having 5 juveniles. 

Other birds of interest to me included the first Jack Snipe - one at Freshwater, IoW, on Oct 14 
and one at Leaden Hall in the New Forest on Oct 16. At Dungeness RSPB a Pallas’ Warbler 
was seen on Oct 15 and Brambling are now arriving in force - one was over Sandy Point on 
Oct 14 and 85 were counted over Christchurch on the same day (along with 560 Siskin and 10 
Lesser Redpoll). Another bird of interest in the Basingstoke area is a Bearded Tit that has 
arrived in a reed bed at Barton’s Mill, Old Basing and of general interest is the return of a single 
Snow Bunting to Hurst Spit on Oct 14. 

Insects are having an extraordinary autumn. On Oct 15 there was a Red-veined Darter at 
Sandy Point while in Sussex on that day Common Blue, Meadow Brown, Small Copper, 
Peacock, Clouded Yellow (many), Red Admiral and Comma were all recorded. A Painted 
Lady was still flying at Brighton on Oct 14 and a Holly Blue on Oct 13 

Tue 17 Oct 

A. Warren Down and the north of Stansted Forest 

This morning I drove to Forestside for walk around the central north of Stansted Forest. 

I set off west down Warren Down where at least a dozen Meadow Pipits and a few Pied 
Wagtail were in the pony fields with a tight flock of perhaps 30 Goldfinch were moving around 
restlessly. A few Skylark were moving west overhead and lots of ‘about to be slaughtered’ 
Pheasants were everwhere. 

Where this track ends at Warren Down cottage I began to find some good flowering plants - the 
first group included Wild Basil, Marjoram and a single plant of Germander Speedwell with 
two open flowers. Continuing west downhill on the path which eventually turns north uphill 
through an arable field I decided to check for weeds in that field. I am glad that I went out of my 
way to do so as in a wide field edge strip within 50 yards either side of the footpath stile I saw 
Small Toadflax, Dwarf Spurge, Field Pennycress, Field Forget-me-not, Field Madder, 
Cut-leaved Cranesbill and Dark Mullein all still flowering plus one plant of Green Amaranth 
past its best. 

Turning back towards the Warren Down entrance to Stansted Forest I heard the loud hum of a 
Hornet flying past my head and then found three more of them nectaring on Ivy blossom. 

Compartment 2B of the Forest (just inside the stile) was cleared within my memory (perhaps 
20 years ago) and it is now crowded with Hazel bushes below widely spaced oaks. Shortly 



after it was cleared I remember the area was full of Spurge Laurel that flowered around New 
Year but the deer could see it as well as I could and they seemed to clear all the plants to 
extinction so I was pleased to see at least two healthy plants with flower buds sheltered by the 
dense Hazel away from the regular deer tracks. 

A little further east, in compartment 3, I both heard and saw Marsh Tit and Goldcrest (with 
Great Spotted and Green Woodpeckers heard plus Great, Blue and Coal Tits) but my interest 
now turned to the fungi, starting with a troop of tall, dark-capped ‘bonnet type’ fungi on soil 
under broad leaved trees which I think were Psathyrella multipedata (Clustered 
Brittlestem) though one large specimen measured 7cm across its cap and the books give a 
max of 3 cm. Before this I had seen a single Coprinus lagopus (Hare’sfoot Inkcap) in the 
field outside the woodland in which my next find was Collybia fusipes (Spindle 
Toughshank). 

After crossing the road into compartment 30A (Firtree Piece area) I found a large number of 
Amanita rubescens (Blusher) just starting to push up with one or two Amanita citrina (False 
Deathcap). Also in this area of broad-leaved trees there were Laccaria amethystina 
(Amethyst Deceiver), Trametes versicolor (Turkeytail), Hypholoma fasciculare (Sulphur 
Tuft), Lepista flaccida (Tawny Funnel), Lycoperdon perlatum (Common Puffball), 
Russula nigricans (Blackening Brittlegill), and an unnamed Yellow Russula as well as what 
seemed to be a different species of white Puffball but did not look like L. pyriforme. 

Moving into an area of Larches (part of compartment 27) I found just one example of Suillus 
grevillei (Larch Bolete) and several of what I think was Gymnopilus penetrans (Common 
Rustgill) before eventually finding my first troop of Clitocybe nebularis (now called Clouded 
Funnel rather than Clouded Agaric). 

A couple of other things worth mentioning included a circular area of almost bare ground which 
I assumed to be the rutting stand of a Fallow buck as it was off any beaten track and there 
were plenty of Fallow deer slots nearby. The other item was a clump of four young plants of 
Deadly Nightshade which seemed to have grown after the recent removal of a Western 
Hemlock tree had let in the light. 

Mon 16 Oct 

A. Around Havant 

A short walk around Havant today gave me 32 flowering plant species to start my list for the 
new week but nothing in the list more exciting than a Meadow Buttercup, White Campion 
and Hawkweed Oxtongue. Best find of the day was a single Parrot Waxcap toadstool which 
pushed its greasy green head up through the grass of my lawn. 

In the late afternoon I got on my bike and rode down to Langstone Pond on which I found a 
superb male Pintail - I think the first I have ever seen on this pond. Taking a little of the gloss 
off this find was the tameness of the bird which was quite happy to float on the water within a 
few yards of me and I rather suspect that it may have come from a lake in some town park 
rather than from Finland but it showed no other signs of a ‘domestic’ origin and has arrived with 
the local wild Wigeon and Brent (I was told it was first seen here yesterday (Oct 15). 

From the Royal Oak pub I could see more than two dozen Teal back in the outfall channel of 
the Lymbourne stream, and at the edge of the rising tide were around 100 Golden Plover (first 
time I have seen them back on the Langstone side of the water). There were a couple of 
Greenshank here among the other regulars, and as I moved on east towards Emsworth I 
found two more which I think were juveniles on account of less white breasts. There were 
plenty of Bar-tails along this shore with relatively few Black-tailed. 

In the outfall of the Warblington main stream some 30 Wigeon were back in the water (with 
another 10 at Nore Barn) and four Great Blackbacks were among the assembling nightly gull 
roost. My total of Shelduck was only a dozen birds and at Nore Barn a flock of at least 32 
Blackwits had returned. 21 Swans were on the water here. 



Before reaching Nore Barn I passes quite a few new sprays of flowers on the Tamarisks, and 
while pausing briefly to see that the Warblington fields near Conigar Point have been recently 
ploughed I counted 27 Pied Wagtails flying over towards a presumed night roost in the reeds 
on north Thorney. 

SUMMARY FOR OCT 16 - 22 (WEEK 42 OF 2006) 

BIRDS  

1. Little Egret: On the evening of Oct 20 I counted 184 Egrets entering the Langstone Pond night 
roost, allaying my fears that the birds had moved to the new Marina Farm roost on Thorney 
Island. 

2. Great White Egret: One flew east over Farlington Marshes on Oct 15 - this could have been 
the bird from the Blashford Lakes as I have seen no sightings of it there since Oct 13. 

3. Brent Goose: By Oct 15 there were over 1000 birds in each of Langstone and Chichester 
Harbours and we are beginning to hear of the arrival of young birds. On Oct 15 Mike Collins 
saw 15 juveniles on the South Moors shore among around 200 geese and there were several 
young that day at Christchurch Harbour in a flock of 50+ ( one family group seen there is said to 
have had five juveniles) 

4. Pale-bellied Brent: The summaries of September news which have appeared on the HOS 
website include a report of one Pale-bellied bird in Langstone Harbour from Sep 5 - 19. 

5. Shelduck: On the evening of Oct 20 I could see 45 Shelduck on the Warblington Shore visible 
from Langstone pond 

6. Pintail: A single smart male was on Langstone Mill Pond on Oct 16 (and I was told had been 
there since Oct 15) but has not been seen since - I think this may be a first for the site. 

7. Scaup: A single juvenile reported to have been at Newtown (IoW) on Oct 16 seems to have the 
blessing of Kris Gillam on its authenticity - this would be the first back on the south coast. 

8. Velvet Scoter: The first of the winter were off Portland on Oct 11 and 3 flew east past 
Christchurch on Oct 14 - maybe heading for Hampshire? 

9. Red-breasted Merganser: Although these have been seen on the south coast since Oct 1 the 
first to be reported in Hampshire was at Normandy (Lymington) on Oct 16 

10. Ruddy Duck: A birder whom I met on the South Moors on Oct 21 told me he had seen a Ruddy 
Duck hiding under the vegetation fringing the Budds Farm Pools that day, supporting my 
feeling that the bird which Mike Collins first found in March this year has never gone away (it 
has been seen at least once in each month since March). 

11. Red Kite: Of the 48 reports of this species that I have recorded since the start of May 40 were 
before the end of June followed by 4 in August, 2 in September, and 1 in October before the 
latest news from Michael Prior on Oct 20 telling of 3 recent sightings in the Stansted Forest 
area. 

12. Hen Harrier: The first Hampshire sighting of the autumn was of a ringtail at Bramshaw 
Telegraph in the New Forest on Oct 17 and on Oct 20 a male was seen at the nearby Black 
Gutter Bottom site. 

13. Osprey: Although there have been sightings of Osprey as late as December in recent years 
the two seen from Hurst Spit on Oct 14 may have been the last for Hampshire this year (since 
then there has been one over Portland on Oct 20) 

14. Hobby: I have records of almost daily sightings up to Oct 8 this year but none since until on Oct 
20 Michael Prior reported a sighting of two over Stansted Forest recently - does recently mean 
later than Oct 8? 



15. Water Rail: I am always surprised to think of these small birds flying hundreds of miles (with 
their legs dangling) to reach winter quarters at this time of year. A report of around 50 newly 
arrived at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 20 shows that many succeed in reaching their 
destination. On Oct 18 a report of 10 birds at Warnham Mill Pond at Horsham was almost 
certainly of migrants. 

16. Stone Curlew: I have at last seen confirmation on the HOS website that there was a Stone 
Curlew at Farlington Marshes back on Sep 7 though I saw no report at the time 

17. Dotterel: More late news from the HOS website is a report of a Dotterel flying past Taddiford 
gap (west of Milford on sea) on Sep 6 

18. Golden Plover: On Oct 15 the Langstone flock numbered 181 (not quite up to the size of the 
flock of 1200 on the Romney Marshes on Oct 16). On Oct 16 there were 150 at Newtown (IoW) 
and on Oct 18 the count at Hook/Warsash was 171 (first report from there). 

19. Pectoral Sandpiper: The HOS website reports one at Hook/Warsash on Oct 13 

20. Jack Snipe: The first two reports for this winter come from the Freshwater area of the IoW on 
Oct 14 and from Leaden Hall in the New Forest on Oct 16 

21. Black-tailed Godwit: Although these birds could be seen in Emsworth Harbour and on the 
Langstone shore through the summer and since, I have seen no reports of them back on the 
mud off Nore Barn at the west end of the Emsworth shore until I came on 32 feeding there on 
Oct 16. They should be a regular sight there from now on. 

22. Greenshank: On Oct 14 there was an unusual report of one being seen on the mud near the 
Ship Inn at Langstone described as having one wing missing! 

23. Little Gull: A first winter bird was seen from Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 15 

24. Lesser Blackback Gull: A count of more than 2300 roosting on Ibsley Water near Ringwood 
on Oct 14 shows that many have now returned to the Hampshire area for the winter, provoking 
a lengthy discussion on Hoslist about variations in plumage tone, warnings against relying on 
the colour of bare parts (bill and legs) when identifying gull species, and remonstrations 
against the authorities who continue to deny the presence of Baltic Gulls along British shores 

25. Great Blackback Gull: A description of a Great Blackback having difficutly in swallowing a 2 
foot long Eel near the Itchen Bridge in Southampton on Oct 16 reminds me of another struggle 
for possession of a large Eel which I once saw at the Portsmouth IBM Lake. I think the Eel was 
first caught by a Cormorant but was then seen by a Heron which flew over the Cormorant and 
seized the prey from it only to see it fall back into the water where a Great Blackback joined in 
the game. I can't remember for sure what the final outcome was but I do remember that all 
three contenders for the prize had more than one attempt to get it for themselves. 

26. Terns: Common, Arctic and Sandwich are still being seen and at least one Black Tern was 
at Dungeness on Oct 16 

27. Turtle Dove: A late report of a juvenile came from Hayling Sandy Point on Oct 15 and on Oct 
16 there was another at Portland. It's still worth keeping an eye open for this species as one 
wintered on the Sussex coast a few years ago. 

28. Little Owl: I was pleased to hear one calling in the Wade Court area when I was ending my 
Egret count from tle Langstone sea wall in the dusk on Oct 20 

29. Tawny Owl: Bob Marchant living in the Locks Heath area west of Fareham comments that 
these owls are very vocal at present. October is traditionally the time when they establish 
territories and acquire mates for the coming spring but sadly they seem to have disappeared 
from the area around my home and it is years since I heard one from the house. 

30. Hoopoe: One was seen at Portland on Oct 14 (which happens to the be the day after the last 
report of the bird that was in the New Forest from Oct 11 to 13) 



31. Wryneck: No more news of the bird on the Titchfield/Brownwich shore on Oct 8 but another 
late bird was in a cemetery at Margate, Kent, on Oct 11. Locally the HOS website has two 
sightings that did not get into the news at the time - one was on the Lymington Marshes from 
Sep 12 to 19 and one was somewhere in Petersfield on Sep 15. 

32. Woodlark: More than one of these birds can be heard in song at this time of year. Martin Pitt 
tells us of one in song in the Cufaude Lane area just north of Basingstoke on Oct 16 and Peter 
Thompson (who lives in the Cheriton area south of Alresford) tells us that one has been singing 
regularly there for about a month. 

33. Shorelark: Not seen locally but the first of the winter was in the Thanet area of Kent on Oct 20. 

34. Yellow Wagtail: Two were still to be seen at Portland on Oct 20 and late news from the HOS 
website is of a peak count of 125 at Farlington Marshse on Sep 12 

35. Black Redstart: The first to be reported in Hampshire this autumn was at Hayling Golf Course 
near Sinah gravel pit on Oct 14 - this is just one of 13 reports for the period Oct 14 to 20 
showing that these birds are arriving all along the coast. 

36. Wheatear: I was beginning to think that we were seeing the tail end of Wheatear passage until 
I saw that there were around 40 at Portland on Oct 16 and 30 there on Oct 20 

37. Ring Ouzel: I cannot remember hearing of as many Ring Ouzels as are being currently 
reported on passage. On the Isle of Wight there were 14 together on Oct 15 (near the 
Foreland) and 30 on Luccombe Down above Ventnor on Oct 16 when there were 14 at 
Christchurch. At Portland 20 were logged on Oct 15 and 100 were estimated to be there on Oct 
16 

38. Song Thrush: Many of these, along with Blackbirds, have been arriving as migrants in the 
past week. Counts of Song Thrush at Christchurch Harbour were 55 on Oct 16 and 61 on Oct 
18 and on Oct 21 I heard one practising its song from the Southmoor Lane hedge across the 
road from Budds Mound. I suspect others will soon be heard as these migrants settle down to 
establish winter feeding territories. 

39. Redwing: I have recorded 17 new reports of these birds this week including reports of 30 
going over the New Forest on Oct 17 and a total of 80 at Portland on Oct 20 

40. Barred Warbler: One was reported from Portland Bill on Oct 14 on the basis of one individual 
brief sighting. 

41. Yellow-browed Warbler: I have seen 14 reports of this species this autumn and one of them 
was from Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 16 

42. Bearded Tit: We do not often have evidence of the length journeys these small birds when 
moving from reed bed to reed bed around the country but one made a flight which brought it to 
the Old Basing area of Basingstoke on Oct 15 and it was still there on Oct 17 

43. Isabelline Shrike: One arrived at Dungeness on Oct 15 (only the second ever to be seen 
there) 

44. Chaffinch: On Oct 14 433 were on the move over the Needles (IoW) and 1050 went over 
Christhchurch with another 225 counted over Portland on Oct 16 

45. Brambling: Eleven reports for the period Oct 14 to 20 show that these birds are now arriving 
for the winter. Christchurch Harbour had 85 over on Oct 14 (when 1 was seen at Sandy Point) 
and another 32 on Oct 16. 

46. Bullfinch: A few of these are now beginning to be seen among the passage birds. Best count 
was of 10 near the Needles on the IoW on Oct 14 

47. Snow Bunting: Four reports so far this autumn may all be of the same bird seen near the 
Bembridge Foreland on Oct 7, at Hurst Spit on Oct 8 and 14, and at Christchurch Harbour on 
Oct 18 



48. Yellowhammer: These have been desperately few in number this year so it is good to hear of 
a flock of 30+ at a Stud Farm at Over Wallop (near Andover) on Oct 20. Other than a report of 
42 birds spread over a large area between Finchdean, West Marden and Forestside during the 
breeding season this is the largest number reported anywhere since last February. (There 
were also two Corn Buntings at this farm) 

PLANTS 

1. Sea Radish: Just one flower found on an almost dead plant on the south Haling shore on Oct 
18 

2. Wild Basil: Still flowering well on chalk this week 

3. Field Pennycress: Several plants flowering and with seed in an arable field at Warren Down, 
Forestside, on Oct 17 

4. Narrow-leaved Pepperwort: Plants by the Langstone roundabout were still fresh on Oct 19 

5. Pale Flax: Just one flower seen on otherwise dead plants by the Hayling Coastal Path on Oct 
18 

6. Sea Campion: Lots of this in flower on south Hayling on Oct 18 

7. Green Amaranth: At least one fresh plant to be seen in Havan on Oct 19 

8. Cut-leaved Cranesbill: At least one plant flowering at Warren Down on Oct 17 

9. Dog Rose: A single flower was open on Sinah Common on Oct 18 (I suspect more will soon 
follow) 

10. Pellitory of the Wall: Still flowering in Havant on Oct 21 

11. Spurge Laurel: Not yet in flower but I was pleased to find at least two healthy plants with 
flower buds in Stansted Forest (where the deer have eaten most of the plants) on Oct 17 

12. Tamarisk: The shoreline trees are starting to put out new flowers this week. 

13. Dwarf Spurge: A fresh plant in the arable field at Warren Down on Oce 17 

14. Wild Angelica: Still flowering at Brook Meadow on Oct 16 

15. Thrift (Sea Pink): Lots re-flowering on south Hayling on Oct 18 

16. Common Centaury: At least two plants flowering by the Hayling Coastal Path on Oct 18 

17. Cock's Eggs (Salpichroa origanifolia): The large colony on Sinah Common was in full flower 
on Oct 18 and where the garden hedge has been replaced by a post and wire fence the plants 
have extended into one dense patch 16 metres long by around 1 wide (in addition to the 
existing clusters out in the open grassland). 

18. Dark Mullein: Still flowering at Warren Down on Oct 17 

19. Pale Toadflax: The Sinah Common colony had fresh flowers of both the white and lilac shades 
on Oct 18 

20. Small Toadflax: The first plant I have seen this year (!) was flowering at Warren Down on Oct 
17 

21. Germander Speedwell: I was surprised to find a single plant of this flowering at Warren Down 
on Oct 17 

22. Marjoram: Plenty of this was also still flowering at Warren Down on Oct 17 

23. Marsh Woundwort: Still flowering well by Solent Road in Havant 



24. Black Horehound: Just a few plants still flowering on the Langstone Harbour shore on Oct 21 

25. Vipers Bugloss: Plenty of flowers still to be seen on Sinah Common on Oct 18 

26. Russian Comfrey: In addition to the prolific Common Comfrey one plant of Russian still had 
flowers by the Hayling Coastal Path on Oct 18 

27. Field Madder: Lots of this flowering at Warren Down on Oct 17 

28. Welted Thistle: Another plant still flowering at Warren Down 

29. Greater Knapweed: Both this and Black Knapweed were in flower by the Hayling Coastal 
Path on Oct 18 

30. Wall Lettuce: This and Prickly Lettuce were still flowering in Havant on Oct 19 and 21 
respectively 

31. Tall Fescue: Brian Fellows found this was still flourishing at Brook Meadow on Oct 16 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Southern Hawker: One of these was still flying in my garden, searching for insect prey 
low around the bushes, on Oct 20 

o Migrant Hawker: Two were seen over Sinah gravel pit lake on Hayling on Oct 15 and 
ten were in the Yarmouth area of the IoW on Oct 20 

o Ruddy Darter: I see that the normal flight period of this species lasts until the end of 
October so it was not surprising that 5 of these could still be seen at Yarmouth on Oct 
20 

o Red-veined Darter: A female of this migrant species (not normally seen after the end 
of August) was at Sandy Point on Hayling on Oct 15 

o Common Darter: Less surprisingly one of these was still flying on south Hayling on Oct 
15 

2. Butterflies 

o Swallowtail: A very unusual sighting was of one of these in flight near Silchester (north 
of Basingstoke) on Oct 15. Several people watched this insect in flight and were 
prepared to confirm its identity (though not to swear if it was a 'Bristish' form from the 
Fens or the more likely migrant from the continent or an escape from a breeder) 

o Clouded Yellow: These were still being seen daily up to Oct 20 when 10 were on Mill 
Hill at Shoreham. On Oct 15 one observer counted 13 around Cobnor Point in 
Chichester Harbour and five were seen on Sinah Common, Hayling.. 

o Brimstone: A peak count of 10 at Oxenbourne Down near Petersfield on Oct 15 was 
among seven reports during the past week 

o Small White: A few of these were seen up to Oct 18 

o Small Copper: Only four reports during the week with the last on Oct 15 

o Common Blue: Two reports of this species on Oct 15 - one on Oxenbourne Down, the 
other in north Sussex 

o Holly Blue: One seen at Worthing on Oct 12 

o Red Admiral: These were being seen daily in large numbers everywhere up to Oct 21 



o Painted Lady: Eight reports last week, the last being from Emsworth Brook Meadow 
on Oct 18 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Just one seen on Oxenbourne Down on Oct 15 

o Camberwell Beauty: One seen in Cadnam (New Forest) on Oct 15 and a late report of 
one at Whitehill in East Hants during July (bringing my count of sightings in Hampshire 
and Sussex this year to 17) 

o Peacock: Five reports for last week with the latest again being in Brook Meadow on 
Oct 16 

o Comma: Three reports for Oct 15 followed by one from the QE Country Park south of 
Petersfield on Oct 16 

o Speckled Wood: These are normally the last butterflies to be seen at this time of year 
but there have been no reports since Oct 15 when one was in Stansted Forest and two 
were in the Sinah Common area of Hayling 

o Meadow Brown: The last report I have is from Mill Hill at Shoreham on Oct 20 

o Monarch: Just three reports this year but all could well have been genuine trans 
Atlantic fliers. One was near Beachy Head on Sep 30, one in gardens at Ventnor on the 
IoW on Oct 6 and 7, and now on Oct 20 one was seen and photographed flying over 
Portland Bill (superb photo on their website) 

3. Moths 

o December Moth: The first for this winter was at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 12 

o November Moth: The first for this winter was at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 12 

o Feathered Thorn: The first for this winter was at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 12 

o Death's Head Hawkmoth: One taken near Hastings on Oct 20 was only the second 
record I know of this year - the first report came appropriately from the graveyard of the 
church at Church Norton on Sep 11 

o Silver-striped Hawkmoth: The first of the year (not to be confused with the Striped 
Hawk for which I have seen 45 records this year) was trapped at Portland on Oct 18 

o Crimson Speckled: A photo of this really eye catching moth appears on the Portland 
website after it was flushed from the ground by day and caught in a cap on Oct 20 - first 
for the year. 

o Green-brindled Crescent: First of year taken at Pulborough Brooks on Oct 12 

o Flame Brocade: First of year for Portland on Oct 17 

o The Satellite: First of this winter season at Pulborough on Oct 12 

o The Chestnut: First of this winter season at Pulborough on Oct 12 

o Dark Chestnut: First of this winter season at Pulborough on Oct 12 

o The Brick: First of this winter season at Pulborough on Oct 12 

o Yellow-line Quaker: First of this winter season at Pulborough on Oct 12 

o Caterpillars: On Oct 14 masses of Charlock at Rye Harbour carried around 10,000 
black caterpillars each around 2cm long - thought to be of the Turnip Sawfly. A much 
prettier sight was of a Pale Tussock moth caterpillar in leaf litter at the QE Country 
Park near Petersfield on Oct 16 

4. Other insects 



o Hornet: At Warren Down north of Stansted Forest on Oct 17 I watched three Hornets 
nectaring on Ivy blossom after one caught my attention by flying close past my head. 

o Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa violacea): This large and impressive migrant that is 
starting to appear more frequently in Britain was seen in a Bransgore (New Forest) 
garden on Sep 11 (I have only just seen the news on the HWT website) 

OTHER 

1. Mink: I know these have been active as predators on riverside wildlife in many parts of 
England for a good many years, especially around the New Forest after 'Animal Liberators' 
raided a Mink Farm in the New Forest to allow these killers to pursue their calling in the wild, 
but news this week of one at work around the Brick-kiln ponds in Stansted Forest comes as a 
surprise to me. The overflow stream from these ponds leads directly into the River Ems at 
Westbourne and on down into Water Vole territory in Emsworth. I sincerely hope that efforts to 
eliminate this killer are successful before it moves downstream or on to the Fishourne 
meadows (a short journey across country compared to the overland trek from the Itchen, of 
that is where this animal has come from). 

2. Fallow Deer: While walking 'off piste' through an area of bracken with no human tracks in the 
north of Stansted Forest on Oct 17 I came on a small circular clearing two or three metres 
across with the earth churned up around part of the perimeter and am pretty sure this would be 
the work of a Fallow buck standing there issuing challenges to other bucks and welcome calls 
to does as the rut gets under way. As there was little sign of disturbance to the bracken around 
the stand I assume this was a young buck practising his part without attracting an audience 
(though there were signs of many Fallow moving along a nearby main track. 

3. Fungi: The following list includes the more interesting (to me!) finds made by the Havant 
Wildlife Group in Havant Thicket on Oct 14 as well as other finds that have come to my 
attention since then. For those interested in fungi I see that Rosemary Webb witll be leading a 
foray in the Hollybank Woods on Sunday Oct 29 - you can join in by going to the Hollybank 
Lane entrance to the woods for 10 am on that day (the outing is organised by the Friends of 
Hollybank Woods). 

o Amanitas: Fly Agaric, The Blusher and False Death Cap were all on view in Havant 
Thicket and Stansted Forest 

o Lepiota excoriata: A small group of white toadstools with a brownish centre to the cap 
and a ragged edge to the cap rim which I found on Sinah Common south of the Golf 
Course on Oct 18 seemed to answer the description of this species in Phillips, Jordan 
and Buczacki but I cannot find any reference to it in the list of new English Names so I 
assume the species has been exterminated by the taxonomists just before I made my 
first ever find of it! 

o Plums and Custard: This was found in Havant Thicket on Oct 14 but I have yet to 
come across it 

o Clouded Funnel, was Clouded Agaric, (Clitocybe nebularis): I found the first troop of 
this in Stansted on Oct 17 

o Fool's Funnel (Clitocybe rivulosa): This fairly common but deadly toadstool has at 
last acquired an English name. I found a couple of specimens on the sandy grass bank 
along the north side of the Hayling Beachlands skate park on Oct 17 and hope none of 
the youngsters using the park bit the dust there and took in a mouthful of the fungus (it 
was growing close to the bench commemorating the death of one lad who broke his 
neck trying some foolish stunt at the park) 

o Spindle Toughshank (Collybia fusipes): Found both at Havant Thicket and Stansted 
this common species has had a small name change from Spindleshank to Spindle 
Toughshank 



o Parrot Waxcap: The slimy green cap of one of these appeared on my garden lawn on 
Oct 16 and has by now become an aged yellow toadstool without any more appearing 
(we usually have a good troop of them) 

o Horsehair Parachute (Marasmius androsaceus): Found in Havant Thicket on Oct 14 
where it is usually common. 

o Common Bonnet (Mycena galericulata) and Lilac Bonnet (M. pura) were both 
present in Havant Thicket 

o Fleecy Milkcap (Lactarius vellereus): A large troop of these were growing at the foot 
of a fence screening the West Town Station industrial units from the old Billy Line a few 
yards north of the West Town station notice board on Oct 17. 

o Blackening Brittlegill (Russual nigricans) and Ochre Brittlegill (R. ochroleuca) 
were both found by me in the north of Stansted Forest on Oct 17 and both the Purple 
Brittlegill (R. atropurpurea) and the Charcoal Burner (R. cyanoxantha) were in 
Havant Thicket on Oct 14 - the last of these has escaped a name change to 'Brittlegill'. 

o Stubble Rosegill (Volvariella gloioceohala - was V. speciosa): This has been 
reported before now but on Oct 18 I saw it for the first time in its 'natural habitat' growing 
in troops in the arable fields alongside the Hayling Coastal Path 

o Common Rustgill (Gymnopilus penetrans): Found under Larches in Stansted 
Forest on Oct 17 

o Agaricus bitorquis: This name appears in Phillips, Jordan and Buczacki but not in the 
list of new names for fungi - I assume it is now regarded as a subspecies of Field 
Mushroom but it remains quite distinctive to the eye through its large size, choice of 
dusty soil to grow in, and its 'flannel petticoat' of a ring. I found my first at the roadside of 
New Lane in Leigh Park on Oct 20. 

o Horse Mushroom: A very large mushroom growing in clean roadside grass beside 
Staunton Ave on Hayling on Oct 18 was probably one of these but I did not check it for 
being a Yellow Stainer 

o Poplar Fieldcap (Agrocybe cylindracea): Brian Fellows found a fresh growth of this 
on old Willows at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Oct 16. Looking through my books I 
notice that while Phillips gives its distinctive smell of 'old winecasks' as a diagnostic 
feature Buczacki says the smell is 'pleasant, mealy' while Jordan says 'odour not 
distinctive'. This confirms my view that it is wise to consult as many sources as possible 
and that for an amatuer the naming of a species is similar to the process I see as I walk 
past a street bench near a betting shop in Havant - on the bench is the 'amateur' with 
his books (newspapers open at the sport pages) deciding the name of the horse that 
will make him rich. (For the professional the process of naming a species requires a 
strong element of pure arrogance!) 

o Clustered Brittlestem (Psathyrella multipedata): A big cluster of these found in 
Stansted on Oct 17 

o Ink Caps: Shaggy Inkcaps are now common and Glistening, Hare'sfoot and 
Pleated have all been seen by now but a couple of Common Inkcaps (Coprinus 
atramentarius) alongside the main road through Langstone on Oct 18 were the only 
ones I have seen or heard of so far. 

o Horn of Plenty (Craterellus cornucopioides): Michael Prior tells us on Oct 20 that 
there is a good show of these in one regular site within Stansted Forest with a few at a 
second site 

o Cep/Penny Bun (Boletus edulis): The first report of these was from Havant Thicket 
on Oct 14 but by Oct 20 Michael Prior was able to say they are now common in 
Stansted Forest 



o Boletes: Other boletus species now showing included Bay (B. badius), Red-cracking 
(B. chrysenteron), Saffron Bolete (Leccinum crocipodium) found in Havant 
Thicket and Larch Bolete (Suillus grevillei) in Stansted. 

o Oak Mazegill (Daedalea quercina) was in Havant Thicket with Turkeytail (Trametes 
versicolor) and Bleeding Oak Crust (Stereum gausapatum) 

o Earpick Fungus (Auriscalpium vulgare): This is a delightful tiny toadstool which only 
grows on fallen Scots Pine cones. I have only ever seen it once in Havant Thicket and 
wish I had been with the Havant Wildlife Group on Oct 14 to see it again! 

o Puffballs: The Common Puffball (Lycoperdon perlatum) is now living up to its name 
but a less common species was found by myself on Sinah Common on Oct 18 - this 
was the Grey Puffball (Bovista plumbea) 

o Earthballs: Both Common (Scleroderma citrinum) and Scaly Earthball (S. 
verrucosum) were in Havant Thicket on Oct 14 

o Cauliflower Fungus. now called Wood Cauliflower (Sparassis crispa) was an 
excellent find by John Goodspeed in Park Wood at Waterlooville on Oct 15 

o Stinkhorn: Found in Havant Thicket on Oct 14 

o White Coral, now called Crested Coral (Clavulina coralloides), was another good 
find by John G, in Park Wood 

o Yellow Stagshorn (Calocera viscosa): Found in Havant Thicket 

o Yellow Brain (Tremella mesenterica): I usually find this on Gorse or Hazel but the 
first report of it this autumn comes from Michael Prior who found it growing on the high 
class substrate of Cedar of Lebanon in the grounds of Stansted House 

o Candlesnuff Fungus (Hypoxylon xylaria): First find in Havant Thicket on Oct 14 

o Dead Man's Fingers (Xylaria polymorpha): John Goodspeed found this is in Park 
Wood at Waterlooville on Oct 15 - he had already seen it this year on Old Winchester 
Hill on Sept 19 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 9 - 15 (WEEK 41) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: On Oct 8 singles were seen at Rye Harbour and at Portland. On Oct 10 
one flew into Pagham Harbour, turned round and flew out again, and on Oct 11 one was seen 
at Christchurch 

2. Great Northern Diver: The corpse of one was seen in the Keyhaven area on Oct 10 

3. Red-necked Grebe: One was in Pagham Harbour on Oct 8 and another flew west past 
Dungeness on Oct 10. There have been no further sightings in Chichester Harbour since Sep 
20 

4. Black-necked Grebe: The bird which arrived in the Keyhaven area on Sep 30 was still there 
on Oct 12 (and remains the only one being reported in Hampshire or anywhere else on the 
south coast in October) 

5. Cattle Egret: The bird that has been at Christchurch Harbour was still there on Oct 10 

6. Little Egret: No recent counts from Langstone but in the first week of October the count at the 
Marina Farm roost on Thorney was up to 130 and has almost certainly drawn many of the birds 
away from Langstone. 



7. Great White Egret: The single bird remains at the Blashford Lakes - last reported on Oct 13 

8. Spoonbill: One flew into the Egret roost (presumably Marina Farm) on Thorney on Oct 12 

9. White-front Goose: A single bird seen at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 13 was 
probably a local escape as the wild birds did not start to return last year until mid-November - 
there have also been recent reports of a Lesser Whitefront in north Hampshire and of single 
Barnacles flying around with Canada Geese (one over Sandy Point on Oct 7 and seen at 
Farlington on Oct 11) 

10. Brent Geese: Numbers in Langstone Harbour increased from 410 on Oct 10 to 930 on Oct 11 
and to 1269 on Oct 12, and easterly winds overnight from Oct 14-15 have probably brought 
significantly more in - on the morning of Oct 15 there were at least 100 strung out along the 
South Moors shore after I had seen the first small flock of 20 off Langstone village (and flying 
over the Warblington fields) on Oct 12. Very few juveniles so far - one juv was with 120 geese 
off Thorney on Oct 8 and the very first juvenile was not seen at Farlington until Oct 12. Most 
juveniles arrive later than the first arrivals so we must wait to assess the breeding success - 
one ray of hope is a report of 11 young among a flock of 57 geese at Christchurch on Oct 12. 

11. Wigeon: A flock of more than 36 was at the mouth of the Langbrook stream west of Langstone 
on the morning of Oct 15 - the first back there. 

12. Pintail: Although there was a report of 100 in Pagham Harbour on Sep 9 (and 97 on Sep 10) 
those passed on and it is only now that another wave seems to have arrived with reports of 134 
passing Dungeness on Oct 11 but so far there has been no increase in local numbers (I have 
yet to see one). A count of 18 from the Hook area on Oct 11 represents no increase on the 16 
that were there on Sep 23. 

13. Eider: A single bird was seen from Thorney Island on Oct 12 

14. Long-tailed Duck: The first report for the autumn from anywhere along the south coast is of 
one off Portland on Oct 10 

15. Velvet Scoter: A similar first report to that of the Long-tailed Duck is of a small party of Velvet 
Scoter off Portland on Oct 11 

16. Red-breasted Merganser: The bird seen at the Dungeness RSPB site on Oct 6 was still there 
on Oct 11 and on Oct 9 three birds were in Christchurch Harbour with one there on Oct 13. 

17. Buzzard: A juvenile seen over the Thorney Great Deeps on Oct 8 prompted Barry Collins to 
say that a pair had hatched two young on Thorney this summer (no equivalent news of a pair 
breeding on Hayling this year as they are thought to have done in 2005). 

18. Osprey: Numbers of passage birds have now trailed off but one was still in the Keyhaven area 
on Oct 8, 10 and 12. 

19. Hobby: I have not heard of any sightings since Oct 8 when one was over Portland but I 
suspect there are others still to leave this country 

20. Water Rail: A surprising number fly long distances to spend their winters in southern England 
and so it is interesting to hear from Bob Chapman that a migrant was back in the reeds at 
Blashford Lakes by Oct 9 

21. Golden Plover: The Northney saltings flock only numbered 40 on Oct 12 but on that date the 
Lymington shore flock was up to 63 (from 18 on Oct 7) and there were 75 at Brownwich on Oct 
8 (first to arrive in the Titchfield area this autumn) 

22. American Golden Plover: The bird that was in the Keyhaven area from Oct 4 flew off on Oct 
10 

23. Sanderling: The flock on the Ryde Sands increased to 270 birds on Oct 12 

24. Little Stint: One was at Farlington on Oct 9 and three were off Church Norton on Oct 10 



25. White-rumped Sandpiper: The young bird which turned up at Dungeness on Oct 7 seems to 
have moved on on Oct 8 

26. Curlew Sandpiper: We expect a small flock to spend some time at the Pagham Ferry Pool in 
the autumn but this year there was one report of 8 there on Sep 14 and another of 6 on Sep 24 
leaving Farlington to score higher with a count of 11 on Sep 10 and 6 on Oct 9 

27. Dunlin: My first sight of a small flock on the local mud was of 27+ on the Northney shore on Oct 
12 

28. Buff-breasted Sandpiper: A single bird has been at Rye Harbour from Oct 7 to 12 at least 

29. Whimbrel: Two were seen at Wickor Point, Thorney (a regular site for wintering birds) on Oct 
8. They flew to east Hayling but are probably still in the area 

30. Green Sandpiper: One was on Thorney Island on Oct 12 and may be intending to stay the 
winter. 

31. Turnstone: I saw my first back on the South Moors shore on Oct 15 after coming on a high tide 
roost of perhaps 40 birds on the boats anchored off Broad Marsh on Oct 14 

32. Med Gull: On Oct 10 Kris Gillam saw a flock in excess of 250 birds in the Bembridge airfield 
area of the IoW and commented that the number probably exceeded the Island record for flock 
size which stood at 265 

33. Little Tern: None reported since Oct 2 and no news of Roseate Terns since Oct 5 but 
Common, Arctic and Sandwich are still being seen with 3 Black Terns at Christchurch on Oct 9. 

34. Barn Owl: On Oct 15 I had a late report (from Peter Bartell) of one being seen at the IBM North 
Harbour site by day about a fortnight ago 

35. Little Owl: On Oct 9 one seen at Dungeness was described as a migrant (presumably just in 
from the continent) 

36. Short-eared Owl: Migrants have been arriving on the south coast since Sep 10 and have been 
seen at Portland, Isle of Wight and Pagham Harbour. The first local report is of one over the 
Langstone Harbour islands on Oct 9 (no further sightings) 

37. Hoopoe: One has been in the Broomy Plain area of the New Forest from Oct 11 to 13 at least. 

38. Wryneck: One was by the beach chalets west of Titchfield Haven on Oct 8 

39. Skylark: These can now be heard moving overhead almost anywhere now and counts of 130 
over Christchurch on Oct 11 and 148 overhead there on Oct 12 show there is a substantial 
passage of birds arriving from the continent. 

40. Swallow: Substantial numbers are still on the move - at Christchurch 1250 went over on Oct 9 
and 125 were still to be seen on Oct 13. What was probably the last Sand Martin was seen on 
Oct 8 but there are still plenty of House Martins. 

41. Richard's Pipit: The fourth of the autumn was over Christchurch on Oct 12 and a fourth record 
of a Tawny Pipit came from Portland on Oct 8 

42. Meadow Pipit: Hundreds are still moving on most days but Oct 11 produced a peak of 3100 
over Christchurch on Oct 11 

43. Rock Pipit: I heard my first in the Langstone area on Oct 15 after a report of several at 
Pagham on Oct 10 

44. Water Pipit: The first mention of one anywhere on the south coast comes from Dungeness on 
Oct 13 

45. Yellow Wagtail: Only four reports this week, decreasing from 11 at the Selsey West Fields on 
Oct 10 to just one over Beachy Head on Oct 13 



46. Grey Wagtail: These have now arrived in their winter quarters and can be heard daily over 
Havant 

47. Pied Wagtail: Many of these are still on the move (220+ at Portland on Oct 8) but this week 
numbers of birds that have settled locally can be heard going over Havant each evening - I 
think heading for a roost at Budds Farm. 

48. Dunnock: Following Brian Fellows' first report of autumn song on Oct 3 I have heard just one 
singing at Wade Court on Oct 12. Unlike the Wrens, Robins and Tit species that are fairly 
common songsters now I do not expect regular Dunnock song until Christmas 

49. Stonechat: Large numbers are now back in favoured winter coastal sites (15 at 
Hook/Warsash on Oct 8 when 17 were reorded on Thorney Island, and 30 in the St Catherine's 
Point area of the IoW though some of those might be continuing south over the sea). On Oct 12 
I saw two on rocks on the shore at Sandy Point before they flew back into the reserve. 

50. Ring Ousel: Reported from nine different sites this week with 4 together at Christchurch and 3 
on Culver Down, IoW. Two were at the Leaden Hall site in the New Forest - possibly thinking of 
staying the winter there? 

51. Thrushes: A single Fieldfare was at Dungeness on Oct 11 but there have been substantial 
arrivals of continental Blackbirds and Song Thrushes (50 of the latter at Dungeness on Oct 
12 ). Small parties of Redwing (max 6) were seen at Hastings, Dungeness, Ryde (IoW), 
Christchurch and Hook/Warsash (on Oct 12). Mistle Thrushes also arrived at Portland and 
Christchurch (4 birds) on Oct 13. 

52. Warblers: Reports this week included Grasshopper, Reed and Sedge Warblers plus an 
Icterine Warbler at Hastings. Whitethoat and Blackcap are still being seen and there were 
reports of Yellow-browed Warbler from five sites including the east side of Thorney Island 
(one bird on Oct 12). There have been three reports of late Willow Warbler and many of 
Chiffchaff. Many Goldcrest have arrived (116 at Christchurch on Oct 13) and Firecrest have 
been seen at seven sites (max 4 birds at Portland on Oct 12) There is some encouraging news 
of Dartford Warbler with six sightings during the week including four birds at Hook on Oct 12. 

53. Bearded Tit: The party walking round Thorney on Oct 8 found some 20 birds at the Little 
Deeps when around 10 were being seen on the Lymington shore 

54. Raven: Somewhere in Hampshire (location perhaps better not divulged) at least one pair of 
Ravens have developed a habit that it likely to get the birds into trouble if other Ravens adopt it. 
The story is told in a Hoslist email which reads .. "The Ravens have come back after being 
away for most of last week. They are very vocal and clever, as well as being bold. They 
actually sit on the pig arcs and wait for the farmer to leave the field. Once he has gone they 
enter the arc where a young pig is asleep and peck out its eyes. They then attack the soft 
tissues around the rump and the tongue. After this they tear strips of flesh from its head. Rooks 
and crows kill in a similar way but can only kill day old pigs and take small strips of flesh. One 
Raven sits on the arc and the other goes inside. The farmer continues to assure me that he will 
not do anything to harm the birds and is just writing off the losses.There is a way of trapping the 
birds but I haven't suggested that to him as it would mean having to move them to another part 
of the country. Even if we could do this I guess they could fall victim to a farmer who is not so 
sympathetic."  

55. House Sparrow: We think of these as being a sedentary species but on Oct 8 a total of 52 flew 
south from Dungeness. A group of 25 Tree Sparrows also passed through Dungeness that 
day (I assume coming from the south but we are not told) 

56. Finches: Huge numbers are currently on the move - selected peak counts from Christchurch 
Harbour are of 410 Chaffinch on Oct 13, 14 Brambling on Oct 12, 560 Greenfinch on Oct 13, 
720 Goldfinch on Oct 12, 165 Siskin on Oct 13, 970 Linnet on Oct 11, and 10 Lesser 
Redpoll on Oct 12,  

57. Crossbill: No news of any major movements but several birds could be seen in Milkham 
Inclosure by those watching the Hoopoe in the New Forest this week 



58. Lapland Bunting: Three sightings of single birds at Christchurch on Oct 9 and 12 and at St 
Catherine's Point, IoW, on Oct 13 

59. Yellowhammer: These remain 'very rare' with only two sightings this week - two seen at 
Christchurch on Oct 12 and 4 in the Bembbridge area (IoW) on Oct 13 

60. Little Bunting: First report for the year was from Christchurch on Oct 9 and maybe the same 
bird was ringed at Portland on Oct 14 

61. Reed Bunting: No shortage of these with 210 recorded passing over Christchurch on Oct 12 

62. Escapees: A Common Waxbill was seen at Ambersham Common near Midhurst on Oct 7 
and a Chiloe Wigeon was at Keyhaven on Oct 12. 

PLANTS 

1. Sweet Violet: On Oct 11 a large patch of plants on Portsdown had some flowers open and on 
Oct 12 I found a large number of flowers, sufficient to scent the air, were out on Hayling North 
Common. In my own garden a patch of Early Dog Violets has at least one developing flower 
bud. 

2. Corn Spurrey: A harvested cornfield on the north face of Portsdown had masses of Corn 
Spurrey flowering among even greater masses of Wild Radish (mainly white flowered but 
some yellow) 

3. Dove's Foot Cranesbill: I was surprised to find a lot of this flowering in grassland on top of 
Portsdown on Oct 9 and 10 

4. Hedgerow Cranesbill: This was still flowering at the Hayling North Common carpark on Oct 
12 

5. Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea: The seemingly dead stems of a plant at the New Lane 
allotments in Havant had several clusters of fresh flowers on Oct 11 

6. Sickle Medick: The bush beside the slip road connecting Portsdown Hill Road to the north 
bound London Road was in fine flower on Oct 10 

7. Spotted Medick: Despite masses of leaves of this plant to be found everywhere I have only 
seen one plant with flowers near the Havant Health Centre on Oct 11 

8. Kidney Vetch: This was flowering close to the Sickle Medick on Oct 10 

9. Pellitory of the Wall: In fresh flower on the wall of St Thomas' churchyard at Old Bedhampton 
on Oct 14 

10. Spindle: My first find of fresh pink fruit (arils) was made on Portsdown on Oct 10 

11. Sea Spurge: Some still flowering at Sandy Point on Oct 13 

12. Hemlock: Just one plant starting to flower at Broadmarsh on Oct 14 

13. Sea Knotgrass: This rarity had many flowering plants on the Sandy Point shingle (its only 
Hampshire site) on Oct 13 

14. Marsh Gentian: I see this was still flowering at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire on Oct 7 

15. Periwinkle: The first Greater Periwinkle flowers that I have seen since May were out on Oct 
13 and Intermediate Periwinkle flowers could be seen in the hedge around the Havant Health 
Centre on Oct 10 and 11 

16. Thorn Apple: A single plant had flowers and fruit beside Ranelagh Road near the 
Bedhampton Water Works on Oct 14 



17. Lesser Snapdragon (Weasel's Snout): One new plant had sprung up and was in flower at 
the New Lane allotments in Havant on Oct 11 

18. Green Field Speedwell: A clump of what seemed to be this species (rather than the Grey 
Field Speedwell that is quite common in Havant) was flowering in St Faith's churchyard in 
Havant on Oct 9 but had been mown the following day! 

19. Golden Samphire: By Oct 12 all the plants which I regularly see along the shoreline seemed 
to have died but on that day I found a large display of fresh flowering plants at the Northney 
end of the Wade Way from Langstone 

20. Shaggy Soldier: I was surprised to find a single small plant of this flowering on Portsdown on 
Oct 10 

21. Chamomile: One clump of plants had escaped mowing and was flowering at Purbrook Heath 
on Oct 10 

22. Chinese Mugwort: The cluster of plants at the east end of the cycleway under the A27 at 
Broadmarsh had started to flower on Oct 14 - another clump that grew by Harts Farm Way has 
probably succumbed to the roadworks. 

23. Annual Beardgrass: This is one of the specialities of the main marsh fields at Farlington 
Marshes but seemingly it also grows on Thorney Island from where Brian Fellows collected a 
specimen (past its best if not quite dead) on Oct 8 

24. Cockspur Grass: I seem to find new sites for this almost daily - on Oct 10 I came on some in 
fields north of Widley Farm on Portsdown and on Oct 13 saw some beside Sandy Point Road 
on Hayling 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Migrant Hawker: Two were chasing each other over my head at Langstone on Oct 12 
(after one had turned up in the Portland Bill moth trap the previous night) 

o Southern Hawker: I have not seen any reports since Oct 3 (when a pair were still 
mating on the IoW) but on Oct 15 as I went out of my front door a fast moving dragonfly 
almost hit me at high speed - I had no chance to look at it but the behaviour suggested 
Southern Hawker. 

o Common Darter: At least one was flying on North Common, Hayling on Oct 12 

2. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: There is a late report of 56 seen in the Bournemouth area on Oct 3 
but that is matched by a count of 40+ in the Beachy Head area on Oct 13 (when 10 
were seen near St Catherine's Point, IoW). On Oct 12 3 were seen at Shoreham, 2 on 
Thorney Island, with singles at Goodwood House, Hook/Warsash and Keyhaven. 

o Large White: One at Shoreham on Oct 12 

o Small White: One on Portsdown on Oct 10 

o Green-veined White: One at Ropley on Oct 7 

o Small Copper: One at Beachy Head on Oct 13 

o Common Blue: Three at Shoreham on Oct 12 

o Red Admiral: At least a dozen reports in the past week with an estimate of more than 
100 flying east past St Catherine's Point, IoW, on Oct 13. Oct 12 brought reports of 
more than 20 on Thorney Island, 37 at Ryde, IoW, and 26 at Shoreham. 



o Painted Lady: Only five reports for October but one was still to be seen at Newhaven 
on Oct 13 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Just one seen at Magdalen Hill Down, Winchester, on Oct 7. As 
this is probably the last to be seen this year I checked the number of reports that I have 
recorded for this species this year and see the number was only 113. Excluding reports 
of last year's insects and just counting records since June 1 the number drops to just 44 
with no report being of more than 3 seen together. 

o Peacock: I have eight new reports for October including one seen on Thorney on Oct 8 

o Comma: Nine new reports of these with a maximum count of 4 pristine specimens 
nectaring on blackberries at Popham airfield (near Basingstoke) on Oct 8. I had one 
enjoying the Ivy blossom in Havant on Oct 12 

o Speckled Wood: Numbers of this species have declined recently and the latest 
sighting is of one at Keyhaven on Oct 12 

o Meadow Brown: These have been holding up well with counts of 45+ from Old 
Winchester Hill on Oct 3, 11 at Shoreham on Oct 8 and 9+ there on Oct 12. One was 
still flying at Eastbourne on Oct 13 

o Small Heath: Last of the year seems to have been at Old Winchester Hill on Oct 3 

o Monarch: Two sightings from the Ventnor area of the IoW on Oct 6 and 7 - quite 
possibly a genuine hurricane assisted vagrant from across the Atlantic. 

3. Moths 

o Convolvulus Hawkmoth: Two were still in the Portland moth traps on Oct 10 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Five new reports up to Oct 11 when one was in the 
Steyning area. On Oct 9 one was in a Locks Heath garden 

o Figure of Eight: First report for the year comes from Portland on Oct 12 

o Autumnal Rustic: Two at Portland on Oct 12 were the second report of the autumn 
(first of year at Rye on Sep 25) 

o Southern Wainscot: One taken at Horsham on Oct 9 was one of several moths now 
having a second generation (all other reports were in July) 

o Merveille du Jour: Although there have been several trappings of Scarce Merveille 
du Jour this year a report frim Ripe (near Eastbourne) on Oct 10 is the first for the year 
of the basic species 

o Red-line Quaker: Another first of year at Ripe on Oct 10 

o Beaded Chestnut: And another first from somewhere in Sussex on Oct 10 

4. Other Insects 

o Hornet: Still being seen on Oct 11 and 12. On Oct 11 Mike Collins at Goodwood House 
tells us that Hornets had built a third nest for the year presumably headed by an 
impatient queen which did not want to hibernate and may have been abnormal in other 
ways as her nest was stuck to the outside bark of a tree and only 1 metre above ground 
(easy prey for a Badger?) 

o Colletes hederae (Ivy Bee): This insect has only recently established a foothold in 
southern England but occurs in large numbers in the Hastings area where lots of them 
could be seen on Oct 7 

o Harlequin Ladybird: We were warned last year that this species was about to wipe out 
all our native Ladybirds leaving our garden plants at the mercy of the aphids but so far 



there seems little sign of this happening. This is only the fourth report of a find of 
Harlequin Ladybird that I have heard of this year and comes from Nik Knight who found 
just one recently in Wade Lane at Langstone - all three previous finds had been at 
Portland in July and August. 

o Crickets: On Oct 7 both Roesell's Bush Cricket and Long-winged Conehead were 
still to be heard 'singing' in Hastings country park but the most interesting report of the 
week comes from Barry Yates, warden of Rye Harbour, who posted the following on 
the Rye Bay website on Oct 11.  

He wrote .. "A Mole Cricket was picked up by a baitdigger on Winchelsea Beach, below the 
High Water Mark this morning. It was trying to dig into the sand. It was then given to another 
baitdigger at Dungeness. It was transported to Dungeness in a lemonade bottle with a tiny 
amount of sea water in the bottom !! It has now been put in a tub with some compost and a 
small number of worms, raw potato and sweetcorn added. It is quite active burrowing in the 
tub. Bryan Pinchen has been contacted and confirms the ID and state that it is an adult female 
and of the British form of Gryllotalpa gryllotalpa ! Is there a local colony, or has it escaped from 
a pot plant?? Sadly, it is not available for public viewing due to the legal restrictions given to 
mole crickets under the Wildlife and Countryside Act." (For those not familiar with this rarity 
Mole Crickets do have wings and Chinery says they fly on warm evenings) 

OTHER 

1. Bottle-nosed Dolphin: Three arrived off Portland on Oct 11 and were seen again on Oct 13 - 
the first sightings there since last April (there had been two reports from Hastings during the 
summer - one in June and the other in July) 

2. Harbour or Common Porpoise: One washed up dead on the shore of Rye Bay on Oct 13 was 
only the second report of this species I have seen this year - the other was of two off Portland 
on Sep 5 

3. Common Seal: One was seen close to the Thorney west shore on Oct 8 and on Oct 9 Barry 
Collins reported seeing ten seals there (this is an average size of the herd that has been 
present in Chichester Harbour for a good few years). 

4. Roe Deer: Three seen on Oct 12 were not newcomers to Thorney Island but raise the question 
of whether the 2 deer seen on Thorney on Apr 28 had acquired a kid during the summer. 

5. Fungi: Sixteen species were reported during the past week. Parasol Mushrooms were found 
in two places (on Thorney and on Portsdown), White Dapperling (Leucoagaricus - ex 
Lepiota - leucothites) was found by a Havant roadside and on Portsdown, the first Deceiver 
(brown, not amethyst) was seen at Purbrook where Buttercap, False Chanterelle and 
Boletus porosporus (new English name is Sepia Bolete) were also found. Fairy Ring 
Champignons were seen in many places and Sulphur Tuft turned up in my garden along with 
Jew's Ear (on Buddliea wood) and The Prince (Agaricus augustus - a super find). A single 
example of what was probably Weeping Widow was seen on Portsdown and a single fresh 
Shaggy Inkcap was at Purbrook Heath along with Pleated Inkcap (ex Japanese Umbrella) 
while Glistening Inkcap occurred further up Portsdown and in St Thomas' churchyard at old 
Bedhampton there was a cluster of what used to be called Fairies' Bonnets and is now known 
as Fairy Inkcap. Last on the list was Hare'sfoot Inkcap (Coprinus lagopus) seen in a 
Hayling garden. Late news from a party of entomologists visiting the Isle of Wight on Oct 7 was 
of a single Giant Puffball seen in the Yarmouth area. 

Sun 15 Oct 

A. Hayling Rail Bridge north pier 

Having an hour to spare first thing this morning I cycled to the old rail bridge to have a look at 
the north east corner of Langstone Harbour and, as expected after easterly winds yesterday 
and overnight, found a good show of at least 100 Brent in the mouth of the Langbrook stream 
and along the South Moors shore. With them at the stream mouth were the first Wigeon to 
return to this site (probably 40 of them and certainly 36). 



Other new finds of winter bird life were my first Turnstone on this shore (I know that three had 
returned to the Oysterbeds by July 25 and saw some there myself in September but this was 
my first on the South Moors shore where they are normally a common sight in winter), and the 
sound of one or two Rock Pipits, again my first of this winter. 

Coming back via Langstone village there seemed to be a new influx of Teal on the mud and 
Chaffinches perched on trees above the Mill Pond were also newcomers. 

Sat 14 Oct 

A. Bedhampton and Broadmarsh 

I did not expect to find anything of interest during a cycle ride from Havant to Broadmarsh and 
back late this afternoon but came back with a couple of items worth recording. 

The first came as I approached the Bedhampton waterworks along Ranelagh Road, beside 
which I had noted some unusual leaves a week or so ago. Today they had become another 
Thorn Apple plant with both spiky fruit and flowers. 

At the waterworks I was surprised to find the overflow sluice (which normally carries a strong 
stream of surplus water into the Hermitage Stream) had no flow despite the heavy recent rains 
(the water from them takes a long time to sink through the chalk and emerge via the springs). 
Stream Water Crowfoot and Hybrid Water Speedwell still had enough moisture left to keep 
them flowering and a Grey Wagtail was present. 

Making a diversion to St Thomas’ church I added Pellitory of the Wall to my flowering list and 
noted a great display of Fairies Bonnets toadstools - now called Fairy Inkcaps. 

At Broadmarsh the tide was high and the only bird interest was in my first sight of some 40 
Turnstones high tide roosting on the moored boats and to see a small flock of 20+ Brent back 
in the corner of Chalk Dock. 

Flowers along the cycleway below the A27 included the Chinese Mugwort which never 
flowers until Novemeber but was clearly enjoying the flowering season this year. Tufted Vetch 
was still flowering, as was Blue Fleabane, and there was new flowering on both Common 
Figwort and Teazels. On my way back I found my first re-flowering Hemlock plant. 

Fri 13 Oct 

A. Black and Sandy Point area of Hayling 

Having to visit south Hayling I took time out to walk around the Chichester Harbour entrance 
and one of the first things I saw was the fungus Coprinus lagopus which now has the English 
name of Hare’sfoot Inkcap. That was in a garden and in other gardens I saw both Greater 
Periwinkle (the first I have recorded in flower since May) and Honeysuckle (which I am pretty 
sure is still flowering in the wild). 

At Black Point Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima) and Spanish Gorse were still in flower and on 
the sand I noted a couple of substantial plants of Saltwort though these were long dead. 

Heading south past the Lifeboat station I saw no sign of the big Cotton Thistle plant that had 
stood by the approach road but I did find the dead remains of one in the old hospital grounds. 
On the beach off Sandy Point reserve the many plants of Sea Knotgrass were in full flower 
and looking very healthy while some plants of Sea Spurge were still flowering. 

Out on the rocks near the water I watched two Stonechats before they flew back into the 
reserve, over which a Kestrel was hovering. Going back along the north side of the reserve it 
was difficult to separate Dwarf from Common Gorse without a ruler to measure the flower 
lengths and on the roadside of Sandy Point Road I not only found Black Horehound still in 
flower but also found a plant of Cockspur Grass. 

Thu 12 Oct 



A. North Common on Hayling 

A sunny morning with a low tide and no wind suggested a trip to Hayling with my telescope to 
check out the birds on and around the water between Northney and Warblington. 

Looking from the south end of the Wade Way towards the Langstone shore I was excited to 
see the a small flock of 20 migrant Brent on the water over by Langstone (my first in the north 
of the harbours) but a few mintues later, after panning around to check the Golden Plover 
(flock numbered 40) and other birds on the mud, the geese had disappeared from view. I 
assumed they had swum out of sight behind a mud bank, but the next I saw of them was about 
half an hour later when I had moved round the east side of the marina entrance and the geese 
were high in the air over the Warblington farm fields coming south back to the harbour. I did not 
see them anywhere on the land but I guess that they will be back on the grass and young 
cereal crops from now on. Last year the first I heard of ashore were at Climping on the Sussex 
coast near Littlehampton, and I think Oct 12 is an early date for birds to be coming ashore in 
the Langstone/Chichester Harbours. 

Other newcomers on this arm of Chichester Harbour were a small flock of 25 or more Dunlin 
(with at least 3 Ringed Plover) but there were plenty of regulars - some 200 Bar-tails and 
probably 50 Blackwits, maybe 200 Redshank and 30 Grey Plover, 30 Shelduck and around 
90 Lapwing plus at least one Greenshank, a good dozen Egrets and 2 Herons plus the usual 
Curlew and Oystercatchers but no duck other than 3 Mallards. 

North Common was alive with singing Robins - presumably mainly newly arrived migrants - 
and a few Skylark and Meadow Pipits flew over while just four Linnet got up from the 
saltings. One Reed Bunting called before flying on east and there were several Dunnock and 
Wrens in the bushes with a substantial crowd (100+) of Starlings taking the last blackberries 
(some are still sweet to eat). On my way home I heard a Dunnock singing near Wade Court 
and at Northney a Blue Tit was singing and both Green Woodpecker and Kestrel were seen. 

Near the Wade Way Golden Samphire was in fresh flower with none of the dead heads that 
are all I have seen in most other places recently. Hedgerow Cranesbill was still flowering in 
the North Common carpark and best of all dozens of Sweet Violets were in flower in the 
shelter of the brambles - the scent could be smelt all round the area but it could not help a poor 
‘myxy’ rabbit sitting out by the path and not moving when I was within a few feet of it. 

I saw at least one Common Darter at Northney, then had two Migrant Hawkers chasing each 
other near the Royal Oak at Langstone, and at midday I passed a Comma nectaring on Ivy as 
I walked into Havant on a trip which was to discover that St Faith’s Churchyard grass has just 
been cut, eliminating most of the Green Field Speedwell! 

Wed 11 Oct 

A. Around Havant 

This afternoon I took a roundabout walk to collect a prescription item from Havant Health 
Centre, taking a detour through the old Havant cemetery off New Lane to find Ox-eye Daisies, 
Hedge and Ladies Bedstraw plus Duke of Argyll’s Teaplant in flower there. The cemetery 
grass also had several fresh flowering plants of Burnet Saxifrage which I remarked on 
yesterday when on Portsdown. A little further up New Lane the allotments still had one plant of 
Weasel’s Snout with flowers and more surprisingly a half-dead Broad-leaved Everlasting 
Pea had some fresh flowers on it. 

In the hedge south of the Health Centre the Intermediate Periwinkle plants had at least eight 
fresh flowers, and coming out of the Health Centre I took the cut through to the Petersfield 
Road alongside which the constant traffic creates a warm micro-climate that encourages plant 
growth in the roadside verges. Today it gave me my first autumn flowers on Spotted Medick 
as well as the Black Medick that has been with us throughout the autumn. Another 
unexpected roadside find was Small Nettle where the soil had been recently disturbed by road 
works. 



Turning the corner into Elmleigh Road a couple of white fungi under the hedge caught my 
attention and they turned out to be more of the all white Leucoagaricus (ex Lepiota) leucothites 
now called White Dapperling. My last item of interest was flowering Stork’s Bill in the railway 
station flower beds. 

Tue 10 Oct 

A. Portsdown and Purbrook Heath 

Following yesterday’s short visit to Portsdown I returned today for a longer walk down the north 
face of the hill from the Fort Widley area to Purbrook Heath and back by a circular route during 
which I found 81 flowering plant species and a number of fungi. 

Rather than walk straight down Widley Walk from the Churchillian pub I took the path which 
skirts Widley Farm, and to get to the start of that path I had a short walk east along the hill top 
during which I found two plants which seem to be unusually numerous at this time of year. One 
is Annual Wall-rocket (which has been having an exceptionally good year everywhere, not 
just on the hill) and the other is Burnet Saxifrage which seemed to be flowering everywhere 
on the chalk grassland. 

At Widley Farm a tractor with a huge array of ploughshares attached was parked in the track 
along the north side of the farm and as a result I mistook the official path (I should have gone 
past the tractor) and walked through the farm yard and out into a field leading down hill but with 
no official exit at the bottom (though I had no difficulty in making an unofficial one). As a result, 
when crossing the next field to a stile getting me back onto Widley Walk road, I found both 
Sharp-leaved Fluellen (still flowering) and Cockspur Grass in the remains of a Sweet Corn 
crop. 

After crossing the Pur-brook I found a big flowering plant of Storksbill at the roadside and 
heard the calls of a Buzzard from the woodland to the west - looking for it I spotted a male 
Kestrel much closer to me but did not see the Buzzard. 

Turning east along Purbrook Heath Road a splash of birght yellow colour caught my eye in the 
grounds of Southwick House north of this road - the colour was of what I guess were mature 
yellow berries covering a Holly Tree. At the junction with Newlands Lane I continued east 
past a fresh young plant of Spear Thistle - its summer flowers contrasting with Shaggy 
Inkcap and Deceiver fungi in the short stretch of woodland before reaching Purbrook Heath. 

As I turned south into New Down Lane which runs down the west side of Purbrook Heath I saw 
what might have been Chamomile plants in the grass by the north west corner of the tennis 
courts and went to check them - they were Chamomile and as it turned out the only ones I 
found as the banks around the playing fields, where the plant usually flowers, had recently 
been close mown. Making a circuit of the playing fields I had a look under a big oak tree in the 
south east corner where the cricket sight screens have been pushed out of the way and here I 
spotted a troop of bright orange-yellow fungi which could have been Chanterelles (the ‘gills’ 
seemed to merge into the flesh of the stem as if they were folds of flesh rather than true gills, 
and the location under an oak with no conifers in sigth both suggested true rather than False 
Chanterelle) but sadly when I got a sample home it produced the white spores of False 
Chanterelle! 

In the south west corner of the heath, outside Tudor Cottage, is an information board about the 
heath (I think the work of the owners of the Cottage, not Havant Borough) and I noted that the 
Chamomile which attracts me to visit does not get a mention. 

Climbing the stile to follow the Wayfarers Way back up the hill I chose to walk on the grass 
west of the big oaks (the official path is on the east side) and thus spotted a troop of small 
Boletes which check out as Boletus porosporus (Sepia Bolete) - a species which I think is 
new for me. Also here where a few Pleated Inkcaps and a Buttercap. 

Over the stream I climbed the first slope until the path levels out and here I made a diversion 
into the field east of the path, attracted by a massive display of Wild Radish flowers (mainly 



white but a few yellow), and among them I found masses of fresh flowering Corn Spurrey with 
Field Pansies. 

Nothing more of note until the path reached the back gardens of house along the west side of 
London Road where quite a few more plants were flowering (including a small path of Indian 
Balsam) and several more fungi were found - Parasol mushrooms and Glistening Inkcaps 
among them plus one brown capped toadstool whose gills might have belonged to an Agaricus 
species but which had a long white shaggy stem (like a Shaggy Inkcap) - on reflection when I 
got home I decided it must have been a Weeping Widow. 

Just before reaching Portsdown Hill Road this narrow path expands into a tarmac driveway 
and in this short section I found my first salmon pink Spindle berries (properly called arils) of 
the autumn. At the main road I made a short diversion towards the bridge over the London 
Road to see the Sickle Medick growing by the slip road down to the London Road. The 
Medick was still in full flower and near it were Kidney Vetch, Blue Fleabane and Dwarf 
Thistle. 

Heading back west I followed the steps up the Candy Pit Trail and so found a big plant of Field 
Scabious still in full flower to add to the much more expected Small Scabious found earlier. 
Back on the hill top grass I came on a single example of the all white Leucoagaricus 
leucothites (White Dapperling) and when back at the carpark west of the Churchillian (the 
one with the height barrier north of the road) I had a final bonus in the shape of Shaggy 
Soldier (a very small example almost hidden by Shepherd’s Purse). 

Mon 9 Oct 

A. Around Havant and Portsdown 

Having run out of birdseed my first job this morning was to visit the local pet shop but as it was 
sunny I took a roundabout route passing the Green Amaranth which survived the cull of the 
Ragweed at Dolphin Court and ended up in St Faith’s churchyard where a small group of 
Red-cracking Boletes could be seen under the Yew tree. As I was leaving I was suddenly 
confronted by a tight patch of light green leaves sparkling with tiny bright blue flowers (a much 
darker blue and smaller flowers than Common Field Speedwell) which could only be Green or 
Grey Field Speedwell, and by the light green of the leaves my guess was that they were the 
Green variety. 

In the past couple of years Grey Field Speedwell has become a frequent pavement weed in 
Havant, and the first impression of that species is of dark green or grey leaves, quite different 
to the light green of these plants, but to make identification of this new find difficult the flower 
appeared to be uniformly dark blue on all petals (Green Field Speedwell is supposed to have 
one it its petals much paler than the others - almost white in some illustrations - and it is the 
Grey species that is supposed to have all petals dark blue). 

The flower and leaf colours are not the only distinguishing features - others are the shape of 
the sepals, the nature of the hairs on them, and the shape of the seed capsules. The sepals 
were right for the Green species (blunt, not pointed) but I will have to wait until the plants have 
some seed capsules before I can be sure that these plants are Green Field Speedwell 

In the afternoon I made a brief visit to Portsdown Hill, partly to check if the Portsdown Hill Road 
was back in business (the bridge over the London Road had been closed for repairs earlier in 
the year) and chose to park between the Churchillian and Fort Widley where you get good 
views both south and north of the hill. A short walk here gave me a good selection of plants to 
add to my October list, among them lots of Dove’s Foot Cranesbill, and reminded me that 
down in the valley to the north Chamomile might still be flowering on the Purbrook Heath 
playing fields.  

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR OCT 2 - 8 (WEEK 40) 



Sun 8 Oct 

A. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

1. Divers:  The first Red-throated appeared on the south coast on Sep 20 and we now have three 
new sightings - two at Portland on Oct 2 and now singles at Milford on sea on Oct 2 and Oct 6. The 
first Black-throated was at Dungeness on Oct 3 and the first Great Northern was off the 
Lymington marshes on Oct 7 

2. Black-necked Grebe:  One seen at Keyhaven on Oct 5, 6 and 7 was probably the bird first seen 
there on Sep 30 

3. Sooty Shearwater:  There have been plenty of these in the Channel recently - on Oct 1 Portland 
logged 48 and Selsey Bill had 41 with a top score of 49 seen from Ventnor.  A single was off Selsey 
on Oct 3 and on Oct 5 Portland had 26 while Dungeness had 2 that day and 2 on Oct 6 when 8 
were off Bexhill 

4. Leach's Storm Petrel:  One was seen from Milford on Oct 6 following the unexpected sighting of 
one at Amberley Wild Brooks on Sep 27 

5. Gannet:  A couple of big counts come from Selsey Bill (545 on Oct 1) and Dungeness (500 on Oct 
6) 

6. Shag:  13 flew east past Selsey Bill in Oct 1 and 8 were seen there on Oct 2, 10 on Oct 3 and 5 on 
Oct 4 

7. Bittern:  First and only autumn record so far was of one seen feeding at Titchfield Haven on Sep 
15 

8. Cattle Egret:  Last sighting of the single bird remaining at Christchurch Harbour seems to have 
been on Sep 30 

9. Little Egret:  Ian Calderwood had a high tide count of 59 in Portsmouth Harbour on Oct 7 - not 
certain if these were in the Frater Lake area or further south on the Gosport shore. 

10. Great White Egret:  The Blashford Lakes bird has been seen there on Oct 1, 2, 5, 6. and 7 
11. Spoonbill:  Late news from Titchfield Haven shows that one was there on Sep 6 but probably flew 

straight on to Christchurch Harbour where one was seen on Sep 6 and 7 but not since 
12. Mute Swan:  The pair which Brian Fellows saw with 9 cygnets in Hayling's Fishery Creek was 

down to 8 cygnets by Sep 17 and by Oct 7 had only 4 cygnets 
13. Canada Goose:  Brian Fellows found a flock of 58 during his WeBS count of south east Hayling on 

Oct 7 (there were 32 there on Sep 9)  Last year there were only 35 here for the Oct WeBS count 
and in 2004 there only 9 there in September and none in October. 

14. Brent Goose:  Last year Brian Fellows had 275 Brent (including juveniles) during his Oct WeBS 
count at south east Hayling - this year he had only 184 and could not see any young.  So far this 
year of the 35 reports of returning Brent which I have picked up only one report mentions juveniles 
(and that was of a single juvenile flying west past Ventnor on Oct 6 - had it lost contact with its 
family?) 

15. Shelduck: My counts of returning adults seen on the Langstone/Warblington shore continue to 
rise with 23 there on Oct 3 and 38 on Oct 4.  On Oct 3 Brian also had 1 adult plus 2 juvs off Nore 
Barn. 

16. Gadwall:  A single male was at Budds pools on Oct 7 
17. Garganey:  What may be the last report of this species for the year was of one at Christchurch 

Harbour on Oct 1 
18. Marbled Duck:  The bird at Christchurch Harbour has not been mentioned since Oct 3 (and the 

one at Rye on Sep 25 has not had another mention since) 
19. Eider:  With September records suddenly appearing on the Titchfield Haven website in the past 

couple of days we can see the build up of the flock off Hill Head.  On Sep 6 there were 4, on Sep 9 
there were 16, then Sep 15 (25), Sep 22 (45), Sep 24 (55), Sep 26 (66) and Sep 30 (81). 



20. Red-breasted Merganser:  The first returning bird(s) were at Ferrybridge (Portland) on Oct 1 
followed by one passing Selsey on Oct 3 and one fishing at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Oct 
6 

21. Honey Buzzard:  The latest sightings have been of one heading out to sea from Titchfield Haven 
on Sep 30 and one over the Severals at Church Norton on Oct 3 

22. Black Kite:  I have only just seen a report of one over the IoW Brading Marshes on Oct 22, 25 and 
29 

23. Marsh Harrier:  A dark juvenile was over Titchfield Haven on Oct 4 (for readers of John 
Goodspeed’s website this was the un-named mystery bird which he reports for that day!) 

24. Hen Harrier:  Christchurch Harbour had its first sghting of this autumn when a ringtail flew over on 
Oct 4 (but elsewhere I have seen nine reports since Aug 10) and on Oct 7 one was over the 
Sussex Downs near Storrington 

25. Sparrowhawk:  Quite a lot of these cross the channel at this time of year and Dungeness has had 
counts of 14 going over on Oct 3 and 17 on Oct 7 (but they don't say which way the traffic is going! 
- at a guess coming here from the continent) 

26. Buzzard:  On Oct 3 Brian Fellows had a good garden record when he saw two over Brook 
Meadow from his home in Bridge Road at Emsworth but not quite the 11 birds seen in one thermal 
over Chanctonbury Ring on Oct 4 

27. Osprey:  Since Oct 1 there have been birds over the Lymington marshes, Newtown Harbour 
(IoW), and Blashford Lakes plus one in Chichester Harbour during the Oct 7 WeBS count seen 
from East Head 

28. Kestrel:  These too are currently showing that they are migrants - on Oct 1 one exhausted bird 
was found at Dungeness with a Finnish ring on its leg, and on Oct 3 an estimated 20 birds were 
over Portland. 

29. Hobby:  Of four sightings since Oct 2 the latest was of one at Portland on Oct 7 
30. Peregrine:  A male flew past me at eye level when I was on Budds Mound on Oct 7 
31. Golden Plover:  The Rye Bay website has a link to an article on the BTO website describing how 

these birds spend their days loafing in large flocks at safe locations and then split up into very 
small groups (sometimes single birds) to feed at night.  The Northney saltings is clearly one of the 
favoured 'safe areas' for the daytime but on recent days with the water covering the saltings from 
mid-morning to mid-afternoon they will be forced to find alternative accommodation though we 
should see the flock back with neap tides leaving the mud available for longer periods during the 
day.  I last saw a flock of at least 87 there in the afternoon of Oct 4, and the flock was then in two 
parts with at least 30 on the Warblington mud flat. 

32. American Golden Plover:  A single vagrant of this species has been at Keyhaven from Oct 4 to 7 
at least 

33. Knot:  As far as I know two Knot which I saw on the Warblington shore on Oct 4 were the first back 
in that area, and 4 birds seen by Brian Fellows on the south east Hayling shore on Sep 9 remain 
the only ones reported in that area this autumn. 

34. Sanderling:  The flock on the Ryde east sands was around 200 in number on Oct 5 and these are 
the only ones being reported currently 

35. Little Stint:  Since the beginning of October there have been reports of these from Portland (2), 
Dungeness (6) and Rye Harbour (3) and more locally one or two are being seen in the Keyhaven 
area up to Oct 7 with one at Titchfield Haven on Oct 4 and one at Church Norton on Oct 1 

36. White-rumped Sandpiper:  A single bird was reported at Dungeness on Oct 7 
37. Ruff: Two were seen in the north of Pagham Harbour on Oct 3 
38. Woodcock:  The first autumn migrant to get a mention anywhere was at Portland on Oct 7 
39. Black-tailed Godwit:  The Oct 7 WeBS count brought a figure of 140 seen from the Gosport shore 

of Portsmouth Harbour 
40. Whimbrel:  One seen at Church Norton on Oct 5 is likely to remain there for the winter. 



41. Spotted Redshank:  Two were in the East Head area of Chichester Harbour for the Oct 7 WeBS 
count 

42. Pomarine Skua:  A 'possible' was seen from Milford on Oct 6 after a positive report of one at 
Portland on Oct 5 

43. Arctic Skua: One of the late reports for September now on the Titchfield Haven website is of 3 
flying down river on Sep 8 (what had they been doing?) but more recently there have been counts 
from Dungeness showing many birds coming down the more conventional route of North Sea and 
English Channel - on Oct 1 the Dungeness count was 88 and on Oct 6 it was 94.  Locally 2 were 
seen from Selsey Bill on Oct 3 and 3 from Milford on Oct 6 

44. Long-tailed Skua:  Dungeness has also has some of these - 4 on Oct 1,  3 on Oct 5 and 7 on Oct 
6 

45. Great Skua:  Portland had 37 on Oct 1 and Dungeness had 24 on Oct 6 but the nearest to us was 
just 2 at Christchurch Harbour on Oct 2 

46. Med Gull:  98 were in Bembridge Harbour on Sep 30 and 60 at the Selsey West Fields on Oct 5 
47. Sabine's Gull:  One was reported flying east off Selsey Bill on Oct 2 
48. Ring-billed Gull:  The Gosport bird was back at the Cockle Pond on Oct 3 (first sighting there 

since Mar 24) and still there on Oct 7 
49. Great Blackback Gull:  A flock of 97 was on the HMS Sultan playing fields in Gosport on Oct 1 
50. Sandwich Tern:  Plenty of these are still passing down channel with 440 at Christchurch on Oct 2 

and 500 at Dungeness on Oct 6 (150 there on Oct 7) 
51. Roseate Tern:  A first winter bird was at Church Norton on Oct 5 
52. Common Tern:  Last substantial count was of 175 off Christchurch on Oct  2 (just one off East 

Head on Oct 7) 
53. Arctic Tern:  Christchurch had 23 on Oct 2 and a single young bird was at Keyhaven on Oct 7 

(with 2 more at Portland that day) 
54. Little Tern:  A couple of late birds were seen from Climping in the Littlehampton area on Oct 2 but 

none reported since 
55. Black Tern:  A few are still being seen daily - 2 at Dungeness on Oct 6 and 1 at Christchurch on 

Oct 7 
56. Razorbill:  Numbers now increasing with 8 off Selsey on Oct 1, 18 off Christchurch on Oct 2 and 

217 off Portland on Oct 5 
57. Wryneck:  On Oct 3 one was still at the Church Norton Severals but a more interesting report for 

that day came from the Birdham area where one sat on a TV aerial for five minutes, then flew to a 
chimney of the same house to make sure it was seen! 

58. Woodlark: These are now moving to coastal sites. On Oct 3 ten flew over the Pett Levels and five 
went over Newtown Harbour (IoW), and on Oct 4 Christchurch Harbour had its first bird of the 
autumn 

59. Skylark:  Many are now coming in from the continent.  On Oct 3 Selsey reported 42 over and I 
could hear them flying over Stansted Forest, and on Oct 7 they were going over Nutbourne and 
provoking the local resident birds into full song. 

60. Sand Martin:  Latest report is of 26 going past Selsey on Oct 3 
61. Swallow:  More than 3000 went south over Dungeness on Oct 1 with 1800 seen from Selsey Bill 

that day.  Since then numbers have decreased but birds are still being seen daily (300 over 
Dungeness on Oct 7) 

62. House Martin:  900 went past Newhaven on Oct 4 and I expect to hear of these for some time to 
come 

63. Rock Pipit:  The first of these was back on the Titchfield shore on Sep 16 but I have not yet heard 
of any on local shores 



64. Yellow Wagtail:  This year's peak autumn count of these birds roosting in the Titchfield Haven 
reeds was just over 60 - last year it was 80, in 2004 it was over 200.  Very few are now being seen 
- 6 at the Haven on Oct 4 and 1 at Christchurch on Oct 7 

65. Dunnock:  Brian Fellows had the first and so far only autumn song from two birds at Brook 
Meadow on Oct 3 

66. Stonechat:  These have now arrived on the coast in good numbers - around 30 on the IoW 
(Luccombe Down) on Sep 26, 22 in the lower Arun valley on Oct 3 when there were 30 at Birling 
Gap on Beachy Head.  Latest report is of 26 on the IoW at West High Down on Oct 7 

67. Ring Ouzel:  One at Christchurch on Oct 3 was the fifth report of the autumn 
68. Redwing:  It seems that the first arrived in Norfolk on Sep 19 and by Sep 22 8 flew over Andover.  

On Oct 1 there were 2 on Dartmoor and on Oct 4 there was a probable in the Waltham Chase area 
69. Yellow-browed Warbler:  Three reports so far - One on the IoW on Sep 25 with another heard 

only at Portland on Sep 26 and now a definite report at Portland on Oct 3 
70. Firecrest:  16 were already at the Brading Marshes (IoW) by Sep 16 and there have been many 

reports since then including 2 on Southampton Common on Oct 4 so I was probably right in 
recording one in Holly trees in Langstone Mill Lane on Oct 7 on the grounds of several times 
hearing the 'zit-zit-zit' call 

71. Tree Sparrow:  A single bird was at Pagham Harbour on Sep 30 and 8 were recorded at 
Dungeness on Oct 7 

72. Chaffinch:  Many have been arriving recently with 150 going over Christchurch on Oct 4 and 
another 127 there on Oct 7.  The first to perch in my garden did so on Oct 8 

73. Brambling: The first report of the autumn was of a single bird among Linnets at the Dungeness 
RSPB reserve on Oct 6 

74. Goldfinch: 300+ were at Pagham on Oct 4 with 320 at Christchurch that day - the first large counts 
of the autumn 

75. Siskin:  These are now being reported daily but the only local count is of 19 seen over Selsey on 
Oct 3 (Christchurch reported 58 on Oct 7) 

76. Linnet:  These are now on the move in force - Oct 2 brought counts of 32 from Selsey, 335 from 
Christchurch and 610 from Dungeness 

77. Lesser Redpoll:  Only three reports so far - 2 in the Hastings area on Oct 3, 5 at Christchurch on 
Oct 4 and another single there on Oct 7 

78. Lapland Bunting:  One was at Keyhaven on Oct 4 (first autumn report was from Portland on Sep 
11) 

79. Snow Bunting:  First report anywhere was of one on Culver Down (IoW) on Oct 7 (just one person 
saw it) 

PLANTS 
1. Narrow-leaved Pepperwort:  Still flowering by the Langstone roundabout on Oct 7 with lots of 

Lesser Sea-Spurrey flowering nearby 
2. Annual Pearlwort:  One plant with 'flowers' on the Mill Lane wall of the West Mill (among the 

ferns) on Oct 7 
3. Common Calamint:  A couple of small plants looking fresh and still flowering were recently found 

under the Slipper Road Strawberry Tree (hiding below a bush of Wilson's Honeysuckle) in 
Emsworth by Dr Gavin Millar of the Slipper Mill Preservation Society (?) and their identity was 
confirmed by Brian Fellows on Oct 6 and myself on Oct 7 - a most exciting and surprising find, 

4. Flowering species total for October:  My flowering plant list for October already has 106 species 
on it 

INSECTS 
1. Dragonflies 
• Southern Hawker:  A pair were still to be seen mating on the IoW on Oct 3 



• Migrant Hawker:  I had one over the South Moors on Oct 7 

• Common Darter: On Oct 7 I saw at least a dozen on the path between Nutbourne Farm Lane and 
the shore - one pair among them was mating 

2. Butterflies 
• Clouded Yellow:  Still being seen daily - on Oct 7 I had four on the South Moors and 14 were seen 

in Hastings Country Park 

• Common Blue: One was still to be seen at Shoreham on Oct 3 

• Chalkhill Blue:  One tatty specimen was still flying at Beachy Head on Oct 3 

• Holly Blue:  A third brood fresh specimen was at Shoreham on Oct 3 

• White Admiral:  One was at Wakehurst Place in Sussex as late as Oct 3 

• Red Admiral:  14 reports of these since Oct 2 including 8 flying south over the Hogs Back in 
Surrey on Oct 5 and many flying out to sea at Newhaven on Oct 7 (with 20 pausing to feed on 
rotten apples in the Laughton area near Eastbourne that day) 

• Painted Lady:  Singles seen on Oct 3 at Shoreham and on Oct 4 near Eastbourne 

• Comma: These are more normal at this time and reports include one at Brook Meadow on Oct 6 

• Meadow Brown:  Late records include 18 in the Shoreham area on Oct 3 and one on the IoW on 
Oct 4 

3. Moths  
• Beautiful Carpet: First of year in Friston Forest near Eastbourne on Sep 23 

• Black Rustic:  First at T-Haven on Sep 23 

• Lunar Underwing: First at T-Haven on Sep 23 

• Pink-barred Sallow:  First at T-Haven on Sep 11 

• Large Wainscot:  First at T-Haven on Sep 11 

• Dewick's Plusia:  One at Rye Harbour on Oct 3 was only the second ever record for the reserve 
4. Other Insects 
♦ Hornet:  Several around in Stansted Forest on Oct 3 

OTHER 
1. Fungi: New finds for the season have been ... 
• Fly Agaric - fist seen by Jim Berry at Stansted on Oct 4 and then found by John Goodspeed in 

Shutts Copse (nr West Meon) on Oct 7 
• Amanita echinocephala - found by John Goodspeed in Shutts Copse on Oct 7.  Rosemary Webb 

used to find this in Head Down and unofficially called it the Hedgehog Amanita when it was listed in 
Phillips as a separate species from Amainita solitaria but the new name for this is Solitary 
Amanita and A. solitaria has disappeared from the new list. 

• Rooting Shank - I found several in Stansted west on Oct 3 
• Amethyst Deceiver - first of the season found by John Goodspeed in Shutts Copse on Oct 7 
• Buttercap - found in Stansted west by myself on Oct 3 and Jim Berry on Oct 4 
• Snowy Waxcap - found by Jim Berry in Stansted west on Oct 4 
• False Chanterelle - just one found by me on Oct 3 in Stansted under larches 
• Stinking Brittlegill - the new name for the yellow Russula foetens - first found on Sep 30 by Jim 

Berry on north Hayling 
• Rosy Stubblegill (Volvariella speciosa) - I had seen a probable example of thiis in Havant 

Thicket on Sep 4 but Brian Fellows had a definite specimen (with photo to prove it) at Tournerbury 
Farm, South Hayling, on Oct 7 

• Spectacular Rustgill - this is the new name for Gymnopilus junonius (which has in fhe past also 
been called G. spectabilis) and an example was found by John Goodspeed on Sep 30 by a 
Texaco Garage (knowing that John was walking round Langstone Harbour on that day I guess he 



is referring to the one at the Hayling end of Langstone Bridge - maybe the fungus was on one of 
the pine tree stumps which used to host the strangely named Phaeolus schweintizii) 

• Yellow Fieldcap (Bolbitius vitellinus) - one on the South Moors on a cowpat found by me on Oct 
7 

• Sulphur Tuft - this had been reported from Hastings on Sep 25 but the first local find was by Jim 
Berry in Stansted on Oct 4 

• Scaly Wood Mushroom (Agaricus langei) - this is my tentative name for a troop of 'chestnut 
capped mushrooms' which I found in the Broad Avenue at Stansted on Oct 3 

• Poplar Fieldcap (Agrocybe cylindracea) - this is a well known species on willows at Brook 
Meadow and I have seen it on oak in Pook Lane at Warblington but I was surprised to find a tuft of 
small examples on Elder at Farm Lane in Nutbourne on Oct 7 

• Magpie Fungus - I found a couple of decaying examples at Stansted on Oct 3 
• Pleated Inkcap - this is the new name for Coprinus plicatilis (which we used to call the Japanese 

Umbrella before such racism was banned!) - Jim Berry found it in Stansted on Oct 4 
• Bay Bolete (Boletus badius) - Jim Berry confirms this name for the bolete found on Sep 30 by the 

Havant Wildlife Group on North Hayling.  I have since found it in Havant and at Warblington beside 
the A259 Havant Road 

• Red-cracked Bolete (B. chrysenteron) - found in Stansted by Jim Berry on Oct 4 
• Collared Earthstar (Geastrum triplex) - found by John Goodspeed in Shutts Copse on Oct 7 
• Upright Coral (Ramaria stricta) - found by John Goodspeed in Shutts Copse on Oct 7 
Sat 7 Oct 

A. Emsworth, Nutbourne and Langstone 
This morning I returned to Slipper Road at Emsworth and this time found the Common Calamint 
plants under the Strawberry Tree.  There were just two small but healthy and still flowering plants 
which I probably missed yesterday as they were hiding under a bush of Wilson’s Honeysuckle. 
To get to Slipper Road I parked at the southern end of Lumley Road just before the time of high 
tide (today was I think the highest tide of the year at 5.1 metres), and when I returned to my car 
only 15 minutes later the tide was already overflowing into Lumley Road from Peter Pond and I 
would have got my feet very wet if I had walked round to the driver’s side to get in - luckily the 
pavement was still dry and I could get in through the passenger door and drive away without 
further worries. 
I drove to Farm Lane at Nutbourne and walked down to the seawall around Nutbourne Bay - here 
the tide was coming up the seawall in places but nowhere near overtopping it.  One Wheatear was 
on the wall and two Golden Plovers flew over going west but the most interesting birds were the 
Skylarks - quite a few could be heard flying over north at a height that hide them from me, but I 
could regularly hear their ‘chirruping’ which was provoking at least two of the local resident 
Skylarks into full song, rising up from the arable fields in which the new corn was already well over 
10 cm high! 
Coming back along the path to Farm Lane we must have disturbed more than a dozen Common 
Darters, two of them flying in tandem, still mating.  We also saw at least one Red Admiral but I was 
more interested in a tuft of three or found small fungi growing from the base of an old Elder bush - 
not Jew’s Ear but small specimens of Agrocybe cyindracea. 
After lunch I took a longer walk from Havant to Budd’s Farm and back during which I found 69 
flowering plants which included Lesser Sea Spurrey and Narrow-leaved Pepperwort (both on the 
roadside at the Langstone roundabout) with Rock Samphire on the seawall. 
Birds included a male Peregrine seen flying past the top of Budds Mound at eye level, and a male 
Gadwall on Budd pools, but the best bird was heard only - the sharp ‘zit-zit-zit’ of a Firecrest in 
hollies close to the Mill Lane/Harbourside junction in Langstone. 
Walking down the Langbrook stream path I saw three separate Red Admirals but going along the 
new path (from the South Moors to Southmoor Lane) south of the council dustcarts I saw at least 
three Clouded Yellows, two of them vigourously chasing each other.  Near them a single Migrant 
Hawker dragonfly flew over.  Several Wasps were still on the wing, no doubt enjoying the 
Blackberries which are still large, fresh and very sweet despite this being October. 



Fri 6 Oct 

A. Emsworth Slipper Mill area and Brook Meadow 
When the heavy rain (but not the gale) gave way to a little sunshine in the afternoon I went to 
Slipper Road in Emsworth in the hopes of seeing Calamint plants which had been discovered 
growing there, close to the Strawberry tree, by Dr Gavin Millar.  Sadly I failed to spot them (but did 
find them on Saturday - see above) so I continued with a general walkabout which eventually took 
my up Lumley Road to the cottages on the south side of the railway where the beautiful blue 
flowers of Skullcap could still be seen on the walls of the channel which carries the mill stream past 
the front doors of these cottages. 
On my way there I found the Cockspur Grass growing in the Palmer’s Road copse and the many 
plants of Common Comfrey in Brook Meadow - taking a good look at those with almost pure white 
flowers to see that the plants had the strong wings running down the leaf and main stems to 
distinguish them from genuine White Comfrey (all the flowers also had at least a greenish tinge 
near the tips of the petals) 

Wed 4 Oct 

A. Langstone-Northney shore 
Yesterday afternoon at low tide I had a look at the shore between Langstone and Northney using 
my bins only and could see there was a flock of Golden Plover on the Northney marina saltings 
(where Brian Fellows had seen 100 on Sep 30), with a mass of other waders in the area, but could 
not see well enough to be sure what was there, so today I took my scope to the Langstone sailing 
club slipway at the north end of Langstone bridge and had a closer look at the scene. 
What I had counted yesterday as around 30 Golden Plover became 57 and there were at least 
another 30 on the mud off Warblington church.  These seem to be the first substantial flock back in 
Hampshire, and to have arrived earlier than usual - last year they were not seen here until Oct 11 
and in 2004 the first date for which I have a record was Dec 5.  This pattern of earlier arrival in 
recent years was echoed by Barry Yates at Rye Harbour when a flock of 87 turned up there as 
early as Aug 4 this year (and he had 122 by Aug 8 with the ‘resident flock’ increasing to over 200 by 
Sep 30 when Brian Fellows first saw these Hampshire birds) - Barry commented that prior to 2003 
they were lucky to have one Golden Plover back at Rye in August, but by 2005 the August peak 
count had got up to 380. 
Elsewhere on the mud there were many Bar-tailed Godwits (200+) and probably over 100 
Black-tails with at least 100 Redshank and a similar number of Grey Plover and Oystercatcher but 
only 16 Lapwing.  Also prominent were the adult Shelduck which now numbered 38 ( all on the 
Warblington church shore with none in the Nore Barn area).  Among these large numbers my 
scope enabled me to pick out my first single Ringed Plover on this shore and my first two Knot, 
while Greenshank seemed to be present in a number of areas (perhaps half a dozen birds).  
Oddities were the lone Brent which I had seen off the Royal Oak last week and a single Sandwich 
Tern which had been fishing here yesterday. 
I did not count the Egrets on the shore (less than 10) but earlier in the day when driving back from 
Hayling at high tide I had seen 20 to 30 of them in the ‘Southmere’ field north of Mill Lane on the 
west side of the main road through Langstone (which reminds me that yesterday evening a lone 
Egret was back in the pony fields north of Wade Court for the first time this winter) 
Today I cycled along the shore to Nore Barn and came home via the footpath leading up to 
Selangor Avenue but added only two items of any interest - a single Greenshank in outflow of the 
Warblington Farm east stream along the south of Nore Barn, and a lovely display of Bay Boletes in 
the grass on the south side of Havant Road just west of Selangor Avenue (one young specimen 
was a brightly coloured as ‘Plums and Custard’ which I have yet to find).  Also in this grass was the 
cap of one of the Parasol mushrooms that normally appear here. 

Tue 3 Oct 
A. Stansted Forest west 

A delightful sunny and windless autumn morning drew me to Stansted to see if any Siskin or 
Crossbill might be back in the Larches or on the Douglas Firs respectively - neither were found but 
I was well pleased with the flowers and fungi that I did see. 



I parked in Glen Dale and came in over the wall, half expecting to see some sign of water in the 
bed of the Lavant stream (no hint of water yet!) but instead found a line of freshly opening Parasol 
mushrooms across the streamside meadow and the remains of a couple of Magpie toadstools and 
a yellow Russula species under the trees as I climbed the slope to the west end of the main 
avenue. 
As well as chattering Nuthatch, chicking Great Spotted Woodpecker and singing Coal Tit there 
was a new sound in the sky above the trees as the first migrant Skylarks of the autumn moved over 
with a few Chaffinches.  Moving up the Broad Avenue I heard Green Woodpecker in the distance 
and Chiffchaff in the nearby young birches with Long-tailed Tits and Goldfinch in the larches and 
Wrens and Robins in the undergrowth but nothing more exciting until I reached the top of the hill 
where the Rough Avenue runs at right angles and here I heard the mewing of an unseen Buzzard.  
Also in this area, at the extreme north west end of the Rough Avenue where a number of small 
birds were flitting around a mixture of small trees including berried Elder I heard prolonged 
subsong which I guess came from a Blackcap. 
In this same area I enjoyed close views of a pristine Red Admiral sunbathing - the only butterfly 
seen other than one Small White.  There was no similar shortage of Hornets which were hunting all 
over the place and I did see one Common Darter. 
While climbing the slope of the Broad Avenue I noticed several ‘Chestnut capped Mushrooms’ 
which I cannot name - suggestions from various books are Agaricus porpyrocephalus (only 
Phillips has this), A. langei (though they would have been at the short end of both cap width and 
stem height, and certainly not growing in tufts though they could be said to be ‘trooping’), and A. 
lanipes (in Stefan Buczacki only - right general size, colour and habitat but I saw no bulbous base 
to the stem nor volva like covering to the lower part of the stem).  There were also remains of a few 
Parasols here and by nearby paths through the trees I found Buttercap under broadleaved and 
False Chanterelle under Larch..  Elsewhere I came on several Rooting Shank and one troop of 
small pure white fungi which I did not check out but think they might have been Mycena galopus 
var Candida (Jordan) 
At the very end of my visit, just after admiring the new young cones on the Deodar outside the 
cottages at the Rowlands Castle end of the ornamental drive, I disturbed two small deer in the 
trees just inside the wall of the estate alongside Woodberry Lane just before it reaches the viaduct 
arches - almost certainly young Roe but could they have been Muntjac? 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 25 - OCT 1 (WEEK 39) 

Sun 1 Oct 

B. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

80. Red-necked Grebe:  One flew west past Selsey on Sep 30 
81. Black-necked Grebe:  One was at Keyhaven on Sep 30 
82. Sooty Shearwater:  At Selsey one went east on Sep 29 and one went west on Sep 30 - maybe the 

same bird but there are a lot in the Channel with a peak count of around 30 at Dungeness on Sep 
22 

83. Manx Shearwater:  On the night of Sep 23 one landed by a moth light under dense tree cover at 
Godshill overlooking Fordingbridge.  The light was turned off and after sitting there for 45 minutes 
the bird took off. It had probably been disoriented by hurricane Gordon in the Atlantic - another was 
found dead at Locks Heath on Sep 20 

84. Leach's Petrel:  Peter Hughes (warden of Pulborough Brooks) was surprised to see what he is 
pretty sure was one of these flying south over Amberley Wild Brooks on Sep 27 

85. Little Egret:  On Sep 24, only five days after I counted 228 Egrets roosting at Langstone, Martin 
Hampton counted 81 in the new roost in trees immediately south of Marina Farm on Thorney - 
maybe there are as many as 300 in our area (more if others use the Thorney churchyard trees, 
Tournerbury wood and Horsea Island) 

86. Great White Egret:  One was back at Ivy Lake, Ringwood, on Sep 29 



87. Brent Goose:  Recent sightings have been of 116 in Chichester Harbour, seen from Black Point, 
on Sep 24, 20 in Portsmouth Harbour and 120+ in the south east of Langstone Harbour on Sep 26, 
50 seen from the Kench on Sep 27, and around 100 in the south east of Langstone Harbour on 
Sep 30.  These are all probably different groups of birds passing through.  Not on the move other 
than very locally was a single bird seen 100 yards off the Royal Oak at Langstone on Sep 27 

88. Shelduck:  It seems that adults started to return from moult on Sep 24 when 10 were on the 
Warblington shore followed by 15 adults south of Nore Barn on Sep 25 and at least 4 on the 
Langstone-Warblington shore on Sep 30 

89. Teal:  Although some were on the Langstone village shore on Sep 3 a group of six on Langstone 
Mill Pond on Sep 25 were the first I had seen on the pond. 

90. Eider:  A count of 66 off Hill Head on Sep 26 was the first count of more than one or two in the east 
Solent since April.  Up to 50 have been seen in the west Solent during the summer. 

91. Ruddy Duck:  The single male was again seen on Budds Farm pools on both Sep 22 and 23 (it 
may well have been lurking there right through the spring and summer - though there have been 
only 8 reported sightings they have occurred in every month from April to September). 

92. Honey Buzzard:  Sep 24 brought one over Sandy Point heading for Selsey 
93. Red Kite:  The only recent reported sighting was of one over Sowley Pond near Lymington on Sep 

24 
94. Pallid Harrier:  A sighting of a juvenile in Norfolk was just one of a tremendous list of rare birds 

seen in Britain on or around Sep 24 - the list is detailed in a Hoslist email from Lee Evans on Sep 
26 

95. Osprey:  Two were still in the Thorney Channel on Sep 28 and one was over the Lymington 
marshes on Sep 30 

96. Red-legged Partridge:  On Sep 26 I saw two adults and three young in a family group on the 
Hayling West Lane fields, and a dead bird seen by the Havant Wildlife Group on the shore of 
Pagham Harbour on Sep 23 seems likely to have been a Red-legged Partridge with its plumage 
darkened by immersion in harbour mud. 

97. Golden Plover:  A flock of more than 100 were on the Northney saltings on Sep 30, seen by the 
Havant Wildlife Group.  Brian Fellows describes this as the 'regular flock' in this area but as far as 
I know this is the first report of any Golden Plover at this site since Feb 7.  I hope a flock there will 
become a regular sight from now on through the winter, but the current sighting deserves 
recognition as the 'first' of the season. 

98. Curlew Sandpiper:  A group of ten juveniles were claimed to have been seen at the Thorney 
Great Deeps east roost area on Sep 24 

99. Black-tailed Godwit:  I expect to hear of these at inland sites on migration but there have now 
been ten reports spanning the period Aug 4 to Sep 23 from the sand pit lakes east of Chichester 
where numbers seem to have been increasing from around 10 in August to 35 on Sep 11 and 32 
on Sep 23.  I wonder if they will stay there through the winter? 

100. Bar-tailed Godwit:  The Langstone/Northey shore remains the only local site at which you can 
expect to see a large flock of Bar-tails.  The first report for this autumn was of 70 seen there on Aug 
12.  By Sep 14 150 were present with 130 there on Sep 16 and at least 50 on Sep 30.  No other 
sites along the south coast have reported more than 9 at a time. 

101. Whimbrel:  I heard one piping on the Warblington shore on Sep 25 - that could well be a bird 
that is going to stay for the winter. 

102. Redshank:  There seems to have been a notable increase in numbers during the past week 
with counts of more than 100 along any local shores that I have visited. 

103. Med Gull:  Following the report of 82 seen in Bembridge Harbour on Sep 19 there is now a 
count of around 100 over the Selsey West Fields on Sep 26 

104. Little Tern:  At least one was in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Sep 28 



105. Black Tern:  These are still being seen daily but the only local sightings have been of one at 
Sandy Point on Sep 23, three inside Chichester Harbour on Sep 28 and one off Hill Head on Sep 
30 

106. Collared Dove:  The expected daily count of two or three in my garden recently shot up to 12 
birds on Sep 29 

107. Turtle Dove:  Two were seen at Sandy Point on Sep 23 
108. Tawny Owl:  One heard calling at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 25 my presage local birds 

becoming vocal as they establish winter/spring breeding territories in the near future 
109. Kingfisher:  One was again present on the Brockhampton stream on Sep 29 
110. Wryneck:  As well as reports of these birds at five other more distant sites there was said to be 

one in a Southampton garden on Sep 28 and another at the Church Norton Severals on Sep 30 
111. Woodlark:   One was in full song near Cheriton Wood on Sep 24 
112. Swallow: Large numbers are now on the move and it could be worth checking the Thorney 

Island, Farlington or Titchfield reedbeds at dusk - on the evening of Sep 26 an estimated 10,000 
birds went to roost in reeds at the Pannel Valley east of Rye. 

113. Meadow Pipit:  These too are moving by day in large numbers - on Sep 26 there was a count 
of over 2000 from the Selsey West Fields 

114. Grey Wagtail:  Winter birds have now arrived in the Havant area - one was over my garden on 
Sep 29 and on that same day I saw one (possibly two) along the Langbrook stream.  On Oct 1 one 
could be heard over the shops in central Havant. 

115. Stonechat:  Numbers are now building up at coastal sites. On Sep 26 there were 10 at Selsey 
West Fields and on Sep 30 the count at the Lymington Marshes was at least 16 

116. Song Thrush:  Continental birds are now moving into southern England though the only 
definite report of them that I have seen comes from Steve Keen at Sway where on Sep 28 he talks 
of several newly arrived in that area. 

117. Cetti's Warbler:  More or these are re-gaining their voices.  On Sep 25 Brian Fellows heard 
one from Thorney Main Road and on Sep 26 another was singing in the Selsey West Fields 

118. Dartford Warbler: The absence of reports this summer does suggest that rumours of a crash 
in the population are true so it is good to see that a couple of juveniles were moving west through 
Sandy Point reserve on Sep 24 

119. Garden Warbler:  One seen by John Goodspeed near the east sea wall of the Thornham 
Marshes on Sep 25 was a good sighting. 

120. Yellow-browed Warbler: It may be worth keeping an ear open for the sharp 'dog whistle' of 
this bird as I see that there are quite a few in Britain and one was at Portland on Sep 26 

121. Willow Warbler:  The first report of autumn song comes from Christchurch Harbour on Sep 28 
- maybe I will hear one singing as it moves down the Billy Trail behind my house in the next few 
days? 

122. Pied Flycatcher:  George Spraggs seems to have had one in the Northney area on Sep 25 
123. Red-backed Shrike:  The last date for the Thornham Marshes bird seems to have been Sep 

23.  On Sep 30 others were at Beachy Head and Brighton respectively 
124. Carrion Crow:  The number which come to feed on the harbour shore seems to grow each 

year and on Sep 25 I had an estimated 140 Crows on the Warblington shore - that is my highest 
ever count there to date. 

125. Greenfinch:  Large flocks are an expected sight on the seawalls in autumn but it is only now 
that Greenfinch are starting to appear in any numbers with 39 in the Brownwich area on Sep 24 
and 60+ at Gilkicker on Sep 26 

126. Linnet:  These too have recently started to appear in flocks.  230 were in the Brownwich area 
on Sep 24 and 200 were in the Selsey West Fields on Sep 26 with 100 on the Lymington marshes 
on Sep 30 



127. Yellowhammer:  These remain in desperately low numbers - since the start of August there 
have only been 10 reports of the species and the highest number seen has been just 4. 

128. Ortolan Bunting:  One at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 22. 
PLANTS 

5. Common Gorse:  I saw the first flowers of the new season back on Sep 17 but have seen no more 
until I found a few beside the Hayling Coastal Path on Sep 26 

6. Lucerne:  A little of this was flowering on the Hayling Saltmarsh Lane area seawall on Sep 26 
7. Ragweed:  The mystery plant found outside the Dolphin Court Mencap hostel in central Havant on 

Sep 21 and photographed by Brian Fellows on Sep 22 has now been identified by Eric Clement as 
Ambrosia artemisiifolia which is new to the SU 70 10km square but not a first for Hampshire.  
The plant had been weeded out of the Pyracantha beds around the building before Sep 29. 

INSECTS 
5. Dragonflies 
• Emperor:  Both male and female were still flying in the Alice Holt area east of Alton on Sep 24 

• Golden-ringed:  One of these was still flying near Hastings on Sep 25 
6. Butterflies 
• Clouded Yellow:   Many were seen everywhere on the weekend of Sep 23,24 and Brian Fellows 

had one at Northney on Sep 30 after I had had one at the South Moors on Sep 29.  On Sep 26 a 
total of 21 were seen on Thorney Island where they are not known to have a residential colony 
unlike the cliffs in the Boscombe area of Bournemouth where 36 were counted on Sep 26 

• White Admiral:  The saga of the second brood continues with sightings at Friston Forest (Beachy 
Head) on Sep 23, at the Straits Inclosure (east of Alton) on Sep 24 (3 insects seen), Basingstoke 
hospital carpark on Sep 26, and in a Crawley town garden on Sep 27 

• Peacock:  On Sep 26 Mike Skleton in Bournemouth reports an unusually high number currently on 
the wing after Portland had found a couple in their moth traps on Sep 24 (could they be migrants 
from the continent?) 

• Meadow Brown:  22 were still flying at Stockbridge Down on Sep 26, and more than 31 were seen 
in the Shoreham area downland that day 

7. Moths 
• July Highflyer:  One taken at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 23 was well out of season 

• Sharp-angled Carpet:  Also taken at Pulborough on Sep 23 this was the first to be reported this 
year but also well out of season 

• Convolvulus Hawkmoth:  These are still being taken daily with a count of 9 in the Portland traps 
on Sep 25 

• Hummingbird Hawkmoth:  These are also still being reported regularly - one was in the centre of 
Emsworth on Sep 23 

• Striped Hawkmoth:  The first report since Sep 14 comes from the Pannel Valley on Sep 24 

• Dingy Footman: One taken at Pulborough Brooks on Sep 23 was out of season 

• Autumnal Rustic:  First of the year were taken at Rye Harbour on Sep 25 

• Deep-brown Dart:  First for the year taken at Portland on Sep 26 

• Brindled Green:  The first of year had been at Pulborough on Sep 16 but one at Portland on Sep 
29 was the first ever for the island. 

• The Sallow:  First of year at Rye Harbour on Sep 25 

• Dusky-lemon Sallow: First of year at Portland on Sep 23 

• Caterpillars:  On Sep 25 a Convolvulus Hawk caterpillar was brought into Rye Harbour after 
being found on the road outside the reserve and on Sep 25 Steve Keen at Sway, pursuing his 



business as a gardener, stopped his mower just in time to saw three Hummingbird Hawk 
caterpillars on Ladies Bedstraw. 

8. Other Insects 
• Hornet:  On Sep 27 one flew past me on the Langstone seawall. 

OTHER 
1. Adder:  one was still to be seen on the Sussex Downs basking in the sun on Sep 22 
2. Comb Jelly:  The Havant Wildlife Group seems to have discovered a new group of animals for our 

area when they were at the Oysterbeds on Sep 30.  Brian Fellows website describes how they 
came across a pile of jellyfish-like creatures seemingly dumped there (by whom? and why?) which 
Brian thinks were a Comb Jelly species which differs from a jellyfish in various ways. 
Jellyfish belong to the Phylum Cnidaria which includes Sea Anemones, and baby Jellyfish start 
their life as Sea Anemone-like polyps which are attached to a solid substrate - only later in life do 
they enter the 'Medusa' stage of free swimming creatures dangling tentacles that have stinging 
cells with which to capture prey.   
Comb Jellies are in the Phylum Cteniphora and are free swimming from birth - they do not 
change form, only size, as they grow up and they have up to eight sets of 'combs' running for top 
to bottom of their bodies, propelling themselves by flexing the 'teeth' of these combs (where a 
jellyfish flexes the whole head of its body).  Comb Jelly species vary in their tentacles - some have 
none, some like the Sea Gooseberry have long tentacles with which to lassoo prey - none of the 
species have stinging tentacles. 
Brian suggests that the species which he found was called Beroe cucumis and this seems to be 
the only one which has no tentacles at all and can grow to 12.5 cm long but my Country Life Guide 
to the Seashore and Shallow Waters of Britain and Europe says that it is found in the Atlantic and 
North Sea (but does not mention the English Channel) whereas Bolinopsis infundibulum is 
found in the Channel, sometimes in shoals, and can be up to 15cm long as well as having small 
branched tentacles (but these might not be noticeable as it seems that the tentacles of all of these 
species are normally withdrawn into the body and only extended when there is something to be 
caught). 
Maybe the group at the Oysterbeds was a shoal which had been washed up together, though I 
suppose they may have been caught by a trawler, dumped overboard, and then washed up as a 
dead mass.  Whatever their origin thanks to the group for opening a new window on wildlife for me! 
While on the subject of jellyfish-like creatures there is yet another main group which are 
represented by the Portugese Main of War - these are really fascinating and are not single 
creatures but a large collection of individuals which have come together for mutual benefit and 
which change shape and function (as stem cells as supposed to do) to meet the needs of the 
creature.  A few turn into the huge 'sail' by which the creature is propelled along the surface of the 
water, while others adapt to form the complex 'killing and eating' machine. 

3. Fungi:  The fungus season is now starting in earnest and I have reports of 13 different species for 
the past week. 
Locally Parasol Mushrooms were seen in west Hayling Fields, Field Mushrooms on the South 
Moors and a Giant Puffball was found at Stansted.  Behind Langstone Mill some Oyster 
Mushrooms (well past their sell by date) were seen on a tree stump and across the water at 
Northney Brian Fellows found a boletus which he suggests was a Red-Cracked Boletus (B. 
chrysenteron) but I am not sure if it had the tell-tale cracked surface to its cap revealing the red 
colour under the skin and I wonder if it was the common Bay Boletus (B. badius) which I think I 
found lining Wade Court Road (north end) 
Not in our area the first Orange Peel Fungus was seen near Hastings while back in the 
Bedhampton - South Moors area I found both Field and Horse Mushrooms, Honey Fungus and 
two pure white species - one which was a regular sight at IBM North Harbour and used to be called 
Lepiota leucothites but now has to be named Leucoagaricus leucothites.  The other find can 
only be named tentatively as a White Knight (Tricholoma album) which is uncommon and this 
would be a first find of it for me. Also seen at Hastings was Sulphur Tuft (almost certainly to be 
found locally now) and this reminds me that I never mentioned a recent past find by Brian Fellows 



of Sulphur Polypore on what may have been the Oak at Warblington in which the Little Owls 
nested.  Another find this week was of Fairy Ring Champignons. 

Fri 29 Sep 

B. Around Bedhampton 
I spent this morning walking from Havant to Bedhampton Mill before crossing the A27 footbridge 
and coming home via the Brockhampton stream, Budds Farm, and the Langbrook stream, finding 
96 flowering plant species and a few fungi en route. 
Before starting out I had 12 Collared Doves in the garden (previous recent maxmum has been 4) 
and had a single Grey Wagtail low over the garden (first for this winter). 
One reason for heading towards Bedhampton was to check on the Ambrosia bush which I was 
expecting to disappear at some time when the gardeners who had planted the Pyracantha bushes 
around the Dolphin Court Mencap hostel came back and found ‘weeds’ filling their flower beds, 
and this morning I found that they had been and had cleared the beds (though some Green 
Amaranth and Cockspur grass which were not in the beds had survived). 
Along Solent Road the Marsh Woundwort and Black Mustard were still flourishing under the 
temporary fencing separating the pavement from the building site - when the construction is 
complete they will probably have vanished - and further along the same road I found that half the 
grass field south of the Water Company HQ has disappeared under a new housing development.  
To conntinue this cheerful tale when I got to Jeram’s Farm I found that too has been demolished 
though the old wall alongside Ranelagh Road is still standing and providing a home for Maidenhair 
Spleenwort (but probably not for much longer). 
In the Bedhampton Spings site what I took to be two fresh Horse Mushrooms had appeared just 
inside the fence, and when I came alongside Bedhampton Mill Pool there was some fresh Honey 
Fungus as well as the last flowers on Vervain and a slightly surprising fresh growth of Burnet 
Saxifrage. 
Below the A27 a single Comma was the first butterfly of the morning and on the Harts Farm Way 
roadside I found a couple of very white fungi which I recognised as Lepiota leucothites (Roger 
Phillips) but which we must now call Leucoagaricus leucothites or White Dapperling.  Heading 
down the Brockhampton stream I saw the expected Kingfisher and the first of several Small 
Whites.  From the shore I counted 24 Swans, around 100 Redshank and 40 Oystercatchers but 
little else other than gulls and four Cormorants (I did wonder if a small Cormorant with its wings 
spread was in fact a Shag but it did not have the steep brow at the base of its bill - only the 
low-brow head of a Cormorant). 
There was very little to see on the Budds pools before I took the path to the South Moors and found 
another species of all white toadstool growing from the wood chipping mulch around the planted 
shrubs alongside the path.  This had a conical cap 5cm across by 3 high and a straight stem 7cm 
tall by 1 wide with everything pure white.  I thought it would be easy to identify when I got home but 
the best I can come up with is White Knight (Tricholoma album) but I am not entirely happy as the 
cap of that is given as convex, not conical, and the gills should be emarginate whereas I thought 
my specimen had ‘free’ or ‘remote’ gills with a gap between them and the top of the stem. 
On the South Moors grass were more fungi - I collected a few fresh Field Mushrooms - but did not 
attempt to name several smaller fungi here.  Back in Havant I added Fairy Ring Champignon to the 
list. 
Going back to the Moors I had a single fly-by Clouded Yellow and by the Langbrook stream saw 
Red Admiral and Speckled Wood.  Also along the stream I watched what may have been two 
different Grey Wagtails at widely separate places, though it could have been one bird moving 
upstream to find the best area to spend the winter. 

Tue 26 Sep 
B. West Hayling 

This afternoon I cycled down the Hayling Coastal Path just before the high tide started to drop and 
thus got a good view of my first Brent Geese before they were obscured by mud and spartina.  I 
estimated the flock, strung out along the line of the Sinah Lake channel near what I call the 
‘mid-way saltings’ numbered at least 120 birds, maybe 150. 



I continued south to the Saltmarsh Lane area where some Lucerne was still flowering on the 
seawall but could see no more significant birds on the harbour.  Coming back up the old Billy Line 
I had a great view of the local family of Red-leg Partridges (two adults and just three youngsters) 
running over the newly ploughed field between the track and West Lane, and in the hedge 
separating the fields from the track saw the beginnings of Gorse flowering (I had seen the very first 
flowers of the season at Broadmarsh on Sep 17 but none since). 
A circuit of the Oysterbeds on my way home gave me nothing more than a couple of Cormorant in 
the lagoon and fair numbers of Oystercatcher and Grey Plover on the outer bund walls.   The only 
other noteworthy item on this trip was the sight of a line of large, fully grown, Parasol mushrooms in 
the ‘Aston Villa’ fields. 

Mon 25 Sep 

A. Warblington shore 
Bright evening sunshine on the newly exposed green algae along the Warblington shore made a 
colourful sight as I cycled from Langstone to Nore Barn but there were also plenty of birds to look 
at. 
At Langstone Mill Pond there was a definite increase in the number of Teal and a newly arrived 
Grey Wagtail called as it flew over.  The tideline had an unusually high number of Redshank (well 
over 100) but little else until I reached the area south of Warblington church where I found three 
juvenile Shelduck and a great mass of Crows feeding on the newly exposed shore - they were 
flying around between the shore and the Warblington fields so I could not get an accurate count 
but I estimated 140 birds which would, I think, be the highest count for this bit of shoreline. 
While watching the Crows I could hear two or three Chiffchaff in the Tamarisks and, more 
surprisingly, the ‘tittering’ call of a Whimbrel out on the shore.  Reaching the corner of the shore 
where Nore Barn wood comes into sight I found 15 adult Shelduck and another juvenile, 
confirming the return of these birds of which I had seen ten on the Langstone shore yesterday. 
Just before leaving the shore to go inland through Nore Barn I added a Greenshank to my list, 
feeding in a regular spot for these birds in the channel running out from the eastern Warblington 
stream 

 
 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 18 - 24 (WEEK 38) 
Sun 24 Sep 

C. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

129. Red-throated Diver:  One seen off Christchurch Harbour on Sep 20 was the first diver of any 
species reported on the south coast this autumn 

130. Red-necked Grebe:  First to be reported on the south coast this autumn was one at the 
Dungeness RSPB reserve on Sep 17 but that was quickly followed by an anonymous Birdguides 
report of one seen in the Thorney Channel on Sep 20 by someone who had come to see the 
Red-backed Shrike 

131. Slavonian Grebe:  After one isolated report of one seen on the top scrape at Titchfield Haven 
on Aug 6 there have now been two more convincing reports of returning birds (possibly one bird) 
seen at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on both Sep 17 and 20 

132. Black-necked Grebe:  One is listed on the HOS web page as having been seen on Ibsley 
Water on Sep 13 but there has been no mention of it from Bob Chapman or other Hoslisters.  Other 
reports come from Dungeness RSPB on Sep 18 (two birds) and Rye Harbour on Sep 21 (just one).  
There had been two earlier reports - one dated Aug 27 from Arlington Reservoir in the Cuckmere 
valley  and one from Dungeness RSPB on Sep 2. 

133. Sooty Shearwater:  Although these have been reported occasionally through the summer the 
likelihood of seeing one has been stepped up with two reports from Dungeness - on Sep 3 they 
logged 4 birds and on Sep 20 the count was 31. 



134. Cormorant: Two recent roost counts may be of interest - on Sep 18 there were 98 birds on 
pylons carrying electricity across the Adur valley between Steyning and Henfield and on Sep 19 
Brian Fellows counted 140 inside the Pagham Harbour entrance.  Does anyone know if there is 
still a substantial roost at Ivy Lake in Chichester? 

135. Shag:  The re-posting of Hantsbirds messages on Hoslist has just allowed me to see that on 
Aug 24 Jason Crook had a juvenile Shag at the Hayling Oysterbeds and Bob Chapman had 
another young bird in the Lymington area on Sep 9 

136. Night Heron:  The juvenile bird which arrived at Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough on 
Aug 29 was still there on Sep 21 

137. Cattle Egret:  One of the two birds which have been at Christchurch Harbour since Sep 9 was 
still there on Sep 21 but the last report of two is dated Sep 18 so one may be on the loose near us. 

138. Little Egret:  This is probably the time of year when peak numbers are present on the south 
coast before they start to spread to inland sites for the winter and my roost count at Langstone Mill 
Pond on Sep 19 was of 228 birds.  On Sep 21 Christchurch Harbour had 85 coming out of roost 
and on Sep 17 Rye Harbour reported a count of 51 birds. 

139. Mute Swan:  These have completed their summer moult and are moving to winter quarters, 
bringing 56 to the Emsworth Town Millpond on Sep 20 

140. Brent Goose:  Sep 16 seems to be the date on which the first migrants returned - on that day 
15 were reported flying past Dungeness and locally Ian Julian saw more than 30 arriving in 
Chichester Harbour (looking from Black Point, I think) while Trevor Carpenter saw 9 in the 
Emsworth Channel looking from Mill Rythe.  Other reports on that day were of 3 flying west past 
Christchurch Harbour and of 6 in Pagham Harbour (though these could have been birds which had 
either been in Pagham or Chichester Harbour through the summer).  A couple of reports on Sep 14 
(5 in Pagham Harbour and 1 on the sea off Ryde) could have been of migrants but could equally 
have been birds from Chichester and Langstone Harbours respectively coming out of hiding and 
feeling the urge to move around and look for their migrant friends.  There have been several 
reports since Sep 16 but only one has been of a large flock - 54 birds in the south east of 
Langstone Harbour on Sep 18 seen by Alistair Martin - though no number is given by Ian Julian 
who is reported to have seen more Brent arriving in Chichester Harbour on Sep 17, when 2 flew 
past Gilkicker and one arrived inside Christchurch Harbour. 

141. Shelduck:  These too may now have started to return from their moult though, as with the 
Brent, the situation is confused by the fact that some adults as well as juveniles stay locally when 
the majority are moulting over on the north German coastal sands.  We know that at least one 
juvenile has been in the Warblington shore area since I saw two there on July 12, but on Sep 16 
Brian Fellows found three off Nore Barn (though he does not say if they looked like full adults), and 
on Sep 19 Brian saw five birds in Pagham Harbour (where there have no doubt been some birds 
during the summer but no one else has thought it worth reporting them).  Not enough evidence to 
claim any returnees yet but they should be here soon. 
P.S.  After writing the above I walked to Langstone this afternoon and saw nine (possibly ten) adult 
Shelduck newly back on the mud 

142. Wigeon:  By Sep 16 Jason Crook had an estimated 600 Wigeon back in Langstone Harbour 
and among them was a single leucistic bird that was still present on Sep 17 when Alistair Martin 
spotted it from Hayling - this bird is all white (or pale coffee colour) with a darker brown head. 

143. Mallard:  These are now beginning to get over their moult and 102 of them had returned to 
Emsworth Town Millpond by Sep 20.  Others have been showing mating behaviour, possibly 
confused by springlike weather as well as the feeling of wellbeing at being properly dressed again. 

144. Pintail:  As many as 62 were back in Langstone Harbour by Sep 16 (not necessarily staying 
here) 

145. Pochard:  A count of 52 at Rye Harbour on Sep 19 tells me we can expect a good increase in 
local numbers pretty soon 

146. Tufted Duck:  On Sep 18 I was surprised to see a female Tuftie on the Thorney Little Deeps 
wearing the equivalent of a car number plate bolted to its upper mandible. - later that day Steve 
Hooper told me he had seen the bird there a week earlier.  The plate is a pale lime green colour 
and might tempt someone to think they were looking at a Ruddy Duck. 



147. Goosander:  A redhead was seen on the Avon at Christchurch on Sep 16 but this is more 
likely to have been a bird that has bred further up river (as they have been known to do since at 
least 1998) than a bird returning from the north. 

148. Honey Buzzard:  There have been a few recent sightings of passage birds but none nearer to 
us than the IoW on Sep 16.  More significant was a Hoslist message from Lee Evans which I have 
only just seen describing predation of Honey Buzzards by Goshawks.  Lee almost certainly saw an 
occurrence of this in the New Forest in June and he has heard of it from other sites - he strongly 
suggests that the current growth in Goshawk numbers in Britain could bring about the extinction of 
Honey Buzzard as a British breeding bird. 

149. Goshawk:  The above remarks about Goshawk predation of Honey Buzzard make several 
recent sightings of a male Goshawk over Christchurch Harbour worrying, and Lee Evans reports 
sightings of two adults and one younger birds seen by himself in the New Forest back in June near 
the Honey Buzzard breeding area. 

150. Buzzard:  Numbers seem to continue increasing - one item of evidence for this is a sighting by 
Ian Watts of 10 Buzzards in the air together over the Sholing/Bitterne area of Southampton on Sep 
18.  On the previous day a total of 17 were seen over the Christchurch area - presumably numbers 
are currently high as family groups are still together. 

151. Osprey:  Three were still present in the Thornham Marshes area on Sep 20.  One or more are 
still being seen daily around Thorney Island and I would support the idea that the relatively 
occasional sightings in Langstone Harbour are the result of one of the Chichester Harbour birds 
making a foray over Hayling Island. 

152. Hobby:  Plenty of these are currently in our area and I had great views of one over Havant 
Thicket on Sep 23 while Trevor Carpenter saw one near Titchfield Abbey on Sep 21 and on Sep 18 
one was in the built up Sholing area of Southampton, 

153. Red-legged Partridge:  Further proof of feral breeding on Hayling Island comes from Alistair 
Martin who saw a pair with 5 young in the north end of the West Lane fields on Sep 18 

154. Spotted Crake:  Other than the young bird that was in the Winchelsea area from Aug 17 to 26 
the first of the autumn in the central south coast was heard in Christchurch Harbour on Sep 16 - 
others may be expected at Farlington or Titchfield any time now. 

155. Sanderling:  Maybe these are now settling down for the winter in the Solent.  A report of 178 
on the Ryde Sands on Sep 14 was followed by a count of 176 there on Sep 19 and 100+ on Sep 22 

156. Western Sandpiper:  The Pectoral Sandpiper which was seen by many at the Lymington 
marshes from Sep 9 to 18 was followed by a brief but more exciting report of a Western Sandpiper 
there on Sep 20 - no further sightings of it so far. 

157. Little Stint:  Plenty of recent sightings from Yarmouth (IoW), Southampton Water, Titchfield 
Haven, Hook/Warsash, Pagham Harbour (5 on Sep 21), Lymington marshes (6 on Sep 21), Rye 
Harbour (11 on Sep 22). 

158. Temminck's Stint:  First of the autumn was at Rye Harbour on Sep 21 and 22 
159. Curlew Sandpiper:  Two juveniles were at the Chichester pits (Drayton area) on Sep 18 when 

one was at Farlington Marshes and two at Keyhaven.  At least one was in Pagham Harbour on Sep 
19 

160. Godwits:  On Sep 16 Trevor Carpenter, looking from The Ship at Langstone, counted 110 
Blackwits and 130 Bar-tails on the Langstone village shore - this area remains the only site with a 
flock of Bar-tails though Black-tails are present in good numbers 'everywhere'. 

161. Whimbrel:  My report of a flock of 16 off south east Hayling on Sep 9 was incorrect - the birds 
concerned were Wigeon, not Whimbrel. 

162. Red-necked Phalarope:  The first to be reported this autumn was at Ferrybridge (connecting 
Weymouth to Portland) for a couple of hours on Sep 20. 

163. Med Gull:  The first report of a winter flock back on the IoW came from Bembridge Harbour on 
Sep 19 when 82 birds were counted. 



164. Sandwich Tern:  Numbers seem to have dropped off recently and a further departure took 
place on Sep 20 when 135 were seen passing Christchurch Harbour along with 270 Common, 5 
Black and even a couple of late Little Terns 

165. Guillemot:  Two were in the Solent off Gilkicker on Sep 21- the first reported in Hampshire 
waters since May 21 

166. Stock Dove:  It would seem that an influx of winter birds has recently arrived in our area.  On 
Sep 18 I watched a flock of 34 on the meadow south of the Thorney Little Deeps and the next day 
had at least 20 come to roost near the Egrets at Langstone, while on Sep 21 a flock of 63 turned up 
at Christchurch Harbour 

167. Little Owl:  On Sep 18 Alistair Martin saw one back in trees close to the Hayling Coastal Path 
in the 'Aston Villa' fields south of Stoke village. 

168. Wryneck:  Latest reports that I know of come from Church Norton on Sep 17, Portland on Sep 
18 and Beachy Head on Sep 19 

169. Common Redstart:  A lateish bird was seen at Catherington Down on Sep 20 
170. Blackbird:   After prolonged drought the sight of one pulling a worm from my lawn on Sep 23 

was a significant observation 
171. Song Thrush:  Trevor Carpenter heard one in full song at Titchfield on Sep 18 but I do not 

expect to hear them singing regularly until December 
172. Cetti's Warbler:  I heard one singing briefly at Langstone pond at dusk on Sep 19 and have 

seen several other reports indicating that they are resuming song after late summer silence 
173. Blackcap:  A count of 160 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 17 and 60 there on Sep 19 (among 

numerous other reports) shows that our summer birds are streaming south with one heard in full 
song at Sway in the New Forest on Sep 18 

174. Chiffchaff:  One was singing around my garden on both Sep 17 and 18, and again on Sep 21 
(I first heard it on Sep 11) 

175. Tree Creeper:  Along with Coal, Blue and Great Tits a Tree Creeper was heard to sing in the 
Sway area on Sep 18 

176. Red-backed Shrike:  The young bird which turned up on the Thornham Marshes seawall on 
Sep 14 was still there to at least Sep 20.  On Sep 21 another was seen by the Sussex Ouse at 
Piddinghoe, and on Sep 18 there was one at Hastings. 

177. Chaffinch:  Odd birds have been heard occasionally flying over my garden for a couple of 
weeks now so I was slightly surprised to see a report of the first autumn migrant at Portland on Sep 
21 

178. Serin:  One was in a Bexhill seafront garden on Sep 18 
179. Escapees:  On Sep 20 a Great White Pelican flew over Lewes heading down the Ouse 

towards the sea and on the same day  a Vulture (unspecified) was soaring over Catherington 
Down 

PLANTS 
8. Wild Turnip:  Brian Fellows is hoping to have confirmation that a plant he found in the Palmer's 

Road copse at Emsworth on Sep 15 was of this species and not an example of Rape which is 
similar 

9. Field Pennycress:  This was still flowering in the Prinsted 'market garden plot' when Brian Fellows 
visited on Sep 19 

10. Common Dog Violet:  A single flowering wild violet, probably of this species, was found in the 
Stansted main avenue  by Brian Fellows on Sep 17 

11. Dwarf Mallow:  I was surprised and pleased to find a freshly flowering plant at the Prinsted market 
garden on Sep 18 

12. Green Nightshade:  Several plants with their distinctive enlarged calyces half covering the berries 
were seen at Prinsted by myself on Sep 18 and by Brian Fellows on Sep 19 



13. Clustered Bellflower:  Still flowering on Old Winchester Hill on Sep 18 
14. Mystery Mugwort: See diary entry for Sep 21 concerning a plant which I cannot identify but found 

in Havant on that day. 
INSECTS 

9. Dragonflies 
• Red-veined Darter:  Late news which has only just reached me is of three of these migrants at 

Sandy Point on Aug 30 
10. Butterflies 
• Silver Spotted Skipper:  A very unusual sighting by John Goodspeed was of one on Portsdown 

on Sep 12 (it appears under the date of Sep 13 on the Butterfly Conservation website in an entry in 
which Andrew Brookes says that this is the second year in succession in which the species has 
appeared on Portsdown but I am not sure if it has ever been recorded on Portsdown before that) 

• Clouded Yellow:  These were still being reported daily up to Sep 23 when I saw one in Havant 
Thicket (having had one in my garden on Sep 21).  On Sunday Sep 17 when many people were 
out enjoying the sun there were reports from seven different sites including sightings of 7 
butterflies on Old Winchester Hill, 6 in Arundel Park and 5 at Barton on sea. 

• Brimstone:  23 were seen on Old Winchester Hill on Sep 17 

• Small Copper:  An excellent count of more than 70 comes from Old Winchester Hill on Sep 17 

• White Admiral: Six new reports of second brood sightings have reached me this week.  On Sep 
16 three were in a wood at Laughton near Eastbourne. Sep 17 brought reports from Basing Forest 
(2) and Bartley Heath (1). On Sep 20 one was in David Parker's Forestside garden on the northern 
fringe of Stansted Forest and two were seen at Plaistow near Horsham. Sep 21 brought another 
single sighting from Laughton. 

• Purple Emperor:  At least one of these seems to have followed the example of the White Admirals 
and emerged as a second brood - reported to have been seen at Rogate on Sep 1 

• Grayling:  A late sighting of one at Ober Heath in the New Forest on Sep 15 
11. Moths 
• Brindled Green:  A first report for the year from Pulborough Brooks on Sep 16 

• Frosted Orange:  Another first from Pulborough on Sep 16 

• Clancy's Rustic:  This rarity turned up on Sep 17 at three locations - Hastings town, Rye Harbour 
and Portland Bill where only two had been seen before. 

• Clifden Nonpareil:  The fourth for this year was seen at the Pannel Valley near Rye on Sep 15 

• Passenger:  The first record of this migrant for the year comes from Dungeness on Sep 10 

• Beautiful Hook-tip:  One seen at Portland on Sep 15 was presumably an unusual second brood 
emergence 

• Bloxworth Snout:  First of year at Portland on Sep 14 
12. Other Insects 
13. Great Diving Beetle:  One of these was a surprise find in a mothtrap at Heathfield (near 

Crowborough) on Sep 19 
14. Araneus marmoreus:  This orb web spider was new to me when I came on a bright yellow 

example in Havant Thicket on Sep 23 (see diary entry) 
OTHER 

4. Muntjac deer:  On Sep 21 Trevor Carpenter tells us that he saw his first ever Muntjac near 
Titchfield Abbey.  I'm sure Trevor is very familiar with Roe Deer but he does not tell us why this 
animal was thought to be a Muntjac rather than a young roe and so far there is no firm evidence 
that Muntjac are established in our area - all the sightings I have heard of are rather like this one 
(single glimpses by people who are not deer experts) while those who do know their deer tell me 



that if Muntjac are in the area you will be aware of their presence by the continual dog-like barking 
they make even if you do not see them, so for me the case for local Muntjac remains 'unproven'. 

5. Hare:  On Sep 17 Brian Fellows saw one in compartment three of Stansted Forest - at the north 
edge of the Forest south of the Warren Down stables and west of the road. 

6. Pointed Snail (Cochlicella acuta): Plenty of these on the Thorney seawall above the west end of 
the Great Deeps on Sep 18. I suspect there must be other colonies of this species but now that the 
snails that were once abundant on the IBM North Harbour site seem to have died out this Thorney 
colony is the only one that I know of. 

7. Fungi:  Best finds this week were made on Sep 19 on Old Winchester Hill where a group led by 
John Goodspeed found both Dead Man's Fingers (Xylaria polymorpha) and an Earth Star - 
probably the Sessile Earthstar (Geastrum fimbriatum) which most books say is the most 
common, but maybe the Triplex Earthstar which Roger Phillips suggests is the most common.  
While checking the current names for the Dead Man's Fingers I was amused to see that a much 
smaller cousin of this species is now called Dead Moll's Fingers.  Despite some recent rain there 
has as yet been no outburst of fungi and the only other report this week is of an Earthball found in 
the Nore Barn woods by Jim Berry on Sep 16 (of interest as Nore Barn has not in the past been a 
good hunting ground for fungi, but the wood chippings used recently to create the path along the 
north side of the wood have produced species not previously found there) 

Sat 23 Sep 

B. Havant Thicket 
I did not expect much more than a walk the hot afternoon sunshine when I arrived at Havant 
Thicket after lunch but in fact had wonderful views of both Hobby and male Sparrowhawk plus 
encounters with Hornets, three species of dragonfly and three of butterfly, a Lizard and a colourful, 
new to me, orb web spider called Araneus marmoreus. 
I set out northward from the Thicket carpark, hearing Woodpigeon, Robin and Coal Tit singing in 
the trees and Chiffchaff. Long-tailed Tit and Bullfinch calling with the occasional Swallow heading 
south east into the wind.  As to flowers I had to scrape the barrel until I came to places where 
Devils Bit Scabious, Golden Rod and a little Dwarf Gorse were flowering. 
The excitement started in the Horsefoot Hill area where I met a man with a big lens on his camera 
and we got talking about the wildlife he had been photographing in a rather casual fashion.  As we 
were chatting a falcon flew low over out heads and I only saw it going away from us giving no 
obvious hints as to its identity - it could have been a Kestrel.  Luckily it soon swung round to face 
us, showing its white face and black moustaches against the blue sky, and even more luckily it 
spent several minutes in full view, casting around as if looking for prey to chase and once giving a 
short show of aerobatics ‘just for fun’.  Eventually it dropped behind trees and was not seen again 
but while we were waiting for it to re-appear we had a more purposeful fly-by from a male 
Sparrowhawk with its reddish breast well lit by the sun. 
Still at the same spot we had close views of a Hornet and a Southern Hawker (elsewhere I saw 
both Migrant Hawker and Common Darter), and nearby, just before we met, I had glimpsed a 
Common Lizard scuttling for cover. 
Later I had two more birds of interest.  The first was a Buzzard which had been perched on a sunny 
tree branch and gave me the briefest of glimpses as I rounded a corner into its view and disturbed 
its sunbathing.  A little after that I heard strange noises like a continually grunting pig (maybe more 
than one) which I eventually decided must come from a Carrion Crow though I never saw it - it flew 
off as I approached and continued its grunting from another tree far off.  I also heard Jays and 
when I reached the Gipsies Plain heard the varied noises of around 100 mixed Jackdaws and 
Rooks. 
Perhaps most exciting for me personally was to find a new-to-me species of spider.  I must have 
seen it before but never had reason to look closely at it but this one caught my eye by its largish 
size (one of the larger orb web spiders that are so common at the moment) and its bright yellow 
colour.  At first glance I assumed it was Araneus quadratus which can be any bright colour from 
claret red to brilliant yellow but which always has the four dots forming a square (from which it gets 
the name quadratus) on the top of its abdomen.  This one was bright yellow over the whole of its 
upper abdomen except for an irregular conical patch of whitish grey with its narrow point at the 



back end of the abdomen, increasing to its widest around the middle of the abdomen, and this 
distinctively shaped patch is exactly what I saw in Dick Jones’ photo of Araneus marmoreus - a 
species which Dick says ‘greaty resembles A. quadratus and is almost as variable in colour. 
I had already seen the expected Speckled Wood butterflies, and now I saw a relatively fresh 
Meadow Brown, but the only other butterfly seen here was the almost inevitable Clouded Yellow 
flying along the edge of the Gipsies Plain (I even had one in my garden on Thursday afternoon). 
The only fungus I noticed was a colony of tiny Crepidotus variabilis on dead twigs though the 
photographer I had met showed me an image on his camera of what look like a large fresh Woolly 
Milkcap which he had found in his rambling but which I never saw. 
Of the 41 species of flowering plant that I logged there was just one that I could not identify in the 
field - it was clearly a Willowherb with club shaped stigma and with an abundance of glandular 
hairs from its flowers right the way down the stem.  Many plants acquire strange features after 
midsummer and I think this one had been mown down and regrown without having the normal 
short-stalked, toothed and moderately broad leaves (it had very little in the way of leaves) normally 
shown by the common American Willowherb, but that is what it must have been. 

Fri 22 Sep 

C. Another look at yesterday’s mystery plant 
This morning Brian Fellows brought his camera to record the features of the strange ‘Mugwort’. 
partly in the hope that experts can identify the plant from the photos.  While at the site across the 
road outside the Havant multi-storey carpark entrance we found yet another strange alien of which 
Brian also took photos but I will have to go back for another look before I can offer an reasonable 
description of it! 
On the way back I was able to show Brian another garden escape plant which is becoming 
increasingly common in this area and which I managed to name as a result of looking through an 
RHS Garden Plant book last night in search of clues as to what the strange ‘Mugwort’ might be.  
This other garden escape is called ‘American Galingale’ (Cyperus eragrostis) 

Thu 21 Sep 

A. A surprise find outside Havant’s multi-storey carpark 
Just before dusk I took a short walk to get some fresh air before darkness fell and set out through 
the Havant town centre with no special object in mind but when outside the multi-storey carpark I 
was stopped in my tracks by a large bush (around 1.5 m high and the same width) of a species that 
I had never seen before. 
The leaves strongly suggested Mugwort (i.e. some Artemisia species) but the bushy structure of 
multiple stems arising from a single root, and those stems branching and re-branching to form a 
bush, were unlike the erect single stemmed plants that I am familiar with, and the flowers were 
even more unique.  These flowers were in terminal spikes of up to around 7cm long, and each 
spike had up to 50 small flower-clusters tightly packed up the spike stem.  Each of these ‘flower 
clusters’ had a short, very thin ‘pedicel’ which ended in what from above looked like an ovate leaf 
around 4mm long, but the undersurface of this ‘leaf’ had some six to eight tiny flowers suspended 
from it. Each flower was somewhat like those on a Goosefoot - spherical with no obvious sepals of 
petals but opening like a split orange with five segments to reveal yellow anthers which gave the 
flowers their only non-green colour.   All the stems of the plant were clothed in long, curly, white 
eglandular hairs, and these were found on the ‘rhacis’ of the flower spike and along the main rib 
under the leaves.  The flowers themselves had many short glandular hairs (or maybe ‘drops of 
honeydew’) on their inside - showing when the flower opened.  If the leaf-like structures from which 
the flowers were suspended were not ‘leaves’ then there were no other leaves coming from the 
flower spike. 
Walking on west from this plant (growing in the new soil around the recently completed Men-Cap 
hostel which had replaced the Dolphin pub on Park Road South)  I had one more surprise along 
the north side of Solent Road opposite the Tesco carpark.  Here there is another thin line of 
disturbed soil between the pavement and the latest of Havant’s under construction retail parks.  
This line is marked for part of its length by a profusion of the yellow flowers of Black Mustard but 
among these was a tiny clusted of Marsh Wouldwort plants in flower, growing in more like desert 
habitat than the expected damp ground. 



Tue 19 Sep 
C. Egret Count at Langstone Mill Pond 

With the tide well down at sunset and the weather fair I planned to spend the two hours before 
sunset watching the Egrets come into their roost in the trees behind Langstone Mill Pond but when 
I went to get out my bike I found it had a flat tyre, so decided to walk down to the pond and thus 
arrived later than planned at 17:40 with only 90 minutes before sunset at 19:10. 
As I came in sight of the roost one Egret was already flying in and others may have preceded it 
(though I could not see any in the trees), but when I finished at 19:40 with the sky almost fully dark 
I had notched up a count of 228 Egrets, easily topping the 211 of my previous count made on Sep 
6.  I suspect this will prove to be the peak count for this year - in previous years numbers have 
started to drop off after September. 
During my vigil I heard Cetti’s Warbler song repeated three times within a few minutes around 
18:50 (and at no other time), and right at the end of my time (well after sunset) I again (as at dusk 
on my last visit) heard screaming which I assume to have come from a Water Rail which seemed 
to be objecting to a party of Magpies settling down for the night in a tree close to the Rail’s position 
in the reeds. 
The only other birds worth noting were the Stock Doves, of which I counted 29 but there could 
have been more, which I think have once again recently arrived to take up winter residence in the 
area (as probably had the flock which I saw on Thorney Island yesterday). 

Mon 18 Sep 

B. Thorney Island north and Prinsted 
Early this morning I heard Chiffchaff song for the second time this autumn, and when I went 
shopping in Havant I was told that the Red-backed Shrike had still been showing yesterday in the 
Thornham marshes area of Thorney Island so this afternoon I cycled over there to see if I could 
find it. 
On my way there I diverted down the west side of Thorney to look at the Little and Great Deeps 
and to scan the Emsworth Channel mud at low tide.  The mud had little to show though I heard 
three or four Greenshank and saw at least one, and the Little Deeps seemed equally barren - just 
a few Coot, Mallard and Tufted Duck. 
The first interest came in the meadow south of the Little Deeps where I stopped to look at a flock of 
birds on the grass which turned out to be Stock Doves (and I did see them in flight and could not 
see any patches of odd plumage indicating feral pigeon).  The flock numbered 34 birds, and their 
jittery behaviour - taking flight as soon as I stopped to look at them although they were at least 200 
metres from me - added to the impression that they were wild bird and probably migrants new to 
the area. 
At the Great Deeps the bird count was one Oystercatcher, two Herons, and seven Cormorant so I 
turned my attention to the inside of the seawall bank on which many of the small Pointed Snails 
were still hanging from grass and other plant stems.  Climbing the wall discovered a single 
Wheatear on the seaward side, but little else. 
Going back north I had another look at the Little Deeps and spotted something I have never seen 
before - a female Tufted Duck with a lime green ‘car number plate’ fixed to and covering the whole 
upper surface of its bill.  I could not read whatever markings were on the plate but it was clearly a 
version of the colour ringing indignities that birds which ‘show their legs’ are forced to submit to by 
those who see the birds as ‘units of data’ and not individual living creatures. Later on this trip I was 
told that this duck had been seen on the Little Deeps a week ago. 
Onward along Thornham Lane to its far eastern end where I hardly expected to find the Shrike but 
eventually did so thanks to a couple of birders who had it under observation about 200 metres 
south down the seawall which starts at the end of the Thornham Lane track.  By now the sky was 
cloudy, the wind strong, and the afternoon turning to evening, and shortly after I had seen the bird 
perched on the lee side of a bramble bush which was itself sheltered from the wind by hawthorns it 
disappeared from view and probably settled down for the night. 
While waiting for it to re-appear Steve Hooper, who had just joined the group, spotted a very 
distant Osprey over the Emsworth channel.  As we watched it the bird turned towards us, heading 



along the Great Deeps at a height of about 150 feet above the water.  Nearer and nearer it came 
without altering speed or height until it was over the broad section of water just west of the landing 
lights where a creek goes off to the north.  Here the bird, now only 400 metres from us, wheeled 
around to face away from us and briefly hovered before making a fast sweeping descent (as if 
going down a spiral staircase) before hovering again (very briefly) then plunging into the water to 
come up with as large a fish as it could carry and flying to perch on a post on the south side of the 
Deeps to enjoy its supper. 
Unlikely to see anything more exciting there I headed off to Prinsted and the small ‘market garden 
plot’ with its many interesting weeds.  I was hoping to collect a sample of Shaggy Soldier (which 
Brian Fellows missed on his recent visit) and to drop it off to Brian as I would pass his house on my 
way home.  As it turned out my luck was still in and I was able not only to get a sample of the 
Soldier but also one of the Green Nightshade showing its very hairy stem and the ‘Deer-stalker hat’ 
formed by the large sepals coming down around the sides of the berries (rather than the small 
‘beret’ of sepals sitting on top of the berries of Black Nightshade).  Even better was the sight of a 
single plant of Dwarf Mallow which I had not seen on my last visit and which was only now starting 
to open fresh flowers, both on its ground hugging branches radiating from the plant like spokes of 
a wheel, but also on the central low ‘hub’ of the wheel.  I hope Brian may record these specimens 
with his camera and put them on his website for the benefit of others. 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 11 - 17 (WEEK 37) 

Sun 17 Sep 

D. Farlington Marshes with Kevin Stouse 
A lovely warm, sunny and almost windless morning for Kevin’s HOS walk from Broadmarsh to 
Farlington Marshes and back. The only bird seen on the high water at the start was a single Little 
Grebe but later we had a couple of dozen Lapwing on the shore where we turned west along the 
cycleway and a dozen Great Crested Grebes in Chalkdock plus a good roost of Redshank. 
Before reaching the marshes we had one of the highlights of the morning - first flowers on Gorse - 
and also heard Great Tit song.  Other flowers along the stretch of cycleway were Common 
Centaury and Yellow-wort plus Blue Fleabane, Common Figwort and Tufted Vetch with a great 
show of Sea Buckthorn berries. 
Coming to the east gate of the marshes we stopped to watch two Peregrines having fun high in the 
sky - at a guess we were watching an adult female making dummy stoops on one of its offspring to 
tell it that the time had come to cease tagging along with mum in the hope of being fed! 
Walking through the north east slip field we looked in vain for the bull that was said to be in the field 
with cattle but we had plenty of ‘bull shit’ on the ground to prove that he was present. 
Coming to the reserve building we met up with Jason Crook and another birder who had been 
netting in the reed bed - they told us they had caught three Grasshopper Warblers and had a Tree 
Pipit overhead - at this end of the reeds we had our own strange bird in the reeds, a singing Blue 
Tit. 
The notice board listed the presence of 11 Brent (the summering birds) and 3 Merganser (also 
presumably summering), and Jason told us of a Little Stint seen yesterday.  Live birds on the 
stream were many Teal and Coot with smaller numbers of Mallard, Moorhen, Black-tailed Godwit 
and a Shoveler.  The only Snipe of the day was seen flying downstream towards the lake.  On the 
grass alongside the stream we enjoyed close views of a pristine Clouded Yellow nectaring and 
saw a single tatty Small Heath plus a Migrant Hawker but our attention was mainly on the elder 
berry bushes which had attracted an estimated 20 Blackcaps. 
Reaching the seawall by the lake we found the big flock of Black-tailed Godwits and Redshank 
were out by the moored boats in Broom Channel, and among them was at least one Curlew 
Sandpiper, up to 20 Ringed Plover and a few Dunlin.  The lake had little excitement other than a 
pair of Swans and singles of Shoveler and Gadwall, but the reeds between the seawall and the 
lake were alive with at least 20 Bearded Tits that kept flying up and settling back, often giving good 
views as they fed on the Reed seeds.  While watching them a Sparrowhawk flew over the lake, 
scattering the Teal sleeping on the red-coloured Glasswort, and later we watched a Kestrel 
hovering over the fields. 



Moving on south towards the point we passed a large flock of Grey Plover on the mud and at the 
point had at least 200 Wigeon lining the edges of the channels, but before we saw them we had 
some good birds in the Point field among many Starlings feeding on the blackberries.  Best bird 
here for me was my first Whinchat of the autumn (maybe two) but we also saw a male Stonechat, 
a female Reed Bunting, a couple of Wheatear and one or two Common Whitethroats. 
Moving up the east side we saw hardly any water in the Deeps, where three or four dejected 
Herons were waiting in vain for the water level to rise, so there were no duck here (not even the 60 
Canada Geese listed on the notice board at the building - Kevin Stouse tells me the usual vast 
crowd of them is back around the IBM Lake).  This absence of birds was made up for a little later 
with distant views of a Merlin perched on squares of wooden fencing (presumably keeping cattle 
out of nasty pits) scattered around the main marsh field. 
On the way back the only additions to my list were a single Yellow Wagtail flying over North 
Binness and almost landing near us on the seawall, and a final butterfly - one Speckled Wood.  
Kevin and others also saw a Buzzard to the north of the A27 making the fifth raptor of the day. 

E. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

180. Black-necked Grebe:  The first I have heard of in Hampshire this autumn was one on Ibsley 
Water near Ringwood seen on Sep 13. 

181. Cormorant:  On Sep 13 Jason Crook saw a tight flock of 59 Cormorants flying west over 
Langstone Harbour (possibly coming from Pagham Harbour but going where?) 

182. Cattle Egret:  The flocks which were in southern England last winter up to the end of April may 
be returning - no records from Apr 26 to Sep 9 when two appeared at Christchurch Harbour and 
were still there on Sep 14 

183. Little Egret:  For those birders who enjoy checking colour rings on waders the future is bright 
now that someone on the south coast has started colour-ringing Little Egrets.  The first I have 
heard of was seen at Hook/Warsash on Sep 9 by Mark Painter (near Hook Spit) and it was seen 
there again by Trevor Carpenter on Sep 10 - Trevor says he sent details to 
littleegrets@yahoo.co.uk and also tells us that .. "Little Egrets have been colour-ringed at a site in 
SW Hampshire by Graham Giddens". 

184. Great White Egret:  One was seen several times on the shore at Beachy Head (Cow Gap) on 
Sep 10 and 11, and also on Sep 11 Chris Slade claims to have seen one in Langstone Harbour (no 
further sightings that I know of) 

185. Black Swan:  One was on the River Itchen in the Bitterne area of Southampton (Riverside 
Park) on Sep 15 - the first mention of this exotic since the one at Emsworth which was last seen on 
June 20 

186. Brent Goose:  On Sep 12 at the top of the high tide I could see several Brent (probably 6) on 
South Binness from the Oysterbeds, and I have heard that there were at least 11 (possibly 12) 
summering in Langstone Harbour with a similar number in Chichester Harbour (Kevin Stouse had 
11 in Fishbourne Channel on June 4).  So far there have been three reports which could have been 
about early migrants but I am pretty sure they were actually summering birds recovering their flight 
after the summer moult and flying short distances.  The first of these was of one seen in Newtown 
Harbour on the IoW on Aug 22 (maybe that had been there unseen through the summer?) and that 
was followed by a sighting on the sea off Ryde on Sep 14.  The second report was of 5 seen in 
Pagham Harbour, also on Sept 14. 

187. Bar-headed Goose:  Brian Fellows had two on Ivy Lake at Chichester on Sep 12 - at a guess 
having strayed from a local collection (maybe the Trout Farm off Priors Leaze Lane between 
Southbourne and Hambrook) 

188. Ruddy Shelduck:  One turned up at The Vyne, Basingstoke, on Sep 11 
189. Shelduck:  One juvenile has probably been in the area between Langstone and Northney for 

most of the summer but has only been seen on July 12 (two seen by me off Conigar Point), on Aug 
12 (one seen by Steve Mansfield from Northney), on Aug 22 (when I saw one just off Langstone 
village), and now one on Sep 14 (seen by Brian Fellows looking from the Warblington/Pook Lane 
shore).  Looking back at these records I also see that one fledged juvenile was on Budds pools on 



July 18 and has not been reported since.  Migrant adults will soon be back - last year 22 appeared 
at Christchurch on Sep 17, ten were back at Newtown Harbour (IoW) on Sep 21 with some at 
Lymington on Sep 24 and two adults back at Warblington on Sep 29 

190. Wigeon:  These are now back in force - 140 were at Christchurch on Sep 9 with 223 there on 
Sep 14 and a similar number over 200 were just south of Farlington Marshes on Sep 17 

191. Pintail:  A count of 100 came from Pagham Harbour on Sep 9 with 97 there on Sep 10 and 
many were still there on Sep 14 but only small numbers have been reported elsewhere. 

192. Garganey:  Six were at Dungeness RSPB reserve on Sep 14 with some still present on Sep 15 
when at least one was in Christchurch Harbour 

193. Shoveler:  The number on the Budds pools was up to at least 24 on Sep 14 but there have 
been over 100 at Rye Harbour since Sep 9 

194. Tufted Duck:  Brian Fellows had 92 at the Chichester Lakes on Sep 12 without going further 
than Ivy Lake, the Trout Lakes and New Lake 

195. Honey Buzzard:  Recent reports have been of one over Storrington (near Pulborough) on Sep 
9 and two seen on Sep 10, one over Beachy Head and one over Pennington Marshes. 

196. Marsh Harrier:  Two were seen at Selsey on Sep 14 
197. Osprey:  On Sep 15 one was in Langstone Harbour (Alistair Martin) and three were in 

Chichester Harbour (Barry Collins) 
198. Merlin: On Sep 9 one flew east past Sandy Point and one was reported at Farlington Marshes 

on Sep 10, probably staying on there until Sep 17 when it posed in the Main Marsh area for Kevin 
Stouse's walk party. 

199. Hobby:  Sep 10 brought a report of three juveniles seen together in Ashdown Forest to remind 
us that this is time when family parties may be seen together almost anywhere 

200. Peregrine:  The adult plus juvenile combo that were reported at Farlington Marshes on Sep 9 
were still there on Sep 17 with the adult making stoops at the juvenile as if trying to drive it off. 

201. Quail:  A single bird was flushed on Round Hill near Steyning on Sep 12 
202. Corncrake:  One was seen briefly at Portland on Sep 12. 
203. Stone Curlew:  I have no precise detail but Jason Crook referred to having seen one at 

Farlington very recently in an email on another subject this week 
204. Kentish Plover:  A winter plumage bird was seen at Pagham Harbour on Sep 14 
205. Dotterel:  One was seen and heard over Christchurch Harbour on Sep 14 
206. Knot:  Brian Fellows had 4 in the Black Point area on Sep 9 when 26 were reported from 

Pagham Harbour and 55 were said to be at Farlington. 
207. Sanderling:  The first substantial count of the autumn was of 178 on the Ryde Sands on Sep 

14 
208. Semi-palmated Sandpiper:  The bird which appeared at Normandy Lake (Lymington) on Sep 

9 was still there on Sep 17. 
209. Little Stint:  Two were at Farlington on Sep 10 and one was seen there on Sep 16.  Others 

have been at Pennington Marshes (one on Sep 11 and two on both Sep 13 and 14) and Pagham 
(one on Sep 14) 

210. Curlew Sandpiper:  Three were at Pagham on Sep 9 and eleven were at Farlington on Sep 10 
(one or two were there on Sep 17).  The Pagham flock was up to 8 birds by Sep 14. 

211. Purple Sandpiper:  The first had been seen back at Bembridge Foreland on Aug 27 and one 
was seen there again on Sep 12 

212. Black-tailed Godwit:  Jason Crook reported a count of 470 at Farlington on or around Sep 10 
and several hundred were there on Sep 17 

213. Bar-tailed Godwit:  The flock in the Northney/Warblington area which had been reported as 
about 70 birds on Aug 12  was up to an estimated 150 when Brian Fellows was there on Sep 14 



214. Whimbrel:  Brian Fellows had an unusually large count of 16 off the south east Hayling shore 
during the Sep 9 WeBS count 

215. Spotted Redshank:  Five were at Farlington on or around Sep 10 and four were seen there on 
Sep 12 - the only other report of other than singles was of 2 at Pagham on Sep 9 

216. Greenshank:  Plenty of these around with 51 said to have passed through Farlington Marshes 
on the weekend of Sep 9, 10 

217. Little Gull:  On Sep 11 one was on Southampton Water at Hythe and another at Ibsley Water 
near Ringwood where it stayed to Sep 14 at least. 

218. Common Tern:  Around 30 were still at the Chichester Lakes on Sep 12 and 80 could still be 
seen off Ryde on Sep 14 

219. Black Tern:  70 were off Dungeness on Sep 13 and 10 were at Ibsley Water on Sep 14 
220. Wood Pigeon:  A fresh eggshell had been dropped in my garden on Sep 17 
221. Cuckoo:  A late juvenile was in the Gilkicker area on Sep 15 
222. Short-eared Owl:  The first report of the autumn comes from Portland where two were seen on 

Sep 10 and three on Sep 11 with other sightings up to Sep 14 
223. Swift:  These were still being seen at both Portland and Dungeness on Sep 14 
224. Richard's Pipit:  One was seen briefly three times at the Selsey West Fields on Sep 14 
225. Tree Pipit:  Numbers of departing birds seem to have increased with counts on Sep 15 of 2 at 

Dungeness, 7 at Christchurch and 10 at Portland. On Sep 17 one had been heard flying over 
Farlington Marshes. 

226. Meadow Pipit:  Their departure is now getting into gear with an estimate of 325 going east at 
Christchurch on Sep 15 when 38 went over Gilkicker, and on Sep 17 there was a noticeable 
presence of them at Farlington. 

227. Yellow Wagtail:  Late news from Alistair Martin of a substantial flock in the field west of 
Warblington cemetery on or around Sep 8. On Sep 13 some 300 spent the night at Christchurch 
and on Sep 15 there were 150 at Portland and 4 at Gilkicker.  Our visit to Farlington on Sep 17 
scored just one passing bird. 

228. Grey Wagtail:  On Sep 11 I thought I saw one back on the Lymbourne stream at Wade Court 
and on Sep 13 I definitely had one back in Havant by the Homewell stream - these are presumably 
long distance migrants giving counts of 38 over Christchurch on Sep 11 and 15 at Portland on Sep 
15 

229. White Wagtails:  These are also on the move with 15 at Portland on Sep 9 and 10 there on 
Sep 10 

230. Whinchat:  I had my first of the autumn at Farlington on Sep 17 and other local reports have 
been of 2 at Gilkicker on Sep 15 and more than 4 at Warsash on Sep 10 

231. Stonechat:  A male was back at Farlington on Sep 17 and 6 were at Hook/Warsash on Sep 10 
232. Ring Ouzel:  One was at Portland on Sep 15 after the first of the autumn at Durlston on Sep 8 
233. Cetti's Warbler:  These are now starting to resume their song.  On Sep 10 Colin Bates heard 

the first for a couple of months at Eastleigh and on Sep 12 John Chapman heard one at Langstone 
Pond as he was pinning up the Nature Notes poster.  Jason Crook tells me that the overall 
population is currently down after mortality during cold weather earlier in the year, 

234. Aquatic Warbler:  One trapped at Titchfield Haven on Sep 12 was at least the fourth of the 
autumn there (third trapped on Aug 22) 

235. Melodious Warbler:  A 'highly probable' at Gilkicker on Sep 12 was the more likely knowing 
that more than half a dozen have been recorded already this autumn at Portland and Christchurch. 

236. Wood Warbler:  One at Christchurch on Sep 14 was a good passage record. 
237. Chiff Chaff:  I heard my first autumn song from one by the Billy Trail just north of the A27 in 

Havant on Sep 11 



238. Goldcrest:  I also heard at least one by the Billy Trail on Sep 11, probably a migrant (both 
Gold and Firecrest have recently started to arrive - first Goldcrest on Sep 6 with Firecrest on Sep 
9 with 21 at Beachy Head on Sep 10) 

239. Pied Flycatcher:  Chris Slade claims one seen at Stansted on Sep 10 when he had at least 10 
Spotted Flychatchers there. 

240. Bearded Tit:  I think it was Michael Prior who saw a couple of these at the Brick-kiln Ponds at 
Stansted on Sep 9 - presumably birds on their autumn travels.  At least 19 were showing signs of 
thinking about moving when we were at Farlington on Sep 17. 

241. Great Tit:  Resumption of autumn song was heard by Brian Fellows at Warblington on Sep 14 
and by myself at Broadmarsh on Sep 17. 

242. Golden Oriole:  One was seen at Portland on Sep 13 (good photos on their website) 
243. Red-backed Shrike: Six reports in the last few days, best being a juvenile seen by Barry 

Collins at Thornham Point on both Sep 14 and 15 (and maybe still there).  Another juvenile was at 
Rye Harbour on Sep 13 and 14, and the others were at Pennington on Sep 10 and at Truleigh Hill 
(above the Adur) on Sep 12 

244. Starling:  A large number of birds have recently moved into our area.  On Sep 11 well over 100 
were around Langstone bridge feeding on blackberries and on the evening of Sep 13 I estimated a 
total of at least 1500 on the South Moors with around 700 on the cranes currently at Budds Farm 
on the evening of Sep 14. 

245. Tree Sparrow:  Following reports on Sep 7 of 15 at Dungeness and 1 at Christchurch there is 
now news of 2 birds in a Horsham garden for 10 minutes on Sep 12 

246. Corn Bunting:  Jason Crook reports that one spent all day at Farlington Marshes among 
Meadow Pipits on Sep 13 (first sighting there since 1993) 

247. Escapees:  One Sep 9 Trevor Carpenter is pretty sure he saw a Saker over Hayling Mill Rythe 
(and also had a Harris Hawk perched in his neighbour's garden at Fareham recently).  The 
distinguishing features of the Saker were an overall brown plumage other than a pale head. 

PLANTS 
15. Wild Turnip:  Earlier in the year Brian Fellows found Rape flowering at Brook Meadow and at first 

thought it was Wild Turnip but now he had definitly found a Turnip plant flowering in the Palmer's 
Road copse at Brook Meadow. 

16. Treacle Mustard:  A second visit to Stubbermere Pond on Sep 15 found at least 15 plants still 
flowering there plus others gone to seed. 

17. Creeping Yellow-cress:  A few plants flowering in Havant Park flowerbeds on Sep 14 
18. Narrow-leaved Pepperwort:  A good find on Sep 13 was one plant of this flowering in the 

roadside at the Langstone roundabout 
19. Field Pansy:  These were back in full flower in the Stansted East Park fields on Sep 15 
20. Lesser Sea-spurrey:  The plants thriving on road salt beside the sliproad from the A27 eastbound 

to the Langstone roundabout were all flowering again on Sep 13 
21. Green Amaranth:  Two plants were found on Sep 16 by Park Road South in Havant outside the 

building which has replaced the Dolphin pub 
22. Common Gorse:  The first new flowers of the autumn were seen on Sep 17 by the cycleway 

between Broadmarsh and Farlington Marshes 
23. Fragrant Agrimony:  The plants which Nigel Johnson found at Hayling North Common last year 

were still present with their distinctive burrs on Sep 11 
24. Ivy:  The big bush overhanging the Langbrook stream south of Mill Lane was in full flower on Sep 

13 
25. Japanese Knotweed:  The first flowers of the year were out at Northney on Sep 11 and I found 

more in flower in Havant on Sep 13 
26. Common Comfrey:  This had started its second flowering season at Brook Meadow on Sep 15 



27. White Comfrey:  The plants which I had seen in bud by the Langbrook stream on Sep 2 were in 
flower on Sep 13 (second flowering season) 

28. Devils Bit Scabious:  Of purely local interest I found seven plants in flower at the South Moors 
orchid field on Sep 13 after searching diligently for them there on earlier visits. 

29. Sea Wormwood:  I have never in my life caught this with its flowers open but at this time of year 
those flower acquire a yellow blush which tells me they are thinking about opening (maybe this is 
one species that self-fertilises within its own flowers?) 

30. Autumn Ladies Tresses:  Rosemary Webb tells me that this has been a good year for them on 
south Hayling, perhaps aided by the drought which has meant very little mowing of lawns.  She has 
also found a much increased number of plants on the Beachlands shore just east of the 'railway 
station' between the rail tracks and edge of the shingle beach. 

31. Wood Small Reed:  The patch of this on the North Common site is very easy to see at the moment 
as its straw yellow seed heads are very different from the purplish heads of the taller common 
Reeds. 

32. Cockspur Grass:  Yet another site found in Havant with plants outside the old Dolphin pub site 
33. Green Bristle-grass:  On Sep 15 I found the cluster of plants in the Stansted East Park sweetcorn 

crop which had been discovered  by Brian Fellows ten days earlier. 
INSECTS 

15. Butterflies 
• Clouded Yellow:  Sightings continue almost daily with a peak count of 8 on Mill Hill at Shoreham 

on Sep 11 when 2 were at Old Winchester Hill.  Several were on Portsdown near Fort Widley on 
Sep 12 and at least one was at Farlington Marshes on Sep 17 (Martin Hampton had around 4 there 
on Sep 10).  Most interesting report was from Bournemouth on Sep 8 where one butterfly was 
seen in the Boscombe undercliff area (where a resident colony is now well established) and a 
search of the cliff found 18 eggs and several caterpillars. 

• Small Copper: These are thriving at present - on Sep 9 a dozen were seen at Magdalen Hill Down 
and on Sep 11 a similar number were at Old Winchester Hill (and I had two on Hayling North 
Common).  Sep 12 found nine at the Gosport Defence Muntions site and at least one on 
Portsdown. 

• Adonis Blue: Sep 11 brought counts of 10 from Old Winchester Hill and 22 from Mill Hill at 
Shoreham 

• Holly Blue:  These are coming to an end with just one report of a single at Noar Hill on Sep 7 

• White Admiral:  Three new reports of second brood insects - at Axmansford in north Hampshire 
singles were seen on Sep 3 and 4 and on Sep 7 one was seen in Binsted Wood south of the A27 
just west of Arundel 

• Small Tortoiseshell:  Not extinct yet - two more sighting of singles at Testwood Lakes on Sep 8 
and Old Winchester Hill on Sep 9 

• Camberwell Beauty:  Three new sightings - one from 'somewhere in Hampshire' on Sep 11, one 
from a Haywards Heath garden on Sep 9 and an interesting report from a tiny village called Ripe 
between Eastbourne and Lewes where the local Parish Magazine carried an article by a regular 
correspondent known as 'The Dog Walker' who writes of having seen one in early September 

• Comma:  Nine recent reports since Sep 7 with peak counts of 15 at Testwood Lakes on Sep 8 and 
12 in Stansted Forest on Sep 9.  Latest report is of one at Brook Meadow on Sep 15 

• Silver Washed Fritillary:  A very worn and very late specimen was seen in Slindon Wood near 
Arundel on Sep 4 

• Marbled White:  An even later report is of one of these at Old Winchester Hill on Sep 7 - I would 
like confirmation of this one! 

• Small Heath:  Counts of 103 from Old WInchester Hill on Sep 7 and more than 90 at Stockbridge 
Down on Sep 8 dropping to 6 at the Gosport Defence Munitions site on Sep 12 and just one very 
tatty specimen at Farlington Marshes on Sep 17 



16. Moths 
• Convolvulus Hawkmoth:  NIne recent reports including one taken by George Spraggs at Sinah 

Lane on Hayling on Sep 11 

• Death's Head Hawkmoth:  First report of one this year is a daytime sighting of one in the Church 
Norton churchyard on Sep 11 

• Hummingbird Hawkmoth:  One was visiting flowers outside the flats in The Parchment off South 
Street in Havant on Sep 16 

17. Other Insects 
• Volucella zonaria:  This large and distinctive hoverfly was a surprising sight in my garden when it 

landed on a raindrop coated metal post supporting our garden washing line on the dull early 
morning of Sep 13 

OTHER 
8. Water Vole: A footnote to an entry on the Butterfly Conservation website told me that on Sep 8 a 

Water Vole had been seen at the Testwood Lakes eating Himalayan Balsam - doing its bit for 
conservation as nothing else seems to control this invasive alien weed. 

9. Fungi:  On Sep 15 I had a good show of fungi in Southleigh Forest along the publib path from the 
Emsworth Common Road to Woodberry Lane.  At the southern end (just in off the road) was a 
good display The Sickener (Russula emetica) with scarlet caps large enough to make me think I 
had found Fly Agaric until I got off my bike to check them.  Nearby was a vast show of Spindle 
Shank - probably twenty large, tight packed, tufts of all ages following the roots of some tree.  As 
well as one unidentified tiny I also found Woolly Milkcap here.  At the other end of the track near 
Woodberry Lane a single oversize Earthball was also showing signs of the recent heavy rain 
having encouraged excess growth - it was blown up to twice its normal size and the small scars 
that appear on the surface were like enlarged pores on a sponge wating to be squeezed. 

10. Pod Razor shellfish:  It seems there are several types of Razor Shell with Pod Razor being one 
of the least common - this came from an entry on the Rye Bay website in which Cliff Dean wrote .. 
"A conspicuous species stranded on the lower shore was Pod Razor Ensis siliqua. They live at the 
lower shore in sand, lying buried with only a siphon protruding from their burrow. If a predator 
manages to grip the protruding siphon it will break at a predetermined weakened spot,  and then 
regenerate. Although they have long been marketed in Italy, it is only this year that I have noticed 
them on sale here. The man at Rock-a-Nore Fisheries told me he got his from France and at 
Whitstable four of them, chargrilled, will set you back £10!" 

Sat 16 Sep 

C. Around Havant 
A brief stroll around Havant this morning gave me a Hummingbird Hawkmoth around flowers 
growing in The Parchment and a further encounter with both Green Amaranth and Cockspur 
Grass which were among the many weeds on the Park Road South of the new building which has 
replaced the Dolphin pub. 
On the way home I found the small patch of damp wall south of St Faith’s church, just before you 
come to South Street and the Old House at Home, still had all five species of fern despite the 
drought - Polypody is the most obvious but with it is Harts Tongue, Maidenhair Spleenwort, Male 
Fern (young and small) with Wall Rue.  Further west along this stone passage Wall Rocket is still 
flowering outside the Conservative HQ building. 
Yesterday I had a phone call from Rosemary Webb confirming the general impression that this has 
been an unusually good year for Autumn Ladies Tresses which she has not only seen in more 
gardens than usual (fewer people have had their lawnmowers out this summer!) but she has also 
recorded a considerable increase in those flowering on the Beachlands shore (just east of the 
‘railway station’ and covering the ground between the railtracks and the very edge of the shingle. 



Fri 15 Sep 

D. Southleigh Forest and Stansted East Park 
This afternoon I cycled through the Hollybank Woods and Southleigh Forest to Stansted East Park 
and back. 
The first pleasant surprise came in the Hollybank Woods where a large patch of Yellow Pimpernel 
was in fresh flower, and the second came just after crossing the Emsworth Common Road into 
Southleigh Forest where I was immediately confronted with a sea of bright red-capped toadstools 
large enough for me to think they were Fly Agaric until I got off my bike to look at them when I saw 
they were large specimens of Russula emetica (The Sickener).  Close to them was a single white 
toadstool which was oozing milk from its pores - a Woolly Milkcap - and just beyond it began a long 
line of tight packed clusters of dark brown toadstools following the roots of a tree running close to 
the surface of the ground - these were Collybia fusipes (Spindle Shank).  Nearing Woodberry Lane 
I found another fungus on the bank of the trackside ditch - an Earthball which seemed to have 
been ‘blown up’ oversize by taking in an excess of recent rain - instead of being hard to the touch 
it was quite spongy and the normal small scars on the surface were open pores. 
Next stop was at Stubbermere pond where the Treacle Mustard was still flowering along with quite 
a lot of Field Forget-me-not that I have not noticed recently.  On the other side of the track here the 
long established dung heaps have been removed and partly replaced by a smaller heap of grey 
sand - sure what is intended by this but while puzzling my eyes were drawn upwards by the cries of 
a Buzzard being mobbed by five Crows. 
At Holme Farm just one Swallow was still present and near Stansted House two House Martins 
flew over - both Swallow and Martins still presumably tied to the sites by parental duties. 
In the East Park fields I spent some time looking for new weeds but the only addition I could make 
to my previous list was the Green Bristle-grass which Brian Fellows had discovered, plus many 
Field Pansies that have just started to re-flower.  The site of the Spreading Hedge Parsley has now 
been ploughed up, hopefully scattering its seeds and ensuring more new growth for next year. 

Thu 14 Sep 

B. Havant and Budds Farm 
On my way to the Havant shops this morning I took a long route via Havant station and park.  
Coming down the path from the station area into the park I was pleased to see fresh flowering 
Creeping Yellow Cress in the flowerbed on my left as I came to the end of the connecting path, and 
further south the Giant Polypore still surrounded the base of the ailing Horse Chestnut tree but by 
now most of the Polypore had blackened and wilted. 
In the late afternoon I cycled to the Budds Mound viewpoint for a quick scan of the harbour at high 
tide in case any Brent could be seen - no luck there but I did see that the number of Swans aroung 
Broadmarsh slipway had increased to 22 with another two still on the Budds pools where the count 
of Shoveler was up to at least 24 and a single female Wigeon was present.  Looking up to the huge 
cranes above the sewage works I estimated a count of around 700 Starlings but I was not able to 
see how many were still on the wires crossing the South Moors where I had found around 1500 of 
them yesterday. 

Wed 13 Sep 

B. A walk down the Langbrook Stream to Budds Farm 
A Grey Wagtail was back at the Homewell Stream as I passed through The Parchment and along 
the roadside around the Langstone roundabout rain had brought the mass of Lesser Sea-Spurrey 
back into flower.  Also at the roadside I found a single plant of Narrow-leaved Pepperwort which I 
have not noticed here before. 
In the first section of the stream between the A27 and the old IBM approach road Meadow Sweet, 
Water Forget-me-not, Water Figwort and Fool’s Water Cress were all in flower with the Water 
Crowfoot, and by the bank a single plant of Musk Mallow added its pink colour.  South of the 
approach road there was the usual show of Red Campion and Herb Robert with Indian Balsam on 
the far bank, and further downstream the plants of White Comfrey which had been in bud last time 
I came this way were now in flower.  Nearby was the largest plant of Greater Plantain that I have 



ever seen - the total length of one ‘scape’ (the overall flower stem) was about 70 cm including a 
flower spike which I measured as 50 cm. 
Coming onto the South Moors the dominant feature was a huge flock of Starlings based on the 
power lines running high over the Moors.  The birds were restless and large parties were 
continuously coming and going - some down to blackberry bushes, others to the grassland - so my 
estimate of 1500 birds may have been below the mark.  Another bird species starting to flock here 
was Carrion Crow - at the southern end of the Moors I counted a total of 31 birds. 
Today I was at last lucky in finding the Devil’s Bit Scabious at the north end of the orchid area a few 
yards west of the recently mown area.  In fact I found a total of seven flowering plants in two 
separate areas (usually I am lucky to see one or two plants).  While searching the area I found just 
one Common Blue butterfly to add to the Speckled Woods seen by the stream. 
Nothing special on the Budds pools where the Shoveler numbered at least 20, and out in the 
harbour I could see 14 Swans, 6 Great Crested Grebe and a single Common Tern. 
Coming back up the Langbrook Stream south of Mill Lane the Ivy had started to flower, and in Mill 
Lane there were quite a few flowers on the Butcher’s Broom which I first noticed in flower on Sept 
2. 

Tue 12 Sep 
D. Hayling Oysterbeds 

With the tide high in the early afternoon I cycled to the Oysterbeds with my telescope to scan the 
harbour for an early Brent and to see what else might be around. 
I did spot some Brent, somewhere between three and six (maybe more) seen distantly on the far 
edge of South Binness.  These would be part of the dozen or so that have been summering in the 
harbour.  Much nearer to me were twenty-five Cormorants in their favourite loafing site on Round 
Nap, but otherwise there were very few birds on the water - just half a dozen Great Crested 
Grebes. 
Over near the Portsmouth shore large numbers of waders were in the air but I could not see what 
they might be - probably Grey Plover and perhaps some Godwits but not Dunlin.  Around the outer 
walls of the Oysterbeds the small areas that remained above water had a show of Oystercatchers 
and Grey Plover with around a dozen Ringed Plover, two Dunlin and two Turnstone. 
On the island in the lagoon there were at least 80 Redshank with more Oystercatchers and a few 
Black-headed Gulls plus a family of Sandwich Terns (two adults and a noisy youngster) and two 
more Cormorant.  A lone Common Sandpiper flew low over the water.  In the northern pool near 
the Coastal Path a single Wigeon was on the water and a Heron was resting while half a dozen 
Egrets busied themselves in the water around the site. 
As I arrived up to 50 Swallows and a couple of House Martins were flying north towards the 
mainland but there were few other birds - none of note.  Also in the air around the tracks were a 
small number of Migrant Hawker dragonflies but lack of sunshine had deterred any butterflies. 
As I left the area a small flock of Tits (mainly Long-tailed) escorted me to the north end of the 
Coastal Path, reminding me that first thing this morning a female Sparrowhawk had shot through 
our garden at what seemed an incredibly dangerous speed but did not catch anything. 

Mon 11 Sep 

C. Hayling North Common 
In my garden this morning the usual crowd of House Sparrows were back (they have not deserted 
me for country harvest fields!) and the first small Tit flock of the autumn passed through with at 
least one Blue Tit singing at the prospect of a lovely day ahead. 
The same prospect persuaded me to walk to North Common, and as I started off down the Billy 
Trail I heard another song which has not been a regular feature since July 4 (though I have isolated 
records for July 21 and Aug 1) - this was my first autumn Chiffchaff song, following a similar first 
report from Christchurch on Aug 30.  While still on the old rail track I also heard the high-pitched 
notes of Goldcrest in two places, and a troop of Long-tailed Tits gave their contrasting stronger 
pipings, nearly always three or four times repeated. Another bird that may have returned for the 
winter to the Lymbourne stream beside the track was more elusive and did not give any audible 



sign of its presence - all I saw was a momentary flash of what I an pretty sure was a Grey Wagtail 
vanishing upstream. 
At Langstone there was evidence of more winter arrivals - a flock of over 100 Starlings on 
overhead wires near the sailing club, attracting my attention with their chatter and song.  More 
Starlings were in evidence on the Hayling side of the water, obviously attracted by the huge mass 
of fresh ripe blackberries.  On the east side of the bridge near the Ship 40 Blackwits were quietly 
feeding, and at the southern end of the bridge the white flowered Red Valerian was in full flower. 
After passing the road into the Hotel and marina complex I found that the ground around the new 
extension of the hotel accommodation had been laid out as flowerbeds but as yet they had little in 
them other than adventitious weeds - sadly nothing more exciting than Black Nightshade.  The 
unused road around the south side of the hotel (presumably a precautionary fire road) has recently 
acquired a wooden barrier to prevent vehicles entering it from the public road but I was still able to 
walk up it and use the unofficial entrance into the North Common open space to save a walk 
around the road to the normal carpark entrance. 
This way in takes you straight to the most interesting and least used area behind the houses, and 
here I soon saw two Small Coppers (one very fresh) and two very fresh Painted Ladies, plus one 
Common Blue, among the many Small Whites.  Also here I had a good look at a large boldly 
patterned hoverfly which I could not identify, and a close look at a Migrant Hawker dragonfly which 
took a rest hanging from a bush within feet of me. 
Other items of interest here were a big female Hop vine covering the brambles and hawthorn 
bushes with its classic hop fruits, lots of Pepper Saxifrage still flowering, and the strong contrast 
between the tall, green leaved and purple headed Common Reeds and the patch of Wood Small 
Reed standing much less tall (not much over 1 metre) and waving heads of a pale straw yellow 
which made them stand out from everything around them. To see them, go to the normal carpark, 
walk in along the newly re-surfaced path and take the left turn onto the unsurfaced path going 
around the south side of the marina basin towards the hotel - when you come the the deep ditch 
running up to the Northney Road between the houses and the carpark you are bound to see the 
plants on the west side of the ditch - the patch measures about 3 x 3 metres in size and is about 20 
metres south of the path you are on. 
Coming, from the path I had been on, to the broad main path coming from the carpark I turned left 
and very soon found the three big plants of Fragrant Agrimony standing just clear of the brambles, 
and I then took the path leading north between the marina basin and the old boating lake.  This 
brings you to one of the best bird-watching positions, on the east side of the marina entrance, 
overlooking the water, mud and saltings between north Hayling and the Warblington shore.  Not 
much to see today - one Sandwich Tern, three or four Bar-tailed Godwits, a single Grey Plover and 
the inevitable Curlew, Redshank and Oystercatchers plus one Cormorant drying its wings.  As part 
of the work on relaying the main path the usually very overgrown path to this point has had the 
brambles on either side cut back to allow easy  access. 
I came home via the path leading from Northney Road south of Bridge Farm to the Texaco garage 
and added sightings of at least two Spotted Flycatchers in the section closest to Bridge Farm, and 
nearing the garage I had my first sight for the year of Japanese Knotweed in flower - earlier I had 
enjoyed the Hedgerow Cranesbill at the entrance to the North Common carpark. 
After crossing the bridge I turned left onto the old railway north pier from which I had a good view of 
a single Wigeon at the mouth of the Langbrook stream - it soon took off and flew on but in doing so 
showed me by its wing bars that it was a male.  Continuing up the old rail track I logged half a 
dozen Speckled Wood, a single Red Admiral, and an almost certain Hornet over the Lymbourne 
stream. 

 
 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR SEP 4 - 10 (WEEK 36) 



Sun 10 Sep 

F. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

248. Black-necked Grebe:  A second report for the autumn (after one at Arlington Reservoir in the 
Cuckmere Valley on Aug 27) comes from Dungeness on Sep 2 - again a single bird. 

249. Sooty Shearwater:  On Sep 2 one was seen at Portland and maybe the same bird flew east 
past Selsey that day.  These two were probably different as on Sep 3 four of them were logged 
going east at Dungeness 

250. Balearic Shearwater:  On Sep 2 eight (maybe up to fifteen) were seen in the Portland area 
and on Sep 3 at least one was as close to us as Ventnor (where one went west) 

251. Storm Petrel:  On Sep 2 one was seen from Portland and four were there on Sep 3 
252. Night Heron:  The juvenile which turned up at Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough on Aug 

29 was still there on Sep 7 but was not seen the next day. 
253. Little Egret:  A recount of my notepad found that I actually saw at least 211 Egrets enter the 

Langstone Pond roost on the evening of Sep 6.  I am pretty sure I would have seen more if I had 
stayed until it was too dark to see them so there may well have been around 220 in the roost that 
night.  I am pretty sure Jason Crook has had more than 200 in that roost last year (my own highest 
count in 2005 was 150 on 14 Sep) but I cannot find a record of Jason's figure.   

In 2004 when Jason counted the Langstone roost for Pete Carr's Egret roost survey his results were 
127 on Aug 14, 144 on Aug 28, 176 on Sep 13, 129 on Oct 14 and only 91 by Dec 12.  Maybe 
we will get this year's peak next week? 

For background info the highest count I am aware of is Barry Collins figure of 281 at the Thorney 
Deeps in Aug 1999, and the first count of over 200 was Barry's count of 227 there in Aug 1998. 
The Langstone roost is clearly the largest in Hampshire. 

254. Glossy Ibis:  One was at Radipole (Weymouth) on Sep 8 and had been there for several days 
255. Spoonbill:  One was in Christchurch Harbour on Sep 6 and 7 
256. Canada Goose:  The first report of these birds having moved to autumn roosting areas comes 

from Christchurch Harbour where there have been none during the summer but where 116 were 
seen on Sep 7 

257. Wigeon:  These are now piling in for the winter - some measure of this comes from 
Christchurch Harbour were the count was 9 on Sep 4, 17 on Sep 6 and 88 on Sep 8 

258. Pintail:  Again Christchurch gives a measure of the arrival of these birds - 6 were newly arrived 
on Sep 4 but there were 16 there on Sep 8 

259. Shoveler:  Although there have been quite a few of these around through the summer a Rye 
Harbour count of 38 on Sep 6 (highest anywhere since last winter) shot up to 138 on Sep 9 

260. Honey Buzzard:  On Sep 5 one flew over Sussex (Weir Wood), on Sep 6 one was over 
Dungeness and another over Portland, and on Sep 8 one flew out to sea from Christchurch.  
Russell Wynn's recent update for the Lymington marshes gives one over Hurst Beach sometime in 
Aug and that seems to be the only Hampshire record so far for this autumn. 

261. Marsh Harrier:  Five singles going south between Sep 2 and 9 over Kent, East Sussex and 
Dorset only 

262. Osprey:  Between Sep 5 and 9 there have been reports of two over Newtown and one over 
Luccombe Down on the IoW with other singles at Hastings and Christchurch. 

263. Merlin:  Six reports of singles between Sep 2 and 9 but again nothing from Hampshire - 
nearest was at the Needles (West High Down) on Sep 9 

264. Hobby:  Ten reports between Sep 2 and 8, none in Hampshire 
265. Red-legged Partridge:  With autumn shoots coming up I nearly ran over 5 on the Morestead 

Road coming back from Winchester on Sep 5 and a 'covey' (should that be a 'release') of 37 were 
in the Chilgrove area on Sep 7.  Although I don't have an exact date Alistair Martin tells me he has 



again this year seen a pair with young in the fields between West Lane and the Hayling Coastal 
Path. 

266. Grey Partridge: 15 were seen in the Climping area near Littlehampton on Sep 8 - probably not 
for shooting but also maybe released to try to restore the native population.  I suppose they could 
represent breeding success in the wild as I see that on Aug 6 a pair were seen on Round Hill at 
Steyning (north of Worthing) with 7 youngsters. 

267. Avocet:  Birds heading for winter in the west country gave Christchurch Harbour a site record 
count of 49 there on Sep 8 

268. Golden Plover:  The roosting flock on the shore at Rye Harbour was down to 145 (from 230 on 
Aug 30) and singles have been seen at Christchurch and Portland. 

269. American Golden Plover:  One was anonymously reported to have flown north over Beachy 
Head on Sep 6 - no confirmation.  I see that this species does have a distinctive call (bolder that 
normal Golden Plover) and so might be picked out in flight by someone familiar with the species. 

270. Sanderling:  The count on the Ryde Sands was up to 61 on Sep 4 (but there were 45 there on 
Aug 9 - they seem to have just been passing through and the current flock may well not stay in our 
area) 

271. Purple Sandpiper:  One at Selsey Bill on Sep 2 was the third of the autumn after singles at 
Portland on Aug 23 and Bembridge Foreland on Aug 27 

272. Pomarine Skua:  Four were at Dungeness on Sep 2 
273. Arctic Skua:  65 at Dungeness on Sep 2 increased to 175 seen there on Sep 3 
274. Long-tailed Skua:  A juvenile flew west past Brighton on Sep 3 
275. Great Skua:  8 were seen at Chesil (Portland) on Sep 2 
276. Sabine's Gull:  One was reported to have flown east past Portland on Sep 6 - no other 

confirmation.  If true this would be the first for the year. 
277. Great Blackback:  A count of 335 at Ferrybridge (Portland) on Sep 2 may presage an increase 

in numbers all along the south coast. 
278. Sandwich Tern:  1100 were off Dungeness on Sep 3 with 420 Common Tern (plus 10 Arctic 

Terns on Sep 4) to illustrate the current exodus.  Few reports of Little Terns now - latest was of 3 
at Christchurch on Sep 7 

279. Black Tern:  Two were seen at the Chichester Lakes on Sep 4 but a better impression of their 
passage comes from Dungeness where the counts were 45 on Sep 2, 25 on Sep 3 and 17 on Sep 
4 increasing to 22 on Sep 7 

280. Turtle Dove:  Their autumn passage so far is very low in numbers - just 13 reports since the 
start of August and all of them singles except for a bunch of 6 at Rye Harbour on Aug 2.  Last year 
the total of birds reported between Aug 1 and Sep 10 was 76 with several small flocks of up to ten 
birds.  This year only 19 birds have been reported in the same period and few more can be 
expected. 

281. Cuckoo:  A juvenile was seen on the IoW near the Needles on Sep 9 but there will not be many 
more 

282. Swift:  Last report I have seen was of one over Bembridge on Sep 4 
283. Wryneck:  Just two recent reports both at Portland on Sep 7 and 8 
284. Skylark:  A count of 22 at Rye Harbour on Sep 9 may mark the arrival of continental birds 

coming for the winter 
285. Sand Martin:  Another big movement of hirundines brought 370 over Christchurch on Sep 7 
286. Swallow:  An estimated 8000 flew over Christchurch on Sep 8 
287. House Martin:  Although these usually stay longer than other hirundines an estimated 1700 

were over Christchurch on Sep 7 
288. Tree Pipit:  Of a total of 125 reported from all sites between Sep 4 and 9 the peak count was of 

40 at Portland on Sep 7 



289. Yellow Wagtail:  28 reports between Sep 2 and 9 gave a total count of 1299 birds with peak 
counts of 200 at Dungeness on Sep 2 and 203 at Christchurch on Sep 4 

290. Grey Wagtail:  Only 8 reports totalling 61 migrants in the same period, peak being 25 at 
Portland on Sep 5 

291. Pied Wagtail:  First report of a communal winter roost comes from the Jolly Roger pub at 
Arlington (Cuckmere valley) on Sep 7 - no actual count but 'many to roost'.  It's worth watching the 
roof of Tesco at Havant (and the abandoned Texaco petrol station) in the coming evenings. 

292. Redstart:  Figures for the Sep 2 to 9 period are 12 reports with 32 individuals - peak of 6 at 
Portland on Sep 7 

293. Whinchat:  24 reports totalling 141 birds with 60 at Portland on Sep 7 
294. Wheatear:  23 reports with 747 birds - peak of 350 at Portland on Sep 7 
295. Ring Ouzel:  First report of the autumn is of a single at Durlston on Sep 8 
296. Song Thrush:  Maybe continental birds arriving produced 'the first seen for a couple of weeks' 

at Hastings Country Park on Sep 9 
297. Mistle Thrush:  First report of an autumn flock is of 18 at Winchelsea on Sep 6 
298. Grasshopper Warbler:  4 reports totalling 10 birds between Sep 2 and 9 including 6 at 

Portland on Sep 7 
299. Sedge Warbler:  5 reports totalling 53 birds with 37 at Christchurch on Sep 6 
300. Melodious Warbler:  One at Christchurch on Sep 7 was their fourth individual this autumn and 

Portland has had at least six different birds. 
301. Lesser Whitethroat:  8 reports of 36 birds (Sep 2 - 9) with 7 near the Pagham North Walls on 

Sep 8 
302. Common Whitethroat:  15 reports of 410 birds with 125 at Christchurch on Sep 7 
303. Garden Warbler:  4 reports of 7 birds 
304. Blackcap:  10 reports of 197 birds with 128 at Christchurch on Sep 7 
305. Chiffchaff:  8 reports of 85 birds  (55 at Christchurch on Sep 7) 
306. Willow Warbler:  12 reports of 307 birds with 100 at Christchurch on Sep 7 
307. Goldcrest:  Dungeness had their first of the autumn on Sep 6 so maybe one I heard at 

Nutbourne on Sep 9 was a winter arrival. 
308. Firecrest: Just one report of a single bird at Dungeness on Sep 9 (there had been one other 

autumn report of a single at Christchurch on Sep 1) 
309. Spotted Flycatcher:  19 reports of 98 birds (25 at Christchurch on Sep 7).  I saw one of this 

total in Havant Thicket on Sep 4 
310. Pied Flycatcher:  5 reports of 15 birds with 10 at Portland on Sep 7 
311. Jay:  An anonymous report of around 20 near the Needles on the IoW on Sep 9 may indicate 

the arrival of continental birds 
312. Crow:  While I was in a Havant pet shop to buy bird seed on Sep 9 the owner was taking a call 

from a lady about to go on holiday and wondering what she should do about a 'Raven' which had 
become dependent on her for food (even taking it from her hand).  I assume this was a young Crow 
which had become hooked on easy food early in life.  We tried to assure the lady that the bird 
(which was uninjured and could fly) would look after itself while she was away but we did not 
suggest that she phoned the Tower of London to see if they were missing a bird and wanted it 
back. 

313. Raven:  12 were at Portland on Sep 4 (not regulars there) and one flew over Bow Hill (Kingley 
Vale) on Sep 7 with other usual reports from the IoW and Christchurch. 

314. House Sparrow:  I expect most town birds to move into harvest fields for their autumn holiday 
and maybe a report of 80+ appearing at Rye Harbour on Sep 9 (coupled with an absence over the 
past couple of days of the 20+ that usually feed in my garden) may show this is now happening. 



315. Tree Sparrow:  These too are now on the move, probably coming in from the continent, as 
shown by the presence of one at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 7 when 15 appeared at Dungeness 
(the only other report this summer came from Henfield in Sussex where one was reported on 
sunflower seed in a garden on Aug 20) 

316. Greenfinch:  The first news of a coastal flock comes from Shoreham on Sep 5 when a mixed 
flock of around 150 Greenfinch and Linnets was seen on the beach 

317. Linnet:  I have recently remarked on the absence of this species this summer but now, in 
addition to those at Shoreham, a count of more than 300 was reported from Rye on Sep 9 

318. Ortolan Bunting:  The first that I have heard of this year was at Christchurch on Sep 6 - it was 
said to have been heard and seen in flight before dropping into fields and out of sight... 

319. Corn Bunting:  The winter flock has begun to arrive at Rye Harbour - 21 birds were there on 
Sep 8 and 27 on Sep 9.  No other reports from anywhere since early July. 

PLANTS 
34. Field Pennycress:  A couple of late plants flowering at Prinsted (market garden plot) on Sep 9 
35. Dwarf Mallow:  Still a few flowers on the plants in the Notubourne orchards on Sep 9 
36. Lucerne:  Lots flowering on the grassy open space at the bottom of the Paulsgrove large chalkpit 

(most at the east end) 
37. Ivy: I saw my first flowers of the autumn at Andover on Sep 5 and found more in the sun trap 

against the foot of the Paulsgrove chalk cliff on Sep 7 
38. Wild Angelica:  In an entry on the Rye Bay website for Sep 9 by Barry Yates of Rye Harbour he 

says  .. "The plant has a sweet and aromatic flavour and has been used in cooking for centuries. It 
is also an ingredient in Chartreuse and Vermouth. It was believed in ancient times to protect 
against the bubonic plague." 

39. Green Nightshade:  The Prinsted 'market garden plot' has masses of Black Nightshade which 
has hairless stems, and berries which hang below small remnants of the calyx - the berries soon 
turn from green to black to give the plant its name.  The plot also has several plants of Green 
Nightshade within the fenced off area - using binoculars on Sep 9 I could clearly see the very hairy 
stems and managed to spot a couple of clusters of berries which will remain green and which have 
the top half of each berry enclosed in much larger calyx teeth. 

40. Red Bartsia:  These plants are normally less than 30 cm tall but on Sep 1 Brian Fellows found a 
plant in Brook Meadow which was 115 cm high 

41. Hoary Plantain:  Although this is common enough on chalk I was surprised to find freshly 
flowering specimens on Portsdown as late as Sep 7 

42. Harebell:  I was also surprised to find a very large number of these flowering on Portsdown in the 
area above the Paulsgrove Chalkpit - it must have been a good year for them. 

43. Devils Bit Scabious:  Just one plant on Portsdown was unexpected by me.  On Sep 4 there was 
masses of it in Havant Thicket where I do expect to see it. 

44. Golden Rod:  Also lots of this in Havant Thicket. 
45. Blue Fleabane: One plant seen still flowering on Portsdown on Sep 7 
46. Shaggy Soldier:  Masses of this flowering at Prinsted on Sep 9 
47. Lesser Hawkbit:  Flowering on Portsdown on Sep 7 - not sure how common it is there 
48. Autumn Ladies Tresses:  Although I am unfamiliar with Portsdown I know this grows in small 

numbers at various places but I was surprised to find 172 spikes flowering in a small area of grassy 
gully running down to the lip of the Paulsgrove chalkpit (I had hoped for half a dozen spikes there) 

49. Cockspur Grass:  Yet another new site in Prinsted village on the east side of the village street 
some three houses north of the shoreline.  Seen on Sep 9 

50. Green Bristle-grass:  First find of the year made by Brian Fellows in Stansted East Park on Sep 5.  
I think it was by the footpath leading through the growing Sweetcorn from Woodlands Lane to 
Lumley Seat. 



51. Purple Moor-grass:  Only now coming into flower in Havant Thicket on Sep 4. 
INSECTS 

18. Dragonflies 
• Migrant Hawker:  The 'flocks' of these migrants seen in East Sussex from July 30 seemed to stay 

there and not spread along the coast until now. Brian Fellows had a first flock of 20 or more at 
Brook Meadow on Sep 4 (though they had been seen in August all along the coast but only in ones 
and twos).  Counts of 180+ in the Hastings area on Aug 3 were still present on Aug 25 when 
'hundreds' were seen at Rye Harbour.  Brian's sighting on Sep 4 was matched by news of 'many' 
seen by the Sussex Ouse on the same day. 

19. Butterflies 
• Clouded Yellow:  Eight reports between Sep 4 and 8 with a peak of 5 insects at Pagham Harbour 

on Sep 8.  I saw one on Portsdown  on Sep 7 and one was seen on Horsea Island on Sep 6.  Other 
local sightings were at Titchfield Abbey and Warsash village 

• White Admiral: Two second brood individuals were seen in woods at Boarhunt on Sep 7.   The 
last year in which a second brood appeared was 2003 with 8 reports between Sep 12 and Oct 4 - 
in that year there were sightings in Hollybank Woods and the Hookheath nature reserve (plus one 
from Stansted in David Parker's Forestside garden). 

• Camberwell Beauty: Two new sightings in Compton village on Sep 7 and at Grayshott (near 
Liphook) on Sep 4 bring the total that I know of for this year to six (one in East Sussex on Aug 15, 
one at Pulborough Brooks from Aug 16 - 25, one at Horsham on Aug 26 and one at Liss Forest on 
Aug 30, plus the latest two).  Nationwide I believe there have been many more. 

• Grayling:  One at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire on Sep 3 was a new species for the area. 

• Meadow Brown:  One seen at Bushfield Camp (southern fringe of Winchester) on Aug 30 had 
white patches on its forewings - an uncommon but recognised abberration called 'alba'. 

20. Moths 
• Lace Border:  A first report for the year of this pretty moth comes from the Sussex Ouse valley on 

Sep 4 

• Scorched Carpet:  A second report for the year (after one in the New Forest on June 16) comes 
from Edburton in West Sussex on Sep 3 when the moth came to squashed bananas on a bird table 

• Bordered Beauty:  The first and only report of this comes from Russell Wynn at Lymington 
'sometime in July'. 

• Large Thorn:  This is a nationally rare moth mainly found in the south east in the autumn.  A report 
of one somewhere in Sussex on Sep 5 caused me to add this to my database as a new species 
which I had not previously heard of. 

• Dusky Thorn:  First of the year taken in Sussex on Sep 4 

• Brussels Lace:  A very pretty moth with two old reports from the New Forest in June and a new 
one from Russell Wynn at Lymington sometime in July 

• Muslin Footman:  Another species for which I had seen no records in past years until Russell 
Wynn had one at Lymington in July 

• Heath Rustic:  First for this year was recorded at Portland on Sep 5 

• Feathered Gothic:  Another first for the year coming to bananas at Edburton in Sussex on Sep 3 

• Old Lady: Fourth report for the year (first on July 17) but of interest because it too came to 
bananas on Sep 3 

• Porter's Rustic:  This rare migrant turned up at Portland where three had been taken on Aug 20 
and one on Aug 22 but these are the only reports I have seen. 

• Clifden Nonpareil:  One was mistakenly reported at North Gorley near Fordingbridge on Aug 9 
but that was subsequently re-identified as a Red Underwing.  A genuine first Clifden Nonpareil was 
trapped at Dungeness on Sep 4 



• Red Underwing:  A third report for the year fom Edburton on Sep 3 is of interest as it was attracted 
to squashed banana - as had been one near Hastings on Aug 21 

• Marsh Oblique-barred:  First and only report I have seen comes from Russell Wynn at Lymington 
'sometime in July' 

• Caterpillars: On Sep 2 a Privet Hawkmoth caterpillar was found on an unusual foodplant 
(Wayfaring Tree) at Cissbury Ring (north of Worthing) and on Sep 6 Large White caterpillars 
were also found on an unusual foodplant (Horseradish) at Ropley. Also from Ropley on Sep 5 
comes a report of Elephant Hawk caterpillar on Fuchsia (a very normal foodplant) - these 
caterpillars had been seen earlier at Rye Harbour on Aug 17 and 30 (the latter eating Willowherb). 

21. Other insects 
• Hornet:  One of these was also attracted to bananas at Edburton on Sep 3 and on Sep 4 I saw at 

least four of them in Havant Thicket (see diary for an account of one stealing prey from a spider 
web and then hanging upside down from a tree branch to eat the stolen item). 

• Lesser Cockroach:  A rarity I had not previously come across was found by Russell Wynn at 
Lymington on July 9 

• Wasp Spider:  A report of one in Brook Meadow on Sep 1 reminds me that it is worth keeping an 
eye on the females of this species as they will soon be laying their eggs in containers which they 
manufacture looking like pale pink Japanese paper lanterns which they hang suspended off the 
ground from the tops of several tall grass stems which they spider ties together to form a tall arch. 

OTHER 
11. Porpoise:  Two Harbour Porpoises were seen off Portland on Sep 5 - this is the first mention of 

Porpoise I have come across this year other than the one which hit the headlines of the 
Portsmouth NEWS on Aug 4 after being stranded on the mud off the Ship Inn at Langstone, taken 
to Northney Marina for examination by a vet and then released at the mouth of Chichester 
Harbour (from which he swam off 'like the clappers' to quote the NEWS) 

12. Fungi:  Two firsts of the autumn were found on Sep 3 and 4 - on the first date I found masses of 
fresh, young Giant Polypore coming up all around the base of a Horse Chestnut tree in Havant 
Park (less than 50 metres north of the road crossing from the Meridian Centre) and on the latter 
date Brian Fellows found two equally fresh Giant Puffballs in the Brook Meadow are.  Less 
certain was my identification of several Field Mushrooms and one possible Stubble Rosegill 
(which we used to call Volvariella speciosa) all in Havant Thicket on Sep 3, and a possible 
Agaricus bitorquis in a field near Nutbourne Bay on Sep 9 

Sat 9 Sep 

D. Nutbourne and Prinsted 
I took a late afternoon walk from Farm Lane at Nutbourne west through the orchards and Prinsted 
village to the ‘market garden plot’ on the far side of the village. then down Prinsted main street to 
the Prinsted Bay shore from which I followed the sea wall path back to Nubourne Bay and over the 
field to Farm Lane. 
In Farm Lane - I heard a Goldcrest - maybe a winter arrival as I see the migrants are just starting 
to arrive - and found Lesser Water Parsnip flowering in the stream. 
 In the orchards - I found my main target species with a few small flowers still open on the Dwarf 
Mallow  
In the Market Garden plot - masses of Shaggy Soldier and Black Nightshade were flowering with 
a smaller number of the hairy stemmed Green Nightshade plants - they seem to flower later than 
the Black as I had great difficulty in finding any berries showing the diagnostic enlarged calyx.  A 
couple of plants of Field Pennycress had flowers and their distinctive seeds and there was plenty 
of Small Nettle, Fat Hen and Common Orache with one plant of Many-seeded Goosefoot. 
Prinsted - Turning back and going south down the village street I was only about three houses 
from the seaward end on the east side of the road when I found more Cockspur Grass growing on 
the narrow grass roadside bank - fresh flowering Hedge Woundwort was with it. 



Seawall - Nothing of note on the sea or along the seawall though I see that the field next to the sea 
wall on the east side of Prinsted Bay (which used to be a magnet for geese and waders at high 
tide) has been abandoned to nature - it’s now full of tall rough grass and the gate into it from the 
seawall has vanished making an attractive entrance for dog walkers if they feel they can brave the 
jungle! 
At Nutbourne Bay - there were hundreds of Black-headed Gulls and half a dozen Oystercatchers 
with just two Swans on the water - to make up for this lack of interest a single Greenshank flew 
south from the marshy Ham Brook field, calling loudly and giving a great flying display as if went 
out low over the bay - weaving constantly as if a Peregrine was right on it’s tail and then climbing 
high in the air as it reached the south side. 
Farm Lane - The field alongside which the path leads back to Farm Lane has been ploughed and 
from the dusty earth at the edge of the path a single young Agaricus type fungus was growing - at 
a guess Agaricus bitorquie but as it was the only one and may not have had started dropping its 
spores I did not pick it to see what sort of ring might be on its stem. 

Thu 7 Sep 

C. Portsdown Hill around Paulsgrove 
This afternoon I drove up Portsdown from Havant aiming for the area west of the hilltop 
roundabout but found that the bridge over the A3 near The George pub is closed for a long period 
to allow it to be strengthened so I had to go down hill and come up again past the QA Hospital to 
get to my starting point, the roadside layby just west of the hilltop roundabout. 
From here I decided to do something I have never done before, to go downhill to the area at the 
bottom on the big chalkpit, uphill from the west end of the pit, and back along the top of the cliff. 
In the first section from the road to the bottom of the hill I saw a Clouded Yellow as well as more 
expected butterflies - Meadow Brown, Common Blue and Small White - and got my flower list off to 
a good start with Lesser Hawkbit, Devils Bit Scabious and Black Mustard as well as the more 
expected Harebells, Toadflax, etc.  One plant that was more widespread than I expected was 
Annual Wallrocket and I was also pleased to find Hoary Plantain still freshly flowering with quite a 
lot of Yellowwort having new flowers on old stems. 
A good surprise in the open grassland at the bottom of the pit was to find masses of Lucerne in 
flower, and in the suntrap at the base of the chalk cliff much of the Ivy was in flower. Another 
surprise was to find a Wheatear here. 
Climbing the track up the hill west of the pit I found Blue Fleabane and Vervain in flower before 
turning back east along the top of the cliff into the area I am more familiar with.  Best find of the 
walk came when I reached the ‘gulley’ running down from the pseudo ship’s conning tower 
towards the chalkpit and turned uphill along the west side of this grassy gulley.  Between the point 
where I turned uphill and the metal gate in the fencing at the top of it I counted 172 spikes of 
Autumn Ladies Tresses - I am sure a more thorough search would have found a lot more. I don’t 
know if the regular visitors here think that is normal for the time of year but there were a lot more 
than I expected - similarly with Harebells which were seen everywhere I went. 

Wed 6 Sep 

C. Langstone Egret roost count 
With sunset at around 19:40 and the tide well out I got to the Langstone seawall in good time for 
the arrival of the first birds at 17:45 (at least two were in the trees before I arrived).  By 20:00 when 
it was still quite light I had counted 211 birds arriving at the roost and would not have been 
surprised to have had a total of over 220 if I had stayed on until it was too dark to see the birds 
against the sky.  Although I did not see them a couple of people who passed me coming from the 
Mill building area said that the metal raft (which you can see moored against the island in the pond 
as you come over the mill stream) was covered with Egrets - presumably waiting their turn to get 
into the trees. 
Among the other birds seen while I was there I noted four Teal in the outflow of the Mill stream and 
more than 20 Swallows overhead.  Waves of Wood Pigeons were flying up from Hayling and a 
good number of unidentified small passerines flew over me. 



Tue 5 Sep 
E. To Andover and back 

Today I had to attend a funeral at Basingstoke crematorium and then return for a buffet lunch in an 
Andover garden where Shaggy Soldier was flowering in the vegetable plot and Ivy flowers were 
already open along a south facing hedge. 
Coming back on the Morestead route from Winchester a covey of five Red-legged Partridges had 
a lucky escape when I came round a corner to find them in the road. 

Mon 4 Sep 

D. Havant Thicket 
I drove to the Havant Thicket carpark and took a lengthy walk around the wood and heathland in 
warm sunshine which brought out a good selection of butterflies including Brimstones (some 6 
males and 4 females), Meadow Browns, Speckled Woods and 3 Holly Blue, 1 Common Blue, 1 
female Green-veined White (plus several Small Whites) with singles of Red Admiral and Comma. 
Among a good many other insects were perhaps half a dozen Hornets, one of them giving me a 
close up show of both stealing and eating someone else’s dinner.  The Hornet in question was 
flying low along one of the rides, searching the flowerheads of plants for insect prey, when it made 
a sudden dive into the gap between two plants where it had spotted a ‘ready wrapped’ fly in the 
centre of a spider’s web.  The Hornet took a little while to disentangle the wrapped fly from the web 
but at no time was it in danger of being caught in the web.  With the meal in its mouth the Hornet 
flew straight up to an overhanging tree branch which it grasped with its hind legs, leaving its body 
hanging head down below the branch.  It then used it’s front legs to hold its meal against the 
underside of its body and curved it’s head up to munch away. 
One or two Common Darters were on the wing and one Southern Hawker was seen.  Among other 
flying insects I had good views of a couple of large flies with black-banded yellow abdomens.  My 
first guess was Volucella inanis hoverflies (they were almost as large as V. zonaria) but they had 
more bands than V. inanis.  I watched two resting for sometime on sulit leaves near the ground 
until one took off and made a very high speed dash to intercept some other flying insect which it 
appeared to crash into but not to capture. 
My main target for this outing was Devil’s Bit Scabious of which there was masses in flower almost 
everywhere - before leaving the winding path going north from the carpark I found it, along with 
Ling Heather and Dwarf Gorse, near the northern pond.  Also flowering in strength was lots of wild 
Golden Rod. Newly out along many tracks was Purple Moorgrass, and among other things I 
noticed were the berries on Alder Buckthorn (some red and some black). 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 28 - SEP 3 (WEEK 35) 

Sun 3 Sep 

G. Havant railway station and Park 
A roundabout walk to the shops today showed me that the Thorn Apple plants at Havant station 
have been ‘eliminated’ but a plant of Small Nettle has been left in the pavement nearby. 
Following the east edge of Havant Park south to the Meridian Centre from the station I found a 
great mass of Giant Polypore fresh growth all round the base of a Horse Chestnut tree (will those 
who eliminated the Thorn Apple now remove the whole tree and its obviously highly dangerous 
fungus?) 

H. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

320. Black-necked Grebe:  First mention of this species for this autumn comes from Arlington 
Reservoir in the Cuckmere Valley where one in winter plumage was reported on Aug 27 

321. Sooty Shearwater:  One heading west past Dungeness on Aug 30 was the sixth to be 
reported in Aug after one on July 9 at Portland where there was another new sighting on Aug 26 



322. Night Heron:  A juvenile has been at Weir Wood reservoir (east of Crowborough) from Aug 29 
to Sep 1 at least 

323. Purple Heron: A probable juvenile flew over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 26, and another 
flew south out to sea at Dungeness on Aug 30.  Both sightings may have been of a bird that flew in 
off the sea at Portland on Aug 16. 

324. Spoonbill:  On Aug 27 an adult was with Egrets in fields north of the Pagham North Walls 
325. Wigeon:  A flock of 19 at Christchurch Harbour on Sep 1 was the largest group seen anywhere 

since the beginning of June 
326. Teal:  A count of 60 on Aug 30 at Newtown Harbour on the IoW was similarly the largest count 

of the autumn so far. 
327. Pochard:  17 of these were on the Pett Level pools on Sep 1 - again the first 'flock' of the 

autumn 
328. Honey Buzzard:  Three more new sightings (all singles) were at Christchurch on Aug 26, 

Luccombe Down IoW on Aug 28 and over the Long Man of Wilmington on Aug 30 bringing the total 
of this autumn's passage sightings to 8 so far. 

329. Marsh Harrier:  Of eight new reports this week one was fairly local at Worthing 
330. Hen and Montagu's Harriers:  One of each was seen at Luccombe Down IoW on Aug 27 
331. Goshawk:  A male was seen over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 31 following a sighting of a 

male there on Aug 14 
332. Osprey:  Among the newly reported sightings is one at the Thorney Great Deeps on Aug 27 

with another from Brading IoW same day - maybe these were the same bird moving on - there 
have been no other reports from Chichester Harbour since Aug 10.  Another Osprey was at 
Newtown Harbour IoW on Sep 1 

333. Merlin:  These are becoming commoner along the south coast with sightings at the 
Dungeness RSPB reserve on Aug 27 and 29, and of others at Portland on Aug 30 (their 'first of 
autumn') and 31. 

334. Golden Plover:  The flock at Rye Harbour was up to 230 in number on Aug 30 and singles 
have been seen at Christchurch (Aug 29 and 31) and at Portland on Sep 1 

335. Purple Sandpiper: One was near the Bembridge Foreland on Aug 27 after the first autumn 
passage report of one at Portland on Aug 23 

336. Black-tailed Godwit:  Plenty of these around now but I was interested to see a note of 9 
arriving at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 31 'from the north' (maybe non-stop from Iceland?) 

337. Greenshank:  Also plenty of these around but again I noted a report of more than 35 at the 
Thorney Great Deeps on Aug 27 as a good count.  (There had been counts of 25+ at Farlington on 
Aug 13 and of 24 at Christchurch on Aug 24 but 35+ is the highest so far reported) 

338. Pomarine Skua:  Singles seen at Dungeness on Aug 27 and at Christchurch on Aug 31 were 
the sixth and seventh reports I have seen this autumn 

339. Arctic Skua:  Plenty of these around (52 reports of 395 birds since June 1) but numbers are 
now rapidly increasing with around 55 at Dungeness on Aug 26 and 61 there on Aug 31. 

340. Long-tailed Skua: Two juveniles went past Dungeness on Aug 31 
341. Great Skua:  21 reports of 30 birds since June 1 but again numbers are increasing with 4 at 

Dungeness on Aug 31 
342. Little Tern:  Brian Fellows tells me that the final total of young which fledged from the 

Oysterbeds this summer was 21 (and this figure was printed in THE NEWS next day so it must be 
right!).  This compares well with a figure of just 9 fledged chicks from 21 pairs at Rye Harbour 
(where a fox got in among the colony before the end of the season).  

343. Black Tern:  No recent local reports but Dungeness had counts of 42 on Aug 26, 31 on Aug 27 
and 30 on Aug 28 (maybe all from one flock) 

344. Turtle Dove:  Just four reports of singles at different sites between Aug 26 and 31 - none local 



345. Cuckoo:  Single juveniles were at Luccombe Chine IoW on Aug 25 and at Climping near 
Worthing on Aug 29 

346. Swift:  Still being seen daily along the south coast to Aug 31 at least with 70 at Dungeness on 
Aug 26 

347. Wryneck: One was in a Brighton garden from Aug 21 to 24, another was at Luccombe Down 
IoW on Aug 28, and two were seen in the Climping area (Worthing) on Aug 30 with at least one of 
them still there on Sep 1 

348. Yellow Wagtail:  On Aug 26 one flew over Broadmarsh while I was there (my first tick of the 
year) and large numbers are hopefully using Titchfield Haven as their night roost (though the 
Haven website has not been updated since Aug 19).  At Rye Harbour the night roost count was 
150+ on Aug 27 (when 20 were seen at Pagham and 70+ at Portland) with the Rye Harbour roost 
up to 400 on Aug 28 but dropping to 200+ on Aug 30 when 70+ were seen in the Climping area.  A 
few Grey Wagtails are also on the move (10 coastal reports in the past few days). 

349. Stonechat:  Three recent reports indicate that these are now starting to return to the coastal 
sites where they may stay for the winter. 

350. Icterine Warbler:  One was at Beachy Head on Aug 30 - the only report so far this autumn 
351. Chiff Chaff:  Thousands of Willow Warblers must have already left us but it is only now that 

migrant Chiff Chaffs are turning up at the coast.  On Aug 30 a count of 4 at Portland were noted as 
the first autumn passage birds (and a migrant was heard singing at Christhcurch that day).  On 
Aug 31 Brian Fellows noticed what was probably another migrant newcomer at Brook Meadow 
and on Sep 1 one at Brooklands lake in Worthing was reported as the first autumn bird there. 

352. Gold and Firecrest:  These too are starting to be noticed - on Sep 1 a group of around 4 
Goldcrests were found in the centre of the IoW (Shide area) and at Christchurch Harbour an 
unexpected Firecrest turned up on the same day. 

353. Red-backed Shrike:  Aug 30 brought singles to the Sheepcote valley east of Brighton and to 
the Atherfield area in the south of the IoW 

354. Woodchat Shrike:  A bird in first winter dress arrived at Portland on Aug 29 and was still there 
on Aug 30 

355. Siskin:  Portland reported their first autumn bird flying over on Aug 30 (first report from 
anywhere since early July) 

PLANTS 
52. Perennial Wall-rocket:  One of my regular walks takes me through Juniper Square which opens 

off the south end of South Street in Havant.  It is a good place to find flowers on grassland which 
has been little altered since the council houses were built here and I thought I knew what to expect 
here but on Sep 2 I happened to cross the road and walk on the other side to my usual route and 
thus I noticed that among a lot of flowers in one garden there were also several flowering plants of 
Perennial Wall-rocket, the only ones I know of in Havant - the flowers and whole plant being much 
bigger than the Annual Wall-rocket which is not uncommon around Havant. 

53. Treacle Mustard:  Found at Stubbermere Pond on Aug 29 (see diary entry for that day) 
54. Green Amaranth: Half a dozen plants flowering in Stansted East Park on Aug 29 (see diary) 
55. Hedgerow Cranesbill:  Brian Fellows found this flowering at Emsworth marina seawall on Aug 29 

(this could well still be flowering there into December or January) 
56. Black Mustard:  The construction of the new industrial park on the north side of Solent Road in 

Havant (opposite Tesco) has caused a fresh flowering of these plants under the fence preventing 
access to the site from the Solent Road pavement 

57. Spreading Hedge Parsley:  Single plant found in Stansted East Park on Aug 29 (see diary entry) 
58. Pepper Saxifrage:  I only saw my first example of this in flower on Aug 24 and Brian Fellows did 

not see it in Brook Meadow until Aug 31 
59. Thorn Apple:  On Aug 31 the Rye Harbour site reported a colony just starting to flower there but 

on Sep 3 I found that the colony which I found at Havant railway station on Aug 24 had been 
'erased' though a plant of Small Nettle was left on the pavement nearby. 



60. Sharp-leaved Fluellen:  Although it is probably quite common in the countryside around Havant I 
had not come across this until Aug 29 when I saw it in the Stansted East Park - it was past 
flowering. 

61. White Comfrey:  This is usually the earliest species of Comfrey to flower and is also the earliest to 
cease flowering but on Sep 2 I found a cluster of fresh plants with flower buds already showing 
white beside the Langbrook stream. 

62. Small Teazel:  One plant found at the Racton road junction on Aug 29 (see diary) 
63. Guernsey Fleabane:  The HWT Flora Group newsletter which came this week has an article by 

Martin Rand on the identification of various Fleabane species and I am fairly sure that a look at the 
many plants growing in the Havant area with Martin's key as a guide will find more than the 
Canadian and Guernsey species! 

64. Butcher's Broom:  Last year I found the first of the 'new season' flowers on Sep 27.  This year a 
look the plants growing at the entrance to the West Mill property in Mill Lane at Langstone showed 
me one open flower on Sep 2 

65. Cockspur Grass:  In keeping with its widespread appearance I found a lot more of this in Stansted 
East Park on Aug 29 (see diary) 

INSECTS 
22. Butterflies 
• Dingy Skipper:  I have not heard of this species being seen other than in the early summer but 

this year one was seen on Malling Down near Lewes on Aug 26.  Checking with Jeremy Thomas' 
Butterfly book I see that there is a faint possibility of late August sightings. 

• Clouded Yellow:  These seem to be currently more common than Painted Ladies with 12 newly 
reported sightings.  I had one at Broadmarsh on Aug 26 and another in the Stansted East Park on 
Aug 29 (when more than 10 were in the Beachy Head area) 

• Brimstone: These were still emerging in late August with reports including 5 at Noar Hill on Aug 25 
and 6 at Old Winchester Hill on Aug 27 (when 2 more were seen on Portsdown along with 2 
Green-veined Whites). 

• Small Blue:  These normally have a second appearance around the end of August but the only 
report so far is just one of 10+ seen near Beachy Head (Hope Gap) on Aug 29 - this is the first 
report since July 29 when 10 were seen on Portsdown. 

• Common Blue:  No shortage of these at the moment.  On Aug 27 Portsdown had 43 in the Fort 
Widley area, Old Winchester Hill had 65 and Stansted Forest had 6 reported.  Brown Argus and 
Small Copper have also been doing well. 

• Adonis Blue:  Also on Aug 27 Old Winchester Hill had 13, Broughton Down had around 30 and 
Mill Hill at Shoreham had at least 128, while on Aug 28 Bonchurch Down on the IoW had over 100 

• Holly Blue:  These are still being seen widely with 3 in Stansted Forest on Aug 28, one in my 
garden on Aug 30 and two at Brook Meadow on Aug 31 

• Small Tortoiseshell:  To show that they are not quite extinct yet there was one at Old Winchester 
Hill on Aug 25 and a single in the Beachy Head area on both Aug 26 and 27. 

• Large Tortoiseshell:  Just for interest the BC website has a late report of one at Brownsea Island 
on April 18 giving a total of 8 sightings of singles between Apr 6 and May 5 this year. 

• Camberwell Beauty:  Two more reports - one in a Horsham garden on a ripe plum from Aug 26 to 
28 and a more local sighting in a Liss Forest garden on Aug 30 - bring the year total of reports that 
I have seen to ten but there have been many more I suspect.  On the Hants BC website Peter 
Eeles writes - "Visitors are encouraged to look out for Camberwell Beauty over the next month or 
so. There have been many sightings across the country and this is clearly an "antiopa" year, the 
last being 1995 and, before that, 1976. An (incomplete) list of Camberwell Beauty sightings, with 
photos, can be found on the UK Butterflies website at 
http://www.ukbutterflies.co.uk/phpBB2/viewtopic.php?t=619." 

• Fritillaries:  A late Dark Green was seen near Eastbourne on Aug 29 and a Silver Washed was 
in Stansted Forest on Aug 28 



• Wall Brown:  Two more were seen on Portsdown on Aug 27, doubling the count of second brood 
sightings on Portsdown for this year.  I now have a photo of the one in Eric Castle's garden 
(Berkeley Square, Denvilles) for a couple of days up to Aug 24 - Andrew Brookes thinks this 
probably was blown there from Thorney Island. 

23. Moths 
• Convolvulus Hawkmoth:  Three new sightings on Aug 25, 26 and 27 give a total of 6 reports that 

I have seen this year.  Four of these have been at Portland and one at Lewes but the one that I 
found most interesting came from a house in East Sussex on Aug 26 - the owner thought a small 
bird had got into the house but eventually found he had this large moth attached to his trousers. 

• Hummingbird Hawkmoths:  Reports of these continue unabated - one garden near Eastbourne 
had 5 present on Aug 26 and 6 there on Aug 27.  One visited my garden Buddleia on Aug 30. 

• Striped Hawkmoth:  There have been plenty of these (40 reports of 72 moths since mid May) and 
one was in a Lovedean garden moth trap on Aug 25 

• Eastern Bordered Straw:  Brian Hedley is an old acquaintance of mine who now works as an 
ecologist in Lincolnshire but on a visit to his parents home at Highbridge (Eastleigh) on Aug 26 he 
trapped one of these moths and added a new species to the Hampshire list.  One trapped in 
Oxfordshire in mid May was said to be only the 11th British record. 

• Clifden Nonpareil:  One of these was reported to have been seen on a house roof in North Gorley 
near Fordingbridge on Aug 9 but this report (the only one of the species for the year) has now been 
withdrawn - the moth concerned was a Red Underwing and still a very good record. 

• Red Underwing:  The moth mentioned above was the first report for the year but since then I have 
heard of one being attracted to squashed banana on an East Sussex bird table on Aug 21 

• Caterpillars:  Aug 30 brought an Elelphant Hawk caterpillar find (on Willowherb) at Rye Harbour 
and two other reports from that site on Sep 2 are of Brown-tail moth caterpillars starting to build 
their winter tents plus a picture of a very colourful Vapourer moth caterpillar. 

24. Other Insects 
• Hornet:  Last week I raised the question of whether adult Hornets are carnivorous and I have now 

been told that they are and that if I want to know more I should visit 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hornet 

• Wasp Spider:  When visiting Eric Castle in Berkeley Square (Denvilles) concerning his Wall 
Brown he showed me a very healthy female Wasp Spider which had successfully adapted to an 
unusual environment.  Normally these spiders build their webs across gaps in rough grassland in 
order to catch grasshoppers which have to jump across the gap but in Eric's garden there was no 
long grass and no grasshoppers.  The spider had changed its habits and built its web much higher 
than usual with one end attached to a bush whose flowers attracted many bumblebees and the 
spider was living off these bees. 

OTHER 
13. Fungi:  On Sep 3 I found a profusion of fresh Giant Polypore growth at the foot of a Horse 

Chestnut tree in Havant Park not far north of the road crossing from the Meridian Centre (by the 
path going up the east side of the Park.  The fungus could be seen at some half dozen different 
points around the base of the tree trunk.  Maybe because it was very young, or maybe dependent 
on the host tree, the upper surfaces of the many 'leaves' were of a much darker brown colour than 
I have seen on previous growths (on Beech stumps in Stansted main avenue and elsewhere) and 
darker than Roger Phillips picture but they are almost identical to the photo in Michael Jordan's 
book.  Another difference from the standard descriptions was that the samples I took had a strong 
but pleasant musty smell where the books say the species has little smell (though pleasant). 

Earlier in the week (Aug 26) I found an single fully developed Field Mushroom in the grass on top of 
the Broadmarsh 'mountain', and the Rye Bay website has reported both Blackening Waxcap 
and Fairy Ring Champignon this week.  Also during the week I read in the newly arrived HWT 
Flora Group newsletter that an outing to the Basingstoke Canal south of Farnborough (Eelmoor 
area) on June 17 had seen something which they call the 'Black Conk' (Inonotus obliquus) 
growing on birch - they say it has been identified by the Hampshire Fungus Recording Group 
and that it is very rare in the south but common in Scotland.  I thought I would see if the name 



Black Conk appears in the new list of English Names but I could not find either the English or the 
Latin name there - no doubt it has an entirely different name by now! 

Sat 2 Sep 

E. Havant and the South Moors 
The forecast of rain all day proved wrong and the afternoon was mostly dry, though the forecast 
gale was blowing when I set off to the South Moors to add to my September flower list.  I had a 
good start in my front garden with several plants of Thyme-leaved Speedwell (first of the autumn 
here following the single plant seen last Wednesday) 
An unexpected item in a Juniper Square garden was Perennial Wallrocket (the flowers much 
larger than the Annual Wallrocket which grows in several places in Havant), and by the Langbrook 
stream I came on fresh plants of White Comfrey with their flowers not quite open but showing white 
to confirm the identity given by the leaves. 
On Budds Mound the wind was gale force and there was little to see on the pools - a few Swallows 
struggling to keep airborne and at least one Shoveler and one Teal in addition to the Coot, Mallard 
and Little Grebe.  More unexpected was a single Swan which no doubt found the water here 
smoother than it must have been off Broadmarsh slipway. 
On the South Moors orchid field I looked in vain for Devils Bit Scabious, and I found that the 
eastern half of the ‘meadow’ had been mown (as it was last year) which should prevent it from 
becoming too choked for the orchids to flower next year. 
The most exciting finds of the day came on the way home with Butcher’s Broom already having its 
first flowers outside the West Mill, and with plenty of flower still on the Lesser Water Plantain in the 
Lymbourne stream where it turns south around Wade Court towards Langstone Mill. 

Fri 1 Sep 

E. Around Havant 
To start my September flower list I took the dog for a walk down the Billy Trail to Langstone and 
back but the only unexpected item was a flowering plant of Wood Avens, though the Lymbourne 
Triangle ‘meadow’ did give me Common Poppy as well as Danewort 

Wed 30 Aug 

D. Butterflies in the garden 
Today’s sunshine brought a Hummingbird Hawkmoth to a Buddleia in my garden and also gave 
me both Comma and Holly Blue as well as normal Small Whites and Speckled Wood.  Southern 
Hawker dragonflies have also visited this week. 
More Tits and Collared Doves have been coming to the garden recently and today there was a 
small flock of passing Long Tailed Tits. 
Walking the dog locally I came on my first autumn re-flowering Thyme-leaved Speedwell. 

Tue 29 Aug 
F. Stansted and the mid Ems valley 

This morning I took a longer cycle ride via Hollybank to Stansted East Park, then down the Ems 
valley from Walderton to Racton and back via Aldsworth. 
Other than a Nuthatch in Hollybank there was not much excitement until I reached Stubbermere 
pond where I stopped to look for unusual weeds in the fields.  I was hoping to see more of the 
Treacle Mustard that I had seen here in December of 2004 and March of 2005, but the field south 
of the track has since then been changed from arable to pasture and I could see nothing of interest 
in the grass, but as the gateway was open I walked in and over to the east side of Stubbermere 
Pond where I found a good number of yellow flowered plants around the water’s edge (though the 
pond was virtually dry!) and a look at their leaves showed they were Treacle Mustard and not the 
Marsh Yellow Cress which I have found in the past in Aldsworth Pond.  Also seen here was a 
hunting Hornet. 
Next area of interest was the Stansted East Park along the track crossing the middle of the fields.  
First thing seen here was a Clouded Yellow butterfly, and soon after that I was buzzed by a 



Common Darter.  About half way across the Park I stopped where a footpath goes south west 
towards Sindles Farm across a field that had no current crop other than weeds, and here, within 20 
paces from the track, I found both Green Amaranth (which I have not seen from about 20 years) 
and something which I could not recognize but which turned out to be Spreading Hedge Parsley.  
Among the other plants growing here was Sharp-leaved Fluellen. 
Michael Prior has since told me that the Spreading Hedge Parsley appears in these fields in most 
years, numbers varying with the herbicide regime, but he was uncertain of the identity of the plant 
- now that he has some assurance that he has a rarity he will be applying for an increase in the 
Stewardship money!  I have also followed up a suggestion from Brian Fellows and told Rod Stern 
of the find (and of the proof to be seen in Brian’s website photos). 
Continuing east I stopped again near the gate where the track becomes Woodlands Lane and had 
a look at the start of the path leading north west through the Sweetcorn crop towards Lumley Seat.  
Here I immediately found a good show of the Cockspur Grass which I gather is taking over 
southern England, and also several more plants of Green Amaranth. 
My next stop was in Racton hamlet at the road junction where I turned onto the Funtington road to 
stop at the bridge over what I regard as the main course of the River Ems, though another branch 
of it comes via Lordington House and under the road going south towards Emsworth.  (As both 
channels are normally bone dry at this time of year, any water having been pumped out at 
Walderton to leave the river bed dry until it is replenished from the Deep Springs at Westbourne, 
the question of which is the true river bed is immaterial!). 
From the south side of this bridge I looked west to the trees which have grown up to shade the 
ground on the south side of the road junction - years ago this was a regular site for Small Teazel 
but I have not seen it here for many years and so I was delighted when I spotted the white flowers 
of one Teazel plant holding their heads high above the brambles which I thought would have 
choked the life out of any competing plants. 
Taking the short cut to Aldsworth I noted Marjoram flowering by the roadside, and at Aldsworth 
Pond I fought my way through nettles to the normal viewpoint at the sluice gate where the pond 
overflows when full.  Today the view is almost totally obscured by trees but I could see that the 
pond was dry and the ranks of Mare’s Tail plants were standing like a conifer plantation on dry 
ground.  Not having the time to fight my way further out over the bed of the pond I was about to 
leave when my eye was caught by the flights of a couple of Spotted Flycatchers using trees on the 
far side of the pond. 

Mon 28 Aug 

E. Broadmarsh 
Today I cycled via Bedhampton to Broadmarsh in order to check on access to the carpark from 
which Kevin Stouse’s walk to Farlington Marshes is advertised as starting on Sep 17.  As expected 
the Harts Farm Way road closure prevents access to the carpark advertised by Kevin in the HOS 
programme (Kevin is disappointed that his walks no longer appear in the HWT programme) but 
does allow access to the slipway carpark (and there are large signs pointing to that carpark at the 
point where the road is closed). 
On my way there I passed lots of fresh Black Mustard flowering along the fringe of the new 
industrial park on the north side of Solent Road, and had a good taste of ripe Mulberry fruit as I 
passed the Bedhampton Water Works where a Grey Wagtail flew over.  A little Vervain was still 
flowering at Bedhampton Mill pool, and on the Broadmarsh ‘mountain’ I came on my first Field 
Mushroom of the autumn. 
The Broadmarsh shoreline gave me a Clouded Yellow and my first fly over Yellow Wagtail of the 
year, and around the slipway the Mute Swan count was up to 16. 

 
 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 21 - 27 (WEEK 34) 



Sun 27 Aug 

I. Obituary 
The latest edition of British Wildlife mag which arrived this week carries the obituary of Francis 
Rose who died on July 15 

J. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

356. Great Crested Grebe:  The flock in the Langstone Harbour Deeps/Broad Lake area numbered 
around 25 on Aug 24 and a 10 more were further down the west Hayling shore in the Cockle Rithe 
area 

357. Sooty Shearwater:  After just one report of this species in Feb and one in early July there have 
been 4 reports of single birds since Aug 17 from Christchurch Harbour (Aug 17), Portland (Aug 20) 
and Dungeness (Aug 21 and 23) 

358. Little Egret:  On the evening of Aug 22 I counted 197 birds going into the Langstone roost 
between 18:25 and 20:30 - I'm pretty sure there will have been one or two more which I missed 
while I was watching and maybe others arriving in the dark after I left so the night roost currently 
has at least 200 birds.  The Rye Harbour roost was up to 76 birds on Aug 26 

359. Great White Egret:  One was seen briefly over Rye Harbour on Aug 25 
360. Black Stork:  Kris Gillam has photos on his website of one passing over the Luccombe Down 

area of the IoW on Aug 22 - he watched it for 15 minutes but it did not land. 
361. Brent Goose:  One appeared in Newtown Harbour on the IoW on Aug 22 and as there have 

been none summering on the Island the locals decided it was an early migrant but I would think it 
more likely to be a bird that has been in the Solent through the summer - the genuine migrants will 
now have more or less completed their moult and may have started their long journey, so it is 
reasonable to suppose that the local birds (like the Canada Geese) have got their new feathers 
and are capable of long distance flights. 

362. Ruddy Shelduck:  A group of seven were reported to have been seen briefly at Rye Harbour 
on Aug 20 but there have been no further sightings. 

363. Shelduck:  What was probably the same lone juvenile seen by Steve Mansfield in the 
Northney area on Aug 12 was in the channel of the Lymbourne stream running out from Langstone 
Mill on the evening of Aug 22.  Another unusual report was of 10 Shelduck flying north over 
Portland Billl on Aug 25 - I suspect these were juveniles trying out their wings and returning to 
safety after a daring trip out over the sea. 

364. Mandarin:  The Titchfield Haven website reports a female Mandarin there on Aug 19 - this is 
the only report of Mandarin at the Haven this year so it probably was a newcomer. 

365. Wigeon:  A group of 4 in Pagham Harbour on Aug 24 were seemingly new arrivals there 
366. Teal:  On Aug 20 around 35 Teal were in the Yarmouth (IoW) area and by Aug 22 the count at 

Newtown Harbour was around 110 
367. Pintail:  One appeared in Christchurch Harbour on Aug 20 and two arrived in Pagham Harbour 

on Aug 24 
368. Garganey:  Two were in the Chichester east lakes on Aug 19 and since then there have been 

reports from Portland Bill and Rye Harbour with a count of 8 at Dungeness RSPB reserve 
369. Red-crested Pochard:  A female was still at the RSPB Dungeness reserve on Aug 22 (two 

were first seen there on Aug 13) 
370. Pochard:  Quite a few breed in Hampshire and other southern counties so recent reports of 

birds arriving or flying over local sites may reflect just local movements but one at Bembridge on 
Aug 25 was the first to be reported on the Island since Mar 1 

371. Ruddy Duck:  A single male sleeping on the landward pool of Budds Farm nearest Southmoor 
Lane on Aug 22 was probably the same bird that has been lurking there since Mike Collins first 
saw it on Apr 28 (this is the seventh report of one on the pools) 



372. Honey Buzzard: These are now on their southward passage and could be seen anywhere - 
one was over Iping Common on Aug 7, another went west along the south coast from Rye on Aug 
20 and one was soaring with four Common Buzzards over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 22 

373. Marsh Harrier:  A female was over the Selsey west fields on Aug 24 
374. Montagu's Harrier:  A ringtail was also over the Selsey west fields on Aug 24 - maybe the 

same bird seen in the Bracklesham area on Aug 17 
375. Sparrowhawk:  When at the North Hayling Halt carpark on the Coastal Path it may be worth 

glancing at the tips of the conifers around the back of the Esso Garage - on Aug 24 I saw a female 
fly north to perch on the tip of one of these trees which offer a good view over the shore and inland 
fields so this may be a regular Sparrowhawk perch. 

376. Osprey:  Seven recent reports of birds flying south between Aug 21 and 25 include one fishing 
in the R Adur near Henfield and another at the Brading Marshes (IoW) - no news from the local 
harbours. 

377. Little Stint:  One was at Rye Harbour on Aug 21 
378. Curlew Sandpiper:  Reports of these are increasing - on Aug 20 one was at Arlington 

Reservoir (Cuckmere valley) and on Aug 22 one was at Christchurch Harbour and another at 
Dungeness RSPB reserve 

379. Purple Sandpiper:  The first to be seen anywhere since early May was at Portland on Aug 23 
380. Spotted Redshank:  There have been nine reports from Christchurch Harbour and two from 

Farlington Marshes since the start of July but Aug 19 brought a report from Cobnor Point in 
Chichester Harbour where it was the first of the autumn 

381. Long-tailed Skua:  Unlike the Arctic and Great Skuas which seem to be seen somewhere 
along the south coast almost daily even in the summer there have been only two reports of 
Long-tailed since early June - both were at Dungeness on Aug 14 and 22, and both were heading 
west (coming our way!) 

382. Little Tern: Brian Fellows tells us that the last two chicks left their Oysterbeds island nest on 
Aug 21 - he got this news from Jason Crook but Jason did not give us an overall count of chicks 
fledging from the Oysterbeds this year. 

383. Black Tern:  At Dungeness the count of Black Terns passing there peaked at 20 on Aug 22 
384. Swift:  30 were seen at Dungeness on Aug 24 and the latest of 17 reports in the period Aug 19 

to 25 come from Christchurch Harbour where three were seen on Aug 25 
385. Hoopoe:  One was reported to have been seen at Church Norton on Aug 21 but could not be 

re-found 
386. Passerine migrants:  To try to give some impression of current passage I have listed below all 

species reported on the move in the period Aug 18 to 25 and for each I have given two numbers 
A/B where A is the number of reports and B the total number of birds reported (both figures are 
purely impressionistic as I do not record in my database all reports I see, and often no number is 
given with the report so goes into my figure as a single bird) 

• Tree Pipit:  12/119 

• Yellow Wagtail:  20/586  More than 200 at Rye on Aug 24 

• Nightingale:  1/1  Portland Bill on Aug 21 

• Common Redstart:  13/22 

• Whinchat:   18/61  Three at Fishbourne (Chichester) on Aug 25 

• Wheatear:  17/207  Does not include a group of 11 seen on Sinah Common on Aug 24 by a 
friend of Wendy March 

• Grasshopper Warbler:  7/10  Four ringed at Titchfield Haven on Aug 19 

• Aquatic Warbler:  2/3  Two ringed at T-Haven on Aug 19 

• Sedge Warbler:  7/279  Christchurch Harbour had 130 on Aug 18 and 70 on Aug 24 



• Reed Warbler:  5/57  40 at Beachy Head on Aug 18 

• Melodious Warbler:  2/2  One at Christchurch on Aug 18 (their third of the autumn) and one at 
Portland on Aug 21 (their sixth) 

• Lesser Whitethroat:  6/20 

• Common Whitethroat:  14/478 

• Garden Warbler:  11/39 

• Blackcap:  7/33 

• Wood Warbler:  2/2  Both at Christchurch on Aug 22 and 25 

• Willow Warbler:  15/543 

• Spotted Flycatcher:  16/48  Including one at Bartons Road playing fields on Aug 24 

• Pied Flycatcher:   8/13  Including 4 at Levin Down on Aug 23 
387. Tree Sparrow:  One reported to have been on sunflower seeds in a Henfield garden on Aug 20 

PLANTS 
66. Viola tricolor:  On Aug 23 a single specimen was flowering with the Borage in imported soil 

around the new building on the site of the old Dolphin pub on Park Road South in Havant 
67. Musk Storksbill:  I have not seen any in flower this year but on Aug 25 I saw several basal leaf 

rosettes of plants that seem to have survived the rebuilding of a wall along the front of 164 Sea 
Front road opposite Hayling Beachlands (my last record of seeing them there is from 2001). 

68. Bladder Senna:  In addition to the tree seemingly growing wild on the east shore of The Kench at 
Hayling on Aug 24 I noticed a second well established tree, covered with translucent seed 
bladders, that seems to have been planted by the entrance into a house on the west side of Bound 
Lane (Hayling) near its north end. 

69. Pepper Saxifrage:  This has probably been flowering for some time but I did not see my first 
plants until Aug 24 near the Lavant stream at the east side of the Bartons Road playing fields.  I 
also saw a few plants in flower by the Hayling Coastal Path on Aug 25 

70. Slender Hare's Ear:  Just three plants were flowering in the open space between Denhill Close 
(off Saltmarsh Lane) and the Hayling Coastal Path on Aug 25 

71. Cock's Eggs (Salpichroa origanifolia):   Plants in the large colony on Sinah Common were in 
fresh flower on Aug 25 and growth of the colony is likely after the recent cutting back of the shrubby 
hedge at the west end of the houses along the south side of the Ferry Road (still called Seafront at 
this point opposite the south end of Staunton Ave).  Currently the colony covers an area of approx 
20 x 2 metres just south of the road and west of the hedge which has now become a fence. 

72. Thorn Apple:  More than 20 plants were found at Havant rail station on Aug 24.  A dozen of them 
were about 40 cm high with white flowers and incipient Thorn Apples, the rest were still young 
growth.  They are to be found at the west end of the south frontage of the station on the north side 
of the Taxi turning circle.  (Small Nettle was also flowering in a nearby pavement crack) 

73. Marsh Woundwort:  This was still flowering both at Brook Meadow and the Bartons Road playing 
fields this week 

74. Harebell:  I was surprised to find a colony of this with many plants in flower in the abandoned 
grounds of the old Dilkusha club house at the junction of Bound Land and Seafront road on 
Hayling on Aug 25 

75. Guernsey Fleabane:  We have seen a tremendous spread of this throughout the Havant area in 
recent years and the new issue of British Wildlife shows that similar expansion has taken place 
both around London and in Somerset to a greater degree than around Portsmouth 

76. Golden Samphire:  At the same time that Brian Fellows was asking Martin Rand about an 
apparent expansion in the range of this species I was being reminded of its local spread by seeing 
the large number of plants now flowering on the short section of sea wall between the exit of the 
public path coming from Warblington cemetery and Pook Lane.  It seems only five years since only 
one plant could be seen here - that one plant puzzling Geoff Butland and causing him to ask me 



what it was.  Martin Rand talks of a major expansion of the plants west of Portsmouth but may not 
have data to show the considerable increase in plants within the local harbours. 

77. Autumn Ladies Tresses:  On Aug 25 I found a good show of these on the manicured lawn of the 
Chez Bassa rest home at the junction of Chichester Avenue and Seafront on Hayling.  Happening 
to meet Rosemary Webb soon after seeing them she told me that the plants had only shot up very 
recently (and that most of those on the lawn where I saw them had already been mown). 

78. Cockspur Grass:  During this week Brian Fellows found this grass in the Brook Meadow area and 
I found a substantial colony of it in the compound of an electricity substation at the north end of St 
Albans Road in West Leigh.  In past years I had seen this grass within the Havant railstation fence 
on the north side just west of the end of the buildings but that area has been 'cleaned up' and the 
plants may have been lost.  Earlier it had been known for a long time from the roadside of Harts 
Farm Way (and that too may have been lost as it lies within the area cleared for the new 
roundabout) but there is no need to worry about such losses as the British Wildlife mag tells us of 
a huge spread of this grass along southern roadsides with at least one find as far north as 
Yorkshire, and Martin Rand has sent me a distribution map showing that it lines almost the whole 
length of the A34 in Hampshire and can be found in many other places.  One site that I have not 
checked this year is on the south side of the slip road going from the A259 to join the westbound 
A27 - that may or may not have survived any road verge mowing. 

INSECTS 
25. Dragonflies 
• Migrant Hawker:  There are still 'hundreds' in the Hastings area but they are beginning to spread 

west with recent sightings in both Brian Fellows' Emsworth garden and my Havant garden 

• Emperor:  These normally end their flight period by mid-August but a couple of dragonflies which 
I saw over the Bartons Road playing fields on Aug 24 (only seen in flight) had the curved bodies of 
Emperors 

26. Butterflies 
• Clouded Yellow:  Seven were seen at Martin Down on Aug 21 and more than five at Newtown 

Harbour on Aug 25 

• Pale Clouded Yellow:  One report from Portland Bill on Aug 21 

• Brimstone:  These were still emerging up to Aug 21 when five were seen at Martin Down 

• Small Copper:  On Aug 24 I had one in Bound Lane on Hayling and on Aug 25 Brian Fellows had 
two at Brook Meadow 

• Adonis Blue:  These seem to be doing quite well with a count of 48 at Martin Down on Aug 21 
(following a count of more than 66 at Shoreham Mill Hill on Aug 17) 

• Holly Blue:  The new edition of British Wildlife mag has a fascinating article on the interaction 
between the Holly Blue and the Ichneumon Listrodomus nycthemerus which parastises Holly Blue 
caterpillars - to make the story even more complicated the article introuces a new 'hyper parasite' 
wasp called Cotesia inducta.  When a female of this wasp comes across a Holly Blue caterpillar 
she 'frisks it', running her antennae along the caterpillar's body to find out if there is already one of 
the Ichneumon larvae within it.  If the caterpillar has no parasite it gets away unharmed, but if there 
is a parasite within it the Wasp lays her egg through the skin of the caterpillar into the Ichneumon 
larva.  Research into this subject has shown that there is at least one other hyper-parasitoid wasp 
of the Mesochorus genus which also attacks Holly Blue caterpillars which have parasites within 
them, and the researcher also found a White-letter Hairstreak caterpillar which had within it a grub 
of the same Ichneumon which normally goes for the Holly Blue caterpillars. 

• Red Admiral:  In the past I have heard of very large groups of Red Admirals crowding around 
particular trees - probably because of some sugary substance exuding from the tree - and have 
myself seen this behaviour on an Oak in the Nore Barn woods.  No reports of this so far this year 
but the Sussex BC website currently has details of a technique used to attract moths which can 
also bring in hundreds of Red Admirals.  The technique is to take a ripe banana, squeeze it to turn 
the flesh within into a liquid, then make a few slits in the banana skin to let the liquid ooze out.  You 
place the prepared banana in a sunny spot such as a garden bird-table and wait to see what 
comes along. 



In an entry for Aug 21 Ralph Hobbs, from Westfield north of Hastings, writes "This evening  I had the 
first Red Underwing and Old Lady of the year arrive at my rotten banana feeding station here 
in the garden at Westfield. So far this summer other visitor highlights have been 4 Commas 
together, 2 Speckled Woods, and numerous Red Admirals. 2-3 Hornets and numerous 
Dolichovespula media wasps have added substantially to the interest! The trick is to maintain 
a continuity of over-ripe bananas on the bird table. One year by late summer I had around 80 
Red Admirals accumulate in the garden, over 40 of which could be shoulder to shoulder on the 
bananas at one time - quite a sight, which has since proven exceptional! " 

• Camberwell Beauty:  The individual which turned up at the RSPB Pulborough Brooks visitor 
centre on Aug 16 was still there on Aug 25 and may have been seen on Aug 15 when one was 
reported from an East Sussex garden. 

• Wall Brown:  Early on Aug 24 I had a phone call from Eric Castle (who lives in Berkeley Square 
just south of Warblington School) to say that he had just had a close look at a Wall Brown settled in 
his garden (and it may have been around for several days as he has had previous sightings of an 
unidentified brown butterfly). I have long known Eric as a keen amateur entomologist and have no 
doubt about the identity but it is very unusual, the more so in a season when there has been a 
dearth of sightings in the normal sites on Portsdown and Thorney Island.  I passed the news on to 
Andrew Brookes who says it will get a mention in a new edition of the "Butterflies of the Portsmouth 
Area Conservation Handbook" which he will be publishing next year (I have a previous edition for 
2000 which is a valuable list of sites, landowners, and site management) 

27. Moths 
• Orange Swift:  First of year at Rye Harbour on Aug 22 

• Lesser Treble-bar: First of year at Rye Harbour on Aug 22 

• Convolvulus Hawkmoth:  One had been recorded at Lewes on Aug 10 and now Portland has 
had two trappings, each of 2 moths, on Aug 21 and 23 

• Bedstraw Hawkmoth:  First and only report for the year is one at Titchfield Haven on Aug 15 

• Copper Underwing:  First and only report for the year is one at Titchfield Haven on Aug 16 

• Rosy Rustic:  First and only report for the year is one at Titchfield Haven on Aug 16 

• Porter's Rustic:  Portland had the first three for the year on Aug 20 and a further single on Aug 22 

• Red Underwing:  This first has already been quoted re squashed banana moth traps under Red 
Admiral above 

28. Other Insects 
• Lacewing Larva:  An entry on the Rye Bay website for Aug 20 has a photo of what looks like a tiny 

pile of bits of vegetation sitting on a fallen leaf to illustrate a report by Gordon Jarvis saying .. "I 
found this creature scuttling across a sweet chestnut leaf in Flatropers Wood this morning. It was 
approximately 5mm. I saw a number of them scattered in the woodland and took the attached 
photo as a matter of interest expecting it to be some species of plant hopper. However when I 
enlarged the photo I saw that it had a pair of pincers protruding from the side and it appeared to be 
some type of insect carrying a load of jumble. The pincers remind me of an earwig, but Patrick 
Roper says it is a lacewing larva and the pincers are jaws!" 

OTHER 
14. Common Seal:  What was almost certainly a member of the Thorney Island seal colony was seen 

in Emsoworth Harbour, close to the marina entrance, on Aug 22.  It or another member of the 
colony was actually in the marina, eating Grey Mullet, on Aug 25. 

15. Fungi:  The belated onset of the fungus season has been marked by the appearance of the first 
Shaggy Inkcaps at Rye Harbour on Aug 24, preceded on Aug 22 by a species of Giant Puffball 
(the Mosaic Puffball which Roger Phillips calls Calvatia utriformis but which is now named 
Handkea utriformis) and on Aug 19 by Coprinus plicatilis (was Japanese Umbrella and is now 
Pleated Inkcap). 



Fri 25 Aug 

F. Around Hayling Island 
The sunshine this morning invited me to cycle to south Hayling in search of Autumn Ladies 
Tresses and whatever else might be on show. 
Nothing much to be seen at the Oysterbeds - one Common Tern and a couple of Common 
Sandpipers plus some late flowering Viper’s Bugloss - but out in the harbour in the Broad Lake 
area was a flock of around 25 Great Crested Grebes (with ten more seen half way down the west 
Hayling shore). 
As I passed the entrance to the Stoke Bay carpark a female Sparrowhawk flew up from the south 
and perched at the tip of one of the conifers around the Esso garage - maybe a favourite perch for 
keeping an eye on the area.   Further south the big West Lane fields were being ‘scratched’ by a 
tractor wielding a single circular blade on a long arm (not sure of the purpose of the exercise but a 
large flock of gulls were hoping for food from this minimal ploughing). 
I stopped at the Saltmarsh Lane open space to check for Slender Hare’s Ear, finding just three 
flowering plants.  I see that from Sept 4 the Coastal Path will be closed (for re-surfacing) from the 
Stoke Bay gate down to this Saltmarsh Lane/Denhill Close access, and I will have to drive down to 
Saltmarsh Lane for my mid-September search for newly arrived Brent. 
Reaching Sinah Common by crossing the Ferry Road from Staunton Avenue I found that the thick 
shrub hedge at the west boundary of the house south of Ferry Road had been vigourously cut 
back and replaced by a post and wire fence, giving much more open ground for the colony of 
Cock’s Eggs plants to flourish.  The plants are currently in fresh flower and cover an area of around 
20x2 metres. 
I next headed east past the Fun Fair to search for Autumn Ladies Tresses which I found in the 
grass lawn of the Chez Bassa old people’s home on the east side of Chichester Ave.  A little further 
east (probably in front of 176 Sea Front Road where they used to grow) I found the basal rosettes 
of Musk Storksbill, and when I reached Bound Lane I had a surprise find of a large cluster of 
Harebell in flower in the now abandoned grounds of the Dilkusha building. 
Going up Bound Lane I chanced to meet Rosemary Webb, and while we were talking both Small 
Copper and Holly Blue appeared close to us, and Rosemary pointed out a (presumably planted) 
Bladder Senna tree now covered in translucent seed pods. 
Going north up the east side of the Island I noted Migrant Hawker dragonfly and heard the noise of 
rooks around their big Northney rookery which they are presumably still using as a base for their 
local foraging.  Still in Northney I was intrigued by some massive pipelaying operation which 
seemed to be starting across the open north Hayling fields and just before reaching Langstone 
bridge I noted many plants of Sea Aster now in flower with a substantial high tide roost of at least 
50 Redshank near the roadside. 
Back at home there were at least six House Martins in the air telling me that at least one pair has 
bred successfully in the housing east of the Billy line north of the Wheelwright’s Arms. 

Thu 24 Aug 

D. Bartons Road playing fields 
Today I cycled up New Lane to explore the bed of the Lavant stream running around the playing 
fields on the north side of Bartons Road.  The stream bed was mainly dry but still had a few pools 
of water and an interesting show of plants. 
Early on my list were Pepper Saxifrage (the first I have seen this year but clearly it had been in 
flower for some time and much of it was in seed).  Also seen was Burnet Saxifrage as well as more 
water loving plants such as Meadow Sweet, Marsh Ragwort, Marsh Woundwort, Water Mint and 
Wild Angelica.  One surprise was to find a single plant of Brooklime still having a single tiny blue 
flower.  Other plants included Musk Mallow, Common Toadflax and Many-seeded Goosefoot. 
At the top end of the playing fields the rough pony field (which was I think part of the land off 
Prospect Lane proposed as a Travellers site) was deserted and rapidly deterorating but the 
hedgerow on its western side gave me my first Spotted Flycatcher of the year as well as a 



Common Whitethroat.  Over on the east side I saw Common Darter and Migrant Hawker plus a 
couple of larger dragonflies which from their drooping tails I took to be late flying Emperors. 
From the playing fields I cycled west to the Petersfield Road and went south on the cycleway 
looking for the Narrow-leaved Pepperwort which survives here by growing under the metal railings 
protecting the dual carriageway - I passed half a dzoen plants but all were totally dead skeletons.  
South of Bartons Way I turned into the end of Martin Road and then right into St Albans Road, 
stopping after about 100 metres to look at plants in the compound around an electricity sub-station 
where the gravel surround to the buildings is protected by a stout wire fence.  Inside this fence was 
a large colony of Cockspur Grass - perhaps 50 plants each having a dozen stems arising from a 
common base and extending upward for at least a metre, terminating in multiple long thick 
flowerheads.  Since then Martin Rand has told me how this grass has spread through Hampshire 
‘like wildfire’, lining many main roads, and the British Wildlife mag which arrived this week also 
comments on its spread in south west England and as far north as Yorkshire (and even reaching 
Brook Meadow at Emsworth!!) 
Nothing more of interest in the morning but walking the dog in the afternoon I went through the 
forecourt of Havant station to reach Havant Park, and at the west end of the forecourt (immediately 
west of the station building and north of the Taxi turning circle) found a couple of dozen plants of 
Thorn Apple - half of them with white flowers and incipient ‘Thorn Apples’, the rest young plants not 
yet full grown - even the flowering ones were small, not more than 40 cm high.  Nearby, also in 
pavement cracks, Small Nettle was flowering. 

Wed 23 Aug 

E. Around Havant 
The rain which started to fall at 8:30am soon ceased and the later in the morning it was still dry 
enough to encourage me to take a walk round Havant. allowing me to add a couple of plant 
species to my August flowering list.  The first of these was Autumn Hawkbit which I am pretty sure 
has been flowering un-noticed by me for some time but the second, Viola tricolor, was a nice 
surprise - one had turned up in imported soil with the Borage plants outside the new hostel which 
has replaced the old Dolphin pub on Park Road South. 
Also while out I found Small Flowered Cranesbill flowering again and heard Great Tit song.  I was 
also forced to retract my claim (made on my recent visit to the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton) 
that I had for the first time found male and female Hop plants growing together.  A closer look at a 
female plant today showed me that the small fluffy flowers that I had thought were male flowers 
were in fact female flowers before the develop into the enlarged hop seeds that we are all fmailiar 
with! 

Tue 22 Aug 
G. Langstone Pond Egret roost count 

This evening I got to the Egret roost viewpoint before the first bird arrived at 6:25pm and by 8:30pm 
I had counted the arrival of 197 birds - assuming that I may have missed the odd arrival and that 
others could have come in after I left (when it was not quite dark) I’m pretty sure there were more 
than 200 birds using the roost but my count was 197. 
I reached Langstone before the birds started to arrive and among the birds on the shore was a 
single juvenile Shelduck as well as a couple of smart Grey Plover in full summer dress.  At the end 
of the count, when it was almost totally dark, I heard several screams from a Water Rail in the 
reeds around the pond. 
At breakfast time I had my first sight of Swallows flying west low over the garden on their autumn 
passage and also heard a Coal Tit singing as it moved along the trees of the Billy Line. 
Later I paid a quick visit to Budd’s Farm pools where the male Ruddy Duck was sleeping on the 
landward of the three pools, and at the foot of Budds Mound my first autumn Wheatear was on the 
seawall. 

 
 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 14 - 20 (WEEK 33) 



Sun 20 Aug 

K. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

388. Slavonian Grebe:  The HOS website news reports one on the top scrape at Titchfield Haven 
on Aug 6, presumably another very early autumn passage bird. I see Birds of Hampshire does list 
one August record but, while Black-necked Grebe are regularly seen in Hampshire during the 
summer and have bred, Slavonian are normally only seen from late October to April. 

389. Sooty Shearwater:  One flew past Christchurch Harbour on Aug 17 - two had been off 
Portland on July 9 and one was there on Feb 18. 

390. Balearic Shearwater:  On the same day that the Sooty Shearwater was seen at Christchurch 
there were 12 Balearics off Portland (there had been a peak count of 27 on July 29) 

391. Little Egret:  Large numbers must cross the channel to account for the great rise in numbers 
seen in southern England in autumn but they are rarely seen on the move.  On Aug 15 however a 
flock of seven were seen to arrive at Portland and appear in a 'group photo' on the Portland 
website - another individual also flew in off the sea there that day. At Rye Harbour the roost count 
was 72 on Aug 15 and 75 on Aug 18.  Christchurch Harbour also reports 71 coming out of a roost 
at dawn on Aug 18 and I wish they had more to say about that as I have not seen any previous 
reports of a night roost there.  Their web entry reads "Just after dawn the Nursery revealed a 
healthy population of roosting birds: among them were 71 Little Egret, including a group of 7 that 
immediately went off high east, 135 Carrion Crow and, most surprisingly, a Raven".  For a site 
where almost every bird is recorded daily Egrets get very little mention - there has been no 
previous mention of a night roost and the only significant reports which I have noted there this year 
have been on Feb 19 when 'a regular flock of more than 40 feeding near the Christchurch bypass 
bridge' (outside the harbour recording area) was reported; on June 12 a count of 15 feeding birds 
was given as evidence of numbers increasing after the breeding season; and on July 18 a 
minimum count of 41 feeding birds was given. 

392. Purple Heron:  One spent 30 minutes in the Portland Bill area after arriving in off the sea on 
Aug 16 but then went on to an unknown destination.  One had been seen at the Lymington 
marshes on May and maybe the same bird was at Rye on May 12 

393. Greylag:  A newly arrived flock of 170 was counted at Pulborough Brooks on Aug 14 and will 
probably stay for the rest of the year - last year the July WeBS count there was of only 20 but that 
shot up to 235 on Aug 21 and 220 were still there for the November count. 

394. Brent:  On Aug 13 four were seen from Farlington Marshses by Alan Lewis who added that 'up 
to 12 were said to be in the harbour' (one more than the count of 11 which was on the HOS news 
for June 7).  With everything else appearing earlier than usual this year maybe the first migrants 
will be back at the beginning of September rather than mid-month? (Last year Jason Crook saw 
the first returning migrant on Sept 16 and others followed on Sept 18 with a flock of 18 present by 
Sep 24) 

395. Wigeon:  Christchurch Harbour reported their first return on Aug 14 
396. Gadwall:  The HOS News reports the first proven breeding at Farlington Marshes - a total of 16 

birds (2 ads + 14 ducklings??) were there on July 23.  First breeding for Hampshire was back in 
1983. 

397. Garganey:  One seen at Farlington Marshes on Aug 13 may have been there since July 27 - 
also reported there on Aug 9 

398. Montagu's Harrier:  A juvenile was seen flying east over Bracklesham on Aug 17 
399. Goshawk:  An interesting report of a male flying north over Christchurch Harbour on Aug 14 - 

maybe a genuine wild arrival from the continent? 
400. Osprey:  One flew south out to sea in the Bracklesham area on Aug 17 
401. Merlin:  The first report of one back at the south coast comes from Farlington Marshes where 

a female was seen on Aug 13 



402. Spotted Crake:  One seen in the Winchelsea area on Aug 17 and 18 may presage the arrival 
of other birds at Farlington or Titchfield. 

403. Ringed Plover:  A count of 200 at Ferrybridge (Portland) on Aug 17 indicates a large scale 
return to the south coast. 

404. Golden Plover:  One at Farlington Marshes on Aug 13 does not mean that large numbers 
such as the 200 that are now at Rye will be reaching us imminently - last year there were reports of 
small numbers in Hampshire from Aug 20 but the first flock of 100 or more was not seen until Oct 
11 (at Northney) 

405. Grey Plover:  A report of around 550 at Farlington Marshes on Aug 13 shows that these are 
now back with us in good numbers 

406. Knot:  There were also 18 Knot at Farlington on Aug 13 
407. Curlew Sandpiper:  One was at Keyhaven from Aug 6 to 8 
408. Ruff:  A single juvenile was at Farlington Marshes on Aug 13 
409. Black-tailed Godwit:  On Aug 13 more than 500 were at Farlington after 70 had been seen in 

Emsworth Harbour on Aug 12 
410. Bar-tailed Godwit:  The first substantial count of the autumn was made at Northney on Aug 12 

(around 70 birds) 
411. Common Sandpiper:  Two were on the Hermitage stream at Broadmarsh on Aug 16 - plenty 

of others are all along the south coast 
412. Long-tailed Skua:  After a dozen reports during May the first 'autumn' sighting was of one 

coming west at Dungeness on Aug 14 
413. Turtle Dove:  Singles at Portland and Christchurch Harbour on Aug 16 and 18 probably mark 

the start of their departure 
414. Ring-necked Parakeet:  A couple were seen at Titchfield Haven on Aug 6 and two were in the 

Haywards Heath area on Aug 11 
415. Barn Owl:  The HOS news tells us that the Barn Owl that I had seen reported at Farlington 

Marshes on just one evening in July was in fact hunting there on most evenings that month. 
416. Swift:  These have been seen daily during the week up to Aug 18 when 33 were over 

Christchurch Harbour. 
417. Kingfisher:  I saw one on the Hermitage Stream near the Water Works outfall on Aug 15 and 

another on the Brockhampton stream on Aug 16 
418. Wryneck: One was at Portland from Aug 14 to Aug 17 at least 
419. Sand Martin:  There were at least 20 over the Budds Farm pools on Aug 18 
420. Robin:  Now in regular daily autumn song 
421. Redstart:  David Parker had a female in his Forestside garden on Aug 16 - plenty of others are 

currently moving south. 
422. Cetti's Warbler:  A pair feeding young at Dungeness on Aug 14 gave that site their first 

breeding record - another pair were feeding young at Pett Level on Aug 18 
423. Aquatic Warbler:  A juvenile in the Pannell valley near Rye on Aug 18 is the first autumn 

report of this species I have seen 
424. Blackcap:  These are at last joining the other migrant passerines - 11 appeared on Aug 14 in 

Christchurch Harbour and 86 were there on Aug 17 
425. Wood Warbler:  One seen on the Isle of Wight on Aug 11 was the second autumn sighting and 

Aug 17 brought a third sighting from Christchurch Harbour 
426. Red-backed Shrike:  The male that was at Waltham Brooks south of Pulborough from Aug 6 

to 15 may have moved to the Isle of Wight where one was at Dungewood Farm (near St 
Catherine's Point) on Aug 16 and 17 



427. Starling:  The low numbers in our area do not reflect a total loss all along the south coast - on 
Aug 18 I could only see 8 in the Havant area but on the same day Cliff Dean described a night 
roost of thousands at Pett where he lives.  I suspect there are still similar night roosts under piers at 
Brighton and Eastbourne. 

PLANTS 
79. Quinoa:  I had further confirmation that the crop on the arable strip of the South Moors HWT 

reserve is Quinoa when I met George Hedley this week - he confirmed my identification and said 
he thought the idea had come from Bob Chapman as a means of attracting winter bird flocks to the 
area. 

80. Lucerne:  The couple of 'bushes' of this which have been found on the seawall near Broadmarsh 
slipway in past years have vanished this year but I was still able to find one straggling plant in 
flower on Aug 16 

81. Wood Avens:  I found one plant making a second flowering in Havant on Aug 15 
82. Purple Loosestrife:   More than usual was flowering on Aug 15 in the Hermitage stream just south 

of the waterworks overflow sluice  
83. Hop:  This is not an uncommon casual plant in the Havant area but all my previous finds have 

been of single sex plants until Aug 15 when I found male and female growing together on the 
banks of the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton 

84. Ivy:   I first noticed a bush covered with tight closed flower buds by the Langbrook stream on Aug 
18 

85. Water Pepper:   My first find of this in flower was in the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton on Aug 
15 

86. Common Centaury:  A single plant of this and another of Yellow-wort were having a second 
flowering by the Broadmarsh cycleway on Aug 16 

87. Blue Fleabane:  This was also flowering on the bank of the A27 at Broadmarsh on Aug 16, as was 
Ploughman's Spikenard 

88. Trifid Bur-Marigold:  A single plant flowering in the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton on Aug 15 
was the first I have seen this year. 

89. Narrow-leaved Water Plantain:  The plants which Nigel Johnson found in the Westbrook stream 
on Aug 12 had been partly eaten by a hungry Swan trapped in that section of the stream before I 
got there on Aug 15 and it sounds as if only one leaf was left by the time Brian Fellows made a 
second visit - hopefully the plants will survive for next year.  Martin Rand tells me that while the 
plant is not found elsewhere in south east Hampshire it does occur on the Sussex coast nearby (no 
details) 

INSECTS 
29. Butterflies 
• Silver Spotted Skipper:  On Aug 8 Jim Steedman made a six mile circular walk from Birling Gap 

on Beachy Head during which he counted 180 Silver Spotted Skipper against 142 on a similar walk 
in 2005.  Also seen on this walk were 834 Common and 621 Chalkhill Blues, 68 Brown Argus, 27 
Painted Ladies, 4 Dark Green Fritillaries, 2 Wall Brown and even a single Small Tortoiseshell.  
Here in Hampshire on Aug 12 the best counts of Silver Spotted Skipper were 12 on Old 
Winchester Hill and 20 on Oxenbourne Down followed by 2 on Stockbridge Down and more than 4 
on St Catherine's Hill (Winchester) on Aug 15 

• Clouded Yellow:  Best count this week was of 4 at Cissbury Ring on Aug 15 when 2 were seen at 
Stockbridge Down and 2 at Winchester.  Earlier singles were seen on the IoW and 2 were at 
Northney on Aug 12 

• Brown Argus:  On Aug 12 Oxenbourne Down had a good count of 45 with 60 Common and more 
than 300 Chalkhill Blues 

• Chalkhill Blue:  On Aug 16 another wandering Chalkhill Blue turned up in Binsted Wood (part of 
the large woodland south of the A27 just west of Arundel) 



• Adonis Blue:  Just one was seen on St Catherine's Hill at Winchester on Aug 15 while Mill Hill at 
Shoreham had more than 66 on Aug 17 

• Holly Blue:  The surge of sightings in the second half of July has died down but it was still possible 
to see 7 on Portsdown on Aug 12 and I had a lone individual in Havant on Aug 19 

• Small Tortoiseshell:  Still in very short supply with no recent reports of more than one at any site 

• Camberwell Beauty:  On Aug 15 one was reported to have been visiting apples in an unspecified 
East Sussex garden but on both Aug 16 and 17 one was visiting a buddleia at Pulborough Brooks 
and has its photo on the Sussex Butterfly Conservation website 

• Silver-washed Fritillary:  Reports of these have continued up to Aug 16 - locally three were at 
Oxenbourne Down on Aug 12 

• Speckled Wood:  These are currently out in good numbers - 12 were seen on Portsdown on Aug 
12 and Ashford Hill in north Hampshire had 23 on Aug 15 

30. Moths 
• August Thorn: First for the year seen near Basingstoke on Aug 12 

• Convolvulus Hawkmoth:  The first report for the year comes from the Lewes area on Aug 10.  
Last year there was an isolated report from Fareham on July 11 but reports did not start in earnest 
until Aug 7 (through to Sep 27) 

• Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth:  My Caterpillar book says firmly that this species has only one 
generation a year with the moths appearing in May and June.  This year there were three reports in 
early June but on Aug 6 there was a seemingly reliable report of a second generation moth seen 
near Odiham and this has been followed by a report of two visiting Buddleia at Warren Close (off 
Sinah Lane) on Hayling on or before Aug 14 - the person making this report seemed able to 
distinguish them from Hummingbird Hawks though another report I had from Forestside at the end 
of July was probably of Hummingbird Hawks (the reporter specifically said that their behaviour was 
like that of Humming Birds) 

• Oak Processionary:  The first report of this species for the year comes from an unlikely site - 
Portland Bill - where it was the first site record.  The caterpillars of this (and the Pine 
Processionary) can be major forest pests as they occur in large numbers and form locust like 
'processions' through the trees - in both species the caterpillar hairs can cause rashes on human 
skin. 

• Cosmopolitan:  First for the year were at Portland on Aug 17 

• Elephant Hawkmoth caterpillar:  First report for the year comes from Rye Harbour where some 
local lads brought in a specimen after attending a moth night at the reserve. 

31. Other Insects 
• Andricus fecundator:  This gall wasp causes 'Artichoke galls' on oak and these galls can now be 

seen in the Rye Harbour area. 
• Andricus kollari:  The much commoner Marble galls on oak can also now be seen at Rye 

OTHER 
16. Stoat:   These wily predators are said to lure prey within reach by performing 'circus tricks' in an 

open space - they hope to lure curious spectators within striking distance and sometimes succeed 
but on Aug 12 one Stoat which tried this in the gull roost at Rye Harbour may have had a large 
audience for his performance but they all remained airborne and out of reach. 

Fri 18 Aug 

G. Langstone South Moors 
A walk down the Langbrook stream and across the South Moors found nothing of special new 
interest - one of my objectives was to search for Devil’s Bit Scabious on the orchid field but I could 
not find any though I did put up a Common Blue and saw one Painted Lady (later I had a second in 
Langstone High St).  At Budds Farm there were at least 20 Sand Martins and 10 Swallows, and 
returning along the shore with the tide just falling there were many Oystercatchers and 10 Egrets 



though little else.  Inside the seawall I found more Wasp Spiders but still no Slender Hare’s Ear, 
and on the Tamarisk pool was a Greenshank which had been sitting out the high tide but returned 
to the mouth of the stream while I was passing.   
Nearing Mill Lane I noticed an Ivy bush covered with small closed flower buds, a first sign of real 
autumn, and at the main road I bumped into George Hedley who confirmed that the crop growing 
on the old IBM playing fields was Quinoa. 
Passing Langstone Pond I had my first view of a dozen or so Bar-tailed Godwit out on the tide line 

Wed 16 Aug 

F. Broadmarsh 
This morning I cycled to Broadmarsh, partly to check on the closure of Harts Farm Way but when 
I get there the notices said the road closure would not occur until next Monday (Aug 21) - when it 
does come into effect it may well preclude access to the shore carpark but we will have to see. 
The tide was at its lowest when I reached the shore and the only bird interest came from a single 
Greenshank and a few Common Terns plus the usual common waders and gulls. 
Along the cycleway I found more interest in the plants - both Common Centaury and Yellow-wort 
were flowering and on the motorway bank Ploughman’s Spikenard and Blue Fleabane were 
flourishing.  Coming back to the area near the slipway I managed to find one small strand of 
Lucerne in flower with a big clump of Black Horehound and one tiny plant of Cut-leaved Cranesbill.  
Going up the Hermitage stream channel there was the usual great show of Hawkweed Oxtongue. 
Also seen on the banks of the Hermitage stream between the two roads were a couple of Common 
Sandpipers, and later heading down the Brockhampton stream I saw both a Kingfisher and a Grey 
Wagtail. 
Coming to Budds Farm pools I noted a single Teal and half a dozen Shoveler with an increase to 
six Canada Geese but no Ruddy Duck and no young Shelduck - that should be out in the harbour 
now. 

Tue 15 Aug 
H. Hermitage stream at Bedhampton 

Last Saturday Nigel Johnson ‘discovered’ Narrow-leaved Water Plantain in the Westbrook stream 
running alongside the Bridge Road public carpark in Emsworth and today my objective was to see 
this ‘new species’ - new to me and not recorded in the Hants Flora as occuring in our local area 
(nearest record is show in the Shirrel Heath area north of Wickham). 
Before going to Emsworth I thought I ought to have another look at the normal Water Plantains 
which grow in the Hermitage stream so I set off there with my wellies for a wade down the section 
of the stream from the Water Works outflow to the sharp bend in the stream where it runs 
alongside the Bedhampton Mill pool. 
On arrival the first thing that struck me was the great volume of water coming up from the 
Bedhampton springs and ‘running to waste’ down the stream and out to sea (if the new reservoir 
planned for the Havant Thicket area is ever built this surplus water will be piped into it from 
Bedhampton).  One aspect of the current situation which I had not thought of before, but was 
prompted to do so by reading that the Narow-leaved Water Plantain does not occur in chalk 
streams, whereas the common species is not particular about its water, is that this in this lower 
section of the Hermitage stream when there is effectively no water flowing down the stream 
through Leigh Park, and when the tide is out, the strong flow from the springs makes the stream 
into a ‘chalk stream’ (at least until the tide comes in and brings lots of salt!).  Continuing that 
thought I can foresee that, when the spring water no longer enters the stream, the vegetation of 
this lower section of the stream will probably suffer a change for the worse.... 
From the end of Ranelagh Road, where I parked the car, I could look across the pony field and see 
two great piles of purple where Purple Loosestrife was growing, and when I got into the stream 
lower down I found more of this lovely plant along with many other ‘goodies’ - Hybrid Water 
Speedwell, Stream Water Crowfoot, Water Forget-me-not, Gipsywort, Water Mint, Indian Balsam, 
Marsh Ragwort and Wild Celery beside less inspiring plants like Water Pepper and Water Cress.  
More unusual finds were my first plant of Trifid Bur Marigold for the year and both male and female 
Hop plants growing together.  There was also the expected Buttonweed, but as I commented on 



my first visit here this year there are only a couple of dozen plants fighting for a foothold among 
other, stronger vegetation where a few years a ago there were hundreds of plants covering large 
areas of shingle at the stream edge with no competition. 
There are only a few plants of Water Plantain here but their broad leaves with cordate lobed bases 
show they are definitely not Narrow-leaved, but the fact that what flowers there were were fully 
open at 11am shows that the distinction that only the Narrow-leaved species flowers in the 
morning is not to be relied on. 
I had already seen Grey Wagtail (one adult and one juvenile) on the way down stream but as I 
made my way upstream again I was within five yards of a super-market trolley in the water when a 
Kingfisher came downstream to land on the handle and give me a good look before it flew back 
upstream.  Many other small birds were using this quiet section of stream to bathe and I also had a 
couple of Chiffchaffs working the streamside vegetation, a Great Spotted Woodpecker on a pine 
tree in the Water Works and a Green Woodpecker which had perhaps come for a drink before a 
noisy flight back into the Bedhampton Mill area. 
In Emsworth I had no difficulty in finding the Water Plantain and its leaves certainly looked 
‘narrow’.  I was a little puzzled at seeing several of these leaves floating on the water until I saw a 
Swan trying to find food for itself further upstream - hopefully it will get back to the Town Millpond 
before it destroys the evidence of the Water Plantain’s existence. 
Later in the day, walking the dog around Havant, I was surprised to see Wood Avens once more in 
flower - clearly the recent light rain has not gone un-noticed by many plants. 

 
 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR AUG 7 - 13 (WEEK 32) 
Sun 13 Aug 

L. Water Vole at Langstone Pond 
While walking the dog this afternoon I was one of more than half a dozen people standing on the 
pond edge immediately north of the Mill building where children were feeding the ducks when a 
Water Vole appeared on the bare brick edge of the path within a few feet of us.  The Vole seemed 
to be searching for food, sniffing at small Plantain plants at the edge of the path but not taking any.  
It must have come out towards us in this way at least five times, showing no fear of humans or 
dogs passing within feet of it, though it did retreat into the vegetation between each foray.There 
was no doubt of its identity but it’s relatively small size suggested it was one of this year’s young.  It 
showed no sign of injury or blindness, nor did it look emacitated.  At no time did it take to the water. 

M. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

428. Great Crested Grebe:  A sighting of six together just off the South Moors shore on Aug 11 
may be a sign of the start of the build up of the usual autumn flock in Langstone Harbour. 

429. Cory's Shearwater: One flying west off Shoreham was only the second to be reported on the 
south coast this year after one was seen around the Isle of Wight on May 23 

430. Little Egret:  I estimated there were at least 104 Egrets in the night roost at Langstone Mill 
Pond on Aug 8 and at dawn on Aug 11 the count of birds leaving the Rye Harbour roost was 79 - 
the peak count for the year there so far.  Following the report of a juvenile at Newtown Harbour on 
the IoW on July 29 there has now been a second report of two juveniles seen on Aug 9 at the 
Hersey nature reserve on the north east corner of the IoW 

431. Canada Goose: A first sign of these birds starting their autumn fly-about comes from 
Christchurch Harbour where a skein of 36 were seen in flight over Christchurch on Aug 9 

432. Brent Goose:  I have not checked the HOS website for a long time but this week I saw that it 
had a report of June sightings at Farlington Marshes and these included a mention of 11 Brent in 
the harbour on June 7 - presumably those birds were all staying for the summer and are probably 
still there.  When I met Barry Collins on Aug 4 he told me he had not seen any summering Brent 



around Thorney this summer but he thought there were some in the Fishbourne Channel (where 
Kevin Stouse saw 11 on June 4) 

433. Teal:  The Titchfield Haven website has recently had one of its very occasional updates - 
among other news was a report of 32 Teal 'new in' on Aug 1 when at least one Wigeon, 5 Gadwall 
and 12 Shoveler were present.  Several other reports of returning Teal include 11 at Yarmouth 
(IoW) on Aug 5, 25 at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 7 and 12 at Brading Marshes (IoW) on Aug 9 

434. Pintail:  The HOS news from Farlington for June includes a single Pintail there on both June 4 
and 20 - that was probably a bird staying for the summer but a report of 4 in Christchurch Harbour 
on Aug 7 was probably of recent returnees 

435. Garganey:  It's worth keeping an eye out for these on their autumn passage - one was at 
Brading Marshes (IoW) on Aug 9 and two were at Pett Level on Aug 6 

436. Shoveler:  The count at Christchurch Harbour was up to 21 by Aug 7 
437. Common Scoter:  A large flock has been in the Rye Bay area through the summer and on Aug 

6 an estimated 300 birds were there.  On Aug 5 a total of 430 were off Portland but they were 
passing birds (although some are seen there on most days). 

438. Red-breasted Merganser:  Three summering birds were in Langstone Harbour on both June 
7 and 10 and a single female was in the Lymington area on July 16.  A male was seen regularly in 
the Widewater lagoon east of Worthing from May 25 to July 2. 

439. Honey Buzzard:   One seen flying south over Iping Common near Midhurst on Aug 7 may well 
have been on autumn passage. 

440. Montagu's Harrier:  The SOS website has a deliberately delayed report of a reliable sighting 
of a female watched for 10 minutes hunting over the Falmer area north of Brighton on July 22 - 
there have been no other sightings in that area 

441. Osprey:  I have not heard of the bird at Thorney Island since Aug 4 but one flew south high 
over Shanklin (IoW) on Aug 5 and one was in the Itchenor area on Aug 10 while another departing 
bird was over Dungeness on Aug 11 

442. Hobby:  Michael Prior saw one take a Spotted Flycatcher over the Lady's Walk at Stansted on 
Aug 8 

443. Quail:  It seems to have been a poor summer for Quail with the only reports being from three 
sites in Sussex plus a single report from the Martin area near Fordingbridge on June 25.  I now see 
the HOS website has one more Hampshire sighting of more than one bird in the Rockbourne area 
between Martin and Fordingbridge on July 13 

444. Kentish Plover:  One was seen at Ferrybridge (Portland) on Aug 10 - this is only the third 
report for this summer, the others being at Worthing beach on May 2 and Sandwich Bay on May 12 

445. Golden Plover:  The flock on the beach at Rye Harbour was up to 213 birds by Aug 11. 
446. Grey Plover:  At least 50 birds seem to stay in Langstone Harbour each summer and this year 

the count on June 28 was of 72 birds 
447. Lapwing:  In recent years I think these have had little success in breeding at Farlington 

Marshes (any eggs are soon taken by Foxes) but the HOS website reports a count of 80 adults 
there on June 28.  By now the count of birds back at Rye Harbour is up to an estimated 1000 birds. 

448. Sanderling:  An estimated 45 birds were back on Ryde sands by Aug 9 
449. Little Stint:  The 'latest reports' on the HOS website includes one of a Little Stint at Farlington 

Marshes on July 26 and has '(juv)' against the entry - I can believe it was a first summer, 
non-breeding bird but have difficutly in imagining it could be a juvenile hatched this year ...  (I had 
already seen a report of this bird on John Goodspeed's website in which he copied a Hoslist report 
of it by Roger Webb - that seemed to be dated July 25 so maybe the HOS website was based on 
another report for the next day but the (juv) comment is in Roger's message and I am surprised 
that HOS would put out information suggesting 'local breeding' unless they had good reason to do 
so but maybe they too copy what they read without questioning it's probability of being true) 

450. Curlew Sandpiper:  The HOS website also has an unusual report of a Curlew Sandpiper at 
Farlington Marshes on June 17 but that has the support of another report of 3 Curlew Sands at Rye 



Harbour on the same day.  Currently it seems these birds have begun their autumn passage with 
singles at both Newtown Harbour (IoW) and Christchurch Harbour on Aug 6, with three at 
Christchurch by Aug 9 

451. Dunlin:  An estimated 200 were at Farlington Marshes by July 25 and Jason Crook had put a 
count of 120 on the Hayling Oysterbeds noticeboard when Brian Fellows was there on Aug 8 

452. Spotted Redshank:  No local reports but one flew over Christchurch Harbour on July 28 and 
another seems to have arrived there on Aug 7 and stayed to at least Aug 11 

453. Common Gull:  These have been back on the coast in small numbers for some time but I was 
surprised to see a report of a flock of 600 over The Valdoe wood (west of Goodwood House) on 
Aug 6 

454. Nightjar:  What seems to be the first report of a departing bird comes from Christchurch 
Harbour on Aug 11 where one was seen away from heathland breeding sites. 

455. Swift:  These are still be seeing more or less daily at coastal sites and I saw at least two at 
Budds Farm on Aug 11 

456. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker:  These may now be dispersing from breeding sites - on Aug 10 
there were two reports of one visiting gardens in the Haywards Heath area and a more interesting 
report of one apparently accompanying four migrant Great Spots at Christchurch Harbour (the 
Lesser Spot was seen to fly from Hengistbury Head with the Great Spots). 

457. Robin:  I have now heard these practising their autumn song on Aug 2, 4, 8, 11 and 13 - on the 
latter two days the song has been more prolonged and on Aug 13 two different birds were singing 
together under threatening rainclouds around 8am. 

458. Whinchat:  These have started to feature in coastal reports of departing migrants in the past 
few days. 

459. Blackcap:  These too are starting to move, long after the majority of passerines have been 
featuring in the reports of coastal sites.  Two Blackcaps were at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 8 
and Aug 10 Owen Mitchell counted 5 in the Climping area. 

460. Wood Warbler:  The first report of a bird leaving us came from Beachy Head on Aug 5 
461. Spotted Flycatcher:  Since he put on Hoslist the report of one being taken by a Hobby in the 

Lady's Walk at Stansted Michael Prior has told me that he thinks the bird taken was one of a family 
that had bred this year in the Lady's Walk. 

462. Red-backed Shrike:  An adult male has been giving great views in the Waltham Brooks area 
south of Pulborough from Aug 6 to 11 at least - one birder had the Shrike and a Marsh Harrier in 
the same scope view! 

463. Starling:  A junior reporter on the NEWS was given the task of reporting on the decline of 
Starling numbers this week but did not pursue my suggestion of contrasting current numbers with 
the huge numbers (said to be around a million birds) that used to come to a night roost in the 
grounds of St James hospital at Milton in the 1970s, darkening the air over Langstone Harbour on 
summer evenings. 

464. Linnet:  Although there seemed to be plenty of these around in the early months of the year I 
have a subjective feeling that there have been far fewer than usual breeding locally this summer.  
This is backed up by an absence of reports on the internet - other than an estimate of 40 birds on 
the IoW West High Down on July 8 there have been no reports that might indicate the usual 
breeding colonies. 

465. Crossbill:  Ten birds flew west over Titchfield Haven on Aug 1 but there has been no other 
evidence of these birds on the move recently 

PLANTS 
90. Creeping Yellow Cress:  This was flowering on Aug 11 in soil brought in with newly planted 

shrubs around the hostel for mental patients  which has replaced The Dolphin pub in Park Road 
South in Havant 



91. Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa):  I now believe this is the identity of the 'game crop' planted in the 
South Moors nature reserve which was once the IBM Playing Fields.  See my diary entry for Aug 
11 

92. Glasswort (Salicornia europaea):  A couple of plants were flowering on top of the South Moors 
seawall on Aug 11 - the first time I have ever seen Glasswort growing above the high tide line. 

93. Purple Loosestrife:  On Aug 11 I noticed a genuine wild plant growing in the Lavant Stream just 
before it disappears underground on the north side of the Havant Railway Station carpark (north of 
the railway) 

94. Pale Persicaria:  Also on Aug 11 I found my first specimens of the year flowering by the 
Langbrook stream - as they were of the pink flowered type which looks like Redshank I had to 
check the glands on the flower pedicels to be sure. 

95. Borage:  Two plants of this were in flower in soil brought in with new shrubs planted by tne newly 
built hostel in Park Road South (see Creeping Yellow Cress above) 

96. Sea Aster:  I saw my first two plants in flower on the South Moors seawall on Aug 11 
INSECTS 

32. Dragonflies 
• Brown Hawker:  A sighting of one by Doug Robertson at Titchfield Haven on Aug 6 was reported 

with the comment that it was the first that Doug had ever seen in Hampshire and he asked how 
rare they were in the county.  Paul Winter replied that there was a thriving colony on the 
Basingstoke Canal and another small colony near the Lower Test reserve, and that they could 
probably be found at the Blashford Lakes.  They are not regular at Titchfield Haven and I think it 
was Barry Duffin who described the species as a rare migrant there. I see that the species is not 
listed in the Wildlife of Hayling Island.  Of the four sightings I have heard of this year three have 
been in the past few days (Aug4 - 7) so this is probably a good time to look out for them. 

• Migrant Hawker:  I saw my first of the year in Stansted Forest on Aug 8 and have since had one in 
my garden. 

33. Butterflies 
• Silver Spotted Skipper:  These seem to be having a good season with counts of up to 35 at Old 

Winchester Hill on Aug 6, and 6 at Stockbridge Down on Aug 9 but of most interest was a single 
sighting on Chalton Down on Aug 6 - this is a good site for downland butterflies but Silver Spotted 
Skipper has not been found there in recent years. 

• Swallowtail:  A European Swallowtail - presumed migrant - was seen in the Godshill area of the 
southern Isle of Wight on Aug 9 

• Clouded Yellow:  14 separate reports between Aug 5 and 9 show a notable increase in sightings 
- on Aug 6 Barry Collins saw 12 of them (including one helice) while walking round Thorney, and 
on Aug 5 one seen at Sandy Point may have been a Pale Clouded Yellow. 

• Chalkhill Blue:  Estimates of more than a thousand on the wing come from both Old Winchester 
Hill (Aug 6) and Stockbridge Down (Aug 9) while the small area of Chalton Down above the road 
bridge over the railway produced 441 on Aug 6 and the area of Portsdown south of the hilltop 
roundabout (compt 5) gave Theo Roberts his highest ever transect count of 102 on Aug 7 

• Adonis Blue:  The first two reports of the autumn generation come from Mill Hill at Shoreham on 
Aug 6 and Stockbridge Down on Aug 9 

• White Admiral:  Two seen by Andrew Brookes in woodland at Boarhunt on Aug 7 were probably 
the last to be seen this year (though in 2003 there was a very unusual second generation on the 
wing from Sept 12 to Oct 4) 

• Painted Lady:  On Aug 6 Barry Collins counted 120 during a walk around Thorney Island and 
among other reports for that day was one of more than 50 on Mill Hill at Shoreham, 14 at Noar Hill 
and 2 in my Havant garden. 

• Small Tortoiseshell:  Four reports for the period Aug 4 to 9 show that they are not quite extinct, 
but all reports were of singles. 



• Wall Brown:  These are also having a very bad year - Barry Collins has not seen the second 
generation on Thorney yet and I am not sure if he saw any there in the spring this year.  On 
Portsdown one was seen by Gerry Cushen on the north face of the hill on July 25 but the only other 
report of the second generation on Portsdown comes from Theo Roberts on the south face on Aug 
7. Things are not quite so bad on the Lymington marshes where six were seen on Aug 6 and I think 
several have been found on the Isle of Wight recently. 

• Grayling:  These seem to be doing well, at least on Hayling.  When Ashley Whitlock was at Sandy 
Point on Aug 5 he found more than 40 there and also found half a dozen at the Kench where he 
has not seen them before. 

34. Moths 
• Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth:  On Aug 6 an exceptional second generation moth was seen at 

Odiham Common and was confidently identified as a Bee Hawk and not a Hummingbird Hawk, 
giving me second thoughts as to whether I was right to have dismissed a report of one at 
Forestside (seen in the last week of July) as being a mis-identification of a Hummingbird Hawk - 
we shall never know. 

• Scarce Silver Y:  A very uncommon close relative of the very common Silver Y, one of these was 
found outside the door of Tony Wilson's house at Edburton on Aug 4 (new species for my 
database) 

• Clifden Nonpareil:  One of these large moths was seen on a tile roof at North Gorley near 
Fordingbridge on Aug 9 

35. Other Insects 
• Helophilus trivittatus:  This 'Sunfly' hoverfly species was seen at Rye Harbour on Aug 10 - photo 

on the RX website 

• Hornet:  On Aug 8 I watched one searching Marjoram flowers in the Stansted Rough Avenue for 
insect prey to carry off as food for Hornet grubs. 

• Harlequin Ladybird:  A third specimen turned up at Portland on Aug 8 

• Sickle-bearing Bush Cricket (Phaneroptera falcata):  A resident colony found in Hastings 
country park on Aug 11 was a first for Britain. 

• Four-jawed Spider (Tetragnatha extensa):  Although I am familiar with the Latin name of this 
spider (which is not uncommon) I had not previously heard of its English name nor of its technique 
by which males save themselves from being eaten by females when mating - the male has 
enlarged and specially shaped jaws which he inserts into the female mouth parts to make her 
unable to bite until he releases her (and makes off at speed).  This also from the Rye Bay website 
on Aug 10 

• Wasp Spider:  On Aug 8 I came on three or four magnificent females along the north side of the 
Rough Avenue at Stansted where it passes the north end of the Broad Avenue.  Michael Prior tells 
me they have been found in good numbers in the South Park at Stansted in recent years, and that 
this year they have been found in the Main Avenue, but mine is the first report from the Rough 
Avenue 

OTHER 
17. Common Seal:   On Aug 6 Barry Collins saw 7 seals on the mud off Thorney Island, the first report 

of the colony since John Chapman noted half a dozen there on Apr 17. 
18. Basking Shark:  One was off Portland on Aug 7. 
19. Water Vole:  See above for an account of an extraordinarily tame young vole seen at Langstone 

Mill Pond on Aug 13 
Sat 12 Aug 

F. Around West Leigh 
Walking the dog this afternoon up New Lane and coming back down Leigh Road I noted one last 

flower on the Weasel’s Snout in the allotments and also spotted Purple Loosestrife in the bed of 
the Lavant stream on the north side of the railway station carpark before the stream vanishes 



underground. 
Fri 11 Aug 

H. Langstone South Moors area 
Today I walked through Havant and down the Langbrook stream to the South Moors shore and 
Budds Farm, coming back across the Moors and up the Billy Line. 
Before leaving Havant I found two unexpected ‘casuals’ in the disturbed earth outside the new 
hostel for mental patients which has replaced the old Dolphin pub on Park Road South - two plants 
of Borage in flower with a patch of Creeping Yellow Cress below them. 
Beside the Langbrook stream a new patch of Pale Persicaria was in flower though I had to get out 
my hand lens to check the sticky glands on the flower pedicels before as I could be sure as this 
was the red flowered variety looking very like Redshank. 
Coming onto the South Moors I found Black Nightshade growing in ground trampled by the cattle 
and while passing the end of Mill Lane a Great Spotted Woodpecker called from the tip of a dead 
Elm. 
Nothing special in the way of birds on the shore but out on the water a party of six Great Crested 
Grebe reminded me that an autumn flock will soon build up - I see that last year I found a flock of 
30 in the Chalk Dock area on Aug 8 as birds came to the coast after breeding. 
Along the seawall the Rock Samphire was in full flower and Sea Wormwood was ‘flowering’ as 
much as it ever does.  Half way along, where the sea often breaks over the seawall and has 
scoured away much of the vegetation on top of the wall, I was very surprised to find a couple of 
plants of Glasswort had taken root (and a close look showed tiny yellow anthers protruding from 
the almost undetectable flowers)  I think this is the first time I have found any example of this group 
of plants established above the high tide line.  Further along the seawall Golden Samphire was no 
surprise but nearing Southmoor Lane I was pleased to find my first Sea Aster flowers 

Over the Budds Farm pools at least 20 each of House and Sand Martins were flying with a few 
Swallows and two or three Swifts.  On the mound the thistle seed had attracted a dozen 
Goldfinch. 

Coming back I tried again to see if I could get a sample of the very tall Goosefoot plants in the 
arable strip of the old playing fields, but to do so I had to climb the gate and come face to face with 
the plants which are very nearly as tall as I am (they must measure all of 2 metres).  The stems are 
very deeply grooved and are hollow in the centre and the stalked leaves are triangular/rhomboid in 
shape up to 8cm long and 6cm wide with many sticky glands on the under surface and some on 
the top.  The very dense flowerhead is more than 30cm long and the only flowers which can be 
identified as such are male ones with protruding anthers. 
I am pretty certain by the height of the plants and the density of the terminal flower heads that this 
is Quinoa (Chenopodium quinoa) but even Stace gives no description of the species - merely 
mentioning it as a South American species that is increasingly being grown in this country as a 
game crop. 

Walking the dog around east Havant in the afternoon I came on the first example of Green Alkanet 
having a second flowering, and also found Scarlet Pimpernel. 

Tue 8 Aug 
I. Stansted Forest around Rowlands Castle 

In the early morning a Robin was singing for some time in the garden - a serious attempt at starting 
its autumn song and there were two other unusual visitors to the garden - one was the first 
Meadow Brown I have seen on the lawn this summer and the other was a tail-less Song Thrush 
(maybe a cat had assisted the moult?). 
In the late afternoon I took a walk around the Rowlands Castle end of Stansted Forest, parking in 
Glen Dale and climbing over the brick wall ‘stile’.  Climbing the slope from the floodplain meadow I 
found the Violet Helleborines were nearing the end of their flowering (just half a dozen flowers left 
at the top of the spike) but the Round-leaved Fluellen in the nearby field edge was in flower and 
had a tiny example of Field Woundwort flowering beside it. 
Walking east along the Main Avenue I encountered the first of two Migrant Hawker dragonflies 
(my first for the autumn) and found a single plant of the hairy stemmed Hieracium subaudum in 



flower before turning north up the Broad Avenue where Bird’s Foot Trefoil and Eyebright were 
among the expected flowers plus an unexpected clump of Lesser Stitchwort (which I associate 
with damper conditions!).  Common Blue butterflies were numerous here. 
Nearing the Rough Avenue I found a good show of Hemp Nettle with all the plants having white 
flowers (rather than the usual pink) with pale mauve markings.  These were on the west side of the 
ride and on the east side there were a couple of plants of Goldenrod in flower. 
Coming to the Rough Avenue I turned right for a short distance to see the Common Heather which 
seems to be extending its hold there.  Turning back to head for the west end of the ride I found four 
very large Wasp Spiders on the north side of the track right opposite the end of the Broad Avenue, 
and among the rich display of flowers at the west end I added Hornet, Painted Lady and Comma 
to my insect list.  As well as lots of Marjoram and Wild Basil here I came on a few plants of Burnet 
Saxifrage and some Ploughman’s Spikenard. 
Nearing the Old Lodge cottages on my way back through the western area along the track which 
has been ‘closed’ since January I came on both Vervain and Comon Toadflax. 

Langstone Egret Count 
Seeing that the tide would still be well down at sunset (20:38) I thought this would be a good evening 

on which to get a count of the Egrets coming into the Langstone roost as they should wait it until 
it was nearly dark before leaving the harbour shores, but to make sure I did not miss too many I 
got to the shore view point more than half an hour before sunset. 

When I arrived there was no obvious sight nor sound of any birds already in the roost and soon I 
started counting arrivals in ones and twos, but I had only just counted seven newcomers when 
something caused a disturbance and I was amazed to see the whole sky suddenly full of Egrets 
- my conservative estimate was 80 birds but there could have been 100 or more!  Some circled 
in the air and a few dropped back to settle on the upper branches of the trees but the majority 
dispersed in various directions, and for the next twenty minutes or so there was a steady stream 
of returning birds which may or may not have included new arrivals. 

I crossed out my original count of 7 and subsitituted my estimate of 80, and it was not until I thought 
that all the disturbed birds had returned that I began counting again (and only counting those 
that came in high and dropped down in the way that new arrivals do).   By 20:50, with a total 
estimate of 104 birds, I went back home. 

While at the shore a few Swallows passed over, presumably migrants looking for somewhere to spend 
the night, and one Whimbrel called from the shore.  On the distant tideline I thought I might have 
seen one or two Bar-tailed Godwit but I will have to go back by day with my telescope to see if 
they are back. 

Mon 7 Aug 

F. Warblington shore 
The tide was high at 10:30 this morning and I thought I would have a brief look at the waders on the 
Warblington shore before lunch on the assumption that the tide would have started to expose the 
mud by 12:30 but even though it was a neap tide it had not dropped significantly by 1:00 (the 
dramatic drop occurs with spring tides between 2 hrs 30 mins and 3 hrs after high, and it seems 
this also applies to neap tides). 
So I did not see any feeding waders but I did get a fair list of species roosting on the Northney 
saltings - Oystercatcher, Curlew, Redshank, Greenshank and Black-tailed Godwit - plus one Egret 
and a dozen or so Common Terns among the gulls which included at least one Lesser Blackback. 
On my way down Wade Lane to the shore and back I saw several Speckled Wood and singles of 
Holly Blue and Comma, and walking the dog after lunch I found Annual Wall-rocket and Black 
Medick among the flowers that are starting to re-appear after the end of the heatwave 

 
 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 31 - AUG 6(WEEK 31) 



Sun 6 Aug 

N. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

466. Great Crested Grebe:  At least one has been present on the IBM Lake since Mar 4 this year 
and at least one bird in breeding plumage has been seen each month since then by myself and 
Kevin Stouse.  Sometimes one has been seen in one part of the 1km long lake and later one has 
been seen at another distant point but it is impossible to say if the two sightings were of different 
birds - these Grebes can swim long distances at high speed under water.  We suspected they were 
breeding as they have done in recent years but it was not until Aug 1, when Kevin was sitting in the 
cafeteria and saw an adult swim past accompanied by a juvenile, that we had proof of breeding 
this year. 

467. Fulmar:  On Aug 4 Derek Hale saw two juveniles on ledges of the cliffs near St Catherine's 
Point (IoW) - previous reports this year seem to indicate that no more than half a dozen pairs have 
nested there this year. 

468. Little Egret:  A single juvenile was reported to be in Newtown Harbour on the IoW on July 29 - 
this could have come from the Gosport (Elson Wood) site but I feel more and more certain that 
there is a breeding colony somewhere on the Island which never gets a mention on the internet.  
Here on the mainland on Aug 4 Barry Collins showed me a 'new to me' night roost in the trees 
immediately south of Marina Farm, north of the Thorney Little Deeps - several birds and a Heron 
were already in the trees in the late afternoon. 

469. Canada Goose:  On Aug  2  a flock of 18 Canada Geese were at Titchfield Haven 
accompanied by a single Bar-Head. 

470. Osprey:  The bird which arrived on Thorney Island on July 30 was still there on Aug 4 
471. Little Ringed Plover:  These seem to have joined the ranks of departing migrants - on Aug 4 

one was with Dunlin at Christchurch Harbour where there have been no reports of them since the 
last spring passage bird was seen on Apr 30 

472. Ringed Plover:  We should soon be seeing birds returning to Langstone Harbour - counts of 
passage birds at Portland were 43 on July 29 and 49 on Aug 3 

473. Golden Plover:  A flock of 87 were back at Rye Harbour on Aug 4 - the RX website comments 
that prior to 2003 the average count of Golden Plover seen there in any August was 1 but since 
then the birds have been arriving in force before the end of August.  Last year's August peak count 
was 380 on Aug 31 and the first flock of 142 did not arrive until Aug 18.  This year they seem to be 
two weeks earlier. 

474. Grey Plover:  A flock of about 50 were motionless at the water's edge of the South Moors 
shore on Aug 2 - some were in full breeding plumage and I had the impression they had just 
completed a long journey and were glad of a rest. 

475. Black-tailed Godwit:  On Aug 3 a flock of 49 birds were resting close to the shore in 
Nutbourne Bay - they too were probably just back from Iceland. 

476. Marsh Sandpiper:  One turned up in the Long Pool at Sidlesham on July 29 and was still there 
giving good views until at least Aug 2 

477. Green Sandpiper:  20 were counted in the Chichester Lakes area on Aug 4 
478. Wood Sandpiper:  On July 29 and 30 one was with the Marsh Sandpiper at Sidlesham and on 

Aug 4 one was seen at the Chichester Lakes. 
479. Common Sandpiper:  On July 29 on was on the Brockhampton Stream near Budds Farm 

(close to where I had seen one on July 26).  Also on July 29 a flock of 11 were in Newtown Harbour 
(IoW) and on Aug 4 the Chichester Lakes had 7 birds 

480. Turnstone:  On July 31 John Goodspeed found more than 20 at the Hayling Oysterbeds - 
possibly just passing through as I have not yet seen any on the South Moors shore which is one of 
their favourite sites. 



481. Roseate Tern:  On Aug 2 Bob Marchant saw two different adult birds in the Hill Head area - 
one still had the reddish base to its bill indicating breeding, the other already had the all black bill of 
non-breeding plumage 

482. Arctic Tern:  Although a flock of 6 were reported from the Pagham Harbour shore on July 15 
and a single was seen at Christchurch on July 20 I think one seen off Titchfield Haven by Bob 
Marchant on Aug 2 probably marked the start of their return passage and this was backed up by 
the appearance of a passing juvenile at Dungeness on Aug 3 

483. Black Tern:  There have been six reports of these at Titchfield Haven since the first autumn 
bird on July 19 (12 birds were seen there on July 26) so a single on Aug 2 was not unexpected. 

484. Cuckoo:  I recently reported a sighting of one on the IoW (Bembridge Down) on July 28 and 
commented that Derek Hale did not say if it was a late adult or a juvenile.  I now see from Kris 
Gillam's website that he had a juvenile there on July 25 so I presume that all recent reports have 
been of juveniles, starting with one at the Hersey Nature Reserve (IoW) on July 22 up to one at 
Christchurch Harbour on Aug 1 

485. Swift:  A count of 260 heading south over Dungeness on Aug 3 probably indicated a major 
departure of these birds (which were last seen here in Havant as local residents on July 26).  No 
doubt odd sightings will continue until September (unless the winds and rain that have been 
covering much of Scotland and the north recently have caused them all to abandon those areas 
earlier than usual) and I did watch 6 passing birds over my garden on Aug 3. 

486. Kingfisher:  The Havant Wildlife Group saw three birds along the Brockhampton stream on 
July 29 and I saw one on the lower stretch of the Langbrook Stream (below Mill Lane) on Aug 2, 
and regular sightings along the local coast can be expected from now on. 

487. Wryneck:  An anonymous report of one seen in a Soberton Heath garden on Aug 1 was 
phoned to John Goodspeed - so far it is the only autumn sighting anywhere in the south. 

488. Great Spotted Woodpecker:  I find it difficult to think of these as regular long distance 
migrants but many reports from coastal observatories in recent years show that they do at least try 
to cross the channel - this comment was provoked by a report of three described a 'grounded 
migrants' at Dungeness on Aug 4 

489. Woodlark:  I see that Michael Prior saw four of these in the 'Big Rearing Field' at Stansted on 
July 30 - I assume the field in question is the one which runs up the east side of the Forest, passing 
the Long Copse near which Michael watched four Woodlarks feeding in stubble on June 3.  I have 
heard one myself in this area in the past and Barry Collins has told me that he too has seen them 
there in more than one past year. 

490. Yellow Wagtail:  Still no local reports of autumn passage birds but it is worth keeping an ear 
open for their calls from now on. On July 29 more than 30 were at Rye Harbour and by Aug 4 that 
number had gone up to more than 80 there.  On Aug 2 three birds flew over Christchurch Harbour. 

491. Robin:  These are very tentatively starting their autumn song - after not hearing one since the 
end of June I heard one in the Wade Court area on Aug 2 and one in north Emsworth on Aug 4. 

492. Whinchat:  After an isolated report of one at Dungeness on July 12 another bird has been 
seen at Christchurch Harbour on Aug 4 and other passage birds can be expected from now on.  
Also starting to move south are Nightingales and Redstarts. 

493. Wheatear:  These have been moving south since July 22 (when the first reached Portland) 
and by now I have 13 reports of them including three on Aug 2 and four on Aug 4 (when 17 were at 
Christchurch Harbour).  All reports so far are from Dorset and the Isle of Wight (with one from 
Sussex - Pagham Harbour on Aug 2) 

494. Melodious Warbler:  Portland Bill had one on July 22 and now has trapped another on Aug 4.  
Commoner migrants now being seen in good numbers at Portland and elsewhere are Reed and 
Sedge Warblers, Whitethroats and Lesser Whitethroats, Garden Warblers and many Willow 
Warblers (more than 100 of the latter were in the Pannel Valley near Rye on Aug 4 when 40 were 
at Beachy Head and 70 at Christchurch Harbour).  Blackcaps are not yet on the move - one was 
still singing on the IoW on Aug 2 

495. Pied Flycatcher:  Singles were at Portland on July 29, 31 and Aug 4 



PLANTS 
97. Dwarf Mallow:  The plants in the Nutbourne orchards were still flowering on Aug 3 
98. Small Nettle:  This was flowering in the Prinsted 'market garden plot' on Aug 3 
99. Hop:  First flowers seen on a male plant in Havant on Aug 2 
100. Tamarisk:  The majority of the Tamarisk trees along the shore are now well past flowering but 

young trees at the southern boundary of the old IBM playing fields, now part of the HWT reserve, 
were covered in fresh pink flowers on Aug 2 

101. Burnet Saxifrage:  My first sight of this in flower came on the South Moors 'orchid field' on Aug 
2 

102. Slender Hare's Ear:  I have at last seen a small cluster of plants on the Thorney seawall near 
the Great Deeps on Aug 4 but they were not fully grown nor in flower 

103. Green Nightshade:  This was in flower at the Prinsted market garden plot on Aug 3 
104. Weasel's Snout:  A few flowers could still be seen on the plants in the New Lane allotments on 

Aug 4 
105. Red Rattle or Bartsia:  I found this in flower at Havant Thicket on Aug 1 and it was out at Brook 

Meadow on Aug 4 
106. Water Mint:  Flowering on the South Moors on Aug 2 
107. Skullcap:  A few plants in flower in the Lumley Mill Stream outside the cottages south of the 

railway on Aug 4 
108. Sticky Groundsel:  The first I have seen was at the western foot of the bridge over the railway 

from Downley Road in West Leigh to the Rowan Road area of Denvilles on Aug 4 
109. Goldenrod:  The wild plants had started to flower in Havant Thicket on Aug 1 
110. Canadian Goldenrod:  The cultivated garden species was flowering on Aug 2 
111. Canadian/Guernsey Fleabane:  The Canadian species has been flowering in the Havant 

area since July 10 and I was beginning to wonder what had happened to the Guernsey species 
which has invaded our area in recent years but see that Brian Fellows found in on July 29 and I 
have since begun to see it in several places. 

112. Shaggy Soldier:  My first sight of this for the year was at the Prinsted market garden plot on 
Aug 3 

113. Chamomile:  The aromatic plant which the Elizabethans used as their lawn grass was 
flourishing at the Purbrook Heath playing fields site on Aug 3 (seen by John Goodspeed) 

114. Marsh Cudweed: This was in flower in the Staunton Country Park on Aug 1 
115. Lesser Hawkbit:  Plenty of this in flower in short grass on the South Moors on Aug 2 
116. Hawkweeds:  Two kinds of Hieracium were flowering in Havant Thicket on Aug 1 - both are tall 

with many leaves up the stem and with umbellate flower heads but the very hairy subaudum (or 
perpropinquum) variety was easy to separate from the almost hairless, narrow-leaved Hieracium 
umbellatum. 

117. Flowering Rush:  This attractive plant is rare and sought after in this country (can be seen at 
Titchfield Haven) but the RX website for Aug 1 says .. "Umbels of delicate pink buds, supported by 
tall slender stems are appearing along the edges of many ditches on Pett Level. It is a scarce and 
much appreciated native plant in the UK, but a USA website comments: 'While single flowering 
rush plants are not a problem, this exotic can form dense stands which may interfere with 
recreational lake use. Flowering rush may also crowd out native plants and in turn harm fish and 
wildlife" 

118. Lily of the Valley:  On Aug 1 I resolved the identity of the mystery plants I had found earlier in 
Havant Thicket - they are Lily of the Valley and almost certainly genuine wild plants - see my diary 
entry for Aug 1. 

119. Violet Helleborine:  John Goodspeed reminds me of the plants growing at the foot of Beech 
trees lining the tarmac driveway to Stansted House - Michael Prior had told John the best clump 



which had been protected against browsing deer with wire cages has been eaten by Slugs that 
were not deterred by the cages.  This reminds me of an expedition which I made long ago to see 
Ghost Orchid in the Thames valley - a ring of slug pellets had been set out in a circle with a radius 
of something like 20 metres from the plant to be protected and this resulted in all the slugs in the 
neighbourhood descending on and eating the rare orchid (slug pellets are attractive to slugs and 
many were drawn towards the pellets - they did not die immediately from the poison but moved 
onwards in the direction they had been following to find the pellets - every slug that survived long 
enough ended up at the exact centre of the ring of pellets and that centre was where the orchid 
was growing). 

INSECTS 
36. Dragonflies 
• Migrant Hawker:  On July 30 one was seen at Bembridge and there were 'too many to count' in 

Footland Wood near Battle outside Hastings. By Aug 3 there was a count of 180+ from the 
Peasmarsh area north of Hastings but no further reports from anywhere further west. 

• Brown Hawker:  Had it not been for the fire at Thursley we would probably have heard of this 
species from that site by now (they should have been out from mid-June) but other than one report 
from Ashdown Forest on June 25 a sighting of several in Brede Wood by the Powdermill Reservoir 
north of Hastings on Aug 4 is the only mention I have seen.  Looking back to last year's reports I 
see there was a similar pattern - one report from the Basingstoke area on July 12 with no others 
until Aug 8 at Arundel after which they were seen on Aug 9, 17, 21 and 29.  The Aug 21 report was 
from the Petersfield Wildlife Group when visiting Thorney Island (but I have had several occasions 
to doubt the reports from that group which tends to have very enthusuastic beginners rather than 
established experts). 

• Ruddy Darter:  After 'getting my eye in' with respect to this species during my walk around the 
Cobnor penninsula on July 19 I had little doubt about the correctness of my identification when I 
saw one over the Lumley Mill stream from the 'towpath' just south of Westbourne Church on Aug 4.  
I had just been watching a Common Darter there when this other red bodied dragonfly flew and 
perched close to me looking much smaller and more delicate, with fluttering silvery wings and with 
a wasp waisted body having some black markings at the tail (though these were not obvious). 

• Banded Demoiselle:  Also on Aug 4 I saw one male much furthdown the Lumley Mill stream 
outside the cottages just south of the railway. 

37. Butterflies 
• Silver Spotted Skipper:  The highest count of these reported from Hampshire so far is just 7 at 

Old Winchester Hill on July 28, in contrast to reports from Sussex where more than 40 were seen 
at the 'High and Over' viewpoint in the Cuckmere Valley area on July 30 and 11 were counted on 
Beachy Head on July 27. 

Another comment on the wealth of butterflies in Sussex comes from Michael Blencowe who, with a 
friend, spent the whole of July 29 cycling the area between Eastbourne and Lewes to clock up a 
daylist of 31 butterfly species which included Silver Spotted Skipper, Wall Brown and even 
Small Tortoiseshell before ending with 5 Grayling on Windover Hill to the north of Friston Forest.  

• Large Skipper:  Their season is pobably now over - the last report I know of comes from Adrian 
Hoskins who had two of them in Stansted Forest on Aug 3.  Small Skipper are also becoming 
scarce. 

• Clouded Yellow:  Now relatively common with six reports (out of the fourteen in this week's input) 
being at local sites.  Adrian Hoskins had four in Stansted on July 29 when Brian Fellows saw one 
on the South Moors, on July 30 Barry Collins had six on Thorney and Michael Prior reported one at 
Stansted, on Aug 1 I nearly trod on one roosting in grass at Thicket Lawn (Leigh Park) and on Aug 
3 Adrian Hoskins had another three in Stansted - finally Aug 4 brought me a sighting of one on the 
Thorney seawall just south of the stilt houses. 

• Brimstone:  These started to emerge to emerge on July 4 but really got going from July 21 when 
20 were seen at Botany Bay in Surrey.  By July 27 there were 12 seen on St Catherine's Hill at 
Winchester and 8 were counted on Portsdown on July 29.  July 30 saw a peak count of 30 at Noar 
Hill and Aug 4 found 24 still to be seen there. It always surprises me that these newly emerged 



butterflies (of all hibernating species) do not prejudice their chances successful breeding next 
spring by fluttering about in this good weather but go almost immediately into hibernation. 

• Brown Hairstreak:  After the unusual 'first of the year' at Crawley rail station in Sussex on July 27 
there have been more expected sightings at Noar Hill (three seen on July 28 and eight there on 
Aug 4) but there has also been another unusual sighting of one in a garden at Steyning (Adur 
valley) on Aug 4 

• Small Blue:  Ashley Whitlock had another count of ten on Portsdown on July 29 - so far I think all 
sightings on Portsdown have been west of Fort Widley with no reports from the Fort Purbrook area 

• Chalkhill Blue:  On July 27 more than 200 were seen on Bembridge Down (IoW) and on July 28 
there was an estimate of more than 1000 at Stockbridge Down but numbers at these regular sites 
seem to have declined steeply while there have been a number of reports from sites where they 
are not normally seen.  On July 29 Adrian Hoskins found four fresh males in Stansted Forest 
where he has never found the species before (and he has lived in Bedhampton since I used to 
deliver HWT mags to his parents in the late 1980s) and he found one male still there on Aug 3.  
One at Noar Hill on July 30 was also unusual for the site. 

• White Admiral:  These were still being seen up to the end of July and two tatty specimens were 
seen in the Hook Park area near Warsash on Aug 2. 

• Purple Emperor:  After a very good season what may have been the last two were seen in the 
Alice Holt Forest area on July 29 

• Red Admiral:  On July 29 Henry Kemm and 'Trevor C'  (presumably Carpenter) both saw a Red 
Admiral at Old Winchester Hill with an extraordinarily swollen body (abdomen).  No one so far has 
claimed to know the cause for certain - or even to have seen a similar case before - but the only 
plausible suggestion is that some parasitic insect laid its egg in the Red Admiral pupa just before 
the butterfly was due to emerge.  Normally the egg would hatch into a grub that would eat up the 
butterfly body and it, not the butterfly, would emerge.  In this case the butterfly emerged before the 
parasite was able to kill it, but that leaves unanswered the question as to whether the parasite was 
still alive and munching away, giving the butterfly a short lifespan, or whether the tables had been 
turned on it and it had died (in either case I doubt the butterfly was able to fulfil its only purpose - 
that of mating). 

• Painted Lady:  Everywhere you go you are almost sure to see several of these at the moment and 
most of them are very fresh, suggesting that they are the local offspring of migrants (or hibernants) 
that were being seen from Feb 6 in this country (Heather Mills had one locally at West Marden on 
Apr 10). 

• Small Tortoiseshell:  These seemed to get off to a reasonable start in the early spring (I have 58 
records of them up to the end of April including a count of 16 seen in the Gosport area by David 
Tinling on Apr 26) but have almost failed to produce the offspring that should now be on the wing.  
The first fresh specimens were reported on June 24 in both Hants and Sussex but since then I 
have only seen 19 reports to date and none of these has been of more than three butterflies 
(usually when the summer brood emerges lots are seen in one place).  Maybe we should wait a 
little longer as I see that last year, despite fresh specimens being seen from June onwards, the 
only big counts came (all from Old Winchester Hill) from mid-August - 14 were seen there on Aug 
17, 37 on Aug 28, and more than 24 on Aug 30 

• Peacock:  These are doing a little better than the Tortoiseshells with counts of 15 at Noar Hill on 
July 30 and 12 there on Aug 4 

• Comma:  These too are surviving  - 14 were on St Catherine's Hill at Winchester on July 27 and I 
have had one in my garden - but are hardly thriving. 

• Silver Washed Fritillary:  Adrian Hoskins had six in Stansted Forest on July 29 and counted 
twelve there on Aug 3 

• Wall Brown:  I saw only 18 reports of the first brood of this species (up to June 12) and from July 
22 I have seen only seven reports of the summer brood.  Of these only six of the early reports were 
from Hants sites and just two of the summer sightings (a single on Portsdown on July 25 and 
another single at Browndown on Aug 1).  Not very encouraging. 

38. Moths 



• Oak Eggar:  The only report of these so far comes from Barry Collins who saw 3 of the day flying 
males around Thorney Island on July 30 as they searched for females which do not fly during the 
day. 

• Black Arches:  The first and only report of this species for the year comes from Adrian Hoskins on 
July 29 when he found half a dozen of them resting on tree trunks in Stansted Forest by day 

• Gypsy Moth:  Also seen in Stansted Forest on Aug 3 by Adrian Hoskins - the only report I have 
seen 

• Dingy Footman:  Another first and only report by Adrian Hoskins from Stansted Forest on July 29  

• Four-spotted Footman:  This was new for the year at Portland on July 30 

• Jersey Tiger:  First of the summer seen at Bembridge (IoW) by Derek Hale on July 30 

• Old Lady:  This very large drab moth puzzled Trevor Carpenter when he saw it flying beside the 
Wallington roundabout in Fareham on July 31 during the afternoon rush hour.  There was one 
earlier report of one (also seen in bright sunlight) at Lewes on July 17 

• Dewick's Plusia:  A good 'first' record of this rare migrant from the Pannel Valley near Rye on July 
30 

39. Other Insects 
• Episyrphus balteatus ('Marmelade' hoverfly):  The moth traps at Portland were full of these 

very common insects on Aug 3 

• Wasp:  A few of these are now around and on Aug 4 I came on my first active nest at Westbourne 
- they were coming and going from a drainage hole in the wall of the Lumley Mill Stream 'towpath' 
just south of Westbourne church. 

• Long-winged Conehead:  On Aug 1 I saw one (my second for the year) in the Thicket Lawn area 
adjoining Leigh Park Gardens 

• Wasp Spider:  We are now into the season when these become quite common.  I saw my first on 
Aug 1 on the Gipsies Plain area of Staunton Country Park, then saw two more by the South Moors 
seawall on Aug 2 with others along the Thorney seawall by the Great Deeps on Aug 4 (Barry 
Collins counted 25 there) 

OTHER 
20. Roe Deer:  This is a quiet time of year for deer.  The Fallow bucks have not yet fully grown the 

antlers they will use in their autumn rut and Roe have finished their May time rut with its lengthy 
chases so I was quite surprised on Aug 1 to have a large Roe buck jump out of bracken onto the 
track where I was walking in Havant Thicket, suddenly appearing about 20 metres ahead of me.  I 
think he was equally surprised to see me as he leapt back into the bracken and retreated to a safe 
distance where he stopped and snorted curses at me.  While on the subject of deer they must be 
having difficulty finding drinking water in this drought - there are ponds and lakes in the Havant 
Thicket area, and overnight dew on the vegetation gives them some moisture, but in much of the 
countryside (e.g. much of Stansted Forest) there is virtually no standing water. 

21. Common Porpoise:  See the diary entry for Aug 3 for my summary of what appeared in THE 
NEWS regarding a Porpoise stranded on mud off Langstone Village near the Ship Inn. 

22. Pointed Snail (Cochlicella acuta):  I first became aware of this land snail which likes to live in dry 
areas near the sea when I found hundreds of them on the reclaimed land at Portsmouth's IBM site.  
Nowadays that site has no influence from the sea and the snails have vanished from it as have the 
Golden Samphire and Sea Clover that once grew there.  The Snails, however, are still flourishing 
on the landward side of the Thorney Island seawall at the west end of the Great Deeps.  When I 
was there on Aug 4 I picked a random point on the track at the bottom of the wall behind the fence 
guarding the inlet pipes and (without moving from that spot) had no trouble in seeing 25 of these 
snails hanging from grass and other plant stems to escape frying in the heat at ground level. 



Sat 5 Aug 

G. Butterflies in the garden 
Although my garden is not a butterfly hotspot I saw five species in it today.  Painted Ladies were 
present throughout the day with a peak count of three seen together, two of them giving 
magnificent close views on Buddleia.  Only one Red Admiral joined them but elsewhere in the 
garden a Comma was behaving in a very territorial way at the end of the lawn - immediately 
detecting any other butterfly that entered his air space and chasing it off at an incredible speed 
before floating down onto the grass again.  Around the trees a single Holly Blue searched 
endlessly for a mate and all the time Small Whites were fluttering around aimlessly.  A Southern 
Hawker also made a brief visit to the garden. 
A few years ago this sort of weather would have given me at least half a dozen Gatekeepers to 
watch (at least during the early hot weather in July) but this year I have not seen more than two and 
today there were none.  Also expected and missing were Large White, Speckled Wood and 
Peacock and as for the Small Tortoiseshells which would have been on the Buddleia in past years 
they seem to be a lost cause across the whole of southern England (that is not to say that we will 
not have them suddenly re-appear in future years). 
In the cool of the evening when butterflies had gone to roost three House Martins spent a few 
minutes feeding over the Billy Line trees and I heard a single Green Woodpecker making its way 
south past the house - perhaps a young bird recently expelled by its parents and seeking its own 
territory. 

Fri 4 Aug 

I. Westbourne and Thorney Island 
This morning two Red Admirals and a Painted Lady were on the garden Buddleia, and 
Gatekeeper, Small White and Holly Blue were also in the garden - later I saw three more Holly 
Blues as I walked the dog up the Billy Trail behind my house (Upright Hedge Parsley was also 
flowering there) 
This afternoon I cycled through Denvilles and north Emsworth to Westbourne, then down Mill Lane 
to Emsworth and on as far as the Thorney Great Deeps before returning along the shore from 
Emsworth to Langstone. 
Passing the New Lane allotments I found a couple of flowers still showing on the Weasel Snout 
plants, and by the footbridge over the railway from Downley Road to Denvilles I added Sticky 
Groundsel to my list. 
Passing through north Emsworth I heard a Robin singing, the second I have heard since the 
beginning of August, and the first since the end of June thus marking the start of their autumn 
song. 
Reaching Westbourne I turned down the ‘canal path’ opposite the church and started looking for 
Skullcap plants on the brick wall forming the edge of the stream.  None of that was found but I did 
encounter a Common Darter and then had a real surprise when a Ruddy Darter flickered over the 
water, giving me a close view of it in flight and perched, leaving me in no doubt as to its identity.  I 
suspect if there is one there must be more there and if anyone wants to look I saw mine in the 
section of the stream at the southern end of the mown grass ‘lawn’ on the far side of the stream.  
Slightly further upstream I watched a stream of Wasps coming and going from their nest via what 
seemed to be a drainage pipe in the brickwork of the stream bank. 
Coming through the metal gateway marking the boundary of Lumley Mill property a flash of colour 
caused me to stop and see a single fresh flower on the Intermediate Periwinkle plants which 
abound here (no doubt originally planted). 
I eventually found a few Skullcap flowers in the stream bed outside the last of the streamside 
terrace of cottages (the one with the For Sale sign) where a yellow pipe crosses the stream next to 
one of the footbridges.  Nearby a single Banded Demoiselle was perched. 
Reaching Emsworth Harbour after passing through the marina I found a small flock of Black-tailed 
Godwits and another of Redshank - near them what I think was a Grey Wagtail flew up showing a 
flash of yellow (there were some Pied Wagtails nearby and I may have imagined the colour). 



Nothing of interest on the Little Deeps but just south of them I stopped to try to identify a fast flying 
small ‘butterfly’ which landed on the gravel track two or three times and became invisible until I 
moved closed, when it would shoot off again.  I eventually pinned it down and found it was a 
Hummingbird Hawkmoth trying to sunbathe on the ground - it had landed on a largish pebble of 
exactly the greyish colour of its wings, making it invisible to any but the closest of views. 
At the Great Deeps I met Barry Collins who told me that the Osprey was still resident on Thorney.  
I showed him the many Pointed Snails hanging from the grass stems and he showed me a cluster 
of Slender Hare’s Ear plants and a Wasp Spider (of which he found at least 25 along the seawall).  
Several fresh Painted Ladies were seen here along with a few Common Blue, and later a Clouded 
Yellow was seen apparently egglaying at the north end of the track. 
There were few birds around but one Common Sandpiper and half a dozen Greenshank were at 
the Great Deeps with a single Egret and Heron on the bank. Coming back up the track Barry 
pointed out that the Egrets have yet another new roost in the trees along the southern border of 
Marina Farm. 

Thu 3 Aug 

E. Nutbourne and Prinsted 
I spent the afternoon walking around the Nutbourne and Prinsted area, starting in Farm Lane and 
going as far west as the small ‘market garden’ just east of Prinsted Lane before coming back along 
the sea wall. 
In the Nutbourne orchards the Dwarf Mallow was still flowering and I was pleased to see that the 
orchards where many of the trees have been grubbed up in recent years are not being abandoned 
- a new wooden fence has been put up to prevent people on the footpath straying into the private 
land, and two of the sections where trees have been removed now have soft fruit planted. 
I continued west to the market garden plot west of Prinsted and was rewarded with Shaggy 
Soldier, Green Nightshade and Small Nettle despite the parched earth. 
Back on the shore one Common Tern was fishing in Prinsted Bay but a slow march along the 
seawall path beside the sea defence boulders failed to show me any Slender Hare’s Ear (I have 
seen the remains of plants there in recent years).  Coming to the more grassy areas I notched up 
a few more butterfly species - a good number of Common Blue and singles of Small Heath and 
Painted Lady. 
Another pleasant surprise was to find the seawall gates have been removed - presumably for 
disabled access but likely to be of more regular benefit to cyclists. 
On the well trodden seawall path many clumps of totally prostrate Knotgrass with greyish, fleshy 
leaves made me wonder if they were the elusive Ray’s Knotgrass which I have never yet pinned 
down.  I brought a specimen home and while it did not have any fruit the ‘all silvery’ stipules 
sheathing the flowers denied that it was Ray’s (that should have brownish but silver tipped 
stipules), and I see that Stace says that Ray’s is only found ‘low down on the shore’.  Both the 
Hants Flora and the Wildlife of Hayling mark it as ‘rare’ but I feel confident that one day I will find it 
in the Sandy Point area. 
In Nutbourne Bay a tight flock of 49 Black-tailed Godwit was another surprise.  The only other bird 
interest other than the Black-headed gulls, Oystercatchers and a couple of Egrets was a single 
juvenile Shelduck at the shingle point of the bay. 
Back at home in the evening six passing Swifts spent a few minutes searching for food in the sky 
above the garden. 

Stranded Porpoise off Langstone village 
On Aug 4 the Portsmouth NEWS devoted a full page to the story of a Porpoise which became 

stranded on the mud off Langstone village today and was seen from The Ship at 10am by a 
County Council Ranger.  By 11am the Chichester Harbour Master was on the scene with four 
Coastguards who carried the Porpoise to the shore and put it on the back of their Land Rover, 
covering it with wet blankets. 

Next to arrive was a Vet from Bognor, followed by members of something called the ‘Animal 
Rescue Service’ accompanied by two Firemen from Waterlooville. The growing entourage now 
moved to Northney Marina where the Land Rover was backed down the slipway and the Porpoise, 



in a sling, was lowered into a canvas pool filled with water to allow the Vet to check its health more 
easily then he could when it was slumped on the floor of the Land Rover.   
There was no obvious sign of illness or old age and after an hour in a ‘coma’ the Porpoise ‘woke 
up’ and seemed eager to be off so he was driven down to the Chichester Harbour entrance and 
allowed to swim off.  The Vet is reported to have said .. “ The way he shot off when he got scent of 
the open water was fantastic .. I don’t think we’ll be seeing him here again” 

Wed 2 Aug 

G. Langstone South Moors area 
This morning I walked down the Langbrook stream and then along the shore to Budds mound, 
coming back across the South Moors and up the Billy Trail. 
While still in Havant I came across a male Hop vine in flower for the first time and noticed Swine 
Cress in flower (Lesser Swine Cress seems much commoner than Swine Cress hereabouts - 
whenever I check any specimens they have the strong cress smell of the Lesser species but this 
one did not). 
Going down the Langbrook stream I found many large ripe blackberries and on one cluster of fruit 
were two Common Wasps - noticeable for their rarity this year - and a brightly coloured 
Green-bottle fly.  In a damp area Garlic Mustard was having a good second flowering. 
South of Mill Lane I watched a Kingfisher fly downstream and had a good view of Duke of Argyll’s 
Teaplant flowers.  Along the shore towards Budds Farm a big flock (around 50) Grey Plover were 
resting at the water’s edge, perhaps tired after just ending a long journey - several of them were in 
full summer plumage.  With them were plenty of Oystercatcher, Curlew and Egrets but no 
Turnstone that I could see. 
Instead of walking the seawall path I pushed through the grass along the old path at the foot of the 
seawall (inside it), keeping my eyes open for Slender Hare’s Ear (which I did not see) and finding 
two Wasp Spiders and half a dozen Common Blue butterflies.  Along the southern fringe of the old 
IBM playing fields young Tamarisk trees were in fresh flower. 
I kept to the seawall around the base of Budds Mound and before climbing the steps onto the 
mound I added Redshank to my bird list.  On the pools there was nothing unusual (no Ruddy Duck 
and no Shoveler or young Shelduck) but Swallows, a Swift and two Sand Martins were in the air 
above the water. 
Just north of the height barrier on Southmoor Lane two plants of what looked lile Fig-leaved 
Goosefoot had pushed up through the tarmac, and in the ‘arable field’ south of the council depot 
the mystery Goosefoot plants were thriving - they are now far too tall to be Good King Henry but I 
still cannot name them. 
On the ‘orchid field’ Water Mint and Burnet Saxifrage were flowering and nearby I added Tufted 
Forget-me-not, Hairy Buttercup and Lesser Hawkbit to my list.  I also saw a single Small Heath and 
on my way back up the Billy Trail I heard a Robin singing before passing the Danewort. 
In the afternoon I noted a Holly Blue in the Denvilles area and spotted a cluster of plants of the 
small agrestis subspecies of Fool’s Parsley. 

Tue 1 Aug 
J. Staunton Country Park 

After breakfast I drove to Leigh Park Garden intending to walk from the visitors carpark there 
through Thicket Lawn and the Long Avenue to Havant Thicket and back via the eastern side of the 
country park.  One objective was to have a second look at the mystery plants which I found last 
week and on this occasion I came away with a pretty confident identification which I confirmed 
when I got home. 
The plants are Lily of the Valley, almost certainly a genuine wild colony.  The Hants Flora says the 
species is ‘very local’ and is found “on dry grass heaths with open bracken .. on acid gravels and 
clays in the New Forest .. in moist oak woods on Tertiary sands and clays; rarely under oak or 
beech on humus rich chalk soil.”  The distribution map marks it in 38 tetrads mainly in the New 
Forest and along the Berkshire border with a few scattered sites in central Hampshire.  No sites 
are shown in our area - the nearest being in the Shirrell Heath tetrad north of Wickham. 



Going back to the start I used Middlepark Way to walk to the path I have used before to access 
Thicket Lawn (it goes along the extreme west end of the country park fields where they meet the 
housing) but found it unexpectedly overgrown - later I saw that a new gate gives access directly to 
Thicket Lawn from the Bitterne Close area making my route redundant but it was well worth 
walking for the flowers and butterflies along the line of the small stream beside the path - a Long 
Winged Conehead was the only unexpected insect but there were many Gatekeepers, Meadow 
Browns and Speckled Wood.  Flowers included Wild Angelica, lots of Marsh Woundwort and some 
Sneezewort among the Greater Willowherb and Meadowsweet. 
Arriving on Thicket Lawn the first thing I saw was a Clouded Yellow butterfly still roosting low in the 
grass - I had a very close look but did not wake it!  Cattle were in the ‘meadow’ and had devoured 
a lot of the rough grass but in one area that they have not yet tackled (close to the gate in the 
northern boundary leading into the wood - not the gate to the lake) a large bed of Yellow 
Loosestrife was intact and more Sneezewort was among it. 
In the wood I heard the first Nuthatch for some time as I followed a newly ‘bulldozed’ broad path 
east towards the Long Avenue - just before reaching which I had a very interesting surprise in the 
shape of a very large wooden bench seat.  The seat was curved and at least 10 feet long with a 
solid backing rising to a central point at least six feet high and with a circular window in it just below 
this peak.  Most surprising of all was that the wooden backing had all been curved into flame like 
curves.  Altogether the most impressive woodland bench I have ever seen! 
I turned north up the Long Avenue to reach Havant Thicket where Goldenrod was now in flower 
and where I not only saw more of the Hieracium subaudum which was starting to flower on my 
previous visit but added Hieracium umbellatum (a tall, non hairy version with many long thin 
leaves).  A more significant first was Bartsia (Red Rattle). 
As well as the Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers I noted Small Skippers, Common Blue, Painted 
Lady and Red Admiral, and had one encounter with a patrolling Southern Hawker (I see from the 
Rye Bay website that a large invasion force of Migrant Hawkers has reached Hastings but I have 
not heard of any locally yet).  I also had an encounter with a large Roe Buck which burst out of the 
trackside bracken close to me, charged back in, and snorted several Roe-buck swear words at me 
from the safety of thick cover. 
After finding and identifying the Lily of the Valley plants I saw nothing more of note till I reached the 
‘orchid ditch’ on the Gipsies Plain.  Here (as well as a lot more Sneezewort) was a mass of Betony 
- the first sight of this attracted me to step off the beaten track to get a closer look and in so doing 
I nearly stepped on a very large female Wasp Spider! 
Coming back into Hammonds Land Coppice I found a team from the Country Park working on the 
bulldozing of further new paths and got into conversation with the Ranger driving the bulldozer - I 
stopped to tell him about a fire still smouldering in the Long Avenue area and somehow we got 
round to wild orchids - he told me that Green Veined Orchids grow in Leigh Park near the ‘Queen’s 
Oak’ - I must find out where that is before next spring. 

 
 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 24 - 30 (WEEK 30) 

Sun 30 July 

O. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

496. Balearic Shearwater:  This species has begun to be more frequent in the English Channel in 
recent years and we are now coming into the season when it is most likely to be seen.  First 
sighting of the year was on May 6 at Portland and until July 22 most sightings had been of single 
birds with a max of 5.  July 22 brought 6 to Portland and July 23 saw 12 recorded at Dungeness 
and the increase has continued with 8 and 9 respectively at Portland on July 24 and 25.  Of the 33 
sightings so far the majority have been at Portland or Dungeness but singles have been seen at 
Brighton and Selsey.  Although I have not heard of any Hampshire sightings so far Russell Wynn 
put a note on Hoslist on June 30 saying .. "I am working with the RSPB SW Regional Office in 



trialling a Balearic Shearwater survey this summer and autumn. The idea of this trial is to focus on 
Cornwall, Devon and west Dorset, as this is where the largest numbers of this critically 
endangered seabird are usually seen. However, by spreading to sites further east, e.g. 
Hengistbury, Hurst, IoW, Sandy Point, we can add to this picture. I have already contacted 
observers at these key sites, but am putting this on hoslist in case there are observers at other 
sites in Hampshire who would like to be involved. The survey will focus on six Sunday evenings 
between July and October." 

497. Storm Petrel:  Yet another report of three seen from Selsey on July 22 (anonymous on 
Birdguides). 

498. Little Egret:  These are now pouring back into our area.  On July 22 Brian Fellows had 11 in 
the Emsworth Harbour channel, and on July 25 Rye Harbour had a night roost count of 34 - the 
highest count there since 34 on Feb 9 which was their highest count for the year.  On July 27 I 
spent 40 minutes at Langstone Pond counting 85 birds coming into the roost - that figure 
includes an estimate of six birds already in the roost before I arrived (probably a significant 
underestimate as I only arrived 20 mins before sunset), and as it was still light when I left there 
could well have been another half dozen yet to arrive. 

499. Mute Swan:  Just 10 were in the Hermitage Stream area at Broadmarsh on July 26 and that 
seems to mark the peak of this year's summer moult flock there - I wonder if the decline (from up to 
100 birds within the past ten years or so) is associated with the closing down of the Budds Farm 
sewage outflow resulting in less food content in the water and less underwater weed for the birds? 

500. Ruddy Shelduck:  On July 25 one landed on the sea off Selsey Bill after being chased east by 
Cormorants.  One was in Pagham Harbour from Apr 24 to May 6 this year but there have been no 
reports of the hybrid in the Kench area since 20 Feb 2005 (after which it was seen at Lymington 
from Feb 21 to 27 but not reported anywhere after that).  Previously it had been in the local area 
from Dec 2003 (at the Kench) to the end of Mar 2004 (in the Thorney Channel).  Will it return? 

501. Garganey:  Eclipse birds could turn up in the local area around now. On July 25 one was still at 
the Chichester lakes (two had been seen there on July 21) and other passage sightings have been 
of four birds at Portland on July 24 and of three at the Pannel Valley (Rye) on July 27 

502. Ruddy Duck:  The single male was seen again at Budds Farm pools on July 26 (close to the 
west end) and one was reported at the Chichester Lakes on July 25 and 27. 

503. Marsh Harrier:  A young female was seen over the Pagham Harbour area from July 19 to 25 
and a young male was hunting at Christchurch Harbour on July 27 (but was 'seen off' by large 
gulls), so passage birds could turn up at Farlington or Titchfield at any time. 

504. Peregrine:  There has been past discussion about whether Peregrines will take prey from the 
surface of water and on July 23 a Peregrine at Christchurch Harbour was seen to knock down a 
low flying Common Sandpiper into the water - the falcon did a quick turn, came back and plucked 
the Sandpiper from the water. 

505. Avocet:  These are now on passage to winter quarters and six were in the Farlington Marshes 
Lake on July 25 - another report from there on July 28 reports the presence of Avocet but gives no 
number (single bird implied?).  On July 22 someone living in a bungalow facing the sea at Pagham 
scored a 'garden tick'  when he saw three Avocet flying by his windows. 

506. Golden Plover:  The last report of a 'spring' bird seems to have been from Christchurch 
Harbour on June 2 with no more sightings until July 25 when Derek Hale saw one 'lurking in the 
grass' at Newtown Harbour (IoW) - he also had seven Grey Plover there. 

507. Sanderling:  Nine reports of these between July 24 and 29 show that they are starting to return 
to our shores.  On July 24 there were 9 at Dungeness and on July 25 Christchurch Harbour had a 
count of 15.  Titchfield Haven had 2 on July 27, Portland had 4 on July 28 and Rye Harbour had 7 
on July 29 

508. Little Stint:  A juvenile was at Farlington Marshes on July 25 and still there on July 27 - this is 
the first autumn bird I have heard of (the last spring bird was at Lymington on June 9) 

509. Dunlin:  On July 25 Christchurch Harbour had 104 - its first count of more than 100 since the 
spring - and on that day there was an estimate of around 200 at Farlington Marshes.  By July 27 
the Christchurch count was up to an estimated 230. 



510. Snipe:  Although these breed locally (New Forest), and there have been sightings of birds 
returning to the coast since mid June, a count of 6 in Newtown Harbour (IoW) on July 25 probably 
marks the arrival of larger numbers of returning birds.  Some were back at Farlington Marshes by 
July 27 (if not before) 

511. Black-tailed Godwit:  Emsworth Harbour had 21 birds on July 22 and 19 on July 28 while 
Farlington Marshes had more than 50 on July 25. 

512. Whimbrel:  The first double figure count of 10+ was reported from Farlington Marshes on July 
25 and helps to mark the start of their autumn passage though odd birds have been passing since 
at least the start of July and I saw 8 together in the Thorney Channel on July 19. 

513. Common Sandpiper:  Plenty of both these and Green Sandpipers have been seen along the 
coast for some time but I had my first personal sighting in the Broadmarsh Slipway area on July 26 

514. Turnstone:  Other than a couple of sightings at Dungeness on July 19 and 20 Brian Fellows 
sighting of three at the Hayling Oysterbeds on July 25 seems to have been the first anywhere 
along the south coast. By July 26 two had reached Christchurch Harbour and on July 27 four were 
in Yarmouth harbour (IoW) 

515. Med Gull:  Two signs of the end of their breeding season were, first, a report of 24 juveniles 
among 42 birds at Dungeness (where they do not breed) on July 23, and second, a personal 
sighting of a full adult at Budds Farm pools on July 26 with its superb plumage already marred by 
a white area around the base of the bill. 

516. Little Tern:  'Latest' news from the Oysterbeds comes from what Jason had written on the 
notice board when Brian Fellows was there on July 25 - it said that 36 pairs were nesting, 20 pairs 
had hatched young, and that some of the young had already fledged and flown the nest. 

517. Black Tern:  It seems that we are now into the full flow of autumn passage for these lovely 
birds with daily sightings at Titchfield Haven from July 25 to 28 - on July 26 there was a peak count 
on 12 birds there. 

518. Cuckoo:  Adults are probably already on their way south - at the end of June Richard 
Carpenter commented that they had been seen and heard at Titchfield Haven up to June 30 but for 
July the only reports I have seen have been of singles at Portland on July 6 and 8 (already going 
south then?) and now on July 28 Derek Hale has seen one on Bembridge Down - recording it with 
a query as to whether it was an adult. 

519. Barn Owl:  I think it is very unusual to see Barn Owl on Farlington Marshes during the breeding 
season or at any time other than winter but Rosi Woods watched one catch two voles there on the 
evening on July 27. 

520. Swift:  I expect the local birds to be seen daily up to at least the end of July but I have not had 
a single glimpse of one here in Havant since July 26.  This year they came and went early. 

521. Kingfisher:  John Goodspeed saw one flying along the Lumley Mill stream at Emsworth on 
July 27 - I may have failed to record all the Brook Meadow sightings but one was certainly there on 
May 30 and I suspect a pair have attempted to breed somewhere along the lower Ems. I'm pretty 
sure there have been no recent sightings there so John's sighting was probably of a bird on the 
move - maybe to settle for the winter at Emsworth, maybe not. 

522. Sand Martin: These have been moving south in large numbers for some time (since July 11) 
but I did not see my first autumn bird until July 26 - a loner among Swallows at Budds Farm. 

523. Yellow Wagtail:  These too have been coming south since around July 2 but a report of more 
than 30 at Rye Harbour on July 29 is the first flock on the move - a signal that it is now worth 
keeping an eye open for them hereabouts. 

524. Nightingale:  One at Dungeness on July 22 was the first I have heard of on its way south and 
since then there has been one at the Pannel Valley near Rye on July 27 

525. Wheatear:  The first autumn passage bird was at Portland on July 22 and since then they have 
been seen there on July 24, 27 and 28 (no more than two birds).  Derek Hale also reports one seen 
on Luccombe Down on the IoW on July 26 and 27 (a single female or young bird) 

526. Song Thrush:  These were singing loudly at the start of July but I have not heard one since 
July 10 so I was surprised to see that Brian Fellows heard three singing in the lower Ems valley on 



the evening on July 27.  Bird song (other than pigeons and maybe some Tits) seems to have 
ended - on July 30 one Dunnock and one Wren each gave single faint bursts of song in my garden, 
and they were the first I have heard for about a week. 

527. Sedge Warbler:  A 'flock' of 20 arrived at Christchurch Harbour on July 24 and several coastal 
sites have been reporting the arrival of Grasshopper Warblers, Common and Lesser 
Whitethroats, Garden Warblers and Blackcaps in the past week as the exodus of passerines 
gets under way, 

528. Melodious Warbler:  One arrived at Portland on July 22 where it was duly ringed and 
recorded as the earliest ever autumn site record for the species. 

529. Willow Warbler:  Thirteen reports of these at coastal sites between July 22 and 28 - peak 
counts were 11 at Christchurch Harbour on July 24 and on July 28 there were 15 at Bembridge 
Down (IoW) and 20 at Portland, 

530. Goldcrest:  These too are on the move with a count of 32 at Christchurch Harbour on July 28 
(plus a single Marsh Tit and a Treecreeper there on the same day) 

PLANTS 
120. Yellow Horned Poppy:  Some of these, and one plant of Sea Rocket. were flowering in the 

Sandy Point area on July 27 
121. Saltwort:  I was pleased to see half a dozen plants in the sand south of Black Point sailing club 

on July 27 - with them were two possible examples of Frosted Orache (not certain) and plenty of 
Babington's Orache nearby. 

122. Dwarf Gorse:  A great show of this in flower in the old Sandy Point hospital grounds (close to 
the path from Sandy Point Road to the shore along the outside of the reserve).  Dodder, now over, 
was draped over some bushes. 

123. Blackberry:  The first juicy fruits were edible on the large fruited species by July 26 
124. Corn Parsley:  A healthy flowering plant in the driveway of 71 Sandy Point Road (immediately 

east of Bracklesham Road) was the first I have ever seen on Hayling (Pete Durnell lists the species 
as a rare casual) - seen July 27 

125. Rock Samphire:  My first flowering plant was seen near Sandy Point on July 27 
126. Sea Holly:  This was flowering at its best on the causeway to Black Point on July 27 
127. Sea Knotgrass:  This rarity was flourishing on the shingle at its only Hampshire site 

(immediately east of the fencing protecting plants on the shore outside the Sandy Point Reserve).  
Many of the plants seen last year seem to have disappeared under shingle dumping nearer the 
Lifeboat Station but at least 100 healthy plants could still be seen on July 27. 

128. Corn Mint:  Plenty in flower in 'Spencer's Field' between the Horndean Road and Hollybank 
Woods on July 25.  In the north west corner of this field I also enjoyed a Tree of Heaven in full 
flower in the roadside hedge line with a fruiting Monkey Puzzle visible across the road in the 
Southleigh Park House grounds 

129. Cotton Thistle:  The plants at Black Point and in the old Hospital Grounds could not be seen 
on July 27 but a large specimen was flowering on the north side of the road joining Bracklesham 
Road to the Black Point Causeway just after coming through the narrow entrance. 

130. Wall Lettuce:  My first flowering of this for the year on July 26 in the shingle front garden of the 
flats that replaced the cinema in Havant East Street 

131. Violet Helleborine:  John Goodspeed reports the continued existence of one caged specimen 
on the front lawn of Stansted House, as well as four plants on the slope down from the main 
avenue to the dry bed of the Lavant stream and more plants elsewhere (presumably at the site 
near the Ornamental Drive just west of the Broad Avenue) 

INSECTS 
40. Dragonflies 
• Lesser Emperor:  The male which appeared at Rye Harbour on July 19 was still there on July 24 



• Scarce Emerald Damselfly (Lestes dryas):  A female seen at Rye Harbour on July 26 was the 
first to be recorded in East Sussex since 1947.  Perhaps the species is extending its range from 
the two areas (Essex and Norfolk) where it has been more regularly recorded (though even there it 
was thought to be extinct for a time). 

• Small Red-eyed Damselfly:  The population of this species has been expanding rapidly since 
1999 but an observation of a female egglaying at Rye Harbour on July 24 was the first confirmation 
that the species has settled there. 

41. Butterflies 
• Silver Spotted Skipper:  These are now out early and seemingly in good numbers.  First report 

came from the Lewes area on July 18 followed by Stockbridge Down on July 23 and the Beachy 
Head area from July 24 onwards 

• Swallowtail:  A 13 year old boy walking on the South Downs at Firle Beacon near Lewes saw 
three of these on the wing and brought one home in his hat for his father to identify!  Maybe the 
result of local home breeding but possibly genuine migrants though no reports from coastal sites. 

• Wood White:  The summer brood of these started to appear on July 21 in the Botany Bay area 
near Chiddingfold 

• Clouded Yellow:  These are at last beginning to appear in force - of 61 reports for this year 32 
have been in July with regular sightings starting on July 13.  Locally the highest count was of 6 on 
Old Winchester Hill on July 26 (when I had one for myself over Budds Farm pools and another was 
seen in Bishops Waltham that day) 

• Brimstone:  Although there was a report on July 4 of several newly emerged at Bentley Wood the 
real emergence seems to have started on July 21 with a count of 20 in the Botany Bay woods near 
Chiddingfold - this was confirmed on July 23 when one came into Brian Fellows garden at 
Emsworth. 

• Brown Hairstreak:  This is about the right time for these to appear but the first to do so did not 
choose a conventional site - the entry for July 27 on the Sussex BC website reads .. "A freshly 
emerged Brown Hairstreak was observed resting with wings closed on vegetation alongside 
Crawley Railway station car park. Unfortunately, no camera available. Returned shortly after with 
camera, but no sign of butterfly". 

• Long-tailed Blue:  The only specimen of this migrant species that I have heard of this year 
decided to settle at the Claylands Nature Reserve in Bishops Waltham around July 21 and when 
word got around a number of people saw it there on July 24 and 25. 

• Small Blue:  I have previously reported a sighting of one on the downs near Lewes on July 13 
(which seemed very early for the summer brood) but another was seen in the small chalk pits by 
Hill Road above Portchester on July 15 with three more being seen along the south face of 
Portsdown above Paulsgrove on July 18.  By July 22 there were more than 30 on the wing at 
Windover Hill (north of Friston Forest in the Eastbourne area) 

• Common Blue:  The second brood of these is also on the wing and being widely reported - I see 
that Andrew Brookes visited the Portsmouth IBM site on July 20 and found numerous males there. 

• Purple Emperor:  It seems that thunderstorms with torrential rain did little to end the good season 
these insects are having - they were still on the wing on July 23.  From East Sussex comes a report 
of one coming to cooked tomato put out on the bird table of a B&B. 

• Painted Lady: These have greatly increased in number recently.  On July 21 around 15 were seen 
at Noar Hill and on July 23 more than 10 were at Browndown (Gosport) with many and widespread 
sightings of smaller numbers.  On July 28 Brian Fellows watched two on a Buddleia at Stansted 
House and on July 30 one visited a Buddleia in my garden, 

• Queen of Spain Fritillary:  The report of one at Ditchling Common on July 18 has since been 
modified to an unusual Dark Green Fritillary! 

• Wall Brown:  The first of the summer brood was seen at Rye Harbour on July 22 with the only 
other sighting so far being at Pigeon House Farm on Portsdown on July 25 



• Grayling:  Plenty of these around in their usual sites - on July 27 I even saw one myself on the 
shingle east of Sandy Point to confirm that they are alive and well on Hayling! 

42. Moths 
• Hummingbird Hawkmoth:  On July 28 a garden near Hastings had five caterpillars of this moth 

eating Ladies Bedstraw plus a sixth caterpillar flying off in the mandibles of a Hornet (adult 
Hornets do not eat 'meat' but catch it as food for their young) 

• Striped Hawkmoth:  One of these magnificant migrants was seen at South Wonston (by the A34 
just north of Winchester) on July 16 

• Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth:  This week I had a letter from David Crassweller in Forestside 
to say that one of these had been visiting their garden geraniums recently - David commented that 
it looked very similar to a Humming bird Hawkmoth and I fear it was too similar as the Bee 
Hawkmoths are only on the wing in May and June. 

• Garden Tiger:  Tim Norriss had one of these in his Andover garden on July 19 

• Double Dart:  This was also in Tim's garden on July 19. Only one of these was recorded last year 
at Selborne (and that was the first in Hants since 1998) 

• Double Line:  The first confirmed record for Hants since 1978 was taken at Deadwater Bottom 
near Bordon on July 18 

• Old Lady:  The first report for the year is of one flying in bright sun at Lewes on July 17 (not a day 
flying species) 

• Ni Moth:  One was probably in Ian Thirwell's trap at the edge of Milton Common, Southsea, on 
July 19 - first for the year was recorded back on May 3 in Dorset and there have been three records 
from Portland since but this would be the first for Hants this year. Five were at Portland on July 26 

• Silver Y:  On several occasions in the past fortnight I have noticed a crowd of moths around a 
Buddleia in my garden at dusk and on the evening of July 29 I was able to confirm that they were 
this species (at least 15 of them all actively nectaring) 

43. Other Insects 
• Harlequin Ladybird:  One was in the moth trap at Portland on July 26 - a first for Portland and the 

first I have heard of this summer (photo on Portland website) 

• Wasp spider (Argiope bruennichi):  A photo of a mature female is on the Rye Bay website so 
there should be plenty to be seen locally if we look for them now. 

OTHER 
23. Water Voles:  This week Brian Fellows comments that there seems to be a significant decline in 

the number of Water Voles in the Ems at Brook Meadow - he says "Between April and June I have 
logged only 15 sightings this year as opposed to 50 in the same period in 2005" and Graham 
Roberts at WSCC thinks that (among other factors) low water flows everywhere have left Water 
Vole burrows exposed, making it easy for Stoats to catch them.  These comments were prompted 
by a sighting of one undersized vole seen from the south bridge over the Ems at Brook Meadow, 
scurrying back and forth between a food plant and the hidden entrance to its tunnel - the vole 
seemed to be collecting as much food material as it could and dumping it in the tunnel entrance (or 
passing it to other members of its family).  Another sighting did something to restore Brian's 
optimisim - while having a picnic on the bank of the small brook running through the Fishbourne 
meadows he had his very first sighting of a vole in the water there (a new tick for him but voles are 
known to be well established there).  Graham Roberts is also optimistic in that numerous vole 
surveys throughout West Sussex are not showing a picture of general decline - the species has 
always had a volatile population and survey results (showing some sites have lower numbers 
while others have higher numbers than usual) relect a 'normal' situation. 

Thu 27 July 

F. Hayling Island - Black Point and the harbour entrance 
No Swifts in the sky this morning and the only bird song came from Collared Doves, Wood Pigeons 
and a solitary Wren which gave a single short burst of its song. 



After breakfast I drove to Bosmere Road, where I usually park for a walk to Black Point, using the 
section north of Sandy Point Road. Walking east from here, in the driveway of 71 Sandy Point 
Road (on the north side just before turning into Bracklesham Road) I was very surprised to see a 
plant which is listed as a rare casual in Pete Durnell’s Wildlife of Hayling - Corn Parsley, a large 
plant in good health and fresh flower and very clearly different from the Stone Parsley that is now 
common. 
Another surprise greeted me very soon after I had passed the narrow entrance to the Sailing Club 
area and before turning north up the causeway - this was a tall plant of Cotton Thistle in flower on 
the north side of the road.  Cotton Thistle was on my list of things to look for at the south west point 
of Black Point itself, and in the rough ground that was once the Hospital grounds, but today this 
was the only plant I saw anywhere. 
Moving up the causeway, after passing a new barrier to stop unauthorised cars, I found Sea Holly 
at its best and one bush of Sea Rocket (Cakile maritima) in full flower, but little else as both sides 
of the causeway were solid with parked cars (presumably there is less parking available around 
the new sailing club building where there are notices threatening to remove any cars found parked 
on their narrow one way system). 
Walking west along the sand south of the club I saw nothing of special interest but at the west end 
of this stretch I was pleased to see that dead hedging had been ‘planted’ to protect the sand dune 
slopes (and that there was still a way through it and along the path following the top of the slope 
west to the very point where Spanish Gorse was covered with bright yellow flowers). 
Looking west from the Point the sand and the shingle of ‘Seagull Island’ were free of humans and 
dogs despite the tide being fully out but I could not spot a single Tern among the gulls resting on 
the shingle ridge (and later I only found less than a dozen Common Terns on the north side of 
Mengham Rythe with just one Sandwich Tern in the air).  Last year the dead hedging  along the 
edge of the boatpark had discouraged people from walking close to its outer edge and I had found 
both Saltwort and Frosted Orache in the sand there but today there was nothing to be seen outside 
the hedge line - inside it the Marram Grass was growing and an attempt to start a Tamarisk Hedge 
showed no confident sign of future success. 
Coming back along the south side of the club area I found the new dead hedging had protected at 
least six plants of Saltwort and a couple of what I think was Frosted Orache.  Also here I watched 
a family of Pied Wagtails complete with male parent, and both the look and the behaviour of the 
juveniles convinced me that the Wagtails I saw yesterday on the Budds Farm shore were Pied. 
Going south past the Lifeboat Station and the new overflow carpark into the old Hospital grounds I 
was delighted to see that the high and ugly fencing which has always separated the ground from 
the beach has all gone, allowing me to get out onto the shingle just south of the Lifeboat Station.  
Here I was hoping to see the great mass of Sea Knotgrass which I had found last year, but it 
seems that the dumping of shingle has covered all the plants in that area - the only vegetation was 
provided by Babington’s Orache plants.  I still could not find any Knotgrass when I reached the 
area surrounded by low posts, but just beyond where the official path leads onto the shingle at the 
south end of the Hospital Grounds there was a very good show of the Sea Knotgrass looking to be 
in the best of health (perhaps a hundred plants in an area that has been saved from the shingle 
dumping behind a deep depression in the old shingle and inland of the coastal ridge) 

From this part of the shingle I stepped over the low outer wooden fence of the area long fenced off to 
protect plants on the shore just outside the Sandy Point reserve, but not before I had had a 
close view of a Grayling butterfly and had added Yellow Horned Poppy and Rock Samphire to 
my flowering plant list. 

Instead of following the outer fence of the reserve all around Sandy Point I took the quicker route back 
along the path following the eastern and northen boundary of the reserve, partly to have a look 
at the heather in the overgrown part of the hospital grounds.  Both Bell Heather and Ling were 
flowering there, but no Cross-leaved Heath that I could see.   To make up for that a large area 
of Dwarf Gorse was in flower, and on the gorse were the tendrils and (I think) seeds of Dodder.  
The final unexpected item here was a Marbled White butterfly. 

P. Egret roost count at Langstone Pond 
Sunset was at 9pm and I did not get down to the Langstone shore until around 8:40pm so I may well 

have missed a number of early arrivals (I could see two or three already in the trees and put 
down an arbitrary half dozen to start the count).  In the half hour to 9:10pm 79 more birds were 



seen to arrive giving me a total of 85, though more amy well have arrived later. 
No bats were seen but several Swallows flew over, as did a single Sparrowhawk heading north 
and not hunting. 

 
Wed 26 July 

H. Budds Farm and Broadmarsh 
A Coal Tit sang briefly from the Billy Line behind my garden this morning - an early indication of Tit 
flocks already on the move?  Overhead I saw two Swifts behaving as if they were the local 
breeding pair and then saw them joined by at least five others which hunted for insects over the 
area for five minutes or so before moving on south.  A Holly Blue was also in the garden during the 
day. 
After breakfast I went shopping, taking a roundabout route through Juniper Square where the 
roadside was deep in the yellow petals of fallen flowers from yet another Tree of Heaven which I 
had not previously spotted.  I was also pleased to see a fair amount of the Small Flowered 
Cranesbill has survived pavement edge weedkilling and is once more flowering but I was even 
more pleased to see lots of fresh flowers on a Wall Lettuce which has just shot up in the gravel bed 
front garden of the East Street flats which have taken the place of the old cinema - this gravel had 
been assiduously cleared of all ‘weeds’ a short while ago. 
Later I cycled to Budds Farm and Broadmarsh, passing a good number of large, succulent 
blackberries that are now ready to eat.  At Budds Farm the first thing I saw when scanning the 
water was a Clouded Yellow butterfly - my first this year - and the last thing seen before I left was 
the single male Ruddy Duck now located at the seaward end of the pools.  Nothing much else - an 
adult Med Gull was starting to moult and had a white ring around the base of its bill. 
On the shore by the old outfall around 40 Swallows were perched on the wire of the Budds Farm 
fence and among them was a single Sand Martin.  Also seen along the shore were several 
Wagtails which appeared to be Pied but were very pale - maybe juveniles or possibly Whites?  
One or two of them showed remarkable flying skills chasing and being chased by Swallows in high 
speed flight with dramatic twists and turns - no obvious reason for this. 
At the mouth of the Hermitage Stream my first autumn Common Sandpiper flew low over the water 
on which a group of nine Swans were the sum total of the moulting flock here this year. 
Many Red Admirals and Small Whites were active around the Brockhampton Stream along which 
I also saw a Comma and a blue which I assumed to be Holly Blue. 
At Broadmarsh travellers are still camped on the grass behind the boat park and have been piling 
rubbish down the bank of the slipway approach road as well as hurling glass onto the roadway to 
try to puncture tyres.  I survived and cycled up the Hermitage Stream were Hawkweed Oxtongue is 
in full flower, but the only other thing noted on my way home via Bedhampton Mill and Solent Road 
was a single Painted Lady. 

Tue 25 July 
K. Denvillles and Hollybank 

Yesterday I had a phone call from Brian Clarke who lives in First Avenue at Denvilles telling me 
how he had been using a hoe to remove weeds from a well kept flowerbed when he noticed that 
his disturbance of the soil had revealed the tail feathers of a bird (probably a Collared Dove) which 
had something must have buried in the loose soil so that it was not visible until the soil was 
disturbed.  As he had friends at the time I said I would come and have a look this morning. 
To preserve the scene of the crime Brian laid a large piece of plastic garden netting over the whole 
area, but when I arrived he told me that something had come along in the night, hurled the netting 
aside, and made off with the presumed corpse, leaving a few animal chewed Collared Dove 
feathers on the lawn nearby, but had removed the bird’s body - if there ever was one - all Brian saw 
and photographed yesterday were the tail feathers sticking up as if attached to a complete body 
underground.  Clearly what Brian saw was not just a few loose feathers - the tail sticking up must 
have been anchored down by at least part of a bird’s body - but when I felt in the loose soil this 
morning I found solid, undug, earth at most three inches down and I am pretty sure that was not 
enough to conceal a complete Collared Dove body with wings. 



What Brian wanted to know was what animal had originally buried the corpse in such a neat way 
so that there were no obvious traces in the loose soil that a grave had been dug, and I too would 
welcome any comments!   
The three likely candidates were cat, fox and squirrel - I did suggest burying (Sexton) beetle, but 
not seriously.  Cats do dig in the flowerbeds and leave their droppings but I have never heard of a 
cat burying food.  A Fox (or dog) might have buried food but would surely have left traces (shooting 
earth back onto the lawn as it dug the hole).  Squirrels are carnivores and are good a burying 
things without leaving traces of having done so but Brian does not currently have a Squirrel 
problem in his garden, and if one did come secretly by night and bury some food for the distant 
future then it is unlikely to have come back to get it next night (though a passing Fox might well 
have smelt the buried corpse and dug it up). 
Further down the garden, in an area screened from the house by trees, are feathers indicating at 
least three recent Sparrowhawk strikes (most of the feathers are from Wood Pigeons), so it is quite 
possible that the Collared Dove victim in our mystery was killed by a Sparrowhawk (which may well 
have carried away the main part of the carcase, leaving just the tail and a few feathers).  These few 
remains may have been found by a cat which then played with them, the play including a mock 
burial, but the animal which eventually removed the netting over the grave area and took away 
whatever had been buried, was to my mind most likely to have been a Fox (perhaps a cub glad to 
find any food that did not run away!) 
Being in Denvilles I drove on to have a walk around the west end of Hollybank Woods, parking by 
Emsworth Common Road.  Inside the wood I immediately turned west and found a well maintained 
path running close to the road, and this led me eventually onto the ‘North Circular’ broad track and 
on into the western meadow that is technically not part of the woods and which is clearly regularly 
used as a motorcycle circuit with easy access from the Horndean Road just south of Emsworth 
Common Road. 
Here, in the north west corner of the meadow, I found the only real interest of my visit.  The first 
thing that caught my eye was a tall Monkey Puzzle tree growing in the grounds of Southleigh Park 
House on the far side of the Horndean Road.  The interest lay in the three large round ‘nut cases’ 
attached to the upper branches and looking like big round brown cannon balls (bigger that 
Coconuts) which had been fired at the tree and lodged there.  I have childhood memories of an 
even bigger Monkey Puzzle which grew in the garden of a house where I lived in Hastings during 
the 1930s and remember how the fruits start as prickly green balls, enlarge and turn brown before 
suddenly bursting to shower fifty of more bomb like nuts down onto the ground.  I say bomb-like as 
they are designed by nature to pierce the ground with a pointed, streamlined, hard-coated front 
end with fins on the back end to ensure they fall point first. 
That Monkey Puzzle was visible from near the north end of the meadow, and as I moved south 
along the motorcyle track nearest the Horndean Road I spotted another interesting tree which I 
cannot name but which catches the eye with its huge, light green, heart shaped leaves. These 
leaves may have been growing on ‘suckers’ coming up from the stump of a tree in the roadside 
hedgerow - they were only about half the height of the surrounding treess.  I believe this tree to be 
a form of Poplar, possibly related to the one called ‘Balm of Gilead’, but I cannot track it down in my 
books.  I have in the past seen what was probably the same species growing near Stubbermere 
Pond south of Stansted Forest west but do not remember seeing it there recently. 
I went on south towards the gap in the tree line across the meadow but before I reached it I looked 
to my right where a large area of thistles had attracted a few butterflies.  Looking beyond them to 
the roadside tree line and a little way back up the line I noticed patch of bright yellow which turned 
out to be the flowers on a moderate sized tree (not as tall as the Sycamores on either side) which 
I think was a Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus altissima).  The leaves were certainly long and pinnate and 
the flowers were in big open panicles about 20 cm high (above the tree foliage) and about the 
same distance across.  The bright yellow colour was similar to the colour of the great mass of 
flowers which have recently fallen from a Tree of Heaven growing over the north corner of 
Beechworth Road where I live though the books talk of the flowers being greenish-creamy, later 
turn red.  Looking at the yellow of the flowers on this tree today I was reminded of the bright yellow 
flowers on Mahonia and Berberis shrubs. 
Other than Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers plus one or two Large Whites I saw no other 
butterflies in the meadow and in the woods I saw just one female Silver-Washed Fritillary and a few 



Speckled Wood with one possible Holly Blue (very brief glimpse).  Birds were more or less non 
existent - I may have heard a Buzzard over head and certainly heard a young Green Woodpecker 
but other than that there were a few Wood Pigeon singing, a couple of Blue Tits and on Robin 
calling.  Corn Mint was my only new flower 

Mon 24 July 

G. Havant and Langstone 
No chance to get out until the evening when I made a quick trip down the Billy Trail to the north rail 
bridge pier at Langstone, continuing over the road bridge to the Oysterbeds and returning via 
Langstone Mill and Wade Lane. 
Before setting out we had had one group of nine Swifts briefly overhead in the morning but this 
evening the only birds in the air where a cloud of gulls (at least one Common Gull among them) 
milling around low overhead, probably catching flying ants though I did not see any winged ants on 
the ground. 
At the railbridge a couple of the Tansy plants had scruffy flowerheads - this time not covered by 
ants - and on the Hayling side of the water I saw that up to a third of the Golden Samphire had 
started to flower.  Alongside the Coastal Path there was a good show of Marjoram with the usual 
Greater Knapweed, and the ‘County Council Ragwort Meadow’ was living up to its name with a 
great sea of bright yellow. 
Twenty or so Little Terns and three or four Common Terns were in the air, the latter were 
occasionally making spectactacular vertical dives (not fishing) and the former seemed to be trying 
to drive the larger birds away.  This commotion may have had a different cause as half a dozen 
teenage youths seemed to have set up camp at the south east corner of the lagoon - they had a 
sizeable tent up, some had bikes and others were down on the ‘beach’ where the ‘cliff edge’ has 
been shored up with concrete (?) but I saw no behaviour likely to cause disturbance to the birds - 
no bathing, fishing or throwing stones and no dogs were involved. 
On the way back I checked for Swans on the Mill Pond and saw one was still present (probably 
both) and I noted at least three Egrets in the roost trees though it would be a long time before the 
tide rose and darkness fell to bring in the majority.  The tide line had many Redshank but little else 
in the way of waders, and the sunlit mud was liberally spattered with gulls seeking a last meal 
before joing the vast night roost that occurs off Warblington at this time of year.  I also noted one 
Cormorant back on a channel marker post and saw a single Little Tern fishing, 

 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 17 - 23 (WEEK 29) 
Sun 23 July 

Q. Latest News and Reports 
BIRDS  

531. Storm Petrel:  One of these was seen off Church Norton on July 15 and three were reported 
lingering off Selsey Bill on July 18 

532. Little Egret:  Numbers are now re-building after the breeding season.  No local reports but 
there were 22 at the Brading Marshes on July 15, 14 on Fishbourne beach (IoW) on July 16 and a 
minimum count of 41 in Christchurch Harbour on July 18.  Previous high count for the IoW this year 
was 12 near Fishbourne on Apr 10 and the only similar count at Christchurch was of 40+ on Feb 19 

533. Mute Swan:  I think this weekend (July 22,23) has been chosen for the annual Swan count in 
Christchurch Harbour - I have no details of that but I read on the CHOG website that 484 Swans 
could be counted by scanning from the top of Hengistbury Head on July 17 

534. Canada Geese:  These will start their autumn 'suppressed migration' flights at any time from 
now on - be warned that there are just of 200 at the IBM Lake and another 150 at Baffins Pond 
ready to descend like locusts on any waterside grass in the near future - not just to graze but to 



tear the grass out by the roots leaving bare earth covered with their droppings to fertilize a crop of 
coarse weeds. 

535. Shelduck:  On July 18  a single feathered juvenile was on Budds Farm pools and on July 19 I 
saw an adult pair with three juveniles on Stakes Island west of Cobnor Point 

536. Garganey:  It's now worth checking out any 'Teal' at places like Farlington Marshes to see if 
they have the 'white spot' at the base of the bill showing they are Garganey - on July 21 Owen 
Mitchell found two Garganey on the Chichester Lakes (probably not the lakes we usually visit but 
probably those north of the railway in the Shopwyke/Westhampnett area).  One was also seen on 
the Haywards Heath area on July 12. 

537. Shoveler:  Watch out for these arriving back on local waters.  At Christchurch Harbour nine 
birds arrived on July 15, another four on July 17 and on July 20 another seven flew over heading 
west. 

538. Marsh Harrier:  One female hunting over Pagham Harbour on July 19 was presumably already 
heading south to leave us. 

539. Osprey:  One has been at Arlington Reservoir in the Cuckmere valley from July 12 to 21.  
Maybe others will soon be stopping off in the Thorney area on their way south? 

540. Avocet: Two seen at Sidlesham Ferry on July 15 were the first to be reported in the Pagham 
area since May 6 - presumably they too are now on autumn passage. 

541. Stone Curlew:  The juvenile bird which was at Christchurch Harbour from July 14 to 15 was 
colour ringed and came from a nest the Tidworth area of Salisbury Plain.  Other juveniles could 
turn up anywhere along the coast (and remember last winter's bird that stayed on Hayling) 

542. Ringed Plover:  A report of a nest with three eggs in shingle less than 3 metres from the beach 
promenade at Rustington (Worthing) has since failed.  This reminds me of a pair that once nested 
in shingle separating bays of the western carpark at IBM North Harbour - despite cars coming and 
going daily within a few feet of the nest the eggs hatched into young which had to make a dash for 
cover over many yards of bare tarmac - not a chance of making it with a pair of Crows watching 
from a nearby treetop (I personally saw one chick in the beak of a Crow and failed to drive off the 
Crows) 

543. Dunlin:  Small flocks are now a regular sight along the coast - I saw at least 20 on the tideline of 
Chichester Channel at Cobnor Point on July 19 and minimum counts from Christchurch Harbour 
were 54 on July 14 and 61 on July 20. 

544. Redshank:  At least 80 could be seen from the Langstone Pond seawall on the evening on July 
20 

545. Greenshank:  2 were with the Redshank at Langstone on July 20 and on July 19 I saw 4 
together at Cobnor Point. 

546. Med Gull:  The first report of an autumn coastal gathering away from a breeding colony is of 
102 birds seen on Fishbourne Beach (IoW) on July 16 (John Shillitoe had reported a flock of 36 
hawking for insects over Maize in the Hambledon area on July 1) 

547. Laughing Gull:  A first summer bird has been at Arlington Reservoir in the Cuckmere valley 
from July 11 to 21 (and one was previously seen at Dungeness on May 12) 

548. Sandwich Tern:  500 pairs have raised 500 young at Rye Harbour this summer 
549. Common Tern:  170 pairs have raised over 100 young at Rye Harbour 
550. Little Tern:  21 pairs have only succeeded in raising 9 young at Rye Harbour this year - it 

seems a Fox found the colony right at the end of the breeding season.  Here on Hayling Jason 
reports that there have been 35 pairs nesting and on July 15 his chalk board reported that 13 of 
those nests currently had young in them (they normally lay 2 or 3 eggs so the 13 nests could then 
have held 26 or more chicks with hopefully more to come from the other nests, though I doubt they 
will achieve the maximum of 35 x 3 fledged chicks!) 

551. Arctic Tern:  A few are being seen on return passage - a group of six were off Church Norton on 
July 15 and one flew past Christchurch Harbour on July 17 



552. Black Tern:  There were occasional reports of birds still heading east along the Channel up to 
mid June and between June 17 and July 17 there were six reports of one or two birds at 
Dungeness (presumably non-breeders hanging around).  July 19 brought a report from Val 
Lowings of three seen at Hill Head, marking the start of their return passage. 

553. Turtle Dove:  Though I heard several on Harting Down on June 13 and there have been single 
reports from Catherington Down and Botley Woods during July I have heard no reports from 
Hayling Island or Thorney Island this summer.  On July 19 I may have heard their purring in both 
the Nutbourne Farm Lane and Chidham village areas but in both cases the sound was too brief 
and faint to be sure.  Another species in local decline? 

554. Sand Martin:  After the massive exodus of 1230 birds seen passing Christchurch Harbour on 
July 12 passage of this species has continued - on 16 July 240 birds flew past St Catherine's Point 
on the IoW and on that same day Portland recorded an estimated 400 while Dungeness had 70 
(with 330 there next day) 

555. House Martin:  Around 50 birds spent the night in reeds at Warnham Mill Pond (Horsham) on 
July 14 - a good sign that some of these are already leaving - as are some Swallow. 

556. Tree Pipit:  One at Christchurch Harbour on July 17 was the first seen there since May 7 and so 
marks the start of autumn passage there. 

557. Yellow Wagtail:  Two of these turned up as passage birds at the Pannel Valley reserve near 
Rye on July 18 

558. Black Redstart:  Between 1965 and 1989 there were quite a few breeding records in the 
Portsmouth area, but while there are breeding records from somewhere in Hampshire in most 
years we have not done as well as Hastings this year - in the Hastings country park three pairs 
nested and raised 11 young this year, 

559. Common Redstart:  The first autumn passage bird turned up at Christchurch Harbour on July 
16 

560. Redwing:  We recently heard confirmed reports of a Fieldfare in the north west New Forest but 
I am more sceptical of a report of two Redwing at Warnham Mill Pond (Horsham) on July 13 - for 
one thing the birds were not seen but only heard and a lot of juvenile birds make strange noises at 
this time of year. 

561. Grasshopper Warbler:  These are also starting to head south.  Five turned up at the Pannel 
Valley near Rye on July 18 and one at Portland on July 21 

562. Melodious Warbler:  An anonymous report of one in the Greatham Bridge carpark south of 
Pulborough on July 18 has not had any confirmation 

563. Garden Warbler:  One was singing strongly and persistently in trees close to Woodberry Lane 
(opposite Glen Dale) on July 21 - possibly a male that has failed to find a mate elsewhere and is 
desperately seeking a mate? 

564. Willow Warbler:  Another bird now on autumn passage.  I have no reports of them after June 25 
(in Ashdown Forest) until one turned up at Portland on July 16 with two there on July 17 

565. House Sparrow:  Still plenty in my garden where I could hear young in a nest earlier this week 
but on July 19 I came on the first flock of what I call 'Corn Sparrows' - some 50 birds feeding in the 
corn ready for harvesting in fields east of Nutbourne Bay.  (On the SOS webstie Peter Bulfield 
reported seeing a similar flock there on the same day).  Soon the majority may abandon the towns 
for the harvest fields. 

566. Escapees:  On July 18 at Dodnor Pond (south end of Cowes Medina estuary) someone saw a 
Scarlet Headed Blackbird (Amblyramphus holosericeus) and Derek Hale has a photo of it on his 
website.  Also in the news is the Blacksmith Plover which flew from Paultons Park to the Testwood 
Lakes on July 13 - if I read John Goodspeed's website correctly this bird had moved on to be seen 
at Titchfield Haven on July 19 

PLANTS 
132. Himalayan Balsam:  Lots flowering in a roadside ditch in Chidham village on July 19 
133. Trailing St John's Wort (H. humifusum):  This has probably been flowering for some time but I 

first came across it in Havant Thicket on July 21 



134. Dwarf Mallow:  Only a few plants flowering this year in the Nutbourne orchards on July 19 
135. Marsh Mallow:  Lots flowering at Cobnor Point (under oak wood on west side) on July 19 
136. Rough Mallow:  On July 15 I could only see one plant of this in flower on the banks of the IBM 

Lake where it has survived for about 25 years after probably being introduced. 
137. Dwarf Gorse:  In flower at Havant Thicket on July 21 
138. Zigzag Clover:  Flowering on the west side of the Cobnor peninsula on July 19.  The plants had 

formed a large circular mat several metres across precluding the growth of any other plants 
through the mat - I have seen the same on the Broadmarsh mountain and I think it helps to identify 
the species even without seeing the very long stemmed flowers. 

139. Cherry Plum:  Fully ripe fruit had fallen from one of the trees in Southmoor Lane by July 18 
140. Purple Loosestrife:  One of the plants introduced into the Hermitage Stream banks during their 

'naturalisation' a few years back was flowering on July 16. 
141. Wild Angelica: This had just started to flower in Havant Thicket on July 21 
142. Black Bindweed:  I saw this in flower in an arable field adjacent to Stansted Forest on July 21 

and have since found a plant flowering in my own garden 
143. Black Nightshade:  After seeing a single plant in flower on June 27 at Warblington I have seen 

no more until July 19 - it should now start to be common. 
144. Dark Mullein:  Brian Fellows found htis out at Old Winchester Hill on July 8 but I did not see my 

first until July 21 when plenty of it was flowering at Stansted Forest. 
145. Ploughman's Spikenard:  This was in flower at the Portsmouth IBM site on July 15 and is the 

only record I have seen so far. 
146. Blue Fleabane:  Also newly flowering at IBM on July 15 
147. Tansy:  One plant had just started to flower on the old north pier of the Billy Line rail bridge at 

Langstone on July 20 (the flowers were almost obliterated by ants) 
148. Sneezewort:  Richard Carpenter had reported this from Botley Woods on July 8 but I did not 

find it until July 21 in Havant Thicket. 
149. Mugwort:  The first plants to open their brown petalled flowers (taking away the bright white of 

the unopen buds) were at Budds Farm area on July 18 
150. Water Plantain:  Richard Carpenter had found this at Titchfield Haven on July 14 and I saw my 

first plants in flower at Chidham on July 19 
151. Lords and Ladies:  I noted the first Arum berries had turned red by July 19 
152. Broad Leaved Helleborine:  60 or more plants were starting to flower by Sheepwash Road 

running north from Cowplain to Horndean when John Goodspeed led a walk to see them on July 
18 

153. Violet Helleborine:  Two very healthy  looking plants were starting to flower in the Stansted 
Forest Sling area on July 21 

154. Spartina Grass:  This had started to show its white flowers in the Nutbourne Marshes area on 
July 19 

INSECTS 
44. Dragonflies 

• Lesser Emperor:  With global warming bringing the Mediterranean to southern England we can 
expect more insect species that are currently rare vagrants to become more regular.  This species 
was not seen in Britain until 1996 but is now becoming an annual visitor to the Kent/Sussex coast.  
One was seen at Castle Water (Rye) on July 19 

• Ruddy Darter:  I have never been confident of distinguishing Ruddy Darter from Common Darter 
but I am pretty sure that the small red darters which I saw along a stretch of the ditch inside the 
south west seawall of the Cobnor penninsula on Jly 19 were these (see diary entry). 

45. Butterflies 



• Clouded Yellow:  Three sightings on July 16 (in Hampshire, Sussex and the IoW) with another on 
July 17 (flying up Lymbourn Road in Havant) and another on July 19 (East Sussex) all suggest that 
we may at last be seeing a summer invasion 

• Chalkhill Blue:  These are not out in strength - on July 15 Richard Symonds counted 29 males on 
the north east corner of Idsworth Down (above the road bridge over the railway) and on July 18 
John Goodspeed saw many on Old Winchester Hill (where in some years they can be estimated 
as being present in thousands) 

• White Admiral:  Numbers seem to have declined considerably and suddenly after July 14 when 
Ashley Whitlock found more than 50 in Straits Inclosure near Farnham, including two which he 
calls 'Black Admirals' as they were of the abberration called 'obliterate' as the distinctive white 
marks are absent. 

• Purple Emperor:  These are still having a fantastically good season.  At Ropley Lynn Fomison has 
had one in her garden (though she did not see it!) and in Creech Woods (west) Richard Hallett saw 
what he thinks to be the first for that site.  On July 16 two were found in the Hollybank Woods by an 
unnamed group of butterfly surveyors and in their stronghold near Alton one of the butterflies 
allowed itself to be persuaded to climb onto a human hand to be photographed (after it had got 
sufficiently drunk on a dog dropping). 

• Peacock:  What was probably the first of the summer brood was seen at Titchfield Haven on July 7 
but it was not until July 16 that another was seen on the IoW and thereafter I have seen them in my 
garden on July 18, at Nutbourne on July 19 and in Stansted Forest on July 21 

• Queen of Spain Fritillary:  Matthew Silk saw one at Ditchling Common near Burgess Hill on July 18 
- this is the first I have heard of since David Tinling had a very close view of one at Gilkicker 
(Gosport) on Aug 1 in 2004. 

• Heath Fritillary:  I had a personal interest in Brian Fellows sighting of one in the Blean Woods at 
Canterbury on July 15 as he would have been within a mile of my old school (St Edmund's) on top 
of the steep hill leading up from Canterbury.  In the late 1940s the Heath Fritillary was not the rarity 
that it now is. 

46. Moths 
Rather than list the latin names of all 19 newcomers to my yearlist what follows are a few of which 

pictures can be seen on the reporting websites 
• Cydia amplana:  See Portland website 

• Oncocera semi-rubella:  See the RX website - very pretty. 

• Langmaid's Yellow Underwing:  A version of the Broad Bordered Yellow Underwing identified and 
named by local expert John Langmaid of Southsea - first for this year taken at Portland with photo 
on their website 

47. Caterpillars 

• Striped Lychnis:  The Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website carries a report dated July 16 
from David Mason living at Peak Road in Clanfield saying "22 Striped Lychnis caterpillars of 
varying sizes were seen in our garden on 16th July. They were all on cultivated verbascum flower 
spikes rather than the dark mullein growing nearby. - They obviously haven't read the text books!"  
Personally I think it is David who has mis-identified Mullein moth caterpillars (which are fairly 
common and which appear on various forms of Mullein at this time of year) for the much less 
common look-alike Striped Lychnis caterpillars which feed on Dark Mullein but do not appear on it 
until August or September.  To distinguish Striped Lychnis caterpillars from Mullein moth look at 
the waist-like joins between the body segments - the Mullein moth has black markings on each 
waist, the Lychnis has pure white waists.  (Note there is also a Water Betony caterpillar looking 
very similar but you are very unlikely to find it in this country).  

• Bordered Straw:  The Portland website has a very pretty picture of one of these.  This species has 
caterpillars which can vary a great deal in colour so if you find one on Sticky Groundsel at the 
seaside don't expect the colour to match this picture. 

48. Other Insects 



• Oak Apple gall wasp (Biorhiza pallida):   On July 21 I found an oak apple gall on the ground in 
Havant Thicket, peppered with tiny holes through which the wasps have recently emerged - the 
males to fly around and have fun after which the females crawl down the oak trunk into the soil to 
lay their eggs on the fine hair roots of the tree - next spring these underground galls will produce 
the non-sexual generation which crawls up the tree again to create next year's Oak Apples. 

• Rhyssa persuasoria?:  A report on the Hants BC website comes from someone at Botany Bay in 
Surrey where they saw a very large Ichneumon which I guess may have been this species - they 
can be very frightening when they emerge from fresh timber within houses! 

• Common Wasp:  Not quite extinct - in the past week I have seen one or two in my garden on most 
days - one was drinking from the bird table water supply. 

• Stag Beetle:  A female was on our garden path in the late afternoon of July 21 
OTHER 

24. Hedgehog:  On July 21 Brian Fellows had one in his Emsworth garden for the fourth night in a row 
and that morning I saw a roadside corpse on the Petersfield Road in Havant - perhaps they are 
being driven to seek food in new places as the ground dries up and worms are not easy to find (in 
dry summers many Moles die for the same reason) 

25. Squirrel:  To add to their other vandalism the Squirrels this week started stripping the good crop of 
Hazelnuts from a tree in my garden long before the nuts have anything worth eating in them - they 
will probably throw away the whole crop before it is ready to eat. 

Fri 21 July 

J. Havant Thicket and Stansted Sling 
House Sparrows still have young in a nest on the eaves of our house - I mention this as yesterday 
I watched half a dozen Magpies attacking a similar nest position on my neighbour’s house (though 
I did not see any sign of their success in getting at the young birds in that nest).  On the concrete 
path around the back of our house was another sign that the breeding season is not over for some 
species - half a newly discarded Wood Pigeon eggshell. 
After breakfast I drove to Castle Road in Rowlands Castle for a brief stroll in Havant Thicket to 
check on the Sneezewort, Golden Rod and Dwarf Gorse.  The Sneezewort was quickly found 
where expected though the inconspicuous white flowers on just two plants would be unlikely to be 
spotted by anyone not knowing where to look.  Also seen along the southern edge of the ‘yellow 
brick road’ just inside the vehicle gate was my first Angelica in flower but a short diversion down 
the little used path going south parallel to the main road gave me no sign of the Broad-leaved 
Helleborines which have been there in the past. 
I next cut through the trees to the north to join the minor path on which Devils Bit Scabious will 
hopefully flower later and where I expected some Golden Rod to be out - there was plenty of the 
latter in bud but none looking likely to flower for a week or so (maybe some rain will change their 
minds!).  While here I found one bush of Dwarf Gorse in flower.  Continuing north along the main 
track which comes up through Long Wood I followed it past the still standing conifer block which 
has an outer line of Japanese Red Cedar (Cryptomeria japonica) on its northern edge, and in this 
area I heard Yellowhammer song and briefly watched a family group of three Bullfinches after 
hearing their calls. 
Nearing the north end of the Thicket I turned right and right again to head south down the track 
which is separated from the main road by a strip of the old broad-leaved woodland and here (at 
about SU 719108)  I came on a botanic mystery about which I would dearly like an answer.  On 
the west side of the track for a distance of twenty yards or more the bracken had been purposely 
cut back to reveal a great array of hundreds of ‘flowerless plants’, each having a thin round, rigid, 
vertical stem no more than 10cm high from which one or two leaves grew, but with no sign of the 
stem continuing above the leaves to become a flower stem.  Each of the leaves, which were more 
or less eliptical/oval in shape, were also up to 10cm long (unfortunately I did not take actual 
measurements), and when there were two leaves they were on opposite sides of the stem, in 
some cases alternate (well separated vertically) but in others giving the impression of being 
opposite each other suggesting a Twayblade orchid without its flower stem. 



My first impression was that I had come on a bed of Adder’s Tongue fern - though the leaves were 
slightly too large the way they covered the ground and the absence of any ‘flower stem’ fitted this 
notion but clearly other factors contradicted it and I only mention Adder’s Tongue for the general 
impression I got at first sight.  After a long look the only guess I could make was that this was a bed 
of ‘blind Helleborines’ (probably Broad-leaved), but I may be entirely wrong. The way in which the 
bracken had been cut back to let light get to these plants suggested that someone (maybe a 
Forestry Commision botanist) had noticed them last year (the cleared bracken was dead from last 
year) and had given the plants a chance to show what they were - but not successfully as far as I 
am concerned! 
To find the plants go to the Havant Thicket main vehicle entrance opposite Castle Road and turn 
right (north) up the track going more or less parallel to the main road.  Ignoring one minor path 
branching to the left continue until you find a broad dry vehicle track going off to the left (roughly 
300 metres from the Castle Road entrance).  Do not turn left but continue north for a relatively 
short distance until a Beech tree spreads its branches low over the track you are on.  The Beech is 
growing on the left (west side) of the track and the mystery plants begin to be seen on the same 
side immediately you are past the tree (the clearance of the old bracken for 20 yards or more north 
of the Beech, ending abruptly with fresh bracken coming right up to the track where the clearance 
ended, cannot be missed!).  
One other thing that I noted in the Thicket was an Oak Apple that had served its purpose - lying on 
the ground it was peppered with tiny holes through which the gall wasps had emerged.  Each gall 
contains a multitude of Biorhiza pallida wasps but in any one gall all insects are of the same sex - 
some galls have females, some males - and I have no idea which sex came from my example.  
Another thing noted here was my first examples of Trailing St John’s Wort (Hypericum humifusum) 
though this plant will have been in flower for some time before this. 
I drove on to have a look at the Sling area of Stansted Forest, parking in Glendale and climbing in 
by the strange stile (two blocks of stone on either side of the brick wall) which is unique to this 
footpath entrance.  The trees just inside the wall here had a very vocal Garden Warbler which was 
still singing when I came back though I never saw it.  Beyond the trees the flower rich meadow was 
alive with butterflies including at least one Marbled White. 
My objective here was to check on the Violet Helleborines which grow on the slope from this 
‘floodplain meadow’ up to the west end of the main avenue, and I was pleased to find two very 
healthy plants growing together with many flowerbuds very close to starting to open.  In past years 
the plants have grown well away from the little used track leading up this slope, but since a big tree 
fell across this path near the top of the slope two or three years back a new track has been created 
to bypass the blockage by going out into the edge of the arable field south of the main avenue, 
following the field edge for fifty metres or more before cutting back into the main avenue,  and I 
instinctively followed this new path before pausing to look around and see if I could spot the 
orchids - I did spot them, just a step away from the new track, and I am slightly concerned that the 
plants could be trampled by people who, like me, do not spot the plants until they are virtually on 
top of them. 
Out on the field edge I noted my first Black Bindweed flowers, and also saw several plants of 
Round-leaved Fluellen.  Back in the grass and flowers of the main avenue I was again surrounded 
by butterflies - for some time a female Silver Washed Fritillary was nectaring from a Creeping 
Thistle flower within arm’s length of me while at any one time there seemed to be three or four of 
these Fritillaries flyng around.  I had already seen Large, Small and Marbled Whites with 
Gatekeepers and Meadow Browns in the first meadow and here I added Peacock, Red Admiral, 
Ringlet, Silver Washed Fritillary and (under the trees) Speckled Wood.  This list reminds me that in 
Havant Thicket I had had one close up of a Large Skipper still on the wing.  To round off my time in 
Stansted Sling I enjoyed lots of flowering Vervain on my return route. 

Thu 20 July 

G. Havant and Langstone 
At home today the Squirrels started to destroy the good crop of Hazelnuts on a tree in our garden 
- the ground under the tree was for the first time this year littered with clusters of nuts which had 
been torn from the tree and discarded, maybe the Squirrels get some nutrition from the developing 
nuts but it must be mighty little! 



Also at home, in the early evening, the local breeding pair of Swifts was briefly joined by ten others, 
the group spending five minutes or so gyrating and screaming in the sky.  I have read that 
‘screaming parties’ of Swifts normally occur in June are made up of young birds which will not 
breed until the next year but which are curious to see the lifestyle of those currently with nests, and 
maybe to look out for places where they might nest in future - in those cases the screaming birds 
come down low and dash among the buildings, but in today’s case the birds remained high in the 
sky and my guess is that a party of ten birds which were already heading south come in contact 
with the local pair and stopped off for a chat with them. 
Also in the early evening I took a brief cycle ride down the Billy Trail to Langstone, heading first for 
the old rail pier and a look at Langstone Harbour.  Nothing of note on the water but on the land I 
ticked my first Tansy flower - the flowers were just opening but the whole flower head was crawling 
with ants which almost hid the colour of the flowers and gave the impression of a dead or dying, 
blackened, flower.  This form of ‘ant attack’ is what I have seen for two years running on the 
flowerheads of the tight cluster of a dozen or so Broad-leaved Helleborines growing in the 
flowerbeds of the IBM North Harbour carpark, the second time being last Saturday’s visit. 
Crossing over to the Mill Pond and east shore I could not see the Swans on the pond - perhaps 
they have ceased to feel territorial and gone off on their summer holidays?  Scanning the shore at 
half tide I noted at least 80 Redshank and watched a couple of Greenshank giving a low level 
aerial display - twisting and turning in tight formation as they chose a good place to settle on the 
tideline.  Only one Lapwing was seen but there were a couple of smart adult Common Gulls. 

Wed 19 July 

I. Around Cobnor Penninsula 
This being the first day of new freedom to roam I stocked up with water and apples for a walk in the 
sun from Nutbourne down the west side of Cobnor, round the Point, and back up the east side and 
through the village. 
I got to the start by 8am to find a new (to me) notice on the gate into the Ham Brook stream 
meadow which in the past many locals have used as a dog walking area regardless of ‘keep out’ 
signs.  The new message was ‘Deer with young - do not disturb’ and while I do not know if this has 
deterred people from using the track along the east side of the meadow I do know that a ‘herd’ of 
15 Roe were reported here in January of this year with regular earlier sightings of smaller numbers 
(in 2004 Brian Fellows saw 5 together). 
This morning Reed Warblers were chuntering in the thick vegetation bordering the stream and at 
least one Skylark was singing over the open field to the east.  Back in the village area I thought I 
heard Turtle Dove purring (as I did at two other places around Chidham) but it was brief and I could 
not be sure.  There were a few Goldfinches around and may soon be more as the meadow had the 
first substantial stand of Creeping Thistles in seed. 
Reaching the south east corner of Nutbourne Bay, where the shore path turns west towards 
Chidham Point, there was a new and substantial wooden fence to stop people leaving the shore 
and getting into the fields, and when I reached it I realised why it was there.  Beyond the fence, 
running south as far as I could see, was a new seawall (raised bank defended by huge boulders on 
the seaward side, and below the bank a new deep drainage ditch).  This is clearly a major example 
of ‘managed retreat’ as the new wall is on average at least 200 metres inland of the existing 
seawall, but on the seaward side of the new wall all the land has been abandoned to nature - 
inland of the wall a vast cornfield had already been cut.  The new wall runs from this corner of 
Nutbourne Bay (SU 780042) to the north end of the oak wood at Cobnor (SU 783025), a distance 
of nearly 2 km. 
When I was last here (1 Aug 2004) the seawall path down the west of the penninsula was in a state 
of disrepair and I heard reports that the path was to be abandoned and replaced by a new path 
across the fields, but today there was a notice near Chidham Point saying ‘Path under repair’, and 
as most of that repair work has been done it is now possible to walk the whole length without 
having to clamber down on to the beach and then back up onto the path at multiple points where 
the sea wall had eroded away.  It would seem that the existing seawall path is to remain in use for 
a few more years until rising sealevels force us onto the new seawall (which currently has no public 
access). 



At Chidham Point, with the tide still high, eight Egrets, eight Whimbrel and one Heron were 
roosting and a single Great Crested Grebe was on the water but the was little other bird interest in 
the Thorney Channel - a couple of flocks of Starlings, less than 100 birds in total, and a few 
Meadow Pipits that have presumably been breeding on the now abandoned fields, plus the 
occasional Oystercatcher on the shore, was the sum of what I saw.  At the southern end of the 
channel I scanned the saltmarsh for summering Brent but saw none (though I did see the corpse of 
a drowned horse or cow on the banks of the Green Rithe where it cuts through the old line of 
Stakes Island at around SU 783018) 
Inside the seawall a ditch holds varying amounts of stagnant water, and towards the southern end 
of the open seawall I began to see small dragonflies with red bodies - these seemed so small that 
they must be damsels but when they perched they held their wings out sideways telling me they 
were Darters but they looked too small for Common Darter (and did not move their wings down 
and forward to the typical resting posture of Common Darter).  If they were to be Ruddy Darter I 
thought the thing which I should see would be prominent black markings at the tip of the body and 
while I could see faint markings (and a noticeably ‘wasp waisted’ body shape) I did not think these 
were sufficient to confirm the identification. However, getting home and checking Dan Powell’s 
book I see that the black tail markings are not prominent and I am now fairly sure I was looking at 
Ruddy Darters - the book also shows me that Ruddy Darter is noticeably smaller than Common by 
about 3mm in overall length.  I also know, from Dan’s book and from an excellent close up photo of 
a female Ruddy Darter currently featured on the Rye Bay website, that there are two other unique 
id features of Ruddy Darter worth remembering - the first is that the legs of the Ruddy are all black 
where those of Common are black and yellow, the second is that the sides of the thorax of 
Common Darter have contrasting light coloured stripes against the background brown (male) or 
yellow (female) whereas the thorax of the Ruddy Darter appears to be of a uniform brown or yellow 
all over (the stripes are not in contrasting colours). 
Coming to the shoreline oak wood which marks the start of the Cobnor Point area I found plenty of 
Marsh Mallow already in flower, and with the tide now having fallen waders were becoming active.  
Curlew were flying out of the saltmarsh where they had been roosting and Redshank were 
becoming noisy along the tideline.  Near the Chichester Channel I found four Greenshank and a 
small flock of 20+ Dunlin.  On Stakes Island I had a close view of two Shelduck and later a more 
distant view of what was probably a different pair with three juveniles.  Also on Stakes Island were 
half a dozen Cormorant, and nearer to me I heard more Whimbrel ‘whistling’ and saw a couple of 
Lapwing.  Surprisingly I did not see a single Tern, though the Cobnor House area had a hovering 
Kestrel. 
Coming through Chidham village on the way back there was nothing special on the Chidmere 
Pond but further the roadside ditch was full of Himalyan Balsam, and turning west at the road 
junction I found Water Plantain flowering in a shaded ditch.  Just before this junction a large part of 
an arable field had been fenced off (high wire and high gates probably designed to keep out 
deer?), and inside the fence many trees had been planted in well spaced rows, their leaves 
suggesting this was a new fruit orchard - a change in the trend over recent years to grub up 
orchards, take the money from the Europeans who don’t want us to compete with their fruit 
growing, and gamble it away on the internet. 
Along the path from Cot Lane back to Nutbourne Bay I began to notice Common Darters (clearly 
recognisable and different from the earlier Ruddy Darters) and in the shade of a tree in the path 
side hedge I was surprised to find a couple of people sitting motionless in the grass - it seemed an 
odd place to rest until they told me that they were on holiday at a caravan park in Nutbourne, and 
after walking down to Nutbourne Bay in the baking heat had stopped in the shade of the first tree 
they encountered.  I learnt that they had an interest in nature and had put in some years voluntary 
wardening on Brownsea Island until they became fed up with the regimentation which is imposed 
on such volunteers (I have often referred to them as ‘conservation slaves’ whose free labour is 
readily accepted so long as they never have any ideas of their own or question the tasks and 
methods imposed on them). 
After leaving them I noted two bits of butterfly behaviour - one was the way in which a Painted Lady 
was still able to fly with wings torn to tatters with the ravages and of time and journeying.  It had 
been resting on the sun baked path and when I approached tried to take off but was unable to get 
any lift from its tattered wings until a gust of wind blew it into the air as if it had been an inanimate 
feather - once airborne it was still able to steer its flight so as to land on a flower.  The other 



observation was more intriguing - not once but twice with different insects I saw a Small Skipper 
(seeking a mate? or defending a territory?) fiercely pursuing a Gatekeeper whose reaction to the 
pursuit was to beat its wings at an incredibly fast rate so that it become a blurred ball of orange with 
no obvious resemblance to a butterfly. 
Back at Nutbourne Bay I remembered that I had not commented on something I noticed on the 
way out - that is the huge amount of Lax Sea Lavender which grows in the south east corner of the 
bay and in the now bone dry area at the bottom of the landward side of the seawall.  In that same 
area I also noticed my first flowering of the Spartina grass. 
Before getting into the car I took a detour into the orchards at the end of Farm Lane to check on the 
Dwarf Mallow.  In past years when the ground under the apple trees has been sprayed with 
weed-killer there has been a great show of this weed under the trees at the north end of the lines of 
trees close to the public path close to the house in the orchard (on its east side), and this remains 
the only site I know of for this plant (Malva neglecta) in the ‘greater Havant area’ though I have also 
seen it on the edge of Petersfield Heath where it meets Heath Road near the junction with what is 
I think a continuation of High Street. 
Over the orchard a Kestrel hovered briefly and where the minor stream (not the main Ham Brook) 
crosses the west end of Farm Lane the tiny section of the stream in the garden on the north side of 
the lane and west of the Strawberry Tree had its usual display of Banded Demoiselles plus another 
Common Darter and tiny fish in the stream. 

Tue 18 July 
L. Budds Farm 

This morning I had half an hour to kill while my wife was at the hairdresser in Havant’s West Street.  
As I was on that side of town I drove down to Southmoor Lane to have a look at Budds Farm pools 
on which one juvenile Shelduck was feeding with no adults in sight.  Also no sight of a Ruddy Duck, 
Swans nor of any Canada Goose goslings (just three adults).  A dozen or so Swallows were 
skimming the water with just one Swift and one House Martin while I was there.  Comma, Red 
Admiral and Large White (plus the Gatekeepers and Meadow Browns) went on the list with a first 
Peacock seen earlier in my garden. 
The two highlights were the first flowering of Mugwort - at least one plant was showing its brown 
petals - and a substantial crop of ripe Cherry Plums which had fallen from one of the roadside trees 
in Southmoor Lane. 

Mon 17 July 

H. At home 
In the current heatwave most wildlife news is of insects, and today brought a female Stag Beetle 
onto the path leading to my front door, a Holly Blue once again patrolling the garden, and the 
unusual sight of a Common Wasp drinking from the water bowl on the bird table.  Wasps are a 
great rarity this summer and it is only in the past few days that I have seen any in the garden 

 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 10 - 16 (WEEK 28) 

WEBSITE CLOSURE 

My 75th birthday falls on 18 July 2006 (no flowers please!) and I have chosen that as an appropiate 
date on which to end some 25 years of voluntary work towards making people more aware of the 
natural world on which our lives depend and which gives so much pleasure to those who have eyes to 
see and ears to hear. 

My own interest in wildlife is in no way dimished by age, and I hope to spend the next 25 years 
enjoying my second childhood as I did my first, out in the open air meeting the thousands of 
non-human friends I have acquired over the years. 



Hopefully some of my enthusiasm will have rubbed off on the people here in Havant who joined me in 
setting up the Havant, Hayling and Emsworth branch of the Hamsphire Wildlife Trust in the early 
1980s and which is thankfully still flourishing - a few years ago they rewarded me with a nomination for 
an MBE and I cannot sign off without thanking everyone who supported this nomination. 

There are also many younger people who came along to the monthly meetings of the Wildlife Watch 
group (Junior branch of the Wildlife Trust) which I led for some ten years, and many more children in 
Portsmouth middle schools who visited the IBM Portsmouth site ‘nature trail’ during the eight years for 
which I was the site ‘wildlife advisor’. 

I also met up with innumerable adults over the many years during which I led nature rambles in almost 
every week of each year, and gave regular slide shows on wildlife subjects to any group which got hold 
of my telephone number! 

This website, which I have updated more than once each week since September 1997 (no holidays 
allowed!) was only the last version of my attempts to pass on wildlife news to the general public (I can’t 
bear to think how many trees have died to produce the paper photocopies which I used to distribute 
before the internet become commonplace). One of these attempts still survives, thanks to John 
Goodspeed who still churns out up to 50 ‘Nature Notes’ posters each week - I know they still have a 
very wide readership in the local community. 

So I enter my second childhood happy that it has not been all in vain, and for those who still crave the 
wildlife news which I have edited over the years here are the sources from which I have obtained my 
material and from which you can get your own news without my ‘errors and omissions’ .... 

1. Havant area local nature news 

o Brian Fellow’s Wildlife Diary - updated almost daily and focussing on wildlife news from 
Brook Meadow in Emsworth but with a wide ranging content of general wildlife news in 
the local area around Emsworth -  

http://www.brianfellows.clara.net/0-0-0-wildlife-diary.htm 

• John Goodspeed’s Havant Nature website and Weekly Nature Notes posters. 

Visit http://www.havantnature.net/ for current news and/or contact John for access to the 
weekly printed posters (or to have them sent to you by email) 

  Bird news  
• Sussex Ornithological Society website -  

http://www.sos.org.uk/news/news.php 

• Portland Bird Observatory website -  

http://www.btinternet.com/~portlandbirdobs/aa_latestnews.htm 

• Christchurch Harbour Ornithological Group website -  

http://www.chog.org.uk/Pages/Sightings.htm 

• Derek Hale’s Isle of Wight birding news website -  

http://dbhale.members.beeb.net/iow.htm 

• Kent Ornithological Society (a long list of Kent birding websites can be accessed via links from 
the KOS website) - 

http://www.kentos.org.uk/recentsigntings/recentsightings.htm 

• Hampshire Ornithological Society website (current birding news in Hampshire is circulated on 
the HOSLIST email group which you can join via the HOS website) 

http://www.hos.org.uk/ 



  Butterfly and Moth news  
• Hampshire Butterfly Conservation website -  

http://www.hantsiow-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html 

• Sussex Butterfly Conservation website -  

http://www.sussex-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html 
  General nature news  

• I thoroughly recommend the Rye Bay website for its general wildlife news and picture content -  

http://www.rxwildlife.org.uk/ 
  Other websites which are not regularly updated but which are well worth having on your 
Favourites list are -  

• Mike Wall’s reference website for all Moths in Hampshire -  

http://www.hantsmoths.org.uk/ 

• The Titchfield Haven website - only updated about once a month -  

http://www.hants.gov.uk/countryside/titchfield/sightings/index.html 

• Kris Gillam’s Isle of Wight birding news - not regularly updated -  

http://mysite.freeserve.com/wightvogels/news.html 

Sun 16 July 

BIRDS  

1. Great White Egret: Two of these seem to have 'settled' in an area between Ringwood and 
Wimborne Minster. On both July 9 and 14 the two could both be seen at the Blashford lakes 
just north of Ringwood, and could be distinguished by one bird having colour rings on its legs 
while the other did not, but at least one of them has been commuting between that site and a 
gravel pit at Sturminster Marshall by the River Stour to the west of Wimborne Minster. 

Another bird has been anonymously reported to be in the Gosport and Portsmouth Harbour 
area but cannot be found by local birders searching for it - they have seen just one Little Egret! 
This reminds me of an incident at the time when Little Egrets had only recently arrived in Britain 
as regulars - I was at Pagham Harbour watching some of them when a man passing by asked 
what I was looking at. I told him 'Little Egrets' to which his reply was 'I have lived in India and I 
know those are Great White Egrets' - you can't argue with that. In the case of the Gosport bird 
it is clear that the person reporting it has his own view of the world as he says that it can be 
seen in 'Alver Creek' which I have never heard of and which is not marked on the map. I 
suspect he means the arm of Portsmouth Harbour which runs west from the harbour mouth, 
being called 'Haslar Lake', 'Workhouse Lake' and 'Stoke Lake' in separate sections - Stoke 
Lake being the longest section which ends in a dam where Queen Victoria's private rail line 
crossed it on its way to the shore of Stoke Bay from which she would cross the Solent to get to 
Osborne House, Behind the dam is a large permanent lake which does not seem to have an 
official name but which is I think usually referred to as Anglesey Lake. 'Alver Creek' could also 
refer to some part of the Alver Valley on the western edge of Gosport, but I can't think which 
part. 

2. Canada Goose: These are still at their summer moult sites but will not be there much longer as 
this year's young have now grown feathers and can probably fly. On July 13 Brian Fellows saw 
around 150 of them at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth and watched some of the young birds 
exercising their wings, though not flying. On July 15 I counted around 200 of them on the 
Portsmouth IBM Lake where what grass is left is more like hay (not a hint of green in it) - I 
would think the birds must be desperate to get away to somewhere offering a better diet. The 
single Greylag and single Embden Goose were still with the IBM Lake flock. 



3. Barnacle Goose: Four adults were at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth on July 13, two of them 
being a pair with just one surviving gosling. 

4. Egyptian Goose: Three arrived at the Blashford Lakes on July 14. I do not think this species 
has been recorded there before, but I doubt they are regarded as a valuable addition to the 
biodiversity of the site. One bird was at Kingston by the Avon south of Ringwood in Jan 2005 
and four birds (two displaying pairs) were at Kingston in Feb 2003 so it is likely that some of 
these birds do breed in the general area of the Avon valley. 

5. Shelduck: On July 12 I found five of these, all apparently adults, in the section of Chichester 
Harbour from Langstone to the Thorney Deeps. Two were on the Little Deeps, one was on the 
mud of Emsworth Channel and two were on the mud of the Warblington shore - at first sight I 
thought these last two were well grown juveniles as neither had a chestnut breast band but 
they did not look like juveniles (small, scraggy and clearly just black and white in colour) and I 
think the absence of the breast band was the result of moult - on one bird there were traces of 
orange on its flanks. 

6. Tufted Duck: Four females had large families in tow at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth on July 13. 
One adult was followed by 16 ducklings, though this may have been a combination of two or 
more families as my book of bird nests gives 14 as the biggest clutch of eggs (though that is no 
proof that 16 is not possible). The other families (of 8, 6 and 6 ducklings) were also large). 

7. Goosander: These have successfully bred in the lower part of the Hampshire/Dorset Avon 
valley in recent years so perhaps a sighting of a female flying over the Ferrybridge area of 
Portland on July 12 may indicate that other pairs have been breeding in Dorset this year rather 
than that birds from the north of England are already flying south. Last year a single female 
flew over Christchurch Harbour on July 28, apparently coming from and returning to the Avon 
valley. 

8. Ruddy Duck: These have bred on Alresford Pond, east of Winchester, this year - on July 12 
John Clark saw 6 ducklings there along with 7 adults. On that same day a male was still on the 
Isle of Wight in the Bembridge Harbour area. 

9. Stone Curlew: A single bird spent the day at Christchurch Harbour on July 14 so presumably 
others may be already on their way south. 

10. Lapwing: By July 11 there were at least 70 back on the north Hayling shore - this number was 
counted by Brian Fellows at high tide in the North Common/Northney marina area. 

11. Knot: On July 14 a single summer plumage bird was seen at Titchfield Haven and another at 
Portland 

12. Dunlin: Also on July 14 the number back at Christchurch Harbour had shot up to 54 

13. Black-tailed Godwit: Numbers continue to build along the south coast. A count of 60 at 
Titchfield Haven on July 8 may have been mainly non-breeding birds that have not been away 
but 34 in Christchurch Harbour and around 20 in Emsworth Harbour (both on July 12) were 
probably all recently back from Iceland. 

14. Spotted Redshank: Russell Wynn claims one on the Lymington marshes on June 30 as the 
first of autumn but no more have been reported until July 12 when one flew over Christchurch 
Harbour. 

15. Green Sandpiper: Seven were seen at the Lower Test Marshes on July 12 and the 'first of 
autumn' reached Portland on July 14 

16. Wood Sandpiper: The first of these anywhere on the south coast this autumn was at 
Christchurch Harbour on July 12 

17. Common Sandpiper: 20 of these were at the Lower Test on July 11 (when another two were 
by the Itchen in Southampton) and on July 12 Alresford Pond had 10 and Christchurch 
Harbour had 17 with another two at the mouth of the Hamble river on July 13 



18. Med Gull: A single juvenile seen at Titchfield Haven on July 14 was proof of the first ever 
recorded breeding there 

19. Laughing Gull: A first summer bird was at Arlington Reservoir (near Beachy Head) on July 11 
and 12 

20. Yellow-legged Gull: The count of these birds to be seen at the head of Southampton Water 
was up to at least 120 (maybe 150) on July 11 

21. Great Black-back Gull: A count of 14 on the Ryde sands on July 9 is a first indication of the 
return of these, along with other gull species. I see that in 2004 the gull roost in Pagham 
Harbour had 220 Great Blackbacks on Aug 12 and we can soon expect large numbers all 
along the south coast. 

22. Long-eared Owl: At least three juveniles could be heard 'squeaking' in Parkhurst Forest on 
the Isle of Wight (where there are no Tawnies and Long-eared is the common owl) when Derek 
Hale was there on July 13 

23. Nightjar: John Goodspeed found at least three in Havant Thicket on the evening of July 11 

24. Swift: Just a few years ago I could count up to 40 Swifts hurtling across the sky above my 
house on warm evenings in June and July - this year I have not seen more than 7, and in 
Emsworth Brian Fellows has counted a maximum of 16 birds on the evening of July 11 and I 
expect he can recall numbers in excess of the 30 which I remember seeing there when cycling 
home in the dusk a few years ago. My records for 2003 show that Brian Fellows estimated that 
60 birds were screaming over his home in Emsworth on July 12, while Martin Hampton 
estimated 40 over east Havant on July 13. In a couple of weeks there will probably be no birds 
still tied to their breeding areas here in the south -- I wonder how many will come back to nest 
in Havant next year? 

25. Sand Martin: I have already reported a trickle of these birds on their autumn passage since 
one flew over Portland on June 20, and that passage is now on in earnest with a count of 1230 
passing over Christchurch Harbour (not counting the birds still at the nest colony there) on July 
12. The count at Portland on July 14 was up to 60. 

26. Whinchat: First of these to arrive at the coast on passage was at Dungeness on July 12 

27. Crossbill: The first birds to be seen at Christchurch Harbour since January flew over on July 
12 (four birds) 

28. Corn Bunting: John Shillitoe had one bird at the Hoe Cross site west of Hambledon on July 1 
and on July 7 Richard Carpenter found two singing birds there. 

29. Escapees: A novel entry in this record at the end of my bird database is for a Blacksmith 
Plover which arrived at the Testwood Lakes on July 13 and seems to have settled in with a 
Lapwing flock there - it did not fly in from South Africa but only made a 4 km trip from Paultons 
Park 'theme park' near the M27/A36 junction. 

PLANTS 

1. Rough Poppy: These had probably been out for some time before I came across them on 
Portsdown on July 13 

2. Upright Hedge Parsley: Richard Carpenter found this flowering in Botley Woods on July 8, a 
day before my first find at Broadmarsh (previously reported as the first). 

3. Parsley Water Dropwort: I have mentioned a couple of probable examples of this in the 
Havant area but neither were yet in flower so Richard Carpenter has the first flowering in the 
Titchfield Haven area on July 14 

4. Lesser Water Parsnip: Richard was also the first to find this flowering in the Meon river at 
Droxford on July 10 



5. Basil Thyme: On July 13 I made my annual pigrimage to Portchester Common on Portsdown 
to see this lovely little flower and found a half a dozen small clusters of plants in flower, 
probably thanks to rabbits scratching the earth to allow seeds to germinate in almost bare 
earth. 

6. Field Woundwort: Although this is normally found in arable fields earlier in the year the only 
report of it I have for this year is of my own find on July 12 when I came on two small clumps 
coming up through cracks in tarmac at the edge of the old Havant-Emsworth road where it is 
now a cycle track under the A27. 

7. Common Calamint: Last year a large patch of this was flowering at the Portsmouth IBM site 
on July 23 but when I was there on July 15 this year I could only find a few leaves of plants - the 
colony was suffering from scrub incursion and close mowing up the edge of the scrub, plus 
drought, but will hopefully survive for future years. 

8. Red Valerian: We all know how common this has become in recent years but I was a little 
surprised to read on the Rye Bay website that it has there become a serious threat to several 
rare plants which it is now crowding out of the shingle, requiring an action plant to be drawn up 
to control it rather like Ragwort. 

9. Hoary Ragwort: This was just starting to flower on Portsdown on July 13 

10. Sneezewort: This had started to flower in the Botley Woods on July 8. 

11. Carline Thistle: Although not yet in 'flower' I found many plants on Portsdown on July 13, 
mostly much larger than usual with multiple rings of flowering stems coming off the main stem, 
creating a 'candelabra' effect. 

12. Common Water Plantain: Richard Carpenter found this flowering at Titchfield Haven on July 
14 

13. Sea Barley: Although I do not normally comment on all the grasses and sedges I was 
interested in a photo of this nationally rare grass growing in some profusion on the edges of the 
saltmarsh at Rye Harbour in the Camber area. 

14. Blue Fleabane, Ploughman’s Spikenard and Hemp Agrimony were all flowering for the first 
time at the IBM Portsmouth site yesterday (July 15) 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Purple Hairstreak: The first report of these 'swarming round tree tops' (rather than as 
individual sightings) comes from Steve Mansfield at the Straits Inclosure east of Alton 
on July 11 

o Small Copper: A surge of reports seems to indicate that a summer brood has now 
emerged. The first may have been one seen at Cissbury Ring on the Sussex Downs on 
July 3 but a run of six reports between July 8 and 13 are almost certainly of the new 
generation. Brian Fellows had one in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on July 9 and 
another on north Hayling on July 11 while Richard Carpenter had four at Browndown 
near Gosport on July 11 

o Small Blue: A pristine insect seen at Kingston near Lewes on July 13 could have been 
from a very early summer brood. 

o Holly Blue: The summer generation of these also seems to be on the wing starting on 
July 11 when there were sightings at Emsworth, Hill Head, Browndown and Hook along 
the Hampshire coast. The strong wind on July 14 blew one rapidly through my garden 
here in Havant where I have not seen one since May 28. 



o Purple Emperor: These are not restricted to special 'master trees' in a few woodland 
sites - proof of this comes from Barcombe near Lewes where a plant nursery owner has 
recently found three of them in polythene plant tunnels! 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Fresh insects have been reported since June 24 but no one has 
seen more than three at any one site, however four different sightings from July 11 to 
14 show that this butterfly is not yet extinct! 

o Grayling: First sighting of this species came from Browndown (Gosport) on July 2 
when four were seen - by July 11 Richard Carpenter was able to find more than 30 
there (still no sightings from south Hayling). 

2. Moths: 

o Epermenia chaerophyllella: A first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington (south of 
Fareham) on July 4 

o Batia unitella: First for Dan Houghton on July 2 

o Ethmia dodecea: First for Portland on July 13 (second ever at Portland) 

o Monochroa cytisella: Another first for Portland on July 13 (and first ever at Portland) 

o Teleiodes vulgella: First for Dan Houghton on July 2 

o Oegoconia quadripuncta: First for Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on July 6 

o Blastobasis lignea: First for Dan Houghton on July 4 

o Batrachedra praeangusta: First for Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on July 8 

o Epagoge grotiana: First for Dan Houghton on July 4 

o Acleris forsskaleana: First for Dan Houghton on July 2 

o Piniphila bifasciana: First for Dan Houghton on July 4 

o Epiblema foenella: First at Portland on July 13 

o Pammene fasciana: First for Dan Houghton on July 2 

o Dichrorampha petiverella: First for Dan Houghton on July 2 

o Calamotropha paludella: First for Dan Houghton on July 4 

o Catoptria pinella: First at Portland on July 13 

o Pediasia aridella: First for Russell Wynn in the Lymington area 'sometime in June' 

o Water Veneer (Acentria ephemerella): First at Portland on July 12 

o Pyrausta nigrata: First of second brood for Andy Horton at Mill Hill, Shoreham on July 
11 (He also had the first of year there on May 1) 

o Sitochroa palealis: First at Rye Harbour on July 11 

o Ebulea crocealis: First for Dan Houghton on July 4 

o Trachycera suavella: First for Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on July 12 

o Euzophera pinguis: First for Dan Houghton on July 2 

o Amblyptilia acanthadactyla: First find of this Plume moth for Richard Carpenter at Hill 
Head on July 11 

o Drinker moth: First of this species (a male) at Rye Harbour on July 13 



o Small Scallop: First at Rye Harbour on July 11 (third site record) 

o Oblique Striped: Another first for Rye Harbour on July 11 

o Royal Mantle: First for Portland on July 12 

o July Highflyer: First for Dan Houghton on July 7 

o Elephant Hawkmoth: An entry from Danny Macavoy on the Sussex Butterfly 
Conservation website reads .. "one flew into the Telscombe Tavern, Peacehaven on 
Tuesday night (4th July) during Germany v Italy, thereby freaking out the bar maid who 
was scared of moths. I identified it as it went into a resting period on one of the beams 
on the roof, but nobody was particularly impressed with my lepidoptorial expertise!" 

o Dew Moth: Russell Wynn had 'a few' of these in the Lymington area on June 15 - I 
haven't seen a mention of this species before or after that date. 

o Rosy Footman: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on July 11 

o Pygmy Footman: This was first reported by Rye Harbour on July 11 

o Kent Black Arches: Russell Wynn probably had the first of these at Lymington 
'sometime in June' which would be earlier than Barry Collins record from Thorney 
Island on July 2 or Richard Carpenter on July 6 

o Lesser Yellow Underwing: Richard Carpenter reported the first of these at Hill Head 
on July 13 

o Purple Clay: Russell Wynn's report of one at Lymington 'sometime in June' is the only 
record I have seen for this species 

o The Clay: Dan Houghton had the first of this species on July 11 

o Southern Wainscot: The only mention I have seen of this comes from Portland on July 
13 

o The Dun-Bar: Dan Houghton on July 11 

o Common Rustic: Also Dan Houghton on July 11 

o Dusky Sallow: First for Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on July 13 

o Marbled White-spot: First record at Portland on July 13 

o Puss Moth caterpillars: Four of these have been found on young Black Poplars 
planted at Rye Harbour - photos on the RX website 

3. Other insects: 

o Giant Lacewing (Osmylus fulvicephalus): Richard Carpenter found two of these in 
the Botley Woods on July 12. This is a species that I have not come across but it looks 
easy to identify being about the same size as a Mayfly and having large 'see through' 
wings marked with prominent opaque spots. The head has down-turned 'beak' like that 
of a Scorpion fly which also has spotted wings but the wings of Lacewing are much 
larger and envelope the body like a large tent when the insect is at rest (the wings are 
some 2.5 cm long though the insect's body is less than 1.5 cm long) 

o Ornate Soldier-fly (Odontomyia ornata): One of these 'square bodied. yellow and 
black' flies was photographed in the Rother valley near Hastings on or just before July 
13 

o Robin's Pincushion gall wasp (Diplolepis rosae): I noticed the first of these galls on 
a wild rose on Portsdown on July 13 



o Glow-worm: Although the first report of these was dated June 19 and several were 
seen in Havant Thicket on July 3 these are probably at their most numerous around 
now. I have new reports from Havant Thicket on July 11, Alice Holt Forest near Alton on 
July 12 and Parkhurst Forest (IoW) on July 13 

Sat 15 July 

A. WeBS count at the Portsmouth IBM Lake 

I made my monthly visit to the IBM Portsmouth site today to count the Canada Geese of which 
I found an estimated 216 birds including a number of fledged young. The count was estimated 
as two flocks merged while I was temporarily out of sight of them (having already counted one 
of the flocks but not the other). There may have been as few as 184, but since there had been 
208 adults plus 28 juveniles there last month, and the birds are not yet flying, I guess 216 was 
the more likely figure. The single Greylag and white Embden Goose were still with the 
Canadas. One Great Crested Grebe and two Cormorant were present with a couple of 
Herons but no other wildfowl other than 16 Mallard, 12 Coot and 5 Moorhen were seen (not a 
single Little Grebe). Perhaps to make up for this a couple of Oystercatcher were strutting 
about on the grass! 

The whole site was drought stricken and there were hardly any flowers though I did add 
Ploughman’s Spikenard, Blue Fleabane and Hemp Agrimony to my new flowers list (and I 
ate my first blackberry - black but hardly juicy or tasty). One thing that surprised me was the 
number of Pyramidal orchids still flowering and I was pleased to see just one surviving plant 
of the rare Althaea hirsuta (Rough Mallow). In the carpark the cluster of Broad-leaved 
Helleborine plants had come up where they were first seen last year but once again they will 
not flower as the flower heads are swarming with ants. 

Marbled and Green-veined Whites were on the wing with one or two dragonflies (a 
Black-tailed Skimmer and Southern Hawker). Finally it made a change to see a few gulls 
once again using the lake and building rooves - perhaps 30+ Black-headed and half a dozen 
Herring Gulls 

Thu 13 July 

A. Portchester Common on Portsdown 

A layer of high cloud had blocked the fierce sunlight by midday, making it safe to venture onto 
Portsdown in search of Basil Thyme on Portchester Common. 

I parked at the west end of Fort Southwick and approached the common from the east over the 
fields which were ploughed annually when I first knew them but are now dense grassland (on 
the top field which was most recently in cultivation) and downland starting to scrub up (on the 
lower field below the footpath which used to separate the two fields but which is now totally 
impassable). 

The rough grassland had Marbled White, Small Skipper and Meadow Brown butterflies, 
plus a million Grasshoppers, and my route across it (off any beaten track) revealed a small 
depression full of bird droppings which suggested that a small covey of Partridge had spent 
the night there. A little further on a tall Ragwort plant, only just coming into flower, was my first 
Hoary Ragwort of the summer. 

The lower field gave me a close look at a very fresh Painted Lady which ‘went to ground’ 
under the shelter of the scrub in the old footpath - later I glimsped at least one more of these, 
maybe two. Nearby I had good views of a couple of fresh Green-veined Whites. At the west 
end of this field I spent some time looking for Venus’ Looking Glass in areas where bare soil 
was exposed but sadly the motor-cycle scramblers, who churned up the soil a few years ago 
and provided some subsitute for the ploughing on which this arable weed is dependent for the 
generation of its seeds, have not been back and I could find no trace of the plant (though I may 
well have missed it or been too late to see the flowers). Among the variety of plants enjoying 
these areas of almost bare chalk was the deep red of Rough Poppy flowers, though only a few 
of them. 



Moving into Portchester Common itself I was greeted by a single white flowered plant of 
Greater Knapweed and a greater variety of plants than I had seen so far - lots of Marjoram, 
Common Centaury and Restharrow among them. Walking west on the lower main path I had 
to go a long way before I found a tiny cluster of Basil Thyme in flower, but coming back on the 
paths north of the old ‘sunken footpath’ I found four more clusters well spread out and some of 
them having a good show of plants so this beauty is still flourishing here (I think mainly thanks 
to rabbits digging and scattering the soil to create the almost bare earth habitat this plant 
enjoys). 

Surprisingly I only saw one single Harebell on the Common but coming back across the lower 
field I added a good dozen plants of Carline Thistle to my list - not yet flowering but standing 
taller and having more flowers than usual. At the east edge of this field I added Hawkweed 
Oxtongue to my list, saw my first Robin’s Pincushion gall on a rose and heard brief song 
which I am pretty sure came from a Reed Warbler! 

Wed 12 July 

A. Emsworth and north west Thorney Island 

This morning a female Sparrowhawk flew lazily high over my garden attracting protests from 
five Swifts and this afternoon I cycled to the Thorney Deeps west end to see if there was any 
Slender Hare’s Ear to be seen - in 2004 it had started flowering by July 26 but last year I did 
not see any until Aug 11 and I was too early for it this year. 

One new flower did go on my list and that was Field Woundwort, found quite unexpectedly 
growing from a crack in the tarmac of the old Havant to Emsworth road where it is now a cycle 
track avoiding the busy A27-A259 interchange - an unusual setting for an arable weed that I 
have previously found in arable fields! 

At the Little Deeps on Thorney Island the Swan pair had their five cygnets on the water on 
which I also saw two adult Shelduck and two male Tufted Ducks. Down at the Great Deeps a 
Great Crested Grebe was on the water and another single adult Shelduck was on the mud of 
the harbour with a few Curlew and Redshank - in the distance the tideline of the main 
Emsworth Channel had some 60 more waders which I think were a mixture of Black-tailed 
Godwit and Redshank. 

Coming back along the Warblington shore line I came on two more adult Shelduck and spent 
some time deciding they were adult and not juveniles as neither had a noticeable breastband 
but I am pretty sure that was the result of moult, not youth. 

BIRDS 

1. Sooty Shearwater: One flew past Portland Bill on Feb 18 but I have not heard any other 
reports of the species on the south coast until now when two were seen from Portland on July 
9. Last year three reports of them occurred in July but the majority of the 56 sightings for 2005 
came after Sept 30 - only one was seen off Hampshire, at Stokes Bay on Oct 21. In 2004 there 
were three Hampshire records, two of them from Hayling Island in October. 

2. Storm Petrel: July 9 brought three sightings of birds flying west in the English Channel. Two 
were seen off Christchurch and two off Portland while a group of maybe 7 (certainly 5) flew 
past Titchfield Haven in heavy rain. 

3. Great White Egret: Two different birds, one colour ringed, the other not, were at the Blashford 
Lakes near Ringwood on July 9. One unringed bird had been there briefly on July 3 and I 
gather one has been seen recently somewhere in Dorset. There is also another anonymous 
report of one having been in the Alverstoke area of Gosport from June 24 to July 7. Last year 
there were occasional reports of one at the Blashford Lakes from July 17 through to Nov 27 
(with one report of two seen together on July 29) so the current sightings may be the first of 
many this autumn. 

4. Mute Swan: The pair which started nesting in Emsworth's Peter Pond on Mar 23 have at last 
hatched some cygnets - one on July 7 followed by three more on July 8 (one has since 



disappeared but the pair still had three youngsters on July 10). This prolonged breeding 
season started to go wrong when the first nest was flooded by a high tide at the end of March. 
The pair then reverted to an old nest site and laid more eggs but these were probably taken by 
Foxes. On May 23 (two months after the start of the saga) the pair built a new nest in the 
Slipper Mill Pond and it is here that the young have hatched. 

Summer moult flocks of Swans are at their peak numbers now and on July 11 I counted 154 
birds in Chichester Harbour Fishbourne Channel near Apuldram. Looking back through my 
records the highest count I can see for that site is 130 birds in 1997 with 122 there in 2001 but 
the numbers at specific sites can vary greatly - back in the 1980s there were up to 200 to be 
seen in Emsworth Harbour and as recently as 2001 there were 100 in the Broadmarsh area of 
Langstone Harbour - both sites are now virtually abandoned by the birds though more than 60 
can now be seen on the Emsworth Town Millpond. 

5. Wigeon: In my previous update I noted that Wigeon were starting to return in small numbers 
but I was very surprised to see one myself when at Fishbourne on July 11 - a single female was 
resting on the outflow stream of the Lavant river. 

6. Gadwall: A report of a single bird flying west off Christchurch Harbour on July 9 was perhaps 
an indication that these too are returning to swell local numbers after breeding elsewhere. 

7. Black-tailed Godwit: Increasing numbers on the coast tell us that birds are returning from 
Iceland but do not tell us much about the route they take. On July 10 a flock of 12 were seen to 
fly southwest over the Weir Wood reservoir (which lies east of Crawley in north Sussex) and 
this suggests to me that not all these birds take a direct overland route from Iceland back to the 
south coast - maybe some drift eastward till they reach the North Sea and then turn south west. 

8. Green Sandpiper: The number now at the Lower Test Marshes near Southampton increased 
by one to 9 birds there on July 8. 

9. Common Sandpiper: Numbers of these are also building up on the south coast where 
departing migrants tend to hang around for some time before crossing the Channel. The latest 
site to record them is Riverside Park where the Itchen flows through Southampton - two were 
there on July 11 

10. Pomarine Skua: The first to be seen off the Dorset coast since May 24 flew east past 
Christchurch Harbour on July 9 

11. Great Skua: The first Bonxie to be seen anywhere on the south coast since June 6 flew past 
Christchurch Harbour on July 9 (when at least three Arctic Skuas were seen at Portland). 

12. Common Gull: In my previous update I reported the first autumn bird back at Titchfield Haven 
on July 3 and on July 11 I saw two adults for myself in the Fishbourne Channel near 
Chichester. 

13. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: David Holland saw one of these at the Lower Test Marshes on 
July 8, giving him a 'three woodpecker day' at that site 

14. Robin: My neighbour here in Havant tells me that a Robin is still feeding young in a nest in their 
garden 

15. Spotted Flycatcher: The young had just left their nest at a farm south of Horsham on July 5 - 
an indication that it will not be long before those like myself who live in areas where these 
Flycatchers no longer breed will have their annual chance to watch the species as family 
groups move slowly south to the coast. 

16. Crossbill: One Crossbill may not make an invasion but Cliff Dean reported the 'first Crossbill of 
the autumn' flying north over Pett near Hastings on July 7 

PLANTS 

1. Dittander: This larger and more elegant relative of Hoary Cress is marked as extinct in the 
Hampshire Flora (last record dated 1972) but it continues to flourish on the shores of 



Chichester Harbour between Fishbourne and Apuldram. I went to see it on July 11 and found 
more than in recent years. I am intrigued by a comment in the Hants Flora which says it was 
formerly planted 'commercially' - can anyone tell me what its use was? 

2. Purple Loosestrife: When at Fishbourne near Chichester on July 11 I saw this lovely plant in 
full flower, but in a garden - no doubt it is also flowering in the wild elsewhere. 

3. Corn Parsley: Plenty of this just coming into flower on the seawall of Fishbourne Channel near 
Chichester on July 11 

4. Stone Parsley: This had started to flower near the Langbrook stream in Havant on July 10 

5. Wild Parsnip: Brian Fellows found this in flower at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley on 
July 8, one day before my previously claimed 'first' at Broadmarsh. 

6. Amphibious Bistort: When at Fishbourne on July 11 I saw pink flower spikes on just two of 
perhaps a thousand plants there! 

7. Dark Mullein: First find for this year was by Brian Fellows at Old Winchester Hill on July 8 

8. Blue Water Speedwell: As all the plants I have ever found seem to be the hybrid species I 
have more or less abandoned the hope of seeing this species in its pure form but Brian Fellows 
thinks he found it by the River Ems in Emsworth on July 10 (though he admits he has not 
counted the flowers to be sure that no spikes have more than 20 flowers). 

9. Gipsywort: One plant growing beside Langstone Pond had flowers on July 10 

10. Common Hemp-nettle: This (or maybe the Bifid Hemp-nettle) was in flower on Old 
Winchester Hill on July 8, seen by the Havant Wildlife Group 

11. Field Woundwort: The only report of this I know of so far this year was of a find I made beside 
the cycle way section of the Havant-Emsworth road close to the A27-A259 junction on July 11 

12. Harebell: Although Brian Fellows had found a strange form of this at Eastney on June 16 
flowers seen by the Havant Wildlife Group on Old Winchester Hill on July 8 seem to be the first 
report of the normal downland flowers. 

13. Round-headed Rampion: This was also flowering at Old Winchester Hill on July 8 

14. Canadian Fleabane: A single plant of this was in flower in central Havant on July 10 

15. Dwarf Thistle: First find at Old Winchester Hill on July 8 

16. Bog Asphodel: A casual report of this in flower at Chailey Common in central Sussex is dated 
July 8 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Chalkhill Blue: We have already had two reports of them out as early as July 3 and I 
now have a further sighting from Sussex on July 6 followed by a more normal date of 
July 10 for three of them to appear at Springhead on the Sussex Downs above 
Storrington. 

2. Moths: 

o Grass Emerald: First of the year was taken at Portland on July 7 

o Striped Hawkmoth: Quite a few of these reached this country in May and the first half 
of June but one which turned up in George Spraggs' moth trap on South Hayling on 
July 8 was the first report I have seen of this magnificent species since June 17 

Tue 11 July 



A. Fishbourne meadows and channel 

With a cloudless blue sky and light west wind I drove to Fishbourne, just outside Chichester, in 
search of Dittander, Corn Parsley and whatever else might be on show. 

The two plants mentioned were easy to find along the seawall. Dittander seems to have 
increased its hold on the eastern edge of the channel, now having two large patches in the first 
section of shoreline before you reach the first channel draining into the harbour north of the 
sewage works, as well as growing around the seawall where it bridges the Lavant stream 
flowing out south of the sewage works. There is also no shortage of Corn Parsley along the 
seawall path between the two outflow streams - though it is not so easy to spot from a distance 
as it is only just starting to flower. The other good plant find was Amphibious Bistort in flower 
- just two plants out of perhaps a thousand were topped with with whitish pink flowers! Another 
stunning sight was of Purple Loosestrife in full flower but that was growing in one of the 
village gardens backing on to the stream which flows under Mill Lane. While beside that stream 
still in the meadows I was a bit surprised when a large adult Frog leapt from the grass by the 
footpath into the stream and swam off strongly against the current - this Frog was yellow all 
over rather than khaki or green but I think that colour is not unusual. 

On the village pond the Swan pair had three young cygnets (probably not more than a month 
old) and in the channel off Apuldram I counted 154 Swans in the summer flock with another 
two at the head of the channel, one of the two looking as if it were still on a nest. 

Scanning the other birds in the channel I picked out my first two adult Common Gulls of the 
autumn close to three British race Lesser Black-backs, but the surprise of the day was to see 
a single female Wigeon on the banks of the Lavant river outflow. 

Mon 10 July 

A. Around Havant 

Although we are nearly half-way through July and the Hazel nuts and Walnuts are filling on 
their trees my neighbour still has a Robin feeding young in the nest and a Blackbird building 
a new nest, and Song Thrushes are still singing strongly to show that their enthusiasm for 
breeding is not yet diminished. 

My only outing today was a walk to Havant Library, and then on to Langstone, to deliver the 
Nature Notes posters - despite a threat of further rain I got round without a soaking! 

In the Pallant on my way to the Library I found Canadian Fleabane in flower for the first time, 
adding the first flowers on Stone Parsley when I was halfway down the Langbrook stream, 
and Gipsywort flowers at Langstone Pond. On the pond the Mallard are now looking very 
dowdy but out on the shore at low tide half a dozen newly returned Redshank were calling as 
they flew along the tideline 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JULY 3 - 9 (WEEK 27) 

Sun 9 July 

A. Broadmarsh and Bedhampton 

With an hour to spare after the end of today’s stage of the Tour de France had ended on TV I 
felt the need to get some fresh air and chose to ride to the eastern entrance of Farlington 
Marshes and back. 

Prize find of the day was the first flowering Upright Hedge Parsley beside the Broadmarsh 
cycleway which also gave me first of Wild Parsnip and Narrow-leaved Bird’s-foot Trefoil 
(the latter has probably been out for some time un-noticed by myself). Also in the Broadmarsh 
area the Hawkweed Oxtongue had started to flower along the bank of the Hermitage Stream. 



Coming back via Bedhampton Mill I found the Vervain flowering in the pony field beside the 
Mill Pond and outside the Ranelagh Road allotments the Creeping Yellow-cress was now 
properly in flower. 

BIRDS  

1. Mute Swan: On July 6 the nest in the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond still had a bird sitting - this 
nest may well be a genuine third attempt to raise a family after two earlier failures but two other 
local nests were probably the work of inexperienced birds playing at 'mothers and fathers'. The 
pair which have been sitting on a nest at the entrance to the Emsworth marina for several 
weeks (I first heard of it on June 9) have abandoned it leaving no trace of eggs or young while 
the pair with a nest on the saltings in the Northney marina bay (first reported by Brian Fellows 
on June 3) were still 'sitting' on July 7 

2. Shelduck: By this time of year the great majority of adult Shelducks will have left the south 
coast for moulting areas (either the north coast of Germany or the southern shores of the 
Bristol Channel), leaving just one or two adults to chaperone collections of this year's young. A 
report of 15 adults at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 23 was the last group of adults that I am 
aware of in Langstone or Chichester Harbours. Since then there has been a report of 18 adults 
seen on June 30 in Newtown Harbour on the Isle of Wight, and it seems that they are still there 
as on July 5 Derek Hale reported a flock of around 30 Shelduck, including 10 juveniles, still 
there - if the adults intend to leave they are running it close before they lose the ability to fly. 

3. Wigeon: The first returning birds, a group of 5, were seen at the Pannel Valley near Rye on 
July 5 

4. Teal: These too are starting to trickle back. Richard Carpenter had reported no more than 
three at Titchfield Haven during June but on July 1 eleven birds were present. Similarly at 
Christchurch Harbour the arrival of two birds on June 30 was hailed as early returnees and by 
July 4 five birds were present there. July 4 is also the date on which Bob Chapman announced 
that a few were back at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood. 

5. Eider: Although only two are currently to be seen off Titchfield Haven a raft of 35 was still 
present off the Lymington shore on July 7. 

6. Kestrel: At least one juvenile has been seen out of the nest in the Yarmouth area of the IoW on 
July 6 (though it had got no further than the outside of its nest box!) 

7. Avocet: On July 1 twelve adults at Titchfield Haven still had their full complement of 18 
juveniles (which have been seen there since June 2) 

8. Ruff: These ceased to be seen regularly at the end of April and while there have been three 
isolated reports during May and June (May 5 at Pulborough, May 27 at Dungeness and June 
13 at Christchurch) it is probably valid to agree with the comment from the Pannel Valley near 
Rye that one which turned up there on July 5 was the 'first of autumn'. 

9. Black-tailed Godwit: Also reported from the Pannel Valley on July 5 a count of 10 Blackwits 
was noted as the first double figure count as birds start to return from Iceland. Locally two were 
back in Emsworth Harbour on July 6 

10. Redshank: Another local sign of returning birds was a count of 17 Redshank on the Northney 
shore of Hayling on July 6 

11. Greenshank: ... and another sign of autumn was two Greenshank in Emsworth Harbour on 
July 6 

12. Little Gull: A count of five passing Hill Head (Titchfield) on July 7 was the highest count for 
Hampshire since April 

13. Black-headed Gull: Although the sight of one or more juveniles can now be expected 
anywhere on the shores of Langstone or Chichester Harbour we do not normally have the 
chance to see them in the nest but on July 4 Brian Fellows was able to watch three chicks in 
one nest at the Hayling Oysterbeds (on July 6 the Rye Bay website had a close photo of a 



juvenile looking at a flatfish which its parent had just brought it - the youngster was probably 
already well fed as it complained that the fish was too large for it to tackle, and we are told that 
the parent then ate the fish!) That same web page also has a dramatic picture of an adult Little 
Tern, with its wings raised in horror (?) screaming at its 12 day old downy chick which is 
shouting abuse back at its parent - don't we all know the delights of bringing up small children 
with minds of their own!. 

14. Common Gull: Returning to the theme of autumn arrivals Richard Carpenter tells us of the first 
Common Gull back at Titchfield Haven on July 3 with two present there on July 5 

15. Yellow-legged Gull: On July 5 the first juvenile arrived at Dungeness (no idea where it came 
from) and on July 7 a single adult turned up on the Hook/Warsash shore (probably the same 
bird that has been a regular sight there in recent autumns) 

16. Little Tern: On July 6 Jason Crook told Brian Fellows that the colony of Little Terns at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds was being more successful than I had anticipated - he said that the current 
status was that 33 nesting pairs already have 9 broods of chicks hatched (presumably there is 
a chance of all 33 nests bringing one or more young to the stage of flying, but that might be too 
much to hope for!) 

17. Wood Pigeon: On July 4 Dungeness observatory reported a total of 400 Wood Pigeons flying 
over on a south easterly course. 

18. Cuckoo: One at Portland Bill on July 6 could well be the first of the departing adults (none have 
been seen there since June 5) 

19. Nightjar: At least two were performing well in the Havant Thicket area for Gill Hibbs on the 
evening of July 3 

20. Kingfisher: The first of the autumn was back at Langstone Pond on July 6 - I had a good view 
of it in flight over the pond but could not see the colour of the feet, nor the bill tip, to decide if it 
was a juvenile or adult (more likely to be a young bird), 

21. Yellow Wagtail: Although these may well still breed on the Romney Marshes in Kent there 
have been no summer reports of them at Dungeness until a single flew over on July 2, followed 
by a sighting of two on July 5, so we may all soon start to see autumn passage birds. Grey 
Wagtails have also started to move over the Dungeness and Rye Bay area with reports of 
migrants passing on July 3, 5 and 7 

22. Dartford Warbler: Still no news of the real extent of the perceived decline in numbers of this 
species but on July 7 the first juvenile was seen out of the nest at Christchurch Harbour. 

23. Jay: On the IoW an adult was seen with two juveniles at Yarmouth on July 6 

PLANTS 

1. Traveller's Joy (or Old Man's Beard): This had started to flower in the Langstone area on 
July 6 

2. Creeping Yellow-cress: In flower at Bedhampton on July 9 

3. Marsh Mallow: This was flowering in the Titchfield Haven area on July 7 

4. Narrow-leaved Bird's Foot Trefoil: This seems to be the dominant species on dry ground 
near the sea, covering much of the flat reclaimed ground at the Portsmouth North Harbour IBM 
site. I suspect it has been out there for some time but I only saw my first specimens along the 
Broadmarsh cycleway on July 9. 

5. Tall (or Golden) Melilot: I always have difficulty separting this species from Ribbed Melilot but 
I checked out flowers which I found on July 7 at North Common on Hayling and am sure they 
were this species from the fact that the petals were all of equal length and that the seed pods 
(still green and immature) were hairy (Ribbed would be hairless). I see that the new Fitter and 
Fitter book makes the point that the Latin name Melilotus altissima is very misleading as this 



species cannot be distinguished by its height - it is often less tall than the Ribbed species - so 
I support their move to call it Golden rather than Tall Melilot. 

6. Fragrant Agrimony: While at North Common on July 7 I also checked the plants which were 
pointed out to me last year as being Fragrant Agrimony and was satisfied that they had the 
diagnostic 'down turned' outer spines on the seed capsule burs. 

7. Upright Hedge Parsley: This third and last of the common 'Cow Parlseys' was just starting to 
flower beside the Broadmarsh cycleway on July 9 

8. Wild Parsnip: The distinctive yellow flowers of this were also out for the first time along the 
Broadmarsh cycleway on July 9 

9. Fennel: This yellow flowered umbellifer also started to flower this week. 

10. Equal-leaved Knotgrass: I have always had trouble identifying this plant but I am pretty sure 
I found it flowering in The Pallant, along which I walk whenever I go shopping in Havant, on 
July 6. Unlike the 'common' Knotgrass which forms a mat on the ground, sending up short 
erect stems with multi-coloured clusters of flowers, these plants were almost small bushes with 
one erect stem having miltiple branches, the leaves on the main stem and the branches being 
fairly large and all of the same length. Moreover the flowers were small and white, most 
appearing singly rather than in clusters. 

11. Sea Lavender: Both this and Lax Sea Lavender had started to flower on the shore of 
Chichester Harbour in the Langstone/Northney area on July 6 

12. Lesser Centaury: John Goodspeed has already claimed the first of this species for Portsdown 
on June 28 but I am pleased to see that Richard Carpenter also found it in the Botley Woods 
area on July 2 

13. Vervain: This was flowering in the pony field beside Bedhampton Mill Pond on July 9. 

14. Wild Basil: I had an unexpected first find of this on July 6 growing in the roadside leading from 
Langstone Bridge to Northney. 

15. Ivy Broomrape: For many years I believed that the only local site for this was at the Stansted 
House Chapel but last year the yellow form of the plant appeared on Portsdown (and has come 
up again there on June 15). Now John Goodspeed tells me it (presumably the standard form, 
not the var monochroma) has appeared in a Cosham garden on or around July 1 

16. Teazel: These are starting to flower everywhere since I saw the first one with its ring of puple 
flowers at Langstone on July 6 

17. Fleabane: Richard Carpenter was the first to find this with its ray florets open on July 3 and by 
now examples can be seen everywhere. 

18. Golden Samphire: Like the Fleabane this has been showing glimpses of yellow for a few days 
but several flowers were fully open on the Broadmarsh seawall on July 9 

19. Shasta Daisy: This larger, tougher, relative of the Ox Eye Daisy was in full flower on Hayling's 
North Common on July 6 

20. Hemp Agrimony: I have been watching the flower heads on this plant turn from white to rose 
pink but have yet to see one with its flowers open as Richard Carpenter has done at Titchfield 
Haven on July 7 

21. Hawkweed Oxtongue: This was in full flower along the seawall of the Hermitage Stream at 
Broadmarsh on July 9 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 



o Ruddy Darter: First mention of these comes from Richard Carpenter who saw two in 
the Botley Woods area on July 2 and then found a cluster of more than ten on the shore 
near the mouth of the Hamble on July 3 - Richard thinks these may well have been 
arriving migrants from the continent. On July 6 the Rye Bay website had a close up 
photo of a mating pair. 

o Banded Demoiselle: Although the first of these emerged in early May others continue 
to emerge right through the summer and the past week seems to have encouraged a 
mass emergence though they may well have emerged a little earlier during the very hot 
period but only become noticeable now as they gain their full colour and set up in the 
mating business. Brian Fellows had a total of ten in the Brook Meadow area of 
Emsworth on July 5 (I think his previous maximum was just three on June 16) 

2. Butterflies: 

o Clouded Yellow: Still no sign of a mass invasion of these migrants but a single 
example passed through a garden in the Cosham area of Portsmouth on July 1 

o Common Blue: These are by no means 'common' nowadays - just one seen on 
Portsdown on July 1 was a typical count though 'more than 15' were found at Cissbury 
Ring, north of Worthing, on July 3 - perhaps these were the summer brood emerging 
there as David Tinling remarked on July 2 that two fresh males he found in the 
Browndown area west of Gosport were new summer brood insects (albeit very early). 

o Peacock: One seen at Titchfield Haven by Dan Houghton on July 7 was possibly the 
first of the summer brood as there have been no reports of this species since June 3 

o Grayling: Two reports show that these have started to emerge - four were seen in the 
Browndown area of Gosport on July 2 and at least one was out in the New Forest on 
July 4 

3. Moths 

o Tischeria ekebladella: The first of these Oak Leaf Miners was taken by Dan Houghton 
at Stubbington, south of Fareham, on June 30 

o Bird Cherry Ermine (Yponomeuta evonymella): The first of these was at Portland 
Bill on July 4 

o Batia lunaris: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 30 

o Carcina quercana: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 30 

o Sophronia semicostella: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on July 
1 

o Clepsis consimilana: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 30 

o Gypsonoma dealbana: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 30 

o Endotricha flammealis: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on July 3 

o Conobathra tumidana: A good find in the Portland traps on July 5 

o Trachycera advenella: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 30 

o Marasmarcha lunaedactyla: A Plume Moth species first for Dan Houghton at 
Stubbington on June 30 

o The Lackey: A first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on July 2 

o Common Lutestring: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on July 2 

o Large Emerald: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on June 30 



o Barred Straw: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on July 1 

o Small Yellow Wave: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on June 30 

o Lilac Beauty: Although the first had been claimed on the Sussex BC website for June 
24 Dan Houghton had the first Hampshire find in his trap at Stubbington on July 2 

o Brown Tail: The moth with the most feared caterpillar took flight at the beginning of 
July - first find by Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on July 1 

o Marbled Beauty: Richard Carpenter had the first of these at Hill Head on July 4 

o Orache Moth: I have already mentioned this when one was found in the Pannel Valley 
near Rye on June 12 (I learnt that the species had been extinct in Britain since 1915 
and nowadays only turned up as a migrant less than once a year). July 4 saw another 
of these arrive at Portland (only the third ever seen at that site) and it is worth a visit to 
the Portland website to see a photo of this lovely moth. 

o Light Arches: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 30 

o Dusky Brocade: First find was by Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on July 1 

o Beautiful Snout: First record comes from Portland Bill on July 4 - a new species for the 
Portland Bill site. 

4. Other Insects 

o Glow-worm: Several seen in Havant Thicket by Gill Hibbs on July 3 - a flashlight 
showed one or more males 'putting out the lights' of some females (they cease to shine 
after mating when there is no longer any need to attract a male) 

o Corizus hyoscyami: One of these 'bugs' was found in a Seddlescombe garden near 
Hastings on June 13 and its photo appears on the Rye Bay website. It is described 
there as a Fire Bug but my 1986 edition of Chinery's Collins Guide to Insects gives that 
name to a similar looking species called Pyrrhocoris apterus. Under the name C. 
hyoscyami the RX website says it is only the third record for Sussex. 

OTHER 

1. Fungus: A fresh specimen of Dryad's Saddle on Crack Willow at Emsworth's Brook Meadow 
was a addition to the site species list on July 6 

Fri 7 July 

A. North Common on Hayling 

With rain forecast before midday I cycled across Langstone Bridge this morning to have a look 
at North Common on the north shore of Hayling Island. 

Two new flowers were seen before I was over the bridge - Teazels were in flower beside the 
Billy Trail in Havant and Old Man’s Beard (or Travellers Joy) near the bridge - and a couple 
more went on the list before reaching the hotel - Sea Lavender on the saltmarsh and Wild 
Basil in the roadside grass. Also catching my attention in the muddy fringes of the harbour is a 
tremendous show of fresh Marsh Samphire. 

The nearest of the large open fields of the north Hayling Plain has a crop of peas among which 
a forest of tall yellow daisies provided a local substitute for Van Gogh’s sunflowers - these were 
the smaller perennial Sow Thistles (Sonchus arviensis). 

The carpark at the entrance to North Common still has a good show of Hedgerow Cranesbill 
and Vipers Bugloss plus one clump of Black Horehound, and behind the earth wall 
separating the carpark from the common land there is now a great display of white flowered 
Goat’s Rue. 



I first explored the area behind the houses west of the carpark where the first thing to catch my 
eye was the swathe of Wood Small-reed (Calamagrostis epigejos) lining the west side of 
the deep ditch which separates this western section from the main common. Further away on 
the east side of the ditch was a larger swathe of yellow which turned out to be Tall or Golden 
Melilot (M. altissima) when I checked the equal length of the petals and the hairiness of the 
seed pods. One of the things I was looking for here was Pepper Saxifrage, but while there 
were plenty of plants with their distinctive leaves none had started to flower. What I did find was 
my first Fleabane with its flowers fully open. 

Coming back I had a look at the marina saltings on which the deluded Swan pair were still 
playing at mothers and fathers (female on the nest, male keeping guard nearby) despite the 
return of Lapwings and Redshank that are already here in autumn mode. 

Back on the main common I found the Fragrant Agrimony to which I had been intrduced last 
year already had some incipient seeds on which the ‘turned back’ bristles give evidence of the 
species, and nearby Shasta Daisies were in flower. 

Back at Langstone the first few flowers had opened on the Lax Sea Lavender near the Mill, 
and as I passed the pond I had the bonus of seeing the first Kingfisher of the autumn skim 
across its surface. 

Nearing home I stopped at the Lymbourne Triangle and there added Comma and Large 
White to the Small White, Meadow Browns and Gatekeepers seen on Hayling 

Thu 6 July 

A. Around Havant 

The first Gatekeeper appeared in my garden today, the two Swifts which now represent the 
local breeding population shot overhead, and in the Pallant I found Equal-leaved Knotgrass 
starting to flower. 

Wed 5 July 

BIRDS 

1. Shag: First report of a juvenile away from its nest comes from St Catherine's Point on the IoW 
on July 4 

2. Great White Egret: After a possible sighting of one flying past Titchfield Haven recently one 
was definitely seen at Ivy Lake, Ringwood, on July 3 and is probably still in that area - it had no 
obvious colour rings. 

3. Teal: Some had returned to Christchurch Harbour by the end of June and now Bob Chapman 
reports that a few were back at the Blashford Lakes in the Avon valley by July 4 (when five 
could be seen in Christchurch Harbour) 

4. Merganser: The male which appeared at Widewater lagoon at Worthing on May 25 and which 
has not been mentioned since June 4 was still there on July 2 

5. Ruddy Duck: The male which appeared on Budds Farm Pools on April 28 was still there on 
July 3 (on May 1 I saw two males there but that seems to have been the only sighting of more 
than one, and it is possible that the second bird flew on to appear at Brading Marshes on the 
IoW on June 3) 

6. Quail: A couple more reports on July 1 and 3, both of a single bird at Round Hill near Steyning 
to the north of Worthing. So far this year I have only seen six reports of the species so it is 
hardly a 'Quail year'. 

7. Black-tailed Godwit: What are likely to be failed breeders already back from Iceland are 
starting to arrive at Christchurch Harbour - 11 were there on June 29, 18 on July 1 and 20 on 
July 3 



8. Green Sandpiper: Several of these are now back at the Lower Test Marshes near 
Southampton - 8 were reported on July 1 and 7 on July 3 

9. Common Sandpiper: The count of birds seen at Christchurch Harbour was up to 5 by July 4 

10. Pomarine Skua: The first report of these since the end of May is of two flying past Bognor and 
heading for Selsey on July 3 

11. Med Gull: With the breeding season coming to an end John Shillitoe found some 36 of these 
hawking for insects over Maize fields in the Hambledon area of the Meon Valley on July 1 

12. Herring Gull: Looking down from a tower block flat in the Buckland area of Portsmouth early in 
the morning of July 4 Frank Foulger saw a Herring Gull proudly and noisily defending a newly 
hatched chick on a nest on the roof of a lower building. 

13. Yellow-legged Gull: The flock which appears at the head of Southampton Water each autumn 
has begun to form - on July 1 Paul Winter could see at least 10 adults at the Lower Test 
Marshes. Last year the peak count was of around 70 birds on Aug 11 but in 2004 there were 
158 present by the end of July, building to 174 on Aug 21. 

14. Little Tern: The first two chicks fledged at Rye Harbour on July 2 - plenty more should do so 
from the 21 pairs nesting there. 

15. Guillemot: The majority of the young birds from cliff nests at Portland Bill all made the great 
jump into the sea after sunset on July 2 (no number given). 

16. Sand Martin: These are among the first of our summer visitors to arrive and to depart. The first 
departing bird was seen at Portland Bill on June 20 and by July 3 as many as 30 were seen 
there with around 20 being seen at St Catherie's Point on the IoW on July 4 

PLANTS 

1. Indian (or Himalayan) Balsam: Flowering in gardens by the Langbrook stream in Havant on 
July 3 

2. Good King Henry: The small area of the old IBM Playing Fields adjacent to the Langstone 
South Moors which has been tilled now appears to be growing a large crop of this arable weed, 
not yet flowering - I would be interested to know if that is what the plants are and if they were 
sown or have come up by chance. 

3. Dotted Loosestrife: Although I have seen this flowering a week or so ago by the roadside in 
the Boarhunt area near Wickham the first time I recorded it was on July 3 when a mass was 
flowering in gardens by the Langbrook stream in Havant. 

4. Monkey Flower: There was also a great show of this planted by the Langbrook Stream on July 
3 

5. Marsh Woundwort: This has already had its first flowering reported by Richard Carpenter in 
the Titchfield Haven area on June 26 but I was impressed to find a plant growing here in 
Havant on July 3 in the most inhospitable habitat imagineable - very dry and dusty soil between 
Solent Road in Havant and the new industrial estate now under construction across the road 
from the Tesco store. 

6. Buddleia: The common Butterfly Bush started to flower here in Havant on July 3 

7. Prickly Lettuce: This had also started to flower here in Havant by July 3 - as the flowers are 
only open for a few hours early each morning it is not easy to spot the first flowering! 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 



o Red-veined Darter: Paul Winter was lucky enough to be the first to see one of these 
rare migrants this year - he did so at Slufters Pond in the New Forest on July 2. The 
lovely Emerald Damsels (Lestes sponsa) could also be seen at this pond 

o Small Red-eyed Damselfly: This species has been colonising southern Britain during 
the past ten years (first discovered in Essex in 1999) and seems to have arrived at the 
Testwood Lakes (Southampton) last year (some 10 pairs were present on 16 July 
2005). This year Paul Winter has already seen three there on July 1, along with one of 
the regular Red-eyed Damsels 

2. Butterflies 

o Chalkhill Blue: These are out early this year with two reports of them on July 3. A 
single was seen on Stockbridge Down west of Winchester and two at Mill Hill, 
Shoreham, in the Brighton area 

o White Admiral: These are being seen everywhere there is suitable habitat in larger 
numbers than usual - one report is of over 100 seen in the Straits Inclosure (near Alice 
Holt Forest between Alton and Farnham), while in Denmead they had overflowed from 
nearby woodland to give Richard Hallett a garden sighting. 

o Purple Emperor: Nine more reports in the latest input show that this species is also 
having a good year. By July 4 Peter Eeles was able to see 10 different insects in 
Bentley Wood (west of Stockbridge) and at least one female was seen patrolling the 
hard shoulder of the M3 where it runs past Butterwood in the Hook area. One person 
living on the edge of the Alice Holt Forest photographed one resting on his boot while 
he was gardening, and Geoff Farwell from Cosham was surprised to see one in the 
Longwood Warren area near Morestead, east of Winchester. 

o Silver Washed Fritillary: Andrew Brookes tells us that he has never before seen so 
many in the woods he regularly visits in the Boarhunt/Newtown area north west of 
Portsdown, and on July 4 there were reports of more than 100 on the wing in Bentley 
Wood on the Hants/Wilts border 

o Marbled White: Ashley Whitlock has monitored the butterflies on Portsdown over a 
good number of years and on July 1 he commented on a count of 132 Marbled Whites 
in his regular transect area as being the highest he has ever encountered there. 

3. Moths 

o Ghost Moth: First of year reported by Maurice Pugh at Cadnam in the New Forest on 
June 29 

o Leopard Moth: Maurice also had the first of these on June 29, followed by a catch of 4 
made by Barry Collins on Thorney Island on July 2 

o Goat Moth: Maurice Pugh trapped one of these monsters on June 30 to claim first of 
year though I have a distinct memory that during conservation work at Rye Harbour this 
spring one or more pupa of these moths were found on Willows which had already 
been cut down, and that the pupae were 'hand reared' to emerge as moths sometime 
earlier this year, but I cannot now find the details of this. 

o Cosmopterix scribaiella: One of these was in the trap at Portland Bill on July 2 to be 
the first ever record for that site. 

o Zeiraphera isertana: These turned up at Portland on June 30 to be first of year 

o Pine Shoot Moth (Rhyacionia buoliana): First find also at Portland on July 3 

o Pediasia contaminella: Another first for Portland on June 30 

o Platytes alpinella: Another first for Portland on July 3 



o Perinephela lancealis: Another first for Portland on July 3 

o Pempelia genistella: Another first for Portland on July 2 

o Phycita roborella: Another first for Portland on July 2 

o Buff Arches: First found by Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on June 18 

o Mottled Beauty: First of year for Maurice Pugh on June 24 

o Common Footman: First of year for Maurice Pugh on June 24 

o Kent Black Arches: First of year taken by Barry Collins on Thorney Island on July 2 

o Green Arches: First at Portland on July 3 

o Lunar-spotted Pinion: First of year taken by Barry Collins on Thorney Island on July 2 

o Scarce Silver-lines: First of year for Maurice Pugh on June 29 

o Plain Golden Y: First of year for Maurice Pugh on June 30 

o The Fan-foot: First of year for Maurice Pugh on June 29 

OTHER 

1. Polecat: In recent years there has been increasing evidence that Polecats are breeding in 
Hampshire and spreading eastward across southern Britain (one report came from Bexhill in 
East Sussex) - in addition to numerous sightings that could have been of Ferrets there have 
been several cases in which the distinctive face mask of a true Polecat has been seen and one 
case of a lactating female Polecat being found dead beside a road. Last summer Jim Berry 
was told about a family of nine Polecats seen running along the road passing Idsworth House 
north of Rowlands Castle and John Goodspeed now has a confident report of one being seen 
beside the road going through Stansted Forest at 10:30pm on the evening of July 1 

If you do see an animal large enough to be a Polecat (body length 15 inches against a 
Squirrel's body length of 10 inches) have a look at the face, legs and tail tip. If the tail tip is 
black and the rest of the body and head are of a uniform brown with a creamy underside you 
are looking at a Stoat and misjudging its size!. If the head, body, legs and tail are of a uniform 
colour (regardless of its tone) you are looking at an escaped Ferret but if the face has a distinct 
black mask around the eyes set against a paler colour, and if the legs are black with no black 
tip to the tail then you have a Polecat 

2. Conger Eel: At Shoreham Harbour on July 1 Richard Fairbank watched a five foot long 
Conger Eel swimming near the harbour entrance. I wonder if it was off on its final journey? I 
read that these fearsome creatures live for up to 15 years and only breed once at the very end 
of their lives. To do this they swim to an area of the Atlantic between Gibralter and the Azores 
where they spawn in very deep water 3,000 to 4,000 metres below the surface and then die. 
Another of nature's great mysteries... 

3. Jelly Fish: The Conger Eel in Shoreham Harbour was seen swimming among a crowd of Jelly 
Fish - the first report of these that I have heard of this year. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0207 

Mon 3 July 

A. Budds Farm and South Moors 

A walk from Havant to Budds Farm gave me my first Buddleia flowers as I reached the 
Langbrook stream at the Tesco store and nearby I noted the first still green fruit on the large 
brambles which are promising a great crop this year. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0207


South of the Langstone Technology Park approach road I found Himalayan Balsam and 
Dotted Loosestrife flowering in the stream edge of house gardens, and further downstream 
there was a great display of Monkey Flower (plus a white flowered ornamental version of 
Rosebay Willowherb). 

Coming onto the South Moors a single Marbled White passed me - probably a vagrant from 
Portsdown as I don’t think the species has yet established itself on the Moors where the 
Southern Marsh orchids are almost entirely over. In the once wet ditch around the orchid 
field Brookweed was flowering and among the rushes I found two plants which I am pretty 
sure were Parsley Water Dropwort. 

Heading on towards Southmoor Lane the small part of the old IBM playing fields which has 
been tilled seems to be growing a crop of Good King Henry - whether by chance or as a result 
of sowing some arable weed seed I can’t say. 

On the Budds Farm pools there were at least five juvenile Black-headed Gulls and possibly 
one juvenile Med Gull - certainly there was a smart adult Med Gull. Two Swans with no 
progeny were on the water as was a single adult Shelduck. No sign of any Canada Geese so 
perhaps the pair have lost their last remaining gosling. Among a dozen Tufted Duck was one 
male Ruddy Duck but nothing else of much interest. 

Coming back up Southmoor Lane I found my first Lesser Burdock in flower before finding that 
the Knotted Hedge Parsley had all gone to seed. Along Solent Road plants of Prickly 
Lettuce had been flowering (these plants only open their flowers for a short time each morning 
and unless you look for ‘dead heads’ among the flowerhead you can miss them for a long 
time!) and lots of fresh Black Mustard was flowering on plants that have sprung up since the 
roadside was cleared of previous plants during building work on the latest industrial estate. 
Among these plants, in the driest and dustiest of soils, was one most unexpected find - a 
stunted plant of Marsh Woundwort in flower! 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 26 - JULY 2 (WEEK 26) 

Sun 2 July 

BIRDS  

1. Cormorant: In my last update I noted the arrival of a tight formation of four Cormorants flying 
high over Langstone Bridge on June 28 and landing in Chichester Harbour - at the time I 
wondered where they had come from and why they were flying so high and I now see that the 
Portland Bill website noted the passage of 19 Cormorants going south on that day. 

2. Purple Heron (Not): The reports of a Purple Heron at Arlington Reservoir in Sussex were 
wrong - the bird was a Grey Heron 

3. Barnacle Goose: On June 16 Brian Fellows told us of the first successful breeding (since 
1999) of this species at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth - now on June 29 he tells us that the three 
goslings seen on June 16 were still present with their parents, and that two more adults had 
arrived there. 

4. Teal: Up to three were present at Titchfield Haven throughout June but a report of three at 
Yarmouth (IoW) on June 29 was the first report from the IoW since May 1 and two seen at 
Christchurch Harbour on June 30 were said to be early returnees. 

5. Tufted Duck: The first report of young came from the Chichester lakes on June 24, when one 
female had 9 ducklings. On June 29 Brian Fellows saw three families of young at Baffins Pond 
in Portsmouth and on June 30 Richard Carpenter told us that two broods had hatched at 
Titchfield Haven in the last week of June. 



As an aside I see that Brian Fellows thought that a Mallard had some Tufted Ducklings in her 
brood because a couple of them were diving but I think that all species of ducklings can and do 
dive for their food (if only because they are too small to reach underwater food that their 
parents feed on by 'up-ending'). I have often seen downy Mallard ducklings diving deep at 
Langstone Pond and last week I noted a Shel-duckling diving in Budds Farm pools. 

6. Peregrine: Juveniles were out with their parents at Portland on June 28 (three juvs seen) and 
on June 30 we were told that at least two young were thought to have flown from the nest on 
the Southwick Power Station chimney at Brighton. I have not heard of the Chichester 
Cathedral birds leaving their nest yet. 

7. Spotted Redshank: One in summer plumage passed through Christchurch Harbour on June 
30 to mark the start of return passage for that species. 

8. Redshank: Nine at Fareham Creek on June 28 (where the birds do not breed) showed that 
these birds are also starting to move. 

9. Green Sandpiper: Numbers of these are starting to build up with reports of 8 at the Chichester 
Lakes on June 29 and 6 at the Lower Test Marshes on June 30 

10. Common Sandpiper: Although odd birds were seen on dates in May and June autumn 
passage seems to have started on June 27, when Bob Marchant had one at Hook/Warsash, 
and on June 28, 29 and 30 there have been reports of them from Titchfield Haven, 
Christchurch Harbour and the Testwood Lakes. 

11. Med Gull: Many of these can be seen all along the coast but one which Peter Raby saw at the 
Gosport Cockle Pond on June 30 was possibly unique in having no feet - it was somehow 
managing to stand on the stumps of its legs. 

The question of how waders loose their feet has often come up in the past but I can only recall 
a couple of instances of gulls without feet, and of these all had had their feet trapped by 
shellfish - one (Black-headed) was seen struggling to take off from the water off Langstone 
Village and when concerned watchers sent out a boat to see what was wrong they found the 
bird heavily weighted down by large shellfish which had closed on the bird's foot and would not 
let go - the bird was caught, the 'clam' smashed to free the foot, and the bird flew away. 
Another case was seen at Warsash where one of the Black-headed gulls perched on the rail of 
the wooden footbridge at Bunny Meadows was footless and only able to keep upright by 
leaning against the next bird in the line! Another story came from the Lymington area where a 
bird walking along a stone quayside attracted attention through the clumping noise made by a 
smaller shellfish attached to one of the bird's feet. In June last year Derek Hale saw a Med Gull 
at Ryde with only one foot. 

As well as damage by shellfish I suppose that gulls hovering low over a shoal of fish could be in 
danger of having the feet taken off by a Seal (never heard of that) or caught in the gear of a 
fishing boat (again no personal knowledge of this) but I do know of a case of a Med Gull being 
found dead on Eastney Beach (Portsmouth) after the BTO type ring on its leg became hooked 
in barbed wire. 

12. Black-headed Gull: The first juvenile to be reported from Chichester Harbour this year was 
seen in Emsworth Harbour on June 27 by Brian Fellows 

13. Breeding Terns: At Rye Harbour this year more than 500 pairs of Sandwich Terns currently 
have many chicks, 140+ pairs of Common Tern also have plenty of young - the oldest of them 
just starting to fly - and 20 pairs of Little Tern also have a good showing of young. Barry Yates 
says that for the third year running there is no shortage of fish for them in the sea there. 

14. Little Tern: Latest news from the Hayling Oysterbeds comes from Jason Crook via Brian 
Fellows and is a bit out of date as it refers to last weekend, before the heavy rain of Monday 
(June 26). Before the rain Jason could see up to 30 pairs on nests and was aware of two 
broods having hatched - we hope they have all survived. 



15. Woodlark: Driving a tractor through the field east of Long Copse at Stansted on June 26 
Michael Prior was able to get very close to a couple of Woodlark feeding in the field but so far 
there has been no news of young in that area. 

16. Blackbird: On July 2 I watched a female Blackbird carrying large amounts of nest material into 
a thorny shrub growing up the wall of my neighbour's house. With plenty of cats and Magpies 
operating around our gardens I have not seen a single juvenile Blackbird in the gardens so far 
this year! 

17. Raven: One family at Portland has five young now flying with their parents 

18. Siskin: Garden feeders at Balcombe on the outskirts of Crawley in Sussex had a pair of Siskin 
with two of their young coming to feed on June 29 

19. Corn Bunting: On June 25 one was heard singing on Teglease Down (north of Hambledon 
and east of Old Winchester Hill) and on June 30 at least one was singing at Hoe Cross, west of 
Hambledon. 

PLANTS 

1. Creeping Yellow Cress: Not yet in flower but with yellow showing in the buds on June 29 

2. Hairy St John's Wort: First flowering in Botley Woods on June 25 

3. Slender St John's Wort: The first also seen on June 25 in Botley Woods but by June 28 a lot 
was flowering in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth and on June 30 it was abundant in Havant 
Thicket 

4. Dyer's Greenweed: I have already reported a first date of June 19 at Thornham Point but I 
now see that Richard Carpenter had it in Botley Woods on June 18 

5. Broad-leaved Everlasting Pea: Richard Carpenter had the first at Brownwich on June 28 
though it may have been out at the New Lane allotments in Havant before that to judge by the 
display I saw on July 1. Brian Fellows reports it as 'nearly out' at Brook Meadow. 

6. American Willowherb: Another first for Richard Carpenter at Botley Woods on June 25 

7. Large-flowered Evening Primrose: I saw a couple of plants in flower at south Hayling on 
June 23 but forgot to record them so a find by Brian Fellows at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 
27 appears as the first in my database. 

8. Fool's Water Cress: Flowering in the Hermitage stream at Bedhampton on June 29 

9. Cross-leaved Heath: The third of the three common Heathers was flowering in Havant 
Thicket on June 30 

10. Yellow Loosestrife: Flowering by the Titchfield Canal Path on June 26 

11. Lesser Centaury: First report of this little gem comes from John Goodspeed who saw it on 
Portsdown below Fort Widley on June 28 

12. Common Toadflax: First flowering was in the Brownwich area of Titchfield on June 28 

13. Weasel's Snout or Lesser Snapdragon (Orontium misopates): At least a dozen healthy 
plants were freshly flowering in the Havant New Lane allotments on July 1 

14. Lesser Skullcap: Flowering in Botley Woods on June 18 

15. Marsh Woundwort: This was out by the Titchfield Canal Path on June 26 

16. Betony: Found flowering in the Brownwich area on June 28 

17. Self Heal: White flowered plants were seen in Havant Thicket on June 30 



18. Common Valerian: Flowering by the Titchfield Canal path on June 26 and on Portsdown on 
June 28 

19. Marsh Ragwort: Plenty in fresh flower by the Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton on June 29 

20. Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia): Only a few plants found flowering beside the Hermitage 
Stream at Bedhampton on June 29 - hopefully this plant will retain its only foothold in 
Hampshire. 

21. Heath Groundsel: There was some doubt about this being found on south Hayling on May 31 
but that was probably Sticky Groundsel - a first definite report of Heath Groundsel comes from 
the Titchfield Haven area on June 30 

22. Lesser Burdock: First flowers found by Richard Carpenter 'somewhere in Hampshire' on 
June 27 

23. Flowering Rush: This was in flower near the Titchfield Canal Path on June 26 

24. Branched Bur-reed: First flowers seen at Whitely Pastures (Botley Woods) on June 25 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Southern Hawker: Seen locally in Hollybank Woods on June 28 and at Titchfield 
Haven on June 30 

o Common Darter: Two were flying at Titchfield Haven on June 30 when I also saw two 
in Havant Thicket 

o Emerald Damselfly (Lestes sponsa): First for the year were two seen in the Botley 
Woods on June 25 

o Red-eyed Damselfly (Erythromma najas): First of year seen in Botley Woods on 
June 30 - a new site for the species? 

2. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: Two new sightings on June 28 - one at Titchfield Haven and the other 
in the Southwick area of Brighton. In early June it seemed as if an invasion was getting 
under way but these two are the first reports since June 18. 

o White Admiral: This is a great year for this species - so far I have seen 24 reports 
(twelve of them new in the current batch of input) with counts of up to 40 in the Straits 
Inclosure near Alton, 20 at Ashford Hill north of Basingstoke and 16 in the Botley 
Woods I had at least five in Havant Thicket on June 30 when John Goodspeed had a 
similar number in Stansted Forest (Rowlands Castle area) 

o Purple Emperor: Although only claimed as a 'possible' the first to be seen were two in 
flight at Ashford Hill (north of Basingstoke) on June 28 while June 29 brought counts of 
8 seen in the Alice Holt Forest between Alton and Farnham, and of at least one in 
Basing Forest. 

o Small Tortoiseshell: The summer brood started to appear in earnest on June 24 when 
Andrew Brookes had a fresh insect at Boarhunt near Portsdown and two or three more 
were seen in East Dean near Eastbourne. On June 28 one was in the Brownwich area 
near Titchfield and on June 29 singles were seen in the Hook/Warsash area and in 
Basing Forest with just one more at Titchfield Haven on June 30. 

o Comma: These two are now emerging but unlike the reports of singles for Small 
Tortoiseshells most sightings of Commas are of several insects at the same location 
though the highest new count is only 8 seen by Brian Fellows in Hollybank Woods at 
Emsworth on June 28 



o Glanville Fritillary: A report of one in the Cove area of Fleet on June 29 comes with a 
warning that this insect is of dubious origin - maybe some has innocently brought home 
a caterpillar from the Isle of Wight and let the resulting insect go, or some less innocent 
person is trying to introduce the species into new habitat. 

o Gatekeeper: The first of the year was mentioned in my last update (found by Barry 
Collins at Thorney Island on June 24) and so far we have a sighting by Brian Fellows in 
the Hollybank Woods on June 28 with the only other definite reports being from the Isle 
of Wight and Froyle near Alton, both on June 29 (and Brian Fellows had another 
probable sighting in the Hollybank Woods on June 30) 

3. Moths 

o Six-spot Burnet: The first had been seen on June 4 but it was not until June 28 that we 
heard of the first mass emergence when Richard Carpenter had more than 50 in the 
Brownwich area of Titchfield. 

o Case-bearing Clothes Moth: An exciting first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near 
Fareham on June 25 

o Currant Clearwing: A very probable find for Ian Calderwood in the Elson area of 
Gosport on June 27 is the only report so far 

o Red-belted Clearwing: No doubt about this one which came to a lure in Tim Norriss' 
Andover garden on June 29 

o Argyresthia retinella: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 
25 

o Ash Bud moth (Prays fraxinella): First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near 
Fareham on June 23 

o Leek moth (Acrolepiopsis assectella): First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near 
Fareham on June 17 

o Small Clover Case-bearer (Coleophora alcyonipennella): First for Dan Houghton at 
Stubbington near Fareham on June 25 

o Barred Fruit-tree Tortrix (Pandemis cerasana): First for Dan Houghton at 
Stubbington near Fareham on June 17 

o Variegated Golden Tortrix (Archips xylosteana): First for Dan Houghton at 
Stubbington near Fareham on June 19 

o Ptycholomoides aeriferanus: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham 
on June 25 

o Lozotaeniodes formosanus: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on 
June 23 

o Aleimma loeflingiana: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 
23 

o Bramble Shoot moth (Epiblema uddmanniana): Richard Carpenter had the first at 
Hill Head on June 28 

o Rhyacionia pinicolana: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 
28 

o Crambus pascuella: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 16 

o Donacaula forficella: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 
17 



o Dipleurina lacustrata: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 24 

o Eudonia mercurella: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 17 

o Udea prunalis: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 25 

o Orthopygia glaucinalis: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 16 

o Thistle Ermine (Myelois circumvoluta): First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near 
Fareham on June 28 

o Small Blood-vein: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 17 

o Dwarf Cream Wave: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 25 

o Single-dotted Wave: Both Dan Houghton and Richard Carpenter had this on June 28 

o The Phoenix: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 23 

o The Spinach: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 23 

o Blue-bordered Carpet: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 
23 

o Channel Islands Pug: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 12 (and 
another on June 16) 

o The Magpie: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 19 

o Lilac Beauty: First report come from Streat village near Lewes in Sussex on June 24 

o Barred Red: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 27 

o Lobster Moth: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 27 

o Scarce Footman: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 28 

o Short-cloaked Moth: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 17 

o Heart and Club: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 12 

o Dot Moth: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington near Fareham on June 25 

o Marbled Coronet: A good record for Portland on June 29 (only second record for this 
site) 

o Mottled Rustic: Richard Carpenter had the first at Hill Head on June 27 

o Caterpillars: The first Garden Tiger 'Woolly Bear' was seen at Shoreham on June 28 
and on June 30 more than 12 caterpillars of Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth were 
found at Christchurch by their bite marks on Honeysuckle leaves 

4. Other Insects 

5. Hornet: A couple of reports from Botley Woods and the Straits Inclosure near Alton. 

6. Speckled Bush-cricket: A photo on the Rye Bay website illustrates a report of several of 
these in a garden at Sedlescombe near Hastings - still immature but the short stubby 
ovipostors of the females already showing 

OTHER 

1. Wild Goats: A reminder that these are regular inhabitants of the southern cliffs of the Isle of 
Wight came from Derek Hale when he saw two of them at West High Down on June 29 



2. Wall Lizard: The Hants Butterfly Conservation website has a photo of what is said to be a Wall 
Lizard attempting to catch a Hummingbird Hawkmoth at Hengistbury Head (Christchurch) on 
June 30 - the attempt failed. 

3. Fungus: What used to be called Common Yellow Russula but is now called the Ochre 
Brittlegill was seen in the Meon Valley near Beacon Hill on June 27 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed2806 

Fri 30 June 

A. Havant Thicket 

This morning I had a pleasant walk around Havant Thicket which not only gave me the 
flowering Bitter Vetch that I was expecting but also lots of butterflies. 

As I got out of my car in the carpark I heard Blackcap song nearby and this drew my attention 
to a huge bank of flowering bramble at the foot of the trees and to the first of some half dozen 
White Admirals - this one skimming the brambles but not settling. 

Heading west along the edge of the Gipsies Plain I soon added Marbled White to my list 
(among hundreds of Meadow Browns) and enjoyed the colour of Rosebay Willowherb in full 
flower. At the end of the Furzey Plain section I was expecting to struggle through an overgrown 
continuation of the path along the south edge of the Corsican Pine plantation where I thought 
Dwarf Gorse might have started to flower early, but when I got there I found the path had been 
cleared but the Dwarf Gorse showed no hint of flowers. Similarly, turning into the pines to 
follow the course of the tiny stream where Lesser Skullcap grows I found the plants but saw 
no flowers (again rather early for them). High in the pines a Goldcrest was singing. 

Coming out on the ‘yellow brick road’ (main track in from the Castle Road entrance I found the 
cleared area of Long Wood to the north covered with flowers and looking ideal for Nightjars. 
Turning west again I added more butterflies at the nest track junction - both Ringlet and Small 
Skipper were new for me - and a little further west I almost saw a Garden Warbler which had 
been singing as I approached (I did see it flying through the leaves sufficiently to form the 
impression of a ‘chubby’ Garden Warbler rather than a ‘slimline’ Blackcap). 

Moving on the track was richly lined with wild flowers (especially Common Centaury) and 
both Fleabane and Hemp Agrimony looked as if they would have flowers open this weekend. 
Among the flowers were at least three more Marbled Whites. 

The Bitter Vetch was flowering as expected in the tiny cul-de-sac extension, south of the main 
track, of the track which here goes north west to mark the border between Havant and East 
Hampshire, and after seeing the flowers I went north along that track before turning east and 
then south to complete my circuit. 

Notable finds in this last section were white flowered Self Heal, my first Cross-leaved Heath 
in flower, Field Rose with its styles united into a central column in each flower, and the delicate 
fresh panicles of Tufted Hairgrass. I also added Speckled Wood to my butterfly list and saw 
two Common Darters. 

Thu 29 June 

A. Hermitage Stream at Bedhampton 

This evening I put on my Wellies to check on the Buttonweed (Cotula coronopifolia) growing 
in the stream just above Bedhampton Mill - I found some but a very poor show compared to 
what I have seen in past years. 

This tiny plant grows on almost bare shingle along the edge of the stream and is mostly above 
the water line but is inundated by the daily tides and the occasional spates of fresh water after 
rain, and this year most of that bare shingle has been lost to the growth of larger plants. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Wed2806


Among the larger plants was my first flowering Fool’s Water Cress and lots of Marsh 
Ragwort and Hybrid Water Speedwell. Also noted were Wild Celery, Large Bittercress 
and Stream Water Crowfoot. Still to come were at least two plants of Water Plantain just 
putting up their flower stems. 

House Martins and Swifts were overhead, and outside the Ranelagh Road allotments the 
Creeping Yellow-cress was showing the yellow of its flowers though none were yet open. 

Wed 28 June 

A. Warblington Common Bird Census 

I thought we had completed this year’s ten visits to Warblington Farm but Tony Gutteridge told 
me yesterday that we had one more to do, which we did this morning. 

Many of the birds already have young, and among those I had not seen out of the nest before 
today were both Great Spotted and Green Woodpecker, while many of the Swallows seen 
perched on wires or flying around the farm were probably young (previously I had never seen 
more that four birds there but today I had a maximum of ten in sight at one time). 

Today’s surprise birds were a pair of Shelduck on the water of the cress bed, one of them 
aggressively chasing a lone Mallard off the pond. Further downstream I heard at least half a 
dozen Reed Warblers and two Reed Buntings, and hidden in the stream near them I heard a 
single call from a Moorhen. I was also encouraged by the sound of at least five Skylarks 
singing over different fields which now have a good growth of Sweetcorn with some grasses 
and other weeds providing a little ground cover. 

One Lapwing again puzzled me by flying in from the harbour and patrolling over the shore field 
where I had seen four of them on a previous visit - this time it was again calling and flying as if 
holding territory but after three or four passes over the field I saw it return to the mud offshore. 
Also out in the harbour I watched four Cormorant come flying high over Langstone bridge in 
tight formation before dropping onto the water off Northney marina - perhaps a group just back 
from breeding attempts elsewhere? 

Seven species of butterfly were on the wing including a fresh Comma and a fresh 
Green-veined White (presumably a very early summer brood). In the eastern marshy field 
where much Greater Bird’s Foot Trefoil is now in flower I found a newly emerged Five Spot 
Burnet moth, presumably of the race which lives in wet meadows and whose caterpillars feed 
off Greater Bird’s Foot Trefoil. The other ‘race’ is found on dry downland where the smaller 
Bird’s Foot Trefoil is its foodplant. 

Newly flowering plants for me were Strawberry Clover and Wild Celery, and in the 
permanent wet ground just behind the seawall of the SSSI I found a single plant, about to open 
its flowers, of what I am sure is Parsley Water Dropwort - the rays of the umbel being of 
different lengths giving the flowerhead a very different, open look compared to the dense, flat 
topped umbels of the very common Corky Fruited Water Dropwort (which also differs in 
favouring drier ground). In the big field along the south of which the footpath to Emsworth runs 
I found one example of the Groundsel with ‘rayed’ flowers. 

Before going home I checked the sliproad linking the west bound A27 to the A259 and found 
just six Bee Orchids in flower - this may well be the last year that any are seen there as it is 
becoming so overgrown with trees. I also found, in a tiny sunlit gap among the trees, a small 
cluster of Dyers Greenweed plants in flower. 

B. (Wed2806) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2506 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

• Best bird in Sussex this week was a female Ferruginous Duck at Pett Level Pools 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2506


• All white (or at least leucistic) examples of both Sparrowhawk and Robin are in the news 

• Are Black-tailed Godwits already returning from Iceland? 

• First juvenile Med Gull has been seen on the Langstone shore ... 

• ... and the first autumn passage Sand Martin has been seen at Portland 

• Have you ever heard a female Chaffinch singing? 

Plants 

• New flowerings include Great Willowherb, Hop Trefoil, Wild Celery, Knotgrass and Strawberry 
Clover 

• Other newcomers include Clustered Bellflower, Danewort, Black Nightshade and 
Round-leaved Fluellen 

• Britain has a new Nettle species to be found in Swan Street at Warwick outside a Bank. 

Insects 

• Gatekeeper and Lulworth Skipper are now on the wing 

• Would you recognize Parthenoa sylvia if it landed in your garden? 

• Thirteen new moth species on the wing including Scarce Forester, Swallow-tailed moth and 
European Corn-borer 

• Mullein moth caterpillars have been found on Buddleia 

BIRDS 

1. Storm Petrel: Yet another singleton was seen from Portland Bill on June 25, almost a month 
after the huge eflux of them (they were nearly all seen heading back west so it can't be called 
an influx). This is the fourth June sighting - one was in the Climping (Worthing) area on June 8, 
one off Portland on June 11, three were reported off Selsey on June 14 and now this one on 
June 25 

2. Purple Heron: Birdguides reported one at Arlington Reservoir (Cuckmere valley north of 
Beachy Head) on June 25 

3. Black Swan: The bird which arrived on the Town Millpond at Emsworth on June 8 has not 
been seen for a few days - since about June 20 

4. Greylag Goose: Bob Chapman reported more than 265 at the Blashford Lakes near 
Ringwood on June 25. In 2002 the June peak count there was 140 birds, in 2003 it was 126 
and in 2004 it was 202 (no figures yet for 2005). Highest counts are in September for which the 
figures were 2002 = 427, 2003 = 413 and 2004 = 450 

5. Ferruginous Duck: An adult female appeared on the Pett Level Pools near Hastings on June 
27 to become Bird of the Week in Sussex. As far as I know the last time this species was in the 
county (at Rye Harbour) was in Nov 2001 (probably the same bird that had spent the previous 
winter there) and there were only three other Sussex records during the 1990s 

6. Tufted Duck: The first report mentioning the appearance of ducklings this year comes from 
the Chichester Lakes where, on June 24, one of 31 birds had a brood of nine ducklings with 
her. 

7. Black Kite: One flew south west over Andover on June 24 too early in the morning for it to 
have come directly from the Hawk Conservancy at Weyhill (where flying displays do not start 
until later in the day). 



8. Sparrowhawk: One seen and heard (said to be very vocal) at East Dean near Eastbourne on 
June 24 was said to be almost white all over. Unless it is a juvenile just out of the nest (and its 
noise would suggest that) it is surprising that it has not been seen before, but surely it is too 
early for this year's young to have fledged? 

9. Quail: Two more reports, both on June 25, bring this summer's total of sightings to four. The 
first was of two birds at Beachy Head on June 3, then on June 20 one was at Dungeness. Now 
we have one at Newtimber Hill near Brighton and another on Toyd Down at Martin near 
Salisbury. 

10. Black-tailed Godwit: There were four reports of these at Pulborough Brooks in Feb and 
March this year with no more seen there until June 27 when 5 turned up in summer plumage - 
are these birds already on their way back from Iceland? 

11. Mediterranean Gull: On June 27 a lone juvenile was present on the Langstone shore near 
Pook Lane. This is the first report of one away from the nest as far as I know (some were said 
to have fledged at Rye Harbour on June 23). 

12. Turtle Dove: On June 24 Stephen Harwood was lucky enough to have one in his garden at 
Catherington (near Waterlooville) but the garden in question does back on to Catherington 
Down (where one was present on May 9) 

13. Sand Martin: Three seen passing Portland Bill on June 24 were among the first signs of 
autumn passage for this year. 

14. Robin: An unexpected bonus in the copy of Oxford Today magazine which arrived in today's 
post was a photo of totally leucistic Robin (very pale grey all over) seen in the University 
Botanic Garden recently. 

15. Fieldfare: The single bird seen near Pitts Wood in the north west of the New Forest on June 18 
and 22 was still there on June 25 and 27 

16. Red-backed Shrike: A male seen on Old Winchester Hill on June 24 has not been seen again. 

17. Chaffinch: During today's Common Bird Census at Warblington Farm here in Havant I heard 
an unusual 'song' and found it was coming from a female Chaffinch (seen clearly 
perched on a dead branch with her bill moving with the sound). Although each repetition was of 
roughly the length of a male Chaffinch song (as were the pauses between repetitions) it bore 
little other resemblance to a male Chaffinch (or any other bird I know). The best description I 
can give was that the bird sounded as if it had a very bad sore throat and was gargling to ease 
the pain. 

18. Corn Bunting: Keith Betton heard four birds singing on Toyd Down at Martin (near 
Fordingbridge and Salisbury) on June 25. This adds a fouth site to the three at which Corn 
Buntings have been reported in Hampshire this year (Old Winchester Hill, Hoe Cross near 
Hambledon, and Gander Down/Cheesefoot Head between Winchester and Alresford). It also 
brings the number of reports of the species in Hampshire to just 11 for this year. 

PLANTS 

1. Herb Robert: In the past, when searching for Little Robin among the shingle of the Hayling 
beaches, I have sometimes come on plants whose leaves and stems share the distinctive 
'beetroot red' colour of Little Robin but which do not have the distinctive yellow anthers of Little 
Robin, and I have assumed these are just stray plants of Herb Robert which are suffering from 
deficiencies in their diet. On June 27, however, the Rye Bay website has a photo of such a 
plant and reports it as an uncommon 'maritimum' subspecies of Herb Robert, and a check 
in Stace shows that he lists this subspecies. 

2. Shining Cranesbill: In recent years this plant has spread from the west of England and now 
has a good foothold in our area where I expect it to flower early in the year and then vanish 
(this year is was in full flower by April 21) so I was surprised to find much of it flowering on June 
27, but having very small flowers only a few millimetres across. 



3. Strawberry Clover: I found the first flowers of this at Warblington on June 28 

4. Hop Trefoil: Brian Fellows found the first flowers of this on the Thorney Island seawall on June 
25 

5. Field Rose: I found the first flowers of this in Warblington Farm hedgerows on June 28 

6. Great Willowherb: This distinctive summer flower first showed itself in Havant on June 26 

7. Membranous Nettle (Urtica membranacea): This is a common Mediterranean Nettle which 
stings and is found in disturbed waste ground. Now, it seems, global warming has brought it to 
Britain and its chosen port of entry is the town of Warwick where the first British find has been 
made near a Bank in Swan Street. This news comes via Brian Fellows who has an interest in 
Nettles thanks to the debate over finds of a 'non-stinging' nettle last year in Brook Meadow and 
in Hollybank Woods - to some this find is of a species called Urtica galeopsifolia which is said 
to be regularly found at Wicken Fen in Norfolk and now to be spreading in England. Maybe this 
is now recognised as a separate species but my edition of Stace does not recognize it as such 
(he says of Urtica galeopsifolia 'this taxon is of very doubtful status') I look forward to a war 
between two armies of botanists, the one armed with well established Stinging Nettles, the 
other with non-stinging look-alikes - I would put my money on the stingers to win! 

8. Lime tree: In the rain on June 26 I noticed for the first time the great mass of flowers on a big 
Lime tree at the entrance to St Faith's church in central Havant 

9. Wild Celery: This was in flower in the Warblington Farm SSSI marsh on June 28 

10. Parsley Water Dropwort: Also in the Warblington Marsh on June 28 was a single large plant, 
just coming into flower, of what I feel sure was Parsley Water Dropwort. The very common 
Corky Fruited Water Dropwort has compact flower umbels with flattish or domed tops and 
grows in dry ground whereas this plant had a very loose umbel with the rays of unequal lengths 
and was growing right in the water. 

11. Knotgrass: My first find of this for the year was made in Church Lane at Warblington on June 
27 

12. Black Nightshade: One tiny plant wth a few white and orange flowers found at Warblington on 
June 27 

13. Twiggy Mullein: The Rye Bay website has a photo of this species flowering at Rye Harbour on 
June 26 

14. Round-leaved Fluellen: First flowers seen in Warblington cemetery on June 27 

15. Clustered Bellflower: Stephen Harwood tells us that a few were flowering on Catherington 
Down (Waterlooville) by June 23 

16. Danewort: The first flower was in business on June 27 at the Lymbourne Triangle site here in 
Havant 

17. Groundsel: At least one plant had flowers of the 'rayed' form in the Sweetcorn growing in the 
Warblington Farm field through which the public path runs from Warblington church to 
Emsworth. 

18. Golden Samphire: Not yet in flower but the appearance of a single yellow ring as one flower 
started to open on the Warblington seawall on June 27 shows that it will not be long before this 
plant is adding colour to all the local seawalls. 

19. Feverfew: One plant was in full flower beside a footpath in Havant on June 27 

20. Stinking Hawksbeard: A few years ago this plant was virtually extinct in Britain with one small 
colony at Dungeness. On June 26 the RX (Rye Bay) website had the good news at that at least 
39 plants are flourishing there after introduction as part of a Species Recovery Programme. 



21. Southern Marsh orchid: The Havant Wildlife Group made their annual count of the flower 
spikes at the Langstone South Moors site on June 24 and came up with a figure of 3234 plants 
showing that the site is still in good fettle. The number of plants varies from year to year (I think 
it has been down to 2000 and up to 8000 since counts started). 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Lulworth Skipper: These started flying at Portland on June 24 

o Small Skipper: Following the odd singleton seen in Havant Thicket on June 17 the first 
were reported from the Bournemouth area on June 23 

o Small Tortoiseshell: The first report of 'fresh' insects comes from East Dean near 
Eastbourne where on June 24 two or three were seen in the village - also the comment 
below about the shortage of larval nests. 

o Comma: I have already reported the first of the summer brood as seen in the New 
Forest on June 22 and that date was closely followed by sightings at Emsworth and 
Bentley Wood (west of Stockbridge) on June 23, Friston Forest (Eastbourne) and 
Bournemouth on June 24 (and I even saw one myself at Warblington on June 28) 

o Gatekeeper: Barry Collins had the first of the year at Thorney Island on June 24 

o Peacock butterfly caterpillars: Michael Skelton says he found many larval nests in 
the Bournemouth area on June 24 but only two nests of Small Tortoiseshell 
caterpillars 

o Exotic butterfly: The Sussex BC website tells us that Richard Symonds found and 
photographed a large exotic butterfly from south east Asia in his Horsham garden on 
June 19. It has since been named as a Clipper (Parthenoa sylvia) by someone who 
has seen the species in a butterfly house on the Isle of White (sic). I'm not sure if we still 
have the full facts about this escape as someone of the name of Richard Symonds 
often contributes to the Hampshire BC website with sightings from the 
Idsworth/Chalton area north of Rowlands Castle, close to the Sussex border, and on 
June 24 he took a walk into the West Marden area of Sussex and reported his findings 
on the Sussex BC website where his contribution is acknowledged as coming from 
Richard Symonds, Hayling Island. This leaves my inquisitive mind with such questions 
as 'Are there two people called Richard Symonds, one living on Hayling, the other in 
Horsham?', 'Was the location of the Clipper sighting wrongly given as in a Horsham 
garden when it was actually in a Hayling Garden?' (Assuming the Isle of White is the 
same as the Isle of Wight then an escape would reach a Hayling garden more easily 
than one in Horsham). 

2. Moths 

o Scarce Forester: Although scarce nationally this species is not rare along the north 
side of the South Downs and on June 25 Tony Wilson was able to photograph one 
resting on his house wall at Edburton under an outside light 

o Five Spot Burnet: In my Complete Gude to British Moths by Margaret Brooks two 
separate sub-species of Five Spot Burnet are listed, one to be found on dry grassland 
where Bird's Foot Trefoil is the foodplant, the other living in wet meadows and feeding 
on Greater Bird's Foot Trefoil. To confuse people like myself who learnt Latin 50 years 
ago the one which lives on dry downland has the sub-specific name of 'palustrella' 
(which sounds to me as if it had something to do with marshland) and the wetland 
sub-species is called 'decreta'. That separation still persisted up to 1979 when both 
names appear in my copy of Bradley and Fletcher, but currently Mike Wall's 
Hantsmoths website just lists one species (and marks it as 'rarely reported'). Not to be 
put off by all this I believe I found one of the wetland type when walking the Warblington 
Farm fields on June 28. It was in the marshy eastern field where there is lots of Greater 



Bird's Foot Trefoil currently in flower and the moth seemed very freshly emerged, 
resting in the thick damp vegetation, allowing me a close look at the single spot nearest 
the wing tip (no hint of two overlapping spots as far as I could see). One final point 
concerns the date - Mike Wall show the species as only being found in July but my 
Collins Field Guide to Caterpillars says the moths can emerge at any time from May to 
July, depending on the race (i.e. subspecies) but sadly does not say which race 
emerges earlier than the other! 

o Narrow-bordered Five Spot Burnet: Back on June 13, using dubious reasoning as 
with the above species, I thought I had found several of these on Harting Down near 
Midhurst. Since then I have seen no other reports of the species until now when 
Michael Skelton tells us that 'many' were out in the Bournemouth area on June 24 

o Festoon: Barry Collins trapped the first of the year at his home on the edge of Havant 
Thicket on June 24 

o European Corn-borer: First of year trapped at Portland on June 25 with a second 
found on the next night 

o Dolicharthria punctalis: First find at Rye Harbour on June 25 

o Synaphe punctalis: Another first for Rye on June 24 

o Dioryctria abietella: First for Portland Bill on June 25 

o Nephopterix angustella: Another first for Portland on June 25 

o Ancylosis oblitella: Another first for Portland on June 25 

o Swallow-tailed Moth: First taken at Rye on June 24 

o Privet Hawkmoth: Although the first had been seen by Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on 
June 15 both Barry Collins in Havant and Tony Wilson at Edburton (north of Brighton) 
were pleased to find fresh examples of this beauty on June 24 - Tony's find was 
presumably not yet a day old as he found it by day on a fence post where it had, I 
guess, been drying its wings. 

o Sand Dart: Not a first (that was recorded by Barry Collins on Thorney Island on June 
11) but it is of interest that this coastal rarity was found at Rye Harbour on June 25 

o Smoky Wainscot: Rye Harbour had the first on June 26 

o Star Wort: Another first for Rye Harbour on June 24 

o The Miller: Barry Collins had the first in Havant on June 24 

o Reddish Light Arches: Another first for Rye Harbour on June 25 

o Mullein Moth caterpillars: First report of these eye-catching beasts comes from Rye 
Harbour on June 24 and is of interest as they were on the alternative foodplant of 
Buddleia. 

3. Other Insects 

o Longhorn Beetles: I was recently shown a photo of a large Longhorn beetle taken in 
Stansted Forest and told the person wanting to have a name for it that (according to 
Michael Chinery 'Field Guide to Insects of Britain' 1976 edition) there are some 70 
species of Longhorn beetle in Britain of which only three are illustrated in that book and 
of those one called Cerambyx cerdo was nearest to his photo, so I suggested that the 
finder do an internet search on both the specific name Cermabyx cerdo and the family 
name Cerambycidae to see if he could get a better match (not having broadband I have 
never yet wasted my online time making Google searches!). 



My reason for mentioning this is to give vent to further 'grumpiness' about the way in which 
professional naturalists make life so very difficult for us amateurs by constantly renaming 
everything - you may recall my gripes about the new scheme of giving 'English Names' to 
fungi. I suspect in this case that my advice about the Longhorn beetle will be fruitless as the 
beetle will by now have a totally different name and I see that that is true in the case of one 
common beetle of this group which I have always known as Strangalia maculata. On June 24 
a picture of one of these beetles appeared on the Hampshire BC website under the name 
Rutpela maculata and earlier this month you may recall my moans about the fact that when a 
Snake Fly was found in Stansted Forest it was given a name that does not exist in my two 
Insect books, both by Michael Chinery (published in 1976 and 1986 respectively) and trusted 
by me over the years. Now I am told that said Michael Chinery has published a new book in 
2005 giving every species (well, maybe not every one) a new name! 

OTHER 

1. Fungus: Despite the dry weather there has been fresh growth of the fungus Agrocybe 
cylindracea on a Crack Willow at Emsworth's Brook Meadow (the new English name of this 
fungus is Poplar Fieldcap) 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2506 

Tue 27 June 

A. Warblington and Langstone 

After yesterday’s rain today’s warmer air suggested a gentle walk this afternoon and so I head 
towards Warblington to check on the Round-leaved Fluellen which should by now be 
flowering in the cemetery - which it was. 

On the way out I found more Great Willowherb flowering near the Museum and saw the first 
flowers of Danewort at the Lymbourne triangle where I had the bonus of a single male 
Common Blue Damselfly briefly resting on a leaf. 

Along the ‘twitchel’ path east of Wade Court Road I passed Pellitory of the Wall in flower and 
the bright yellow of Tutsan as well as a plant of Feverfew. In the section after crossing Norris 
Gardens I was surprised to find Shining Cranesbill in flower (but with tiny flowers on 
dessicated plants after the long drought). 

In Church Lane at Warblington I saw may first Knotgrass in flower and above the farm the sky 
suddenly filled with some 25 chattering Swallows (presumably birds already heading south 
with their young). As well as the Fluellen in the Cemetery I found the first, albeit tiny, plant of 
Black Nightshade in flower and in the field west of the cemetery a male Kestrel was hovering 
near the seawall. 

Heading west on the seawall I saw a ring of yellow on one opening flower of Golden Samphire 
but could not claim it was yet in flower and I had the same problem with the Sea Purslane and 
Grass-leaved Orache though Sea Beet was definitely in flower. 

Between Pook and Wade Lanes, with the tide only recently starting to fall, I had close views of 
a Common Tern searching for fish in the retreating shallows, and while watching it I noticed a 
slightly unusual gull arrive on the shore - turning my attention to it I found I was looking at a 
juvenile Med Gull, making this the first year that I have seen a juvenile Med before seeing a 
juvenile Black-Headed. Less exciting on the shore were a couple of Crow families with noisily 
begging juveniles. 

Chatting to someone at Langstone Pond I watched a Reed Warbler enter and leave the same 
patch of reeds three or four times - presumably feeding young in a hidden nest though I heard 
no sound of the young and did not see the adult carrying food. 

Coming back up the Billy Trail I added Enchanter’s Nightshade to my flowering list (a bit later 
than other people’s sightings of it!) 

Mon 26 June 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2506


A. Around Havant 

A couple of new flowering plants seen around Havant today deserve a mention. The first was 
the Lime Tree growing at the entrance to St Faith’s Church in the centre of the town - I have 
never seen one so crowded with fresh flowers which seem to have appeared overnight. The 
other plant first seen today was Great Willowherb - a couple of plants were in flower by the 
Homewell stream, in the water of which I noticed the flowering heads of Reed Canary Grass 
for the first time. 

One other thing worth a mention is that under the low cloud which brought rain for much of the 
day a couple of Swifts could be seen hawking insects, suggesting that just one pair are 
nesting in my part of Havant this year and now have young in need of feed despite the weather 
that would send any non-breeding Swifts far from the drab conditions here. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 19 - 25 (WEEK 25) 

Sun 25 June 

BIRDS  

1. Eider: A young male was seen in Langstone Harbour from the Hayling Oysterbeds during the 
guided walk around the nature reserve during the 'Open Day' there on June 23. 

2. Quail: A single bird found at Dungeness on June 20 was only the second report I have seen 
this year - the first was of two birds at Beachy Head on June 3 

3. Lapwing: As many as 500 were back at Rye Harbour by June 20 

4. Green Sandpiper: A few of these are also being reported as back at Rye Harbour, Pulborough 
Brooks and the Lower Test marshes at Southampton where three were seen on June 22 

5. Med Gull: With the substantial increase in numbers nesting at Rye Harbour this year we are 
now seeing daily increases in the number at Dungeness - 12 birds there on June 12, 32 by 
June 17 and 43 by June 23. Brian Fellows also tells us that when he was at the Hayling 
Oysterbeds 'Open Day' on June 23 the RSPB warden (Chris Cockburn) told him that 264 pairs 
are nesting on the Langstone Harbour Islands this year and looking back through my notes I 
see that compares with 110 pairs raising 165 fledged young in 2005, 57 pairs in 2004 and 20 
pairs in 2003. Note that Brian actually reported this year's count as 264 birds (not pairs) but I 
am assuming the figure was meant to be in pairs partly because Chris always publishes his 
breeding results in terms of nesting pairs and partly because the figure he gave for Black 
Headed Gulls (4923) is an odd number meaning that one bird must have been a lone parent or 
part of a menage a trois. 

6. Black-headed Gull: I have already given June 16 as the first date on which a juvenile was 
seen away from its nest (at Christchurch Harbour). Now we have two more reports of young 
birds - three were near the mouth of the R Itchen in Southampton on June 21 and one was at 
the Testwood Lakes, also near Southampton, on June 22.  

I have given Chris Cockburn's count of 4923 breeding pairs on the Langstone Harbour islands 
above - it shows a small increase over the latest previous counts which I can find (4587 pairs in 
2004 and 4479 pairs in 2003 with just 549 pairs in 1996, 6 pairs in 1992 and 2 pairs in 1986) 
For those who do not remember the great move of the breeding Black Headed Gulls from 
Chichester to Langstone Harbour I have also checked the nest counts for Stakes Island 
(between the south of Thorney Island and the Cobnor penninsula) - in 1982 there were 1480 
pairs there increasing to 1563 in 1988 and 1731 in 1990 but high tides washed out most of the 
nests in 1994, 95 and 96 with the result that not a single chick fledged from only 34 nests in 
1996 and in 1997 the gulls gave up and moved to Langstone Harbour where the 1996 count of 
549 nests increased to 1415 (with 1370 fledged young) in 1997. 



7. Gull-billed Tern: It seems that last year's bird may be back on the Sussex coast - on May 25 
one was seen at Dungeness then at Worthing on June 11, Selsey on June 14 and now back at 
Worthing on June 21 

8. Sand Martin: A count of the colony nesting in the Christchurch Harbour area came up with 178 
tunnels but gave no indication of how many were occupied. It did however discover a threat to 
the young birds that I was unaware of - numerous Crows had stationed themselves around the 
nest cliff, ready to pick off any youngsters that came to the mouth of their tunnels and did not 
retreat in time to avoid the claws and bills of the Crows. The report on the CHOG website gives 
no idea of how many Crows were successful in grabbing young Sand Martins. If any do survive 
to start flying I am sure they will then attract Hobbies to further thin out the population of 
inexperienced young birds. 

9. Fieldfare: John Clark has received a report of at least two sightings (on June 18 and 22) of a 
Fieldfare in the Pitts Wood area of the north west New Forest, and he is asking for confirmation 
that the bird really is a Fieldfare and not, perhaps, a strangely marked Mistle Thrush 

10. Reed Warbler: A rather late migrant arrived at Portland Bill on June 23 and another bird was in 
full song in scrub on the Sussex Downs at Cissbury Ring on the same day, both birds doing 
their best to prove that there is an exception to every rule. 

11. Garden Warbler: One in scrub at the Hayling Oysterbeds was singing for visitors to the 'Open 
Day' on June 23 

12. Red-backed Shrike: The fourth report which I have seen this year comes from Portland Bill on 
June 23. Two of the three previous reports have been at Portland on May 29 and June 2, the 
other sighting was at Dungeness on June 1 

PLANTS 

1. Welsh Poppy: This latest garden escape to appear in the Nore Barn woodland on the 
Emsworth/Warblington shore gave me a pleasant surprise on the evening of June 24 when I 
spotted the bright yellow flowers among long grass under the trees near the seawall path. I 
don't recall hearing of this species being found anywhere in the Havant area before now 
though I see the Hants Flora records a roadside find at Buriton near Petersfield in 1989. 

2. Not Childing Pink: I would imagine the true identity of the Pink species on Hayling's Sinah 
Common has been published by now but I have still to discover what I should call this plant. As 
well as being a smaller plant than the Childing Pink found at Pagham it also flowers at a much 
earlier date each year and by June 23 there was not a single hint of green on any of 60+ plants 
that I saw with dried and open seed capsules on dead stems - the number I could still see was 
an indication that the species is flourishing here. 

3. Rose Campion (Lychnis coronaria): This was starting to flower on the dry ground near 
Gunner Point south of the Hayling Golf Course on June 23 

4. Nottingham Catchfly: The one small mound of earth just south of the Hayling Golf Course on 
which these plants grow had, on June 23, the biggest show that I can recall seeing - perhaps 
100 plants though I did not try to count them. A few still had flowers but most were in seed. 

5. Hare's Foot Clover: Great masses of this were flowering inconspicuously in the Sinah 
Common area of Hayling on June 23 

6. Goat's Rue: The blue flowers which grow in the overflow carpark at the Stoke Bay site on 
Hayling were still fresh but had clearly been out for a week or more when I was there on June 
23. I have not yet been to look for the larger colony of white flowered plants on Hayling's North 
Common. 

7. Bladder Senna: The long established small tree of this which grows beside the path along the 
east shore of the Kench on Hayling had many bright yellow flowers on June 23 

8. Fragrant Agrimony: Last year I was introduced to this species at two sites on Hayling, one of 
them in the 'central reservation' of the Hayling Coastal path not far north of Saltmarsh Lane, 



and I am pretty sure that several large plants that I passed on June 23 were of this species 
though I did not stop to check if the outer spines of the 'burs' were down turned (and am not 
sure if this can be seen until the seeds start to develop - at the moment there are flowers only). 

9. Pellitory of the Wall: On June 23 Brian Fellows was the first to find these plants in flower on 
the brickwork of the bridge by which the A259 road crosses the north end of the Slipper Mill 
Pond in Emsworth 

10. Bell Heather: Richard Carpenter has already told us that Common (Ling) Heather was 
flowering on Browndown, west of Gosport, on June 12 and I suspect that the Bell Heather 
which covers the north edge of the Hayling Golf Course south of the Kench may have been in 
flower then or soon after to judge by the show I found on June 23. 

11. Sea Bindweed: The large and lovely flowers of this plant were showing through the sandy soil 
at various points along the south Hayling shore on June 23 

12. Pale Toadflax: This was just starting to flower at its only Hayling Island site (not far north of the 
Inn on the Beach) on June 23 

13. Bugloss (Anchusa arvensis): A few plants were in flower on the very dry ground near the 
Beachlands Skate Park on June 23 - no doubt others can be seen at the entrance to the Black 
Point Sailing Club (north end of the causeway). 

14. Perennial Sowthistle: This was just starting to flower on June 23 

15. Wild Onion/Crow Garlic: These plants had dropped the cellophane wrapping from their 
flower heads at south Hayling on June 23 

16. Bulrush/Reedmace: After a lifetime of calling Typha species by the English name of Bulrush it 
seems only a few years ago that we were told we must call them Reedmace (reserving the 
name Bulrush for Schoenoplectus species). Francis Rose, in his Wildflower key, begins his 
description of Typha with a remark that it is often wrongly called Bullrush (sic with two Ls). I 
mention this as it was brought to my attention by an observation from Brian Fellows telling us 
that on June 21 the Bulrushes were flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth and I had to clear 
my mind by checking that this is once again the English name used by Stace for Typha latifolia. 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Southern Hawker: What I took to be one of these was patrolling the peripheral fence of 
the Hayling Golf Club on June 23 

o Golden Ringed Dragonfly: Richard Carpenter reported one in the Botley Woods area 
on June 11 and now I have a second report of one seen at Puttles Bridge (Beaulieu 
Heath area of the New Forest) on June 22 

o Keeled Skimmer: More than 14 of these were seen at Puttles Bridge on June 22 (first 
report for the year) 

o Common Darter: A report from Rye Harbour said that these were starting to emerge at 
Castle Water on June 23 giving some credence to my possible sighting of one hovering 
over the Hayling Coastal Path as I cycled along it that day 

2. Butterflies 

o Large Skipper: The first of the regular reports of this species started on June 4 but 
there had been a possible report of one seen as early as May 12. Between these two 
dates I now see that Mike Gwilliam found one flying at the Gosport Defence Munitions 
site on May 31 

o Purple Hairstreak: Mark Swann had a privileged view of the first for this year in the 
New Forest (Church Place near Ashhurst) on June 22. The butterfly was sunning itself 



on an oak leaf and would probably have escaped attention had not Mark been crossing 
a bridge over the railway, bringing his eye level up to the height at which the butterfly 
was perched, Mike Gibbons had one in his Christchurch garden on the next day (June 
23) 

o White-letter Hairstreak: Bernard Dempsey had the first of the year - seven of them 
near elms at Peartree Green in the unlikely area of Woolston at the mouth of the Itchen 
in Southampton. 

o Holly Blue: One seen at Cissbury Ring on the Sussex Downs on June 20 could have 
been the first of the summer generation (or the last of the spring!) There were regular 
sightings throughout May but only two previous June sightings on June 4 and 10. 

o White Admiral: Six new reports for the period June 20 to 23 show that these are now 
'well out' as are Silver Washed and Dark Green Fritillaries 

o Comma: Summer brood insects are starting to appear. The last spring report was on 
May 11, then on June 2 Mike Gibbons reported the emergence of a 'hand reared' pupa. 
Now we have the first two 'wild' sightings in the New Forest on June 22 and at Bentley 
Wood on June 23 

3. Moths 

o Six-spot Burnet: Peter Vaughan had the first in Dorset on June 4 and now we have a 
report from Stockbridge Down in Hampshire on on June 23 

4. Other Insects 

o Glow-worm: First report of the year comes from Darwell Wood near Battle (north of 
Hastings) where at least 10 were seen on the evening of June 19 

OTHER 

1. Frog: I have just received an email reporting a number of dead Frogs in a garden pond and 
asking if I had heard of other cases of dying Frogs to which the answer is no, but only (I think) 
because so many have died in past years that there are few left to die now.  

Looking back through my notes I see that in February 1998 one lady told me that she had had 
around 100 Frogs in her garden pond each year until they started to vanish in the early 1990s, 
and now (i.e. 1998) she had none in the pond though it was in a well vegetated rural garden 
where Frogs should flourish. She suggested that the Frogs were playing the role of the 
Canaries which miners used to take down into mines to warn them of the presence of 
poisonous gases (the warning comes when the Canary falls off its perch having died from the 
gas) - in this case the danger came from the thinning of the ozone layer allowing harmful 
radiation to reach the earth, fatally damaging the Frogs as a warning of the danger we humans 
were exposed to. 

Although I do not have the date I recall visiting a local school here in Havant in the late 1980s 
where a large pond in a substantial and otherwise healthy 'wildlife area' was littered with many 
(perhaps 100) dead Frogs both in and out of the water, and about that time I learnt that the 
problem was sufficiently widespread for a firm of ecologists called Herpetofauna Consultants 
International to have set up a 'Frog Mortality Unit' which was bringing them in a good income 
from investigating cases of dying frogs and giving people reports which basically said that they 
did not know the cause of the problem but thought it was caused by a virus and had named it 
'Red Leg' disease (that is not an accurate statement of the firm's activities - just my impression 
of the state of play!) 

Over the years I have heard of many cases of dying Frogs, some vividly describing the Frogs 
jumping about wildly 'as if they were on fire' and suddenly dropping dead - sometimes in a 
pond, sometimes out of it. My impression is that the problem occurs after the Frogs have left 
their breeding ponds and starts when a hot dry spell of weather puts the moisture loving 
creatures under a strain. I have no idea of the direct cause of the illness, but it is clear that 



when the Frogs begin to feel unwell their reaction is to head back to ponds where they hope to 
seek solace from whatever is making them feel unwell, and I think it is safe to say that the 
cause of death is quite unrelated to the water in the pond - it is not the water that is causing the 
Frogs to die, the dead bodies are only found in and around the pond because the Frogs head 
back to it hoping it will cure them. (Having said that a pondful of Frog corpses will soon become 
unhealthy if the bodies are not removed from it, so the only advice I can offer to people who 
suffer the unpleasant experience of finding their garden and pond littered with corpses is to put 
on stout gloves, collect the corpses and burn them as soon as possible) 

Sat 24 June 

A. Welsh Poppy in Nore Barn 

A very brief walk around the Nore Barn area in the evening sunlight gave me a surprise find of 
the bright yellow flowers of Welsh Poppy just inside the southern fringe of the woodland. I had 
been walking west along the seawall path from the Emsworth end, casually looking for any first 
flowers on Golden Samphire (none seen) and had turned in to the wood at the first marker 
post, aiming to cut through the woodland to the main path on the north side, when I noticed a 
patch of bright yellow half hidden in tall grass on my left. The large cup shaped flowers 
immediately confirmed this was not Greater Celandine, and as far as I know this is yet another 
addition to the unusual flora of this small wood - no doubt it came as a garden throw-out but it 
is none the less a welcome addition to the scenery. 

Fri 23 June 

A. West Hayling 

The weather was kind to those involved in running the ‘Open Day’ at the Hayling Oysterbeds 
which I visited briefly on my way to south west Hayling. As always there was one unexpected 
bonus from this visit - the song of a Garden Warbler in the scrub, something which I would 
instinctively have attributed to a Blackcap (mainly because I was not expecting Garden 
Warbler here) until Jason Crook named the bird and I listened more closely to its rather 
gabbled song with little variation in pitch. 

Heading south on the Coastal Path I saw my first Great Mullein in flower, plus what I am sure 
was Perennial Sowthistle (Sonchus arvensis) though I must admit to being too lazy to get 
off my bike to check it closely. 

Reaching Sinah Common I found Duke of Argyll’s Teaplant in flower and Wild Onion (Crow 
Garlic) showing its purple bulbils, but could not see any flowers on the Cock’s Eggs plants at 
the Staunton Avenue entrance to the common. 

One of the main objects of my visit was to see the ‘not Childing Pink’ plants (I still do not know 
what species they have been attributed to since they were recognised not to be Childing Pinks) 
but I was already too late - I counted over sixty open seed capsules showng the plants are 
flourishing, but did not see a hint of a flower though the surrounding area was made beautiful 
with the blue of Sheep’s Bit. 

Moving to the sandy soil by the beach huts I found my second objective in excellent health - 
Sea Bindweed - but turning west and passing the skate park I found the ground far to dry to 
support the clover species I hoped for but I did find a few plants of Bugloss (Anchusa 
arvensis - not Viper’s Bugloss) in flower. 

At the southeast corner of the minature golf course the Pale Toadflax was already starting to 
flower and as I continued west to the proper Golf Course I passed Stonechats and Linnets, 
and saw Small Heath and Common Blue butterflies and what I believe to have been a 
patrolling Southern Hawker dragonfly. 

South of the Golf Course a few flowers were left on the Sea Kale and many on the Sea Radish 
while Viper’s Bugloss was abundant. Rose Campion (Lychnis coronaria) was already in 
flower and Nottingham Catchfly was nearly all gone to seed though there were some flowers 
left - my impression was that this plant had much increased in number since I last saw it. 



Nothing more attracted my attention until I reached the Kench where a short excursion up the 
path on the east side of the inlet showed me that the Bladder Senna ‘tree’ had plenty of fresh 
bright yellow flowers. 

On my way back I glimpsed what must have been an early Common Darter, its long body 
briefly lit by sunlight coming through the trees at the southern end of the coastal path as it 
hovered in the air, and further up the track I heard a single Yellowhammer in song. Among the 
plants growing under the wooden barrier separating cyclists from horse-riders was plenty of 
fresh Agrimony and I am pretty sure some of the larger plants will have been the Fragrant 
Agrimony seen here last year. Further up the track I found the Goat’s Rue flowering well at 
the overflow carpark at Stoke Bay and nearing the northern end of the coastal path I saw a 
Marbled White butterfly resting on a Knapweed flower. 

Wed 21 June 

BIRDS 

1. Mute Swan: The saga of the late nesting Swans at Emsworth continues with pairs still sitting 
on nests at the Slipper Mill Pond and the entrance to the Marina. To add to the puzzlement a 
pair turned up in Emsworth Harbour on June 17 with six small cygnets in tow - I wonder if they 
came from the nest seen in the Northney Marina saltings area on June 3? 

2. Shelduck: Three broods have now hatched in Christchurch Harbour and by June 18 two of the 
families had merged into a communal creche - this practice allows most of the adults involved 
in breeding to get away to distant moulting areas leaving a minimal number of adults exposed 
to danger, balancing that danger against the danger of leaving the young unguarded. 

3. Black Kite: Dave Wallace had a prolonged view of one over Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley on 
June 18 and is sure it was not just another Red Kite. 

4. Goshawk: Lee Evans has made an interesting contribution to Hoslist, pointing out that the 
continuing expansion of Goshawks to all parts of Britain might not be to the benefit of other 
birds - not only are they hungry raptors increasing the toll on birds which Sparrowhawks hunt 
but they are large enough to take rarities such as Honey Buzzard (Lee knows of at least one 
case of this predation). As with the similar expansion of Eagle Owls in Britain, Lee points out 
the moral dilemma facing conservationists. With both species the origin of the birds concerned 
is not known - if they have arrived in this country of their own volition and find it suitable to their 
needs who are we to 'control them', but if they are the result of escapes from 'falconers' and are 
thus operating outside their 'natural range' maybe we should shoot on sight? 

5. Curlew Sandpiper: Birds which were presumably still on 'spring passage' were seen in 
southern England up to May 15. A sighting of 3 at Rye Harbour on June 17 suggests that their 
'autumn passage' has started. 

6. Snipe: One at Christchurch Harbour on June 17 was the first to return from breeding (there 
were also 65 Lapwings back on that day) 

7. Curlew: On June 20 the Portland Bill website said .. "A Curlew and a Sand Martin were typical 
early autumn arrivals at the Bill" 

8. Common Sandpiper: Also on their autumn journeys south were Common Sandpipers - one 
was in the Haywards Heath area of Sussex on June 18 and two were at Christchurch Harbour 
on June 20 

9. Sand Martin: This year's young birds were flying at Christchurch Harbour on June 17 (and as 
noted above one was already on autumn passage at Portland Bill on June 20) 

10. Yellow Wagtail: The first to be seen at Dungeness since April 28 was back on June 18 

11. Raven: Two family groups were seen on the Isle of Wight on June 17 

PLANTS 



1. Adder's Tongue Fern: Last year this species was first mentioned by Bob Chapman as being 
on show at Farlington Marshes on May 8 and I found a good show at the Hilsea Lines site in 
Portsmouth on May 25 but this year there has been no mention of it until Maurice Pugh found 
some at Aston Clinton in Buckinghamshire on June 4 (despite a visit to Hilsea Lines by the 
Havant Wildlife Group on June 17) 

2. Lesser Meadow Rue: On June 20 I at last found the plants on Portsdown (in the entrance to 
Portchester Common from Skew Road) in flower and was able to confirm their identity, adding 
another species to my person 'life list'. 

3. Dyer's Greenweed: Brian Fellows found the first in flower beside the unmade eastern section 
of Thornham Lane on Thorney Island on June 19 

4. Yellow Vetchling (Lathyrus aphaca): I have to apologise to John Goodspeed for doubting 
that he found this on Portsdown on June 14. His find definitely was of this species but in an 
area not listed in the Hants Flora and at a late date which happened to coincide with the time at 
which Lathyrus pratensis was just opening its flowers (in the years 2000 to 2003 when it could 
still be found on the IBM site at Portsmouth Lathyrus aphaca always appeared in May and the 
latest date I have found it there was June 14) 

5. Sickle Medick: The cluster of plants by the A3 'slip road' on Portsdown had a few flowers 
when I saw them on June 20 but I had the impression that the size of the cluster was smaller 
than in previous years. 

6. Greater Bird's Foot Trefoil: This was just starting to flower in a Botley garden on June 18 and 
was fully out on Portsdown on June 20 

7. Sainfoin: On June 20 I found the plants on Portsdown were nearly over but I do not have a 
date for their start of flowering 

8. Agrimony: This was first seen on June 17 at Hilsea Lines in Portsmouth by Brian Fellows 

9. Hoary Willowherb: This was in flower on Portsdown on June 20 

10. Enchanter's Nightshade: I am pretty sure this will be in flower by now as I found specimens 
with flower buds in a Botley garden on June 18 

11. Common Centaury: Brian Fellows was the first to report this with a find in the Thornham Point 
area of Thorney Island on June 19 

12. Squinancywort: Plenty of this in flower on Portsdown on June 20 but I do not have a 'first 
flowering' date. 

13. Musk Thistle: Lots of these on Portsdown on June 20 but again I do not have a first flowering 
date 

14. Bristly Oxtongue: First found flowering on Hilsea Lines on June 17 by Brian Fellows 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Southern Hawker: The first definite claim to have seen one on the wing comes from 
Norman Hunt in the Winchester area who had a female in his garden on June 18 

2. Butterflies 

o Small Skipper: The first report of one for this summer comes from Robert Beale in 
Havant Thicket on June 17 

o Clouded Yellow: One female was egglaying on Birds Foot Trefoil at Froyle in the Alton 
area on June 18 



o Black Hairstreak: First report of these for the year comes from Peter Eeles who found 
13 on the wing in Finemere Wood (no idea where that is - Oxfordshire?) on June 19 

o White Admiral: Following the sighting of the first at Fleet in north Hampshire on June 
15 another report comes from Ebernoe Common near Midhurst in Sussex on June 17 

o Dark Green Fritillary: The first report for the year comes from Ian Pratt on the Isle of 
Wight where he saw ten on June 17. On June 18 Ashley Whitlock had a good count of 
four on Portsdown 

o Silver Washed Fritillary: The first was seen in the Acres Down area of the New Forest 
on June 16 and on June 17 one sat on the finder's finger in woods at Laughton, north of 
Eastbourne 

o Ringlet: The first were seen on June 17 when Ashley Whitlock had one in Pamber 
Forest, north of Basingstoke and another was seen on the same day 'somewhere in 
East Sussex along the Wealdway from Crowborough into Kent'. On June 18 Adrian 
Hoskins had three at Stockbridge Down and on June 19 Peter Eeles had 2 at Finemere 
Wood. 

3. Moths 

o Agapeta humana: First report from Adrian Hoskins at Stockbridge Down on June 18 

o Gold Triangle: Maurice Pugh had the first at Cadnam in the New Forest on June 16 

o White Plume Moth: Another first for Maurice, also on June 16 

o Blotched Emerald: Another first for Maurice, also on June 16 

o Common Emerald: Another first for Maurice, also on June 16 

o Scorched Carpet: Another first for Maurice, also on June 16 

o Latticed Heath: First report is dated June 16 and comes from the Downs north of 
Worthing 

o Orange Moth: First report is of several which came to lights in West Walk woods in the 
Meon valley on the evening of June 16 

o Bordered White: Michael Skelton had 'many' on June 15 in the Setley area just north 
of Lymington 

o Privet Hawkmoth: Mauirce Pugh had the first of the year at Cadnam on June 15 

o Clouded Buff: Michael Skelton had the first on June 15 at Setley, and on June 16 
Bernard Dempsey found 4 in the Acres Down area near Lyndhurst 

o Scarlet Tiger: Simon Woolley saw the first of these beauties by the River Itchen near 
Winchester on June 17 before Mike Rafter saw them in the Test valley south of 
Romsey on June 18 

o Pale Shining Brown: One taken at Dungeness on June 18 is the first I have heard of. 

o Larva of Oak Rustic: What may have been the first caterpillar of this species to be 
found in Britain was seen on Holm Oak somewhere in the south of Hampshire on or 
around June 17 

4. Other Insects 

o Long Winged Conehead: A male was seen by Ralph Hollins on Portsdown on June 
20 



o Great Green Bush Cricket: A young female was also seen by Ralph on June 20 (plus 
a possible Volucella inanis hoverfly) 

OTHER 

Nothing to report 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun1806 

Tue 20 June 

A. Portsdown Hill 

This morning I visited three sites on the south slope of Portsdown in warm sunshine. The first 
was the carpark just east of the A3 from which I walked over the unmown grassland on both 
side of the road coming up from Portsmouth. One the east side I found lots of 
Squninancywort which has probably been flowering for some time but which I have not seen 
mentioned in reports from the hill. I also found the lovely Sainfoin which sadly was nearly over 
and with it were plenty of Pyramidal orchids but surprisingly I found no Bee orchids here (nor 
the Bastard Toadflax which I hoped to find with the Sainfoin in the area just below the 
carpark). Over on the east side of the road the Sickle Medick bush had a few flowers but the 
cluster of plants seemed a lot smaller than in recent years. On the steep bank down to the road 
one Hieracium species was in flower. 

My next stop was the first layby along Jame Callaghan Drive after the hilltop roundabout, and 
from here I walked west to the area just above the west end of the big Paulsgrove Chalk Pit. 
Here I found at least five Marbled White butterflies with several Meadow Browns (one pair 
mating). Other insects were my first Great Green Bush Cricket, a young female by no means 
full grown but substantially bigger than a Long Winged Conehead nearby. Later on I found a 
large hoverfly which I put down as Volucella inanis (not as large as V zonaria and having 
three equal bands across the abdomen) and I also had glimpses of at least two Hummingbird 
Hawkmoths in speedy flight plus a good look at a momentarily resting Painted Lady. 

Here I found Agrimony and Bristly Ox-tongue in flower and enjoyed the magnificent 
spectacle of the flowers which have shot up as the result of scrub clearance - masses of Musk 
Thistles, Weld, Vipers Bugloss, and many others. 

My next step was in Skew Road by the gate into Portchester Common where I wanted to have 
a look at the Meadow Rue plants clustering under the tall hedge on the north side of the 
entrances gate ‘complex’. They were now in flower, and from the sparseness of the flowers 
and the short-broad leaves I was able to confirm that this was Lesser Meadow Rue 
(Thalictrum minus) which I see is a chalk lover. Going on downhill to the large parking area 
before the bridge over the M27 I soon found my first Common Centaury, and on the other side 
of the road junction I found the Small Yellow Foxgloves (Digitalis lutea) in fresh flower. 
Nearby I found Greater Birds-foot-trefoil, and on the north slope just west of the road junction 
I noticed a single plant of Stinking Hellebore (still showing a reddish rim around the petals of 
the almost dead flowers). 

Back in my own garden, digging a hole in which to plant a new Apple Tree, I was very surprised 
to dig a young Slow-worm out of the soil - presumably it had found a crevice in the dry soil and 
followed it down to escape predators and the noon-time heat. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 12 - 18 (WEEK 24) 

Sun 18 June 

A. Invitation to an ‘Open Day’ at the Hayling Oysterbeds 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun1806


From 8am to 6pm on Friday 23rd June a number of wildlife experts and officers from the 
various conservation organisations (RSPB and Hampshire Wildlife Trust as well as the County 
Council Countryside Rangers and Havant Borough officers) plus members of the Friends of 
Langstone Harbour, will be on hand at the Oysterbeds to show you the wildlife of the reserve 
and answer your questions.  

This is a great opportunity both to see the wildlife of the reserve through the eyes of the experts 
but also to meet the people involved with running the reserve. 

Guided walks will take place on an ad hoc basis and telescopes will be available to give you 
close up views of the nesting birds - and it goes without saying on this open reserve that you 
are free to wander at will everywhere except on the seawalls where the birds are nesting or 
would be disturbed by your presence. 

High tide will be at 10:10am (only 4.2 metres) so the morning may be the best time to see the 
terns fishing close in but there will be many things to see throughout the day (even if you can 
only manage a half day off work in the afternoon). 

If you have never visited the site before just follow the road to Hayling Island and look out for an 
Esso Garage on your right 1 km after crossing the bridge. Immediately beyond the garage (and 
before some traffic lights) turn right down a track which leads to a (free) shore carpark. Signs at 
the north end of this carpark will direct you to the action. 

For further details please contact Jason Crook (Summer Warden) on 07970 564545 

BIRDS  

1. Storm Petrel: An unconfirmed report of 3 off Selsey Bill on June 14 - can there still be more to 
come? 

2. Snow Goose: A group of five flew west over Portland on June 13 

3. Canada Geese: Last week I was wondering if the influx to the IBM Lake of around 150 Canada 
Geese plus a Greylag and an Embden Goose had come from Baffins Pond but this week Brian 
Fellows went to Baffins on June 16 and found 149 Canada Geese plus the expected two 
Embdens still there - while they could have flown back from the IBM lake I doubt they did so 
and suspect that both flocks are settled at their chosen moulting sites and will not fly again until 
they have new feathers. At Budds Farm in Havant on June 15 I was pleased to see that the pair 
of Canada Geese there had lost three of their four goslings and now only have one left. 

4. Brent Goose: June 10 seems a late date on which to see a mgrant Brent but one did fly east 
past Splash Point at Seaford (west of Beachy Head) on that day. I doubt it will get as far as 
Siberia! 

5. Shelduck: One of the two pairs at Budds Farm pools here in Havant had a single duckling with 
it on June 15 - its parents were lazing on the surface as the duckling continuously made deep 
dives in search of food. 

6. Red Kite: While we are banned from mentioning these birds when they are seen in Hampshire 
the same embargo is not enforced in neighbouring counties and the SOS website has reports 
of at least 20 sightings so far this month (I have not bothered to log them all) coming from all 
over Sussex. At Ventnor on the IoW one birder tells us that a Kite has taken scraps of meat 
from his garden. 

7. Lapwing: The first of this year's young were already flying at Pulborough Brooks on June 14 
but elsewhere it seems that many pairs have failed to breed and are back at the coast early. 
On June 16 more than 40 were back at Christchurch Harbour and more than 200 were back in 
fields at Pett Level on the shore of Rye Bay. Also on that day I checked the Warblington fields 
to see if the four birds which had unexpectedly appeared there on my previous visit (two of 
them appearing to be a pair with the male displaying) were still around - I could not see them 
but did see four birds on the mud off Langstone pond. 



8. Ruff: One which turned up at Christchurch Harbour on June 13 seems to have been a 
returning migrant. 

9. Marsh Sandpiper: This week's 'best bird' was a Marsh Sandpiper which appeared on the 
Dungeness RSPB reserve on June 14 and was still there next day. 

10. Pomarine Skua: This year's Selsey 'Pom King' is Jim Weston with a score of 45 Poms out of 
the total of 61 birds logged there during the spring passage 

11. Mediterranean Gull: Rye Harbour has some 75 nesting pairs there this year following a steep 
rise in the breeding population since the first pair nested there in 1996. Last year 37 pairs 
nested and produced 40 young. Langstone Harbour still has the largest breeding colony (as far 
as I know) and last year 110 pairs produced 165 fledged young. 

12. Black-headed Gull: Christchurch Harbour reports the first juvenile to be seen on June 16 - I 
assume this to be a fledged bird away from its nest but that is not stated so this may be news of 
the first to hatch. More precise news comes from Portsmouth and Southsea Railway Station 
where Mark Tutton has had several sightings of a leucistic Black-headed Gull over the past 
week - it appears to be all white but Mark says .. "It is always in the company of summer 
plumage BH Gulls and although I have not managed to observe it through binoculars yet I have 
had some close views from my workplace. Its legs and bill are the same colour as the BH gulls 
and if you look closely you can see the remnant BH markings as a very light beige wash 
through white plumage" 

13. Gull-billed Tern: One was seen flying east past Goring Gap at Worthing on June 11 and there 
has been a further report of one from Selsey Bill on June 14. Last year what was probably a 
single bird turned up at Dungeness on May 4, stayed there until May 15, then flew west as far 
as Titchfield Haven (May 23) before settling down at the mouth of the R Adur at Shoreham 
from May 26 to June 6. It went back to Titchfield on June 8 with was last seen at Selsey on 
June 26 

14. Wood Pigeon: Large flocks of non-breeding birds continue to roam the countryside - on June 
16 Portland reported a flock of around 100 passing over and at Pett Level (Rye Bay) Cliff Dean 
was puzzled to see a large flock in fields there as if it was still winter. 

15. Little Owl: The first juvenile to be reported out of the nest was seen at Blackwater (south of 
Newport) on the IoW on June 16 

16. Long-eared Owl: The owl which was unexpectedly found dead at Christchurch Harbour on 
Apr 14 is now in the hands of a taxidermist who reports a single wound probably caused by an 
airgun pellet which shattered the bird's spine. 

17. Alpine Swift: A report from Ventnor (IoW) is of one over a garden on June 3 

18. Bee Eater: Mark Palmer heard one in the Hill Head area near Titchfield on June 15 but never 
saw it 

19. Grey Wagtail: Following the sighting of a juvenile at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on June 7 I 
saw a family group in the Langbrook Stream (pool downstream of the West Mill at Langstone) 
on June 15 - the adult pair had at least one juvenile with them. 

20. Pied Wagtail: A family of four juveniles were seen in Newtown Harbour (IoW) on June 16 

21. Willow Warbler: The bird heard recently singing a combined Willow/Chiffchaff song at Pett 
Level was still doing so on June 16, and on June 14 Pete Hughes (Pulborough Brooks warden) 
reported the same mixed song from a Willow Warbler at Pulborough (he also heard Water Rail 
screams coming from a Song Thrush). 

22. Starling: Despite the apparent severe decline in Starling numbers this year an evening 
pre-roost of around 1000 birds assembled on power lines above the Langstone South Moors 
on the evening in June 15 

PLANTS 



1. Common Meadow-rue: Richard Carpenter found this in flower at Titchfield Haven on June 10, 
reminding me to check the plants which appear to be of this species but in an unusal dry 
habitat on chalk, forming a large colony just inside the gate from Skew Road on Portsdown into 
Portchester Common 

2. Opium Poppy: My first was flowering by Southmoor Lane outside Budds Farm at Havant on 
June 15 

3. Yellow-horned Poppy: This was in flower at Hook/Warsash on June 4, a week before the 
plants were reported at Rye Harbour in my last update 

4. Field Pepperwort: Flowering on Portsdown on June 13 but already having some seeds - 
found by John Goodspeed 

5. Perforate St John's Wort: First found by Brian Fellows at Fort Cumberland (Eastney, 
Southsea) on June 16 

6. Nottingham Catchfly: Found in flower at Browndown (west of Gosport) by Richard Carpenter 
on June 12 

7. Bastard Toadflax: John Goodspeed found this flowering on Portsdown on June 13 

8. Meadow Cranesbill: Flowering in a field adjacent to Catherington Down at Waterlooville on 
June 14 

9. French Cranesbill (G. endressii): Flowering the dusty roadside of Harts Farm Way at 
Broadmarsh in Havant on June 16 

10. Tufted Vetch: First was found by Richard Carpenter near Botley Woods (Fareham) on June 
11 

11. Fodder Vetch: This large version of Tufted Vetch was found on Portsdown on June 14, 
reported by John Goodspeed. I see that the Hants Flora has an entry for one of the Tufted 
Vetch variants (Vicia tenuifolia - Fine-leaved Vetch) but not for Vicia villosa - Fodder Vetch. 

12. Smooth Tare: This was out on the Broadmarsh mountain grassland on June 16 

13. Yellow Vetchling (Lathyrus aphaca): John Goodspeed uses the name Yellow Vetchling for a 
find which he made on Portsdown on June 14 but I suspect he is referring to Lathyrus pratensis 
- the common bright yellow vetchling normally known as Meadow Vetchling which is just 
opening its flowers rather than the rare species (which can I think only be found in the 
Portsmouth area on Milton Common nowadays, and which would probably have been found in 
flower at an earlier date) 

14. Meadow Vetchling: I found this just starting to flower in the Warblington farm fields on June 16 

15. Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus hirsutus): I was delighted to find a great show of this in flower on 
the Broadmarsh Mountain at Havant on June 16 - see my diary entry for that day for more 
detail. The plant was first found there three or four years ago and it remains the only site for it in 
Hampshire. 

16. Kidney Vetch: Brian Fellows found this flowering at Eastney on June 16 

17. Burnet Rose: These were flowering at Browndown when Richard Carpenter was there on 
June 12 

18. Meadowsweet: Brian Fellows found this in flower at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on June 13 

19. Dropwort: This started to flower at a regular site on Catherington Down (Waterlooville) on 
June 15 but a more interesting find was made the same day on Portsdown where it has 
emerged thanks to recent scrub clearance. 

20. White Stonecrop: This was well out in Warblington cemetery on June 16 



21. Small Nettle: This was also flowering on the Warblington farm fields on June 16 - first record 
for the year. 

22. Knotted Hedge Parsley: The roadside colony on Southmoor Lane leading to Budds Farm 
was flourishing on June 15 

23. Wild Carrot: Richard Carpenter was the first to report this in flower - on June 12 at Browndown 

24. Redshank: Lots of this already flowering on June 16 in the 'waste land' adjacent to the new 
cemetery extension at Warblington 

25. Ling Heather: Richard Carpenter found this out at Browndown on June 12 

26. Brookweed: Plenty in flower at Warblington Farm in the marshy SSSI on June 16 

27. Bog Pimpernel: Just starting to flower in the Warblington SSSI on June 16 

28. Early Gentian: The Hants Flora records a find on Portsdown (near the Paulsgrove Chalk Pit) 
by Michael Bryant in 1975, and this year on June 12 Richard Jones discovered a single plant at 
that same site after years of oblivion 

29. Bindweed: Both Hedge and Large Bindweed started to flower in the past week. 

30. Small Yellow Foxglove (Digitalis lutea): John Goodspeed found these had started to flower 
on Portsdown above Portchester on June 15 

31. 'Large Yellow Rattle' (Rhinanthus rumelicus): This continental species is said to have had a 
foothold at Fort Cumberland in Eastney (Southsea) for some years and Brian Fellows may 
have seen it on June 16 

32. Black Horehound: This was in flower by Southmoor Lane in Havant on June 15 

33. Wood Sage: Found in flower at Browndown by Richard Carpenter on June 15 

34. Ivy Broomrape (var monochroma): On June 15 John Goodspeed found this had 
re-appeared where it was seen last year in a housing estate close to the south west corner of 
the bridge taking Hill Road over the M27 as it climbs Portsdown from Portchester. 

35. Harebell: Not yet reported from any downland but a large flowered version (garden escape?) 
had re-appeared at Fort Cumberland in Eastney when Brian Fellows was there on June 16 

36. Sheep's Bit: Also first flowers at Fort Cumberland on June 16 

37. Ladies Bedstraw: Richard Carpenter was the first to find this in flower in the Brownwich area 
west of Titchfield Haven on June 16 

38. Field Scabious: Found flowering on Portsdown by John Goodspeed on June 13 (with Small 
Scabious which Brian Fellows had found at Fort Purbrook on June 10) 

39. Common Ragwort: The first flowers were open in the Havant area on June 15 

40. Spear Thistle: First flower in Havant on June 16 

41. Creeping Thistle: First flowers on the Langstone South Moors on June 15 

42. Black Knapweed: Flowering at Brownwich on June 16 - found by Richard Carpenter 

43. Greater Knapweed: First found by John Goodspeed on Portsdown on June 13 

44. Black Bryony: Flowers found by Richard Carpenter by the Titchfield Canal path on June 10 

45. Stinking Iris: Also found by Richard at Titchfield Haven on June 14 

46. Fragrant orchid: Some 40 plants were in flower at Catherington Down by June 14, seen by 
Stephen Harwood 



47. Lesser Butterfly orchid: First was found by Steve Keen in the New Forest on June 16 

48. Southern Marsh Orchid: A quick wander round the orchid field at the Langstone South Moors 
on June 15 gave me an estimate of at least 1000 flowering spikes. 

49. Star Sedge: Richard Carpenter found this flowering by the Titchfield Canal path on June 19 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Scarce Chaser: Mike Gibbons has both males and females at this Christchurch 
garden pond (on of before June 11) 

o White-legged Damselfly: Mike Gibbons also has these in his garden - first report for 
this year 

2. Butterflies 

o Swallowtail: The British insects were out at Strumpshaw Fen in Norfolk when Peter 
Eeeles was there on June 13 

o Clouded Yellow: Two more sightings in Hampshire plus two in East Sussex bring the 
year's total in my database to 26 reports 

o Silver-studded Blue: 16 of these were out on Beaulieu Heath for Alan Thornbury on 
June 16 - first of year 

o Large Blue: Peter Eeles went to Collard Hill in Somerset on June 16 and watched one 
female from the stage of drying her wings to egglaying after disappearing into a bush 
with a male. He was told that the first emerged this year on June 13. 

o White Admiral: First of the year seen in Hampshire on June 15 by John Hunt at Bartley 
Heath (Hook in north Hampshire) 

o Painted Lady: So far I have 108 reports covering 308 insects in my database - no 
doubt many thousands have arrived without being logged! On June 15 David Jode had 
more than 20 at East Dean near Eastbourne and at least ten were seen near St 
Catherine's Point on the IoW on June 16 as the invasion gains momentum. 

o Comma: The first of the summer generation (no doubt early as it was 'hand reared') 
emerged at Mike Gibbons home in Christchurch on June 2 and was released. 

o Heath Fritillary: Peter Eeles found more than 30 at Thrift Wood in Essex on June 13 
and Adrian Hoskins went to the Blean Woods near Canterbury on June 16, seeing 12 
of them 

o Marbled White: The first were flying at the west end of Portsdown on June 15 with 
singles seen independently by Andrew Brookes and John Goodspeed. 

3. Other insects 

o Snake Fly (Subilla conifis): John Goodspeed tells us that this species was found in 
Stansted Forest near the Brickkiln Ponds on June 16. My edition of Michael Chinery's 
"Insects of Britain" was published in 1976 and says that "we have four species of Snake 
Fly - all in the genus Rhaphidiidae - and adults are most likely to be found with oaks and 
pines in the summer months". Michael Chinery's more popular Collins Guide to the 
Insects of Britain and Western Europe (published in 1986) gives one species in the 
genus Inocellia and the three he gives in the genus Rhaphidia (he still says these three 
are the only ones to be seen in Britain), so I guess the insect found at Stansted was a 
recent arrival in Britain, but I have no more detail. (Perhaps it is more likely that the 
taxonomists have totally renamed this group!) 

o Stag Beetle: Another report from the Langstone area is dated June 15 



Fri 16 June 

A. Warblington Farm 

The weather was fine for this last Common Bird Census visit to the farm during which I found 
juveniles of eight species including families of Long Tailed, Great and Blue Tit, Greenfinch, 
Chaffinch and Whitethroat. Many young Starlings were around, mostly from nests 
elsewhere and there was one young Magpie. 

Swallows were entering the farm buildings regularly to feed young but there was a surprising 
shortage of House Sparrows and Collared Doves (have they taken their families elsewhere 
in search of food?) and I did not see a single juvenile Blackbird though many adults. Also not 
seen today (though they probably have raised young here) were Little Owl, Kestrel and 
Moorhen. At least five Skylark were present maybe with three nests between them if they are 
having a second attempt after their chosen fields were ploughed and planted with Sweetcorn 
after they would have started their first nests - it was encouraging to see that one pair had 
moved from those fields to a permanent grass field where they stand a much better chance of 
success. 

At least three Reed Warblers were singing at the reedbed where one Reed Bunting was 
singing continuously (and where the Cuckoo was heard). Another plus for this visit was to 
refind a single Yellowhammer singing in good habitat - it was there on one much earlier visit 
and was present last year so it may have a mate and young. 

Meadow Brown, Common Blue, Small Heath and Speckled Wood butterflies were all seen 
to represent resident species and both Red Admiral and Painted Lady migrants were seen. 

In the marshy SSSI I counted 189 Southern Marsh orchids but I did not get round to visiting 
the roadside area at the edge of the farm where Bee orchids should be flowering. Other new 
flowers were Bog Pimpernel and Brookweed in the marsh with my first Spear Thistle, 
Meadow Vetchling, Redshank and Small Nettle elsewhere. I also found my first Hogweed 
at what seems a late date. 

B. Lathyrus hirsutus at Broadmarsh 

With another pleasant evening I cycled to Broadmarsh to see if the Hairy Vetchling (Lathyrus 
hirsutus) might be in flower and found there was a surprisingly good display - far better than 
any I saw last year when I thought this plant was about to vanish from the Hampshire flora to 
which my chance discovery had added it a few years ago (when I was told that the nearest 
other known site for it was on the Essex marshes).  

If anyone is unfamiliar with this small version of the garden Sweet Pea (well worth seeing just 
for the ‘prettiness’ of its two tone - rose and cream - flowers) I suggest that you go to the 
Broadmarsh Slipway and start walking up the seawall path leading inland along the bank of the 
Hermitage Stream. Just before you reach the Harts Farm Way roadbridge there is an 
inconspicuous (but well worn) path leading steeply uphill through the trees. Go up this and at 
the top bear left until you reach the path which goes all round the outer edge of the hilltop 
grassland. The junction of the path you have just come up and this main path is marked by a 
substantial marker post, and to find the Hairy Vetchling this year walk at most two paces south 
from the marker along the main path and look in the grass on the uphill side of the path - you 
can see masses of it from the path but someone not knowing it was there could easily miss it 
among the mass of tall grass. 

The plant is a scrambler with very distinctive pairs of erect leaves looking somewhat like Hare’s 
ears, and with very long stalked flowers (two or three on each stem). The leaves are about 5 or 
6 cms long but narrow and folded so that the sides almost meet above the central vein (or 
‘keel’). The flowers are similar in size to those of Grass Vetchling but are distinctively two tone 
in colour with a reddish-purple standard and creamy wings and keel. 

Also flowering on the mound was lots of Hogweed. Smooth Tare. Zigzag Clover and Tufted 
Vetch. Coming home via Bedhampton Mill and Water Works I found hybrid Water Speedwell 
in flower and watched a male Sparrowhawk making a lazy display flight high overhead. 



Thu 15 June 

A. Langstone South Moors 

The sun came out in the evening to make a visit to the South Moors a very pleasant experience 
after a couple of chill and cloudy days, especially when I reached the ‘orchid field’ and found 
myself among some 1000 Southern Marsh orchids now at their best. To add to the interest 
around 1000 Starlings were assembling on the overhead power lines before heading off to an 
unknown night roost (in past years they used the Budds Farm sewage works and perhaps they 
still do despite the new buildings and enclosure of all the messy and smelly processes within 
them). 

I had parked in Southmoor Lane, and before getting to the orchids I had added Creeping 
Thistle and Opium Poppy to my first flowers list, and had seen a couple of Painted Ladies. 
Along new path to the Moors from the road a huge number of the uncommon Slender Thistles 
were still flowering. After seeing the orchids I continued down the Langbrook Stream in which a 
pair of Grey Wagtail with at least one juvenile made a colourful sight. At the seawall I found the 
tide at its lowest with a pair of adult Lesser Blackbacks adding colour to the mud. 

Budds Farm pools gave me my first baby Shelduck - a single juvenile with one of the two pairs 
on the water (the duckling was having to work very hard for its supper, continuously diving 
while its parents offered no help!). The Canada Goose pair seemed to have lost all but one of 
their goslings and at least one pair of Little Grebe were feeding noisy young on the water. I did 
not see a Ruddy Duck but the setting sun made viewing difficult but I did see a Swan 
apparently sitting on its nest (surely not another later nester?). In the air several Swifts and 
Swallows were looking for food and at least one House Martin was with them. From Budds 
Mound I could hear a Song Thrush singing loudly and a Linnet was chattering away in the 
Poplars on the mound. 

Driving back I stopped in the gateway marked Morrisons on the west side of Southmooor Lane 
and walked across the road to check the Knotted Hedge Parsley which is now in flower and 
flourishing. Coming back to the car I saw my first flowering Black Horehound clump at the 
roadside. 

Wed 14 June 

BIRDS 

1. Great Crested Grebe: These have been unknown on any of the Emsworth ponds in recent 
years so the arrival of a pair in breeding plumage, fishing and mutually displaying, on the 
Slipper Mill Pond on June 6 was a pleasant surprise for local residents but sadly they only 
stayed until the next day. 

2. Manx Shearwater: A count of 15 off Portland Bill on June 6 was normal for the time of year so 
there was excitement when the number increased to around 800 on June 12 but the count was 
down to just 2 birds seen on June 13 

3. Storm Petrel: The massive numbers of these in the English Channel in late May had all 
vanished by May 31 and with calmer weather since then it was a surprise to read of two more 
sightings - on June 8 one flew west off Climping (Worthing area) and on June 11 one was seen 
off Portland Bill. 

4. Bittern: There have been sightings of single birds in the Kent Stour Valley (after the wintering 
birds had left other south coast sites) on Apr 23, June 4 and June 10 - the last sighting being of 
a bird flying high to the west. Maybe it was that bird which surprised Cliff Dean at Pett Level 
(north of Hastings) when, on June 13, it flew in from the north east to land in the reeds around 
the Pett pools 

5. Little Egret: A single bird is still using the IBM Portsmouth site as its daytime base and it was 
there when I made the WeBS count on June 11. At other sites the number of Egrets is very 
slowly starting to increase as they return from breeding areas. One seen in the Carter's Farm 



area west of Rye on June 7 was said to be the first there for some time and by June 12 a count 
of 15 at Christchurch Harbour evinced the comment that numbers were now increasing there. 

6. Black Stork: On June 6 one was seen flying west in the Margate area of north Kent but I have 
seen no subsequent reports of it so far. 

7. Mute Swan: I cannot recall a year in which Swans were still sitting on late nests in June but 
that is the case in Chichester Harbour this year. What is thought to be a second attempt at 
nesting by the Emsworth Peter Pond pair, whose first nest failed, is ongoing on the Slipper Mill 
Pond. Another pair is nesting a few hundred yards away at the mouth of Emsworth Marina and 
a third nest is still in use at Bosham. A less unusual Swan saga seems to have been played out 
at the Portsmouth IBM Lake where a pair hatched 4 cygnets on May 13, not unduly late, and 
were seen with their cygnets on the IBM Lake on May 23 but not seen during the June 11 
WeBS count - I suspect that this family could not find enough weed in the lake and have again 
done what they have done in some previous years, that is walked their flightless cygnets a 
minimum of 500 metres to the weed rich Hilsea lines (old defensive moat). If the birds had the 
brains to do so they could have found a fairly safe route out of the IBM site, under the M27 
motorway, and thence across Portscreek to Hilsea Lido and the moat, but I suspect they will 
have got there via the more obvious route using the very busy main road coming out of 
Portsmouth and involving going the wrong way round the Portsbridge roundabout. 

8. Black Swan: These are popular birds to have in wildfowl collections where the birds are 
normally pinioned (i.e. have their flight feathers cut so they cannot take off) but these flight 
feathers are moulted and re-grew each year. As the new feathers complete their growth the 
birds will feel the urge to exercise them, and if their keepers are not in time with the re-pinioning 
the birds take off and fly away. This is probably the reason for the arrival of one on the 
Emsworth Town Millpond on June 8 (though it could be a feral bird wanting a change of 
scenery - a few years ago there were known to be at least six of them in the upper reaches of 
the Hamsphire Avon where at least one pair has bred successfully, and at Dawlish on the 
Devon coast a herd of a hundred or more is still. I think. a tourist attraction). Brian Fellows has 
been to the nearest site where they are kept (West Ashling Pond near Funtington west of 
Chichester) and confirmed that all five resident birds (plus this year's four cygnets) are still 
there. I have no idea how long the bird is likely to stay but it may move on when the Millpond is 
next drained of water - this draining has previously been on dates planned by Havant Borough 
but the decision has now been taken on by the Environment Agency. 

9. Greylag Goose: At the beginning of June each year Canada Geese move to suitable places at 
which to spend a month or more while they are flightless during their summer moult and 150 or 
so 'extra birds' arrived at the IBM Lake in Portsmouth for this purpose on June 5 where they 
were first seen by Kevin Stouse who spotted a Greylag amongst them and a large white goose 
which he assumed to be an albino Greylag but which, when I saw it on June 11, I recognized 
as one of the large white domestic goose breeds (probably an Embden but maybe a Roman 
Goose). I think the genuine Greylag may be a first for the IBM site. 

10. Brent Goose: On June 12 the chalk notice board at the southern entrance to the Hayling 
Oysterbeds area, on which Jason Crook lists the birds likely to be seen by visitors to the 
Oysterbeds, listed 11 Brent Geese and I assume this to be the total number summering in 
Langstone Harbour 

11. Shelduck: The first ducklings were a brood of 8 (now down to 7) seen at Christchurch Harbour 
on June 6 - these were followed by ducklings at Titchfield Haven on June 9 

12. Gadwall: Titchfield was the first with ducklings of this species - a brood of 13 on May 28 

13. Shoveler: Titchfield Haven has also done well with this species - the first brood hatching on 
June 3 and a second brood appearing on June 8 

14. Red-breasted Merganser: The chalk notice board at the Hayling Oysterbeds mentions that 
this species may be seen so I presume that at least one is still in Langstone Harbour. 



15. Peregrine: By June 13 three young had hatched in the nest on Chichester Cathedral spire and 
can be seen on a webcam (when they are not out of the picture using the shadow of the 
camera to escape the direct heat of the sun!) 

16. Red-legged Partridge: It is not unusual for these to turn up in suburban gardens at this time of 
year and this year a pair has been seen roaming through gardens in the village of Wisborough 
Green near Billingshurst in the Pulborough area of Sussex. Nearer home I almost ran over one 
in Forestside village as I was approaching Stansted Forest on my way back from Harting Down 
on June 13. 

17. Common Crane: An unauthenticated reported said that two had been seen in the Sandwich 
Bay area of Kent on June 7 

18. Snipe: The sound of Snipe drumming over their breeding territories must have been heard at 
many sites in the south long before now but the only specific mentions of this that I have seen 
have been on the Kent Stour Valley website referring to June 2, 4 and 10 

19. Black-tailed Godwit: More than 100 non-breeding birds have remained in the Solent area. On 
May 28 a count of 100+ was made at Titchfield Haven and on June 7 a count of more than 110 
came from Yarmouth on the IoW 

20. Green Sandpiper: The last winter bird in Hampshire was seen at the Testwood Lakes on Apr 
30 and by June 10 two were back there. In between those dates there had been just one report 
of a single at Yarmouth (IoW) on May 8 

21. Little Gull: One or more 'sub-adult' birds have been at Titchfield Haven recently with reports of 
a single bird there on June 7, 8 and 11 (described differently on each day as 'second summer', 
'immature', and 'first summer' but quite likely to have been the same bird) 

22. Common Gull: During my birding life I have always thought that none of these breed south of 
the Scottish border but on June 13 the Rye Bay website gave us the news that a pair have 
nested this year at Rye Harbour for the first time since 1963. 

23. Herring Gull: Another bit of unexpected gull news came from Christchurch Harbour where, on 
June 9, a large easterly movement of gulls was noted with 470 Herring, 130 Lesser and 70 
Greater Blackbacks flying past Hengistbury Head for no obvious reason. With them were 11 
Kittiwakes and 160 Sandwich Terns. 

24. Caspian Tern: Two anonymous Birdguides reports said that one flew west past Sandy Point 
on Hayling on June 10 and was seen again later that day passing Taddiford Gap at the 
extreme west end of the Solent. 

25. Roseate Tern: Single birds were seen off Titchfield Haven on June 7 and 9 and at least three 
(maybe five) were at Christchurch Harbour on June 9. Since then the only report I have seen is 
of one fishing in Rye Bay on June 13 

26. Little Tern: The Rye Bay website reported on June 13 that the first chicks had just hatched in 
the nests of the 20 pairs breeding at Rye Harbour (with no mention of high tides flooding nests, 
fish shortages or 'the wrong sort of rain' killing off the chicks, nor predation by gulls, foxes, rats 
or Kestrels - but then the grass is always greener on the other side of the street) 

27. Black Tern: Spring passage of these birds seemed to end with massive counts of 23 passing 
Christchurch Harbour on May 8 and 22 being seen off Titchfield Haven on May 13. There were 
then no more reports until a single was seen at Dungeness on May 29 (possibly a 
non-breeding bird loitering in the North Sea?) but on June 5 six of these terns were at 
Dungeness followed on June 7 with a report of four at Portland and on June 9 one was seen 
from Christchurch Bay - could it be that autumn return passage is already under way after a 
failure to breed? 

28. Turtle Dove: A bonus during my second Breeding Bird Survey at Harting Down on June 13 
was to hear several (maybe four) Turtle Doves purring in the scrub along the sides of 



Bramshott Bottom in square SU 8017. In previous years I have never heard more than one 
here 

29. Nightjar: So far this year I have heard no reports of these from Havant Thicket where the 
amount of suitable habitat has been extended by clearance of a large area for tree planting last 
winter but I see on John Goodspeed's website that at least one was heard by Michael Prior in 
the northwest of Stansted Forest on June 2. 

30. Woodlark: Michael Prior also saw four Woodlark feeding on stubble in an open field (east of 
the isolated Long Copse on the open area of Rosamund's Hill) on the west side of the private 
road which continues beyond Stansted House to Lumley House and Broadreed Farm. 

31. Dartford Warbler: I have heard several rumours that Dartford Warblers are greatly down in 
number this year and we will hopefully know the extent of the problem when the current survey 
results are published but on June 11 the Christchurch Harbour website gave us a significant 
pointer in saying that only one pair was breeding there this year in an area that normally has up 
to 8 breeding pairs 

32. Firecrest: More good news from Michael Prior at Stansted Forest is that he has heard three 
separate Firecrests singing in the area known as Fir Tree Piece (just east of the road running 
through the Forest and south of the new path which appears to be currently being created to 
enable walkers coming round the northwest perimeter of the woodland to cross the road and 
continue straight ahead into the eastern section without going north to the entry opposite 
Forestside Church) 

33. Red-breasted Flycatcher: The first report that I have heard of this species for this year is of 
one at Portland Bill on June 12 (only the third ever spring record for Portland) 

34. Tree Creeper: On June 6 Derek Hale watched an adult with a juvenile in Appley Park at Ryde 
on the IoW - an indication that we will all have a better chance of seeing these elusive birds 
from now on as family groups work the trees. Another juvenile had a minor role appearance in 
Bill Oddie's Springwatch programme during the past week showing that the young are also out 
in Devon. 

35. Crossbill: Richard Carpenter tells us that a few were seen in the West Walk woods near 
Wickham in the Meon Valley by Ken Martin at the Hundred Acres carpark on June 4 

PLANTS 

1. White Water Lilies: Flowering on the IBM Main Reception Lake at Portsmouth on June 11 and 
no doubt for some time earlier 

2. Yellow-horned Poppy: First reported from Rye Harbour on June 10 - no doubt also flowering 
at South Hayling 

3. Dame's Violet: In flower at the Hayling Osyterbeds on June 12 where they must have been 
out for some time 

4. Fairy Flax: Flowering in the Portsmouth area on June 11 and probably for some time before 
then 

5. Pale Flax: First reported by Brian Fellows at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on June 10 

6. Sea Beet: Flowering at Hill Head from June 1 (Richard Carpenter) 

7. Musk Mallow: Flowering at the IBM Portsmouth site on June 11 and at the Hayling 
Oysterbeds on June 11 

8. Althaea hirsuta (Rough Marsh-mallow): A few plants flowering on June 11 at the 
Portsmouth IBM site where they had avoided close mowing 

9. Restharrow: Brian Fellows found this in flower at Fort Purbrook on Portsdwon on June 10 

10. Subterranean Clover: Found by Richard Carpenter in the Warsash/Hook area on June 4 



11. Spring Vetch: Also at Hook on June 4 

12. Grass Vetchling: Also at Hook on June 4 

13. Sea Pea: Reported as being in full flower at Rye Harbour on June 10 

14. Hairy Bird's Foot Trefoil: A whole bankful of this enjoying the weather and close mowing on 
the Portsmouth IBM site on June 11 - the best display I can recall in the 20 years of more that 
it has survived at that site 

15. Sweet Briar: First find was at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown where it was in flower on June 10 

16. English Stonecrop: Found by Richard Carpenter at Hook/Warsash on June 4 and no doubt 
dominating the Hayling Beachlands scene by now 

17. Rosebay Willowherb: Early flowers were found at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on June 10 

18. Fool's Parsley: The large subspecies was in flower in Havant on June 5 

19. Corky-fruited Water Dropwort: Jointly found on Thorney Island and at Titchfield Haven on 
June 9 

20. Yellow Loosestrife: Buds were just about to open on the many plants by the IBM Lake when 
I was there on June 11 

21. Wild Privet: Found flowering by Richard Carpenter on June 7 in the Brownwich area west of 
Titchfield Haven 

22. Field Bindweed: In flower at the IBM Portsmouth site on June 11 

23. Henbane: The Rye Bay website reports that this was flowering by the roadside in the Rye area 
on June 7 

24. Deadly Nightshade: Several bushes flowering on Harting Down on June 13 

25. Greater Mullein: John Goodspeed found this flowering on Portsdown on June 7 

26. Eyebright species: Flowering at Harting Down on June 13 

27. Wild Thyme: Flowering on Portsdown on June 7 - found by John Goodspeed 

28. Marjoram: Brian Fellows found this flowering at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on June 10 

29. Skullcap: Richard Carpenter found this at Titchfield Haven on June 9 

30. Hedge Woundwort: Flowering in Havant on June 5 

31. Self Heal: Masses in flower at the IBM Portsdouth site on June 11 

32. Common Gromwell: First flowers at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on June 10 

33. Common Broomrape: The first had been found on north Hayling on June 3 but I was 
surprised to find a very healthy specimen in my Havant garden driveway on June 13 
(apparently associated with Smooth Hawksbeard) 

34. Hoary Plantain: Out on Portsdown on June 10 

35. Sea Plantain: Out in the Hook/Warsash area on June 4 

36. Hedge Bedstraw: In flower on Portsdown on June 10 

37. Heath Bedstraw: In flower in the Hollybank Woods area on June 8 

38. Small Scabious: Flowering on Portsdown on June 10 

39. Pineappleweed: Flowering at Titchfield Haven in June 9 



40. Milk Thistle: Flowering at the Hayling Oysterbeds on June 12 

41. Rough Hawkbit: Flowering on Portsdown on June 10 

42. Nipplewort: First flowers seen in Haven on June 6 

43. Smooth Hawksbeard: Also flowering in Havant on June 6 

44. Mouse-ear Hawkweed: First seen by me on Harting Down on June 13 

45. Red Hot Poker: Flowering by the Emsworth Marina on June 9 

46. Burnt Tip orchid: Richard Coomber expresses concern that there were very few plants at 
Martin Down this year and of the 8 plants he had earlier seen in flower only one trampled 
specimen could be seen on June 11 

47. Musk and Frog orchids: No details other than that on June 11 Richard Symonds was shown 
specimens of both when he was visiting Noar Hill in search of butterflies. 

48. Bee Orchids: John Goodspeed found the first flowers on June 7 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Emperor: When at the IBM Lake in Portsmouth on June 11 I am pretty sure that I saw 
an Emperor, going by its large size and drooping tail in flight though I did not see the 
'black spine'. I also saw another hawker type over the water and thought it was an early 
Southern Hawker but I see that these do not normally appear until mid-July. The most 
likely candidate seems to be Hairy Dragonfly though the Hawker which I saw seemed 
to be as big as the Emperor whereas I see the Hairy is much smaller - the size of a 
Migrant Hawker - so I remain bemused. 

o Black-tailed Skimmer: I am pretty sure that I saw one of these at the IBM lake on June 
11 

o Scarce Chaser: Bob Chapman gives us a reliable report of at least two of these at the 
Blashford Lakes near Ringwood, seen by him on June 9 

o Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly: Michael Skelton saw an immature female of the 
'aurantiaca form' in the Barton-on-sea area on June 8. The glowing orange colour of 
the 'auriantica form' is just a developmental stage of the female which will later acquire 
the normal green of the mature female 

2. Butterflies 

o Essex Skipper: Just one report so far from Paul Millward at Shalcombe Down (IoW) on 
June 11 

o Large Skipper: Eight reports so far with the first being from Robert Beale at Bentley 
Wood (west of Stockbridge) on June 4. By June 10 Colin Baker saw six in Pamber 
Forest. The first Sussex sighting seems to have been at Cissbury Ring on June 12 but 
I may have missed some earlier sightings in that county. 

o Clouded Yellow: Five new reports include a count of three of these seen at Portland 
Bill on June 12 

o Small Blue: This species does seem to be doing well and on June 8 a total of 109 was 
recorded along the length of Portsdown by Andrew Brookes with others from the south 
east Hampshire BC group but on June 10 a personal search of the same area by 
Ashley Whitlock gave him a total of 142 

o Common Blue: Also on Portsdown on June 10 Ashley Whitlock found 123 Common 
Blues 



o Painted Lady: These continue to sweep across southern England with at least 13 new 
reports including an uncounted procession of them over the cricket pitch on which 
Steve Keen was playing at Sway in the southern New Forest on June 10 

o Glanville Fritillary: The mainland colony at Hordle Cliffs near New Milton has at last 
produced some butterflies on June 11 (Colin Baker saw two there and Steve Jones 
saw three on the same day). 

o Meadow Brown: Andrew Brookes seems to have had the first sightings on the 
mainland with three on Portsdown on June 8 (after one on the IoW on June 1). On June 
12 I had two at the Hayling Oysterbeds and Barry Collins had his first on Thorney Island 
that day. 

3. Other Insects 

o Snake Fly: During a moth hunt on June 10 in the Sloden Inclosure of the New Forest 
Tim Norriss had his first ever encounter with one of these insects (which get their name 
from their long necks which give the head a snake like appearance) 

o Volucella bombylans: One June 7 Richard Carpenter had one at Hill Head and three 
more were seen at Luccombe Down on the IoW that day 

o Cepero's Groundhopper: Michael Skelton found many of these at Barton-on-sea on 
June 8 

o Pisaura mirabilis (Nursery Tent Spider): First mention of this comes from Rye 
Harbour on June 8 

OTHER 

1. Red Squirrel: On June 7 Derek Hale saw one of this year's young on Luccombe Down above 
Ventnor (IoW) and described it as 'very cute' (I wonder what Bill Oddie would have said?) 

2. Black Adder: I know that the Botley Woods north of Fareham are a good place to find 
melanistic ('Black') Adders but Andrew Bolton tells us that Headley Gravel Pit in north 
Hampshire also has a reputation for having them, and he saw one there on June 5 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed0706 

Tue 13 June 

A. Harting Down 

This morning I drove to Harting Down for my second Breeding Bird Survey visit of the season 
and was rewarded with the purring of several Turtle Doves but nothing else of great import 
among the birds. Willow Warbler, Whitethroat, Blackcap, Chiffchaff and Yellowhammer 
were all heard (and just before reaching the survey area I am nearly sure I had a Garden 
Warbler but never saw it) and I did get one view of a Kestrel but no Buzzards or Kites! Before 
reaching the survey area the open downland near the South Downs Way had numerous 
Skylarks and Meadow Pipits in song, plus a whole rookery of around 80 Rooks (including 
their young). 

That same downland was swathed in flower rich long grass which screened a display of many 
thousand Common Spotted orchids from the view of those only interested in following the 
‘highway to Eastbourne’ - following the sheep tracks through the grass you get a very different 
view of the down’s floral jewels (among which was one patch of twenty or more Twayblade 
orchids - unusual out in the open). Wild Thyme was prominent where the grass was shorter 
and among the other flowers that I noted were my first Eyebright and Mouse-ear Hawkweed. 
Two other newcomers to my personal year list were Deadly Nightshade and Common 
Gromwell. 

Common Blue and Small Heath butterflies were out in good numbers (I must have seen 50 of 
each) and I passed at least 6 Dingy Skippers and a few Speckled Wood. A first for me was 
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the presence of a dozen or more Burnet moths - most of them were flying non-stop but a 
couple which did pause showed a single spot near the wing-tip, making them Five rather than 
Six Spotted but I read that the Five Spot is an insect of damp places and Mike Wall’s 
Hantsmoths website indicates that it is not likely to be found until July whereas the 
Narrow-bordered Five Spot is out in June, frequents downland and is not uncommon so I am 
‘plumping’ for that species. Before leaving I saw just one Cinnabar Moth - maybe that species 
is already coming to the end of its season? 

Mon 12 June 

A. Flowers at the Hayling Oysterbeds 

With an hour to spare before lunch I took a quick cycle ride to the Oysterbeds to have a look at 
the Dame’s Violet plants which had puzzled me when in bud and which no one has 
commented on since they must have started flowering. 

Passing Wade Court grounds on the Billy Trail cycleway I collided with a dark unidentified 
flying object which hit and held on to my trousers. Although I felt no impact I stopped to see 
what had happened and found that I had a Lesser Stag Beetle firmly attached to my trousers, 
apparently undamaged but no doubt suffering from the shock of an unexpected collision 
(combined impact speed of around 30 mph). I moved to the side of the track in order to transfer 
the beetle to a bush but before I could do so it flew off while I was not looking so it must have 
survived the crash with no real damage ( I wonder how often these large beetles crash into 
harder objects than my leg during their speedy blundering flights?). 

Back at home I confirmed that this was a Lesser Stag, not a female Stag, beetle by seeing 
that the female of the big Stag Beetle has the same reddish brown colour on its wing cases 
(elytra) whereas my insect was a uniform dull black all over. In checking this I also read that the 
‘antlers’ of the male Stag Beetle have little muscular power to ‘nip’ you whereas the pincer 
shaped ‘horns’ of the female can do damage, and this makes me think that the ‘bodiless head’, 
recently found in a Hayling Island garden (after a Hedgehog had devoured the body) which 
drew blood from the fingers of the hand that picked it up, was that of a female Stag. 

Back on the Billy Trial I spoke to a couple of people who had seen me stop my bike just before 
I reached them and told them why I had stopped - one of them told me he had also seen a 
proper male Stag Beetle a few minutes before - that one had typically been lying on its back 
waving irs feet in the air and had needed human help to get back on its feet. 

Arriving on Hayling I found Hedge Bedstraw in flower and saw my first Meadow Brown and 
Small Heath butterflies before reaching the Dame’s Violet (only three or four plants in a tight 
cluster and having a distinct mauve tinge to the flowers which I had expected to be of the pure 
white form). To reach them I left my bike on the track and walked through a swathe of tall grass 
and Amphibious Bistort among which I found three good specimens of Bee orchids. 

Going up on the dry earth mound overlooking the lagoon I had expected to find lots of 
Common Centaury (maybe not yet in flower) but this year there seems to be very little of that 
plant, and also small numbers of other specialities such as the Slender Thistles (only just 
starting to flower here, more than two weeks behind those near the South Moors across the 
water) and the dramatic Milk Thistles (of which I could only see two clumps, though they were 
in perfect condition). One plant that is dominant on the mound is Scarlet Pimpernel, and 
amongst the many thousands of Scarlet flowers I found just one with Yellow flowers leaving 
me with an identity puzzle. I know that Scalet Pimpernel flowers can have colour variation 
through pink to mauve but the books do not mention a bright yellow form. I also know that 
Yellow Pimpernel looks similar but grows in shady damp woodland, so it is possible that a 
stray seed of it had taken root here - if so it would be noteworthy as Yellow Pimpernel is not 
listed in Pete Durnell’s ‘Wildlife of Hayling Island’ and I have never seen it on the island. I’m 
pretty sure, by its almost identical structure and size to the Scarlet Pimpernel plants that it was 
a colour form of the Anagallis species and not a ‘runt’ of the Lyimachia tribe. 

Two other plants which I must mention are the lovely Viper’s Bugloss and a single plant of the 
pretty pink Musk Mallow (on the earth mound near the ‘bus shelter’). The Broad-leaved 
Everlasting Pea on the southern bund wall will flower in due time, but not yet! 



Finally, thanks to Jason for his notice board at the Stoke Bay carpark from which I learnt that 
11 Brent Geese are summering in Langstone Harbour and that at least one Red-breasted 
Merganser is still around. 

Later in the day after taking the Nature Notes posters to Langstone, I stopped at Langstone Mill 
to enjoy the delicate flowers of Sea Rush - I had forgotten about the small colony of them 
against the east wall of the mill buildings until I read the account of the Havant Wildlife Group’s 
visit to North Common at Northney last week where they again found this species. Close to the 
Langstone Mill buildings I noticed that flowers will soon open on the Lax Sea Lavender which 
grows close to the commoner Sea Lavender. 

Coming home via the Lymbourne Triangle wild flower meadow I found this week’s feature was 
a magnificent show of Crested Dog grass in flower, and in the southern end of the carpark on 
the nearby Billy Trail a curtain of Sweetbriar flowers had clothed the west bank with delicate 
pink flowers with the distinctive apple scent wafting from the leaves. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JUNE 5 - 11 (WEEK 23) 

Wed 7 June 

A. Next update 

Please do not expect a further update of this website on Sunday evening (June 11) as my 
single handed efforts to keep it going have been temporarily defeated by various activities 
associated with a celebration of our Golden Wedding anniversary on June 10. 

I hope to catch up during the coming week but must now give advance warning that I am 
greatly looking forward to my 75th bird-day in mid July when I have promised myself as a 
birthday present the closing down of the website to give me time to get out and enjoy wildlife for 
a few more years without the hassle of meeting deadlines. 

BIRDS 

1. Great Crested Grebe: A pair were seen on the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth on June 7, not 
only fishing but displaying as if they might be thinking of starting a second brood - that would be 
a first for the Slipper Pond as the only other record I have of these birds on this pond is of one 
fishing here on Sep 27 last year 

2. Little Egret: At least 10 Egrets could be seen in the trees of Oldpark Wood on the west shore 
of the Fishbourne Channel of Chichester Harbour (across the water from the Chichester Yacht 
Basin) when Kevin Stouse was there on June 4 - good news as in 2004 I was told there were 
30 Egret nests in this wood and there could well have been more this year (this info is not 
backed up by the Sussex Bird Report for 2004 which mentions that Egrets bred at four sites in 
West Sussex but gives 12 nests as the maximum at any site, though my own observation of 56 
Egrets flying into that wood on the evening of July 15 that year would indicate a higher number 
of nests) . 

3. Mute Swan: Before the creation of the Northney Marina on Hayling Island the saltings in the 
bay which holds the marina had a regular annual Swan's nest and it seems that the tradition 
may be resumed as on June 3 Brian Fellows found a pair nesting there (at this late date this 
would either be a young pair 'playing at mothers and fathers' or a pair that has been 
unsuccessful elsewhere and is having a last attempt at a new site, but whatever the reason for 
this year's nest it could give the bird's a motive for returning at the proper time next year). 

4. Greylag Goose: Almost every bird species seems to be behaving abnormally this year. Swans 
and Lapwings starting to nest in June are but one example - geese are now providing another 
as Kevin Stouse tells me with an observation from the IBM Portsmouth site on June 5. The 
Canada Geese which nest there now have young which will soon be growing their feathers and 
nature's normal timing is for the adults to start moulting about now and to become flightless 



during July, then to finish growing their new feathers at the same time as their young acquire 
the ability to fly. From the end of July through the autumn we then have a period of mayhem as 
the geese fly around, forming bigger and bigger flocks as they pick up addtional birds at each 
place where they stop to feed or roost. To come to the point of this note Kevin saw two unusual 
things at the IBM Lake on June 5 - one was the arrival of more than 70 'new' Canada Geese, 
apparently starting their autumn movement before rather than after their summer moult, the 
other was that they were accompanied by two Greylag geese (new to the IBM Lake) with one 
of the two being an albino! 

5. Brent Geese: The Fishbourne Channel of Chichester Harbour is a regular place to find 
summering Brent Geese and we had been told of 9 there on May 25 with this number being 
confirmed by Brian Fellows when making his Breeding Bird Survey of the area on June 4, but 
on that day Kevin Stouse also led a walk along the east bank of the channel, going further 
south than Brian and coming up with a total of 11 birds. There may well be another small flock 
in the Thorney Channel between the Cobnor penninsula and Thorney Island but I have not 
heard of any there so far this year. 

6. Shelduck: The first breeding success this year is reported from Christchurch Harbour where a 
brood of 8 ducklings was seen on June 6 

7. Ruddy Duck: Mike Collins found one on the Budds Farm pools on Apr 28 (first site record as 
far as I know) and I saw two together there on May 1 and one on May 25. The latest report 
comes from Mike who watched the one bird still present on June 4 "displaying to any tufted 
duck he could find". It is possible that the second bird moved from Budds Farm to Brading 
Marshes on the IoW in mid-May as one seen there on June 3 was said to have been present 
for around three weeks - it is also possible that the two birds are the two which Daryl Short 
found at the Fishlake Meadow by the River Test at Romsey on Apr 16 

8. Honey Buzzard: Responding to an innocent question as to where Honey Buzzards could be 
seen in the New Forest Lee Evans has posted a reply on Hoslist which goes some way to 
removing the aura of mystery from these birds without in any way endangering their lives or 
breeding success. Lee writes.."As far as I know (certainly in recent years), Honey Buzzards do 
not actually nest at Acres Down. It is used by them (often by up to six different birds) as a 
feeding site and because of its high proximity and panoramic view, allows observers to pick up 
birds over the forest over a large area. Some males (and occasionally females) travel up to 
four miles to feed over the valley here and only occasionally have I noticed birds in full display 
at this site.  

"The New Forest is an excellent area in which to see the Honey Buzzard with a population of 
up to 16 birds (in good years). It is still perhaps the best place in which to find the species, 
although the two public watchpoints in North Norfolk (Swanton Novers and Great Ryburgh) 
offer the best opportunities for observation.  

"Honey Buzzards are actually not that rare in Britain with some quite sizeable colonies in 
certain parts of the country. Although they do not particularly fare well as breeders (mainly 
because of lack of food at the critical time of feeding young), the future for them does look 
surprisingly rosy. The species is spreading and wandering males are taking up new territories 
in some very unlikely places". 

9. Buzzard: On May 30 John Simons had another sighting of the apparently paired duo of a 
Buzzard and a Harris Hawk over the Dean Lane End area north of Rowlands Castle. John 
has seen this pair together on several recent occasions - the Buzzard being the male and the 
Harris Hawk the female bird. 

10. Red Footed Falcon: Trevor Carpenter tells us that there was an anonymous report on 
Birdguides of one being seen at Farlington Marshes on June 4 

11. Quail: First report of the year is of two birds heard at Beachy Head on June 3 - the beginning of 
June is the normal time for these to start to turn up but one report is not much to go on in 
deciding if this is to be a 'Quail year'. 

12. Little Stint: One was at the Brading Marshes RSPB reserve on the IoW on June 3 and 4 



13. Long Tailed Skua: One was seen well at Rye Harbour on June 4 to become the 11th report for 
this year 

14. Roseate Tern: On June 5 singles were seen at Christchurch and Dungeness, on June 6 one 
was at Rye Harbour and on June 7 Mike Rafter had one at the Hill Head sailing club near 
Titchfield Haven. Chris Bentley gave us a couple of good tips in reporting the Rye Harbour 
sighting saying .. "A Roseate Tern was present at about 7.30 this evening, fishing to the east of 
the rivermouth. It was easily distinguished at a distance from the more abundant Common 
Tern by it’s paler grey colouring and rather fluttery flight between dives". 

15. Little Tern: In my last report I was optimistic enough to say that there were no rats eating the 
Tern eggs at the Hayling Oysterbeds this year, provoking an immediate response from said 
rodents which launched a major attack on the night of June 3/4. Jason Crook, in his role as 
Hampshire Wildlife Trust warden for the Oysterbeds reserve for this summer, has just released 
this sad news, telling us that after the vicissitudes of the May gales, rain and high tides, around 
50 Little Tern nests were in use on June 3 (with a total of around 120 birds present in the area), 
but the rats destroyed the eggs in the majority of the nests that night. By June 6 a couple of rat 
traps had been installed but it remains to be seen if the rats will use them! The only other 
breeding colonies of which I am aware on the south coast are at Rye Harbour, with a maximum 
count of birds so far being 34+ on May 24, and on Chesil Bank (Portland area) where 24 pairs 
were said to be attempting to nest on June 5. 

16. Grey Wagtail: A single juvenile seen in the Brook Meadow area of Emsworth on June 7 shows 
that the pair nesting somewhere in that area have had some success 

17. Wheatear: A few migrants were still arriving up to June 5 when at least one was seen at 
Portland. On June 3 one was in Christchurch Harbour and one on Gander Down to the east of 
Winchester 

18. Corn Bunting: Just one was heard singing somewhere near the Fishbourne Channel on June 
4 by Kevin Stouse 

PLANTS 

1. Hemlock: Although this was in flower in January it only started its summer flowering in June 
with the first report coming from Brian Fellows on north Hayling on June 3 

2. Field Forget-me-not: The 'garden version' of Wood Forget-me-not has been in flower 
everywhere since Apr 10 and some examples of the wild Field Forget-me-not may well have 
been overlooked as small examples of the 'Garden Forget-me-not' but Brian Fellows definitely 
identified Field Forget-me-not at north Hayling on June 3 

3. Russian Comfrey: This common Comfrey of dry places was also flowering on north Hayling 
on June 3 

4. Greater Broomrape: This large species which genuinely parisitises Broom was flowering in 
the Brede Valley (Rye Bay area) on June 3 does not occur in south east Hampshire and I have 
never seen it 

5. Common Broomrape: First found on north Hayling on June 3 

6. White Helleborine: This had not quite started to flower when I saw several plants at the 
Portsmouth IBM site on May 13 but by June 7 David Uren at Old Idsworth Farm had found 82 
flowering spikes along the western edge of Huckswood on his farm 

7. Burnt-tip Orchid: More than 40 of these were in flower at Martin Down when Maurice Pugh 
was there on June 4 

8. Pyramidal Orchid: By June 5 these were starting to flower both on Portsdown and at the IBM 
site south of the hill 



9. Other new flowerings: Other species which I have seen this week in Havant but which have 
not yet been entered into my database are Fool's Parsley and Hedge Woundwort (both on 
June 5) plus Nipplewort, Smooth Hawksbeard, and Black Mustard (all on June 6) 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Black-tailed Skimmer: Tony Wilson found the first of these on June 3, newly emerged 
and not yet showing its true colours, in the Edburton village area north of Brighton. On 
June 4 David Tinling saw a female in the Gosport area near Gilkicker point, and on 
June 6 the Rye Bay website told us they were emerging at Castle Water 

o Banded Demoiselle: These were first seen in the Emsworth Brook Meadow area on 
June 5 (though the first had been seen by the Titchfield Canal as early as May 12) 

o Azure Damselfly: Brian Fellows found many of these in tandem egglaying in the 
Stansted House arboretum pond on June 4 (again the first report came from Titchfield 
Haven on May 5) 

2. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: At last a few more are appearing. On May 28 there was a tantalising 
glimpse of one on the Sussex Downs that was probably a helice female but might have 
been a Berger's or Pale Clouded Yellow. June 4 brought singles at Branstone on the 
Isle of Wight and at Martin Down, bringing the total number of reports for the year to 17 

o Brimstone: More reports of large numbers of fresh insects continue to support the 
theory that the summer brood has emerged very early this year. On June 4 Chalton 
Down (north of Rowlands Castle) had 17 and Park Corner in east Sussex had 30. June 
5 brought counts of more than 15 from Ningwood Common in the north west of the IoW 
and an estimate of 40 from the Botany Bay woodland near Chiddingfold in Surrey 

o Small Blue: On May 31 Pete Durnell visited the Freshwater area of the IoW and found 
more than 1000 of these on a bank of Red Valerian flowers on Compton Down - he 
says that most of them were mating, promising thousands more to come! 

o Brown Argus: After a peak count of just 12 on May 31 numbers have now increased to 
bring reports of 30 at Martin Down on June 4 and more than 50 on Bonchurch Down 
above Ventnor (IoW) on the same day 

o Common Blue: Surprisingly these are not being seen in the numbers I would expect - 
the highest count I have seen is just 36 at Cissbury Ring on the downs north of 
Worthing on June 3. All is not lost. though, as I see that last year the highest reported 
count for the first generation was of 40+ (Old Winchester Hill on June 7) with counts of 
150 up to 300 not occurring until August. 

o Adonis Blue: June 4 brought reports of more than 40 at Martin Down and at Shoreham 
(Mill Hill) with 50+ at Bonchurch Down on the IoW. Excellent local news is of 14 
(including 2 females) at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley on June 3 

o Glanville Fritillary: This year the first were reported at Bonchurch (Ventnor) on May 28 
(30+ then and 50+ on June 4) but the only other report is from Compton Down near 
Freshwater with around 40 there on June 5 

o Speckled Wood: A second generation seems to be now emerging. On June 5 Adrian 
Hoskins found around 12 fresh insects flying in the Botany Bay woods in Surrey and on 
the following day three appeared in my Havant garden (the first in the garden this year). 

o Meadow Brown: First (and so far only) report for the year comes from Paul Millward at 
Bonchurch Down (IoW) where he saw just one on June 1 



o Small Heath: The first substantial count of these is of 61 seen at Burkham Home Farm 
(across the road from Lasham aerodrome south of Basingstoke) by Jonathan Forsyth 
on June 5 

3. Moths 

o Large Red-belted Clearwing: First Clearwing of any sort for the year was one of these 
at Bartley Heath near Fleet on June 2 

o Spatalistis bifasciana: An uncommon Tortix found by Tim Norriss in Harewood Forest 
near Andover on June 3 - he says there were no records of the species in Hampshire 
last year. 

o Euzophera cinerosella: This species is unlikely to be found in Hampshire but one was 
found at Portland Bill (where it is a rare local speciality) on June 3 

o Portland Ribbon Wave: Hampshire was able to get it's own back against Portland 
when Richard Coomber found the first of this species for the year at Pennington 
Marshes near Lymington on June 5 

o Dark-barred Twin-spot Carpet: Maurice Pugh had the first of these at Cadnam in the 
New Forest on June 1 

o Water Carpet: Another first for Maurice on May 26 

o Purple Bar: First record from Rye Harbour on June 3 

o Cypress Carpet: First of these at Portland on June 3 

o Clouded Silver: Another first for Maurice Pugh on May 28 

o Light Emerald: And another for Maurice on June 1 

o Narrow-bordered Bee Hawkmoth: Anne McCue had reported the first at Martin Down 
on May 31 but when Simon Woolley was there on June 4 he found four of them and 
watched two mating  

o Broad-bordered Bee Hawkmoth: The first was a female seen egglaying at Park 
Corner in East Sussex on June 4, with another sighting of four in Bentley Wood 
(Hants/Wilts border west of Stockbridge) on June 5 but the reporter says he could only 
be certain of the id of two of them 

o Wood Tiger: First of year was reported to have been seen at Martin Down on June 4 
but to back this up Adrian Hoskins had one at Ramsdean Down (north slope of Butser 
Hill) on June 5 

o Cream-spot Tiger: June 3 brought two ‘first sightings' from Rye Harbour and Ventnor 
on the IoW. I think this is a resident species but the one seen at Ventnor caused Ashley 
Whitlock to write .. "The highlight of this visit was a rather knackered looking Cream 
Spot Tiger which obviously had just ventured across the Channel, and it attracted a lot 
of people at rest, and it stayed still for well over 20 minutes". 

o Light Feathered Rustic: First of year claimed by Russell Wynn at the Lymington 
marshes on May 28 

o Small Square-spot: A first for Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on May 26 

o Setaceous Hebrew Character: Maurice Pugh had one at Cadnam on May 28, ousting 
Richard Carpenter (who had previously claimed the first for Hill Head on May 29) 

o The Mullein: Russell Wynn had the first of these at Lymington on May 8. Russell has a 
superb photo of this species on his website 

o Marbled Minor: Another first for Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on May 26 



o Middle-barred Minor: Maurice also had the first of these on June 1 

o Small Mottled Willow: First taken at Portland on June 4 

o Dark Spectacle: Also at Portland on June 2 

4. Other Insects 

o Hornet: Michael Prior told us that these become active in Stansted Forest on May 9 but 
I saw no more reports of them until May 27 when Adrian Hoskins saw one at Noar Hill 
near Selborne and May 28 when Stephen Harwood in his house at Catherington (no 
doubt prospecting for a good nest site but not getting a welcome reception). On June 1 
another was seen in the Sway area of the south west New Forest. 

o Oedemera nobilis: This common flower beetle, which can be easily identified by its 
bright green colour and the 'swollen thighs' of its back legs (females do not show this 
feature!), was first found by Brian Fellows on north Hayling on June 3 

o Tortoise Beetles: These get their name from their ability to retract both head and legs 
within the 'shell' of their body when danger threatens. On June 3 the commonest 
species (Cassida viridis) was first seen at Rye Harbour and on June 5 a rarer species 
(the Gold-striped Tortoise Beetle - Cassida nobilis) was also found there 

OTHER 

1. Badger: A few weeks ago I was told of a find of a partly eaten deer carcass at the entrance to 
a Badger sett and I guessed that a Badger had come on a newly dropped baby Muntjac which 
was 'easy meat'. I now have further confirmation that Badgers will take small mammals alive in 
Stephen Harwood's May nature notes in which he writes of a Badger being seen on 
Catherington Down (at 2am on May 5) with a baby rabbit in its mouth. 

2. Common or Smooth Newt: Also in Stephen Harwood's notes for May 9 is an account of 
finding a Common Newt in the flower border of his garden in Catherington village (a similar find 
to that of one in my own garden on June 2). I think this confirms that Newts only spend a small 
part of each year actually in the water (which is essential to their breeding) - I knew that they 
leave the ponds to hibernate in dry cool places on land but it seems that they can do so as 
soon as the mating season is over though the date when they leave is probably governed by 
the amount of food available to them in the pond - when that runs short they leave the water 
and search for it on land, sometimes going far from any water in their search. 

3. Common Toad: On this same theme Tony Wilson tells me of his surprise when on June 3 he 
found a Toad under an isolated log half way up the steep north slope of the Sussex Downs at 
Edburton Hill - at a guess that Toad was on the same random quest for food but had not 
chosen the best direction in which to find it. It had at least found somewhere to hide from the 
heat of the sun and other daytime threats. Tony adds that he had .. "no idea what it was doing 
there but its obviously a popular log as it held hibernating Common Lizards a few weeks ago". 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 29 - JUNE 4 (WEEK 22) 

Sun 4 June 

BIRDS  

1. Heron: Single migrant Herons arrived at Portland Bill on May 30 and 31 

2. Mute Swan: The unusual late nest on the Emsworth Slipper Mill pond still has a pair sitting on 
two eggs but they are said to have lost six other eggs to predators. Other Swans unattached to 
nests or young are now on the move and one with an orange plastic ring C5L (last seen in 
Emsworth at Christmas 2005 and ringed before that in Christchurch Harbour) was at 
Emsworth on May 29. On May 30 Heather Mills came on the largest Swan family I have heard 
of this year - a pair with 7 cygnets on the Chichester canal. 



3. Canada Goose: Also now on the move are some Canada Geese. On June 1 one flew past 
Portland and a flight of 11 came in from the sea at Christchurch Harbour (luckily continuing on 
north) but maybe others will settle there as on June 2 another 15 were seen passing Portland. 
These are presumably non-breeding birds as I think it will be near the end of July before this 
year's young are fledged and able to fly - that's when the big flocks start to move around. 

4. Gadwall: The first brood of young that I have heard of hatched at Titchfield Haven on June 2 

5. Common Scoter: The supply of these seems to be endless - on June 1 Steve Keen noted 
around 95 off Barton on sea and on June 2 a total of 52 flew east past St Catherine's Point on 
the IoW 

6. Peregrine: We have often been warned not to rely on hovering as a means of distinguishing 
Rough-legged from Common Buzzard but in the past week a Peregrine was seen 'hanging in 
the wind' for a good 20 seconds and even a Hobby was doing the same in the Meon valley. 
Going back to Peregrines Bob Chapman tells us that he has seen them hovering above a prey 
item which they have dropped - in that case they gradually descend (as a hovering Kestrel will 
do over something edible it has spotted on the ground) until they can retrieve the lost dinner - 
Bob says they even do this over the sea (which ties in with Steve Lankester's observation of a 
Peregrine grabbing a Goldeneye duck from the water of Normandy Lake at Lymington on Mar 
30) 

7. Partridge: Both Grey and Red-legged birds were calling at dusk in fields at Crondall (south of 
Fleet in north Hampshire) on May 31 

8. Avocet: By June 2 the 12 Avocets at Titchfield Haven had 18 juveniles with them 

9. Ringed Plover: There is still time for Arctic breeding waders to make the journey to their nest 
areas (and much danger to them if they set off too early and find the ground has not had begun 
to thaw when they arrive in desperate need of food after their long journey but unable to find 
any in the frozen landscape). This point was made by Jason Crook in response to Colin Allen's 
surprise at still finding 'winter shorebirds' in Southampton Water - Jason described a small 
flock of 35 Ringed Plover, 11 Dunlin and 9 Sanderling which he had seen at Stoke Bay (the 
un-named bay used by wind-surfers immediately south of the Hayling Oysterbeds) on June 1. 

I was already aware that Sanderling are one of the last species to leave us as few of them nest 
south of the high Arctic, and that many Dunlin also make the journey there, but I was not aware 
that Ringed Plover (some of which nest at the Hayling Oysterbeds) had a separate subspecies 
(Chiadrius hiaticula tundrae) which only nests in the arctic tundra. Birds of this subspecies are 
slightly smaller and slimmer than our European nesting birds, and are slightly darker brown 
above, and these are what Jason saw. 

10. Curlew: Several observers at different sites have expressed surprise at seeing Curlew in late 
May and these may well be birds returning early after failing to breed in the cold, wet weather 
of May 

11. Redshank: At least one pair of these had hatched young at Titchfield Haven on May 28 

12. Roseate Tern: These are unusual inland but on June 2 one was settled on a buoy in the Weir 
Wood reservoir near Crowborough. On June 1 two more were at Rye Harbour among more 
than 700 Sandwich and 250 Common Tern and a single was flying past Christchurch Harbour 

13. Little Tern: At last a report from the Hayling Oysterbeds showing that a few are attempting to 
nest there. Brian Fellows spent the morning of May 30 on warden duty there and noted 12 
nests with males bringing in a regular supply of fish offerings to their mates. The last day of the 
end of May high tides (which in the past have flooded low lying nests) was on May 29, the 
weather seems set fair (without the rain that has in the past chilled eggs and young), and 
hopefully there are no rats there to eat the eggs this year so there is a good chance of some 
young surviving this year. 

14. Swift: A major arrival of these brought 850 in to Portland on May 31 with another 150 there on 
June 2 while Christchurch Harbour had 78 in off the sea on June 1 



15. Kingfisher: Brian Fellows was pleased to see one flying along the river Ems past Brook 
Meadow on May 30. Kingfishers are a fairly regular sight in Emsworth in the winter and a pair 
was seen there on Feb 6 while I saw one by the Slipper Mill pond on Feb 10 but I cannot find 
any records of sightings anywhere in that area since then until now which suggests to me that 
the bird which Brian saw was a first brood juvenile recently driven from its nest somewhere 'up 
country' by its parents.  

On May 28 a male was seen feeding young in an artificial nest bank at the Ardingley reservoir 
in mid-Sussex but many will have flown their nests by now - they start nesting at the end of 
March, incubate the eggs for three weeks, then feed the young in the nest for a little over 3 
weeks, but as soon as the young emerge from the darkness of their tunnel nest the parents 
immediately drive them out of their territory, leaving them to fend for themselves with not even 
a parental fishing lesson. Many of the young die very soon (from hunger, drowning, or flying 
into obstructions) but as the parents nearly always generate two broods, each of seven young, 
the few that survive maintain the population. Juveniles can be distinguished by their black feet 
(adult feet are orange) and by a whir tip to the bill. 

16. Bee-eater: The bird which arrived at Dungeness on May 30 was still there on May 31 and on 
June 2 another was heard at Portland Bill 

17. House Martin: The beginning of June brought a great wave of late migrant arrivals, among 
them 250 House Martins at Portland on June 2 

18. Yellow Wagtail: These are normally among the earlier migrant arrivals in late March or early 
April but at least one came in at Portland on each of May 30 and 31. This late surge of common 
migrants can best be illustrated by the reports on the Portland Bill website as follows ... 

June 2 .. "8 Reed Warblers, 8 Spotted Flycatchers, 7 Wheatears, 3 Sedge Warblers, 3 Willow 
Warblers, a Hobby, a Cuckoo, a Whinchat and a Redpoll at the Bill, where 250 House Martins 
and 150 Swifts also arrived in off the sea. Fourteen more Spotted Flycatchers passed through 
early in the morning at Reap Lane/Barleycrates Lane" 

June 1 .. "11 Reed Warblers, 5 Wheatears, 5 Spotted Flycatchers, 2 Bullfinches, a Hobby, a 
Common Buzzard, a Cuckoo, a Black Redstart, a Sedge Warbler, a Blackcap, a Willow 
Warbler and a trickle of Swifts and House Martins still on the move overhead; 3 more Reed 
Warblers and 2 more Spotted Flycatchers were in the Reap Lane/Barleycrates Lane area" 

May 31 .. "850 Swifts, 20 Reed Warblers, 5 Sedge Warblers, 4 Wheatears, 2 Spotted 
Flycatchers, a Grey Heron, a Hobby, a Greenshank, a Turtle Dove, a Yellow Wagtail, a 
Blackcap and a Willow Warbler in the Bill area" 

May 30 .. "100 Swifts, 80 'new' Wood Pigeons, 50 Spotted Flycatchers, 20 Reed Warblers, 7 
Lesser Whitethroats, 4 Willow Warblers, 2 Wheatears, 2 Redpolls, a Grey Heron, a Yellow 
Wagtail, a Whinchat and a Blackcap were logged" 

19. Marsh Warbler: There is often much dispute about birds which sing like Marsh Warblers but 
there was no dispute about the identity of one trapped and ringed at Portland Bill on May 31. 

20. Willow Warbler: In addition to the birds arriving at Portland at least six arrived at Christchurch 
Harbour on June 6 and were heard singing there. 

21. Golden Oriole: I have now seen ten reports of these this year starting with the early bird at 
Waltham Brooks (south of Pulborough) on Apr 17 - 19. The tenth 'gripped off' Sharifin Gardiner 
at Rodmell, by the river Ouse just south of Lewes, as he tells us on the SOS website .. "This 
Thursday 1st June 3.45 pm my wife looked out of our kitchen window in Rodmell and said she 
saw 'a bright yellow bird with dark-brown on the wings about the size of a blackbird', adding 
'I’ve never seen anything like it'. It flew from a Hawthorn and then to a pollarded poplar and on 
to the Ash trees which are behind the village hall". Of course I looked but failed. If it was a 
Golden Oriole it would be my first for GB'. 

22. Red-backed Shrike: After the first of the year at Portland on May 29 a smart male turned up at 
Dungeness on June 1 and another was at Portland on June 2 



23. Woodchat Shrike: The bird which was at Portland from May 14 to 29 then disappeared and 
may have moved to Christchurch Harbour where one was seen on May 31 (but then moved on 
again) 

24. Redpolls: There have been a number of recent reports of Lesser Redpoll which I have not 
mentioned but on June 1 the Dungeness website specifically reports a sighting of what is now 
called a Common Redpoll (which we used to call a Mealy). 

25. Common Rosefinch: One of these (which we used to call Scarlet Rosefinch) turned up at 
Portland on June 1 and was twice heard singing. 

26. Corn Bunting: When Derek Hale went to Whale Chine (near St Catherine's Point on the IoW) 
on June 2 he could not find any Corn Buntings at what has previously been a regular and 
reliable site for them, last year when Derek heard one singing there on July 5 he queried if it 
was the last one left on the Isle of Wight. The last report of one anywhere on the IoW that I am 
aware of was of a single bird reported by 'Anon' near Whale Chine on New Year's Day this 
year. 

PLANTS 

1. Mare's Tail: There is probably a good show of this in Aldsworth Pond at the moment but the 
only report of it I have seen comes from Brian Fellows who saw it on June 1 in a pond in the 
Stansted House arboretum 

2. Weld: First report of this in flower comes from Richard Carpenter who found it in Titchfield 
Haven, where he has never seen it before, on May 31 

3. Bird's Foot: This was one of several new flowerings on Sinah Common found by John 
Goodspeed on May 31 (surprisingly the Wild Lupins were not on his list) 

4. Pignut: First report is date May 29 from Richard Carpenter at Sailor's Lane leading south west 
from Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley 

5. Hogweed: First flowering claimed by Brian Fellows in the Stansted estated on June 1 

6. Water Figwort: First flowering at Warblington Farm on May 31 

7. Foxglove: First report from Richard Carpenter who found flowers in the Locks Heath area 
west of Fareham on June 1. By June 1 several plants were flowering in Havant gardens but 
maybe they will come out a little later in woodland 

8. Yellow Rattle: The first ever to be found in Brook Meadow at Emsworth was seen on May 30 
and by June 1 at least ten plants were flowering there (probably from seed introduced by Brian 
Fellows last year) 

9. Viper's Bugloss: First noted by John Goodspeed in the Gunner Point area of south Hayling 
on May 31 

10. Sticky Groundsel: Although reported as Heath Groundsel I think the fact that it was found on 
south Hayling on May 31 indicates that it was probably the look alike Sticky Groundsel that was 
found on May 31. 

11. Greater Butterfly orchid: One in flower by Sailor's Lane near Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley 
found by Richard Carpenter on May 29 

12. Heath Spotted orchid: Found flowering the Hookheath Nature Reserve at the northern foot of 
Portsdown by John Goodspeed on June 1 

13. Brown Sedge: Identified by Brian Fellows in the Warblington Farm SSSI on May 31 

14. Spiked Sedge: Found in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on May 31 by Brian Fellows 

15. Plicate Sweet-grass: Found in the eastern stream of Warblington farm on May 31 



INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Southern Hawker: The first of these was seen by Derek Hale on June 2 in Parkhurst 
Forest on the IoW 

o Emperor: One had been seen emerging on May 18 at the Testwood Lakes but I have 
seen no more reports until May 28 when Richard Carpenter found one in the Botley 
Woods area 

o Downy Emerald: Richard Levett found one at Curbridge on the River Hamble on May 
24 and Richard Carpenter saw a second at Botley Woods on May 28 

o Beautiful Demoiselle: These started to appear on May 13 but the first local report 
comes from John Goodspeed who found a few at the Hookheath Nature Reserve at the 
northern foot of Portsdown on June 1 

2. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: Although these have been seen occasionally since Apr 10 there 
have only been 14 reports of them so far - the latest by Adrian Hoskins at Ballard Down 
near Swanage in Dorset on May 29 

o Brimstone: Before our climate went awry these would emerge from hibernation in 
early April and the females would not have been mated and laid eggs until early May, 
with the next generation not emerging until early August. This year Brimstones have 
been on the wing since Mar 6, with the first female seen on Mar 15, and that should 
result in bringing forward the emergence of the summer generation, maybe by as much 
as a couple of months. Whether or not that has happened will be up to the experts to 
decide but the facts that I have seen in looking at the reports on the Butterfly 
Conservation website are that the daily sightings of last year's insects started on Mar 6 
but petered out by May 14 leaving a ten day gap before the next sighting on May 23 
since when there have been continuous sightings of good numbers with several 
observers reporting the freshness of the butterflies. It could have been that the gap 
from May 14 to 23 was due to bad weather, but it could be that the majority of the 
butterflies we are now seeing have in fact emerged this year. With the endurance of the 
Brimstone (each insect effectively lives for 12 months) many of last year's brood should 
be still on the wing but they should not account for the freshness of many of the insects 
now being seen - last year no one remarked on the fresh look of any Brimstones until 
an isolated report on June 22 with no other until July. 

o Silver-Washed Fritillary larvae: Tim Norriss found some recently in Harewood Forest 
and observed a threat to their existence from a source I had not thought of - not only 
were the caterpillars suffering an onslaught of heavy rain but some two metres from 
where they were located at the foot of an oak tree an army of Wood Ants was on the 
move heading for another oak on which they were pillaging any life forms they came 
across. Tim wondered how soon they would switch their attention to the tree with the 
caterpillars he had found. 

3. Moths 

o Nematopogon metaxella: Dan Houghton found one of these less common Longhorn 
moths in the Botley Woods on May 30 

o Brown House-moth (Hofmannophila pseudospretella): First report from Richard 
Carpenter in his Hill Head garden on June 1 

o Bee Moth (Aphomia sociella): Also in Richard's garden on June 1 

o Foxglove Pug: First taken by Jim Hammersley in Titchfield village on June 1 

o Clouded Border: Another first in Richard Carpenter's garden on May 31 



o Willow Beauty: A first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington, south of Fareham. on June 1 

o Pine Hawkmoth: First for the year at Portland on June 1 

o Orange Footman: One taken at Titchfield Haven on June 1 was a new species for the 
reserve though this moth has been seen in the New Forest since May 7 

o Garden Tiger: First report from Derek Hale in Parkhurst Forest on the IoW on June 2 - 
an early date for the species whose main emergence is in August 

o Buff Ermine: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on June 2 

o Heart and Dart: This species has its main emergence in June and Richard Carpenter 
had two in his Hill Head garden on June 1 only beaten by an exceptional early record 
from Portland on May 11 

o Setaceous Hebrew Character: Another first for Richard Carpenter on May 29 

o The Campion: First taken by Dan Houghton at Stubbington on May 27 

o Common Wainscot: First for Richard Carpenter on June 1 

o Reed Dagger: This rare coastal species had been reported from Hastings (as a 
probable migrant) on May 14 and then as a resident at Rye Harbour on May 28 - it has 
now been taken at Titchfield Haven on May 30  

o Dark Arches: First for Dan Houghton on June 1 

o Vine's Rustic: Another for Richard Carpenter on May 29 

4. Other Insects 

o Water Boatman: Although one had been seen in the Botley Woods area on Apr 2 it 
was not until June 2 that another report of them came from Parkhurst Forest on the IoW 

o Stag Beetle: In some years these start to emerge in April but the first report I have 
seen this year comes from Dennis Crassweller on Hayling Island along with a 
cautionary tale about handling the species. By May 30 these beetles had started to 
emerge in Dennis' garden and that morning he found the remains of one that had 
probably been eaten by a Hedgehog during the previous night - the body was missing 
and all that was left was the head with its 'antlers' plus the front legs. Assuming it was 
dead Dennis picked it up to have a close look but was more than surprised when the 
'antlers' closed on his finger with sufficient strength to draw blood at both points of 
contact. Presumably this was nothing more that involuntary muscle spasm but it does 
lead one to wonder what it takes to kill a Stag Beetle - a friend of mine here in Havant 
once showed me a home video he had taken in November featuring a moribund Stag 
Beetle still re-acting to a swarm of ants that were trying to get at its juices. 

OTHER 

1. Roe: First kid seen at Titchfield Haven on June 2 

2. Water Vole: A few now being regularly seen at Brook Meadow in Emsworth - two seen on 
June 2 by Brian Fellows 

3. Common Newt: While gardening on June 2 I was very surprised to 'unearth' a Common Newt. 
It had probably come from a pond in my neighbour's garden here in Havant, climbing a high 
brick wall to do so - presumably they wander widely after breeding in ponds and before 
hibernating. 

4. Great Crested Newt: On May 28 Richard Carpenter saw just one in a ditch at Botley Woods 
where he had seen one on Apr 16 

Wed 31 May 



A. Warblington Farm Common Bird Census 

A four and a half hour walk around the Warblington Farm fields this morning had excellent 
weather (sun from a cloudless sky but a cool light north wind) but few birds to report other than 
one most unexpected discovery of four Lapwings back on two fields behaving as if they 
intended to nest. Two of the birds were seen together with one of them displaying on the 
ground (bowing its head and lifting its tail to show the orange colour of the vent area) while the 
other two were in separate fields, mainly on the ground but occasionally flying low as if marking 
the bounds of an invisible territory. The fields concerned have recently been sown with 
Sweetcorn and the plants are now around 15cm high 

When I last walked these fields on May 12 there was no sign of any Lapwing but on May 22 
Tony Gutteridge found one Lapwing present but we both thought that was a one off chance 
visit though today’s sightings seem to show that the birds are serious in wanting to settle here. 

When Tony started this CBC in 1977 eight pairs of Lapwing were breeding here and in 1978 
that went up to nine pairs but from then on it was down hill - from 1979 to 1986 the number of 
pairs recorded were 5, 4, 4, 2, 3, 3, 4, and 1. From 1987 to 1997 one or more birds were 
present sometime during the breeding season but only in 1994 was there evidence of an 
attempt to breed. From 1998 to 2005 no Lapwing were seen on the farm during the breeding 
season. 

In their normal breeding areas Lapwings began to display and scrape nests in early March and 
most birds were sitting on eggs by the start of April with the first chicks hatching at Titchfield 
Haven on Apr 28, and I understand that Lapwing are single brooded though I suppose it is 
possible that disturbance at their normal breeding ground has prevented these birds from 
nesting and that they have moved to Warblington in desperation to make a final attempt at 
raising young. 

Of the other birds seen there was just one juvenile Robin and three young Blackbirds while 
the Starlings that normally descend on the fields with their young in ‘hordes’ at this time of 
year could only manage around 40 birds in total with some juveniles among them. 

Brian Fellows came with me and we did hear the Cuckoo faintly twice but only one Reed 
Warbler churred briefly in the reed bed where I would expect at least four birds (and at the 
cress beds where other pairs are normally resident the thick vegetation which they inhabit has 
been shaved from both sides of the water). I did briefly see a female Reed Bunting, but well 
away from the reed bed. Whitethroats and Blackcaps are still plentiful and two Lesser 
Whitethroats were still singing but I saw nothing of the single pair of Pied Wagtails expected 
at the farm and there was no evidence of nesting Swallows other than half a dozen birds 
feeding over the fields with none seen visiting nests. 

On the plus side the Southern Marsh orchids had started to flower in the marshy SSSI (but 
only 21 spikes were seen where I have counted 800 in past years), and other new flowerings 
were Water Figwort, Sea Milkwort (Glaux maritima) and Marsh Arrowgrass with a good 
show of Brookweed about to flower. Marsh Thistles and Scented Mayweed were also in 
flower with a few Dog Roses. Rough Chervil was also starting to flower. 

A few butterflies were out - two Green Veined Whites. two Holly Blues, a Speckled Wood 
and a Red Admiral (plus a probable Painted Lady in the distance) - but a bonus insect was a 
Scorpion Fly (probably Panorpa communis and probably a female as it did not have the 
upward pointing Scorpion tail). Although called Flies these belong to a different group of 
insects from Flies and are more closely related to Lacewings. 

B. (Wed3105) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2805 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2805


• Four Lapwings have arrived at Warblington Farm and seem to be thinking of nesting when all 
the others have finished 

• A possible Bulwer's Petrel (which would be 'new to Britain') was seen from Selsey Bill and a 
possible Heuglin's Herring Gull has been at Dungeness 

• A pair of Black Swans had down cygnets on May 27 in a pond where I have seen new hatched 
cygnets in winter - how many of these birds still have their biological clocks set to antipodean 
time and breed in our autumn? 

• Five Red Kites together over Waterlooville was an exciting sight for someone leaning on their 
garden fence. 

• First Red Backed Shrike of the year has been with the long staying Woodchat Shrike at 
Portland 

Plants 

• As summer advances Rough Chervil is taking over from Cow Parsley 

• A very rare Yellow Vetch has been found at Rye Harbour but is it extinct in Hampshire? 

• Kanpweed Broomrape was a good summer find on Portsdown 

Insects 

• Wood White, Glanville Fritillary and Small Pear-bordered Fritillary are all now on the wing 

• Seventeen new moth species for the yearlist include Scarce Merveille du Jout and the rare 
Common Fan-foot 

• The 'Big Daddy' of the Daddy Longlegs tribe is now flying 

• A Scorpion Fly seen well on hedgebotton vegetation was a bonus while bird censusing at 
Warblington 

Other Wildlife 

• It seems that albino Squirrels are not unique to the Portsmouth area 

• Frog Tadpoles are still swimming when they should have become froglets. 

BIRDS 

1. Divers: It seems very unusual that all three common diver species are still being seen along 
the south coast, On May 29 one Red Throated was off Portland, on May 27 single Black 
Throated were off Portland and Christchurch Harbour, and two or three Great Northern were 
at Portland on May 27 with at least one still there on May 28. 

2. Little Grebe: The first report of young chicks comes from Christchurch Harbour on May 27 

3. Bulwer's Petrel?: On May 30 two birders at Selsey Bill twice saw an 'all dark Petrel' which 
they believe was a Bulwer's (and if so new to Britain) 

4. Storm Petrel: The last big number sightings were on May 27 with 128 recorded at Portland 
and more that 185 at Christchurch but at least five were seen from Hayling on May 28 and 15 
were recorded at Selsey on May 29. 

5. Black Swan: On May 27 Brian Fellows saw five adults on the West Ashling pond near 
Chichester - two of them were a pair with four downy cygnets. I am not surprised at the birds 
breeding but am surprised by the date as the last time I saw cygnets there was on New Year's 
Day in 2003. That brood had obviously hatched in December and I assumed that all Black 
Swan's still had their biological clocks set to antipodean time with their spring and breeding 
season being our autumn and winter. Can anyone tell me if the winter breeding was 



exceptional or the norm? and also if Black Swans in this country are in a transitional state with 
some still thinking they are in the southern hemipshere and others having fully adapted to the 
northern? 

6. Red Kite: The regularity and widespread locations of Red Kite sightings along the south coast 
tell me that these birds will in a few years be as common in our skies as Buzzards are today. 
The latest reports may show that we are very near that 'future date'. On May 27 one was over 
Hellingly near Eastbourne and on May 29 another single was over the Goodwood 'Trundle' on 
the downs, but also on May 29 Jeff Goodridge saw five together in a thermal over the 
Waterlooville area at midday and two hours later saw what my have been two more over the 
Queen Elizabeth country park near Butser Hill south of Petersfield 

7. Pectoral Sandpiper: A birder visiting Christchurch Harbour on May 30 was the only person to 
see one there but he gave a good description of his bird to the locals (who failed to re-find it). 

8. Long-tailed Skua: Two more have been claimed at Selsey Bill on May 27 and 29 respectively 
- the first was probably also seen at Ovingdean at Brighton that day. 

9. Heuglin's Herring Gull: A large first winter Herring Gull seen intermittently at Dungeness from 
May 27 to 29 was thought to be of the race Larus argentatus heuglini which occupies western 
Siberia in the breeding season and winters in the Black Sea or further south in north west India. 
This race is much larger than our local Herring Gulls. 

10. Wood Pigeon: Large movements of these are still being seen - at Portland 110 birds flew over 
from the north on May 28 and 210 were seen on May 29 but we are not told if they continued 
out to sea.  

11. Spotted Flycatcher: 50 arrived at Portland Bill on May 30 as part of a late surge of migrants 

12. Golden Oriole: A young male arrived in the Brede valley near Rye Bay on May 27 and a 
female was seen at Beachy Head on May 29 with another at Portland that day 

13. Red Backed Shrike: First report of this species for the year comes from Portland on May 29 

14. Woodchat Shrike: The long staying bird was still at Portland on May 29 and on May 27 a 
second bird was on the island. 

15. Starling: The first juveniles which I have seen out of the nest were on the Warblington Farm 
fields with their parents on May 31 

16. Serin: One flew in at Selsey Bill on May 28 and on May 29 one arrived at Portland, staying 
there until the next day. 

PLANTS 

1. Field Pansy: This must have been in flower for some time before I found it on Idsworth Down 
on May 28 

2. Yellow Vetch (Vicia lutea): A find of this species in flower on the shingle beach at Rye 
Harbour added it to the reserve's plant list as species number 456. This species is listed in the 
Hants Flora as very rare or extinct but there have been past finds of it on Horsea Island in 
Portsmouth Harbour and at North Boarhunt sandpit in the Havant area so it is worth keeping an 
eye out for this but don't expect yellow flowers - they will probably be off white at best! 

3. Salad Burnet: In flower on Idsworth Down on May 28 

4. Rough Chervil: Also starting to flower on Idsworth Down on May 28 

5. Brookweed: Plants well developed in the Warblington Farm SSSI on May 31 but none yet in 
flower 

6. Water Figwort: Flowering at Warblington Farm on May 31 



7. Water Forget-me-not: First flowers at Brandy Hole Copse near Chichester on May 27 and 
more out at Warblington Farm on May 31 

8. Knapweed Broomrape: A good first find for Brian Fellows on May 27 on Portsdown near Fort 
Widley 

9. Scented Mayweed: A lot of this starting to flower at Warblington Farm on May 31 (first was 
seen on May 25) 

10. Southern Marsh orchid: Again not a first but I was pleased to find 21 spikes already flowering 
at Warblington Farm on May 31 

11. Common or Black Sedge (Carex nigra): Brian Fellows found the first of this at Brandy Hole 
Copse on May 27 

12. Black Grass: Flowering among cereal crops in the Idsworth area on May 28 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Wood White: Eleven of these were out in the Botany Bay woodland near Chiddingfold 
in Surrey when Colin Baker went there on May 28 

o Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary: Five of these were out in Bentley Wood on the 
Hants/Wilts border for Maurice Pugh on May 28 

o Glanville Fritillary: This is the third new species in the current batch of reports with 
more than 30 seen by Ian Pratt on the Ventnor undercliff at Bonchurch on May 28 

o Wall Brown: A second sighting of this species in Hampshire was made by David 
Tinling in the Gilkicker area at Gosport on May 25 (the only other Hampshire sighting 
was at Lymington on May 16 after sightings in both Sussex and Dorset). 

2. Moths 

o Gold Swift: First report of this comes from Godshill Wood on the steep hill above the 
River Avon at Fordingbridge on May 27 

o Alabonia Geoffrella: Found in Brandy Hole Copse on the north west fringe of 
Chichester by the Havant Wildlife Group on May 27 

o Carnation Tortrix (Cacoecimorpha pronubana): Found by David Tinling at Gosport 
on May 16 

o Garden Rose Tortrix (Acleris variegana): This is the probable id of another micro 
found in Brandy Hole Copse on May 27 

o Satin Lutestring: Found in Hastings Country Park on May 28 

o Blood-Vein: Found at Rye Harbour on May 28 

o Mullein Wave: Taken at Portland on May 27 

o Cream Wave: Probable id of a moth seen by Colin Baker in Botany Bay woodland on 
May 28 

o Silver-ground Carpet: Adrian Hoskins found this out at Noar Hill on May 27 

o Shaded Pug: At Portland on May 27 

o Drab Looper: Colin Baker found an estimated 40 in Pamber Forest on May 27 and Tim 
Norriss found many more in Harewood forest near Andover on May 28 

o Scorched Wing: At Hastings Country Park on May 28 



o Red-necked Footman: Maurice Pugh was the first to record this species, seen on May 
28 in Bentley Wood 

o Scarce Merveille du Jour: A good find in Godshill Wood above the River Avon at 
Fordingbridge on May 27 

o Treble Lines: A first for Rye Harbour on May 28 

o Bordered Straw: First of year at Portland on May 28 

o Common Fan-foot: A distinctly uncommon species found by Tim Norriss in Harewood 
Forest near Andover on May 28 

3. Other Insects 

o Pond Skater: Seen by the Havant Wildlife Group at the Brandy Hole Copse ponds 
near Chichester on May 27 

o Scorpion Fly: A well marked insect (probably a female Panorpa communis) was seen 
by Brian Fellows and myself at Warblington Farm on May 31, resting on thick 
vegetation along a hedge bottom. 

o Tipula maxima: This 'Big Daddy' of the Daddy Long-legs tribe was noted at Hastings 
Country Park on May 28 

o Soldier Beetle (Cantharis fusca): Also found in Brandy Hole Copse on May 27 

o Wasp Beetle: Also found in Brandy Hole Copse on May 27 

o Great Silver Water Beetle: First of these reported from Rye Harbour on May 28 

o Zebra Spider (Salticus scenicus): An impressive photo of this species appeared on 
the Rye Bay website on May 28 

OTHER 

1. Stoat: These probably have large families of young to feed now requiring the parents to spend 
all their time seeking food and this is probably why both the Havant Wildlife Group near 
Chichester on May 27 and myself at Idsworth on May 28 saw Stoats dashing across roads. 

2. Albino Squirrel: Albino Grey Squirrels are long established and regularly seen in the 
Portsmouth area but on May 28 one was seen in St Leonard's Forest just south of Crawley and 
west of the A23 near Horsham. 

3. Frog: On May 27 the Havant Wildlife Group found lots of tadpoles in a pond in the Brandy 
Hole Copse nature reserve on the north west fringe of Chichester. Putting this in contect Bill 
Oddie on the Springwatch programme said this week that most frogspawn had failed to 
produce tadpoles this year on account of frost and prolonged cold weather immediately after 
the Frogs had spawned, and he went on to comment that by this time last year (and in any 
normal year) the tadpoles would by now have become froglets and started to come out of the 
water. I have also read that in bad years tadpoles can stay in the water for a whole year before 
changing into frogs - maybe that will be the case this year? 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 22 - 28 (WEEK 21) 

Sun 28 May 

A. Idsworth Down 



With this year’s Woodlark survey ending on May 31 I thought I ought to take advantage of a 
sunny morning to walk round the two squares I have been allocated on Idsworth Down so that 
I could fill in my null return with a clear conscience, and it turned out to be a very enjoyable 
stroll with the main interest being in a few butterflies. 

On the east slope of the Down I had my first male Common Blue and my very late first Dingy 
Skipper, while throughout the walk I kept encountering Painted Ladies (at least six 
individuals). The only other butterfly species were all three common Whites (with a Holly Blue 
in my garden when I got home). Also seen were a small cluster of Longhorn moths 
perpetually fluttering around roadside bushes in a very gloomy shaded area giving me no 
chance of even being sure of their colour. Another moth of which I had the briefest of glimpses 
while climbing through the scrub on the steep down slope did show its colour (but not its 
pattern) and was almost certainly a Cinnabar but could have been a Burnet. 

The other notable find was of Rough Chervil just coming into flower in many places, soon to 
take over from the mass of Cow Parsley. Right at the end of its flowering period was 
Butcher’s Broom - I eventually found a single fading flower. Personal firsts included White 
Bryony and I thought I was going to be able to claim Black Bryony but none of the many 
flower spikes that I saw had a single open flower. 

Quite a few Skylarks were singing, as were several Yellowhammers plus the expected 
Whitethroats and Blackcaps. Song Thrushes were noisy in several places and right at the 
end of the walk, where I had heard two singing on my first visit to these squares on March 24, 
a single Mistle Thrush was still singing though in a more subdued style than its ‘Stormcock’ 
mode. 

Other interest came from some very fresh Badger dung and a couple of troops of small 
fungi on the bare chalky earth paths between crops of Rape on top of the Down - my guess 
based on the very white stems and very dark brown gills is that these were a Psathyrella 
species but the only one that that resembles what I saw is P. multipedata which is listed as 
rare, and none of the candidates (Inkcaps or Fairies Bonnets) seem likely to be found on chalk 
soil with no woodland or wood anywhere nearby. 

BIRDS  

1. Cory's Shearwater: Backing for Simon Woolley's claim to have seen a Cory's Shearwater off 
Milford on Sea on May 23 comes from the Isle of Wight with a definite claim for one being seen 
off Ventnor on that same day. 

2. Balearic Shearwater: Singles were seen on May 24, 25 and 26 from Brighton, Dungeness 
and Christchurch Harbour respectively - I rather like Chris Barfield's addition of this species to 
his garden list when he saw it from his bedroom window in Brighton (a quarter of a mile from 
the sea). For those not able to see one from their house there are a couple of good photos on 
the Portland website showing the diagnostic features of this species (which appears in the 
Collins Guide as 'Mediterranea Shearwater') - Manx is effectively black above and white 
below, Sooty has a body that is brown above and below (with silvery patches under the outer 
half of the wing), while Balearic is brown above with a white belly but a brown breast with no 
white under the 'chin' 

3. Storm Petrel: At least one was seen from Hayling Island on May 22, 23, 24 and 26 but that 
may have been the last date for them locally as by May 26 the Portland website told us that the 
number being seen there was down to less than 100 in the day (after an estimated 500 on May 
24) 

4. Spoonbill: One which arrived at Pulborough Brooks on May 11 was still there on May 25 but 
on May 26 three were present 

5. Brent Goose: No news of any summering in Langstone Harbour but on May 25 nine were 
seen in the Fishbourne Channel of Chichester Harbour by Stuart Malcolm and more 
surprisingly two were still in the lower reaches of the River Itchen in Southampton at Chessel 
Bay 



6. Mandarin: A report on the SOS website claims that a Mallard which has just hatched 12 
ducklings by the River Adur at Shermanbury is paired to a drake Mandarin - it will be interesting 
to see what the young look like when they grow up but for the moment I reserve judgement (the 
fact that a Mandarin is associating with the female Mallard does not prove his parentage of the 
ducklings) 

7. Mallard: Two new familes of 13 and 5 ducklings have appeared on waters in Emsworth. 

8. Common Scoter: More than 120 were off Milford on sea on May 24 when more than 50 were 
in Rye Bay and 300 were on the water just off Hastings. 

9. Velvet Scoter: Three were seen from Christchurch Harbour on May 25 

10. Merganser: A single male was at Widewater on the Lancing shore at Worthing on May 25 

11. Ruddy Duck: At least one of the two males that arrived at Budds Farm pools here in Havant on 
Apr 28 was still there on May 25 

12. Marsh Harrier: John Chapman from Langstone timed his trip to Selsey Bill to see Storm 
Petrels very well on May 25, getting the bonus of a male Marsh Harrier coming in from the 
south and giving watchers at the Bill a fly past as well as sightings of several Petrels 

13. Hen Harrier: On May 24 Dungeness was the unexpected departure point for a Hen Harrier 
going south out to sea. 

14. Avocet: The eight chicks which appeared at Titchfield Haven on May 19 had become 10 by 
May 26 

15. Ringed Plover: Two pairs were on nests on the Hayling Oysterbeds island when Brian 
Fellows was there on May 23 - he also found one pair of Oystercatchers nesting. 

16. Long-tailed Skua: On May 23 one was seen at Portland and two at Dungeness, and on May 
26 another adult was off Bexhill near Hastings 

17. Black-headed Gull: I don't know how many thousand pairs are now nesting on South Binness 
island in Langstone Harbour but on May 23 Brian Fellows was pleased that he could only see 
2 pairs nesting on the island in the Hayling Oystereds lagoon, and that although a pair of 
Herring Gulls were visting the island they have not yet settled to nest 

18. Herring Gull: The leucistic bird which has appeared many times in Southampton Water over 
the last few years was seen again at the Southampton National Oceanographic Centre by Ian 
Watts on May 24 - Ian says the bird is now whiter than ever. 

19. Gull-billed Tern: One was seen at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on May 25. This is the first 
report for this year but last year one turned up at Dungeness on May 4 and remained there to 
May 15 before moving to the River Adur at Shoreham where it was seen almost daily from May 
26 to June 8. It also appeared more briefly on several days at Titchfield Haven and was 
recorded at both Selsey Bill and Widewater (Worthing). 

20. Common Tern: On May 23 Brian Fellows watched two pairs on the Hayling Oysterbeds Tern 
Island (he does not say if they were already on nests) but the 20 Little Terns which he saw 
showed no signs of nesting. 

21. Great Spotted Woodpecker: Young were loudly calling from a nest in a Willow beside the 
Langbrook stream here in Havant on May 25 and I watched one parent arrive with food to 
quieten them momentarily. Interestingly the nest is in one of very few trees left at a site where 
houses are currently being built (a condition of the planning consent was that an eight metre 
strip of land along the stream edge should not be affected by the development work). 

22. Icterine Warbler: One observer at Dungeness claimed the presence of this bird on May 25 but 
no one else saw it. 



23. Subalpine Warbler: Similarly just one observer reported a female on the west side of Pagham 
Harbour, seeing it for 10 minutes only on May 25 

24. Spotted Flycatcher: Stansted House grounds have had a pair of nesting Spotted Flycatcher 
almost every year and they are now the only place I know of in the Havant area where one can 
be expected so it was good news to hear from Michael Prior that at least one bird was back 
there on May 24 

PLANTS 

1. Marsh Horse-tail: Many fertile plants on the Langstone South Moors on May 25 - they have 
probably been there for some time 

2. Celery-leaved Buttercup: Also flowering on the South Moors on May 25 and also probably 
out for some time 

3. Large Bittercress: Not a first (Richard Carpenter had flowers in the Titchfield area on May 6) 
but I made a noteworthy find in the drainage system of the Penner Lane industrial estate on 
May 25. A huge mass of this species was in flower by the footpath at the extreme east end of 
Penner Road (off Southmoor Lane) in a ditch surrounded by wooden fencing outside the last 
unit of the estate. 

4. Rock Rose: First flowers found by Brian Fellows at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on May 24 

5. Lesser Stitchwort: First flowers on Langstone South Moors on May 25 and more in the 
Emsworth Hollybank Woods on May 26 

6. Lesser Sea Spurrey: A lovely patch of first flowers found on May 25, not on the shore but in a 
damp hollow beside the main road coming into Havant from the eastbound A27 where the slip 
road passes over the Langbrook stream 

7. Common Mallow: Flowering in Penner Road at Havant on May 25 

8. Tree Mallow: Flowering beside the Slipper Mill Pond in Emsworth on May 25 

9. White Clover: First flowers noticed in Havant on May 25 

10. Dog Rose: First flowers on Budds Mound above the sewage works in Havant on May 25 

11. Creeping Cinquefoil: First flowers seen by Richard Carpenter at Botley Woods on May 23 

12. Square-stalked Willowherb: Flowers beside Southmoor Lane in Havant on May 25 

13. Rough Chervil: Starting to flower in several places around Idsworth Down by May 28 

14. Common Nettle: Now flowering everywhere but first noticed by Richard Carpenter on May 22 

15. Knotted Hedge-Parsley: Just starting to flower beside Southmoor Lane in Havant on May 25 

16. Dock species: Broad-leaved, Curled and Clustered were all flowering in Havant on May 25 
and Brian Fellows found Wood Dock in the Emsworth Hollybank Woods on May 26 

17. Purple Toadflax: Flowering in my Havant garden driveway on May 26 

18. Water Speedwell: What I assume to be the common hybrid rather than either the true Blue or 
Pink species was found by Richard Carpenter at Titchfield Haven on May 26 

19. Common Gromwell: Flowering at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on May 24 

20. Guelder Rose: Flowering at Titchfield Haven area on May 26 

21. Scented Mayweed: One plant flowering by Southmoor Lane in Havant on May 25 

22. Thistle species: Three species were in flower in the Langstone South Moors area on May 25 
- Marsh, Welted and Slender 



23. Prickly Sow-thistle: Also first noticed flowering on May 25 at Havant 

24. Fly Orchid: Flowers seen by John Goodspeed on Portsdown on May 24 

25. Common Spotted Orchid: One plant found in flower by Brian Fellows at Fort Purbrook on 
Portsdown on May 24 

26. Southern Marsh Orchid: Richard Carpenter found plants flowering in the Brownwich area on 
May 24 and at nearby Titchfield Haven on May 26 (not a sign of any plants on the flooded 
Langstone South Moors on May 25) 

27. Dense-headed Heath Woodrush: Found flowering in the Emsworth Hollybank Woods by 
Brian Fellows on May 26 

28. Sea Club Rush: Also found by Brian Fellows at the Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond on May 25 

29. Slender Spike Rush: Found by Richard Carpenter by the Titchfield Canal Path on May 26 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Emperor: The first news of one just emerging on May 18 comes via Richard Carpenter 
from Les Stride at the Testwood Lakes near Southampton 

o Downy Emerald: The first was seen on May 24 by Richard Levett at Curbridge on the 
River Hamble 

o Banded Demoiselle: Although there had been an anonymous and undated report of 
this species by May 12 the first reliable report comes from Dan Houghton who saw it by 
the Titchfield Canal on May 25 

o Beautiful Demoiselle: First of the year was seen by Peter Vaughen at Bartley Heath in 
north east Hampshire on May 13 but there have been no other reports until May 25 
when Peter Vaughan saw two more at Winchfield Common near Odiham and Dan 
Houghton also saw on by the Titchfield Canal path 

2. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: I have now seen 13 reports of this species with the most recent three 
being on May 22 (on Portland), May 24 (reported on the Hampshire Butterfly 
Conservation website as being seen by Glad Brown on her butterfly transect walk but 
with nothing to tell us where that might be!), and on May 25 (when Barry Collins had his 
first on Thorney Island). 

o Small Blue: Only four reports so far - on May 11 Mike Gwilliam found the first in the 
small chalk pits on Portsdown above Portchester, on May 18 four males were seen on 
the Sussex Downs at Springhead Hill above Storrington, on May 23 John Holloway had 
one at Kingston near Lewes, and the latest report comes from Alan Thornbury who 
found 2 males at the Portchester chalk pits, also on May 23. 

o Common Blue: These are late this year after a first sighting in Sussex on May 12 but 
May 25 seems to have marked a turning point with another report of them from Sussex 
(Tony Wilson at Edburton Hill) and another from Richard Levett who found five at 
Wendleholme near the River Hamble. 

o Painted Lady: Twelve new reports in the three days May 23 to 25 including 15 in the 
New Forest on May 23 and another 12 there on May 25 with smaller numbers being 
seen at many widely separated points from the Portsmouth University Campus to the 
River Ouse south of Lewes. I now have 73 reports for the year to date 

o Pearl Bordered Fritillary: Highest score so far is of 112 seen in six New Forest 
inclosures to the north east of Brockenhurst on May 25 



o Marsh Fritilary: Alan Thornbury went to Lankham Bottom in Dorset on May 25 and 
saw a total of seven insects 

3. Moths 

o Eriocrania subpurpurella: One of many moths coming to a light on the old rail track in 
the Holmsley area of the New Forest on May 20 - Maurice Pugh has just sent me the 
complete list of species recorded by Dave Green on that evening and I am listing here 
those which are new to my database - these entries appear without further comment. 

o Incurvaria masculella 

o Nematopogon schwarziellus 

o The Forester: Seen at Odiham Common on May 25 by Peter Vaughan 

o Caloptilia azaleella (Azalea Leaf Miner): Taken by Dan Houghton in Stubbington, 
south of Fareham, on May 25 

o Coleophora albicosta 

o Bryotropha terrella 

o Neofaculta ericetella 

o Argyrotaenia ljungiana 

o Syndemis musculana 

o Acleris ferrugana 

o Lobesia reliquana 

o Epinotia immundana 

o Epiblema cynosbatella: Taken by Dan Houghton in Stubbington, south of Fareham, 
on May 25 

o Eucosmomorpha albersana 

o Cydia succedana 

o Garden Pebble: Taken by Dan Houghton in Stubbington, south of Fareham, on May 
25 

o Scalloped Hook-tip 

o Birch Mocha (I have already reported the much rarer Dingy Mocha that was also 
found) 

o Clay Triple-lines 

o Common Marbled Carpet: Taken by Dan Houghton in Stubbington, south of 
Fareham, on May 25 

o Green Carpet (A first-equal find by Adrian Hoskins in Stansted Forest also on May 20) 

o Freyer's Pug: Taken by Dan Houghton in Stubbington, south of Fareham, on May 25 

o Grey Pug 

o Narrow-winged Pug 

o Yellow-barred Brindle 

o Peacock Moth 



o Sharp-angled Peacock 

o Brown Silver-line 

o Scalloped Hazel 

o Poplar Hawkmoth: Taken by Dan Houghton in Stubbington, south of Fareham, on 
May 25 

o Sallow Kitten 

o Marbled Brown (This species already reported by me as Maurice Pugh found it in his 
own trap at Cadnam on the same night Dave Green's session - first were equal first of 
year) 

o Light Brocade 

o Brown Rustic 

4. Other Insects 

o May Fly: David Thelwell reports a good hatch of these in the River Test near Romsey 
on May 25 - David watched a Hobby enjoying the feast but does not mention any Trout. 

o Froghopper (Cercopis vulnerator): Richard Carpenter says that this creator of the 
blobs of 'Cuckoo spit' in which it hides its eggs and young has been active since 
mid-May in the Titchfield area 

o Fourteen spot Ladybird: First report comes from Jane Humphry in the Titchfield area 
on May 25 but unfortunately she does not say which of two species she saw (Propylea 
14-guttata or Calvia 14-guttata and for all I know 'other brands may be available') 

o Poplar Beetle (Chrysomela populi): Several found on Creeping Willow at Bartley 
Heath (Hook in north east Hants) by Peter Vaughan on May 20 

o Crab Spider: Another observation from Peter Vaughan which I find amusing - on May 
25 at Odiham Common he saw two unidentified micro-moths mating while perched on 
the back of a Crab Spider which was busy consuming a fly it had just caught. 

OTHER 

1. Large Black Slug (Arion ater): A photo on the Rye Bay website clears up a possible 
misunderstanding about the English name of this species as it shows the creature in its 
commonest form, coloured orange all over (though it can be black with an orange frill arround 
the base of the body), In fact there should be no chance of misidentifying it whatever colour 
form is found as when it is undisturbed the body stretches out to at least 10 cm long and can be 
up to 15 cm whereas the nearest any other species comes to this length are three Milax 
species (the Keeled Slug, the Budapest Slug and the Smooth Jet Slug) none of which 
exceed 8cm long and all have a raised 'keel' along the centre of the back (Arion ater has no 
keel). 

2. Fungi: Richard Carpenter has come across several examples of Fairy Ring mushroom 
recently and I would be grateful for any pointers to the identity of the troops of small fungi 
which I found growing today on bare chalky soil along paths through vast crops of Rape on top 
of Idsworth Down far from any wood or woodland - see my description above. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed2405 

Thu 25 May 

A. Langstone South Moors and Budds Farm 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Wed2405


Afternoon sunshine invited me out for a walk down the Langbrook stream and around the 
South Moors and Budds Farm area, giving me fifteen new plant species in flower including 
three thistle species and my first Dog Roses. 

Even before reaching the Langbrook stream I had lovely patch of Lesser Sea Spurrey 
flowering in a pavement puddle beside the slip road coming from the A27 down to the 
Langstone roundabout and as I followed the stream past the new housing development just 
north of The Mallards I heard the continual calling of young Great Spotted Woodpeckers 
from a nest in one of the few streamside Willows in the eight metre ‘no development’ strip 
back from the stream bank which was required by the planning consent. I could not see the 
nest but within a couple of minutes an adult arrived with a beakful of food which it took to a 
hidden hole on the far side of the tree at a surprisingly low height (less than ten feet). 

My next surprise came at the extreme east end of Penner Road where the drainage pipes from 
the industrial estate emerge into an open drain heading for the stream. Several wetland plants 
were flowering in the water but the dominant species was white flowered and seemed to be 
Large Bittercress. The small area around this ditch (just north of the footpath coming east 
from Penner Road) has a wooden fence around it and I saw that the gate into the area was not 
locked so I climbed down to the plants and confirmed they were Large Bittercress - by far the 
largest collection I have ever seen of this uncommon species. Also flowering here was Welted 
Thistle. 

Continuing onto the South Moors I saw plenty of Celery Leaved Buttercup in flower with 
Marsh Foxtail grass before entering the ‘orchid field’ where I expected to see the first 
Southern Marsh orchids (last year they had started flowering at Warblington by May 23) but 
despite walking around the likely areas I did not see even one plant - maybe they will be few 
and late this year as a result of a cold spring and being drowned before they can ‘come up for 
air’ - the ground was under an inch or more of water in many places. The second of the three 
thistles - Marsh Thistle - was coming into flower here (at least one flower had opened its 
anthers), and I found many fertile spikes of Marsh Horsetail as well as my first Lesser 
Spearwort. 

Crossing into the old playing fields area I found Lesser Stitchwort and Prickly Sow-thistle in 
flower with many Slender Thistles. Continuing up Budds Mound I saw more than a dozen 
Dog Rose flowers on several bushes before getting to the viewpoint over the pools from which 
I saw a single male Ruddy Duck and a pair of Canada Geese with four small goslings. A 
pair of Swans were on the water but there was no sign of a nest, and that was true of two pairs 
of Shelduck and three or four pairs of Tufted Duck. A single Med Gull flew up from the water 
and a single Swallow was hawking for insects. 

Further development of the sewage works is taking place near the north shore of the pools and 
wooden shuttering had been erected to screen the activity from the water (presumably to avoid 
disturbing the birds, on which the work was having no noticeable effect). 

In this area I added a fresh Red Admiral, Painted Lady and Large White to my butterfly list, 
and going up Southmoor Lane I found Common Mallow, Square-stalked Willowherb, and 
all three common Dock species (Broad-leaved, Clustered and Curled) in flower as well as 
Scented Mayweed and Common Fumitory. Near the north end of the road the large patch of 
Knotted Hedge Parsley was coming into flower (it was difficult to see any flowers on the close 
mown main area but a few of these growing in the gaps of the slatted wooden fence behind the 
roadside bank had white flower ‘umbels’. 

Earlier in the walk I had also seen my first Common Figwort and Common Comfrey flowers 
and as I was nearing home I had my third encounter with the local Sparrowhawk (a male in 
display flight mode) over the old Post Office 

Wed 24 May 

BIRDS 

1. Fulmar: This is one of the species appearing all along the south coast, driven by the continuing 
gales. At Dungeness 131 were logged on May 20 and 442 on May 21. Other counts on May 



21/22 were of 50 seen from Ventnor (IoW), 30 off Bexhill near Hastings, 14 off Christchurch 
Harbour and sightings of smaller numbers in the Solent. 

2. Cory's Shearwater: A 'probable only' distant sighting on May 23 by Simon Woolley at Milford 
on sea. Simon says he is familiar with this species in the Mediterranean and is pretty certain 
that what he saw was a Cory's but is reluctant to claim when no one else has seen one along 
the south coast where they are rare (just five sightings last year - singles at Dungeness on Apr 
15, Sandwich Bay on May 2. Seaford on June 4 and Portland on Aug 31 and Sept 23) 

3. Manx Shearwater: These have also been driven near all parts of the south coast but the big 
numbers have been at Portland (400 on May 20), Ventnor on the IoW (at least 140 on May 21), 
Dungeness (126 on May 21), and Selsey Bill (around 30 on May 21) 

4. Balearic Shearwater: On May 20 one was off Dungeness, on May 21 five were off Portland 
and three off Dungeness, and on May 22 singles were seen at both Ventnor and Portland. 

5. Storm Petrel: On May 20 a day total of at least 1000 was claimed at Portland Bill (probably 
more if 20 seen at Chesil Cove on the island are added). Also on May 20 Christchurch Harbour 
claimed a day total of 85, the Hurst area scored a total of 27 for Hampshire and Selsey Bill had 
16 on May 20 and 35 on May 21. Up to May 19 the Petrels were not being seen further east 
than Brighton but by May 21 Dungeness had a day total of 43 birds which the Dungeness 
website compared to an overall total of just 19 Storm Petrels recorded there between 1952 and 
2005, adding that these were the first ever to be seen in spring. As nearly all the birds seen 
were heading west (at Dungeness and elsewhere) I wonder if anyone has any proof that the 
birds were being blown around the north of Scotland then heading south down the North Sea 
to head west back to the Atlantic through the English Channel? Just two other facts to highlight 
this extraordinary appearance of Storm Petrels - the first is that this event gave John Clark his 
first Hampshire tick of the species after 37 years of birding in the county - the second is that 
even Hayling Island has had two sightings, both by Tim Lawman with a third ‘highly probable’ 
by George Spraggs. 

6. Gannet: Recent sightings include 5 in the east Solent on May 21, 65 off Christchurch Harbour 
on May 20 and 200 off Ventnor (IoW) on May 22 

7. Mute Swan: For local Swan watchers Steve Davis has told me that a new nest has just 
appeared at the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth and that it had a single egg in it on May 22 - I 
await more details with interest but can only think that this is the work of the Peter Pond pair 
which had their first nest flooded, their second attempt predated (losing eggs as soon as they 
were laid), and which are now having a third attempt when all the rest of the breeding Swans 
have hatched their cygnets! Another bit of news comes from Kevin Stouse at the Portsmouth 
IBM Lake where he has had a closer look at the Swan family and finds they have four cygnets 
(he originally thought they only had three). 

8. Red-breasted Merganser: A single bird was seen flying past St Catherine's Point on the IoW 
on May 20 - presumably a very late migrant. Regular sightings of passage birds ceased by 
May 5 after which one (possibly a summering bird) was off Titchfield Haven on May 10 
followed by a group of four seen passing St Catherine's Point on May 11 - this May 20 loner is 
the only other report. 

9. Goshawk: Tom Bickerton was lucky enough to see a female when in the New Forest on May 
20 

10. Osprey: There have been at least four reports of an Osprey in the Ibsley area of the Avon 
valley between May 15 and 23 - Bob Chapman thinks this is almost certainly the same 
non-breeding bird staying in the area where the fishing is good - I wonder what the human 
fishermen think of its continuing presence. 

11. Kestrel: In past years a pair have regularly bred at the IBM Portsmouth site with a nest 
somewhere on the buildings but I think they were deterred a few years ago when they nested 
on a grille at the top of a main rain water down pipe only to have the nest inundated by a 
summer rain storm. Maybe they are back this year as (although I only visit the site once a 



month for the WeBS count) I saw a female on Feb 11 and a male on Apr 1, and now Kevin 
Stouse has, on May 23, seen one land on the main building carrying prey 

12. Hobby: Reports from Selsey Bill and Dungeness on May 21 show that migrants are still 
arriving and maybe it was a migrant, feeling hungry after its cross-Channel flight, which tried to 
pick off one of the Storm Petrels over the sea off Christchurch Harbour on May 20 - the Petrel 
got away as the Hobby's nerve failed as it got among the storm driven waves on which the 
Petrel was happily doing its 'walking on water' trick. 

13. Sparrowhawk: A number of these have probably gone hungry in recent days as the gales 
make their hunting technique more hazardous as well as reducing the number of small birds on 
the wing. On both May 22 and 24 I had close encounters with Sparrowhawks making hunting 
forays around my home here in Havant just before dusk - presumably they had gone hungry all 
day and were in for a bit of night starvation - I wonder if this weather will have an effect on the 
breeding success of raptors this year? 

14. Long-tailed Skua: At least three birders saw one passing Hill Head in the east Solent on May 
21, possibly the same bird that was seen at Portland that day. The fact that the bird went 
through the Solent rather than around the Isle of Wight does, I think, lend extra support to 
Trevor Carpener's claim to have seen one there on May 2 (a claim already supported by Ewan 
Urquhart's sighting of one passing Seaford later that day). 

15. Roseate Tern: Up to two birds were seen at Titchfield Haven on May 4, 7, and 12 but no more 
sightings have been reported there until May 20. This is roughly the same pattern of spring 
sightings as last year and is a noticeable increase on spring sightings in previous years when 
we have had to wait until July for Roseates to be a regular sight at Titchfield. 

16. Guillemot: It seems that the gales have caused a significant increase in the number of 
Guillemot seen around the southern tip of the Isle of Wight. On May 19 St Catherine's Point 
had 33, then 61 were seen on May 20 and 100 were off Ventnor on May 21 with another 100 
there on May 22. Other than a count of 135 at Dungeness on May 21 other south coast sites 
have not seen many Guillemots and nowhere has reported large numbers of Razorbills (max 
count of 3 at Christchurch Harbour on May 20) 

17. Swift: Around 650 were feeding over the Chichester gravel pit lakes on May 21 presumably 
attracted by a hatch of insects. 

18. Crossbill: An SOS outing to Black Down near Haslemere on May 20 found more that 50 
Crossbills including many juveniles 

PLANTS 

1. Hairy Rock Cress (Arabis hirsuta): I am pretty sure this was in flower on Portsdown on May 
20 but it was named on the weekly Nature Notes posters as Hairy Whitlowgrass (very rare in 
Hampshire with just one entry in the Hants Flora for a site near Ringwood where it was last 
seen in 1982) 

2. Horse Radish: The white flowers of this were showing by the Hayling Billy line in Havant on 
May 22 

3. Ragged Robin: A better than usual display of this greeted Brian Fellows when he returned to 
Brook Meadow at Emsworth (after a holiday in Iceland) on May 22. I also saw my first flowers 
on that day in the Lymbourne triangle wildflower meadow here in Havant 

4. White Bryony: This was flowering on Portsdown on May 20 

5. Chinese Teaplant: Although this is a garden plant it often establishes itself as a rampant 
hedgerow plant and I suspect it is now flowering as such just outside Brook Meadow at 
Emsworth (in the Seagull Lane area) as I found a great mass of it coming over a garden fence 
adjacent to the Lymbourne triangle on May 22 

6. Common Comfrey: Although this had started flowering in Brook Meadow on Apr 20 it is only 
now starting its full flowering season with both white and pink flowers there on May 22 



7. Goat's Beard: First flowers at Brook Meadow on May 22 

8. Yorkshire Fog: This grass was also in flower at Brook Meadow on May 22 

9. Marsh (or Floating) Foxtail: Also at Brook Meadow on May 22 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Hairy Dragonfly: I have already reported one seen egg-laying at Titchfield Haven on 
May 12 which suggests an exceptionally early emergence there (I have always 
understood that when dragonflies emerge they take a day or so to get up to full strength 
for flying and then fly off to 'see the world' for up to a week before returning to their 
breeding water to mate and egglay - had this one been through that process before 
egg-laying or was she just practising?). The only other report of the species I have seen 
comes from Rye Harbour whose website has a photo of a newly emerged young 
female taken on May 23. 

o Broad-bodied Chaser: Maurice Pugh tells me that he saw his first female in the New 
Forest on May 20, a week after the first males emerged there on May 13. 

2. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: Unlike the Painted Ladies which are being widely seen in good 
numbers I have only seen 11 reports of Clouded Yellow this year and most of those 
were probably 'local born' in the few colonies which this species has now established 
along the south coast. There have only been three reports in May (by the R Adur in 
Sussex on May 11, at Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester on May 12 and now a 
single at Portland on May 22). 

o Orange Tip: The first report I know of for the emergence of this species was dated Apr 
9 and I had seen 30 reports of them by the end of April so it is interesting that on May 20 
Adrian Hoskins found 3 newly emerged insects in Stansted Forest - presumably the 
generally cool spring has kept them in bed until now when heavy rain may have woken 
then as rain-drops tapped on their pupae. 

o Painted Lady: So far I have seen 61 reports of these (compared to just 11 of Clouded 
Yellow) and among the latest reports is one of 15 seen together in Abbot's Wood near 
Hailsham (north east of Eastbourne) on May 20 after a report of at least 12 on the shore 
of Rye Bay on May 18 

o Pearl-bordered Fritillary: On May 11 five or six were found in the New Forest near 
Brockenhurst with no more reports from there until May 20 when Mark Swann found 41 
during a two hour cycle ride in that area. 

o Wall Brown: Although the first of these were reported on May 3 there have only been 
six reports of the species up to May 20 when Mike Snelling saw his first 'somewhere in 
Sussex' (he does not say where and I only presume it was in Sussex as it was reported 
on the Sussex BC website). 

3. Moths 

o Dingy Mocha: This rarity was found in the Holmsley Inclosure of the New Forest on 
May 20 by Dave Green. 

o The Mocha: The first report of this commoner species comes from Adrian Hoskins in 
Stansted Forest on May 20 

o Shaded Broad-bar: Another first for Adrian at Stansted on May 20 

o Green Carpet: Another first for Adrian at Stansted on May 20 



o Lime Hawk: Dave Green found a specimen of the 'brunnea' form in which the olive 
green colours are replaced by reddish brown when in the New Forest Holmsley 
Inclosure on May 20 (normal first of year had emerged in May 1) 

o Hummingbird Hawk: Richard Hallett had one in his Denmead garden on May 20. In 
past years we had to wait until summer to see these as migrants but nowadays several 
seem to hibernate successfully in Britain and the first report was of one flying at 
Portland on Feb 25 with another there on Mar 22 (after a sighting in Ireland on Mar 12). 
April brought another 13 reports including sightings at Southampton, Gosport, 
Southsea, Titchfield Haven and Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester. Richard Hallett's 
sighting was the 28th I have seen reported this year. 

o Marbled Brown: Maurice Pugh had the first I know of in his trap at Cadnam (New 
Forest) on May 20 

OTHER 

1. Fungi: The edible mushroom Agrocybe cylindracea, which appears regularly on the old 
Willows at Brook Meadow in Emsworth, was found there for the first time this year by Brian 
Fellows on May 22 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2105 

Mon 22 May 

A. New flowers around Havant 

This morning Horseradish was showing its white flowers by the Hayling Billy trail and in the 
evening I found Bittersweet nightshade at Langstone. The Lymbourn triangle wild flower 
meadow is now coming into flower with a good number of Ox-eye Daisies and both Red and 
White Campion - it also had the first Ragged Robin flowers I have seen (and some large 
‘bushes’ of Black Medick which made me pause to check that they were not Hop Trefoil). 
Overtopping the garden fence north of the meadow is the usual great display of Chinese 
Teaplant - my first sight of it anywhere this year. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 15 - 21 (WEEK 20) 

Sun 21 May 

BIRDS  

1. Manx Shearwater: May 19 brought a number of reports of seabirds driven into the English 
Channel by severe weather - or more accurately heading west out of the English Channel on 
that day after being driven in the previous night. It seems that few got as far up channel as 
Brighton (where just one was seen heading west) but 13 were seen from Christchurch 
Harbour, 82 from St Catherine's Point on the IoW and well over 200 at Portland. 

2. Storm Petrel: Well over 500 of these were milling about off Portland Bill on May 19 before 
heading off west, 18 or more were seen from Christchurch Harbour, 2 from Selsey Bill and just 
1 from St Catherine's Point 

3. Mute Swan: Kevin Stouse confirms my impression that the pair of Swans on the Portsmouth 
IBM Lake were hatching their young when I was there on May 13 - Kevin saw the pair out on 
the water with three cygnets on May 17 

4. Brent Goose: When Mike Collins reported a party of 21 Brent (plus a Pale Bellied bird and a 
Barnacle Goose) in the Broadmarsh area of Langstone Harbour on May 10 I assumed the 
Brent were just passing through and unlikely to be seen again but John Goodspeed found 20 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2105


Brent still there (without the Barnacle or Pale Belled birds) on May 17, making it seem likely 
that the whole party intended to stay for the summer - no further news of them so far. 

5. Tufted Duck: Of local interest Martin Hampton tells me that the pair of Tufties which I saw on 
Langstone Pond on May 6 were still there on May 17 

6. Velvet Scoter: A late single bird was seen heading west past Dungeness on May 19 

7. Red Kite: The latest sighting comes from the Angmering area just north of the A27 a little east 
of Arundel on May 18 

8. Merlin: A late male flew north over Christchurch Harbour on May 19 

9. Avocet: Richard Carpenter tells us that two broods, each of four chicks, appeared at 
Titchfield Haven on May 19. A single Avocet was one of the highlights of the walk around 
Farlington Marshes led by Kevin Stouse on May 14 

10. Sanderling: I think these are at last on the move to their arctic breeding areas and counts of 
around 90 at Christchurch Harbour on May 17 with more than 55 there on May 19 seem to to 
support this. During March and April Sanderling were uncommon at Christchurch Harbour with 
no reports of more than 2 seen there before May 1 this year. The first party of 17 were there on 
May 3, a count of 42 was reported on May 8 going up to 65 on May 13 and now 90 on May 17. 

11. Black-tailed Godwit: I think that those birds which intend to breed this year are by now back in 
Iceland so I assume reports on May 14 of around 30 birds at Farlington Marshes and 43 at 
Titchfield Haven are of non-breeding birds that will stay around during the summer. From the 
reports I have seen the breeding birds had left by Apr 25. 

12. Med Gulls: Some years ago I learnt that the Med Gulls which breed in Langstone Harbour do 
not feed around the harbour shores but fly some distance to inland sites to get their 'daily 
worms' but some people may be surprised at reports from John Simons at Dean Lane End 
between Finchdean and Forestside of seeing an adult in fields near Forestside on several days 
since the beginning of May, and from Dan Houghton of an adult in fields well up the Meon 
valley near Old Winchester Hill on May 16. 

13. Little Gull: Kevin Stouse saw two separate birds of different ages when leading a walk around 
Farlington Marshes on May 14. 

14. Great Blackback Gull: Trevor Carpenter had a very unusual sighting of a Great Blackback in 
the Solent off Titchfield Haven on May 19 - the thing that made it unusual was that the gull was 
carrying a large flatfish with its feet (as an Osprey would carry a fish) - and to show that this 
was purposeful behaviour (and that the fish was not somehow stuck to the bird's feet) the gull 
dropped and recovered the fish several times. How the gull acquired the fish remains unknown 
but presumably having got it the bird wanted to get it ashore where it could eat it without the 
fish vanishing beneath the waves. Trevor's observation is not unique as back on Apr 8 Colin 
Allen, at Hythe on Southampton Water, watched a Great Blackback diving (like a Gannet, but 
not as elegantly!) into the water and catching a flounder. 

15. Little Tern: News of breeding birds at the Hayling Oysterbeds this week is restricted to one 
report from John Goodspeed who says that on May 17 there were 'plenty' of them there. 

16. Turtle Dove: On May 15 John Simons reported that a breeding pair was back in the Finchdean 
area with another two pairs in the vicinity of Broadreed Farm in the north east of the Stansted 
estate. North of Lewes the first sighting of one for the year was not made by Robin Pepper at 
Scobells Farm until May 18 

17. House Martin: These had been reported back at South Holt Farm at Finchdean, where they 
have nested each year up to the present, by Apr 26, but I have seen no potential breeding birds 
in Havant until I heard just one over Fourth Avenue in Denvilles on May 20 (when the strong 
winds would have deterred a bird with no attachment to that area from staying around). I 
believe that one reason for their decline is the absence of insects as a result of insecticides 
used by farmers and gardeners but another important reason is the lack of muddy puddles to 



provide the birds with nesting material, and I am wondering if the current wet weather will see 
some birds returning to places they have abandoned in recent years (in the late 1960s we had 
at least four nests on our house here in Havant each year). 

18. Willow Warbler: On May 16 Cliff Dean, writing on the Rye Bay website, described what 
seemed to be a Willow Warbler singing a song which .. "began with a typical Willow Warbler 
cadence but concluded, bafflingly, with 'chiffchaff chiffchaff'. This was repeated consistently, 
with occasional independent Chiffchaff bits but never pure Willow Warbler. When I tracked the 
bird down, it looked like a Willow Warbler, though the light was quite poor." I am pretty sure I 
heard a similar description of a similar mixed song from someone in Hampshire last summer 
but I cannot recall the details - has anyone else come across this mixed repertoire? and has 
anyone any evidence that it is the result of interbreeding between a Chiff Chaff and Willow 
Warbler? Personally I think that many birds vary their standard songs to incorporate sounds 
they have heard from other birds (and I think that there is a lot of evidence that birds learn their 
songs from their parents rather than singing them purely by instinct) 

19. Spotted Flycatcher: Having recently reported what seemed to be the peak of migrant arrival 
of this species I hear that four turned up at Titchfield Haven on May 13, on May 15 the first 
arrived back at a regular breeding site in Sussex (Robin Pepper's home at Scobells Farm near 
Lewes). on May 17 more than five birds were at Christchurch Harbour and on May 18 a 
passing bird gave Kevin Stouse a pleasant surprise by appearing at the Portsmouth IBM site. 

20. Woodchat Shrike: The bird which arrived at Portland on May 14 was still there on May 19. 

21. Yellowhammer: John Simons of Dean Lane End says he knows of 21 breeding pairs in the 
area around Forestside where he regularly walks. Perhaps the reason for their general decline 
elsewhere is connected to the way farmers and highway authorities treat hedges as John says 
.. "The majority breed in thick, high hedges but three of the pairs are in lower thick vegatation". 

22. Reed Bunting: I normally find at least one pair breeding at Langstone Mill Pond but have not 
heard or seen them there so far this year so I am grateful to Martin Hampton who tells me he 
has come across them there several times in the past month, and in particular noticed three 
birds involved in some sort of dispute on May 12 - perhaps an intruder had arrived in the 
territory of the established breeding pair. Another pair seems to be nesting at the Warblington 
Farm reedbed and on May 14 Kevin Stouse noted the presence of several around Farlington 
Marshes. 

23. Corn Bunting: Dan Houghton found a pair at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley on May 16 
and heard the male singing. 

PLANTS 

1. Lesser Spearwort: First of year goes to Richard Carpenter in Botley Woods on May 14 

2. Climbing Corydalis: Although locally common in the New Forest and in north east Hampshire 
this is uncommon in the south east of the county but there are a few locations for it on the 
Solent shore and the first report of the year comes from Richard Carpenter on the Titchfield 
Canal path on May 16. The Hants Flora lists it as occurring in the Southwick village tetrad north 
of Portsdown Hill but I have yet to track it down there (probably in Place Wood?), 

3. Sea Kale: Flowering on the Hook shore near Warsash on May 15 (Richard Carpenter) 

4. Heath Milkwort: Another first flowering for Richard Carpenter in Botley Woods on May 14 

5. Wild Pansy (Viola tricolor): Stace distinguishes Wild from Garden Pansy by the width of the 
flower - if under 3.5 cm across it is Wild and on this basis I found a lovely cluster of these in the 
Denvilles area of Havant on May 20. Although Swallow Close (off Fourth Avenue) is now a built 
up area the north side of this road has no houses and seems to be a surviving part of the Locks 
Farm land which I visit each year to find a good selection of wild flowers, in particular a huge 
strip of Biting Stonecrop (at least fifty yards long and two feet wide) which was just starting to 
flower on May 20. Also flowering there was my first Lesser Trefoil (Trifolium dubium). 



6. Small Flowered Cranesbill: This had just started to flower in Havant at Juniper Square on 
May 19 

7. Lesser Trefoil: (see Wild Pansy above) 

8. Bitter Vetch: Richard Carpenter found this in Botley Woods on May 14 

9. Biting Stonecrop: (see Wild Pansy above) 

10. Ground Elder: First flowers in The Pallant here in Havant on May 18 

11. Woody Nightshade (aka Bittersweet): Flowering in the Titchfield Haven area on May 19 by 
Richard Carpenter 

12. Common Figwort: Also found by Richard Carpenter at Hook/Warsash on May 15 

13. Wood Sage: Found by Richard at Hill Head on May 17 

14. Buckshorn Plantain: Found by Richard Carpenter at Hook/Warsash on May 15 

15. Elder: I saw the first flowers here in Havant on May 20 

16. Goat's Beard: Found by Richard Carpenter in the Brownwich area on May 15 

17. Green-winged Orchid: Mark Kilby added this species to the Farlington Marshes list with a find 
of a single plant in 'The Bushes' area on or before May 15 

18. Southern Woodrush: First report from Richard Carpenter at Botley Woods on May 14 

19. Compact Rush: Also found flowering by Richard on May 14 at Botley Woods. 

20. Great Fen Sedge (Cladium mariscus): Richard Carpenter reports the find, on May 10, of a 
single plant at Bishops Waltham Mill Pond (the large pond close to the north side of the main 
road into Bishops Waltham from Wickham on the edge of Bishops Waltham Moors). The Hants 
Flora lists the species as very rare (though nationally Stace does not accord it any rarity but 
says it is locally common but very scattered in Britain) and says it can nowadays only be found 
at three sites in south Hampshire (Sowley Pond near Lymington, Gomer Pond in the 
Browndown area west of Gosport, and the lake at Gilkicker, also on the Gosport shore). The 
Bishops Waltham millpond site is known but the species was thought to be extinct there (last 
record by Alec Westrup in 1960) so the current find is significant. The species is found in tall 
fen vegetation on alkaline peat and is tall (70 to 300 cm) with harsh saw-teeth on the edges of 
leaves that are up to 2cm wide (and are ‘tough, keeled, grey-green, evergreen with 
yellow-brown sheaths’). The flowers look somewhat like those of a bur-reed, and the main 
stem (unlike a normal Sedge) is hollow. 

21. False Fox Sedge: First find by Richard at Titchfield Haven on May 19 

22. Slender Tufted Sedge: Another first for Richard at Botley Woods on May 14 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Blue-tailed Damselfly: The first of these was found by Richard Carpenter in Whiteley 
Pastures (Botley Woods) on May 14 and he saw another by the Titchfield canal path on 
May 16. The only other dragonfly reports come from Maurice Pugh who found another 
teneral Broad Bodied Chaser in the New Forest on May 19 and Richard Carpenter 
who had a Four Spotted Chaser at Whiteley on May 14 

2. Butterflies 

o Swallowtail: Immigrants of this species started arriving on May 16 with singles seen at 
Dungeness and Rye Harbour (could have been the same insect), and May 17 brought 
a report of a single at Jersey in the Channel Isles. 



o Small Blue: Following the first report of one on Portsdown on May 11 there is now a 
second report of four males seen on the Sussex Downs at Springhead Hill above 
Storrington on May 18 

o Common Blue: There have been sightings in Sussex and Dorset on May 12 and 14 
and the latest input has the first sighting in Hampshire on May 16 - two seen by Mike 
Duffy in the Lymington marshes area. 

o Painted Lady: The pace of their arrival is hotting up with five reports from Sussex on 
May 18 (including a find of around 12 at Pett Level on the shore of Rye Bay. May 19 
brought two more sightings from the Lewes area and Titchfield Haven while on May 20 
one touched down briefly in my Havant garden. 

o Wall Brown: Fifth find of the year, and the first for Hampshire, was made by Mike Duffy 
at the Lymington marshes on May 16 

o White-letter Hairstreak: Not on the wing yet but on May 18 a visitor from Yorkshire 
who is the local champion of this species happened to be visiting Winchester and 
noticed at least one caterpillar on a roadside Wych Elm outside the Littleton Army 
training barracks. 

3. Moths 

o Esperia sulphurella: First of year seen by Dan Houghton at Stubbington, south of 
Fareham, on May 12 

o Wormwood Pug: Another first for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on May 18 

o The Seraphim: Richard Carpenter had the first in his Hill Head trap near Titchfield on 
May 12 

o Common Wave: Having attributed the first to Maurice Pugh and Portland observatory 
jointly on May 13 I now see that David Tingling had the first at Gosport on May 7 

o Striped Hawkmoth: I have already reported three sightings on May 14 and 15. Two 
further sightings were reported on May 16 (Cornwall and the Scillies) and on May 17 
there were eight further sightings ranging from Minsmere in Suffolk through Wadhurst 
in East Sussex to Dorset, Cornwall, Jersey and the Scillies (eight were seen at one 
location in Cornwall and five at Puddletown in Dorset) 

o Muslin Moth: The first and only report is from Dan Houghton at Stubbington on May 11 

o Eastern Bordered Straw: On May 17 one was seen and photographed by Steve Nash 
at Fernham in Oxfordshire. First report of the year and thought to be only the 11th 
ever found in Britain. 

o Silver Y: Not a species I would normally report but on the night of May 16 a count of 
164 at a trap in Puddletown, Dorset, was noteworthy. 

4. Other Insects 

o Snipe Fly: Four of these were found by the Titchfield canal path by Dan Houghton on 
May 13 

o Cockchafer: Maurice Pugh tells me that these began to appear in his moth trap at 
Cadnam in the New Forest from Apr 29 on (peaking with a count of 30 on May 12) 

OTHER 

1. Hare: Trevor Carpenter saw Hares at two locations this month - on May 5 at Hoe Cross west of 
Hambledon and on May 16 near Boundary Oak school in the Wallington river valley just north 
of the M27 but I think he is over-enthusiastic in describing Hares as 'abundant' on the basis of 
seeing a couple of them in the same month. To be fair I do have another report of Hares this 



month - on May 2 Ted Pressey reported three of them in the Meon valley near Old Winchester 
Hill 

2. Grass Snake: I reckon there are a lot more of these in our local countryside than there are 
Hares but my evidence for this is as slim as Trevors - just three sightings reported by Jane 
Humphrys and Richard Carpenter from Titchfield Haven and Botley Woods this month. 
Perhaps my view is based on the fact that Grass Snakes are more likely to turn up at garden 
ponds whereas you generally have to get out in undisturbed open country to find Hares 

3. Fungi: The current wet weather should bring more reports of fungi but I have only one report in 
the current input -another find of belated St George's Mushrooms seen in the Brownwich 
area west of Titchfield Haven by Richard Carpenter on May 15 

Sat 20 May 

A. Around Havant in search of flowers 

Despite the strong wind I took a short bike ride around the area of Havant north of my house 
and found four new plants in flower. Most significant was Elder blossom, seen as I waited at 
the New Lane level crossing, but two of the others were more colourful - bright yellow Biting 
Stonecrop and deep blue/black petals of Wild Pansy (none of the bright yellow in these 
examples). The fourth plant was less conspicuous - Lesser Trefoil. 

The last three of these plants were seen in Swallow Close (just off Fourth Avenue near its 
junction with Southleigh Road in Denvilles) and this Close is well worth a visit if you are in that 
area as the northern side of the road has no houses opening onto it but is a wide strip of land 
left over between two housing developments and I suspect the soil was once a field edge of 
Locks Farm.  

I have a look at this road verge in the early summer of each year as it has a spectacular strip of 
Biting Stonecrop forming a bright yellow band about two feet wide and fifty yards long. Today 
only one or two plants had opened their flowers, but the unopen buds are just as bright a yellow 
as the flowers, and while scanning the strip to find any open flowers I came on quite a lot of 
Lesser Trefoil in flower and, at the far end of the Stonecrop, came on the clump of Wild 
Pansies. 

Continuing home along Fourth Avenue against the strong wind I heard the buzzing of a House 
Martin above me and looked up to see one also battling against the wind which made it likely 
that it had a nest in the area (any sensible migrant with no attachment to the area would have 
been flying north with the wind, not south into it!). This is the only House Martin I have seen in 
Havant this year. 

Earlier in the day, while gardening at home. my shadow must have fallen on a Painted Lady 
butterfly taking a break from battling with the winds by sunning itself on a concrete path 
sheltered by a tall brick wall - all I saw was a flash of pale orange colour as the butterfly flew up 
and was whisked away on the wind. 

Wed 17 May 

BIRDS 

1. Whooper Swan: Golfers at the Singing Hills golf course at Albourne near Hurstperpoint (north 
of Brighton) have been surprised to see an aggressive, free flying Whooper Swan on a lake 
there but others recognize it as a regular and bring bread for it. A local birder says it has been 
there for several years, along with a Black Swan. 

2. Black Swan: See note re Whooper Swan above 

3. Brent Goose: On May 16 a single Brent with a broken wing was at the mouth of the Langbrook 
stream at Langstone while another one seen at Christchurch Harbour was still able to fly away. 

4. Bar-headed Goose: One seen over the Hook Links near Warsash by Bob Marchant on May 
13 was flying in company with a Canada Goose. 



5. Shelduck: A wildfowl count of the Arun valley from Houghton to Pulborough on May 15 found 
more that 40 Shelduck. Locally a pair were in the mouth of the Langstone Langbrook stream 
on May 16 

6. Common Scoter: 68 were off Christchurch Harbour on May 14 and on May 16 the big flock of 
more than 500 were still in Rye Bay. 

7. Black Kite: Three sightings on May 13. Doug Robertson watched one circling low over 
Hambledon village for around 5 minutes before it headed off north west over the Meon Valley, 
and Cliff Dean also had good views of one going south west over the Pannel Valley near Rye 
Bay, so almost certainly a different bird. Frustratingly the third report went into quite a lot of 
detail but only gave the location as Constantia Manor - no doubt people who live there know 
where it is but there must be many readers of the SOS website like myself who do not have a 
clue as to its location. 

8. Red Kite: Seven new sightings since May 10 include two or three birds over the Pulborough 
Brooks RSPB reserve, one over the Sussex Downs north of Brighton and other singles over 
the north Kent coast, Crawley in Sussex and Alton in Hampshire. Locally one went over the big 
Morrison's supermarket near the A3M Horndean junction. 

9. Osprey: Two more sightings on May 15 - one in the Avon valley over Ibsley Water at 
Ringwood and the other over Amberley Wild Brooks in the Arun valley 

10. Hobby: On May 13 a total of 11 birds were thought to be working the Pulborough Brooks area 
and two more singles were seen flying in off the sea at Christchurch Harbour on May 13 and 
14. 

11. Dotterel: The three birds which were found in a ploughed field near the South Downs Way 
about a mile west of Ditchling Beacon (north of Brighton) on May 12 were still there on May 15 
but on May 16 only two could be seen 

12. Golden Plover: Singles were seen coming in off the sea at Portland Bill on both May 13 and 
14 - the second one arrived safely but the first was taken by a Peregrine while still over the sea. 

13. Little Stint: One was among waders passing through Christchurch Harbour on May 15 

14. Curlew Sandpiper: Another of these was also at Christchurch Harbour on May 15 

15. Temminck's Stint: One dropped in to the Dungeness RSPB reserve of May 15 and was still 
there next day. 

16. Long-tailed Skua: A single adult was seen passing Splash Point at Seaford near Beachy 
Head by Alan Kitson on May 14. This is only the third report for this year after the one seen on 
May 2 by Trevor Carpenter in the Solent and by Ewan Urquhart at Seaford, and the second 
which was seen at Portland on May 5 

17. Roseate Tern: Sightings are becoming more frequent with three on May 14 (singles at 
Portland, Dungeness and Christchurch Harbour) and two on May 15 when Roger Webb had 
close views of 3 fishing close to the South Parade pier at Southsea (among 200+ Common 
Tern) and a single was at Dungeness. 

18. Grey Wagtail: On May 14 John Shillitoe saw a pair taking food to young in a nest at Soberton 
on the River Meon and later saw another pair with three fledged young out of the nest at 
Mislingford further downstream. 

19. Melodious Warbler: First report for the year comes anonymously from Beachy Head on May 
16 where one was reported to have been singing on a bush near the Horseshoe Plantation. 

20. Wood Warbler: One which was seen in an Oak wood near Mottisfont in the Test valley on Apr 
28 was surprisingly still there and singing when Giles Darvill returned to the wood on May 13. 
The wood is described as having Hazel coppice and bramble, unlike the bare open glades 
which this species usually prefers, and the habitat reminds me of a Wood Warbler which 
turned up in Southleigh Forest north of Emsworth a few years ago - although it stayed around 



for more than a week I have not heard of Wood Warblers there before or since. Other reports 
from the New Forest suggest that Wood Warblers are present in their usual haunts there but in 
Sussex I read that none could be found on May 13 in what is usually a good area for them in 
the Linchmere and Stanley Common areas close to the Hampshire border near Liphook. 

21. Spotted Flycatcher: It seems that the main arrival of this species occurred on May 13 when 
more than 40 arrived on Portland Bill. Several other reports on May 13 and 14 included two 
separate new birds in the Warsash Hook area and two more at Linchmere, just in Sussex to 
the east of Petersfield. 

22. Golden Oriole: A single bird arrived at Portland on May 15 to become the fourth bird of this 
species reported this year (one in Dorset, one in Sussex and two in Kent) 

23. Woodchat Shrike: No more reports of the Hambledon area bird since May 9 but on May 14 
one turned up at Portland and was still there on May 16 

24. Brambling: A very late bird was at Portland on May 14 

25. Serin: In previous years the reports of this species that I have seen were nearly always from 
Selsey Bill but one seen there briefly on May 14 was only the second for that site (out of ten 
reports so far this year) following one on Apr 28. 

PLANTS 

1. Wild Mignonette: I found this flowering on Portsdown on May 12 and at Langstone (north pier 
of old rail bridge) on May 16 but am surprised to be the first and only finder! 

2. Horseshoe Vetch: Andy Horton reports this as starting to flower on Mill Hill at Shoreham on 
May 14 as the first Adonis Blue was seen (their caterpillars rely on it for food!) 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Broad-bodied Chaser: The first report of these comes from Maurice Pugh who saw 
two teneral males in the New Forest on May 13 (three days after Four-spotted Chasers 
emerged at Titchfield Haven) 

o Beautiful Demoiselle: Peter Vaughan saw the first (a male) at Bartley Heath near 
Hook in north east Hampshire on May 13 

2. Butterflies 

o Brown Argus: We have had a report of one in Dorset on May 10 and now Colin Baker 
has seen one in Hampshire at Magdalen Hill Down on May 14 

o Common Blue: We heard of one near Lewes in Sussex on May 12 and now hear of 
two at Boscombe (Bournemouth) in Dorset, but none so far seen in Hampshire 

o Adonis Blue: First of the year, a single male, seen by Andy Horton on Mill Hill at 
Shoreham in Sussex. 

o Wall Brown: Again no Hampshire reports yet but Dorset has had two reports on May 3 
and 10 and Sussex has also had two (3 butterflies at Malling Down, Lewes. on May 13 
and 2 at Mill Hill, Shoreham on May 15) 

3. Moths 

o Oak Hook-tip: First report from Maurice Pugh at Cadnam in the New Forest on May 12 

o Barred Hook-tip: Another first for Maurice on May 12 

o Pebble Hook-tip: Another first for Maurice on May 12 



o Red Twin-spot Carpet: Another first for Maurice but on May 13 

o The Many-lined (Costaconvexa polygramma B&F 1741): This moth is listed as extinct 
in Britain but one was photographed when it turned up in Norfolk on May 12 and two 
more were seen in Suffolk on May 15 

o Chimney Sweeper: First report comes from the Meon valley on May 13 when Ashley 
Whitlock found them while watching Dukes of Burgundy 

o Speckled Yellow: My sighting of one in Stansted Forest on May 13 was followed by a 
report of 12 at Park Corner in East Sussex on May 14 

o Common Heath: First was found in the New Forest by Colin Baker when he was 
looking for Pearl Bordered Fritillaries in Pignal Inclosure area on May 14 

o Common Wave: May 13 brought joint firsts to Maurice Pugh at Cadnam and to the 
Portland Bill observatory 

o Eyed Hawkmoth: The first was in a Shoreham garden on May 14, found on a Daffodil 
(presumably the first stem the moth found on which to climb up off the ground while its 
wings dried) 

o Striped Hawkmoth: Steve Nash's website has reports of these in the Scillies, Cornwall 
and Dorset on May 14 and 15 plus another report of one in Dorset on May 4 (but with a 
note saying date to be confirmed - possibly May 14 rather the May 4?) 

o Buff-tip: First report is dated May 14 from Colin Baker at Magdalen Hill Down 

o Coxcomb Prominent: Another first for Maurice Pugh on May 12 

o Least Black Arches: First reported at Portland on May 12 

o Large Yellow Underwing: Another first for Portland on May 12 (ignoring a couple of 
records dated Jan 2!) 

o Nutmeg: First also at Portland on May 15 

o Cabbage Moth: Another first for Portland on May 12 

o Orange Upperwing (Jodia croceago B&F 2257): Another rarity thought by some to be 
extinct in Britain (though Mike Wall's Hantsmoths website just lists it as very 
uncommon) which I had not previously heard of and which the finder seems to want 
kept secret as the date and details are listed on Steve Nash's website as 'withheld' but 
the find was somewhere in Sussex and Steve thinks it likely to have been a vagrant 
(though the finder seems to think he has found a resident colony?) I also see that Steve 
gives the genus as 'Jodeo' rather than 'Jodia' but I guess this is just a typo. 

o Reed Dagger: The first of these, probably a migrant. was in Andy Phillips' mothtrap at 
Hastings on May 14 

o Scarce Bordered Straw: First taken in the Scillies on May 15 

o Ni Moth: Another first reported as being found in Dorset on May 3 (but marked as 
details to be confirmed as the species is not normally found before July) 

o Lunar Double-stripe: Another first for the year arriving at Bexhill near Hastings on 
May 11 

o Mother Shipton: The first of these day flying moths was found by Ashley Whitlock at a 
Meon valley site on May 13 

4. Other Insects 



o Cockchafer or May Bug: Maurice Pugh had 30 in his moth trap at Cadnam in the New 
Forest on May 12 

o Cardinal Beetle (Pyrochroa coccinea): Two of these seen by Peter Vaughan at 
Bartley Heath near Hook in north east Hampshire on May 13 

Tue 16 May 

A. Around Langstone 

On my weekly poster round I saw several Speckled Wood butterflies and my first Red Clover 
in the Langstone area. A single Brent Goose with an injured wing was with a pair of Shelduck 
and two Egrets at the mouth of the Langbrook stream and on Langstone Mill Pond the Swan 
was back on the nest which I thought she had deserted last week (when I could not see any 
eggs in it). A Cuckoo was calling nearby - maybe referring to the Swan? 

 
WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 8 - 14 (WEEK 19) 

Sun 14 May 

BIRDS  

1. Purple Heron: One seen briefly at Rye Harbour on May 12. Second report for the year after 
the one going west at Lymington on May 9 

2. Spoonbill: The bird that was at the Thorney Island Great Deeps from May 4 to 7 has not been 
reported since but there are probably at least 4 in the south of England with one in the Kent 
Stour Valley on May 10 and 12, one in the Rye Bay area on May 11 and 12, one at Pulbrough 
Brooks on May 11 and 12, and one at Christchurch Harbour on May 10 and 11 

3. Mute Swan: The pair at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth had hatched four cygnets by May 11 (first 
I have heard of) and the pair on the IBM Lake at Portsmouth seemed to be in the process of 
hatching young on May 13 (the pen on the nest had her wings spread and I saw movement 
under them and could hear 'cheeping'). 

4. Canada Goose: Goslings had hatched at Pett Level near Hastings on Apr 30, at Brading 
Marshes on the IoW on May 8, and at Titchfield Haven on May 12 (the flock there is down to 
around 20 adults). I do not have a date for the first to hatch at the IBM Portsmouth site but on 
May 13 I counted 39 goslings in nine families with two birds still sitting. (Total count of adults 
was 49). 

5. Barnacle Goose: Only three could be seen at Baffins Pond on May 11 (during the past winter 
the Baffins Gang had six or seven Barnacles). A more interesting sighting was made by Mike 
Collins in the Broadmarsh area (mouth of the Hermitage Stream) on May 10 when one 
Barnacle was with a group of 21 Dark-bellied and 1 Pale-bellied Brent. 

6. Shelduck: The lone Shelduck which has been at the Portsmouth IBM Lake from Jan 14 to Apr 
6 could not be seen during the May 13 count. On May 9 a pair were back at the Hayling 
Oysterbeds (where they have attempted to nest in past years) and on May 12 at least one was 
seen distantly on the Langstone village shore (with 13 present at Titchfield Haven that day). 

7. Garganey: A single male was reported at Titchfield Haven on May 8 and on May 11 and 12 
there were 3 at Pulborough Brooks, 2 at Christchurch Harbour, 2 at Rye Harbour and 2 in the 
Kent Stour valley. 

8. Eider: Counts of 100 or more were made off Titchfield Haven up to the end of April but the only 
report from there during May has been of 3 birds on May 12. In the west Solent there were 37 
on the sea off Fort Victoria (IoW) on May 8 but these may have moved west to give Bob 
Chapman a count of 27 off Highcliffe (Christchurch) on May 12. 

9. Merganser: A few birds are still on the move - on May 10 one was off Titchfield Haven and on 
May 11 four flew west past St Catherine's Point on the IoW. 



10. Honey Buzzard: One flew high over Christchurch Harbour on May 11, heading north. Ths is 
the third report for the year after one near Pulborough on Apr 30 and one over Pagham 
Harbour on May 1 

11. Black Kite: I have already reported one flying south at Beachy Head on May 7 and I now see 
that 2 flew in from the sea at Folkestone on May 6. 

12. Marsh Harrier: Singles arrived over Folkestone and at St Catherine's Point (IoW) on May 11 
and over Christchurch Harbour on May 12 

13. Hen Harrier: What was probably a first year bird was ovr Newmarket Hill between Brighton 
and Lewes on May 10 

14. Montagu's Harrier: Peter Potts watched a male drift west over the Chilling area (between 
Titchfield and Warsash) on May 7 - the same day that a female was seen passing through the 
area north of Portsdown Hill. Another ringtail was in the north Kent area on May 9 and 11. 

15. Goshawk: By chance a member of the Lothian and Borders raptor study group was in the Kent 
Stour valley when a Goshawk appeared there on May 9 and he was able to identify it 
confidently. 

16. Osprey: One went over Peter Raby's house in the Bridgemary area of Gosport on May 11 

17. Merlin: A late bird flew over the north Kent area on May 10 

18. Hobby: Ten or more were in the Pulborough Brooks area from May 9 to 11. On May 10 one of 
them was seen flying around tree tops (perhaps picking insects off the leaves?) 

19. Grey Partridge: Jeff Goodridge was pleased to find a pair in fields near Hoe Cross west of 
Hambledon on May 9 

20. Kentish Plover: One at Sandwich Bay on May 12 was the third report I have seen this year 
after one in north Kent on Apr 15 and one on Worthing beach on May 2 

21. Dotterel: I remain a little dubious about the report of 5 on pasture in the Cuckmere Valley on 
Mar 4 but there should be no doubt about a group of three seen on the Sussex Downs in a 
ploughed field a mile west of Ditchling Beacon on May 12 by several observers including 
Adrian Thomas. 

22. Knot: 72 were at Dungeness on May 10 with 77 there on May 11. On May 12 two were seen in 
summer plumage at Christchurch Harbour. 

23. Woodcock: These have probably been making their roding flights for many weeks but it is only 
now that many of them are seen by birders who go out at night in the hope of seeing Nightjars, 
On May 9 Jeff Goodridge saw one Woodcock in the West Walk woods near Wickham (Meon 
valley) where a Nightjar was churring, but on May 10 Derek Hale was less lucky on the Isle of 
Wight where he had at least two Woodcock in Firestone Copse but no Nightjar. 

24. Spotted Redshank: Two at Titchfield Haven on May 7 were the first for that site this year. 

25. Laughing Gull: One was reported going east at Dungeness on May 12 but it was only seen by 
one observer, There have been three earlier sightings this year (by the Thames in Berkshire on 
Jan 22, at Beachy Head on May 19 and in the Hastings area on Apr 21) but none since then. 

26. Black-headed Gull: First chicks were hatching on May 10 among the 2000 pairs nesting at 
Rye Harbour, and first chicks appeared at Titchfield Haven on May 12 

27. Roseate Tern: A few usually spend some time at Titchfield Haven around this time of year and 
the single which arrived on May 4 had become 2 birds on May 7 with 2 still there on May 12 

28. Little Tern: In my previous update I reported that the Portsmouth NEWS had told us that 15 
birds were back at the Hayling Oysterbeds, with several pairs already nesting, by May 8 but the 
press are not always accurate on these things and when Brian Fellows spent the morning of 
May 9 wardening the site he could only see 5 Little Terns with only one pair apparently thinking 



of nesting. Brian had some encouraging news though - he saw a pair of Common Terns land 
on the nest raft and if they settle there that may encourage some Little Terns to follow their 
lead, 

29. Long-eared Owl: On May 6 both a Long-eared and a Short-eared Owl were reported at 
Reculver on the north Kent coast. 

30. Nightjar: These have been heard back at two more Hampshire sites - in Botley Woods on May 
7 and West Walk (Meon valley) on May 9. No reports yet from Havant Thicket or Stansted 
Forest. 

31. Red-rumped Swallow: A sighting by Kris Gillam of one flying west from the Isle of Wight at the 
Needles on May 6 brings this year's sightings to six. The first was on Apr 4 at Ditchling in West 
Sussex followed by one at Portland on Apr 21. In May one was at Portland on May 3, three 
days before this new report from the IoW on May 6. Maybe the IoW bird turned east as one 
was at Dungeness on May 7, 8 and 9 before the most recent sighting at Portland on May 11 (of 
a distinctive bird with one tail streamer missing). 

32. Yellow-browed Warbler: I have already reported the very unusual record of one singing at 
Dungeness on May 4 and I now see that it (or another) was singing in the Folkestone area on 
May 9 

33. Woodchat Shrike: The Hambledon area bird has not been reported since May 9 but I read 
that Lee Evans considered opinion is that it was an adult female while Kevin Sayer disagrees, 
saying it is a first winter female. It sounds as if they are close to agreeing as winter seems to be 
over and we cannot be sure of the date on which this bird hatched last year - presumably it 
becomes an adult on its first birthday. 

34. Serin: Maybe one is still in south east Hampshire as, after Trevor Carpenter's sighting at 
Stokes Bay on May 3, Tim Walker had another sighting at Lee on the Solent on May 5 

35. Crossbill: A flock of 14 was seen flying around a cafe on the shore at Folkestone on May 10 
before heading west, and up to 15 were seen in the same area on May 11 in four smaller 
groups. Being very early breeders it is I suppose possible that these are the first of this year's 
post-breeding invaders from the continent, but that is pure supposition. 

36. Reed Bunting: Of local interest it was good to have a breeding pair settled at the Warblington 
reed bed on May 12 and to find another pair on the northern island in the Portsmouth IBM Lake 
on May 13 

PLANTS 

1. Large Bittercress: First flowers of year found at Titchfield Haven by Richard Carpenter on 
May 6, with more found by him on May 9 in the nearby Brownwich area 

2. Smith's Pepperwort: Another first for Richard at Hill Head on May 8 

3. Wild Mignonette: Flowering on Portsdown on May 12 

4. Common Milkwort: I guess others have seen this earlier but the first record I have is of my 
own find on Portsdown on May 12 

5. White Campion: Another first on Portsdown on May 12 - I was expecting to find Bladder 
Campion but did not 

6. Bladder Campion: First flowers on Hayling Sinah Common found by Brian Fellows on May 10 

7. Sea Campion: Flowering in the Brownwich area near Titchfield on May 9, found by Richard 
Carpenter 

8. Broom: A lovely bush in fresh flower on Portchester Common (Portsdown) on May 12 seems 
to be the first of year 

9. Red Clover: A significant first for Richard Carpenter, found in the Brownwich area on May 9 



10. Hairy Tare: First find by John Goodspeed on May 10 growing on the north pier of the old 
Hayling Island rail bridge 

11. Bullace: Not a first but a surprise find by myself at the Warblington Farm when I was deterred 
from following my usual route by a bull firmly ensconced with cows around the gate I normally 
use. Walking north from this gate I found a long hedgerow covered with small plum type 
flowers having no detectable thorns and with very pubescent twigs. 

12. Silverweed: First flowers at Warblington farm on May 12 

13. Water Avens: Richard Carpenter found lots flowering at the Bishops Waltham Moors on May 
10 

14. Wall Pennywort or Navelwort: Reported by Cliff Dean from Winchelsea where the plant is 
quite common - first flowering on May 10 

15. Spindle: First flowers on a small tree in Warblington churchyard on May 12 

16. Hogweed: First flowers found by Richard Carpenter on May 9 in the Brownwich area near 
Titchfield 

17. Sanicle: Another first for Richard on May 10, found on what he calls the 'Hampshire Downs' 

18. Hemlock Water Dropwort: Flowering at the IBM Portsmouth site on May 13 

19. Common Bistort: A good find for Richard Carpenter in the Bishops Waltham Moors area on 
May 10 

20. Yellow Pimpernel: I seem to have been the first to record this lovely plant which was flowering 
in Stansted Forest on May 13 

21. Scarlet Pimpernel: I also found this at the IBM Portsmouth site earlier on May 13 

22. Heath Speedwell: Very few plants in flower when I found the first of this at the IBM Portsmouth 
site on May 13 

23. Brooklime: This had started to flower on Warblington Farm on May 12 

24. Changing Forget-me-not: Making up for its very late appearance this year there was a 
massive display of this at the IBM Portsmouth site on May 12 

25. Wayfaring Tree: First flowering in the Titchfield Brownwich area on May 9, seen by Richard 
Carpenter 

26. Ox-eye Daisy: I found my first on Portchester Common (Portsdown) on May 12 and saw lots 
more flowers open on the IBM Portsmouth site next day. 

27. White Helleborine: Several plants were well grown at the IBM Portsmouth site on May 13 and 
one was showing white flowerbuds though not yet in flower. 

28. Common Twayblade: I saw just one in flower on May 13 at the Early Purple orchid site in the 
Stansted Forest Groves (where, as Michael Prior, reported earlier in the week, there is a good 
show of Early Purples though fewer than in the Hollybank Woods) 

29. Green-winged Orchid: On May 10 Brian Fellows found hundreds flowering at Gunner Point 
on Hayling and Richard Carpenter also found many flowering at Bishops Waltham Moors 

30. Remote Sedge: Flowering in Stansted Forest on May 13 

31. Wood Sedge: Also found at Stansted on May 13 

32. Grey Sedge: Coming into flower in my Havant garden this week 

33. Distant Sedge: Found in the Warblington Farm SSSI on May 12 



34. Great Tussock Sedge: Found by Richard Carpenterat Bishops Waltham Moors on May 10 

35. Common Spike Rush: Flowering at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on May 9, found by Brian 
Fellows 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Hairy Dragonfly: Richard Carpenter watched the first female egglaying at Titchfield 
Haven on May 12 

o Four-spotted Chaser: Also on May 12 four of these were flying at Titchfield Haven 

o Banded Demoiselle: By May 12 these were reported to have been seen along the 
Titchfield canal path 

2. Butterflies 

o Large Skipper?: What was probably the first Large Skipper was seen at Magdalen Hill 
Down near Winchester on May 12 by Geoff Jones who described his sighting as a 
'small skipper' 

o Clouded Yellow: Andy Horton saw two near the River Arun in the Upper Beeding area 
on May 11 and on May 12 Geoff Jones photographed what seems to be the first helice 
female Clouded Yellow at Magdalen Hill Down 

o Small Copper: Half a dozen new reports show that these are at last appearing 
generally - on May 10 Brian Fellows saw several on Sinah Common at south Hayling. 

o Small Blue: First and only report comes from the small chalkpits on Portsdown by Hill 
Road above Portchester - one butterfly seen by Mike Gwilliam on May 11 

o Brown Argus: Another first, seen on Ballard Down near Swanage in Dorset on May 10 
by Adrian Hoskins 

o Common Blue: The first of these is claimed by John Holloway at Kingston near Lewes 
on May 12 

o Duke of Burgundy: When Peter Eeles was at Noar Hill on May 10 he saw 24 males 
and no females, and later the same day he went to the Stockbridge Down area and 
again could not find a female among 34 males (though he did find 2 females among 38 
butterflies there on May 12). Despite his experience there were a few females around 
at Noar Hill - on May 9 Adrian Hoskins found three females among some 20 Dukes and 
on May 7 Richard Symonds found as many as 8 females there among just 12 Dukes 
(though also on May 7 Adrian Hoskins was there and could find only 8 males). 

o Painted Lady: I have now seen 44 reports of these this year and the pace seems to be 
hotting up - on May 10 there were four separate reports, three of them in Hampshire 
and one on the Sussex Downs. 

o Pearl Bordered Fritillary: These have now been seen at Bentley Wood to the west of 
Stockbridge, in the Stockbridge Down area and in the New Forest though the big 
numbers are being reported from Sussex - 25 at Rewell Wood near Arundel on May 10 
and 55 (seen in just 30 minutes) at Abbots Wood near Hailsham on May 11. 

o Wall Brown: One had been anonymously reported in the Bournemouth area on May 3 
but the first sighting by a known observer was of 2 seen on Ballard Down in Dorset by 
Adrian Hoskins on May 10 

3. Moths 

o Common Swift: First seen by Michael Hawkins at Chailey Common near Haywards 
Heath on May 11 



o Nemophora metallica: Longhorn moths seen in the Dodnor area of the IoW near 
Cowes on May 12 were not positively identified by Derek Hale but he suggests this 
name 

o Ethmia bipunctella: Reported from Rye Harbour on May 10 

o Emperor Moth: I have already reported a 'superb male' seen at Beachy Head on May 
7 and I now learn that a pristine female was among the finds of Dave Green's moth 
hunting party in the New Forest on the same day 

o Chinese Character: At Rye Harbour on May 12 Chris Bentley watched 'a bird dropping 
slowly working its way up a plant stem in daylight' but a closer look revealed the first 
Chinese Character of the year. 

o Galium Carpet: First of the year at Portland Bill on May 10 

o Marbled Pug: First taken in the New Forest on May 7 

o Lime-speck Pug: First taken at Portland Bill on May 10 

o Oak-tree Pug: Another first at Portland on May 11 

o Speckled Yellow: Not being a 'mother' I am surprised that I seem to have been the first 
to see one of these in Stansted Forest on May 13 

o Ringed Carpet: First for the year (and first report of the species ever to go into my 
database) was another New Forest special on May 7 

o Yellow Belle: A first for Portland on May 10 

o Iron Prominent: First found by Richard Carpenter at Hill Head near Titchfield on May 
11 

o Orange Footman: Reported by Richard Coomber from the New Forest moth night on 
May 7 (first of year) 

o Ruby Tiger: First seen by Geoff Jones on May 10 at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon 
Valley 

o Heart and Dart: First for Portland on May 11 

o Pale Mottled Willow: A first for Richard Carpenter at Hill Head on May 11 

4. Other Insects 

o Leucozona lucorum: Richard Carpenter saw this hoverfly at Noar Hill on May 10 - first 
report. 

o Hornet: Michael Prior, head forester at Stansted, tells us that queen Hornets were on 
the wing in Stansted Forest on May 9 

OTHER 

1. Terrapin: One of these was basking on an island in Baffins Pond at Portsmouth when Brian 
Fellows was there on May 11 

2. Fungi: On May 12 there was an impressive display of what I took to be Coprinus lagopus on 
slurry soaked straw in the Warblington farmyard here in Havant and on May 13 I saw a big 
troop of St George's Mushrooms at the IBM North Harbour site. Recently I noticed my first 
troop of Fairy Ring Mushrooms here in Havant. 

Sat 13 May 

A. Portsmouth IBM Lake and Stansted Forest 



As I got out of my car on arrival at the Portsmouth IBM site for this month’s WeBS count it was 
good to hear House Martins buzzing overhead, and later to see Swifts over the lake and to 
hear at least two Lesser Whitethroats rattling away, and I was also pleased with a pair of 
Reed Buntings back on the islands, but other than these there was little to be pleased about in 
the birds I counted as they were nearly all Canada Geese - 46 adults with 39 goslings in nine 
families, plus at least two birds still sitting on nests. 

In past years Skylarks would have been singing over the grassland where both Meadow Pipit 
and even Yellow Wagtail have nested, Common Whitethroats would have been heard, and 
there would have been evidence of a pair of Kestrels nesting on the buildings while (despite 
most gulls being busy at their nests) the lake and nearby rubbish tip would have attracted at 
least 50 non-breeding gulls (a mixture of Herring and Black-headed) whereas today’s count 
was of just three Black-headed which flew over without stopping. Even the lone Shelduck 
which has been present in each month from January to April had disappeared. 

To be fair there was a Little Egret at the main reception lake and there was a single Great 
Crested Grebe, plus two pairs of Tufted Duck that were not there last month, and of course 
there were still Reed Warblers chuntering away in all the reed beds but I only saw 9 Coot, 7 
Moorhens, and just 1 Little Grebe with 25 Mallard (including one family of four ducklings). 
One bonus was that the pair of Swans which nest there seemed to be hatching their cygnets 
as I watched - the male was in close attendance by the nest on which the female was sitting 
with wings outstretched to cover something that I could not see but could hear ‘cheeping’. 

The wild flowers offered a little more interest with the Ox-Eye Daisies starting to flower and 
large areas being covered with the Changing Forget-me-not that should have been out last 
month but which I have not seen anywhere until today. A less exciting first flowering was of 
Hemlock Water-Dropwort but that was offset by my first Heath Speedwell and Scarlet 
Pimpernel. Not yet in flower but not far off were the Common Spotted orchids showing their 
flowerheads among their leaves and one White Helleborine which had a full grown flower 
head though not of the white flower buds were yet open. Not wild, but unusual and very 
colourful, was the mass of mauve flowers on the Foxglove Tree at the west end of the main 
reception lake. 

Other things worth mentioning were a good troop of St George’s Mushrooms and just one 
Holly Blue butterfly (the fact that it was the only butterfly seen, and that the Common Blues 
had not started to emerge, could easily take me back to the thoughts of past glories with which 
I started ...) 

In the evening I paid a brief visit to the Redwood Groves at Stansted to see the Early Purple 
orchids which are flourishing in an area which has recently been thinned to let in more light 
and, while I have seen greater numbers of the orchids there in past years those that were up 
were tall and healthy promising a better show in forthcoming years. Among them I saw my first 
Twayblade and my first Speckled Yellow moth of the year, plus both Remote and Wood 
Sedge. 

I had parked in the layby at the east end of the track known either as Park Lane or Monument 
Lane which leads east to Racton Folly, and the short section of this track from the road to the 
start of the Redwood Groves path had its usual great display of wild flowers as any country 
lane worth the name should have in the month of May. Among the Greater Stitchwort and 
Red Campion much Bush Vetch was flowering and there were some magnificent examples 
of Bugle in full flower, standing rigidly erect and as tall as I have ever seen them. In the 
woodland Yellow Pimpernel was in full flower and I was even deceived into taking home a 
sample of a Bedstraw which I could not recognize but which turned out to be just Cleavers - 
something that I did not expect in such good company! 

Fri 12 May 

A. An evening visit to Portsdown for flowers 

Wanting a breathe of fresh air on a sunny quiet evening I drove to the west end of Portsdown 
and parked on the bend at the top end of Skew Road (which leads down over the M27 to 
Portchester). Here you can get out of the car, go through a gate, and within a moment forget 



the rush of homebound traffic on the road in the peace of Portchester Common with its great 
views out over Portsmouth Harbour to the Isle of Wight. 

Even before reaching the open grassland, in the gateway area, there was something unusual 
which I think to be a large clump of Meadow-rue (though that is normal a plant of damp 
meadows, not dry chalk grassland - admittedly the plants are in a very shaded situation and 
probably got there as a result of someone dumping garden rubbish). I have seen these plants 
in previous years but have never been there when they are in flower - probably in July. 

Out on the grass I found my first Wild Mignonette and Spring Sedge but nothing else of great 
interest, so I drove on downhill to the large parking space just before the junction with 
Monument Lane and the bridge over the M27. Here there was no sign of the Field Cow-wheat 
that will appear later, and by the roadside there was a more worrying absence of the usual 
large clump of Common Spotted orchid leaves under the crash barriers near the bridge. 

Beside Monument Lane a magnificent bush of Broom was coming into flower and the young 
plants of Small Yellow Foxglove (Digitalis lutea) could be seen though I would not expect 
them to flower for some time. Going back to the car I added one more tick to my flower list with 
my first Common Milkwort. 

Wed 10 May 

A. (Wed1005) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0705 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds  

• The first Balearic Shearwater was seen on May 6 but others may not appear until July 

• First definite report of a juvenile Heron out of the nest comes from Christchurch 

• Night Heron, White Stork and four Black Swans are all in the news. 

• A male Buzzard and a female Harris Hawk seem to have paired in the Finchdean area - will 
they breed? 

• Big movement of waders on May 8 - see entry for Ringed Plover 

• Would the placing of dummy nesting Little Terns on the raft at the Oysterbeds encourage the 
real terns to nest there? 

Plants  

• 16 new species in flower including Bird's Foot Trefoil, Chalk Milkwort and Early Spider orchid. 

• Last week's mystery plant at the Hayling Oysterbeds is almost certainly Dame's Violet. 

Insects  

• Small Heath is the only new butterfly species but the emergence of Pearl Bordered Fritillaries 
is confirmed with some seen near Arundel. 

• Twelve new moths for the year list include Cinnabar, Burnet Companion and Emperor moth. 

Other Wildlife  

• Both Grey and Common Seals seen around the Isle of Wight 

BIRDS 

1. Great Crested Grebe: A pair at Eastleigh Lakeside park had four chicks on May 2 and more 
had hatched at Rye Harbour by May 9 when a photo of what seemed to be a well grown 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0705


juvenile appeared on the Rye website (the first report of chicks was dated Mar 22 and came, I 
think, from the Testwood Lakes at Totton though no location was given) 

2. Manx Shearwater: Portland Bill had a massive flock of an estimated 10,000 birds on the sea 
on May 6 with more than 300 remaining to May 8 but very few of these have been seen east of 
Dorset. Ten got as far as Dungeness on May 6 and five were seen from Birling Gap on Beachy 
Head on May 9. 

3. Balearic Shearwater: The first and so far only report is of a single bird seen from the Chesil 
area of Portland on May 6. Last year there was just one report of this species on June 15 with 
the next on July 6 but they did not become a regular sight until mid July. 

4. Shag: Five birds in breeding plumage paused on the sea off Selsey Bill on May 9 to give 
watchers a good view before they flew on east. Maybe they were heading for distant breeding 
cliffs but I would have thought they should be at their nests by now so maybe they were just on 
a fishing trip (perhaps from the Isle of Wight where two were seen on a cliff ledge at the 
Foreland on May 7) 

5. Little Egret: Numbers are now minimal everywhere along the coast so a report of around 20 
birds in Pagham Harbour on May 6 suggests that site is the preferred holiday resort for 
non-breeding birds (or maybe that we have a new breeding colony somewhere in that area??) 

6. Grey Heron: On Apr 28 it was suggested that some of 11 Herons seen at Titchfield Haven 
were juveniles already out of nests in Elson Wood at Gosport but the first definite report of a 
fledged juvenile comes from Christchurch Harbour on May 7 

7. Purple Heron: Marcus Ward had a brief view of one making its way west over the Lymington 
Marshes on May 9 - so far I have no news of further sightings. This is the first report of this 
species for the year. 

8. White Stork: One was seen over Southampton on May 9 gaining height by circling in a thermal 
with two Buzzards. 

9. Mute Swan: This year the pair of Swan at Langstone Mill Pond built their nest in what I thought 
was a rather foolish place with easy access for foxes and on May 6 the eggs that had been in 
the nest had vanished and the Swans had abandoned the nest. 

10. Black Swan: A group of four suddenly appeared on the Pagham Lagoon on May 6 but I have 
no idea where they came from or if they will stay. 

11. Brent Goose: Two flying through the Solent past Gosport may have been late migrants but 
may not have been going further than Portsmouth Harbour 

12. Garganey: A series of nine reports in the four days May 6 to 9 seems to show there are quite a 
few Garganey in southern England this spring and we have even had a local report of three 
birds (a pair with an additional female) found by Jason Crook on the stream at Farlington 
Marshes on May 9 

13. Tufted Duck: Of local interest there was a smart pair of Tufties on Langstone Mill Pond (where 
they are not regular) on May 6 

14. Eider: 37 were on the sea in the west Solent, seen from Fort Victoria on the IoW, on May 8. No 
reports from the east Solent since the count of 127 on Apr 28 

15. Common Scoter: More than 100 were still going east past Selsey on May 9 

16. Velvet Scoter: Four of these were seen with the Common Scoter heading east off Selsey Bill 
on May 9 

17. Black Kite: Birdguides reported a Black Kite going south from Beachy Head on May 7 when 
two widely separated Red Kites were seen moving along the Sussex coast 



18. Hen Harrier: These are still passing north - one went over Dungeness on May 7 and another 
(with distinctive missing tail feathers) was over Yarmouth on the IoW on May 8 

19. Buzzard: Two interesting observations from John Simons at Dean Lane End (north of 
Rowlands Castle) last week end. On May 6 he watched a male Buzzard flying with a female 
Harris Hawk and saw them land together in the same tree, and on May 6 he saw the same 
'pair' again among a group of nine Buzzards which came right over his house - on this occasion 
the two were displaying to each other and he even saw them 'talon locking' but we will 
have to wait for news of any offspring. 

John's second observation concerns Buzzards and Crows. We have all seen Buzzards being 
harried by Crows and on May 6 saw something to justify the Crow's dislike of Buzzards - he .. 
"observed three Common Buzzards hounding a pair of crows which had a nest in a 
small copse. On closer inspection their target was the nest and when the parents were 
sufficiently distracted one of the three cospirators landed on the nest and proceeded to 
help itself to the contents - to what I'm not sure. The three Buzzards I believe are 
non-breeders". 

20. Osprey: These are still regularly moving north. On May 7 one flew over the Eastleigh Lakeside 
site, on May 8 one caught a fish in Langstone Harbour before continuing north and on May 9 
one went north west over the Southwick area of Brighton. 

21. Hobby: Nine recent sightings since May 6, some of birds coming in off the sea and others 
which may already be on territory. At Pulborough Brooks on May 9 the warden, Peter Hughes, 
saw 10 and says there may have been more. 

22. Ringed Plover: More than 300 passed through Christchurch Harbour on the morning of May 8 
as part of a massive, fast moving, wave of waders. The CHOG website says .. "an incredible 
2500+ Dunlin were estimated, along with 300+ Ringed Plover, 160 Bar-tailed Godwit, 125 
Grey Plover, including one flock of 50 birds, 65 Turnstone, 55 Whimbrel, 42 Sanderling and 
5 Black-tailed Godwit. All of this was observed from South Marsh over a three hour period 
starting at 8:00, during which, there was also a Little Stint and 3 Greenshank seen on the 
deck." Other birds seen at Christchurch that day included 23 Black Terns (plus 270 Common, 
46 Arctic, 12 Little and 2 Roseate) 

23. Sanderling: On May 6 Steve Mansfield noted some 40 Sanderling scurrying about on the 
beach at Sandy Point on Hayling. 

24. Purple Sandpiper: Steve Mansfield also saw one of these out on the wooden rig off the mouth 
of Chichester Harbour 

25. Pomarine Skua: Recent daily peak counts along the coast have been - 10 at Hope Gap near 
Beachy Head on May 6, 14 in one flock at Christchurch Harbour on May 7, 10 off Selsey and 
maybe the same 14 off Dungeness on May 8, and 4 so far reported off Portland on May 9. 

26. Common Tern: In 10 hours on May 6 Russell Wynn et al saw 2180 fly east over the Hurst area 
in the west Solent and on May 7 Steve Mansfield estimated up to 1000 in the mouth of 
Chichester Harbour. 

27. Little Tern: On May 8 the Portsmouth NEWS published a full page article about these Terns at 
the Hayling Oysterbeds which said that conservation work done by volunteers had been a 
great success "as 15 of the Terns have been spotted nesting at the site." Half the page is taken 
up with a (presumably recent) photo showing six terns, two of them apparently sitting on nests, 
I note that one of the nests is close to the water line and (assuming the photo was taken this 
weekend when the highest tide was predicted to be 3.9 metres) that nest should be well under 
water when the high tides on May 25 and 26 reach a predicted 4.7 metres. Although the article 
mentions that a floating raft, covered with shingle, had been provided for the birds to nest on 
safely I have not yet heard of any birds taking up the offer. The first to do so might think it would 
be foolish to nest so close to the water, and away from the company of other birds on the 
island, so I wonder when we will see a few dummy birds planted on the raft as if they were 
nesting? 



28. Puffin: Back on May 3 everyone agreed that two auks on the water in the Hurst narrows of the 
west Solent were Puffins and now Trevor Carpenter is seeking a quorum to support his claim 
to have seen one flying east past Titchfield Haven on May 7 

29. Turtle Dove: On May 9 Catherington Down became the second site in Hampshire to report 
Turtle Dove. There has been a total of 39 reports so far from Kent, Sussex and Dorset but 
surprisingly none from the Isle of Wight. 

30. Hoopoe: One was reported on Portland on each day from May 6 to 9 inclusive - probably just 
the one bird there. 

31. Red-rumped Swallow: One was seen at Dungeness on both May 7 and 8 

32. House Martin: The first report of birds nest building comes from the Winkle Street area of 
Calbourne on the IoW on May 7 

33. Reed Warbler: A few more have returned to local sites - on May 6 I heard one at Langstone 
Mill Pond for the first time and an apparently new bird was at the Slipper Mill Pond in Emsworth 
on May 8 

34. Golden Oriole: One was at Dungeness on May 7 - the third report for the year after birds in the 
Pulborough area on Apr 17 and north Kent on Apr 27 

35. Woodchat Shrike: The bird which turned up in the Hambledon area on May 7 was still there 
on May 8. 

36. Raven: Paul Heyes saw one flying over Graffham village close to the South Downs south of 
Midhurst during the first week of May 

37. Tree Sparrow: A couple of these were unexpected visitors to Portland Bill on May 8. The only 
other report from Dorset this year was of one at Christchurch Harbour on May 5 - none have 
been seen in Hampshire 

38. Common (was Scarlet) Rosefinch: One flew over Christchurch Harbour, calling, on May 8. 
The only other report for this year is of one that was at Portland Bill on Apr 22 and 23. 

PLANTS 

1. Goldilocks buttercup: Although I saw flower beds on plants in Pyle Lane at Horndean on Apr 
3 I never went back to see them in flower so a find by the Havant Wildlife Group at Lowton's 
Copse, north of Clanfield, on May 6 goes down as first for the year 

2. Greater Celandine: This was first found in flower at Lumley Mill, Emsworth, on May 7. More 
plants were found flowering in Finchdean by Jim Berry on May 9 

3. Annual Wall-rocket: First flowers here in Havant on May 9 

4. Intermediate Winter Cress: Just one plant had struggled into flower on May 9 through thick 
grass which has choked a regular site for this plant in the carpark on the old rail line below 
Havant Museum. 

5. Dame's Violet: In my last bulletin I mentioned a cluster of white flowered plants about to flower 
at the Hayling Oysterbeds and (because I could not remember their name although I had seen 
them there a couple of years ago) I suggested they might be a white flowered garden version 
of Soapwort. Thanks to John Goodspeed's better memory I now know they are a white form of 
Dame's Violet. The flowers should be open by now ... 

6. Chalk Milkwort: This was found in flower on Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester on May 9 

7. Sea Sandwort: This was generally in flower on the north pier of the old rail line bridge at 
Langstone on May 6 

8. Knotted Pearlwort: The white petals of this delicate small plant were open in Havant on May 9 



9. Shining Cranesbill: Although increasing in our area this is still an uncommon plant so it is 
worth noting a find of it at Clanfield Church on May 6 altough it was already in flower here in 
Havant on Apr 21 

10. Cut-leaved Cranesbill: This startedto flower generally here in Havant on May 6 

11. Bush Vetch: After an unusual early find of this in flower at Rowlands Castle on Mar 2 the first 
report of its normal flowering came from Lowton's Copse at Clanfield on May 6 

12. Black Medick: Spotted Medick has been flowering since Apr 10 but it was not until May 9 that 
I first saw the more compact heads of smaller flowers on Black Medick. 

13. Bird's Foot Trefoil: The appearance of this flower is one of the sure signs that spring is giving 
way to summer and I was surprised to find it out in Langstone, on the north pier of the old rail 
bridge, on May 6 

14. Wood Avens (aka Herb Bennett): This began to open its flowers in Havant on May 10 

15. Broad-leaved Willowherb: Another marker of the changing season I found one plant of this 
flowering in Havant on May 6 (but have yet to find any more!) 

16. Sun Spurge: Although this is one of the plants that can be found in almost any month of the 
year its proper spring season has now started - JIm Berry noted it at Finchdean on May 9. 

17. Wall Speedwell: This began to open its tiny sky blue flowers in Havant on May 10 

18. Woodruff: This was found flowering in Lowton's Copse at Clanfield on May 6 

19. Field Madder: Just one plant in flower here in Havant on May 9 

20. Solomon's Seal: Another lovely first flowering in Lowton's Copse on May 6 

21. Early Spider Orchid: Although this species does not occur in Hampshire many orchid 
enthusiasts consider it deserves a lengthy trip to the Dorset coast and I can tell them that it was 
in flower in the Winspit area on May 7 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Small Copper: Four new reports in the period May 5 to 8 come from Pulborough 
Brooks, Beachy Head, and sites both east and west of Lewes. These four however only 
bring the total of reports for the year to 12 since the first was reported on Apr 5 so the 
species is hardly flourishing. 

o Holly Blue: This species is flourishing, at least in Gosport where David Tinling counted 
54 of them on May 5 - no doubt the wasps which parasitise the Holly Blue caterpillars 
will note this number and ensure that future generations there are kept in check! 

o Duke of Burgundy: Numbers are beginning to increase with news of 8 seen at Noar 
Hill on May 7 and 11 seen at a private site in the Meon Valley on May 5 

o Red Admiral: The invasion of migrants continues with more than 10 at Portland Bill on 
May 7 when a total of 20 were seen at Iford in the Lewes area. 

o Painted Lady: Migrants of this species are also arriving. On May 7 more than 10 were 
seen at Portland with 5 at Iford near Lewes, 4 at Mottistone on the IoW, 2 in Rewell 
Wood (just north west of Arundel) and one at the extreme east end of the Sussex 
Downs near Alfriston. 

o Pearl Bordered Fritillary: May 7 brought confirmation that the butterflies seen in 
Abbot's Wood (near Hailsham in East Sussex) were Pale Bordered - the 3 reported on 
May 5 had become 6 by May 7 when there was another sighting of 3 in Rewell Wood 
between Arundel and Slindon. 



o Small Heath: The first for the year were seen at Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester 
(2) and at Mill Hill near Shoreham (1), both on May 7, and on May 8 another single was 
seen at Kingston near Lewes. 

2. Moths 

o Pyrausta aurata (Mint moth): First seen at Magdalen Hill Down on May 7 

o Pyrausta purpuralis: First reported from Noar Hill on May 7 

o Emperor Moth: A superb male was found and photographed (see Sussex BC website) 
by Adrian Thomas in the Beachy Head area on May 7 - first report I have seen this year 

o Common Carpet: First seen by Adrian Hoskins at Noar Hill on May 7 

o Small White Wave: Another first for Adrian Hoskins at Noar Hill on May 7 

o Peppered Moth: A very early specimen was found and photographed (see Rye Bay 
website) in the Hastings area on May 8 

o Chocolate-tip: First for the year on May 5 at Portland (where it is rarely found). 

o Cinnabar Moth: Andy Barker had the first to be reported this year at Magdalen Hill 
Down on May 7 

o The Delicate: First for the year at Portland Bill on May 6 

o Red Sword-grass: A find by Russell Wynn at Lymington on April 13 takes away the 
'first' status previously reported for Maurice Pugh's find in the New Forest on Apr 22 

o Poplar Grey: A first of year for Rye Harbour on May 7 

o Knot Grass: Also a first at Rye on May 7 

o Burnet Companion: The first of these was also reported by Andy Barker at Magdalen 
Hill Down on May 7 

o Moth caterpillars: On May 6 Mark Swann noted both Brown-tail and Lackey Moth 
caterpillar tents on the same Hawthorn trees at the Testwood Lakes in Totton 
(Southampton). A less worrying find was of a Marbled Beauty caterpillar allowing itself 
to be photographed while out munching lichens by day in the Hastings area on May 8 
(they normally only feed at night and so are rarely seen). 

3. Other Insects 

o Tawny Mining Bee: I have recently been digging out an old flower bed in my Havant 
garden, temporarily leaving smooth earth 'cliffs' on either side of the bed, and these 
have attracted at least half a dozen Tawny Mining Bees to attempt to excavate their 
nest tunnels in this 'ideal habitat' - hopefully I replaced the weeded soil in time to 
prevent any of them completing their task but I had to regret causing them wasted 
effort. 

OTHER 

1. Seals in the Solent: In his April summary of observation in the Lymington area during April 
Russell Wynn reports sightings of both Grey and Common Seal during the month and the 
Grey Seal was seen again in the west Solent on May 6, maybe after completing a 'round the 
Island tour' as one was seen off St Catherine's Point on the Isle of Wight on May 4 

2. Sand Lizard: These have probably been active for as long as Common Lizards (and the first 
of those was seen at Hook in north east Hampshire on Feb 25 after snow on the previous day) 
but the first mention of a Sand Lizard sighting has not reached me until May 7 (from Dorset) 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0705 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0705


 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAY 1 - 7 (WEEK 18) 

Sun 7 May 

BIRDS  

1. Divers: In the past few days Black-throated seems to have been the commonest species 
passing through though there have been many sightings of all three regular species. On May 2 
three Black-throated flew past St Catherine's Point and seven went past Dungeness while on 
May 3 one (probably two) were in the Solent and another five were logged at Dungeness. May 
4 brought another to Christchurch Bay for Bob Chapman to see. Christchurch Harbour had the 
highest count of Great Northern with three on May 2 and two were seen from Stokes Bay on 
May 4. Red-throated just kept ahead of the others with a count of 6 at Portland on May 2 and 
5 on May 3, and on May 4 there were at least 4 in the Christchurch Bay area.  

2. Fulmar: On May 4 a raft of 13 birds was on the sea at St Catherine's Point 

3. Manx Shearwater: 350 were recorded at Chesil on Portland on May 2 and on May 1 an 
anonymous report from Selsey Bill claimed 7 which would be the highest count for the half 
dozen reports which have come from the east end of the Channel (Kent and Sussex) so far this 
year. The Christchurch Bay website reported a 'bizarre' incident on May 3 when .. "a Manx 
Shearwater was found paddling around in the middle of the harbour early in the morning. 
Despite the intermittent attention of large gulls, the bird was still sitting on the water at 
lunchtime". 

4. Gannet: There have been a fair number of these in the Channel since May 1 with counts of 
150+ from Christchurch Bay on May 3 and, on May 4, 433 at Dungeness and 247 at St 
Catherine's Point 

5. Spoonbill: Although I have not seen news of the Pagham Harbour North Walls bird since May 
2 one which turned up at the Great Deeps on Thorney Island on May 4 was said to be 'not the 
Pagham bird'. 

6. Barnacle Goose: The single Barnacle which was seen intermittently in the Langstone, 
Chichester and Pagham Harbours with flocks of Brent this spring, and which I last saw off the 
Langstone South Moors on Apr 12, stayed around and is mentioned in the HOS website report 
for April as being last seen in Langstone Harbour on Apr 22. 

7. Brent Goose: An all day seawatch at Sandy Point on Hayling Island on May 2 recorded 11 
Brent flying east and this may have been the last day for any migrants to leave although Ewan 
Urquhart (who spent 43 hours seawatching at Splash Point between Newhaven and Beachy 
Head over the four days May 2 to 5) lists a total of 51 Brent passing in that period without giving 
figures for the individual days. 

8. Garganey: A male was again reported from Pagham Harbour on May 3 

9. Merganser: The period May 3 to 5 brought six reports of Merganser still in the Channel 
including 2 birds which were at Christchurch Harbour on May 3 and which may have moved on 
to be seen at Hurst and then Stokes Bay on May 4 

10. Marsh Harrier: On May 3 two of seven or more birds in the Kent Stour Valley were seen 
mating and another single bird was briefly hunting over the Lymington saltmarshes on its 
northward passage. 

11. Red-footed Falcon: The only report for the year so far comes from the Kent Stour valley 
where there was a brief sighting of one on Apr 29 but maybe we will soon here from the birder 
who in past years used to travel from London to the New Forest on a selected day in early May 
each year to see a Red-footed Falcon (and never failed to do so!) 



12. Merlin: A late male was still to be seen heading north at Sandwich Bay on May 5 

13. Coot: One of the rafts in the Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond had a single Coot chick on show on 
May 3 

14. Avocet: Titchfield Haven has had a peak count of 12 birds sometime in early May 

15. Ringed Plover: In addition to the gulls and Oystercatchers intending to nest on the 'tern island' 
at the Hayling Oysterbeds we may well have a pair of Ringed Plover back again though the 
only report so far is of a single bird seen there by Brian Fellows on May 2 

16. Kentish Plover: The first to be reported this year (other than the one which appeared on the 
north Kent coast at Reculver on Apr 15) was a male which appeared on Worthing beach on 
May 2 - I wonder if it was heading for Pilsey Sands on Thorney Island where one has been 
seen in several past years? 

17. Knot: No local sightings but a count of 80 at Dungeness on May 4 may indicate that others will 
soon be moving through - the last report of any outside Kent was back on Apr 19 when Andy 
Johnson had 75 on Hayling Island (last year George Spraggs had one in its red summer 
plumage at the Hayling Oysterbeds on May 10) 

18. Sanderling: A few of these seem to be now on the move with reports of 7 being grounded by 
rain on the shore of Sandown Bay (IoW) on May 1, 26 at Dungeness on May 3 (when 17 were 
at Christchurch Harbour). On May 4 Simon Ingram watched 11 flying east through the west 
Solent from Hurst Beach. 

19. Little Stint: One at Christchurch Harbour on May 4 was a nice bonus for the birders there .... 

20. Temminck's Stint: ... though not quite as good a tick as this bird in the Kent Stour valley on the 
same day! 

21. Curlew Sandpiper: After reporting the birds at Christchurch Harbour and the Hayling 
Oysterbeds on May 2 and 3 as the first two of the year news has leaked out of one seen briefly 
at Keyhaven on Apr 20, and on May 4 Christchurch Harbour had a second individual. 

22. Purple Sandpiper: Three were still in the Bembridge Foreland area (IoW) on May 1 and on 
May 3 six were still at Folkestone in Kent. 

23. Broad-billed Sandpiper: One of these turned up at the Pennington Marshes (Lymington) late 
in the evening on May 2 and was not there next day. 

24. Ruff: One of these was among the highlights of the Petersfield Wildlife Group's visit to 
Pulborough Brooks on May 5 

25. Jack Snipe: May 2 brought one of these as a surprise to the birders at Portland Bill. I see from 
the HOS website that there was a peak count of 11 made at Farlington Marshes on Apr 5 and 
one was there as late as Apr 27 

26. Woodcock: Ken Martin saw several in the Creech Woods south of Denmead on the evening of 
May 4 when he went to look for Nightjar (and found one). 

27. Black-tailed Godwit: 60 or more may have been in the Langstone area on May 2 when I saw 
an estimated 30 birds in the mouth of the Langbrook Stream (South Moors shore) and Brian 
Fellows counted 29 in a northern pool of the Oysterbeds just across the water of Bridge Lake. 
Recent counts from other sites have been in single figures except for a flock of 26 which turned 
up on the north Kent coast (where the birds are said to be rare, so presumably this was a 
migrant party on the move). 

28. Bar-tailed Godwit: No shortage of these as they continue to flow east through the Channel. 
May 3 brought a count of 160 from Dungeness, on May 4 152 flew east through the west 
Solent and Ewan Urquhart at Seaford had a total of 392 for May 2 to 5. 



29. Wood Sandpiper: In addition to a couple of reports from Kent in April we now have news of 
one on the Lymington Marshes on Apr 27 (and more recently sightings of one in the Kent Stour 
valley on May 3 and 4) 

30. Pomarine Skua: I have no idea what the total number of birds passing through the Channel 
has been so far this spring but I see that 20 were seen from Portland Bill plus another (?) 24 
from Chesil beach at Portland all on May 2, that Ewan Urquhart's total for May 2 to 5 at Seaford 
was 44 (with 110 Arctic Skuas), and that a total of 30 was claimed at Selsey on May 4 
(including one flock of 17 birds together).  

31. Long-tailed Skua: On May 2 Trevor Carpenter was pretty sure that he saw a Long-tailed Skua 
passing Stokes Bay at Gosport and wrote .."A pale phase Skua at 1444 appeared to be a 
Long-tailed. A very smart bird with an obvious long tail and a very bouncy erratic flight." .. but 
he received no support from other Hampshire birders. Since then I see that Ewan Urquhart, at 
Splash Point (Seaford) on the same day, has written .. "The undoubted highlight was the 
Long-tailed Skua which came through at 16.30 on 2nd May flying parallel with an Arctic Skua 
giving a handy size and plumage comparison" Another bird was seen at Portland on May 5. 

32. Little Gull: The all day seawatch at Sandy Point on May 2 clocked up three Little Gulls (22 
were recorded at Dungeness that day) 

33. Roseate Tern: One was seen by Mark Palmer in the Titchfield Haven area on May 4 and what 
may have been the same bird was spotted by Kevin Ilsley fishing in the Stokes Bay area on 
May 5. (There had been just one earlier report from Portland on Apr 22). Last year there were 
reports from Titchfield on May 2 and 5 with two birds there on May 7 and two birds remained in 
the area from May 13 to 20. 

34. Little Tern: Jason Crook reports the first to reach Langstone Harbour was seen on Apr 15 but 
it was not until May 2 that the first two pairs were reported at the Hayling Oysterbeds, and they 
did not stay (a total of 119 went east off south Hayling that day). 

35. Black Tern: Two went east past Hayling on May 2 and there have been plenty of reports of 
small numbers from other sites (max of 11 off Portland on May 4). For me the most interesting 
report was of six flying north inland over Titchfield Haven with Common Terns - I know the 
latter often fly overland but I was not aware of Black Terns doing so. 

36. Puffin: Two were on the sea drifting past Hurst Castle into the west Solent on May 3 - a rare 
sighting in Hampshire waters though birds are probably back on the Dorset coast by now. 

37. Turtle Dove: One was singing in Lumley Wood in the East Park of the Stansted estate on May 
5, heard by Michael Prior. 

38. Nightjar: I have already reported one in Parkhurst Forest on the IoW on Apr 29 and now the 
second report for the year comes from Ken Martin who found two in the Creech Woods south 
of Denmead (and not far north of Portsdown) on May 4 

39. Swift: Although these have been returning to southern England in large numbers since mid 
April they are only now being reported from potential breeding sites. On May 3 four birds were 
flying around houses in Emsworth and on May 4 they were back at the Portsmouth Grammar 
School (where one or more nest box has been put up to encourage them though they have 
long used the school buildings). Here in Havant I have so far seen just one bird and that was 
high overhead on the evening of May 5 - it did call briefly but getting no response flew on! 

40. Wryneck: The seventh report for the year was of another at Portland on May 3 - other than one 
on the IoW on Apr 15 and one on the Sussex Downs near Brighton on Apr 17 none have been 
near Havant! 

41. Red-rumped Swallow: Two, maybe three. turned up at Portland on May 3 and flew around the 
island for a morning but then vanished. 



42. Yellow Wagtail: Of local interest I see that the HOS website summary for Farlington Marshes 
for April records a peak count of 28 birds there on Apr 28 - not many years ago some of them 
would have stayed to nest but that is most unlikely nowadays. 

43. Grey Wagtail: Brook Meadow at Emsworth may well have a pair breeding in the area. 

44. Ring Ouzel: A female could still be seen at Old Winchester Hill on May 3 (the male of the pair 
that were there from Apr 21 has not been seen since Apr 30) 

45. Fieldfare: A very late single bird was at Portland on May 3 

46. Redwing: An even later single Redwing was at Sandwich Bay on May 5 

47. Garden Warbler: Five reports between May 2 and 5 show that these are now arriving in force 
- more than three were hear in Botley Woods on May 5 

48. Yellow-browed Warbler: A very unusual report is of one singing at Dungeness on May 4 

49. Wood Warbler: These are now back in the New Forest in reasonable numbers - cycling from 
Sway to Lyndhurst via Forest tracks on May 3 Giles Darvill found them in nearly every likely 
wood. 

50. Spotted Flycatcher: It looks as if there has been another wave of arrivals bringing nine new 
reports for the period May 3 to 5. On May 3 one was at Curbridge on the River Hamble and two 
more were in the Cheriton area south of Alresford. 

51. Golden Oriole: I hear that the Hambledon Church Parish Magazine refers to recent sightings 
of bright yellow birds being seen in the area but I await more detail! 

52. Woodchat Shrike: A very much more definite sighting in the Hambledon area was of a 
Woodchat Shrike seen by many birders on May 6 in the Broadhalfpenny Down area south of 
the Bat and Ball pub crossroads between Hambledon and Clanfield 

53. Serin: Trevor Carpenter saw one fly west through the Stokes Bay area at Gosport on May 3 
(two more arrived at Portland on that day) 

54. Redpoll: A late flock of 17 Lesser Redpoll were seen in the Bembridge Marshes area of the 
IoW on May 4 

55. Crossbill: Another late flock was of more than 60 Crossbill seen in the Rockford Common 
area of the New Forest (east of the Blashford Lakes) on Apr 25. 

56. Cirl Bunting: Not in Hampshire, but one was singing at Dungeness on May 5 

PLANTS 

1. Common Poppy: My first for the year was flowering beside the A27 at Havant on May 5 

2. Hedge Mustard: Although I saw one plant flowering on Mar 31 I have seen no more until May 
5 when clearly many plants are about to flower 

3. Wintercress: I reported this in flower at Warblington Farm on May 3 and I now learn that it was 
also seen in Brook Meadow on that day 

4. Laburnum: I saw the first tree in flower here in Havant on May 5 (Lilac has been flowering 
widely for about a week now) 

5. Tormentil: Brian Fellows was the first to find this in flower in Stansted Forest on May 4 (and in 
Hollybank Woods next day) 

6. Broad-leaved Willowherb: One plant was in flower in Havant on May 6 

7. Wild Strawberry: Brian also found this in Stansted Forest on May 4 

8. Caper Spurge: Escaped plants had flowers on May 5 



9. Common Sorrel: Richard Carpenter had this in flower at Biddenfield Lane (near Wickham) on 
May 2 

10. Duke of Argyll's Teaplant: This was covered with flowers in the old Havant cemetery (south 
end of New Lane) on May 5 

11. Wood Speedwell: First found by Brian Fellows in Stansted Forest on May 4 

12. Yellow Archangel: Although garden escapes of this have been out for a little while Richard 
Carpenter found the first genuine wild plants at Durley Mill near Bishops Waltham on May 2 

13. Cats Ear: A plant was in full flower beside New Lane in Havant on May 5 

14. Beaked Hawksbeard: This was also out in Havant on May 5 

15. Solomon's Seal: Found by Richard Carpenter near Durley Mill on May 2 

16. Ramsons: Also found at Durley Mill on May 2 

17. Yellow Flag: One flower seen in the Homewell Stream here in Havant on May 5 

18. Early Purple orchid: Brian Fellows counted 412 flowering spikes at the Hollybank Woods site 
north of Emsworth on May 5 

19. Divided Sedge: Newly in flower at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on May 3 

20. False Oat Grass: Also flowering (with Cocksfoot) in Emsworth on May 3 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Large Red Damsefly: More than 40 were seen at Titchfield Haven on May 5 and I think 
they are now widespread (I have had several in my garden from a neighbours pond). I 
see they were flying at the Gosport Wildgrounds on Apr 28 and at the Testwood Lakes 
on May 1 

o Azure Damselfly: First and only report so far is of a few at Titchfield Haven on May 5 

2. Butterflies 

o Dingy Skipper: After the first were seen at Mill Hill near Shoreham on Apr 26 there 
have been reports from the north of Hampshire (Old Burghclere Lime Quarry) on May 4 
and another sighting from Sussex (Springhead Hill above Parham House near 
Storrington) on May 5 

o Grizzled Skipper: Andy Barker's claim to have the first sighting of the year with two at 
Magdalen Hill Down near Winchester on Apr 26 now has to be shared with Anne 
McCue who had four at Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley on the same day. In total I now 
have 13 reports of the species up to May 4 

o Orange Tip: Plenty of these, including several female, have been reported since the 
first on Apr 26 but for local interest I see that Brian Fellows had five of them in Brook 
Meadow at Emsworth on May 4 while the first did not appear in my Havant garden until 
May 5 

o Small Copper: Unlike the Green Hairstreak which is thriving this year I still only have 
eight reports of this species with dates ranging from Apr 5 to 30 

o Holly Blue: On May 1 David Tinling counted 30 in the Gosport area and the species is 
being widely seen 

o Duke of Burgundy: I now have six reports since the first was seen in the Meon Valley 
on Apr 26. They have been seen at two other Hampshire sites (Noar Hill has twice 



produced counts of 5 on the wing and there were at least two on the side of the old A34 
in the Litchfield area) and in Sussex one male was seen on May 5 at Springhead Hill on 
the Downs above Storrington. 

o Red Admiral: A series of six reports between May 1 and 5 may suggest the arrival of a 
wave of migrants 

o Painted Lady: It certainly looks as if migrants of this species have arrived with eight 
reports from May 3 to 5 at widely separated sites 

o Large Tortoiseshell: Three new reports bring the total of sightings for the year to 7 
and also suggest migrant arrivals - one of the new reports is from Lydd on the south 
Kent coast on May 4, and the other two, though both from the Bournemouth area were 
at sites more than 5km apart on different days (May 4 and 5) 

o Pearl-bordered Fritillary: Graham Smith saw 3 in Abbots Wood (in the Cuckmere 
valley area north of Beachy Head) on May 5. While he is careful to say that he could not 
be certain they were not another Fritillary species that is only because he did not get a 
close look at the underwings. 

o Speckled Wood: David Tinling was pleased to get a count of 57 in the Gosport area on 
May 1 and there are many other smaller counts in the latest reports. 

o Wall Brown: First of the year is reported to have been seen in Bournemouth area on 
May 3 

3. Moths 

o Longhorn moth Adela reamurella: A few seen by Mike Duffy at Noar Hill on May 4 

o Caloptilia semifascia: Dan Houghton recorded the first at Stubbington near Fareham 
on May 2 

o Caloptilia syringella: Another first for Dan Houghton on May 4 

o White-shouldered House Moth: Also taken by Dan Houghton on May 2 

o Agonopterix arenella: A first for Tim Walker at Winchester on May 4 

o Mompha epilobiella: Also taken by Dan Houghton on May 4 

o Grapholita jungiella: A rare find by Richard Symonds at Noar Hill on Apr 30 - first 
record for the site 

o Pyausta nigrata: A first for the year seen on Mill Hill at Shoreham by Andy Horton on 
May 1 

o Spruce Carpet: Another first for Tim Walker at Winchester on May 4 

o Common Pug: First report I have seen comes from Tim Walker at Winchester on May 
4 

o Waved Umber: Another for Tim Walker on May 4 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: One was at Titchfield Haven on May 5 

o Swallow Prominent: Dan Houghton had the first of these at Stubbington on May 2 

o Bright-line Brown-eye: First for Dan Houghton at Stubbington on May 4 

o Rustic Shoulder-Knot: The first was taken at Portland on May 2 

o The Spectacle: Tim Walker had the first at Winchester on May 4 

4. Other Insects 



o St Marks Fly: Reported at Rye Harbour on Apr 30 this fly was seen at Titchfield Haven 
on May 5 (late this year) 

o Noon Fly Mesembrina meridiana: First report comes from the Titchfield Canal path 
on Apr 30 

o Tawny Mining Bee: First seen at Noar Hill on Apr 30 by Richard Symonds (and in my 
Havant garden on May 5) 

OTHER 

1. Fallow Deer: I think it is only in recent years, perhaps since the RSPB set up the Pulborough 
Brooks reserve?, that a herd of Fallow Deer began to establish itself there, but now the herd 
has grown to at least 44 in number (that is the count listed by the Petersfield Wildlife Group 
during their visit on May 5). The report does not comment on the colour of the deer but I guess 
they were mainly of the dark (almost black) coated strain which had built up over a couple of 
hundred years due to inbreeding of the deer kept in Parham House deer park near Storrington 
- until recent years the deer in the park were confined there and had no contact with deer in the 
'outside world' but when the security measures were relaxed the deer immediately began to 
escape and make their way north over the Amberley Wild Brooks to the Greatham area and on 
to Pulborough. 

2. Yellow-necked Mouse: Richard Carpenter's most recent report from the Titchfield Haven 
area has three recent sightings of these - on May 2 some were 'gleaning' under the bird 
feeders in Richard's Hill Head garden, on May 4 John Parsons had at least one on the 
Titchfield Haven canal path and recently Dan Houghton has had them in his Stubbington 
garden south of Fareham. 

3. Hare: On Apr 28 Trevor Carpenter saw one near Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valey, and 
on May 2 Ted Pressey found three there. 

Wed 3 May 

A. Warblington Farm CBC visit (and a Curlew Sandpiper at the Oysterbeds) 

With little wind I had a very pleasant walk around the southern fields of the farm while Tony 
Gutteridge checked the northern fields. Of most significance for the breeding birds was the 
loud singing of two Reed Warblers in the shore reedbed but of interest was my first sighting of 
a Buzzard for the year coming south (probably from Southleigh Forest) and an encounter with 
a Green Woodpecker that seemed to be prospecting for a nest hole. My attention was drawn 
to the Woodpecker by irregular tapping noises coming from an old hedgerow tree - on going to 
investigate what I guessed was a Great Spotted at work I was confronted with the much larger 
head and bill of a Green looking at me from behind the tree trunk. My presence did not frighten 
it off and I then watched it tapping at likely areas of the trunk before working its way down the 
trunk in a series of tailfirst jumps, tapping again at each stop.  

The woodpecker’s behaviour raised two questions in my mind. The first concerned the bird’s 
backward progress down the trunk - I seem to remember being told that a Nuthatch is the only 
bird which is equally happy going down as up a tree trunk, but I guess that is true of ‘head first’ 
progress and I think it is not unusual for a Green Woodpecker to jump down ‘tail first’. The 
second question concerns the tapping of the woodpecker - we all know that both species of 
Spotted Woodpecker ‘drum’ to proclaim their territory and sexual fitness, and I am told that 
Green Woodpeckers occasionally drum but I have never come across one doing so and I 
wonder if there is some confusion of interpretation over drumming noises made by Green 
Woodpeckers. I suppose the fairly regular tapping that I heard could be described as 
‘drumming’ though I am pretty sure the bird was either searching for food or testing for a weak 
spot where it could create a nest hole, and when it does find a potential nest I am sure there will 
be a noise like prolonged drumming as it excavates a cavity but I still need proof that the birds 
regularly drum merely to ‘attract attention’. 

In his section Tony did come on the Great Spotted Woodpecker, and also found a 
Yellowhammer back where one appeared to hold territory last year. Tony also found a first 



flowering Bugle plant, while I recorded my first Marsh Valerian and Winter Cress (plus the 
first few Kingcups for this site). Another first was the sight of many lovely pink and white Oak 
Apples on trees in Nore Barn and the oak overhanging the ‘dew pond’ at the Emsworth end of 
the Church path across the fields. 

Back in my garden the hot sun brought fly through Holly Blue and Small White and in the cool 
of the evening I drove down to the Oysterbeds soon after high tide to see if yesterday’s return 
of Little Terns had resulted in any of them settling on the nest island. There were no Terns but 
I did find Jason Crook and George Spraggs there. George had seen a maximum of seven 
Little Terns earlier in the day but the current attraction was a Curlew Sandpiper which they 
had just found - we happened to arrive after they had put out the news but before any of the 
locals could get here so I had a privileged view of the bird through Jason’s scope. As Curlew 
Sandpipers are rare on spring passage there is a good chance that this bird was the one 
which had been seen yesterday at Christchurch Harbour (both were described as ‘coming into 
summer plumage’ though I could see no obvious red on breast or belly). 

Still at the Oysterbeds I found a lot more Early Forget-me-not on the earth bank, and going off 
path from the north end of the bank towards the main Coastal Path I passed the small patch 
where plants had been dumped with garden rubbish on the old tip - the daffodils and bluebells 
among the brambles were of little interest but among them were twenty or more tall stems 
(almost a metre high) with tight-budded flower heads showing a hint of white flowers. Several 
years ago I remember there were unusual flowers here and that they were white, but I cannot 
remember what they were, and looking at these plants I am wondering if they were a white 
flowered form of Soapwort? All will be revealed very soon when the flowers open. 

B. (Wed0305) Latest News and Reports 

BIRDS 

1. Divers: All three regular species were reported over the Bank Holiday weekend, though not in 
any large numbers (up to 3 Red-throated seen at Portland, no more than 1 Black-throated 
and 2 Great Northern (the latter together off Selsey Bill in summer plumage giving great views 
at short range). 

2. Black-necked Grebe: Three were still at Rye Harbour on Apr 29 

3. Fulmar: May 1 brought 70 Fulmar to Dungeness and 35 to Christchurch Harbour with 4 
passing St Catherine's Point (IoW) that day and around 10 there on Apr 30. Hampshire 
watchers had to wait until May 2 when one was seen from Hurst Beach and again from 
Gilkicker Point at Gosport, 

4. Manx Shearwater: The high counts at Portland from May 26 (when the estimate was of 700 
birds) to May 29 continued on Sunday (May 30) with 400+ but the highest count anywhere 
further east was of just 7 seen from Selsey Bill on May 1 

5. Gannet: May 2 brought quite a few to the local coastline with counts of 75 from St Catherine's 
Point, 65 from Christchurch Harbour and even 24 seen from Hampshire soil at Hurst Beach, 

6. Night Heron: The bird reported passing Dungeness on Apr 28 may still be around as there 
was an unconfirmed report of one flying over Hastings at 5:30am on May 2 

7. Spoonbill: The bird which has been at Pagham Harbour North Walls Breach Pool since Apr 26 
was still there on May 2 and we now have the additional information that it is an adult bird in 
summer dress 

8. Canada Goose: The first report of goslings having hatched comes from Pett Level near 
Hastings on Apr 30 

9. Brent Geese: Migrants were still heading east on May 1 when 24 flew east past Titchfield 
Haven. 

10. Pale Bellied Brent: I believe that several of these overshoot their normal wintering quarters in 
northern Ireland and fly on to the Atlantic coast of France by a route which takes them over 



Portland Harbour so a report of at least six being seen at Portland on Apr 30 is not unusual but 
I am intrigued by the fact that they were in company with around 15 Dark Bellied birds, 
suggesting that these have deserted their normal base in northern Russia and now 
accompany the Pale Bellieds back to Greenland or Canada. 

11. Ruddy Shelduck: The single bird which arrived in Pagham Harbour on Apr 24 was still there 
on May 2 

12. Long-tailed Duck: No further reports of the three off Selsey Bill since Apr 28 but there have 
been reports of one heading east past Hastings on Apr 28 and another flying past Dungeness 
on May 1 

13. Common Scoter: More than 500 birds that were in Rye Harbour on Apr 30 were still there on 
May 2 

14. Velvet Scoter: 5 were reported from Dungeness on May 1 and on May 2 one was seen from 
Splash Point at Seaford (east of Brighton) plus 6 at Christchurch Harbour. Interestingly this 
was one of the species not seen at Christchurch on May 30 but it was seen by the rival day 
listing team in the Lymington area that day. 

15. Ruddy Duck: The single male seen at Budds Farm pools in Havant by Mike Collins on Apr 28 
(a first for the site?) had become two males when I was there on May 1 

16. Honey Buzzard: The first two reports of these for the year came on Apr 30 (one flying west just 
south of Pulborough) and May 1 (one over Pagham Harbour). 

17. Buzzard: A single bird flew south over the Warblington Farm fields on May 3 to become the 
first to go down in the Common Bird Census list for the farm this year - the bird was probably on 
a short outing from the Southleigh/Stansted Forest area. 

18. Hobby: 14 new reports in the latest batch of input - nearest to Havant was one over the 
Goodwood area near Chichester, and the only 'flocks' were of 6+ at Pulborough and 4 at the 
Blashford Lake near Ringwood. 

19. Peregrine: Among the recent reports is a sighting of one over Catherington village north of 
Waterlooville on Apr 26 and of the pair at Chichester cathedral on Apr 29 

20. Little Stint: Two of these turned up unexpectedly at Rye Harbour on Apr 29 (the first seen 
there this year) 

21. Curlew Sandpiper: Although these turn up in small flocks on autumn passage they are very 
unusual on spring passage so it is likely that one which appeared at Christchurch Harbour on 
May 2 was the same bird that was found on May 3 at the Hayling Oysterbeds by Jason Crook 
and George Spraggs. These are the only two sightings reported anywhere on the south coast 
so far this year. 

22. Black-tailed Godwit: 29 birds at the mouth of the Langbrook stream flowing out from the 
Langstone South Moors on May 2 were probably all first summer birds that will not be heading 
back to Iceland to breed. 

23. Whimbrel: Roost counts at Rye Harbour were of 205 birds on the morning of Apr 29, 206 on 
Apr 30 and 222 on May 2. I think a different set of birds are there each night taking a brief rest 
after crossing the channel before heading on northwards first thing next morning. 

24. Turnstone: A count of more than 70 on the shore of Southampton Water at Hythe on May 1 
was unexpected, the more so as the travelling band of migrants which had made a brief 
stop-off there also included 50+ Dunlin, 32 Oyster Catchers and 4 Grey Plover. Also in that 
area were around 25 Common Terns which seemed likely to continue north up the Test 
Valley and thence overland. Also moving north were a good many Swifts overhead. 

25. Pomarine Skua: The pace of their passage is hotting up with 11 reports of them between Apr 
29 and May 2 - on the latter date 10 were recorded at Selsey Bill and 11 at Christchurch 
Harbour  



26. Other Skuas: Both Arctic and Great Skuas were seen everywhere and on May 1 Dungeness 
recorded an impressive 18 Bonxies. 

27. Little Tern: These have at last turned up at the Hayling Oysterbeds with two pairs seen there 
on May 2 and 7 birds there on May 3 though none have yet claimed nest sites or taken up 
residence. On May 2 around 50 birds were seen at Christchurch Harbour with one count of 31 
seen in the Solent from Stokes Bay at Gosport. 

28. Black Tern: These started to pass up the Channel on Apr 15 when single birds were seen at 
Portland, St Catherine's Point and at Dungeness, and Apr 21 saw a count of 19 from 
Dungeness. Hampshire has had a reasonable share of the sightings with seven reports 
between Apr 16 and May 2, five of these counts being made from Stokes Bay at Gosport with 
4 birds there on Apr 21 and another 3 or 4 birds on May 2. Hurst Beach is the source of the 
other two reports with 5 birds there on Apr 21 and 4 on May 2 

29. Turtle Dove: These have now been arriving since Apr 14 (with a total of 30 reports including a 
flock of 78 in Kent) but the only Hampshire report has been from the Botley Woods north of 
Fareham on Apr 23. Not quite in Hampshire one was heard singing on Thorney Island by Brian 
Fellows on Apr 29 

30. Eagle Owl: Following recent appearances in the local press and on TV of Eagle Owls in 
Eastney (Portsmouth) and at Warsash one has now turned up on the roof of a house at 
Drayton near Cosham on May 1. It could be that these are all appearances of the same bird but 
whether it is or not the owls involved are clearly very used to humans and seem to be hoping 
that one of the people on whose houses they perch will take them back into care, restoring the 
comfortable life style they have been used to when food was served up at regular intervals 
without requiring any effort or skill in hunting for it. 

31. Nightjar: The first report of the year comes from Parkhurst Forest on the Isle of Wight on Apr 29 

32. Swift: I still haven't seen one over Havant but these birds have been pouring into England 
since Apr 15 and I have now seen 71 reports of them with many hundreds of birds involved. On 
May 2 several hundred were seen together in the Avon Valley at the Blashford lakes. 

33. Alpine Swift: One was seen for most of the day on May 1 over the Arlington Reservoir in the 
Cuckmere Valley near Beachy Head. This is not the first for the year as one was at Rye 
Harbour on Apr 2 (and another 'possible' was reported from the Chichester Lakes on that day). 

34. Hoopoe: On Apr 29 there may have been as many as three separate birds on Portland - there 
were certainly two different birds there. 

35. Swallow: At least one flew back into the outbuilding where it has nested previously (in 
Catherington village north of Waterlooville) as early as Apr 16 

36. Spotted Flycatcher: Following the bird which stopped off at Warblington Farm on Apr 25 
another was seen by the Hayling Coastal Path on Apr 30 (when a total of 3 arrived at Portland 
Bill accompanied by 3 Pied Flycatchers) 

37. Crossbill: These are early nesters and by Apr 29 Simon Harthill was able to spot juveniles 
already on the wing with their parents when he visited the New Forest and saw a group of nine 
birds. 

PLANTS 

1. Bracken: I noticed the first 'tight fisted' leaf 'bud' at the top of a leaf stem in Apr 27 

2. Creeping Buttercup: Last year's plants were still to be found flowering up to Feb 3 this year 
and since then I have seen none but am expecting to do so daily - Brian Fellows has seen new 
plants in flower on both Apr 23 and 30 

3. Meadow Buttercup: My first of the year was flowering in Havant on May 1 (checked the 
sepals were pressed up against the petals to show it was not Bulbous) 



4. Bulbous Buttercup: Brian Fellows found the first flowers in the Ems valley on Apr 30. 

5. Hairy Buttercup: The slightly larger and brighter yellow flowers of this were seen on May 1 in 
the damp grassland of the Langstone South Moors 

6. Kingcups: May 1 at last brought a good show of these in the 'orchid field' of the South Moors - 
I counted at least 99 plants, each with multiple flowers. 

7. Winter Cress: One plant in flower on the Warblington Farm on May 3. I normally see the 
Intermediate (or Early) Winter Cress first but this year there is no sign of it in the Havant 
Museum carpark on the Billy Line 

8. Soap Wort??: A couple of years ago I found an unexpected white-flowered plant at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds but cannot remember what it was so when I was there on May 3 I went to 
the place where I had seen the plant in the past and found a cluster of tall stemmed plants with 
flowerheads already showing a hint of white in the buds. These look like Soapwort (which I 
think can have white as well as pink flowers) and I await their flowering - as they are on the site 
of the old rubbish tip they are almost certainly garden throwouts and thus may be a variant of 
wild Soapwort. If anyone wants to check them out they should go to the north end of the big 
earth mound overlooking the lagoon, and just before the bank slopes down to the vehicle 
approach track turn east and go down toward the main coastal path - at the foot of the slope, a 
little to your left, you should see a patch of bluebells and daffodils growing in a bramble patch 
and my mystery plants are part of this collection of throw-outs. 

9. Red Campion: By May 1 there was a good show of this on the west side of the path along the 
Langbrook stream immediately south of the approach road to the Technology Park. 

10. Bog Stitchwort: This had just started to flower in the marshy ground by the eastern stream on 
the Warblington Farm on May 3 

11. Sea Sandwort: One plant among the hundreds lining the west side of the old Hayling Island 
railway bridge north pier at Langstone was in flower on May 2 

12. Dove's Foot Cranesbill: This started to flower generally in our area on Apr 26 

13. Hawthorn: One branch of May blossom was flowering here in Havant on May Day but the 
great majority of the trees remain in bud at best. 

14. Dogwood: Brian Fellows found this starting to flower at Fort Purbrook on Portsdown on Apr 30 

15. Pedunculate Oak: This was in flower everywhere on May 1 

16. Field Maple: Also in flower by May 1 (long after the Norway Maples) 

17. Horse Chestnut: One or two individual flowers were open on a tree at Wade Court in 
Langstone on May 1 

18. Germander Speedwell: A very welcome newcomer to the scene on May 1, seen by the 
Langbrook stream in Havant. 

19. Green Field Speedwell: Unlike the Grey Field Speedwell which I have seen in flower in each 
month of the year so far a couple of plants found in Havant on May 1 had fresher, greener 
leaves but the flowers were not sufficiently open for me to confirm by their all blue petals that 
they were Green Field Speedwell 

20. Bugle: The first genuine wild (as opposed to garden planted) specimen was found at 
Warblington Farm by Tony Gutteridge on May 3 

21. Borage: One plant of this had many lovely blue flowers open on May 2 on waste land in the 
Havant New Lane industrial estate where it had definitely not been planted by human agency 

22. Marsh Valerian: A few plants in flower by the eastern stream of the Warblington Farm on May 
3 



23. Cleavers: Tiny white flowers had already opened on Goose-grass in the waste land where I 
found Borage flowering on May 2 

24. Sedges: Glaucous Sedge was flowering on Harting Down on Apr 27 and Pendulous Sedge 
came into flower along the Billy Trail in Havant on May 2 

25. Soft Brome: Flowering at Thorney Island on Apr 29, seen by Brian Fellows 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Grizzled Skipper: Both Grizzled and Dingy Skippers made their first appearance on 
Apr 26 and so far I have only seen one other report of Grizzled Skipper from Adrian 
Hoskins on Levin Down (north of Chichester) who noticed that when two males of this 
normally ground hugging species had a confontation they would sometimes spiral up to 
5 metres off the ground before one would 'give in' to the other and both would return to 
the ground 

o Clouded Yellow: Two more reports dated Apr 29 - one of three males seen by Mike 
Skelton in Bournemouth where I believe these insects are now established as year 
round residents, the other a single butterfly at Portland which may (or may not!) have 
been a migrant. 

o Green Veined White: These are normally out before the end of March but this year the 
first did not appear until Apr 6 and there seem to have been fewer than normal 
sightings so far - in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth the first did not appear until May 
1. 

o Green Hairstreak: Unlike the Green Veined Whites these Hairstreaks seem to be 
having a good season with reports starting on Apr 21. On Apr 29 seven were found at 
the Swanwick nature reserve by the River Hamble - Andy Barker comments .. 
"Previously I’ve only heard of occasional Green Hairstreaks recorded from this site, so 
to see 7 today was remarkable" 

o Small Copper: Although these were seen as early as Apr 5 in both Dorset and East 
Sussex there have only been two reports from Hampshire - one at Titchfield Haven on 
Apr 26 and now one fresh specimen at the Swanwick nature reserve on Apr 29 

o Speckled Wood: After a very slow start this year there were six separate reports on 
Apr 29 (at sites in Hampshire, Isle of Wight, West Sussex and Surrey) and by May 1 I 
saw five different individuals while walking round the Havant area 

o Glanville Fritillary: No - none yet on the wing but when Philip Hack was at Niton 
Undercliff in the Ventnor area of the Isle of Wight on Apr 29 he had no difficulty in 
finding numerous caterpillars of this species. 

2. Moths 

o Acleris cristana (Tortrix): First of year recorded by Nick Montegriffo in the Deadwater 
Valley near Bordon in East Hants on Apr 28 

o Acleris literana: Another first for Nick Montegriffo in the Deadwater Valley on Apr 28 

o Eudonia angustea: First of year at Portland on Apr 28 

o Maiden's Blush: Maurice Pugh had the first at his Cadnam home in the New Forest on 
Apr 28 

o V-Pug: Portland Bill had the first of year on Apr 28 

o Horse Chestnut: Another first for Nick Montegriffo in the Deadwater Valley on Apr 28 



o Purple Thorn: Although Maurice Pugh had recorded one at Cadam on Apr 22 a 
specimen which was found in the Portland Bill trap on Apr 28 was notable as only the 
third ever record for Portland, 

o Grey Birch: Another first for Nick Montegriffo in the Deadwater Valley on Apr 28 

o Lime Hawkmoth: John Goodspeed was the lucky finder of the first to emerge this year 
at Alresford on May 1. Almost certainly this moth had emerged from its underground 
cocoon during the previous night and then crawled up the nearest vertical surface (in 
this case the side of a house) where it would spend the following day drying its wings. 
At the end of that day the moth would be ready to fly and as soon as it was dusk it would 
fly off - probably never to be seen by human eyes again. 

o Puss Moth: I recently reported the emergence of a Puss Moth whose pupa had been 
rescued by Chris Bentley at Rye Harbour after the Willow Tree to which the pupa was 
attached had been cut down during a conservation (!) task. That moth emerged on Apr 
12 (probably a little ahead of its normal time after being taken into care!) and now we 
have the first 'wild' report from Mike Skelton in Bournemouth on Apr 28, though this 
moth too seemed to prefer our civilised environment rather than the wild as it was seen 
on the pavement at a bus stop in Bournemouth. 

o Pebble Prominent: Equal 'first of year' were finds in Andover and at Cadnam in the 
New Forest on Apr 28 

o Lesser Swallow Prominent: First of year taken by Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on Apr 
29 

o Scarce Prominent: Keith Wills had the first of these at Hartley Witney in north east 
Hampshire on Apr 28 

o Pale Prominent: Another first for Maurice Pugh on Apr 29 

o White Ermine: Portland had the first of these on Apr 30 

o Flame Shoulder: Another first for Portland on Apr 30 

o Lead-coloured Drab: Nick Montegriffo had the first on Apr 24 at his Sherborne St John 
home on Apr 24 

o Pale Pinion: Nick Montegriffo recorded one in the Deadwater Valley (Bordon in East 
Hants) on Apr 28 - the first report of one which had emerged normally from hibernation 
(David Mason saw one in Clanfield on Mar 13 but only after he had disturbed it from 
hibernation in his wood pile). 

o Dotted Chestnut: This is another hibernating species of which Alan Dawson recorded 
one in Southampton on Mar 28 but which probably did not emerge generally until 
recently as the only other reports are of one at John Shillitoe's home near Wickham in 
the Meon Valley on Apr 26 followed by a find by Keith Wills in Hartley Witney on Apr 28 

3. Other insects 

o Crane Fly: These will soon be a common sight but I only noticed my first (one of the 
smaller species which I could not identify) when it landed on a fence close to where I 
was pinning up John Goodspeed's Nature Notes poster at the Langstone West Mill on 
May 2 

o St Mark's Fly: I have not seen these yet but Barry Yates told us they were flying at Rye 
Harbour by Apr 30. St Mark's Day falls on Apr 25 so they, like many other species, are 
late this spring. 

o Syrphus ribesii hoverfly: A cluster of at least 20 of these appeared in my Havant 
garden in response to warm air on May 3 



o Oak Apple galls: A great display of pink and white galls could be seen among the 
newly opening leaf/flower clusters on oaks at Nore Barn and the adjacent Warblington 
Farm field hedgerows on May 3 and I cannot resist once more outlining the life history 
of the tiny gall wasp Biorhiza pallida for which these galls are vital to their survival. 

The galls I saw will each contain many grubs of this wasp, but each gall will have all grubs of 
the same sex and in June or July the wasps will emerge from the galls and hopefully the males 
from one gall will meet up with the females from another. After mating the males can enjoy the 
summer but the females are condemned to crawl down the trunks of the oaks, somehow 
making their way on down into the ground until they reach the very fine hair roots on which they 
lay their eggs.  

As well as laying the eggs the female 'injects' the root with a chemical which causes the oak to 
produce the 'cancerous growth' which we call a gall. On the roots these galls are small and 
round and provide both a safe home and a vegetable food supply for the developing grubs 
which will emerge in early spring next year. The insects which emerge are unlike their parents 
in two ways - they have no wings but do have the ability to lay fertile eggs without need for sex 
- and these two features mean that in order to continue the species the insects which emerge 
from the root galls must crawl back up the trunk of the oak and out into the branches until they 
reach the developing leaf/flower buds where they in turn lay their already fertile eggs and inject 
the chemical which will cause the large and knobbly Oak Apple to grow with the grubs of the 
sexual generation inside it to restart the cycle when they emerge in the summer. 

OTHER 

1. Roe deer: When reporting the presence of a bunch of six Roe on the north Hayling fields after 
a sighting close to houses in the Stoke Common estate on Apr 12 I said I was surprised to hear 
of so many on the Island (I had previously only heard of two being seen together). Since then I 
have had a phone call (on May 1) from someone who was in the Northney area and actually 
watching the same group of six, and on May 3 Jason Crook told me that he had been aware of 
this group of six on the Island for a couple of years. Discussing how the animals get onto the 
island - do they walk over the bridge? do they swim? or are they imported by human agency as 
the famous Hayling Swamp Cats must have been? - Jason went on to add to the likelihood that 
they swam across by saying that when he went out to the RSPB islands to help count the 
numbers of nesting gulls last summer a freshly drowned deer was washed up on the island 
shore. 

2. Hedgehog: The drop in the number of reported Hedgehog road casualties over recent years 
almost certainly reflects the decrease in the Hedgehog population available for killing rather 
than an increase in the care taken by vehicle drivers. Hedgehogs have almost certainly been 
out of hibernation everywhere since the end of March (Tony Wilson had one on his garden 
lawn in Sussex on Mar 28) but I have not heard of any road kills until Apr 29 when Brian 
Fellows came on a corpse in a field beside the main road to the Army base on Thorney Island. 

3. Hare: More news from Thorney Island, this time of a Hare seen alive in fields within the military 
base by Steve Davis on Apr 28. This reminds me that Hares were until recently a fairly 
common sight in Eames Farm fields immediately north of the west end of the Great Deeps, but 
I have not heard of any there for a couple of years. 

4. Water Voles: Some very good news comes from Claire and Rachel Stares who were at 
Langstone Mill Pond just before 5pm on May 2. Standing on the footpath near the Mill buildings 
Claire says they saw .. "3 water voles (two adults, one larger than the other, and a very small 
juvenile) They were swimming around the edge of the reeds and climbing about within the reed 
bed (one adult plopped into the water from the reeds right opposite the mute swan nest, and 
the other adult and the juvenile were further along, opposite the fence that surrounds the mill. 
At one point an adult swam across to the reeds around the railway sleepers right next to where 
we were standing on the path!). We had fantastic views with the naked eye and through our 
binoculars." This means that the Voles are not only present in the Lymbourne Stream and Mill 
Pond but are breeding there. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun3004 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun3004


Tue 2 May 

A. More new flowers around Havant 

In the morning I cycled down the Billy Trail to Langstone, passing newly flowering Pendulous 
Sedge, and on the shingle by the old north pier of the railway bridge one plant of Sea 
Sandwort had opened its white flowers. 

While on the pier I had my first sight of a Little Tern over by the Oysterbeds - its small size and 
rapid wing beats picked it out and it confirmed its identity with a vertical dive from a height of 
over 50 feet. 

In the evening I made another short cycle trip up New Lane and back through Denvilles, 
crossing the railway by the Downley Road footbridge. Just before leaving Downley Road to join 
the path to the bridge there is a tiny bit of ‘no man’s land’ outside the factory fences and this 
always has interesting plants. Today it offered lots of the Corn Salad that is currently 
appearing everywhere (there is an intriguing show of it on top of the old wall outside St Faith’s 
Church Hall), and also had the first tiny white flowers of Cleavers, but the piece de resistance 
was a beautitul plant of Borage in full flower. 

Mon 1 May 

A. Around Havant on May Day 

After hours of overnight rain the sun came out by mid-morning to give a lovely May Day bank 
holiday and I took a walk around Havant as far as Budds Farm pools to avoid the crowds and 
traffic. 

Best of the new flowers for the year was Hawthorn (aka May) of which I found one branch in 
full flower on a young tree probably obtained from a source in a country across the channel 
where the biological clocks are set to flower at an earlier time than native plants which 
understand the English climate - as this tree is at the southern end of the carpark on the old 
Billy Line below Havant Museum I expect hundreds of people will have brushed past it without 
noticing the flowers or their significance for this day. My second new flower was Germander 
Speedwell which I found in an untended part of one of the gardens by the Langbrook stream, 
and was then able to confirm its wild origin by finding much more of it on the grass at the 
extreme east end of Penner Road, just around the corner from the first find. My third find came 
later in the day at Wade Court where one or two individual flowers were open on Horse 
Chestnut flowers. A couple of other new flowerings were of less interest - Lesser Swinecress 
is hardly of general interest and a single plant of Bugle in a garden flower bed was hardly the 
‘wake up’call of wild Bugle (which Tony Gutteridge found in the Warblington Farm fields on 
May 3). 

Other new flowerings were of both Hairy and Bulbous Buttercup (plus fresh Meadow 
Buttercup but I have seen that out earlier this year), and in Havant I am pretty sure I found 
Green Field Speedwell but the flowers were closed and I could not confirm they were of the 
deep blue without white (like Germander) rather than the light blue and white of the Grey Field 
Speedwell - this plant certainly had greener leaves than the plants of Grey which I have seen 
elsewhere. On the South Moors (and everywhere) the Oak trees were covered with 
combined clusters of opening leaves and ‘catkin’ flowers. Not new, but now at their best 
were at least 99 clumps of flowering Kingcups on the ‘orchid field’. 

Best birds were two male Ruddy Ducks actively diving in the Budds Farm pools - Mike Collins 
noticed one there on Apr 28 so maybe these refugees from the bounty hunters have moved in 
permanently? I do not think the species has been recorded here before. Another sight which 
amused me at the pools on this Bank Holiday when the grounds of the sewage works were free 
of human disturbance was of a Fox openly 'sun bathing’ on the grassy north of the pools - 
hopefully it noticed the Canada Goose sitting on her totally exposed nest. Of personal interest 
here were my first House and Sand Martins. 

The male Kestrel flew over the South Moors where at least one Skylark was singing, but I 
neither saw nor heard any Meadow Pipit though I did have Common and Lesser 



Whitethroat, and over the sea one Sandwich Tern. Starlings were. as they have now been 
doing for a week or so, making their purposeful flights between nests and food collection 
areas, and while on the South Moors I had confirmation that their young have begun to hatch 
when I found one of their unspotted blue eggshells on the ground. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 24 - 30 (WEEK 17) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: Peter Raby watched two displaying on the sea off Titchfield Haven on 
Apr 26 

2. Great Northern Diver: Three could be seen on the sea off Selsey Bill on Apr 27 where there 
had been three on Apr 23 and two on Apr 22 but there is no indication as to whether the same 
group of birds had decided to stop off there for a while - more likely they were different birds on 
each day. 

3. Great Crested Grebe: The Petersfield Wildlife Group had an outing on Apr 28 to the Foley 
Manor area just west of Liphook and on the large Folly Pond they found four Great Crested 
Grebes among other wildfowl which included at least 1 Litle Grebe, 15 Tufted Duck, 3 Mute 
Swan and 5 Greylag Geese (plus the inevitable 13 Canada Geese) 

4. Fulmar: These start to nest in May and there has been a increase in the number of sightings in 
the last couple of weeks as the birds start to congregate in their nesting areas - on Apr 26 12 
birds could be seen around St Catherine's Point on the IoW with 7 birds on nesting ledges, and 
on Apr 25 4 were seen in Stokes Bay at Gosport, 8 were around Sandy Point on Hayling and 3 
went past South Parade Pier in Southsea (all of these areas are close to the Isle of Wight). 
However there is a note in my book of Bird Nests saying that while Fulmar may hang around 
their nests over a period of several months before the breeding season they all disappear in 
the fortnight before nesting actually starts, then rush back to the nest sites at the last minute. 

5. Manx Shearwater: Well over 700 were seen from Portland Bill on Apr 26 and 150 were on the 
sea there on Apr 28. As these do not breed in the Channel area I am not sure why so many 
were present here when they should have been back off the Welsh coast. 

6. Night Heron: One was seen briefly at Dungeness on Apr 28. This is the third odd sighting I 
have heard of this year - one was at a Freshwater Fruit Farm (IoW) on Apr 9, one flew south 
down the Test valley past Stockbridge on Apr 17 and now we have one passing Dungeness. 

7. Cattle Egret: Another set of odd sightings of Cattle Egrets may, as with the Night Heron, be of 
one bird or several. On Apr 19 there were almost certainly two birds (one near Andover at 
Barton Stacey and the other in the Pannel Valley near Rye) - the latter bird probably went on to 
appear in the Folkestone area on Apr 24 while a bird seen near the mouth of the Beaulieu 
River (at St Leonards Grange) could be a re-appearance of the Barton Stacey bird. 

8. Little Egret: Some are almost certainly nesting again in the MoD Defence Muntions site on the 
north west shore of Portsmouth Harbour and Richard Carpenter suggests that a sighting of 
one flying over Oxley's Coppice on the southwest fringe of Fareham on Apr 26 may have been 
a parent from that heronry flying to fish at Titchfield Haven in order to feed its young. Three 
birds flying west past Stokes Bay at Gosport on Apr 28 could also have been birds on the same 
mission but taking a more southerly route. Two birds seen on Apr 22 at Bishops Waltham 
sewage works close to the source of the Hamble River could also be based at the Defence 
Muntions site. 

9. Grey Heron: A count of 11 birds at Titchfield Haven on Apr 28 may have included some of this 
year's young already out of the nest - the eggs are incubated for less than 4 weeks and the 
young fly about 8 weeks after hatching so if some Herons started nesting in mid-January their 
young could be flying by now. 



10. Spoonbill: The immature bird that was at Titchfield Haven from Apr 8 to 21 has not been seen 
there since so the similar bird flying west over Hurst beach on Apr 21 may well have come from 
Titchfield, and it may since have doubled back to account for a sighting in the Breach Pool 
behind the Pagham Harbour North Wall on Apr 26 

11. Mute Swan: A couple of unusual local sightings are noted in Brian Fellows latest news - at 
Emsworth a total of 12 were on the Slipper Mill Pond on Apr 27 and on Apr 25 Brian himself 
saw 8 birds in the Havant Buds Farm area - his note of them seems to say they were on the 
Budds Farm pools where I have never before heard of more than one pair being present (plus 
any offspring they may have had in past years) but I may have misread this and the birds may 
have been on the sea just off Budds Farm. Brian also saw the Langstone Mill Pond Swan nest 
without a sitting Swan on Apr 25 and suggests the female bird may have deserted her nest but 
I would need more evidence for this - she needs a daily break for feeding and washing, and 
when I recently saw her off the nest she was near by and the male Swan was keeping guard by 
the nest. Brian also found the Baffins Pond pair nesting when he was there on Apr 26 

12. Greylag Geese: I have already mentioned that five were seen on the Folly Pond at Foley 
Manor near Liphook on Apr 28 and I have no idea as to whether they are regular residents 
there but on Apr 27 a group of five appeared briefly on the Slipper Mill Pond at Emsworth 
(where I cannot recall any previous Greylag sightings) 

13. Barnacle Geese: The remnant of the Baffins Gang, just four birds left from a flock of 42 which 
frequented Baffins Pond in Portsmouth in the winter of 1998-99, were back there on Apr 26 
after their usual winter sojourn at Titchfield Haven. Maybe there are three more still to arrive at 
Baffins Pond as there were 7 together at Titchfield up to Apr 13. 

14. Brent Goose: 280 flew past Dungeness on Apr 26, the day after a group of around 120 went 
past Portsmouth, and no doubt there are a few migrants still to come but we are now getting 
down to the few summering birds that will stay with us. One such, with a drooping right wing, 
was seen by itself on playing fields at Southsea on Apr 27. 

15. Pale Bellied Brent: On Apr 27 one bird out of a group of 5 Brent seen at Christchurch Harbour 
was said to be Pale-bellied but the photo of it on the CHOG website (which only gives a poor 
view of the bird's flank) shows nothing to tell me it is not a dark-bellied bird - perhaps it was a 
hybrid offspring of Pale and Dark parents? 

16. Egyptian Goose: An odd single bird which appeared at Titchfield Haven on Apr 23 may be the 
one which flew past Selsey Bill on the same day and which has been subsequently seen at 
Brooklands Lake in Worthing. 

17. Ruddy Shelduck: The bird which appeared in Pagham Harbour on Apr 24 among a group of 
ordinary Shelduck was still there on Apr 27 but had moved (with the others) to the Ferry Pool 
where it was seen by Owen Mitchell (who does not mention the possibility of its being a hybrid) 

18. Garganey: A drake was seen at the Lymington Marshes on Apr 28 (there were several 
sightings of one there on Apr 15 but no more until now) 

19. Scaup: The 'reluctant to leave' male Scaup was still at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 26 (where it 
has been since Apr 9) 

20. Eider: Numbers seen off Titchfield Haven continue to vary greatly but we have counts of 127 
for both Apr 21 (noted on the official Haven website) and Apr 28 (seen by Peter Raby) 

21. Long-tailed Duck: The three birds which have been repeatedly seen off Selsey Bill since Apr 
8 were still there on Apr 28 despite a report of one female flying east past Hastings that day. 

22. Common Scoter: The supply of these is not yet exhausted as 350 went past Dungeness on 
Apr 26 and Apr 28 still brought reports of one off Titchfield Haven and 100 on the north Kent 
coast at Reculver 

23. Velvet Scoter: Selsey Bill logged another three birds on Apr 28 



24. Merganser: Brian Fellows had an unexpected sighting of two still on the Warblington shore of 
Chichester Harbour on Apr 25 (resting in the saltmarsh close to Conigar Point) - these may 
well be intending to stay on for the summer but on Apr 28 there were still 7 migrants flying east 
past the Glyne Gap west of Hastings. 

25. Ruddy Duck: Another unexpected sighting, by Mike Collins at the Havant Budds Farm pools 
on Apr 28, was of a single drake Ruddy Duck 

26. Red Kite: A one off sighting of one passing over the Test valley at the Romsey Fishlake 
Meadows was effectively a garden tick for Daryl Short on Apr 22, as was a Hobby passing 
over the same area shortly after. 

27. Marsh Harrier: A male was at Titchfield Haven from Apr 23 to 25 and was briefly joined by a 
female on Apr 24 - presumably both were migrants heading north. 

28. Montagu's Harrier: One went east past Dungeness on Apr 26 

29. Kestrel: John Simons notes that a pair nesting in the Finchdean area north of Rowlands 
Castle are sharing the same tree as a pair of Stock Doves and a pair of Starlings, the Kestrels 
ignoring the presence of the other birds as potential food. I believe Foxes often have an earth 
in a rabbit warren and similarly ignore their rabbit neighbours (who show no fear of the foxes) 

30. Hobby: The first report of a 'flock' of Hobbies is of 12 seen together in the Kent Stour valley on 
Apr 22 and on Apr 26 as many as 20 were in the air together there. These may have been birds 
happening to congregate where there was a good food supply but I think that such 'flocks' are 
normally of birds which have migrated together and which soon separate out to claim breeding 
territories after reaching their destination. On Apr 25 Andy Johnson had three Hobbies arriving 
over the Sandy Point area on Hayling but Andy does not say if they were seen together or not. 
On Apr 26 Mike Rafter did see three together in the Test valley at Timsbury 

31. Avocet: Richard Carpenter tells us that the peak count at Titchfield Haven in the week ending 
Apr 28 was 17 birds (though on Apr 28 Peter Raby could only see 6) 

32. Little Ringed Plover: On Apr 26 Peter Raby saw one making a display flight at Titchfield 
Haven (where one or two are currently a regular sight) and on the same day a pair were 
reported to be displaying at Sandwich Bay. 

33. Golden Plover: Three late birds flew north over Christchurch Harbour on Apr 27 and another 
went over on Apr 28 

34. Lapwing: Young had hatched at Titchfield Haven on Apr 28 

35. Whimbrel: These are now passing through in large numbers. On Apr 28 21 were feeding in the 
Allington Lane fields between Southampton and Fair Oak, up to 88 were noted at Christchurch 
Harbour, and at Rye Harbour Sam Smith was out on duty by 4:40am to see the first of 182 
birds leave the night roost there. 

36. Spotted Redshank: On Apr 28 a pair were seen together at the Lymington Marshes, the male 
being in full summer plumage. 

37. Greenshank: I have no idea how many are currently to be seen on Thorney Island but at 
Curbridge on the River Hamble up to 11 have been seen in April 

38. Wood Sandpiper: Two sightings in Kent this spring - one was in the Stour Valley on Apr 21 
and now one has been seen at Sandwich Bay on Apr 25 

39. Pomarine Skua: Mark Palmer had a good count of 5 going east past Titchfield Haven on Apr 
24, and by Apr 28 Andy Phillips had 11 passing the Glyne gap between Bexhill and Hastings. 

40. Great Skua: The count at Dungeness was of 13 Bonxies on Apr 26 

41. Med Gull: On Apr 26 Peter Raby watched a pair displaying at Titchfield Haven - do any already 
nest there? 



42. Turtle Dove: A total of 16 reports in the latest batch of input shows that these are now arriving 
in strength but a flock of 78 recorded in the Kent Stour Valley on Apr 27 surprised me. 

43. Little Owl: I know that a pair regularly nest on Gore Cliff close to St Catherine's Point on the 
IoW but I was surpised to see (on Derek Hale's website) a report of six birds on the cliffs on Apr 
26 - maybe it was a misprint? 

44. Long-eared Owl: One came in off the sea at Portland Bill on Apr 27, no doubt having survived 
difficulties on its travels - but unlike one hunting the north Kent coast on Apr 26 it was not hit 
and killed by a train. 

45. Swift: Apr 28 brought plenty of these to our shores - Portland Bill had 150, the Kent Stour 
Valley had around 100, 70 were at Rye Harbour and more than 60 at Christchurch Harbour 
with 20 at Titchfield Haven. 

46. Hoopoe: One spent 45 minutes feeding in Sandy Point nature reserve on Apr 25 and then flew 
off, but only into nearby gardens. Another report comes from Portland Bill on Apr 28 

47. Wryneck: The bird which arrived at Portland on Apr 24 was still there on Apr 26, and one 
which arrived at Dungeness on Apr 25 was also still present on Apr 26 

48. Tree Pipit: One arrived at Sandy Point on Hayling on Apr 25 (when two came in at 
Hook/Warsash) and on Apr 28 the Petersfield Wildlife Group found both Tree Pipit and 
Woodlark in suitable breeding territory near Liphook. 

49. Yellow Wagtail: A total of 40 seen on the north Kent coast on Apr 23 is the highest count so far 
this spring. Although I have seen 141 reports of the species this spring most are of ones or 
twos and the largest previous count was of 27 (again in north Kent). 

50. Nightingale: I have now seen 39 reports of Nightingale and on Apr 23 Ken Martin found more 
than 10 singing on the Botley Woods, easily the highest count so far. 

51. Whinchat: Daryl Short was pleased to have a smart male in the Fishlake Meadows north of 
Romsey (virtually on his doorstep) on Apr 23 but others should soon see them as Apr 28 
brought 20 more to Portland Bill 

52. Stonechat: John Simons reports the presence of two pairs along the dry course of the Lavant 
stream between Dean Lane End at Finchdean and Rowlands Castle 

53. Ring Ouzel: Two arrived at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon Valley on Apr 21 and one was still 
there on Apr 28. Similarly one which appeared more unexpectedly at Timsbury in the Test 
Valley on Apr 24 was still there on Apr 28 

54. Fieldfare: Single birds were seen in Kent on Apr 26, 27 and 28 

55. Wood Warbler: A couple of reports from the Test Valley between Mottisfont and Stockbridge 
were probably of birds still on the move 

56. Golden Oriole: One seen on the north Kent coast on Apr 27 was probably the best of 106 
species recorded in a day list achieved on foot in the Reculver area. 

57. Brambling: These have effectively left us now - Daryl Short reports a mass exodus from his 
Romsey area garden on the night of Apr 22, though 4 females were still there next day. The 
latest I have so far is one bird at Dungeness on Apr 27 

58. Serin: One in full song (possibly two) was in the Pebsham valley west of Hastings on Apr 26 
and one came in off the sea at Selsey Bill on Apr 28 

59. Yellowhammer: John Simons tells us that he knows of 11 pairs nesting in the Finchdean area 
but elsewhere they remain thin on the ground. 

60. Corn Bunting: One was reported by various people at Old Winchester Hill between Apr 9 and 
23 



PLANTS 

1. Dove's Foot Cranesbill: Brian Fellows found this flowering at Eastney in Portsmouth on Apr 
22, confirming the report of the species flowering at Rye Harbour on Apr 22 (when the plant 
was named Soft Cranesbill) 

2. Wild Cherry or Gean: Flowering in the Brownwich area near Titchfield and in the Hollybank 
woods at Emsworth on Apr 21 

3. Bird Cherry: Found by Richard Carpenter in the Whiteley Pastures area south of Botley 
Woods on Apr 22 

4. Bugle: Richard also found this flowering in Botley Woods on Apr 22 

5. Scentless Mayweed: Although this appears to flower all round the year I see that I have no 
records of it in flower since Jan 24, so Brian Fellows find on Apr 25 marks the start of a new 
season. 

6. Early Purple orchid: Geoff Jones found this flowering in the Botley Woods on Apr 22, the 
same date on which the first flowers were reported in the Emsworth Hollybank Woods 

7. Hairy Sedge: Flowering in Brook Meadow at Emsworth on Apr 28 - first of the year 

8. Barren Brome: Another first from Brian Fellows, seen in Mill Lane at Langstone on Apr 25 

9. Meadow Foxtail: Another grass found flowering in Brook Meadow at Emsworth by Brian 
Fellows on Apr 28 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies 

o Large Red Damselfly: The red dragonfly seen in Geoff Jones' garden at 
Lee-on-the-Solent back on March 6 remains unidentified but Geoff has got the local 
dragonfly season off on a more normal date with a Large Red Damselfly seen at 
Titchfield Haven on Apr 26 

2. Butterflies 

o Dingy Skipper: First for the year was seen by Andy Horton at Mill Hill behind 
Shoreham on Apr 26 

o Grizzled Skipper: Andy Barker had the first of these at Magdalen Hill Down near 
Winchester on Apr 26 

o Clouded Yellow: Two more sightings, both from Dorset, on Apr 26 - one was seen by 
Michael Skelton in his Christchurch garden and the other was on Ballard Down near 
Swanage 

o Green Hairstreak: Patrick Fleet had the first report with one at Magdalen Hill Down on 
Apr 21, a day earlier than the previously reported sighting at Lewes. By Apr 26 as many 
as 10 were seen on Magdalen Hill Down and on Apr 28 one was seen in the 
Hook/Warsash area. 

o Small Copper: I have previously reported sightings in Dorset and Sussex on Apr 5 but 
the first Hampshire report has not come until Apr 26 when Richard Carpenter had one 
at Titchfield Haven 

o Duke of Burgundy: The first and so far only report is of one somewhere in the Meon 
Valley on Apr 26, seen by Ashley Whitlock 

o Painted Lady: Andrew Brookes had one in hist Portchester (Fareham) garden on Apr 
1 but there were no other Hampshire sightings until Apr 14 when Paul Winter saw one 
at the Lower Test Marshes. Now, on Apr 28, we have a third Hampshire sighting at 



West Wellow near Romsey. These three reports are part of a list of 21 sightings country 
wide since one was on the wing in Cardiff on Feb 2 

o Large Tortoiseshell: I have already reported three sightings - one at Beachy Head on 
Apr 6, one near Lewes on Apr 8 and one at Worth Matravers in Dorset on the same 
day. Now, on Apr 27, Russell Wynn has found one in the Lymington area and has the 
photo to prove it. Tom Brereton, of the Butterfly Conservation head office, adds that 
there have recently been a number of sightings in north west France, some outside the 
normal range of the species. 

o Speckled Wood: Four separate reports all on Apr 22, including a count of 13 insects in 
the Gosport area seen by David Tinling, seem to mark the start of this species season 
after a 'staggered start' of odd sightings going back to Mar 4. 

3. Moths 

o Diamond-back Moth: Ignoring isolated sightings at Portland on Jan 2 and in the Isle of 
Man on Apr1 the first normal report comes from Dan Houghton in Stubbington 
(Fareham) Apr 22, followed by one at Portland on Apr 23 

o Light Brown Apple Moth: Again ignoring three sightings in January reports of this 
moth started on Apr 21 with one at Hill Head near Titchfield and another in Gosport 
(with a second Gosport sighting on Apr 23) 

o Twenty-plumed Moth: The first and only report comes from Richard Carpenter at Hill 
Head on Apr 21 

o The Gem: First report of this species comes from the Scilly Isles on Apr 22 

o Brindled Pug: First and only report of this is from Dan Houghton at Stubbington on Apr 
22 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Four new reports bring the yearlist to 22 sightings - new 
ones are at Hill Head and Magdalen Hill Down on Apr 22, and from south Cornwall 
(Par) and the Haywards Heath area of Sussex on Apr 26 

o Turnip Moth: One had been seen in the Scillies on Apr 5 and now we have a second 
record of one at Portland on Apr 25 

o Shuttle-shaped Dart: The first report of this common species comes from Portland on 
Apr 26 

o Bordered Straw: First for the year recorded at Lydd in Kent on Apr 23 

o Oak Nycteoline: Dan Houghton had the first for the year at Stubbington on Apr 26 

o Caterpillars: Patrick Fleet at Magdalen Hill Down found Common Footman 
caterpillars on a gatepost on Apr 22 and adds that he has recently seen Scarlet Tiger 
moth caterpillars there 

4. Other Insects 

o Bumblebees: Walking in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on Apr 27 Brian Fellows 
and Andy Brook found a number of large Bumblebees lying on their backs on the 
ground, waving their legs in the air, and would like to know the reason for this 
behaviour. One theory they put forward was that the bees were blind drunk on the 
nectar of Wild Cherry trees that were in full flower above the bees. The only other 
conecture that comes to my mind is that a similar effect might come from spraying the 
bees with insecticide, and while I think this is extremely unlikely the site is downwind 
(when the wind is in the north as it has been) from a large landfill site which gives off 
large quantities of methane (it can sometimes be seen lighting up the night sky as you 
drive along the Emsworth Common Road) - maybe the light on the normal burner had 



gone out and let the unburnt gas drift through the woods? Serious answers would be 
very much appreciated. 

o Burying Beetle (Necrophorus humator): Richard Carpenter found two of these in his 
moth trap at Hill Head on Apr 21 

OTHER 

1. Pygmy Shrew: These may be relatively common though rarely seen but one was found dead 
at Titchfield Haven on Apr 26 

2. Water Vole: These are now getting back to normal at Brook Meadow in Emsworth with two 
separate sightings, each of two voles, on Apr 25 and 26 

3. Fungi: Richard Carpenter found Dryad's Saddle in the Titchfield Haven area on Apr 25 and 
had a much more interesting find in nearby Thatcher's Copse (off Posbrook Lane) on Apr 28 
when he came across what Roger Phillips lists as a Common Morel (Morchella vulgaris). 
Checking this with the new list of English Names for Fungi I not only could not find the English 
Name listed but the species seems to have disappeared. Presumably the current experts 
consider there is no difference between what used to be call Common Morel and the prized 
Edible Morel (Morchella esculenta), and have merged the two species into Edible Morel. 
Luckily both forms are good to eat! 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed2604 

Thu 27 Apr 

A. Harting Down Breeding Bird Survey 

This was forecast to be the first fine morning of the week (without rain or mist) so I went to 
Harting Down to carry out the first of this years two visits to the 1km square SU7917 selected 
by the BTO computer for participation in the country wide Breeding Bird Survey. Since the 
Uppark Estate (not the National Trust at Uppark House) will not allow access to their land 
which occupies most of the selected square the survey area has been transposed 500 metres 
to the east where I have open access to the land around Round Down. 

If anyone else is thinking of using the Harting Down National Trust carpark as a base for 
visiting this section of the South Downs above South Harting they will find that from April this 
year you have to pay a fixed £2 parking charge (which lasts the full day) unless you are a NT 
member (for whom access is free). Lucklily I had some cash with me and I for one do not mind 
contributing in this way to the upkeep of the land which is kept in such good health despite the 
large number of visitors. 

Coming to the birds seen there was nothing unexpected but it was great to hear Skylarks 
singing in large numbers. plus a few Meadow Pipits, on the open downland, and in the 
scrub-sided Whitcombe Bottom valley and mature woodland west of Round Down there were 
Willow Warblers, Whitethroats (and one Lesser Whitethroat), Chiffchaffs and Blackcaps 
as well as the Blackbirds, Song Thrushes, Chaffinches, Robins, Wrens and Dunnocks. In 
the trees Green and Great-spotted Woodpeckers, plus Nuthatch, were present with Wood 
Pigeons, Stock Doves and Jackdaws. Also noted here were a singing Mistle Thrush and 
several Pheasants. Not encountered were any Magpies nor the Turtle Dove and Marsh Tit 
which I have had in previous years. 

Coming north up Branshott Bottom on the second half of the route I added Coal Tit and 
Yellowhammer (plus a few Magpies) and it was here that I came on a strange sight which 
was almost certainly the result of poachers taking deer. In the grass not far from the main track 
were some bleached bones which I went out of my way to investigate, These were the head, 
neck and front half of the body part of the spine, with the rib bones still attached, but no 
remnant of the front or back legs or the rear half of the spine. I am pretty sure the bones I saw 
were the discarded parts of two Fallow Deer after some neat butchery had removed the 
‘haunches of venison’, and such butchery in the field would have also made it much easier for 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Wed2604


poachers to get the meat into bags for carrying back to their vehicle without letting anyone see 
what was being carried away. 

Newly flowering plants seen this morning were Crosswort and Glaucous Sedge on the 
downland, Alder Buckthorn in the woodland and roadside Meadow Buttercup on my way 
home. Also out in good numbers were Wood Anemones, Primroses, Cowslips, Hairy 
Violets, Cuckoo Flower and Wood Spurge. Also seen was some Whitlowgrass and one 
clump of Early Forget-me-not, the first ‘clenched fist’ of Bracken and my first leaves of 
Common Spotted Orchid. One fungus noted was the small, bright yellow cap of Bolbitius 
vitellinus (the Yellow Cowpat fungus now more politely known as the Yellow Fieldcap). 

Wed 26 Apr 

BIRDS 

1. Slavonian Grebe: At least one in summer plumage was seen at Castle Water (Rye Harbour) 
on both Apr 22 and 23 but not reported since. 

2. Black-necked Grebe: The two summer plumaged birds that were at Rye Harbour on Apr 17 
were down to one on Apr 19 and again have not been reported since (nor have the two birds 
that were at Arlington Reservoir in the Cuckmere valley on Apr 17). Those Sussex birds may 
have left (or gone into hiding?) but Hampshire had a surprise when another single bird in full 
summer plumage turned up at Tundry Pond (about 3 km west of Fleet in north east Hampshire) 
- it was seen there on both Apr 23 and 24 

3. Cormorant: The Rye Harbour (Castle Water) colony of tree nesting birds is now said to have 
80 occupied nests, some with well grown chicks. I have not seen any estimate of the number of 
birds nesting on the IoW cliffs near Freshwater but an observation by Derek Hale of a 'raft of 12 
birds on the sea' when he was on West High Down on Apr 22 probably sets a base line of 12 
nests (each with one bird on the nest while its mate was on the sea) 

4. Cattle Egret: The last report of the Piddinghoe birds by the Sussex Ouse was dated Apr 1 and 
the last report from the fields north of Pagham Harbour was on Apr 6. Since then two birds 
were reported on Apr 19 (one near Andover in Hampshire and one at the Pannel Valley near 
Rye) and the only new report now is of one still in the Rye Bay area, seen briefly at Pett Level 
on Apr 22. 

5. Little Egret: Numbers in the Langstone area (and elsewhere away from breeding colonies) 
are now at their lowest. I suspect that the number using the Langstone night roost is now below 
20 (probably closer to 10!). At Rye Harbour the roost count was down (from a peak count for 
this year of 34 on Feb 9) to 14 birds on Apr 20 and the last count of more than 10 reported 
anywhere in the Solent region was of 11 on Ryde Sands (IoW) on Apr 17. On Apr 25 I spent 
over 3 hours on the Warblington Farm fields and did not see a single Egret anywhere (though 
Tony Gutteridge did see one in the northern fields there on that day). 

6. Whooper Swan: I heard of five reports of this species between Jan 2 and Feb 14 (when four 
were in the Amberley Wild Brooks area) with nothing since then so a reliable report from Sam 
Smith at Rye Harbour of 4 birds there on Apr 22 was very unexpected. 

7. Greylag Goose: Also from Sam Smith at Rye Harbour that by Apr 25 the first Greylag 
goslings were out on the water - the RX website had the photo to prove it! 

8. Brent Goose: More than 115 flew east past Southsea South Parade pier on Apr 25 - this 
number almost certainly included a flock of 80 that were also seen from Stokes Bay at Gosport. 

9. Ruddy Shelduck: A report from Trevor Guy on the SOS website tells of one Ruddy Shelduck 
among others of the common species seen in Pagham Harbour on Apr 24. This is the first 
report of Ruddy Shelduck which I have seen this year but it reminds me of the various sightings 
of a hybrid Common x Ruddy Shelduck seen at various times and places between Pagham 
Harbour and Lymington from Dec 2003 to Feb 2005 (first identified at The Kench on Hayling). 
I have no good reason to believe that the current sighting is not of a genuine Ruddy Shelduck 



fresh in from the established colony in the Low Countries but I do recall that the hybrid never 
went anywhere without have normal Shelduck with it. 

10. Shelduck: These, like Paddington Bear, are 'birds of little brain' which do not understand 
modern man's instinctive desire to build roads and railways on which he can spend most of his 
money and almost all of his time rushing from A to B and back. Each year the Shelduck fly 
inland from the coast seeking nest sites in secluded holes in the ground which they quite easily 
find. If all goes well a pair will hatch up to 16 ducklings and as soon as they are all hatched the 
mother's instinct is to lead them to water (a couple of months before they can fly). I have seen 
them at nest sites up to five miles inland from the harbours so the very least of their problems is 
covering a long overland trek at duckling walking pace. More serious problems are presented 
by our transport system as I mentioned at the beginning - leaving all other hazards aside 
families nesting inland in our area have to cross both the A27 and an electrified rail line ....  

This little dissertation on the equally foolish behaviour of both man and bird was brought on by 
a note from Andy Brook telling me that a pair of Shelduck are currently investigating potential 
nest sites in the Hollybank Woods north of Emsworth, and this mention of a woodland site 
raises another factor that may encourage Shelduck to prospect woodland sites - this is the 
'Great Storm' of 1987 which blew down so many trees, leaving gaping holes among the roots 
of the fallen trees - to an overflying Shelduck the woods in the spring of 1988 must have looked 
like large new housing estates with palatial residences on offer at no cost. Does anyone have 
any evidence for an increase in inland nesting by Shelduck since that year? 

11. Long-tailed Duck: The group of two males and a female that have seen on the sea off Selsey 
Bill on Apr 8 and 15 were still there on Apr 22 and on Apr 23 the lone bird on Barcombe 
Reservoir near Lewes was actively soliciting female Tufted Duck. 

12. Common Scoter: I wonder when the supply of birds passing up Channel will dry up? Apr 21 
brought counts of 293 passing Selsey Bill and 882 passing Dungeness but on Apr 22 Selsey 
only had 99 (with 58 off St Catherine's Point on the IoW where the flow reduced again on Apr 
23 to give a report of just 18 birds). I doubt these are the last flocks to be seen as last year the 
final counts of over 100 did not come until May 26 when 115 passed Portland and 320 were 
logged at Dungeness. 

13. Velvet Scoter: These too are still passing - after various sightings on Apr 21 the last current 
report is of 6 passing Dungeness on Apr 23 

14. Merganser: Two were still in the Lymington area on Apr 22 when 3 females went past Selsey, 
and on Apr 23 another 16 went past Dungeness. 

15. Hen Harrier: In addition to a few more reports of Red Kites and Marsh Harriers at various 
places Steve Davis has sent me a sighting of what he believes was a male Hen Harrier going 
over the south of Thorney Island on Apr 17. More recently single ring tail Hen Harriers were 
reported over Steyning (north of Worthing) on Apr 22 and what may have been the same bird 
seen over the Ventnor area of the IoW and over the Nutbourne Marshes east of Emsworth on 
Apr 23. 

16. Osprey: On Apr 18 John Simons watched both an Osprey and a Red Kite fly north over the 
Dean Lane End area north of Rowlands Castle and two more recent Osprey sightings have 
been at Weir Wood reservoir on Apr 22 and at Rye Harbour on Apr 25. 

17. Hobby: A Hobby over Dean Lane End on Apr 18 was the latest of five recent sightings by John 
Simons. Seven more recent sightings between Apr 21 and 25 include one seen coming in off 
the sea at Selsey (Apr 21), one over Bembridge Harbour on the IoW (Apr 23) and a pair 
hunting over Tundry Pond in north east Hampshire on the evening of Apr 24 

18. Stone Curlew: One was heard calling at the Pannel Valley near Rye on Apr 23. Since the 
February sightings of a wintering bird on Hayling Island this is only the third report of the 
species for the year - one stopped off near Haywards Heath on Mar 12 and another touched 
down at Portland Bill on Mar 15. There was one other report from the Stockbridge area on Apr 
9 but that was a negative one from Simon Harthill saying that he could not find one at a site 
which has never failed to have one in recent years. 



19. Snipe: An interesting report from John Simons is of a Snipe flushed from a hedge bottom in the 
totally dry ground around Dean Lane End (north of Rowlands Castle) on Apr 18 - this is 
interesting to me following the two sightings of a Snipe in a dry ploughed field at Warblington 
on Apr 11 and 18 (though that field was adjacent to Chichester Harbour) 

20. Bar-tailed Godwit: Large numbers are now moving up Channel giving counts of 371 passing 
Sandy Point on Hayling on Apr 24, 600 off Selsey Bill on Apr 24 and counts at Dungeness of 
1267 on Apr 23 and 1046 on Apr 24. Peter Raby, living in the Bridgemary area on the 
Gosport/Fareham boundary, was pleased to add a new species to his garden list when 41 
went over his garden on Apr 23. 

21. Whimbrel: These are now being seen everywhere but in fairly small numbers - the highest 
recent count was of only 74 at Dungeness on Apr 22 

22. Spotted Redshank: One flying over the Test Valley at Timsbury (north of Romsey) on Apr 24 
was unusual for the area but Phil Lord and David Thelwell both heard its 'chew-it' call clearly as 
they were watching a female Ring Ouzel. 

23. Common Sandpiper: Eleven recent sightings end with one heard from under Southsea's 
South Parade pier on Apr 25 

24. Pomarine Skua: These are now a daily sight in the Channel but only in small numbers - 
highest day count was 5 at Dungeness on Apr 23. Contenders for the Selsey Pom King title 
seem to have missed out on a couple on Apr 24 to judge from a report from Russell Wynn who 
was at Hurst (west Solent) that morning and saw two Poms with well defined 'spoons' (their 
distinctive central tail feather which is twisted from the horizontal to the vertical plane) land on 
the water where they were joined by two other birds without the distinctive tails but which could 
be seen, sitting on the water alongside the obvious Poms, to have indentical size and body 
structure. All four flew east together but as they passed Hayling and Selsey only the two with 
the distinctive tails were counted - the other two were assumed to be Arctic Skuas.  

I also see from the various messages that Bob Marchant is once again back at Selsey - as a 
'foreigner' hailing from the Locksheath area of Fareham the Selsey locals may still harbour 
some resentment at the fact that Bob 'stole' the Pom King crown from them a couple of years 
ago - will he do so again this year?  

25. Arctic Skua: The highest counts have been at Dungeness where 40 were logged on Apr 23 
and 41 on Apr 24. (when Russell Wynn had 10 in the west Solent) 

26. Great Skua: Apr 23 and 24 brought 15 and 12 respectively to Dungeness. 

27. Little Gull: A couple seen in the west Solent from Fort Victoria on the IoW are the only recent 
local birds but I see that the Dungeness count on Apr 21 was 103. 

28. Roseate Tern: The first and only report of one for this year comes from Portland Bill where one 
was seen on Apr 22 

29. Arctic Tern: On Apr 24 George Spraggs had a day total of 68 seen from Sandy point on 
Hayling - I haven't seen any report from Dungeness for Apr 24 but George's figure beats the 66 
seen there on Apr 23 

30. Little Tern: Still no report of any back in Langstone Harbour despite counts on Apr 21 of 18 off 
Selsey and 42 off Dungeness. Some were already back at their Chesil Beach nest sites near 
Weymouth on Apr 19 (when 32 were in the Chichester Harbour mouth) and up to 8 have been 
in the Solent off Gosport on Apr 22 

31. Black Tern: The count of these at Dungeness was 19 on Apr 21 when up to 5 were in the 
Solent 

32. Turtle Dove: There have now been nine reports of these since the first arrived at Portland on 
Apr 14. On Apr 23 one was seen near Lewes and on Apr 24 one was in Christchurch Harbour 
- so far none reported in Hampshire. 



33. Barn Owl: On Apr 23 Brian Fellows had an early morning encounter with one in the 
Woodmancote village area as he was heading for the Nightingales at Marlpit Lane (east of 
Emsworth) and on Apr 24 Steve Davis had one hunting within feet of where he was standing 
on the south of Thorney Island. 

34. Swift: These are being seen daily since the first arrived at three different sites on Apr 15. The 
pace hotted up with 10 together over Barcombe Reservoir near Lewes on Apr 23 and more 
than 50 were over Rye Harbour on Apr 25 

35. Hoopoe: One was at Pett Level near Hastings on Apr 25 

36. Wryneck: The third report for the year comes from Portland Bill on Apr 24 (First was on the 
IoW on Apr 15) 

37. Great Spotted Woodpecker: A few year's ago John Eyre commented on a Great Spotted 
Woodpecker which had discovered that dumming on the metal of a Tannoy loudspeaker (one 
of many around the racecourse at Aldershot) not only amplified the sound but also directed it 
towards a rival drumming on the other side of the racecourse. I haven't heard any more of this 
clever bit of evolutionary progress until now when Stephen Gaselee tells us of a woodpecker in 
the Lymington area which has discovered that the metal covers of street lamps make very 
good drums. Stephen says "In Lymington a gsw pecker has been out-drumming many others 
by using the metal top covering of street lamps (not always the same one). It simply stands on 
the flat top and gets to work. The resonance is great, with a distinctive metallic ring to it." 

38. House Martin: A bit of encouraging news is that 200 were over Barcombe Reservoir near 
Lewes on Apr 23 

39. Whinchat: We now have 20 reports since the first was seen at Titchfield Haven in Apr 17 but 
so far the only other Hampshire sighting was at Barton on sea on Apr 22. Counts of 10 at 
Portland on both Apr 22 and 23 with 8 at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 22 should mean that 
more are on their way here... 

40. Ring Ouzel: Single birds (possibly the same) were at Old Winchester Hill in the Meon valley on 
Apr 22 and 23, and a female was in the Test valley at Timsbury on Apr 24 

41. Reed Warbler: Although these started to arrive at the very beginning of April (Farlington 
Marshes had its earliest ever on Apr 3) I have not heard of any back at Langstone Pond so far 
though a couple in the nearby Warblington reeds were keeping a very low profile when Tony 
Gutteridge eventually heard them on Apr 25. One started singing at Emsworth Peter Pond on 
Apr 20 when they were also singing at the Thorney Little Deeps. 

42. Wood Warbler: Following the first reports from Dorset on Apr 19 and 21 they were back in the 
New Forest and on the Isle of Wight on Apr 22 

43. Spotted Flycatcher: Four reports start with the first on the IoW on Apr 22 when two also 
arrived at Portland. Apr 24 brought one to Dungeness and Apr 25 gave us a good local record 
when Tony Gutteridge found one on the Warblington Farm during an otherwise chilly CBC 
visit. 

44. Woodchat Shrike: An excellent find for Bob Relph at Pett Level on Apr 22 - the bird showed 
well all day in thorn bushes lining the Royal Military canal. 

45. Rook: My recent comment on the declining Rook population brought some good news from 
Richard Breakwell who tells me that this year for the first time some 30 nests have been built 
and are in use on the south side of the Great Copse wood in Leigh Park here in Havant - 
Richard says Rooks have been prospecting in this area for a couple of years but it is only this 
year that they have started to build a substantial rookery. This new site is only 800 metres from 
the existing small rookery in trees over the Stable Block at Leigh Park gardens but that still 
seems to have the usual number of nests. 

46. Raven: John Clark has heard a report of young Ravens being shot in their nest 'somewhere in 
Hampshire' (he does not say if the parents were also shot) and he reminds us of the need to 



refrain from mentioning the whereabouts of any nesting rare birds. While I agree with the 
principle of not attracting attention to the nests of any species I doubt keeping mum would have 
saved these birds as I would think it likely the shooting was done by a gamekeeper or local 
landowner, not by some pervert attracted to the area in order to use the nest as target practice. 

47. Common Rosefinch (was Scarlet Rosefinch): The first of these for the year turned up at 
Portland Bill on Apr 22 and was still there on Apr 23. 

48. Corn Bunting: One was seen at Old Winchester Hill on Apr 22 and another was singing in the 
Ems Valley near Racton Park Farm on Apr 23 

PLANTS 

1. Herb Robert: First flowers were out at Warblington on Apr 25 

2. Dove's Foot Cranesbill: A report of 'Soft Cranesbill' flowering at Rye Harbour on Apr 22 is 
probably of this species (the Latin name Geranium molle translates to Soft Cranesbill but I 
have never before come across this as the English name of the plant) 

3. Apple: Brian Fellows found a bird sown tree on Hayling's Sinah Common in flower by Apr 23 

4. Silver Birch: Catkins on these trees were open on Apr 24 

5. Sheep Sorrel: Brian Fellows found this in flower on south Hayling on Apr 23 

6. Common Comfrey: Another first for Brian Fellows at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Apr 24 

7. Ribwort Plantain: First flowers on south Hayling found by Brian Fellows on Apr 23 

8. Early Purple orchid: First three flowers out at the Emsworth Hollybank Woods site on Apr 22 
- Brian Fellows 

9. Green Winged orchid: Flowering on south Hayling at Gunner Point on Apr 23 - Brian Fellows 

10. Lesser Pond Sedge: Flowering at Emsworth Brook Meadow on Apr 24 - Brian Fellows 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Clouded Yellow: A fourth report for the year comes from Mike Gibbons who saw one 
fly through his Christchurch garden in Dorset on Apr 22 

o Green Hairstreak: First for the year was seen on Malling Down near Lewes on Apr 22 

o Large Tortoiseshell: Following two reports from Sussex on Apr 6 and 8 (both thought 
to be emergences of the offspring of last year's migrant visitors) there has been another 
report of one at Worth Matravers in Dorset on Apr 8. 

o Speckled Wood: Still no general emergence but two more reports come from East 
Sussex (Park Corner) on Apr 22 and from Portland (first of year there) on Apr 24. 

2. Moths 

o Garden Carpet: First of the year recorded by Mike Duffy in the Basingstoke area on 
Apr 22 

o Purple Thorn: First of year for Maurice Pugh at Cadnam in the New Forest on Apr 22 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Three more sightings - on Apr 20 one was flying in drizzle 
at Southsea, on Apr 21 David Tinling had one in Gosport and on Apr 22 one was in a 
Hastings garden. 

o Great Prominent: Another first of year for Maurice Pugh at Cadnam in the New Forest 
on Apr 22 



o Red Chestnut: The first report comes from Portland Bill on Apr 23 

o Chamomile Shark: Another first for Portland on Apr 24 

o Red Sword-Grass: First record comes from the Holmsley area of the New Forest on 
Apr 22 via Maurice Pugh 

o Angle Shades: Another first for Portland on Apr 23 

OTHER 

1. Water Vole: These are at last starting to appear in the River Ems at Emsworth much later than 
usual, On the evening of Apr 24 Brian Fellows spent an hour watching the most likely section of 
the river alongside Brook Meadow and managed to spot just one vole having its supper on the 
opposite bank. Brian says "That makes a total of 5 reported Water Vole sightings this year. At 
this time last year I had received 32 sightings, some of more than one animal." 

2. Slow-worm: On Apr 24 Andy Brook told us on the Emsworth Hollybank Woods website that 
several pairs have been seen recently and that some of them are now mating. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2304 

Tue 25 Apr 

A. Warblington Farm CBC visit 

The air was misty and raw for this morning’s walk around the Warblington fields but it was 
cheering to find one really bright new flower - Herb Robert - for the year list. Tony Gutteridge, 
working the northern fields, had the best bird of the day - a single Spotted Flycatcher (just 
passing through) - and after I had told him that I thought I had heard a Water Rail in the 
southern reedbed Tony went there on his way home and heard a couple of Reed Warblers 
which had been silent while I was there. My bonus was to come across the first half dozen 
Linnet back on the fields but it was only Tony who saw the Little Owl. We both heard 
Whitethroat and Lesser Whitethroat, Blackcap and Chiffchaff singing but the Cuckoo 
(almost certainly still present) remained silent. The tide was well up and the only thngs of note 
over the water were a Sandwich Tern and a passing Whimbrel. 

Mon 24 Apr 

A. Around North Hayling 

Late in the afternoon, with the tide low, I cycled to the Hayling Oysterbeds to see if there might 
be any evidence for the return of the Little Terns - if there had been any they would probably 
have been there at high tide in the morning but certainly there were none when I was there. 
Among the few birds that I saw was a Sandwich Tern and a Swallow, and I think there were 
several Common Terns out in the harbour but I could not be sure. The one surprise was to 
find a group of a dozen Grey Plover having one of their number in almost full summer 
plumage. 

Another bonus in the Stoke Common scrub was my first Lesser Whitethroat which I actually 
saw to confirm its id as its quiet warbling was without the tell-tale harsh rattle which normally 
picks this species out from a good distance. A little further south was another bonus - a single 
male Yellowhammer. 

I turned inland at the pill box to reach Daw Lane which is well worth a visit at this time of year 
for its great display of wild flowers - Common Dog Violets, Cuckooflower, Primroses, 
Celandines, Greater Stitchwort and even a few Bluebells plus Cow Parsley and garden 
escape Forget-me-not. At the east end the display of all three variants of Periwinkle 
(Greater, Lesser and Intermediate) was better than usual. 

Cycling up Copse Lane and St Peter’s Road to Northney there was nothing special to record 
but in Northney there was a good show of Rooks feeding on grassland near the big rookery 
and I noticed several Silver Birches with their catkins fully extended.  

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2304


North Common had another singing Lesser Whitethroat and over the mud I heard the 
‘tittering’ of Whimbrel for the first time this year as five birds flew by. On the saltings behind 
the marina a single Swan was sitting as if on a nest (years ago this was a regular nest site) but 
I think the Swan was at best practicing for nesting in future years - I could see no nest material 
around her. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 17 - 23 (WEEK 16) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: Hampshire birders miss out on the great majority of passage sea-birds 
so John Norton was lucky to have one land on the Solent for a comfort break during its 
eastward passage up Channel on Apr 21 

2. Manx Shearwater: Of the 22 reports of these that I have seen up to Apr 20 the highest count 
had only been of 15 birds on Apr 11, so a count of 133 seen from Portland on Apr 21 was an 
impressive increase. 

3. Cattle Egret: One made a brief stop in a field at Barton Stacey (west of the R Test between 
Andover and Winchester) on Apr 19, maybe the same bird that stopped for 30 minutes (just 
before dusk on Apr 18) at the Pannel Valley nature reserve north of Hastings. Both sightings 
were in the evening, possibly the bird touching down in the hope of getting a night's rest 
uninterrupted by birders, but failing in both cases. 

4. Spoonbill: An immature bird has been resident at Titchfield Haven from Apr 8 to 21. Richard 
Carpenter noted it was still present on Apr 21 but I do not know when he saw it that day and 
that is of interest as David Thelwell saw an immature bird go west over Hurst Spit at the west 
end of the Solent at some time before 10:30 am on Apr 21. 

5. Mute Swan: Maybe the pair owning the Peter Pond territory at Emsworth will breed after all - 
they appeared to have abandoned thoughts of nesting after their first nest was flooded by the 
high spring tide at the end of March, but on Apr 19 one was back on a secondary nest site (not 
the original that was flooded), though not I think on Apr 20. At Langstone I was amused on Apr 
21 to see that the pen of the pair nesting there was temporatily off her nest (which has eggs 
though I could not see how many) but seemed to have left baby sitters in charge (a pair of 
Mallards were settled on the rim of the nest and the cob, keeping guard a few yards away, was 
not objecting to their presence). 

6. Canada Goose: The winter flock at Titchfield Haven, which numbered over 100 birds on Feb 
17, is now down to around 20 as the birds disperse to breed. On Apr 21 I found two pairs at 
Budds Farm pools in Havant, one of the birds seemingly sitting on a nest. 

7. Brent Goose: As many as 105 were seen off Dungeness on Apr 20, when another 17 were on 
the sea off Christchurch Harbour, and on Apr 21 a flock of 25 were at Chessell Bay in the lower 
reaches of the river Itchen downstream from Northam Bridge in Southampton 

8. Pale-bellied Brent: 9 were seen from Portland on Apr 20 and another 3 were reported from 
Christchurch Harbour on that day - possibly birds that have been wintering on the Atlantic 
coast of France now on their way back to Canada or Greenland. 

9. Egyptian Goose: On Apr 3 one was logged at Dungeness as a new species for the site and on 
Apr 18 another was seen heading west past Dungeness. Another turned up on the Pevensey 
Levels (east of Eastbourne) on Apr 16, and a pair seem to have settled in the Pulborough 
Brooks area, being seen there on Apr 7 and again on Apr 19. 

10. Shelduck: It looks as if two pairs are intending to breed at the Budds Farm pools in Havant as 
they have done in past years. On Apr 21 five birds were on the sea off Budds Farm and four of 
these took off with what I assume to have been the male of each pair chasing the female, in 



both cases with much 'quacking'. Subsequently I saw what I think were the same four birds on 
the water of the pools. 

11. Gadwall: Two male Gadwall were also on the Budds Farm pools on Apr 21 

12. Scaup: A single report says that one male was still at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 17 

13. Eider: The latest report from Titchfield Haven gives a count of 41 on the sea there on Apr 21 

14. Common Scoter: Large numbers of these were still passing in the past few days. On Apr 19 
Dungeness reported a count of 409 birds and on Apr 21 there were 230 off Portland, 136 off St 
Catherine's Point on the IoW, 98 in the Solent off Stokes Bay and more than 90 on the sea of 
Christchurch Bay west of Hurst spit with a count of 72 off Sandy Point on Hayling. 

15. Velvet Scoter: 12 Velvets were with Common Scoter in Christchurch Bay on Apr 21 when 7 
went past Sandy Point and 1 was seen going east off St Catherine's Point. 

16. Ruddy Duck: On Apr 16 two males turned up in the Test Valley just north of Romsey, seen by 
Daryl Short in the Fishlakes Meadow area. 

17. Marsh Harrier: On Apr 18 two more single birds came in from the south at Portland and 
Christchurch Harbour 

18. Hen Harrier: The male Hen Harrier (which was misleadingly reported as a possible Pallid 
Harrier on Apr 14) was seen again in the Pigbush area of the New Forest by Lee Evans on Apr 
18 

19. Montagu's Harrier: On Apr 19 a female flew west from Sussex over the mouth of Chichester 
Harbour to land in the Sandy Point reserve where it was watched for half an hour before it flew 
off north. On Apr 20 it seems that two more reached us from the south - one was seen at 
Portland Bill which flew on north without stopping while the other arrived over Christchurch 
Harbour and flew off east. 

20. Osprey: The latest report (the 19th or 20th I have heard of) was of one seen heading north up 
the River Avon at Fordingbridge on Apr 20 

21. Hobby: My latest batch of input has ten new sightings of Hobby but so far all sightings are of 
singles rather than the flocks of up to 20 birds that sometimes arrive in mid-May. Local 
sightings were in the Test Valley at Romsey on Apr 16, the Locksheath area west of Fareham 
on Apr 17, Thorney Island on Apr 20 and Waltham Brooks (south of Pulborough) on Apr 21. 

22. Avocet: The 9 Avocet which had been at Titchfield Haven up to Apr 14 had become 12 birds 
by Apr 21 

23. Kentish Plover: First report that I have seen this year was of a bird on the north Kent coast 
(Reculver) on Apr 15 

24. Knot: Andy Johnson still had 75 in the south of Chichester Harbour off Black Point on Apr 19 

25. Bar-tailed Godwit: On Apr 21 the first large scale passage of these up channel started with an 
estimated 500 birds going over Portland Bill. In Chichester Harbour Andy Johnson could still 
report 100 wintering birds in the Black Point area on Apr 19 

26. Whimbrel: These are now being seen in small numbers at most coastal sites but the highest 
count so far is of only 30 seen from Stokes Bay at Gosport on Apr 21 

27. Wood Sandpiper: The first report for the year is of one in the Kent Stour valley on Apr 21 

28. Pomarine Skua: The first three birds of the spring passage have been singles seen from 
Portland on Apr 14, 16 and 19 

29. Great Skua: An unusual count of 46 Bonxies off Portland on Apr 19 means that so far this year 
more Great than Arctic Skuas have been reported in the Channel (147 against 127). On Apr 21 
one Bonxie was seen from Hurst in the west Solent and one from Sandy Point in the east. 



30. Laughing Gull: It would seem that at least one adult bird is currently in the Channel area. On 
Apr 19 it was seen over Birling Gap on Beachy Head going east and on Apr 21 it was heading 
southwest again over Filsham Reedbed (just west of Hastings). 

31. Little Gull: Plenty of these are now in the Channel but proving elusive to some observers. 
There have been counts of 59 at Dungeness on both Apr 17 and 20, with Apr 21 bringing 55 to 
the Solent off Gosport and 40 to the west Solent (one of them there was already showing a 
pink flushed breast). Poor visibility meant that as these birds came east from the Solent Jason 
Crook at Sandy Point on Hayling could not be certain of more than 27 while none at all were 
seen from Selsey Bill (but that was probably due to the birds taking an overland route behind 
the backs of the watchers at Selsey). 

32. Arctic Tern: As well as Common and Sandwich Terns now passing in their hundreds a single 
Arctic Tern was seen in the west Solent on Apr 21 after 3 had been seen from Portland on Apr 
19 

33. Little Tern: I still have not heard of any in Langstone Harbour but 32 were inside the mouth of 
Chichester Harbour, seen from Black Point, on Apr 19, and on Apr 20 around 13 birds were off 
Stokes Bay at Gosport with more than 4 there on Apr 21. On Apr 19 several were said to have 
arrived back at their nesting colony on Chesil Beach inland of Portland. 

34. Black Tern: Up to 28 birds have been reported from sites along the Channel since the first 
went past Portland on Apr 15, and on Apr 21 five birds were seen from Hurst in the west Solent 
with perhaps four of the same birds being seen from Stokes Bay. 

35. Wood Pigeon; These are still on the move in great numbers and on Apr 18 Dungeness 
reported a total of 880 going over with another 365 seen over Folkestone on Apr 20 

36. Long-eared Owl: The bird which arrived on Apr 14 at the 'Severals' on the shore west of 
Church Norton was still showing well when John Chapman was there on Apr 19 

37. Short-eared Owl: Another bird which had probably recently arrived from the south and was 
making its way north was seen on Apr 19 hunting in the south west of the New Forest near 
Holmsley 

38. Swift: 18 reports starting with the first on Apr 15 had brought the total of birds seen up to 
around 29 by Apr 21. The highest count so far is of 4 or 5 birds heading up the Test valley at 
Romsey on Apr 17 

39. Hoopoe: One has been seen at Rodmell in the Ouse valley just south of Lewes on both Apr 19 
and 20 and maybe this bird accounted for a 'probable' sighting on the Downs north of Worthing 
on Apr 17 

40. Wryneck: The second report for the year came on Apr 17 from Newtimber Hill in the Sussex 
Downs immediately west of the A23 Pycombe interchange north of Brighton 

41. Sand Martin: Although these have been arriving in relatively small numbers since the first was 
seen on Mar 20 a lot more came in on Apr 20 to bring an estimated 1200 birds to the Blashford 
Lakes near Ringwood. 

42. Swallow: A similar mass movement of Swallows brought reports of more than 500 flying north 
over both Christchurch Harbour and Portland Bill on Apr 19 with more than 2000 streaming 
north over Portland on Apr 21 

43. Red-rumped Swallow: The second report for the year came from Portland on Apr 21 (the first 
had been from the Ditchling area of Sussex on Apr 4) 

44. Tree Pipit: The first report of one back singing in the New Forest came from the Pigbush area 
near Beaulieu Road Station on Apr 21 (though I guess some may have been singing in the 
New Forest since the beginning of April!) 

45. Nightingale: Some 50 birds have now been reported at numerous sites including two that are 
fairly close to Havant and where the birds can hopefully be expected to remain and perform 



well for those who go to hear them. At least one was back in the Botley Woods northwest of 
Fareham on Apr 14 and more recently Jeff Goodridge heard and saw two birds at the Marlpit 
Lane site east of Emsworth on Apr 19. Barry Duffin reported the first back at Titchfield Haven 
on Apr 21 

46. Whinchat: I now have six reports of these including one at Titchfield Haven on Apr 17 
(equalling the first of year date previously reported for Portland). So far the Titchfield bird is the 
only one reported in Hampshire and Sussex has reported none so far, 

47. Wheatear: By Apr 19 some birds at Rye Harbour were starting to check out rabbit holes as 
potential nest sites. 

48. Ring Ouzel: Around 41 birds have been reported so far this year but only three of the them 
have been in Hampshire (excluding the possible wintering bird at Southampton Hillyfields on 
Feb 10) and two of those reports have been from Old Winchester Hill where Graham Osborne 
had a pair on Apr 21, the same day that Tony Wilson had a smart male on the Sussex Downs 
at Edburton Hill. 

49. Fieldfare: A couple of late birds in Kent on Apr 16 and 18 would not normally get reported by 
me but I was intrigued to see that the one in the Stour valley on Apr 16 was said to be in 
summer plumage. I was not aware of any seasonal differences in their plumage and can only 
find a mention of change in my old Shell Guide which says that the male 'becomes greyer and 
paler in the summer, with bolder markings, through abrasion of the feather tips', i.e. the same 
process by which a Greenfinch changes from its drab winter look to the bright green and gold 
of spring (similarly for other finches) 

50. Grasshopper Warbler: A dozen new reports are in my latest batch of input - the latest at 
Portland on Apr 21 was of 11 birds. I now have 35 reports of this species with a potential total 
of 74 birds. The only new local report comes from Pete Potts who had one in the Hook 
(Warsash) area on Apr 19 

51. Sedge Warbler: An influx of these was noted at Titchfield Haven on Apr 21. 

52. Reed Warbler: Bob Chapman noted a 'small arrival' of Reed Warblers at the Blashford Lakes 
on Apr 21 but Brian Fellows found his first back at the Emsworth Peter Pond reedbed on Apr 
20 

53. Subalpine Warbler: I have not seen any mention of the Christchurch Harbour bird since Apr 
17 but it seems unlikely that a male which arrived at Folkestone in Kent on Apr 19 was the 
same bird (having taken offence at those 'eminent authorities' which are reported to have 
denied its male virility). 

54. Lesser Whitethroat: At least a dozen have arrived since the first on Apr 11 but Hampshire has 
only just had its first with one at Farlington Marshes on Apr 21 

55. Wood Warbler: First of the year was at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 19 followed by one at 
Portland on Apr 21. The latest Hampshire Bird Report (for 2004) says that they were then 
present at 31 sites in the New Forest (but virtually nowhere else in the county) so we hope that 
a few will still turn up in Hampshire this year. 

56. Golden Oriole: The bird which turned up at Waltham Brooks (downstream from Pulborough) 
on Apr 17 was still there on Apr 19 (but not reported since then) 

57. Great Grey Shrike: The long staying bird at Pigbush in the New Forest has also not been 
reported since Apr 18 

58. Brambling: These were still being reported from Daryl Short's garden (14 birds) in the Test 
Valley north of Romsey on Apr 18 and three were still at the Blashford Lakes on Apr 20 

59. Serin: One over Christchurch Harbour on Apr 19 was the fourth report for the year but the first 
not at Portland 



60. Goldfinch: A report of 320 over Christchurch Harbour on Apr 19 presumably indicates (as with 
Linnets) that our breeding birds that decided to winter abroad are now returning. 

61. Siskin: A few of these are still travelling north (e.g. 11 arriving on the Folkestone shore on Apr 
17) but some do breed in Hampshire and the behaviour of three in Daryl Short's Romsey 
garden seems to show that two of them may settle down locally - the male of a pair there has 
been singing and courting a female when not being aggressive to another male still coming to 
the garden feeders. 

62. Lesser Redpoll: Mark Rolfe found a flock of 74 still in the Botley Woods on Apr 19 

63. Lapland Bunting: A pair flew over Christchurch Harbour on Apr 19 to surprise the locals (the 
only other report for this year was at Christchurch on Mar 23) 

PLANTS 

1. Cuckoo Flower (aka Ladies Smock): 100 of these lovely pink flowers had appeared in the 
public carpark adjacent to the Westbrook Stream near Brian Fellows' Emsworth home on Apr 
20 and on Apr 23 I found just one out in the Hayling Billy Trail behind my house in Havant 

2. Garlic Mustard (aka Jack by the Hedge): This had sprung into flower in many places in 
Havant by Apr 21 

3. Honesty: This lovely garden escape was out in the Nore Barn Woods at Emsworth on Apr 20 
and I found it in Havant on Apr 21 

4. Hoary Cress: Although the mjority of these plants will not come into flower for some time Brian 
Fellows found at least one flowering in Emsworth on Apr 20 and I saw one in flower on the 
Broadmarsh shore of Langstone Harbour on Apr 21 

5. Sea Kale: The lovely purple leaves which I had seen coming up through the shingle of the 
Hayling beach at Gunner Point on Apr 17 was also found at Rye Harbour on Apr 18, getting a 
deserved picture on the RX website. 

6. Shining Cranesbill: Many bright red flowers had appeared on this plant by Apr 21 along the 
edges of the path connecting Wade Court Road to Pook Lane here in Havant 

7. Common Vetch: Flowers were open on several plants around the carpark on the old Hayling 
Billy line close to Havant Museum on Apr 23 

8. Red Currant: Discarded garden plants were flowering by the Hayling Billy trail in Havant on 
Apr 23 

9. Basford Willows: The trees planted by the River Ems where it passes the Palmers Road 
carpark in Emsworth were already dropping their extra long catkins to the ground on Apr 20 

10. Cowslips: Not a first but it was a pleasant surprise to see a good show of these flowering on 
the south side of Harts Farm Way immediately east of the Hermitage Stream bridge as I went 
to Broadmarsh on Apr 21 

11. Thyme-leaved Speedwell: This had just resumed flowering in my garden on Apr 23 (after 
ceasing to flower in early January) 

12. Common Comfrey: This was in flower at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Apr 20 and is a first 
for the year. 

13. Mawson's Lungwort?: Plants found by Richard Carpenter on Apr 18 along Sailor's Lane 
(leading southwest from Beacon Hill in the Meon Valley towards Bishops Waltham) had 
unspotted leaves and pink and blue flowers which suggested a garden escape of Mawson's 
Lungwort  

14. Toothwort: The first substantial find of more than 30 spikes was made by Richard Carpenter 
at Sailor's Lane on Apr 18 



15. Cornsalad: Pavement edge plants in Havant had just started to open their tiny blue-grey 
flowers on Apr 22 

16. Lords and Ladies: Just one plant by Pook Lane had its spathe unfurled to reveal the purple 
spadix on Apr 21 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Small White: Although singles had been reported on Apr 3 and 6 this species did not 
appear in earnest until Apr 12 when two were seen in Gosport. Since then, up to Apr 
21, there have been eight more reports including a count of seven seen in Gosport on 
Apr 17 - the first female among them. I am pretty sure I have had sightings in my own 
Havant garden on three days starting on Apr 18 but on all three occasions the butterfly 
has flown through the garden without pausing to show me its wing tips. 

o Holly Blue: I am now aware of seven reports including a sighting in Gosport by David 
Tinling on Apr 12, almost a week earlier than the previous first reports on Apr 17 and 
18. 

o Speckled Wood: Still in very short supply but we now have a definite report of a first 
normal sighting by David Tinling at Gosport on Apr 18 when four of these butterflies 
were on the wing. 

2. Moths 

o Frosted Green: The first and only report comes from Maurice Pugh at Cadnam in the 
New Forest on Apr 16 

o The Streamer: Richard Carpenter had the first in his Hill Head, Titchfield, garden on 
Apr 14 

o Red-Green Carpet: Another first for Maurice Pugh on Apr 16 

o Brimstone Moth: First claimed by Dan Houghton in Stubbington near Fareham on Apr 
20 

o Lunar Marbled Brown: Another first for Dan Houghton on Apr 20 

o The Herald: The first I have heard of this year was at the Pannel Valley north of 
Hastings on Apr 18 

o Brown-tail Moth caterpillars: These were out of their nests on the shore of Langstone 
Harbour on Apr 21 

3. Other Insects 

o Helophilus hoverfly: One whose name I could not be sure of was in my Havant 
garden on Apr 21 - the longitudinal gold stripes on its thorax gave a clue to its genus. 

o Rove Beetle: Bob Chapman found a specimen of Staphylinus dimidiaticornis at the 
Blashford Lake HWT site on Apr 18 

o Great Silver Water Beetle: Two of these monsters (4cm long and one of Europe's 
largest beetle species) were in a moth trap at Rye Harbour on Apr 19 - perhaps they 
had just taken off from Castle Water on a springtime night flight in search of new mates 
in new waters when they were diverted by the moth trap light? 

OTHER 

1. Common Seal: The first report for this year of seals basking on the mud around Thorney 
Island comes from John Chapman who walked round the island on Apr 17 and saw six 
Common Seals. Previous reports of seals in Chichester Harbour had come from Langstone 



Harbour and from Wittering and Black Point on Hayling (from which three had been seen in 
February). 

2. Water Vole: Apr 19 brought two more sightings of a Water Vole (hopefully at least two 
individuals) in the River Ems flowing past Brook Meadow at Emsworth - these are the only 
reported sightings there since the 'first of the year' on Apr 5. 

3. Hare: Just one seen by Richard Carpenter on the west side of the Meon Valley near Beacon 
Hill on Apr 18 

4. Bats: Apr 20 brought a report from Rye Harbour of both Pipistrelle and Noctule on the wing, 
and on the same evening John Faithfull saw what he took to be a Noctule feeding over the 
River Hamble at Curbridge. 

5. Great Crested Newt: Richard Carpenter saw at least one in water near the Botley Woods on 
Apr 16 - they had been seen egg laying at Rye Harbour on Apr 4 and Richard had seen both 
Palmate and Common Newts earlier than Apr 4 so all species should now be active at their 
breeding ponds. 

6. Slow-worm: On Apr 16 Richard Carpenter found 15 Slow-worms in Botley Woods where he 
only saw 4 on Apr 2 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed1904 

BIRDS 

1. Divers: Red-throated Divers have been moving up Channel in their hundreds for some time 
but few Black-throated have been seen until now when eight reports of them have been made 
in a couple of day (Apr 15 and 16). On Apr 15 two were seen from Hurst beach near 
Lymington, one (in full summer plumage) went east past Sandy Point on Hayling, one was 
seen from St Catherine's Point on the IoW, another from Christchurch Harbour and two went 
past Selsey. (I appreciate several of these were duplicate sightings of the same birds but it 
does show that Black-throats are on the move). 

2. Black-necked Grebe: These have in the past bred in Hampshire (at Winchester sewage farm 
in 1987) and it is not uncommon for one or two to be present in Langstone Habour during 
summer months. I think all Hampshire birds have now left but I see that on Apr 17 Sussex had 
two pairs in breeding plumage - one in the Rye Harbour area and another at Arlington reservoir 
in the Cuckmere valley. 

3. Gannet: On Apr 15 the Isle of Wight had its highest count of Gannets for the year so far with 48 
off St Catherine's Point (normally less than ten are seen there) and what was probably the 
same flock gave Christchurch Harbour its top score for the year with 46 on the same day. 

4. Night Heron: What may well be the same bird that made a one day appearance at the 
Freshwater Fruit Farm on the IoW on Apr 9 was seen flying south down the River Test at 
Stockbridge on Apr 17 - I have not yet heard if anyone caught up with it 

5. White Stork: One was seen high over Titchfield flying east on Apr 17 - the Spoonbill was still at 
the Haven that day. 

6. Barnacle Goose: On Apr 15 two (presumably a pair) were seen flying over Christchurch 
Harbour, then over Barton on sea before landing on Sturt Pond at Keyhaven. 

7. Brent Goose: Reports of late migrants are now tailing off (on Apr 15 Titchfield Haven shore 
had a flock of 120 with 15 seen at Christchurch Harbour and 10 at the Langstone South Moors) 
and sightings such as the 5 birds seen by Brian Fellows in the Fishbourne Channel of 
Chichester Harbour on Apr 17, and 3 birds in Christchurch Harbour on Apr 18, are almost 
certainly of birds intending to spend the summer here. 

8. Garganey: Five sightings from the Hurst/Keyhaven area on Apr 15 may well have all been of 
the same two birds (both drakes) but they were not the only birds along the south coast that 
day as 8 were seen from Selsey Bill and 15 reported at Dungeness. These were presumably 
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new arrivals from the south and Apr 17 brought the first report for the year from Titchfield 
Haven - a male seen by Alan Lewis on the Posbrook Flood where more than 11 Shoveler were 
present.. 

9. Eider: Just when it seemed that the Solent flock had been reduced to a summer level Mark 
Rolfe on Apr 15 found 93 off Titchfield Haven and around 70 were there on Apr 17 

10. Long-tailed Duck: The odd bird which has been on Barcombe Reservoir (just north of Lewes) 
since at least Jan 14 was still there on Apr 16 "throwing back its head and making a far carrying 
cooing call". Also possibly indicating the continuing presence of the Chichester Harbour birds 
which spend their nights on the open sea a report of three seen from Selsey Bill on Apr 15 
sounds similar to that of three birds there on Apr 8 (and close to the counts of 2 to 4 which were 
in Chichester Harbour from the end of Jan to the end of March at least). 

11. Common Scoter: These continue to fly up the Channel (250 went past Selsey on Apr 15 and 
a total of 91, of which 16 were seen passing Stokes Bay at Gosport, were reported moving on 
Apr 16) but on Apr 17 the winter resident flock in Rye Bay still numbered 200 birds with at least 
6 Velvet Scoter. 

12. Velvet Scoter: Five or six were seen in the Hurst area at the west end of the Solent on Apr 15, 
and 13 went past Dungeness on Apr 17 

13. Merganser: Although most of these have left there were still 13 passing Selsey on Apr 15 
(maybe including 6 seen from Sandy Point on Hayling that day) 

14. Red Kite: The first sighting reported from the Isle of Wight this year was made by Derek Hale 
on Apr 15 over the hamlet of Chessell (known for its pottery) which is west of Calbourne on the 
southern road from Newport to Freshwater. 

15. Osprey: Three more new arrivals were seen on Apr 17 - one went over the Lymington area, 
another was seen in the Arun valley near Pulborough and the third flew north low over the 
Pevensey levels (east of Eastbourne). 

16. Kestrel: In the late summer it is not unusual to see family groups all hunting together in a line 
of up to six hovering birds and it is more unusual to see a group together at this time of year but 
on Apr 17 Glyn-Horacek Davis found a group of five soaring in the same thermal over 
Bishopstoke near Eastleigh. A more normal report comes from Rye Harbour describing a 
female which specialises in taking Lizards, hovering lower and lower until only a few feet above 
a basking Lizard to give it a chance to grab the Lizard before the latter becomes aware of the 
threat from above and scuttles to safety. 

17. Hobby: There are now daily reports of these and on Apr 15 one was over Titchfield Haven 
while on Apr 16 one was seen near Botley Woods. 

18. Avocet: The group of 9 that have been at Titchfield Haven since Apr 7 were still there on Apr 
17 and on Apr 15 George Spraggs was pleased to get his first Hayling Island tick as two flew 
east past Sandy Point. 

19. Knot: Nine were at The Kench on Hayling on Apr 15, maybe the last of the winter in the Havant 
area (though one in red summer plumage was at the Oysterbeds as late as May 10 last year) 

20. Snipe: If anyone can explain why one should stay in a dry ploughed field at Warblington from 
Apr 11 to 18 please let me know - details in my diary entry for Apr 18. 

21. Black-tailed Godwit: On Apr 17 a flock of 136 were in the Fishbourne Channel of Chichester 
Harbour and 100 were sitting out the high tide off Langstone village on the same day (when 74 
were still at Titchfield Haven). 

22. Whimbrel: Their spring passage is now well under way. Apr 15 brought reports of 199 passing 
Portland Bill with up to 50 seen in the Lymington Hurst area and 76 at Dungeness. It is well 
known that a lot of the birds which arrive in the Solent area do not continue east up channel but 
fly north overland and the first report of this came from Titchfield Haven on Apr 15 when Mark 
Rolfe saw 14 heading north. Some of these north bound birds drop down to feed in wet 



meadows but one which appeared in a field near the M27 north east of Southampton on Apr 14 
was still there on Apr 17, probably waiting for company for the arduous overland journey. 

23. Spotted Redshank: One at Bembridge (IoW) was said to be in summer plumage on Apr 17 - 
not sure how complete its new coat was. 

24. Common Sandpiper: These are now arriving all along the shore and the last few days have 
brought reports from Southsea Castle, Eastleigh Lakeside, Hook near Warsash and the 
Testwood Lakes at Totton 

25. Pomarine Skua: After the first of the year seen at Portland on Apr 14 a second was there on 
Apr 16 

26. Arctic Skua: Day totals at Dungeness were 15 on Apr 16 and 13 on Apr 17 

27. Great Skua: Dungeness counts for Apr 16 and 17 were 4 and 6 birds with 8 at Portland on Apr 
18 

28. Med Gull: On Apr 15 Barry Collins told Jeff Goodridge he had counted 78 Med Gulls around 
Thorney Island that day. 

29. Little Gull: The counts at Dungeness on Apr 16 and 17 were 34 and 59 birds and on Apr 15 
there were at least three on the west Solent. 

30. Herring Gull: Brian Fellows found 330 mainly immature birds crowding the Slipper Mill pond at 
Emsworth on Apr 15 - these will soon disperse but an adult pair which on Apr 17 seemed to 
have settled to nest on the island in the Oysterbeds lagoon on Hayling looked set to stay longer 
(despite being called nasty names by a Black-headed Gull that was repeatedly dive-bombing 
them) 

31. Yellow-legged Gull: The lame bird at Christchurch Harbour known as 'Limpy' was seen last 
year feeding a juvenile which seemed to have been the outcome of a liaison with a Lesser 
Blackback and this year on Apr 17 Limpy was again seen closely associating with a Lesser 
Blackback. 

32. Arctic Tern: With Common Terns now being counted in hundreds we now have a few 
confident reports of Arctic Terns including 7 passing Stokes Bay at Gosport on Apr 16 (with 11 
at Dungeness the previous day). 

33. Little Tern: The highest count so far is of just 9 seen from Selsey Bill on Apr 15 when 6 were 
off Portland and at least 4 were in the west Solent. None so far reported in the local harbours... 

34. Black Tern: The first reports for the year came on Apr 15 from Portland Bill, St Catherine's 
Point on the IoW and Dungeness (max 2 on the IoW) but on Apr 16 a birdguides report credited 
Selsey Bill with 8 passing birds (and one was seen by Ian Calderwood at Stokes Bay, Gosport, 
that day) 

35. Auk species: A massive westward passage (mainly Razorbills) was recorded at Portland Bill 
with more than 5000 birds seen during Apr 16 with a similar number on Apr 17 and another 
3000+ on Apr 18. No similar reports from anywhere east of Portland. 

36. Turtle Dove: The first two of the year flew north over Portland on Apr 14 but what were 
presumably another two were seen there on Apr 15 with one on Apr 16 

37. Cuckoo: Most birders will have come across one by now - I have seen 20 reports of them 
since the first arrived at Titchfield Haven on Apr 7, and there have been daily sightings since 
Apr 12. The first local bird in Havant was at Langstone on Apr 16 and I heard one at 
Warblington on both Apr 17 and 18. Interestingly Hampshire seems to have had more than its 
neighbour counties with 15 out of 22 reports. 

38. Long-eared Owl: The bird which turned up at the Church Norton Severals (Pagham Harbour) 
on Apr 14 was still there and showing well on Apr 19. 



39. Swifts: These are early this year with three reports on Apr 15 from both St Catherine's Point 
and West High Down on the IoW plus Portland, followed by sightings at the IBM Portsmouth 
site and Christchurch Harbour on Apr 16. Apr 17 brought reports from Budds Farm at Havant 
and West Wellow near Romsey, and another was over the Warsash area on Apr 18 

40. Wryneck: First of the year was flushed twice at Luccombe Down above Ventnor on the IoW on 
Apr 15 

41. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: A pair have recently been seen in a Frogmore Lane garden in 
the Lovedean area of Waterlooville. 

42. Sand Martins: Around 100 were back at a nest colony at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17 

43. Swallow: It was good to see a pair back on wires close to the nest site in Warblington Farm on 
Apr 18 with another three flying around the Pook Lane riding stables where they also nest. Still 
arriving on Apr 17 were some 400 birds seen at Christchurch Harbour. On the IoW on Apr 16 
Derek Hale saw a group of around 20 in the Bembridge St Helens area and remarked that one 
was of the "rustica" type - showing pink belly. Until then I was not aware that our Barn 
Swallow had subspecies but I see that the Collins Bird Guide describes two 'red-bellied' 
subspecies normally found in the eastern Mediterranean and Egypt (called 'transitiva' and 
'savignii' respectively) so I am still confused as I presume that Hirundo rustica rustica is the 
full name of our common subspecies. 

44. House Martin: These remain thin on the ground but on the morning of Apr 17 Chris Slade saw 
one over the Budds Farm pools here in Havant (and on Apr 15 Alan Lewis saw more than 5 
over The Kench on Hayling). 

45. Tree Pipit: Chris Slade saw one of these in the Budds Farm area of Havant on Apr 17 and they 
are now beginning to arrive in strength (Portland had 7 on Apr 17 and 5 on Apr 18 after a count 
of 15 there on Apr 15, and on Apr 17 more than three were back in breeding territory at 
Ashdown Forest. 

46. Meadow Pipit: These continue to stream north with 170 over Selsey Bill on Apr 15 and 140 
over Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17 but it was the sudden outburst of Meadow Pipit song 
which made April 17 special for me. My first was singing over the Langstone South Moors, 
where I had almost given up hope of ever hearing one again, the next at the Hayling 
Oysterbeds and then came half a dozen in various parts of Sinah Common at south Hayling. I 
hope song at the South Moors means that a pair is intending to nest there but on Apr 18 there 
was no sign of one at the Warblington SSSI field where they used to be an annual feature. 

47. Yellow Wagtail: 16 separate reports of these between Apr 15 and 18 show that we are now in 
the peak time for their arrival in Britain, as do reasonable numbers at several sites - 15 at 
Portland on Apr 15 with 10 there on Apr 17, 19 at Bembridge Marshes (IoW) on Apr 16 
(including 3 Blue Headed), 12 at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17 and 11 at Dungeness on that 
day. It's a pity that we get no regular reports from Farlington Marshes nowadays as I'm pretty 
sure some will have passed over there (though none are likely to stay and breed nowadays) 

48. Nightingale: Although the first for the year had been claimed at Gosport on Apr 1, followed by 
four reports from different sites in Sussex, we had to wait until Apr 16 for the next Hampshire 
birds at Timsbury in the Test Valley above Romsey and at Calshot (2 birds) at the mouth of 
Southampton Water. Kent did not have its first until Apr 16 when one was recorded at 
Dungeness. 

49. Common Redstart: Although I now have 47 reports of these going back to Apr 1 only one has 
been seen within Havant Borough (at the South Moors on Apr 4 - surprisingly I don't seem to 
have any sightings from Hayling yet), so a sighting by Tim Harris of one on the footpath from 
Chidham village to Nutbourne Bay on Apr 15 gave me fresh hope that I may see one in my 
home area this spring. 

50. Whinchat: First report of the year comes from Portland Bill on Apr 17 



51. Redwing: No more Fieldfares but one Redwing was still to be seen at the Pannel Valley north 
of Hastings on Apr 15. 

52. Subalpine Warbler: The Christchurch Harbour bird was still showing on Apr 17. Despite the 
general opinion that it is a young male, and the development of the red eye ring to prove it, I 
see that the CHOG website reports (perhaps tongue in cheek) that recent opinion from 
eminent authorities is now that it is a female - the bird's response was to break into song (or at 
least subsong). 

53. Common Whitethroat: Since the first arrived on Apr 4 we have now had 40 sightings 
reported, but no reports of large numbers other than 18 at Dungeness on Apr 16 and 9 at 
Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17 - it begins to look as if these birds have not had a good winter 
away but I am probably premature in my pessimism as I see that last year the first report of 
larger numbers did not come until Apr 25 (when 30 were at Portland) and it was not until Apr 29 
and 30 that the counts at Dungeness got up to 60 and 100 respectively. 

54. Willow Warbler: If you have not heard one yet don't give up hope as Apr 15 saw around 200 
on Portland with more than 50 at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 17 

55. Pied Flycatcher: Another male reached the Isle of Wight on Apr 15 (seen in the Freshwater 
area) and on Apr 17 Jim Weston was lucky enough to have a male on his garden apple tree at 
Bognor. 

56. Bearded Tit: It would seem that these have not finished their daring spring journeys into the 
unknown - when Brian Fellows was at the Thorney Little Deeps on Apr 15 he saw two birds 
taking a look at the far horizon by flying up vertically above the reed bed, then dropping back 
into the reeds, as they psyched themselves up for a long distance flight (possibly a hundred 
miles or more on those tiny wings) in search of a more suitable reed bed in which to breed. 

57. Golden Oriole: A male was seen well in the Waltham Brooks area south of Pulborough on Apr 
17 - the few Orioles that are seen in spring on the south coast usually turn up in May so this is 
a very early date (though in the past they have appeared in Hampshire as early as Apr 5) 

58. Brambling: Seven reports in the past few days are spread over Hampshire, Sussex and Kent 
to show that a good number of these birds are still with us. Among these recent reports are two 
of birds singing (or starting to warm up) - one at the Blashford Lakes on Apr 15 and one in John 
Shillitoe's garden in the Meon Valley near Wickham (six birds were still there on Apr 17) 

59. Serin: The third report for the year comes from Portland Bill on Apr 15 (the other two were also 
single birds coming in over Portland on Apr 4 and 7) 

60. Bullfinch: This past winter's unusual set of travelling Bullfinches are still on the move with 
three reports from Portland Bill on Apr 16, 17, and 18 and another from Dungeness on Apr 17 
(a single bird said to be of the northern race which has to migrate to survive northern winters, 
though earlier in the winter most of the birds were thought to be of the European southern race 
which normally remains resident in one locality throughout the year). 

PLANTS 

1. Common Fumitory: I had my first find of this in flower on south Hayling on Apr 17 

2. Sea Kale: Not yet flowering but the purple leaves of this were pushing up through the shingle 
of south Hayling beach on Apr 17 

3. Common Dog Violet: On Apr 17, four days after the first report of this species, there was a 
great show along the Hayling Coastal Path where it runs alongside the West Lane fields 

4. Spring Beauty: This had started to flower everywhere on Hayling’s Sinah Common by Apr 17 

5. Round-leaved Cranesbill: Although none was out on Sinah Common on Apr 17 this plant was 
flowering in a more sheltered situation at the foot of a street light opposite number 17 Park 
Road on south Hayling. 



6. Common Gorse: I smelt the strong vanilla scent of Gorse flowers for the first time on Apr 17 as 
I cycled on Hayling Island. 

7. Hornbeam: This tree had a good show of catkins and opening leaves in Mill Lane at 
Langstone on Apr 17 

8. Bur Chervil: At least one plant had open flowers at south Hayling on Apr 17 

9. Thrift: Just one single flower head took me by surprise on south Hayling on Apr 17. 

10. Sweet Vernal Grass: This was flowering on Sinah Common near Gunner Point (Hayling) on 
Apr 17 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Clouded Yellow: After the first report for the year at Portland on Apr 10 there have 
been two more sightings on Apr 16 - one near St Catherine's Point on the IoW (a 
migrant?) and another from the Blackdown Hills in Somerset 

o Large White: After the first report of the year from Lewes on Apr 6 a second sighting 
has now come from Steve Keen in the Sway area near New Milton on Apr 17 

o Small White: This species also now has two reports - one from Gosport on Apr 3 and 
one from Mike Gibbons in Christchurch on Apr 6 

o Green-veined White: We now have six reports of this - I have already reported 
sightings in the Alton area on Apr 6 and at Cosham, Portsmouth on Apr 9, and added to 
these we now have reports for Apr 16 from the Fareham/Portchester area and Noar Hill 
near Selborne, Apr 17 brought two more reports from the Botley Woods and the Lower 
Test Marshes. 

o Orange Tip: Sightings now number four. Already reported are one at Cosham on Apr 9 
and one at Titchfield Haven on Apr 12, and new reports are from Cadnam in the New 
Forest on Apr 16 and from Iping Common near Midhurst on Apr 17 

o Holly Blue: These have emerged at last. The first was at Hook in north Hampshire on 
Apr 17 and Apr 18 gave Cliff Oakley a sighting at Petersfield while I saw one in my 
Havant garden that day. 

o Painted Lady: I have now seen 19 reports, the latest being at the Lower Test Marshes 
(Southampton) on Apr 14 and in Cornwall on Apr 17 

o Small Tortoiseshell: 27 reports now in my database and the only news is that I saw 
one myself at Langstone on Apr 17. Plenty of Peacocks and Commas are now on the 
wing but still no general appearance of Speckled Wood. 

2. Moths: (Note that I do not subscribe to the Hants Moths email group and so miss the reports 
which appear there) 

o Diurnea fagella: The first two for the year were seen on Apr 14 by Tim Walker in 
Winchester and Paul Boswell in Greywell 

o Orange Underwing: When Philip Hack went to Bentley Wood on Apr 17 he was 
disappointed to find just two Commas and three of these moths - his is the fourth report 
for the year, the first certain sighting was on Apr 1 

o Shoulder Stripe: Just two reports so far this year, both from Tony Wilson at Edburton 
under the Sussex Downs (on Apr 7 and 15) 

o Mottled Grey: After an unusual sighting of one at Portland on Jan 18 Tony Wilson had 
the first 'normal' sighting on Apr 16 at Edburton 



o Double-striped Pug: Second find of the year went to Tim Walker in Winchester on Apr 
14 after Dan Houghton had the first in Stubbington (Fareham) on Apr 12 

o Early Thorn: Tim Walker had the first in Winchester on Apr 14 closely followed by 
Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on Apr 15 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Five new reports bring the total for the year to 16. On Apr 9 
Philip Hack watched one nectaring on Aubretia in his garden near Nursling 
(Southampton) and David Tinling at Gosport watched "a female Hummingbird 
Hawk-moth hovering over nettles with ovipositor directed downwards searching for egg 
sites". My caterpillar book gives only three foodplants for this moth (Hedge Bedstraw, 
Ladies Bedstraw and Wild Madder) but the remarkable year round success of the moth 
in Britain recently could be attributed in part to a more catholic choice of foodplant and 
you can't go far wrong with nettles! (Note that David does not say the moth laid on 
nettle). On Apr 14 another moth was seen in Essex, on Apr 15 one was at Babylon Hill 
in Dorset and on Apr 17 one was logged at Portland. 

o Dark Swordgrass: I see that Pete Durnell had one in the Lymington area on Apr 16 

o Pine Beauty: After his first on Apr 8 Maurice Pugh at Cadnam had three together on 
Apr 15 

o Blossom Underwing: Paul Boswell had one at Greywell near Fleet on Apr 14 (the only 
earlier find I know of was at Cliffe in north Kent on Apr 1) 

o Powdered Quaker: After his first on Apr 8 Maurice Pugh at Cadnam had another on 
Apr 15 

o Twin-spotted Quaker: After an early find at Odiham on Mar 27 two were taken in 
Hampshire on Apr 14 (Winchester and Greywell) and Tony Wilson had his first on Apr 
15 at Edburton in Sussex 

o Nut Tree Tussock: Tim Walker in Winchester and Andy Phillips at Hastings both 
recorded this species at the early date of Apr 14 

OTHER 

1. Badger: I have just been told of a gruesome sight at a woodland Badger sett where, "Stuck in 
one of the lower entances was the remains of a young deer: legs, festering, bloated entrails". 
The finder asks "Do badgers actually kill such creatures, or were they just scavenging?" and I 
would welcome any answers to pass on. All I was able to say is that I know that meat (in the 
form of Earthworms) is a major constituent of Badger diet, and I read that they will excavate 
rabbit burrows and eat baby rabbits but I do not know if they will scavenge already dead meat 
from e.g. roadkills. One guess is that this 'young deer' was a fairly new born Muntjac kid, left by 
its mother to lie in the undergrowth while she was away feeding, in which case the Badger was 
only doing its bit to save the English Bluebell (said to be threatened with extinction through the 
nibbling of a rapidly growing Muntjac population). 

Another Badger story comes from Derek Hale on the Isle of Wight - birding at St Catherine's 
Point he witnessed a noisy fight between two badgers which were so involved in their personal 
dispute that they passed close to him as one chased the other downhill. This reminds me of a 
similar encounter between Badgers which I witnessed shortly after the countryside had been 
're-opened' after the Foot and Mouth closure. In that instance the Badgers chased each other 
across a well used downland path within a few yards of me in broad daylight, and at the time I 
put their lack of worry about human presence down to the prolonged absence of humans, and 
within five minutes of seeing the Badgers going about their business a walker came along the 
path with a fat old spaniel which lumbered about aimlessly with much barking when it detected 
the Badgers. If asked the dog walker would probably say 'my dog is harmless and its presence 
does not affect wildlife': I agree with the first part in this case but not with the second (I have 
never seen Badgers there before or since) and the majority of dogs (if not too fat to run fast) 
are instinctively prepared to kill other creatures smaller than themselves. 
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Tue 18 Apr 

A. Warblington Farm Common Bird Census 

The weather was ideal for this morning’s walk around the Wablington fields where a Cuckoo 
was back in residence and Swallows had returned to the farm and to the Pook Lane riding 
stables but the two Skylark which were singing were doing so over newly ploughed fields on 
which it will be sometime before this year’s crop will have grown enough to hide their nests. 

Two birds already nesting were a Chiffchaff seen carrying a feather to its nest by the eastern 
stream and a Pied Wagtail seen at the farm with a mouthful of hairs. Another sign of nesting 
underway was the absence of Magpies - their normal numbers halved as one of each pair is 
probably now sitting - and the sight of the few Starlings that now reside in the area making 
regular direct A to B flights suggesting that they were already collecting food for young in their 
nests. 

Most interesting bird was a single Snipe seen after the normal passage birds have passed 
through (none today in the marshy SSSI) and in very unlikely habitat (one of the dry newly 
ploughed fields). Tony Gutteridge saw what was probably this same bird in the very same field 
a week ago, and on both occasions all that we saw was a Snipe like bird flying low over the 
ploughed field and dropping into the broken furrows where it was impossible to refind it. We 
cannot be certain that it was a Snipe but the two clues were that when Tony saw it he saw what 
he thought was a Redshank-like white stripe along the trailing edge of the wings (the Collins 
Bird Guide notes that the white tips to the secondaries can give this impression in certain 
views) and today my attention was attracted to it by a quiet version of a Snipe’s rasping alarm 
call. Normally you hear this as the Snipe takes off and towers up in its zigzag flight but today 
after I heard the quiet version of the call I looked around for several seconds before the bird 
took flight, and when it did it never rose more than a foot or so above the ground though it did 
zigzag a bit. This might suggest a Jack Snipe but one of the few things I feel certain about is 
that the bird was too large for a Jack Snipe and that it had a full length straight bill. As the field 
in which the bird has been seen is adjacent to the shore at Conigar Point my only guess as to 
the reason for its presence is that it feeds on the shore by night and lies up in this field by day 
(though that does not explain why it has stayed here for a week at a time when it should be 
back on its breeding grounds). 

Other birds seen were the local Kestrel, three Jays (these are not established residents here 
but a pair arrived last year and perhaps we now have two pairs?), and a drumming Great 
Spotted Woodpecker. An animal oddity was the sight of two Grey Squirrels engaged in what 
may have been a ‘mating chase’ in an isolated row of trees lining the stream alongside the 
marshy SSSI field - hardly normal Squirrel habitat. I also had a glimpse of a Fox which could 
have been one ot this year’s cubs already grown to more or less full size. 

Back at home in the midday sun I went into the garden in the hope of identifying a white 
butterfly which I had seen through a window - that one got away but while I was out the first 
Holly Blue of the year flew by. 

Mon 17 Apr 

A. West Hayling 

This morning I cycled from my home in Havant down the old Hayling Billy rail line to its 
southern end at West Town station on Hayling and then on to Sinah Common and Gunner 
Point, returning along Ferry Road and back up the old rail track. 

In Havant the Blackthorn was coming into general flowering, a Mistle Thrush was singing in 
the Wade Court area, and at least one plant of Cow Parsley had started to open its flowers, 
but the first pleasant surprise was to hear a Meadow Pipit singing over the South Moors as it 
pinned up the new Nature Notes poster at the West Mill by the Langbrook Stream. Even more 
exciting were the birds that I did not see -- as I was heading along Mill Lane towards the West 
Mill I met Chris Slade who was coming from Budds Farm where he told me he had seen three 
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Swifts heading north over Swallows, Sand Martins and House Martins feeding over the 
pools, had heard Whitethroat song and had had a Tree Pipit over the old IBM playing fields. 

From Mill Lane I went down the relatively unused section of the railtrack leading to the old rail 
bridge from which I could see ten Brent at the mouth of the Langbrook among a few 
Black-tailed Godwits and Oystercatchers. While watching them a single Swallow flew past 
- the first of around 20 I saw during the morning - and from the nearby scrub I heard my first 
Whitethroat. A bonus here was a single Small Tortoiseshell butterfly sunning itself on the 
ground. 

From Langstone Bridge there was very little to see - a single Shelduck, an Egret, and three 
more Swallows - and there were fewer than 20 Black-tailed Godwit on the Hayling shore, but 
when I reached the Oysterbeds I was greeted by more Meadow Pipit song and the 
unexpected sight of a pair of Herring Gulls settled on the ‘Little Tern island’ as if they were 
nesting there - at least one Black-headed Gull thought they were nesting and was objecting 
strongly by repeatedly dive-bombing them. 

Further down the Coastal Path a Skylark was singing over the West Lane fields and the Gorse 
was already giving off its strong scent of Vanilla (something I associate more with high summer 
than April). The small shoreline copse at the north end of the big fields had a great display of 
Primroses and the whole stretch of the old rail line from there down to Saltmarsh Lane was 
liberally strewn with my first flowering Common Dog Violets. Just south of the Saltmarsh 
Lane area a white butterfly got up and flew away from me before I could see its wing-tips but 
its small size, relatively weak flight and the habitat all suggested it was an Orange Tip. 

After leaving the Coastal Path I carried on down Staunton Avenue, enjoying a great display of 
Slender Speedwell flowering in the short grass outside several properties starting with 
number 31 and going south. 

On Sinah Common more Meadow Pipits and Linnets were singing and I added several new 
plants to my flowering list - Spring Beauty was out everywhere, one plant of Bur Chervil had 
flowers open and a single pink flowerhead was unexpectedly seen on the Thrift that will before 
long make a lovely pink carpet between the western beach carpark and the mini-Golf Course. 
By the skate park Pot Marigolds were flowering and Storksbill was out, and south of the 
mini-Golf Course a lot more Shepherd’s Cress had come out but no Sea Campion which 
usually preceeds it. South of the main Golf Course I had my first sight of Sweet Vernal Grass 
in flower but not a sign of the Green Veined Orchids (their leaves now temporarily covered by 
the growing grass and other vegetation). 

Coming back along Ferry Road I found both Green Alkanet and Common Fumitory in flower 
outside the boarded up house immediately east of The Kench and Park Lane gave me my first 
Round-leaved Cranesbill at the foot of a lampost outside number 6 (opposite number 17). 
Still on Hayling I noticed that the tall Pear Tree on the seaward side of the old rail-line opposite 
the field which gives you a view of Aston House (near the end of Daw Lane) is about to burst 
into blossom. 

After crossing back to Langstone, with the tide by now well up, I noted a stand of just on 100 
Black-tailed Godwit on the village shore and ten Egrets in the Wade Court south meadow 

In the evening I paid a quick visit to Warblington church area and heard my first Cuckoo 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 10 - 16 (WEEK 15) 

BIRDS  

1. Bittern: It looks as if we will now have to wait until next winter to see a Bittern - the last was 
reported at Titchfield Haven on Apr 8 and there have been no April sightings from elsewhere 
on the south coast other than one in the Kent Stour Valley on Apr 1. 



2. Night Heron: Kris Gillam tells us that one was seen and photographed at Freshwater Fruit 
Farm on the IoW on Apr 9 - the only information about it was that it was a first summer bird. 

3. Spoonbill: The immature bird remained at Titchfield Haven from Apr 8 to at least Apr 14 and 
another was at the RSPB Dungeness reserve in Kent on Apr 11 

4. Mute Swan: The pair at Peter Pond in Emsworth which were seen building a nest in the reed 
bed during the second half of March were probably forced to abandon it when the unusually 
high spring tide of Mar 31 over-topped the nest. The female then did not have time to rebuild 
before her egglaying started, so three eggs were laid on bare ground in sight and easy reach of 
the local Fox who thought Easter had come early even if the eggs were not of chocolate. By 
Apr 14 it seemed that both the Swans had abandoned thoughts of nesting this year but maybe 
they will recover from the 'double whammy' and try again. (It is only conjecture that it was a Fox 
that took the eggs). 

5. Canada Goose: In the same way that human residents do not welcome the arrival of 
'travellers' in their vicinity I notice the same reluctance on the part of most birders to welcome 
Canada Geese on their 'patch'. At Christchurch Harbour the first three moved in on Mar 7 and 
by Apr 14 the invaders had grown to 12 in number, each increase being greeted with a 
noticeable lack of rejoicing on the CHOG website. On Apr 5 there was a similat frostiness on 
the north Kent Oare Marshes website when 5 Canada Geese arrived there for the first time this 
year, and on Apr 13 Brian Fellows was not overpleased when a pair of these Geese landed on 
Peter Pond at Emsworth and looked as if they intended to stay. 

6. Brent Goose: Occasional flocks are still passing through - on Apr 12 Titchfield Haven had 
more than 140 and just over 100 were on the Langstone South Moors shore, while on Apr 14 
Lepe at the mouth of Southampton Water had 150 (but only 8 could be seen in the north of 
Pagham Harbour) 

7. Mandarin: Numbers of these seem to be increasing - unlike the Ring Necked Parakeets they 
are pushing west from their Surrey stronghold and the latest sighting comes from the 
Basingstoke area where Alan Lewis saw a pair fly over the A303 near Popham airfield (south 
west of Basingstoke). 

8. Mallard: Another family of 8 ducklings was out on the flood water north of Titchfield Haven on 
Apr 12 

9. Garganey: A single male was seen at Pulborough Brooks on both Apr 12 and 13 

10. Scaup: Surprisingly the male Scaup was still at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 13 after arriving 
there on Apr 9 (though on Apr 10 what was probably the same bird was at Burton Mill Pond, a 
good 7km west of Pulborough Brooks). 

11. Eider: Numbers in the Solent have now dropped back from the peak count of more than 220 
on Feb 3 to 36 off Titchfield Haven on Apr 8 and 35 off Lymington on Apr 14. Up to Apr 2 there 
were still around 100 in the east Solent but that number had halved by Apr 6 is now down to a 
third, 

12. Velvet Scoter: While almost all the departing wildfowl are seen flying east Velvet Scoter seem 
to prefer flying west, and while nearly all sightings of these birds come from Kent and East 
Sussex this westerly route seems to have brought one to the sea off Christchurch Harbour on 
Apr 13 (only the second report for this year from that site). 

13. Merganser: The great majority have now left us - the last count of more than 10 was of just 12 
on Apr 6 at Climping in the Worthing area and the highest local count since then is of just four 
at Stokes Bay (Gosport) on Apr 13 and none reported from Langstone or Chichester Harbour 
since a single female (probably intending to stay for the summer) on Apr 11 

14. Black Kite?: Only the vaguest of reports from Mike Rafter who, on Apr 12, wrote on HOSLIST 
.. "Re prediction of B.Kite, a reliable observer had one over Chandlersford Railway station last 
Sat am". 



15. Marsh Harrier: It sounds as if three different birds came over the Solent area on Apr 14 with 
reports of a female arriving from the south over Brading Marshes (IoW) and males over 
Titchfield Haven and Pagham Harbour that day 

16. Hen Harrier: No further sightings of the male that has been in the south east of the New Forest 
since it was seen in the Pigbush area on Apr 8 but on Apr 14 Birdguides carried a report of a 
'possible' male Pallid Harrier in the same place 

17. Goshawk: A female was seen and photographed high over Christchurch Harbour on both Apr 
12 and 13 - possibly one from the New Forest having a couple of days holiday before settling 
down to the chores of raising a family? 

18. Buzzard: Jeff Goodridge saw a total of 19 different birds over the Meon Valley from Old 
Winchester Hill on Apr 12 

19. Osprey: Three different birds reported from Titchfield Haven on three consecutive days - on 
Apr 7 one flew in from the sea and carried on north, on Apr 8 Mark Rolfe saw another going 
north and on Apr 9 one was seen distantly heading up Southampton Water. 

20. Merlin: On Apr 8 a male was seen near the Needles on the IoW, On Apr 12 one was in the 
Titchfield area at Brownwich and on Apr 14 a female was in the Lymington marshes area. 

21. Hobby: The latest batch of reports has seven new sightings but none were in Hampshire. 

22. Peregrine: On Apr 15 the Portsmouth NEWS had a photo of the Chichester Cathedral pair on 
either side of their nest in which four eggs could be seen - I guess the picture was taken in the 
previous couple of days. 

23. Avocet: Nine have been present at Titchfeld Haven from Apr 7 to 14 (on Apr 3 there were 58 
together on the mud of the Swale estuary between the Isle of Sheppey and the Oare Marshes 
reserve on the north Kent coast) 

24. Ruff: Two were at Titchfield Haven (by the Posbrook flood) on Apr 12 and 13 with at least one 
there on Apr 14 

25. Black-tailed Godwit: More than 100 were at Titchfield Haven on Apr 11 and at least 75 were 
there on Apr 12, and on Apr 14 215 were at the nearby Hook/Warsash site with at least another 
200 on the Lymington marshes that day. Although some of the birds fly off to Iceland to breed 
last years reports show that a considerable number stay here - in 2005 there were 100+ at 
Titchfield on May 2 with 242 on the Lymington Marshes on May 5, 156 were still at Titchfield on 
May 18 with 220 at Christchurch Harbour on June 11 and around 120 in the 
Emsworth/Thorney Island area in mid June though there were no reports of more than 100 
between June 17 and Aug 7 (with some 300 back on Thorney Island by Aug 9) 

26. Whimbrel: I have twelve new reports of Whimbrel in the latest news but while they are 
widespread (including one inland by the M27 north of Southampton's West End area on Apr 
14) the highest count is only 7 birds (at Rye Harbour on Apr 9 and Christchurch Harbour on Apr 
14) 

27. Spotted Redshank: Three of four birds at the Lymington marshes were starting to show black 
summer plumage on Apr 14 as was a single bird at Bembridge (IoW) that day. 

28. Common Sandpiper: Four new reports including one at Blashford Lakes in the Avon valley on 
Apr 14 and three together at Bembridge (IoW) on Apr 12 

29. Skuas: As the seawatching season gets under way the very first Pomarine Skua has been 
logged passing Portland Bill on Apr 14 with 6 (maybe 9) Great Skuas and 3 Arctic Skuas 
there that day 

30. Terns: The first Arctic Tern was seen at Dungeness on Apr 13. Sandwich and Common 
Terns are now all along the coast but very few Little Terns have shown up so far - two or three 
have been seen at Lymington and just one at Christchurch Harbour (it may have flown on to 
Lymington and there could be only two birds in total). If any arrive in Langstone Harbour and 



you feel like helping with the wardening at the Oysterbeds Jason Crook (in charge of the 
wardening there this year) would love to receive your offer of help by email to 
jasonc@hwt.org.uk 

31. Puffin: Two were off Portland Bill on Apr 13, the first seen since Mar 31 and only the four 
sighting for the year. 

32. Turtle Dove: First for the year were two heading north over Portland on Apr 14 

33. Cuckoo: There have now been reports from just five sites since the first at Titchfield Haven on 
Apr 7 so many people will still not have heard one 

34. Barn Owl: Plenty of these are being reported now including one hunting the East Park of 
Stansted House to the north of Emsworth. 

35. Long-eared Owl: The bird which appeared at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 12 (presumably 
just in from overseas) was found dead on Apr 14 (no obvious cause - maybe old age or 
exhaustion, or maybe it had picked up a poisoned rat?). To make up for that loss one was 
found alive on that day at the Church Norton 'Severals' at Pagham Harbour. 

36. Short-eared Owl: What was probably another bird on passage from across the Channel was 
hunting beside the Lewes bypass road on Apr 11. 

37. Woodlark: Warmer weather has encouraged more of these to start singing and reports include 
one heard near Woolmer Pond in East Hants and at least 2 pairs in the area between 
Finchdean and Compton (north of Stansted Forest) 

38. Swallow: The first report of one back on last year's nest (so far only using it as a night roost) 
come from the Horsham area on Apr 13. As early as Apr 7 Michael Prior found 'dozens' of 
Swallows around Aldsworth Pond to the south of Stansted House but they soon moved on. 

39. House Martin: Still no major arrival and despite 46 reports since the first was seen on Mar 28 
the highest count is only of 15 birds. 

40. Yellow Wagtail: These are currently ahead of House Martins with 54 reports since the first on 
Mar 23 and there has been a peak count of 32 on the north Kent coast but only three of the 
reports have come from Hampshire (against 36 from Kent) 

41. Nightingale: Apr 12 brought three concurrent reports of Nightingales in Sussex (Newhaven, 
Puborough Brooks and Wisborough Green near Billingshurst) but the very first is claimed by 
David Tinling who lives on the Gosport shore in the Haslar area and heard one singing at dawn 
on Apr 1. 

42. Fieldfare: What may be the last reports for this winter are both dated Apr 12 when one was at 
Sandwich Bay in Kent and 12 were on the Hampshire/Berkshire border at Beacon Hill above 
Highclere. 

43. Song Thrush: These are at last in full song, heard regularly and widely since Apr 1 

44. Redwing: What may be the last two reports for the winter both come from Sandwich Bay on 
Apr 9 (3 birds going north) and Apr 11 (one straggler). 

45. Subalpine Warbler: The young male at Christchurch Harbour was still there on Apr 14 after a 
full week's stay, posing in the open for any birders who turn up to see it. 

46. Common Whitethroat: Although the first turned up in good time (at Portland on Apr 4) there 
have only been 24 reports of around 28 individuals in the ten days up to Apr 14 - could the 
species have suffered another crash while away in Africa over winter?  

47. Lessser Whitethroat: I have already reported the first arrival on Apr 11 and so far no more 
have been reported on the web. 



48. Great Grey Shrike: The bird which has been showing well at Stockbridge by the River Test 
has not been seen since Apr 13 but the one at Pigbush in the south east of the New Forest was 
still there on Apr 14 

49. Rook: Nesting is now in full swing at those rookeries which still survive (there seem to be fewer 
each year). I don't think there are any this year in the trees between the main Havant Road and 
Selangor Avenue in west Emsworth (and certainly none left in the Warblington Farm area) but 
Brian Fellows found 50 occupied nests at Racton Park Farm on the east bank of the Ems river 
valley, and there are at least a dozen nests in Leigh Park Gardens here in Havant. I must get 
round to checking the big rookery at Northney on Hayling and the one at Hambrook (which was 
the largest rookery in Sussex at the time of the 1996 county wide Rook survey when it had 154 
occupied nest)  

50. Brambling: Three were still present at the Blashford Lakes on Apr 14 with reports on Apr 13 
from Rusper (close to Crawley) and Rudgwick at Horsham. Both Siskin and Lesser Redpoll 
were still present in many of their winter haunts. 

51. Corn Bunting: The winter flock was still present at Rye Harbour on Apr 12 when 61 birds were 
present. Here in Hampshire Richard Carpenter has news of one (heard by Mark Rolfe) singing 
in the Meon Valley near Old Winchester Hill on Apr 9 

52. Escapees: It seems likely that the Chiloe Wigeon which arrived at the mouth of the Hamble 
river on Apr 9 had moved on to Titchfield Haven where it was seen on Apr 12 at the Posbrook 
flood. 

53. Note re Waxwings: I see that a personal message which should not have been broadcast on 
HOSLIST has misled at least two websites into reporting a recent sighting of 6 Waxwings at 
Havant - in fact the Waxwings were there on Dec 15 and were reported in an email on Dec 16. 
The current email was only a request for the name of the original reporter which was not stated 
in the original message. 

PLANTS 

1. Common Dog Violet: The first of these were found flowering in Chilling Copse near Titchfield 
on Apr 13 by Richard Carpenter. 

2. Greater Stitchwort: I have already reported one in flower on Apr 3 but have not seen or heard 
of any more until Apr 12 when both Richard Carpenter and Brian Fellows found plants in flower 
at Titchfield Haven and near Funtington respectively. 

3. Barren Strawberry: Although I saw an odd plant in flower in January and found an unopen 
flower bud on Apr 5 Richard Carpenter is the first to find plants in flower on Apr 13 

4. Sea Buckthorn: Brian Fellows found a female plant flowering at Emsworth on Apr 11 

5. Cow Parsley: This has been threatening to open its flower buds for several days but the first to 
do so seems to have been found by Brian Fellows on Apr 12 in the Funtington area. 

6. Abraham. Isaac and Jacob (Trachystemon orientalis): This member of the Borage family 
apparently arrived in this country from Turkey many years ago and has become naturalised in 
a few damp woodlands - the Hampshire Flora only lists two sites (at Liphook and at Selborne) 
but it has long been known in the Catherington Lith wood north of Waterlooville. It could have 
arrived there as a garden planting by people who created a 'shanty town' in this wood to 
escape the bombing of Portsmouth in the second World War but has now long outlasted the 
disappearance of the wartime dwellings and their inhabitants. It was seen this year by John 
Goodspeed on Apr 13 in what he describes as a 'new site' so it may now be establishing itself 
in new places without human intervention. 

7. Toothwort: Another first report for the year also comes from John Goodspeed who found just 
one spike in Catherington Lith on Apr 13 

8. Bluebell: The first for this year was also found by John in Catherington Lith on Apr 13 



9. Summer Snowflake: This seems to be flourishing this year and what I take to be another 
report of it comes from Richard Carpenter who found what he names Spring Snowflake near 
Titchfield Haven on Apr 5 - I will check with him but I understand that Spring Snowflake is very 
rare (Stace names just two sites in England - in Dorset and Somerset) and it is not listed in the 
Hants Flora, so I suspect this is a confusion over the misleading 'Summer' name 

10. Field Woodrush: (aka Sweep’s Brush or Good Friday Grass). This in now in full flower over 
much of my ‘organic’ garden lawn 

11. Greater Pond Sedge: Richard Carpenter found this in flower at Titchfield Haven on Apr 14 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Clouded Yellow: One was flying on Portland Island on Apr 10, thought to be a recent 
local emergence whose parents visited the island last summer. Last year similar early 
emergences were seen on the Isle of Wight on Feb 8 and in the Bournemouth area on 
Feb 15 and in 2004 there was one in Cornwall on Mar 16 and two more on Apr 24 
(again one at Portland and one on the IoW) 

o Green-veined White: I have already reported the appearance of single individuals of 
Large, Small and Green-veined White all on Apr 6 and in the latest news is a second 
report of Green-veined dated Apr 9 when one was in Theo Roberts' garden in Cosham 
at the foot of Portsdown Hill 

o Orange Tip: Two reports show that these are now starting to emerge. The first was in 
Theo Roberts' garden at Cosham om Apr 9, the second being seen on Apr 12 by Mark 
Rolfe along the Titchfield Canal Path. 

o Small Copper: I have already reported the appearance of one on Apr 5 in the Pannel 
Valley north of Hastings but now there is a further report of one seen at Bournemouth 
by Michael Skelton on that same day - Michael had a second sighting in a different part 
of Bournemouth on Apr 9. 

o Speckled Wood: Richard Carpenter tells me that this species is listed on the sightings 
board at Titchfield Haven but with no dates for sightings or names of the observers so 
we have no date for the first natural emergence of the species in Hampshire (the two 
reports so far relate to an emergence 'forced' in a Hayling Island greenhouse on Apr 5 
and an unexplained appearance of a single individual in north Emsworth on Mar 4). 

2. Moths: 

o Brown Plume Moth (Emmelina monodactyla): The first for the year was flying in 
David Tingling's Gosport garden on Mar 26 

o Double-striped Pug: Dan Houghton had the first for the year in his Stubbington 
garden (south of Fareham) on Apr 12 

o Puss Moth: During conservation work at the Rye Harbour reserve in February several 
Willow trees were cut down and it was only after they had been cut that Chris Bentley 
noticed a couple of Puss Moth pupa attached to one branch. Making the best of a bad 
job Chris took these to his home where they were probably warmer than they would 
have been on the tree in the open air so one of the moths has now emerged about a 
month ahead of its normal schedule. 

o Nut-tree Tussock: The first for the year was found by Andy Phillips at Hastings on Apr 
14 

3. Other insects: 

o Dotted Bee-fly (Bombus discolor): I was not aware that there was more than one 
species of Bee Fly until I saw a picture of a Dotted Bee Fly on the Rye Bay website with 



a report of several being found on Apr 12 by Gordon Jarvis nectaring on Primroses at 
the village of Peasmarsh to the north of Hastings. 

o Green Tiger Beetle: The first of these for the year were seen hunting at Bartley Heath 
near the M3 in north Hampshire on Apr 13 by Peter Vaughan. 

OTHER 

1. Fox: With well grown cubs at this time of year vixens have a hard time providing their young 
with enough food and this is illustrated by a couple of stories this week. On Old Winchester Hill 
this week Jeff Goodridge watched a fox hungrily approaching young lambs in a nearby field 
only to see its ignominious retreat when charged and head-butted by one of the ewes, and 
Michael Prior tells how, in his Rowlands Castle garden on the edge of Stansted Forest, .. "A fox 
was sitting on the birdtable the other evening but could not reach the fat balls. It was a rather 
rangy vixen that is obviously rearing a family." Not all Foxes are unlucky in their search for food 
- see the entry for Mute Swan in the bird news below (but it is only conjecture that it was a Fox 
that took the Swan eggs) 

2. Roe deer: Recent reports from Hayling Island show that sightings of Roe, which until the last 
year had been rare on the island, are now becoming relatively frequent - the population of deer 
is obviously increasing there as elsewhere. This week a report (from someone living on the 
edge of the Stoke Common housing which backs onto the open north Hayling fields between 
Stoke and Northney) tells how at 8am in broad daylight a bunch of 6 Roe spent an hour feeding 
within 40 feet of the hedge separating the houses from the fields, then walked off with a mature 
buck taking up the rear behind four does and a young buck (the boss buck had clearly heard 
the story told about some desert Arabs who send their women folk ahead to detonate any land 
mines that may be in the way). 

3. Omphalina chlorocyanea: For those who do not recognize this name all I can tell you is that it 
specifies a small, rare fungus which has been christened the 'Verdigris Navel' in the new 
system of English Names for fungi. Neither name appears in the three books that I possess 
(Stefan Buczacki's Collins Guide to Fungi describes 16 Omphalina species but says that 29 
are known) so I can only tell you that this rare species gets in the news for being found by 
Malcolm Davies at the HWT Blashford Lakes site near Ringwood on April 2 - he found 20 
specimens on that day and by Apr 8 all of them had vanished. Malcolm says .. "This is a rare 
species with just six collections at Kew collected over 125 years". 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed1204 

Wed 12 Apr 

A. Langstone and Warblington 

Goldcrest was again singing in Mill Lane at Langstone and where the old Billy Trail reaches 
the footpath at the east end of Mill Lane the first four Snake’s Head Fritillary flowers were on 
show (these were obviously planted some years ago and provided a great attraction each 
spring). While stopping to enjoy the flowers I also had a close view of a singing Blackcap. 

From these flowers I cycled down the old rail line to the north pier of the rail bridge from which 
I had a great view of just over 100 Brent (with the single Barnacle with them - at a guess the 
lone Barnacle is now having to make brief associations with passing flocks of migrant Brent as 
it is not prepared to join them on migration). Other birds here were a few Redshank and 
Oystercatchers and a flock of perhaps 25 Turnstone which are still passing through. Looking 
across to the Hayling shore of Texaco Bay |I could see a substantial flock of Black-tailed 
Godwits still present. Looking further across Langstone Harbour to South Binness I could see 
the reason for the shortage of gulls on the near shore - thousands are now assembled at 
their nest sites on the island. 

A couple of Teal were still on the Wade Court south meadow flood, and looking back to the 
Langstone village shore from Pook Lane I noted a couple of Shelduck with perhaps 50 
Black-tailed Godwits but there was nothing out on the water. 
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Just beyond Conigar Point I heard a Willow Warbler singing in the shoreline Tamarisks and 
could see at least two more of these warblers near me. Nothing special in the Nore Barn area 
but both Song Thrush and Coal Tit were singing in the west Emsworth housing as I cycled 
through to the main road back to Havant, and in the Pook Lane area the Little Owl was again 
showing well and there were 6 Little Egrets in the usual field. 

BIRDS 

1. Manx Shearwater: After 13 reports so far this year with no more than 5 birds being seen on 
any occasion a count of 15 seen from Portland Bill on Apr 11 is another indication that the 
spring seawatching season has now started. 

2. Little Bittern: On Mar 28 one was found in a tiny West Hove garden with no pond - it was 
skulking in a flowerpot! It probably decided that was not a good place to stay and by Mar 30 it 
was in a bigger garden with a pond and it seems to have stayed until Apr 7, alternating 
between two neighbouring gardens still in West Hove.  

Paul James adds that back in 1988 another Little Bittern turned up on Mar 30 when he found it 
by chance as he was driving along the seafront road in Hove and saw the bird lying in the 
gutter, utterly exhausted. Paul stopped, picked up the bird, and drove home with it in the erect 
alarm position on the back seat of his car. Seemingly uninjured but hungry (attempting to spear 
any human fingers which came in range) Paul and Dave Sadler took the bird to Oreham Pond 
(I think this must be the same place as the current Sussex Wildlife Trust HQ at Woods Mill by 
the A2037 just south of Henfield) where it stayed until Apr 12, unerringly snapping up newts 
from the water as it clambered among the brambles overhanging the pond. 

The current bird is the 32nd Sussex record and the Mar 28 date makes it I think the earliest for 
the county (most are seen later in spring). Birds found in Britain are thought to be spring 
migrants flying north which have considerably overshot their normal European destinations. 

3. Great White Egret: It seems there was an anonymous report of one flying north over the M27 
at Cadnam on Apr 9 - with no further detail Little Egret cannot be ruled out, especially as the 
bird was probably seen by the driver of a car on the M27 (no doubt using his mobile phone 
while driving to report it to Birdguides!) 

4. Grey Heron: On Apr 9 John Simons had what appeared to be a migrant flying east high over 
the Dean Lane End area north of Rowlands Castle. 

5. Spoonbill: An immature bird flew in to Titchfield Haven on Apr 8 and was still there on Apr 10 

6. Mute Swan: A group of 7 on the water of Langstone Harbour between Broadmarsh and Budds 
Farm on Apr 11 may be the start of a summer flock of non-breeding birds. In past years 70 to 
100 Swans could be seen here each year but recently there have been less than a dozen. 

7. Barnacle Goose: A single bird was with a flock of around 100 migrant Brent passing the 
Langstone South Moors shore on Apr 12. At a guess it was not intending to accompany them 
on their migration, and it may well have been the single bird that has been seen sporadically at 
least 8 times since the start of February accompanying flocks of Brent in the area from 
Langstone to Pagham Harbours - it could well also have been this bird which was seen near 
Warsash on Apr 9 and had also made earlier solo appearances at Eastleigh Lakeside and 
even Alton Kings Pond. What will it do when all the Brent have left? (Maybe sign up as a new 
member of the Baffins gang?) 

8. Brent: Still a few passing east along the coast - on Apr 11 I saw 22 on the Budds Farm shore 
and on Apr 12 just over 100 were on the Langstone South Moors shore. 

9. Mandarin Duck: On Apr 8 Paul James found 6 pairs on Swanbourne Lake close to the 
Arundel Wildfowl reserve and on Apr 9 single pairs were at Horsham and Pulborough. 

10. Wigeon: On Apr 9 more than 7 were still on the Lymington shore and 7 were in the Pannel 
Valley north of Hastings on Apr 10. Elsewhere only 2 were seen at Pulborough on Apr 9 and 
just one at Yarmouth on the IoW on Apr 11 



11. Mallard: The duckling season is now getting properly underway and there will soon be no 
news value in reporting new broods but before ceasing to report them this is the story so far. 
The first brood (10 ducklings) was on Emsworth Town Millpond for one day only on Mar 11 with 
no more seen until Apr 4 when two broods were out on the merged rivers in Christchurch. Apr 
6 saw a single duckling at the Warnham Mill Pond in Horsham and on Apr 10 a family of 11 was 
seen in the Keyhaven/Pennington area at Lymington with a brood of 10 at Pulborough that 
same day 

12. Garganey: A pair arrived at Rye Harbour on Apr 9 and were still present on Apr 11 when an 
SOS mid-week outing party visited. 

13. Shoveler: These are still fairly numerous with more than 20 at Lymington on Apr 9 and over 60 
at the Pannel Valley reseve north of Hastings on Apr 10 

14. Red Crested Pochard: One (of unknown origin) turned up at Leonardslee Gardens near 
Horsham on Apr 8 (sex not stated) 

15. Scaup: A male was at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 9 - as there have been no previous reports of 
Scaup there this year this was presumably a bird making a short stop on passage. 

16. Long-tailed Duck: A sighting of three of these off Selsey Bill before 9am on Apr 8 remined me 
that the party of four birds wintering in Chichester Harbour from the end of January to the end 
of March seemed to fly out of the harbour each evening to spend their nights in the safety of the 
open sea but as there have been no reports of them in the harbour since Mar 28 I guess these 
three were different birds. 

17. Goldeneye: Two were still on Ibsley Water near Ringwood on Apr 9 

18. Merganser: Although one or two birds were seen up to mid-May last year passage effectively 
ended on Apr 22 when Jason Crook saw 9 off Sandy Point on Hayling (after 37 had been 
logged passing Dungeness on Apr 19). This year it looks as if we had seen the last of any 
substantial groups of these birds on Apr 6 (when 12 were off Climping in the Worthing area) but 
there could well be more to come. The latest local sightings have been two birds off Gosport on 
Apr 9 and just one off Broadmarsh on Apr 11 (this female could be the same bird which spent 
the summer here last year and which again does not intend to leave us) 

19. Goosander: The single female which Bob Chapman saw at the Blashford Lakes (Ringwood) 
on Apr 4 was still there on Apr 9 

20. Ruddy Duck: Four were at Swanbourne Lake (Arundel) on Apr 8, at least one was at the 
Blashford Lakes on Apr 9 and a few were at Rye Harbour on Apr 11 

21. Marsh Harrier: On the evening of Apr 11 a single immature female flew east along the west 
Solent shore to head across Southampton Water towards Titchfield Haven (where none have 
been reported since Mar 30) 

22. Hen Harrier: A male was still hunting in the Pigbush area of the New Forest on Apr 8 

23. Montagu's Harrier?: On Apr 10 Dan Houghton had a distant view of a thin-winged ringtail 
Harrier in the New Forest but discarded the idea that it might be a Montagu's on the basis of the 
early date (normally they arrive around the beginning of May but the earliest in Hampshire was 
on 8 Apr 1979). Later, however, he saw an anonymous report of a female Montagu's in the 
Avon Valley above Fordingbridge (Downton area) on that same day. 

24. Buzzard: The every increasing population of these is indicated by news from John Simons that 
he knows of 8 breeding pairs in this home area around Dean Lane End (between Finchdean 
and Forestside). Trevor Carpenter adds a count of 11 together over the Warsash area on Apr 9 
(when Jeff Goodridge had 9 over his home area at Lovedean north of Waterlooville) 

25. Osprey: I have now seen reports indicating the arrival of 15 separate birds since the first was 
over Fareham on Mar 24. Latest sightings are of one going north over Titchfield Haven on Apr 
8 and another flying in off the sea at Selsey that day. Apr 9 gave Geoff Rogers a view of one 



resting in a hedge near Northington Grange Lake (north of Alresford) before it flew off and on 
Apr 10 one went north over Portland. 

26. Hobby: I have reported the first going north in the Bognor area on Apr 2 and now we have 
three more reports. On Apr 7 one was in the Crowborough area (village of Nutley), on Apr 8 
one went north over Portland and on Apr 9 two were at Christchurch Harbour. 

27. Peregrine: The male which has been based at Christchurch Priory since the New Year was 
joined by a female on Feb 20 and some signs of courtship were observed but there has been 
no indication of nesting in the reports I have seen and this may be explained by the latest 
report dated Apr 10 which says that the female is still in juvenile plumage (brown backed and 
headed and with a striped rather than a barred breast) 

28. Stone Curlew: Although these seem to have been making a come back over recent years 
Simon Harthill tells us that when he was in the Stockbridge area on Apr 9 he could find none at 
a site which has never let him down in previous years. 

29. Black-tailed Godwit: My own count of 264 in 'Texaco Bay' on Hayling near Langstone Bridge 
on Apr 9 was supported by Alan Lewis' independent report of 262 there that day and it seemed 
that a similar number were still there on Apr 12 (though I was looking from the Langstone side 
and unable to make a count). Also on Apr 9 Trevor Carpenter found more than 220 in the Hook 
area near Warsash and on Apr 8 Mark Rolfe estimated there were still 80 at Titchfield Haven 
but there are few elsewhere (runner up was Christchurch Harbour with 40 on Apr 8) 

30. Whimbrel: Although serious passage has not yet started there have been five reports of 
passage birds including a count of 7 seen together at Rye Harbour on Apr 9 

31. Common Sandpiper: As with Whimbrel these have not yet started to arrive in force but there 
have been ten reports which seem to be of migrant arrivals. Most recently Bob Chapman saw 
two on the Highcliffe shore (east of Christchurch) on Apr 9 when what may have been another 
was at Christchurch Harbour and on Apr 10 Portland Bill reported their first migrant arrival. 

32. Turnstone: A wave of passage birds seems to have brought more than 50 to the Broadmarsh 
area here in Havant on Apr 11 and at least 25 to the South Moors shore at Langstone on Apr 
12 

33. Skuas: Their passage seems to be getting under way seriously with news of 4 Arctic and 3 
Great Skuas passing Portland on Apr 11 

34. Black-headed Gull: On the morning of Apr 12 I noticed for the first time that South Binness 
Island out in Langstone Harbour had turned white as every part was covered by gulls claiming 
nest sites if not yet sitting on eggs 

35. Yellow-legged Gull: Apr 10 saw the return of an 'old friend' at Christchurch Harbour - a lame 
gull known as 'Limpy'. Last year he did not return until May 1 but in 2004 it was seen on the 
Lymington shore on Apr 8. 

36. Iceland Gull: Ian Calderwood saw one at Haslar Lake in Gosport on Apr 8 and it was reported 
to be there again in Apr 9 

37. Great Blackback Gull: On Apr 8 Colin Allen had the unusual sight (in Southampton Water) of 
a Great Blackback Gull pretending it was a Gannet and diving from the air into the water in 
pursuit of fish - the result was a big splash but the gull did succeed in catching a large Flounder 
which it carried to the shore where the gull ate the offal from the fish but left all the flesh for 
others. 

38. Little Tern: I have already reported the first for the year, seen in the West Solent on Apr 5. 
Now we have a second report of another single bird at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 8 

39. Guillemot: On Apr 8 Derek Hale saw at least 9 Guillemot around the cliffs on which they nest 
near the Needles on the IoW. 



40. Cuckoo: Prize for the first Cuckoo of the year goes to Anon - no name or other details but Mark 
Rolfe heard that one had been seen at Titchfield Haven on Apr 7. Another anonymous report 
was of one at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 9 but this was confirmed on Apr 10 by Peter Hughes, 
the reserve warden. 

41. Barn Owl: On Apr 8 Alan Lewis saw one at Farlington Marshes (by day) - I have not heard of 
this species being seen at the Marshes before although the large areas of rough grassland 
should make ideal hunting grounds. 

42. Long-eared Owl: A couple of these turned up at coastal sites on Apr 10, probably birds that 
had just flown the channel on their way north. One at Christchurch Harbour was a very unusual 
record for that site though the other in the Pannel Valley was close to Rye Harbour where 
wintering birds are regular though the last of this winter's regular sightings was on Mar 14. 

43. Short-eared Owl: One turned up at Rye Harbour on Apr 3 and was still around on Apr 9 

44. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: Jeff Goodrdge heard one calling in the Hoe Cross area west of 
Hambledon on Apr 9 

45. Woodlark: These are now singing fairly regularly and Jeff Goodridge heard one in the 
Woolmer Pond area of East Hants on Apr 8 when John Simons also reported recent 
observations from the Dean Lane End area north of Rowlands Castle - John has only been 
able to track down two pairs so far this spring (last year he had three pairs in the same area 
and in Apr 2004 he reported seven singing males there) 

46. Sand Martin: The first report of birds back at their nest sites comes from Bob Chapman who 
on Apr 9 saw nine birds around the Becton Bunny site near Barton on Sea 

47. Yellow Wagtail: Although fair numbers are now being seen in East Sussex and Kent we have 
only had three reports from Hampshire sites, the latest being of one flying north up the Meon 
Valley in the Hambledon area on Apr 9 

48. Fieldfare: John Simons tells us that around 50 Fieldfare were still in the Idsworth area near 
Finchdean up to Apr 8 

49. Song Thrush: These have at last started their full song - after one or two reports in early April 
they seem to have become more regular from Apr 10 onwards and I can now expect to hear 
one daily from my garden. 

50. Grasshopper Warbler: After the first two arrived on Apr 7 there has been one at Portland Bill 
on Apr 9 and another in the New Forest on Apr 10 

51. Subalpine Warbler: The bird which arrived at Chirstchurch Harbour on Apr 7 was still there 
and continuing to show well on Apr 11 when the red ring around the eye (to confirm it as a 
young male) was starting to show. 

52. Lesser Whitethroat: First of the year was at Chirstchurch Harbour on Apr 11 

53. Garden Warbler: John Simons had the first for the year singing in the Dean Lane End area on 
Apr 8 and Tony Gutteridge had the second at Warblington Farm on Apr 11 

54. Pied Flycatcher: Jeff Goodridge had the first for Hampshire (a smart male) at Woolmer Pond 
on Apr 8. The only other sightings have been of four or five at Portland on Apr 4 and one at 
Christchurch Harbour on Apr 6 

55. Brambling: These are running late this year with eight reports between Apr 8 and 11 including 
a flock of over 30 in the New Forest on Apr 10 and a dozen on the edge of Nightingale Wood at 
Rownhams (north fringe of Southampton) on Apr 11 

56. Linnet: More flocks of what I think are migrants returning to breeding areas (rather than 
wintering birds) have been reported in the past few days. On Apr 8 around 60 were in the Dean 
Lane End area north of Rowlands Castle and 50 were on West High Down near the Needles 
(IoW) while Apr 9 saw a total of 125 go north over Christchurch Harbour. 



57. Bullfinch: These continue to be seen in unusual places, moving around rather than staying 
put in their own territories, and the Portland website comments on this, saying that they have 
ringed 14 separate birds this spring (I think implying that any at all at that site would be unusual 
in a normal year) 

58. Hawfinch: It has also been an unusual winter with many more sightings than usual of this 
species all across southern England. For the first time there are no new reports and Simon 
Ingram tells us that the last sighting of the birds that have recently been at Eastleigh Lakeside 
was on Apr 4. 

59. Yellowhammer: Good news from John Simons at Dean Lane End of ten breeding pairs now 
back in his area around Finchdean but I think that is an above average density. 

60. Corn Bunting: Very good news from the Hoe Cross area west of Hambledon where, on Apr 9, 
Jeff Goodridge found three birds, two of them singing. 

61. Escapees: On Apr 9 Trevor Carpenter had a Chiloe Wigeon fly in to the Hook/Warsash area, 
calling as it came. 

PLANTS 

1. Lesser Celandine (bulbiferous subspecies): What I strongly suspect is a colony of this 
subspecies was discovered by me on Apr 11 at Broadmarsh. I think you have to wait until the 
flowers and leaves die back to find the 'bulbils' but these plants are just like those at the 
Portsmouth IBM site, and look very unlike normal Celandines in being larger and having leaves 
on their flower stems (they look like hybrids between Celandines and Kingcups but I 
understand there is no such hybrid). To check these out for yourself go to Broadmarsh at 
Havant and turn off Harts Farm Way onto the road leading to the slipway. On your left as you 
go through the anti-traveller chicane there is a path leading up the old rubbish tip mound and 
the plants are by the roadside on the left of the path as you go up it. 

2. Marsh Marigold: At last there are several clumps in full flower on the Langstone South Moors 
'orchid field' - seen on Apr 11 

3. Sticky Mouse-ear: Starting to open its dense flower cluster in Havant on Apr 10 

4. Spotted Medick: Also just opening its first yellow flowers in Havant on Apr 10 

5. Rue-leaved Saxifrage: On Apr 12 I was disheartened to see that council road cleaners had 
removed the whole colony lining the pavement edge of The Pallant here in Havant - luckily a 
few plants remain at the foot of one of three metal posts by the side of Fairfield Road outside 
the Church Hall at the west end of The Pallant. 

6. Norway Maple: These started to open their lovely bright clusters of yellow flowers on trees 
here in the Havant area on Apr 11 

7. 'Garden Forget-me-not': The Wood Forget-me-not look alikes grown in gardens which can be 
seen everywhere as escapes started to flower on Apr 10 

8. Green Alkanet: After Brian Fellows reported the first in flower at Emsworth on Apr 7 I saw my 
first flower here in Havant on Apr 11. 

9. Moschatel: Heather Mills found lots flowering in the Ashling Woods south of Kingley Vale on 
Apr 8 

10. Snakes Head Fritillary: Four plants (presumably planted some years ago on the north side of 
the short path connecting the main road at Langstone to Mill Lane) had flowers open on Apr 12 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 



o Small White: Mike Gibbons had one in his Christchurch Garden on Apr 6 (he had a 
clear view of its wing tips). Apr 6 also brought the first sightings of both Large and 
Green-veined Whites (see previous reports) 

o Painted Lady: The early invasion continues with singles at West Marden (north of 
Stansted Forest) on Apr 10 and another on Apr 9 at Park Corner Heath on the 
Sussex/Kent border west of Tunbridge Wells. These bring the number of Painted Lady 
reports for the year up to 16. 

o Large Tortoiseshell: I have just discovered that Sussex has a new sightings page on 
its Butterfly Conservation website (http://www.sussex-butterflies.org.uk/sightings.html) 
and from it I learnt of two recent Large Tortoiseshell sightings, both thought to be of 
bitterflies that have hibernated here after arriving as immigrants last summer. The first 
sighting was on Apr 6 at Horseshoe Plantation on Beachy Head but the finders name 
and other details remain unknown. The second find (at Ashcombe Bottom near Lewes 
on Apr 8) was made by Adrian Thomas (of the RSPB Brighton office) who managed to 
get a photo to back up his report. 

o Speckled Wood: Adrian Thomas is also the finder of the third Speckled Wood for the 
year which may be the first to have emerged normally - it was seen on Ballard Down 
near Swanage in Dorset on Apr 9. Of the previous two, one found on Hayling on Apr 5 
was in a greenhouse and one seen in Hollybank Woods on Mar 4 had perhaps been 
just ejected from the nearby Hollybank House? 

2. Moths 

o March Moth: The only report so far comes from Tony Wilson at Edburton in West 
Sussex who had one on Mar 31 

o Shoulder Stripe: Another first for the year reported by Tony Wilson at Edburton on Apr 
7 

o The Engrailed: Yet another first for Tony Wilson at Edburton on Apr 7 

o Pine Beauty: First for the year seen on Apr 8, this time by Maurice Pugh at Cadnam in 
the New Forest 

o Powdered Quaker: Also seen by Maurice Pugh at Cadnam on Apr 8 - another first 

3. Other Insects 

o Bee Fly: My early sighting of one in my garden on Apr 6 (no more seen there yet!) has 
now been supported by Mike Duffy who saw one in Pamber Forest on Apr 8, and by 
Adrian Hoskins who saw several over the weekend Apr 8/9 

o Common Wasp: Adrian Hoskins also reported at least one queen out on Apr 9 

o Beetles: Also seen by Adrian Hoskins on Apr 8/9 were the first reported Oil Beetle and 
Bloody Nosed Beetle 

OTHER 

Nothing to report 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0904 

Tue 11 Apr 

A. Broadmarsh and Langstone South Moors 

This morning I found the bright yellow flowers of Norway Maple open for the first time as I 
walked south beside the Hermitage Stream from Bedhampton to Broadmarsh, then, after 
crossing Harts Farm Way to the road leading to Broadmarsh Slipway, I had a good look at the 
extra large Lesser Celandines (on which nearly all the flower stems have leaves growing from 
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them) growing on the east side of this road immediately before the path leading up onto the 
mound from the anti-traveller chicane and height barrier. The size of the leaves and flowers is 
slightly larger than that of other Lesser Celandines and suggests a hybrid with Marsh 
Marigold but I am fairly sure no such hybrid is recognised and that this is the ‘bulbiferous’ 
subspecies of Lesser Celandine which, when the flowers and leaves die back, will reveal 
tiny new plants growing as ‘bulbils’ in the leaf axils - I must check them out in a month or so.  

Arriving at the seawall and looking across to the Budds Farm shore I saw a flock of 22 Brent 
and near them were roosting flocks of around 50 Turnstone and a smaller number of 
Redshank. 7 Mute Swans were on the water with four Shelduck and a single female 
Merganser (perhaps intending to stay the summer as all the others seem to have left). Making 
my way back up the Hermitage stream I ticked Storksbill and Oxford Ragwort, and then 
heading east along Harts Farm Way past the rubbish tip I added flowering Alexanders plus 
(further on where the blue fencing screens redevelopment of the old council vehicle depot) a 
mass of Eastern Rocket. 

Turning to follow the Brockhampton Stream back to the shore I saw a pair of Grey Wagtails 
but nothing much more until I reached Budds Farm pools which had a couple of Swallows 
flying over the water and a pair of Swans back on it (no sign of their nest yet). Also on the water 
was a pair of Shelduck among at least 15 Tufted Duck and the usual Mallards, Coot, 
Moorhen and whinnying Little Grebes (no Canada Geese though I think the pair that usually 
nest here may have decided on a new nest site out on the South Moors by the tiny stream 
flowing into the Tamarisk pool). 

On the South Moors orchid field several clumps of Marsh Marigold were in full flower, and 
when I reached the Langbrook Stream to check out the Giant and the unusual female plants of 
normal Butterbur I found one more clump of Marsh Marigold there - I also disturbed a Fox 
which is nearly always around this area. Continuing up the streamside path back to Havant I 
found Stream Water Crowfoot flowering just south of the A27. and on the roadside bank 
outside Bosmere School the flower buds of Ox-eye Daisies were already starting to open. On 
the final stretch through Juniper Square I passed the Spotted Medick and Sticky Mouse-ear 
flowers which I had noticed yesterday, and today I added another species with one bright blue 
flower on Green Alkanet. 

Mon 10 Apr 

A. Havant and Warblington 

A walk through Juniper Square this morning gave me fresh flowers on both Spotted Medick 
and Sticky Mouse-ear, and everywhere Cow Parsley was growing as yet unopen flower 
heads. Later I went to Warblington where the Little Owl was showing well beside the Old 
Rectory and there were ten Little Egrets in the field south of the Rectory. On the way home I 
found a lot more of the Slender Speedwell flowering in Shawford Road (on the grass outside 
number 5). 

Both Song and Mistle Thrush were singing, as were at least two different Goldcrests 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR APR 3 - 9 (WEEK 14) 

BIRDS  

1. Mute Swan: The pair on Peter Pond at Emsworth seem to have lost all their eggs and to have 
abandoned the idea of nesting this year after being driven from three different attempted nest 
sites - presumably by foxes but there is no certainty as to what has been atacking them. 

2. Barnacle Goose: The 'Baffins gang' were still at Titchfield Haven on Apr 6 

3. Brent Goose: Barry Collins told Brian Fellows of a major departure of Brent from Chichester 
Harbour on the night of Apr 6, leaving Brian with just one bird in Emsworth Harbour on Apr 7. 



On Apr 8 there were still around 150 on the west coast of Hayling but a group of 8 seen that 
day east of Langstone Bridge on the Northney saltings may well be intending to stay 

4. Egyptian Goose: Two were at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 7 but there was no evidence that 
they will nest there 

5. Shelduck: I saw none at all at Langstone or anywhere down the west side of Hayling on Apr 8 

6. Wigeon: 50 were still at Pulborough Brooks (with 200 Teal and 6 Pintail) on Apr 7 

7. Garganey: A pair were at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 6 (and a drake was on Thorney Island 
on Apr 3) but none have been reported in Hampshire so far this year. 

8. Red Kite: New reports of these come from Pamber Forest on Mar 31, Seaford Head west of 
Beachy Head on Apr 4, both Ashdown Forest and Steyning Brooks (Adur valley) on Apr 5 and 
north Kent on Apr 6 

9. Marsh Harrier: Mike Collins was lucky enough to be in the Budds Farm area at Havant on the 
evening of Apr 6 when one drifted east along the north edge of Langstone Harbour, and on Apr 
7 a female flew east over Christchurch Harbour 

10. Hen Harrier: A ringtail was at the Lower Test reserve (Southampton area) on Apr 5 and 
another flew west over Lewes on Apr 6 

11. Osprey: One was over north Kent on Apr 1 and another flew over Sandy Point on Hayling on 
Apr 4, coming from the west 

12. Kestrel: A pair were seen mating at the Southampton Lower Test reserve on Apr 7 

13. Avocet: 8 were back at Titchfield Haven on Apr 2 

14. Little Ringed Plover: Barry Duffin saw one at Titchfield Haven on Apr 6 and one was at 
Woolmer Pond in east Hampshire on Apr 7. 

15. Golden Plover: A late flock of 120 birds flew over Sandy Point at Hayling on Apr 4. Although 
an odd single bird was at Keyhaven on May 1 last year the last report of a flock in Hampshire in 
2005 was of 43 over Morestead Down on Apr 3 

16. Purple Sandpiper: 3 were seen from Sandy Point on the tower off Chichester Harbour mouth 
on Apr 4. I see that last year a couple were still at Southsea Castle on May 18 

17. Dunlin: These are beginning to show the black breast patches of their summer plumage at 
Rye Harbour but it is now difficult to find any left in the Langstone area. 

18. Jack Snipe: Singles were seen at Portland Bill on Apr 5 and at Reculver (north Kent) on Apr 7 

19. Snipe: The first report of one 'drumming' comes from the Stour Valley in Kent on Apr 5. 

20. Black-tailed Godwit: Richard Carpenter reports a count of 375 birds at Titchfield Haven on 
Apr 1 and there were 32 off Chichester Yacht Basin on Apr 7 with 264 in 'Texaco Bay' 
immediately west of Langstone Bridge on Apr 8 

21. Whimbrel: The first migrant arrival has been reported from Portland Bill on Mar 25 and on Apr 
6 two reports came from Kent (where there have been no reports of wintering birds) - one bird 
was at Reculver on the north Kent coast and two birds were at Sandwich Bay. 

22. Redshank: A flock of at least 80 were in 'Texaco Bay' near the Hayling Oysterbeds on Apr 8 - 
presumable stopping briefly on passage (a party of Curlew flying east high over the west shore 
of Hayling on that afternoon, calling loudly, were also presumably departing birds) 

23. Greenshank: These too are presumably now on passage bringing an unusually high count of 
11 birds to Curbridge on the River Hamble (above the M27) - last year there was a similar 
sudden peak of 11 birds there on Mar 5 (with 9 on Mar 25) and an autumn passage peak of 10 
birds there on Aug 20. 



24. Common Sandpiper: A bird at Christchurch Harbour on Apr 4 has already been reported as a 
first migrant and now there has been a report of one on the north Kent coast on Apr 7 (where 
there has been no wintering birds) but a single bird on the Test at Redbridge on Apr 6 and one 
heard calling over the water at Broadmarsh in Langstone Harbour on Apr 7 might have been 
wintering birds - any day now the number of new reports will leave us in no doubt that the 
migrants are back. 

25. Sandwich Tern: By Apr 6 the number roosting at Rye Harbour had shot up to over 300 

26. Common Tern: Two birds were seen at the Chichester Harbour entrance on Apr 4 and by Apr 
6 around 7 birds were already at Rye Harbour. 

27. Little Tern: The first and so far only report is of one seen by Marcus Ward on the Lymington 
shore on Apr 5 

28. Wood Pigeon: The huge Woodpigeon passage continues with reports from Kent of more than 
100 birds heading west on each day from Apr 1 to 6. On Apr 4 Andy Johnson counted 936 
heading west over Sandy Point on Hayling. 

29. Eagle Owl: Following the saga of the giant feather found at Emsworth (was it from an Eagle 
Owl or did it come from a Turkey's tail?) the Portsmouth NEWS this week printed an 
undeniable picture of an escaped bird seen sunning itself on an Eastney roof, unphased by 
many people stopping in the street to look and point at it. 

30. Alpine Swift: As already reported one was definitely in the Rye Harbour area on Apr 2 and I 
have just seen that Ian Barnard's website has a 'possible' report of one over the Chichester 
Lakes that day - we shall never know if there was one! 

31. Hoopoe: The bird which landed on the Eastbourne golf course on Apr 2 was still there on April 
5 and a different bird appeared on the IoW Sandown golf course on Apr 4 and was still there on 
Apr 7 

32. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: Denny Wood in the New Forest is a regular place to find these 
birds and Michael Prior saw a pair there in mid March while Val Lowings had a sighting there of 
a male only on Apr 6. On Apr 3 John Faithfull had one at Curbridge by the River Hamble and on 
Apr 6 Glyn Horacek-Davis saw one from his kitchen window in the Allington Lane area (leading 
from Southampton to Fair Oak) 

33. House Martin: Only 13 reports have reached me since the first was seen on Mar 28, and only 
one report has been of more than 10 birds (just 15 at Pulborough Brooks on Apr 4) 

34. Yellow Wagtail: So far these are doing better than the House Martins with 28 reports since the 
first arrival on Mar 23, and three reports have been in double figures - 21 at Rye Harbour on 
Apr 6, 11 at Reculver (north Kent) on Apr 6 and 12 at Reculver on Apr 7 

35. Song Thrush: The amount of Song Thrush song remains far below my expectation but I see 
that one bird was singing strongly at Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Apr 6 and I had two 
different birds singing at Broadmarsh on Apr 8 

36. Grasshopper Warbler: Apr 7 brought the first two reports of the year - one was 'reeling' in a 
hedge at Havenstreet on the IoW and another was trapped at Portland Bill 

37. Sedge Warbler: I have now seen 13 reports of these since the first on Apr 2 and there have 
now been 4 reports of Reed Warbler between Apr 2 and 6 

38. Subalpine Warbler: One at Christchurch Harbour was seen well and two good photos of it 
appear on the CHOG website. 

39. Common Whitethroat: I have already reported the first three which came in at Portland Bill on 
Apr 4 and I now have three more reports from Arundel and Hastings area on Apr 6 and 
Christchurch Harbour on Apr 7 



40. Firecrest: I had not realised until this spring how many Firecrests arrive here as spring 
migrants. Since the first arrival on Mar 23 I have seen 63 reports of them covering a potential 
176 birds (Dungeness had 18 on Mar 29, 15 on Mar 30, 10 on Apr 1 and 11 on Apr 3 - of course 
some of these may have stayed at Dungeness for a day or so after arrival but the figures are 
still impressive) 

41. Pied Flycatcher: Four or five arrived at Portland Bill on Apr 4 and one was at Christchurch 
Harbour on Apr 6 

42. Great Grey Shrike: One was discovered on Stockbridge Marsh on Apr 3 and was still there on 
Apr 7 when the long staying bird was still in the New Forest Shatterford/Pig Bush area 

43. Jay: Steve Keen was at work in the Barton on Sea area on Apr 7 when he heard the 
unmistakeable calls of a female Tawny Owl near by - suprised that it was calling by day in a 
residential area he tracked it down and found it was a Jay imitating the Owl. Keeping this Jay 
under observation he soon heard it imitating a Magpie, then giving Herring Gull calls and 
finally answering back to some overflying Canada Geese. Steve says he will in future be more 
cautious about claiming the presence of any bird on the evidence of call only! 

44. Brambling: Daryl Short still had 22 of these at his garden feeders in the Fishlake Meadows 
area of Romsey on Apr 7 - reports of smaller numbers are still widespread and Andy Johnson 
had a female over the Hayling Sandy Point reserve on Apr 4 

45. Serin: The second of the year was at Portland Bill on Apr 7 after the first had flown north over 
the Bill on Apr 4 

46. Linnet: These are now arriving from the continent in strength - 91 were seen at Sandwich Bay 
on Apr 2 when 112 flew over Christchurch Harbour, Apr 3 brought 132 over the north Kent 
coast with more than 100 at Sandwich Bay and on Apr 4 there were more than 110 seen at 
both Sandwich and Portland with another 220 over Christchurch Harbour on Apr 6 (plus 70 on 
the IoW that day and another 40 on the nort Kent coast). Not surprisingly Kevin Stouse found 
one on Gorse at the Portsmouth IBM site on Apr 6! 

47. Yellowhammer: Good news locally comes from Michael Prior who found more than a dozen in 
the area between Stansted Forest and Woodberry Lane on Apr 3 

48. Harris Hawk: An escaped bird was on a tree near Cissbury Ring on the downs north of 
Worthing on Apr 7 

PLANTS 

1. Shepherd's Cress (Teesdalia nudicaulis): Just three flower heads found on Sinah Common 
(Hayling) on Apr 8 

2. Sweet Violet: The first white flowered plants were found among normal violet ones at 
Broadmarsh in Havant on Apr 7 

3. Sea Mouse-ear: Starting to flower on Sinah Common (Hayling) on Apr 8 

4. Storksbill: First flowers seen at Broadmarsh on Apr 7 

5. Early Forget-me-not: A great display on the small roundabout close to the Ferry Inn on south 
Hayling - seen on Apr 8 

6. Green Alkanet: First flowers found by Brian Fellows in Emsworth on Apr 7 

7. Butterbur: The plants at Brook Meadow in Emsworth are now all flowering and on Apr 6 Brian 
Fellows made his annual count, getting a total of 341 which was better than last year's 325 but 
below the longer term average. 

8. Garden Grape Hyacinth: Out in plenty by Apr 8 

INSECTS 



1. Butterflies 

o Large White: The first of the year was reported By Michael Hawkins from Lewes on 
Apr 6 

o Green Veined White: Also on Apr 6 Sue Clarke had the first of the year at Froyle near 
Alton 

o Small Copper: Another first was at the Pannell Valley nature reserve north of Hastings 
on Apr 5 

o Painted Lady: The promised early invasion of Britain seems to be well under way with 
a total of 12 reports (19 individuals) since Mar 28. Just one has been reported in 
Hampshire, nectaring on early flowering Buddleia officinalis in Andrew Brooke's garden 
at Portchester near Fareham on Apr 1 

o Small Tortoiseshell: A total of 16 reports (20 or more individuals) so far is 
encouraging - 2 were seen in WInchester on Apr 3 and on Apr 5 two were mating at the 
Lower Test (Southampton). Both Apr 5 and 6 each brought three reports from widely 
different areas (Southampton to Lewes). 

o Speckled Wood: Way back on Mar 4 Andy Brook found an errant individual basking on 
bracken in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth. No more have yet appeared there but 
on Apr 5 one was found in a Hayling Island greenhouse and released. 

2. Moths 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: The tenth report for the year comes from Dorset where one 
was nectaring on Primrose on Apr 6 

o Turnip Moth: First for the year was in the Scillies on Apr 5 

3. Other Insects 

o Water Boatman: The first was seen by Richard Carpenter in Botley Woods on Apr 2 

o Bee Fly: One was in my Havant garden on Apr 6 (but has not been seen again) 

o Hairy Footed Flower Bee (Anthophera plumipes): Regularly nectaring on Lungwort in 
Richard Carpenter's Hill Head garden (near Titchfield) from Apr 6 

OTHER 

1. Bottle-nosed Dolphin: A pod of 2 or 3 was off Portland Bill on Apr 6 and 7 (and a Common 
Seal was at Rye Harbour on Apr 6) 

2. Water Vole: First sightings for the year that I have heard of were both on Apr 5 - one at 
Emsworth and the other at Rye Harbour. 

3. Hare: It seems that the Hares have delayed their normal March activities to April in view of the 
weather - I have already reported a sighting of 21 Hares in the lower Test Valley on Apr 1 and 
now Michael Prior tells us of six out in fields between Stansted Forest and Woodberry Lane 
(from Rowlands Castle to Westbourne) on Apr 3 

4. Common Newts: Males and females were seen by Richard Carpenter in a Botley Wood pond 
on Apr 2 

5. Sea Mouse: For those not familiar with this creature it belongs to the worm family but looks 
more like a giant slug up to 10 cm long and a good 1 cm broad, though a slug with a stylish 
hairstyle - the back of the creature is covered with densely matted grey felt and the sides are 
covered with long coarse hairs coloured green and orange - underwater these hairs 
presumably wave in the current and are maybe the reason why an otherwise 
unpre-possessing slug/worm has been given the name 'Aphrodite' (I can't imagine anything 
less like Botticelli's picture of 'Aphrodite arising from the waves' in which he depicts Aphrodite - 



aka Venus - as a lovely naked maiden floating to shore in a huge sea shell - the only thing they 
have in common is the long hair with which she preserves her modesty). 

Coming back to the facts these marine worms live in shallow muddy water below the low tide 
mark but occasionally get washed up in storms, and this is why Tony Witts came on two of 
them on the beach at Dungeness on Mar 31 - both were returned alive to the water after posing 
for their pictures to appear on the Rye Bay website. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed0504 

Sat 8 Apr 

A. Havant to Gunner Point on Hayling 

I cycled into a strong south west wind over Langstone Birdge and down the Hayling Coastal 
Path to south west Hayling to see if the Shepherd’s Cress and Spring Beauty were out - the 
Cress had three flowers just opening at the usual site south of the Sinah mini Golf Course but 
not a single flower of Spring Beauty was to be seen though I made up for that with an 
unexpected great show of Early Forget-me-not on the roundabout just east of the Ferry Inn 
and several tiny white flowers of Sea Mouse-ear on the Common. Alongside Ferry Road the 
escaped garden Wallflowers were out, and further east in the Sinah Gravel Pit area I 
confirmed that all plants have been cleared from a metre wide band around both the roadside 
buildings associated with the gun emplacement - I have no regrets at the removal of bramble, 
ivy and other un-interesting plants but am sorry that I can no longer check for flowers on the 
unusual Spreading Oleaster ‘tree’. Coming back I found a few plants of English Scurvy 
Grass in the wet edge of the saltings south of Stoke Bay and the whole east side of Langstone 
Bridge (where there is any soil) is now white with Danish Scurvygrass. 

Several superb adult Med Gulls flew over me along the Coastal Path and there were still two 
flocks of Brent totalling nearly 200 birds - the only other birds on the west shore were perhaps 
50 Oystercatchers and a few Curlew, though as I neared the Oysterbeds coming north the 
sky filled with Curlew calls as a party of departing birds flew high over me heading east. In 
Texaco Bay I saw at least 50 Redshank and an estimated 250 Black-tailed Godwits on the 
way out. Coming back with the tide rising and bringing the birds nearer I counted 264 Godwits 
but the Redshank had left. To the east of Langstone Bridge there were 10 more Godwits and 8 
Brent (these latter could well be staying for the summer). Nowhere did I see a single 
Shelduck. At the Oysterbeds lagoon the tern nesting raft has been launched and the island 
has had more gravel added to raise the height but today the only birds on it were four 
Oystercatchers and four Black-headed Gulls - three Little Grebes were still on the water 

Coming back via Langstone Mill the Swan was on her nest and two Egrets where in the Wade 
Court south meadow (with three Teal still on the flooded area) and another six Egrets were in 
the north field near the A27. 

Fri 7 Apr 

A. A walk around Broadmarsh 

After a trip to the Harts Farm Way rubbish dump I stopped off at the small Broadmarsh carpark 
to have a look at the great tree felling and for a brief walkabout during which I saw my first 
Swallow and heard my first Willow Warbler song though there were few other birds of any 
note - the shrill piping of an unseen Common Sandpiper going west over the water from the 
slipway towards Chalk Dock was the only other item in my noteboook - maybe a migrant but 
more likely the bird that has been wintering in the area. 

I did better with plants with my first Storksbill flowers at the foot of the hill just north of the 
slipway and several unopen flower heads of Hoary Cress. Ground Ivy was flowering on the 
bank above the seawall path on the corner west of the slipway, and under shrubs on the north 
side of the boat park a large patch of Sweet Violets had a single cluster of pure white flowers 
among a sea of violet. Fresh Charlock had flower buds, one plant of Rape was in flower, as 
was another of Summer Snowflake. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Wed0504


Wed 5 Apr 

A. Staunton Country Park and Nore Barn woodland 

The wall to wall sunshine had warmed the frosty air of the morning by the time I arrived at the 
Leigh Park Gardens carpark after lunch - others had clearly felt the same call as the carpark 
was full and I had to park unofficially on a grass border! 

A Brimstone greeted me as I got out of the car but it was the only butterfly seen in a two hour 
walk, and both Grey Field Speedwell and Common Field Speedwell were flowering right 
beside the car to allow them to be contrasted. 

On the lake the pair of Swans had a nest and were sitting but the real interest started in the 
woodland north of the lake where both Nuthatch and Marsh Tit were singing from upper 
branches. The Marsh Tit identified itself by its normal high-pitched, fast repeated, apparently 
single note (though I think if you slow it down it is just a higher, faster version of the Great Tit’s 
‘Teach-er’ song). The Marsh Tit then came down to low branches close to me and added to 
my knowledge of its repertoire by giving a much quieter verion of the song which I noted as 
sounding like ‘Yip-yip-yip-yip-yip’ - as with all tits it seems Marsh Tits are adventurous with 
their songs and calls as earlier this spring I had heard another Marsh Tit in Stansted Forest 
making strange warbling notes which I would not have associated with Marsh Tit had I not 
seen the bird making them at close range. (While on this subject I was puzzled, when at 
Warblington Church recently, to hear a loud ‘Wheet’ note suggesting a Redstart but which was 
coming repeatedly from a Chaffinch - only tied down by seeing the bill move on the 
Chaffinch!) 

The Long Avenue, normally a mudbath in winter or spring, was almost dry so I took this route 
north to Havant Thicket, Reaching the small ‘lake’ at the north end of the Avenue I diverted 
from the main path to go round the west side of the lake in order to confirm that the Fire 
Brigade were present dealing with a large grass fire which had already blackened many acres 
west of the Avenue (had the wind been as strong as in recent days muh more damage would 
have been done by what was almost certainly this act of arson). 

This diversion of my normal route gave me the best ‘tick’ of the day, a large area of fresh Wood 
Sorrel leaves with many lovely white flowers. My next note was of Coltsfoot flowering 
along the edge of the ‘yellow brick road’ which had brought two Fire Engines from the main 
road at Rowlands Castle. Nearby I found a small patch of Barren Strawberry which is still to 
start normal flowering - could only find one flower bud. Turning north up the track which marks 
the Havant Borough/East Hants boundary I found a good show of Larch Roses on trees which 
had not yet opened their leaf buds - the ‘roses’ (female flowers which will become this years 
fresh Larch Cones) only had fresh green and yellow colouring, later they may acquire rosy 
tints. Turn again to head east along the first available track I added a flock of around 25 Siskin 
to my list - they had been on conifers, and after their departure I continued to hear ‘popping’ 
noises which suggested the presence of Crossbills but their was no shower of falling cone 
flakes and no sight of the birds so I had to assume the noise came from the dry cones 
bursting open in the sunshine (as Gorse seed pods do in the summer). 

On my way back to the carpark I used the track across the Gipsies Plain fields, finding a 
magnificent display of Primroses where later hundreds of Common Spotted Orchids will 
flower in the track side ditches and people who know this speciality will be glad to know that the 
gate at the southern end of this track is no longer locked and can be opened by anyone - in the 
past you have had to climb the gate. In contrast to the rich show of Primroses I heard only one 
brief burst of Skylark song from the open fields - no sign of Lapwing nor of Stonechat here 
and not even a flock of feeding Rooks! 

With clear skies persisting in the evening my wife came for a walk around the Nore Barn 
woodland with the tide high giving magnificent panoramic views in the evening sunshine. No 
more English Scurvygrass had started to flower - just the one plant about a metre south of 
the tall metal pipe sticking up from the saltings but the Sweet Violets at the west end of the 
wood were well worth seeing - in addition to the normal patch of pale pink flowered plants we 



found a ‘new to me’ patch of dark pink flowers and also saw a single clump of Summer 
Snowflake in flower close to the shore path. 

B. (Wed0504) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0204 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds  

• Cormorant chicks had hatched at Rye Harbour on Apr 1 (and a Gosport Robin nest had young 
in it on Apr 3) 

• A male Garganey was at the Thorney Island Little Deeps on Apr 3 

• First arrivals for the year include Hobby, Common Sandpiper, Sedge and Reed Warbler, 
Common Whitethroat, Pied Flycatcher and Serin 

• Vagrants include an Alpine Swift at Rye Harbour , Red-rumped Swallow in mid Sussex and a 
Hoopoe at Eastbourne 

Plants  

• New flowers for the year are Larch Roses, Greater Stitchwort, Wood Sorrel, Slender 
Speedwell plus Hairy Woodrush and fertile cones of Field Horsetail. 

• Personal firsts were Ground Ivy and Moschatel 

Insects  

• Many Brimstones and Commas are now on the wing with fewer Small Tortoiseshells and 
Peacocks 

• A few more Painted Ladies have reached Cornwall 

• Moths are at last appearing with new reports of 15 species including as firsts for the year 
Orange Underwing, Twin-spotted Quaker, The Satellite and Dotted Chesnut 

• From other parts of England come reports of the first Rusty-dot Pearl and Diamond Back moth 

• A Bee Fly in my Havant garden on Apr 6 may have been the first seen anywhere... 

Other Wildlife  

• A count of 21 Hares in the Test Valley on Apr 1 was good news but I still fear their young can 
easily fall prey to Buzzards 

• Toads have spawned in the Portsmouth area and Great Crested Newts have laid eggs at an 
East Sussex site 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: The HOS website summary for March tells us that the diver which was 
attracting much attention to the Testwood Lakes at the beginning of March was not seen after 
March 8 (presumably having recovered and flown off). More recently one was in Langstone 
Harbour on Mar 29. 

2. Slavonian Grebe: Five were off the Lymington shore on Mar 29 and there have been several 
recent reports of birds acquiring the summer plumage which gives them their alternative name 
of Horned Grebes. One unusual report comes from Reculver on the north Kent coast on Mar 
30 where birders not only saw a brief drop in by a passage bird but also heard it calling as it 
flew off - pesumably these birds, like Divers, become vocal when on their breeding grounds 
after a whole winter of silence. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0204


3. Black-necked Grebe: The HOS website gives Mar 24 as the last date on which any were seen 
in Langstone Harbour - as many as 17 had still been in the harbour on Mar 3. 

4. Cormorant: The squeaking of new born chicks was first heard from the tree nests at Rye 
Harbour on Apr 1 

5. Cattle Egrets: The 8 birds were still at Piddinghoe by the Sussex Ouse on Apr 1 but there 
have been no reports from the fields north of Pagham harbour since Mar 22 and the regular 
reports of the Warblington bird ceased as long ago as Feb 28 

6. Little Egret: The field near Pook Lane at Warblington which had seen a peak count of 32 birds 
in January and which maintained a daily population above 20 until Mar 21 has seen the 
population plummet thereafter - I counted 18 birds on Mar 24, 10 on Mar 29, and only 2 on Apr 
4 

7. Mute Swan: The female bird at Emsworth's Peter Pond continues to lay eggs on the bare 
ground of the small island near the A259 (three eggs there by Apr 3) leaving the almost 
complete nest in the reeds deserted. Her mate has retreated to the nearby Slipper Mill Pond, 
not wishing to associate himself with his mate's mental problems (or perhaps equally scared by 
some attack on them at the proper nest site and keeping as far away as he can without 
completely deserting his mate). Two new Swan nests reported in the past few days were at the 
Thorney Little Deeps and the Leigh Park Gardens lake north of Havant - both pairs were sitting 
normally. 

8. Greylag: A new arrival at the Sinah Gravel Pit lake on south Hayling was a single Greylag, 
seen by Alan Lewis on Apr 1 

9. Barnacle Goose: It seems that the Baffins Gang have started their usual spring commuting 
between Titchfield Haven and Baffins Pond in Portsmouth - on Apr 3 John Norton watched six 
Barnacles and a leucistic Bar-Head fly west over Gosport, presumably returning to the 
Haven after checking out Baffins Pond. John does not mention the seventh Barnacle that is a 
paid up member of the gang, nor the 'hybrid Brent' that has recently been with the gang at the 
Haven (have these two gone off to breed yet another hyrbid brood elsewhere?) 

10. Brent Goose: The stream of migrants has almost tailed off - on Apr 4 the only reports were of 
110 at Christchurch Harbour, 26 at Fishbourne on the IoW and 24 at Langstone. 

11. Egyptian Goose: I feel sure the staff at the Dungeness observatory will have been delighted 
to add a new species to their site list when a single Egyptian Goose arrived there on Apr 3. 

12. Garganey: April has brought three new sightings of these lovely birds: on Apr 1 a male was 
seen by the R Adur near Henfield; on Apr 2 two males were at Bridge Level at Pevensey, east 
of Eastbourne; and on Apr 3 Barry Collins found a male in the flooded field between the 
Thorney main road and the Little Deeps 

13. Scaup: On Mar 28 the young male which has been in the Lymington area since Dec 28 
(possibly arriving with two others on Dec 18) and which has been alone, suffering many 
aspersions on its parentage but now known to be a true Scaup since acquiring adult plumage, 
was joined by a female before both flew off into the sunrise - what a happy ending! 

14. Velvet Scoter: 16 were once again reported in Rye Bay off Pett on Apr 1 but are unlikely to be 
there much longer (I see that 323 Common Scoter left the country via Dungeness on Apr 2) 

15. Goosander: A single female was still at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood on Apr 4 - maybe 
staying on to breed in the Avon valley? 

16. Ruddy Duck: Also at the Blashford Lakes on Apr 4 were at least 3 Ruddy Ducks which will not 
be as welcome as the Goosander if they raise young. 

17. Red Kite: At least three sites reported Kites heading north from the south coast between Apr 1 
and 4 - there were strong indications that the birds were on passage but nothing to show if they 
were newcomers from the continent, coming to boost our already large population, or British 
bred birds returning from winter holidays abroad, On Apr 1 two flew high over Fleet Pond going 



north west and on Apr 4 one went north over Southampton airport (with two others seen in the 
Eastleigh area that day but they were flying low and going west), while the final north bound 
bird went over Eastbourne on the same day. 

18. Marsh Harrier: The HOS website reports one being seen at Farlington Marshes on Mar 29 
and other probable migrant arrivals were one coming in over Dungeness on Apr 2 and another 
over the Haywards Heath area of mid Sussex on Apr 4. 

19. Hen Harrier: At least one male and one female were in the south east of the New Forest on 
Apr 2 and 3 and on Apr 4 an adult female was hunting at the Lower Test Marshes (maybe on 
her way north, following the River Test from the New Forest) 

20. Buzzard: Apr 1 brought the first of this spring's mass flights of Buzzards with more than ten 
seen by Paul Winter over the Test Valley south of Romsey, and on Apr 3 a total of around 20 
birds (presumably originating in the Avon valley) were seen from Christchurch Harbour (with a 
maximum of 11 in the air together) 

21. Osprey: Maybe five new birds reached the south coast in the first four days of April: on Apr 2 
one flew north over Bognor to be seen in the Eastergate area; on Apr 3 one was seen to arrive 
at the Lower Test Marshes with another going north west over Eastbourne while on Apr 4 there 
was a probable sighting in the Haywards Heath area and another anonymously reported 
sighting over Eastbourne. 

22. Merlin: The HOS website gives Mar 19 as the last date on which the regular wintering Merlin 
was seen at Farlington Marshes. More recently there have been sightings at Portland Bill 
(presumably of birds passing north after wintering on the continent) on Apr 1, 2. 3 and 4 while 
a female was over the Pevensey levels on Apr 2. 

23. Hobby: A single report of one heading north over Lidsey (just north of Bognor) on Apr 2 has 
not yet been backed by other sightings but I see that the average arrival date in Sussex is Apr 
10 (and in 2004 one came in on Mar 21) while the average date for Hampshire arrivals is Apr 
14 (with an earliest on 16 Mar 2002) 

24. Water Rail: The wintering bird by the Lumley Mill Stream in Emsworth has not been seen since 
Mar 23 but passage birds touched down at Portland Bill on both Apr 3 and 4 so there is still a 
chance of seeing them almost anywhere as I think they stop off for the day wherever they 
happen to be at dawn, only resuming their long distance journeys (with trailing legs to hamper 
their flight?) after dark. 

25. Coot: The first report of a nesting bird comes from Brian Fellows who saw one (surrounded by 
twigs it had collected) on one of the rafts in the Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond on Apr 3. 

26. Avocet: The seven birds which abandoned Titchfield Haven on Mar 30 were not away for long 
as 8 were at the Haven on Apr 2 (with so many birds moving east along the south coast at this 
time of year there can be no guarantee that these were the same birds that had been there in 
March) 

27. Sanderling: These will probably still be seen in good numbers well into May so it is not 
surprising that 140 were on the IoW Ryde Sands on Apr 1 with another/the same? 100 on the 
Hayling Beachlands shore that day. On Apr 3 a flock of around 60 seen at Stokes Bay, 
Gosport, were probably part of the same large flock moving around the east Solent in reponse 
to tide and weather conditions. 

28. Black-tailed Godwit: These may have deserted the mudflats but there are still plenty feeding 
up on wetlands close to the coast - on Apr 2 Mark Rolfe estimated the flock at Titchfield Haven 
to number around 300. I think this number is abnormal for April (in recent years the April counts 
at the Haven have rarely if ever exceeded 100 birds and 300 is more usual for the first half of 
March, but spring is late this year!) 

29. Spotted Redshank: One was still in Emsworth Harbour on Apr 3 - if it stays around it should 
begin to show its startling black summer plumage before the end of April. Six Greenshank 



were also in Emsworth Harbour that day (I see that in 2003 Barry Collins still had 21 on the 
Thorney Deeps on Apr 21) 

30. Common Sandpiper: What may have been the first migrant arrival was in the Redbridge area 
(near the Lower Test reserve) on Apr 1, seen by David Holland (the only other reports at the 
Lower Test this year were in early January). Last year both Dorset and Sussex reported their 
first migrant arrivals on Apr 3 and Hampshire arrivals started with one at the Lower Test on Apr 
9 followed by a mass of reports from Apr 10 on. Further support for David's sighting to have 
been a migrant comes from Christchurch Harbour which claimed one there on Apr 4 as being 
their 'first of the year'. 

31. Sandwich Tern: Rye Harbour is the first site to report a three figure count this year with more 
than 140 recorded there on Apr 1 

32. Common Tern: Dungeness was the first site with double figures (12 there on Apr 2) but more 
interesting were two early inland records - on Apr 1 three were over Fleet Pond and on Apr 4 
one was at the Eastleigh Lakeside site. 

33. Wood Pigeon: More evidence for large scale immigration of these comes from Dungeness 
with 1880 coming in on Apr 2 plus another 1500 on Apr 3. Having arrived it seems that large 
numbers flew west - 550 went west over Portland Bill on Apr 3 and on Apr 4 more than 100 
went west over Christchurch Harbour (with 88 following the coast west past the South Parade 
pier in Southsea that day) 

34. Eagle Owl: Brian Fellows is honest enough to admit that the strange and very large feather 
which he found in Emsworth just before Mar 20, and which seemed to have come from an 
Eagle Owl, has now been positively identified as coming from the tail of a domestic Turkey. 

35. Long Eared Owl: Belated but interesting news has just been put on Hoslist by Norman Hunt in 
Winchester - Norman has learnt that a Long Eared Owl flew into a Winchester house window 
when being chased by four Magpies. It fell to the ground stunned and sat there for half an hour 
but then flew off (a sadder but wiser owl?) 

36. Short Eared Owl: Birds that have been wintering abroad are maybe now returning to this 
country - on Apr 3 one was seen at Eastbourne and on Apr 4 two seem to have been in the Rye 
area (one at Rye Harbour and another in the Pannell Valley) 

37. Alpine Swift: Bird of the week was a single Alpine Swift seen circling the Rye Harbour village 
church with other hirundines in strong winds on Apr 4 - it was in the area for around 3 hours, 

38. Hoopoe: One arrived on a golf course at Eastbourne on Apr 2 and stayed around the 13th tee 
for three days without completing the course. 

39. Sand Martin: Numbers have been building up from 60 over Fleet Pond on Apr 1 to 70+ at the 
Lower Test on Apr 2, and on Apr 4 Bob Chapman reckoned that Sand Martins were the 
majority of a flock of around 200 hirundines over Ibsley Water in the Avon valley. 

40. Swallows: The first major arrival seems to have been on Apr 4 when 400 went over Portland 
Bill 

41. Red-Rumped Swallow: Also in Apr 4 one of these was watched for 20 minutes over Ditchling 
Common near Haywards Heath in Sussex 

42. House Martins: No serious influx yet, the highest count being of 5 over Portland on Apr 4 
though Mike Collins did very well that day with a count or 3 at Budds Farm here in Havant. 

43. Tree Pipit: Only five reports of these so far, all singles, with John Eyre's sighting of one in the 
Farnborough area on Mar 29 remaining the only Hampshire sighting. 

44. Water Pipit: 8 were on the Lymington Marshes on Apr 1 and another 8 at the Lower Test on 
Apr 3 (all of them showing the pink breasts of breeding plumage) 



45. Yellow Wagtail: Following the isolated sighting of one over Eastbourne on Mar 23 singles 
have been seen on Apr 2, 3 and 4 at Christchurch, Lower Test and Portland respectively. 

46. Robin: A pair nesting in Ian Calderwood's Gosport garden had hatched three chicks by Apr 3 

47. Common Redstart: These started to arrive on Apr 1 (Sussex and IoW) and I now have 15 
reports up to Apr 4 including a male seen by Mike Collins on the Langstone South Moors on 
Apr 4 and one seen by Mark Rolfe on the Titchfield Canal Path on Apr 2 (when Paul Winter 
saw both male and female back in the Denny Lodge area of the New Forest). 

48. Wheatear: Apr 4 brought 150 to Portland Bill 

49. Sedge Warbler: Four were at Rye Harbour on Apr 2 (first anywhere) and at least one was 
singing there on Apr 4 - no reports yet from any other sites. 

50. Reed Warbler: Mark Rolfe had a 'probable' at Titchfield Haven on Apr 2 (only seen fleetingly 
diving into the cover of reeds) but Jason Crook confirmed their arrival with one singing at 
Farlington Marshes on Apr 3 (the earliest ever date for the species at that site) Normally they 
do not arrive in Hampshire until mid April but there was a record of one at the Lower Test on 1 
April 1994 heard singing by Jess Pain. 

51. Common Whitethroat: First of the year was recorded at Portland Bill on Apr 4 - no others so 
far 

52. Willow Warbler: While seemingly hundreds of Chiffchaffs and Blackcaps have been heard 
singing in the past few days I have only seen 8 reports of Willow Warbler song so far. Hearing 
the first song of this bird is one of the defining moments of each spring but I am still waiting to 
hear it this year although Heather Mills has heard one as close to my home as the Langstone 
South Moors area on Apr 4 - plenty of birds have arrived (a total of 449 individuals now listed in 
my database but only 8 of them reported as singing) 

53. Firecrest: 151 birds have been reported since migrant arrivals started on Mar 23, but as with 
Willow Warblers only two have been positively recorded as singing. Among the new arrivals 
Alan Lewis found 3 in the Sinah Warren area of south Hayling on Apr 1 

54. Pied Flycatcher: Four of these arrived at Portland on Apr 4 to be the first I have heard of this 
year - a good early date but not exceptional - most will arrive from mid-April onwards. 

55. Willow Tit: A single bird was found by the Petersfield Wildlife Group in the Chichester West 
Dean woods on Apr 4 - the group recorded all six regular tit species there, including five Marsh 
Tits. 

56. Great Grey Shrike: One was still in the Pig Bush area of the New Forest (near Beaulieu road 
station) on Apr 4. Last report from Ashdown Forest in Sussex was on Mar 29 

57. Serin: The only report of this species for the year so far was of one arriving at Portland Bill on 
Apr 4 before flying on north. 

PLANTS 

1. Field Horsetail: Fertile cones were pushing up at Emsworth's Brook Meadow on Apr 3 

2. Larch Roses: I saw a good show of these (before any green leaves were visible) in Havant 
Thicket on Apr 5 

3. Goldilocks Buttercup: One or two plants had unopen flower buds in Pyle Lane at Horndean 
on Apr 3 

4. English Scurvygrass: At least one plant had flowers open at the Nore Barn saltings in 
Emsworth on Apr 4 

5. Sweet Violet: I have long known of the pale pink variety to be found in the south west corner 
of the Nore Barn wood at Emsworth but after looking at them on Apr 5 I found another clump 
nearby with deeper rose-pink flowers (normal violet flowers are not far off in the same wood) 



6. Greater Stitchwort: Despite the efforts of road verge grass mowers two plants had first 
flowers open on Apr 3 near Locks Farm (Southleigh/East Leigh road junction at Denvilles in 
Havant) 

7. Wood Sorrel: A great show of leaves and flowers on the west and north sides of the 'upper 
lake' at Leigh Park Gardens (right at the north end of the long Avenue leading to Havant 
Thicket) on Apr 5 

8. Slender Speedwell (Veronica filiformis): Just one flower open on Apr 4 at a regular site in 
close mown roadside grass in Shawford Road (off Wade Court Road in east Havant) 

9. Ground Ivy: Although Richard Carpenter had found this in flower at Kilmeston on Mar 28 I was 
still very pleased to see my first flowers at Pook Lane in Warblington on Apr 4 

10. Moschatel: Similarly with this which John Goodspeed had found on Mar 25 I enjoyed my first 
sight of its flowers beside Pyle Lane at Horndean on Apr 3 

11. Hairy Woodrush: This was flowering in The Holt wood at Rowlands Castle and in Hollybank 
Woods at Emsworth on Apr 3 

12. Meadow Foxtail grass: Brian Fellows found the first flower spikes had come up in Brook 
Meadow at Emsworth on Apr 3 though it will be some time before the flowers open. 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Brimstone: Counts of more than 28 in Basing Forest on Apr 1 and of 29 in the Ampfield 
Woods near Romsey show that there is nothing wrong with the health of this species - 
so far 44 entries have gone into my database this year (including two January 
sightings). 

o Red Admiral: Four new reports in April including a count of six in the Ampfield Woods 

o Painted Lady: Five more of these were seen in Cornwall on Apr 1 and 2. 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Apr 1 brought out two more singles in Hampshire - one at 
Marwell Zoo and one in Fleet 

o Peacock: Also seen on Apr 1 were one at Noar Hill and several out at Portland. 

o Comma: Seven new reports since Apr 1 include a count of 16 in the Ampfield Woods 
and a slightly larger number in Basing Forest - most reports were of multiple sightings - 
even I had two in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on Apr 3 

2. Moths 

o Diamond Back moth: One came to a light on the Isle of Man on Apr 1 - I thought this 
was the first for the year but I see that Portland had one on Jan 2! 

o Rusty-dot Pearl: First for the year at a light on the Scillies on Apr 1 

o Rush Veneer: Second for the year - both this and the report for Mar 28 came from 
Essex 

o Orange Underwing: The first two positive reports come from Basing Forest on Apr 1 
and Crab Wood near Winchester on Apr 2 (Peter Vaughan had a 'possible' at Bartley 
Heath in north Hampshire on Mar 19) 

o Oak Beauty: A third report for the year is dated Mar 27 and comes from the Odiham 
area of north Hampshire 

o Small Quaker: Also at Odiham on Mar 27 was the second of these for the year 



o Blossom Underwing: First for the year reported from Cliffe in Kent on Apr 1 

o Common Quaker: Third for the year was taken at Odiham on Mar 27 

o Clouded Drab: Second for the year at Odiham on Mar 27 

o Twin-spotted Quaker: Paul Hope at Odiham had the first for the year on Mar 27 

o Hebrew Character: Also taken at Odiham on Mar 27 but only fourth for the year (first 
on Feb 2) 

o Grey Shoulder Knot: Second report for the year at Odiham on Mar 27 

o Early Grey: Paul Hope had the second at Odiham on Mar 27 and another was taken at 
Portland on Apr 3 

o The Satellite: Alan Dawson had the first for the year in Southampton on Mar 28 

o Dotted Chestnut: Another first for Alan Dawson on Mar 28 

3. Other Insects 

o Bee Fly: Before completing these reports I had the first in my Havant garden on Apr 6 

OTHER 

1. Hare: The section of the Test valley south from Romsey to the M27 still has a healthy 
population of Hares, enabling Paul Winter to find 21 in a walk around the tiny hamlet of Lee on 
Apr 1. Elsewhere I am sure the population of Hares is diminishing through a number of causes 
mainly associated with farming practices but I am quite prepared to believe that the recent 
spread of Buzzards has contributed to their demise as was suggested recently by a farmer in 
the Midlands. Tom Bickerton commented on that idea to the effect that, although Rabbits may 
be staple fare for Buzzards, Hares are too big and heavy to be caught by Buzzards but maybe 
Tom was overlooking the Hares' habit of leaving their leverets in open fields where a watching 
Buzzard could easily spot them and enjoy an easy meal. 

2. Frogs and Toads: On Mar 28 there was plenty of Toad spawn in Theo Roberts' garden pond 
in Cosham and on April 3 Sam Smith told us that Toads were now croaking in the ditches at 
Rye Harbour. So far the reports of successful breeding by Toads have not been matched by 
any reports of Toad genocide on roads which they must cross to get to their breeding ponds 
and maybe that is a reflection on the success of schemes to persuade the Toads to use e.g. 
specially created underpasses below these roads but I suspect it is more a reflection of the 
diminishing numbers of Toads available for killing as they cross the roads. This lack of 
squashed Toads has not been matched by the Frogs - Brian Fellows tells us of recently finding 
three flattened Frogs on Lumley Road running along the east side of Brook Meadow at 
Emsworth (and while on this sad subject my visit to Pyle Lane at Horndean on April 3 started 
with the sight of a dead adult Badger lying in a roadside ditch) 

3. Great Crested Newts: These get their first mention of the year on the Rye Bay website where 
Barry Yates on Apr 4 told us that several were displaying and egg laying at Castle Water within 
the Rye Harbour reserve. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0204 

Tue 4 Apr 

A. Langstone and Warblington shore 

My weekly Nature Notes poster round took me the Mill Lane in Langstone this morning to hear 
Goldcrest song from a conifer near the West Mill and then to the village shore where 24 Brent 
and 10 Black-tailed Godwits could still be seen. The Swan was sitting on the Mill Pond and 
four Teal were still in the Wade Court south pony field. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0204


Continuing east I had a super view of the (presumed male) Little Owl sitting on the south side 
of the nest tree while his mate sat in the darkness of the nest hole a few feet from him. Not only 
was the owl seen full face and sunlit but surrounded by an almost artificial ‘picture frame’ of 
small branches. In the ‘Egret field’ south of the Old Rectory there were only two Little Egrets 
left but the field was still full of gulls including at least five smart Med Gulls. At the junction of 
the new road giving access to the Old Rectory from Church Lane and Pook Lane proper I 
dutifully admired the great show of Sweet Violets but then crossed to the steep grassy bank at 
the corner of the two roads which last year was uncluttered grass and which had a good show 
of wild flowers. This year bits of dead Elm tree cover much of it and coarse grass has grown 
around them making it difficult for small flowers to get light but a close look revealed Ground 
Ivy was in flower as it had been early last spring. 

Back on the shore I found two or three Curlew and half a dozen Shelduck on the otherwise 
bare mud but there was still one discovery to make before I got home. In Shawford Road 
(which opens off Wade Court Road and which I use as a short cut from the ‘twitchel path’ 
joining Wade Court Road to Pook Lane above the A27) I found a single strand of Slender 
Speedwell (Veronica filiformis) had open flowers. 

Mon 3 Apr 

A. The Holt and Hollybank Woods 

Happening to be in the Rowlands Castle area this afternoon I drove on north through Havant 
Thicket but turned right into Pyle Lane before reaching Horndean and parked a short way 
along it before the road narrows (you can no longer park at the bottom of the hill) and walked 
downhill along the narrow lane with its flower rich banks. 

Wood Anemones, Celandines, Dogs Mercury and Butcher’s Broom line the banks from 
the start of the narrow lane but a less welcome sight was a recently dead Badger lying in run 
off water on the top of the north bank - almost certainly a road casualty which had either 
crawled up the bank and expired or been thrown there to clear the road for the mechanised 
users who have the sole right to it. 

The area I was principally interested in comes after passing the service road to the gas 
pumping station (on your left at the bottom of the hill) and the gate into the Pyle Farm caravan 
site on your right about 100 metres further on. Here, on the south side of the lane, is a 
particularly rich place for wild flowers with both Goldilocks Buttercup and Moschatel plus 
other woodland species including Early Dog Violet. Although it is early in the season both 
Moschatel and the Violets had started to flower and the Goldilocks had flower buds ready to 
open in a few days time. 

At the entrance to the small caravan site I climbed the stile to walk south across the field along 
the path leading to Links Lane at Rowlands Castle via The Holt wood (the woodland on the 
northeast side of the Horndean road which separates it from Havant Thicket on the southwest 
side). Inside this wood there will soon be a massive show of Bluebells under the Beech trees 
on the east side of the path but at the moment the only flowers there were Wood Anemones. 
I was not interested in that side of the path but immediately turned right to head for the extreme 
northwest corner of the wood where, at the top of a rise, there is not only a small pheasant 
rearing pen but also a massive colony of Early Purple Orchids. The orchids were in full leaf 
but I could only find two with the tiniest beginnings of a sheathed flower spike. 

While in this corner I enjoyed Blackcap song from a newly arrived bird actively moving around 
a wide area famaliarising himself with his chosen summer home area. I also heard strong but 
brief song from a Song Thrush - still a rarity long after Blackbirds have become daily 
songsters (normally Song Thrushes can be heard everywhere from Christmas onwards - 
what has happened to them this year?). 

Coming back towards the public path I took a good look at the recently cleared broad strip 
following the line of that path on its west side - it looks ideal habitat for both Nightjar and Tree 
Pipit (neither of which have been found here before). Also in this area, among lots of 
Primroses, I found my first inconspicuous Hairy Woodrush clumps in flower and saw a single 
male Brimstone butterfly. Going back to Pyle Lane across the open field I paused by the 



pond to check out the knobbly buds on Ash trees which, when seen close up, look like black 
shelled Oysters opening to reveal an interior packed, not with white pears, but with shiny black 
globules of Caviar. 

As the sun was still shining brightly I drove back along the Whichers Gate road from Rowlands 
Castle and turned left into the Emsworth Common Road to park in the Southleigh Forest area 
for a walk to the Early Purple Orchid site in the extreme south east corner of the Hollybank 
Woods south of the road. 

The first things to go on my note pad here were a couple of Comma butterflies, and the next 
was the sight of both leaf and flower buds on the Wild Cherry (Gean) tree which lives on after 
being blown down in the great 1987 hurricane - its main trunk lies on the ground but at least 
half a dozen of its branches growing from the topside of the fallen trunk now form a line of 
substantial trees in their own right. Near hear I enjoyed close views of a pair of Marsh Tits and 
heard much ‘whickering’ from Great Spotted Woodpeckers in the tree tops (not sure if this 
was a domestic argument between the male and female about choice of nest site or the male 
expelling an intruder from his territory). Nuthatches were also noisy as they are everywhere at 
this time of year. 

Heading downhill towards the orchid site I found I was too early for flowers on the Alder 
Buckthorn trees (I only found a single branch showing any greening as the leaves began to 
open). The orchids here were no more advanced than they had been in The Holt but the show 
of Primroses and Celandines reflected the bright sunshine coming through the still leafless 
trees, and the only other colour came from a single Early Dog Violet. 

I had greatly enjoyed these two woodland visits but the best was yet to come. Heading home 
down East Leigh Road I stopped at the junction with Southleigh Road (Locks Farm area) and 
not only saw a magnificent show of the Lesser Periwinkles along the steep hedge bank but 
also, despite grass cutting along the parts of the road verge that the mowers could get to, 
found two brilliant white flowers of Greater Stitchwort already in flower. 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 27 - APR 2 (WEEK 13) 

BIRDS  

1. Great Crested Grebe: I am not surprised at hearing of the appearance of downy Mallard 
ducklings at any time of year but a report of a pair of Great Crested Grebe seen carrying young 
on their backs on Mar 22 was so unusual that I did not publish it when I first saw it. So far there 
have been no other similar sightings but this may be because no one else has seen the birds 
(no location was given with the news, probably so as not to reveal the location of breeding 
birds) but I would be very interested in hearing any confirmation or comments. Breeding 
normally starts in April but this year the first report of a displaying pair was dated Mar 15, and it 
will be about six weeks from the start of courtship before any young can expect to hatch, so the 
pair reported to have young on Mar 22 would have been courting and nest building at the start 
of February. More recently Brian Fellows saw 4 pairs on the Chichester Lakes on Mar 30 and 
watched one pair displaying, and on Apr 1 I saw just one bird in breeding plumage on the IBM 
Lake at Portsmouth as it had been on my previous WeBS count visit on Mar 4. 

2. Bittern: One unexpectedly dropped in to the lake at the Swanwick Nature Reserve (close to 
where the M27 crosses the Hamble river) on Mar 24 - none have been seen there before and 
this was probably a bird making a one day stop off on passage back to its breeding site - as 
probably was the one unexpectedly seen at the Lower Test reserve on Mar 21. At least one 
was still to be seen at Titchfield Haven on Mar 29. 

3. Little Egret: The flock in the Warblington Pook Lane field had diminished to just 9 birds when 
I was there on Mar 29, and the birds all flew off while I was watching them. On Apr 1 one was 
determined to stay at the IBM Portsmouth site after I had disturbed it from the grass close to 
the main reception area - possibly it has a mate in the nearby Gosport Heronry/Egretry. 



4. White Stork: Mar 29 brought another bird high over the Portsmouth area, first seen from the 
Frater area of Portsmouth Harbour near the mouth of Fareham Creek it drifted east and was 
then reported as seen over Farlington Marshes. 

5. Mute Swan: The pair seen nest building at Emsworth's Peter Pond on Mar 23 seem to have 
been disturbed before finishing their nest and on Apr 2 Brian Fellows told me that the nest (in 
the apparently safe reed bed site used successfully last year) remained unlined and empty but 
that two eggs have now been laid on bare earth at the 'unsafe' site (used many times as a nest 
site in the past but with a history of tragic endings) on a small open island close to the main 
road and with very easy access for any predators (foxes or human youths).  

The same apparent disregard for safety seems to have prompted the Langstone Mill Pond pair 
to build in an equally insecure place (on the narrow bank separating the mill stream from the 
pond and only a few yards north of the public path). The nest is in the exact place where I saw 
a Fox openly devouring the eggs in a Moorhen's nest last spring, is exposed to human 
disturbance, and when the young hatch there is a significant danger that they will get into the 
Mill stream and be swept under the Mill building rather than in the safety of the pond (each year 
several families of Mallard ducklings get into the Mill stream here and local residents are 
equipped with long handled nets to rescue the ducklings if anyone spots them and raises the 
alarm).  

At the IBM Portsmouth site on Apr 1 I found the pair of Swans present and the nest complete 
but neither Swan was near it when I found it - it is in a new location on the island side of the 
broad pool in the channel south of E Building. The only nest site having a birds so far reported 
as sitting are one seen by Brian Fellows at the Chichester Lakes and another also seen by 
Brian at Baffins Pond in Portsmouth - maybe they will win the race to have the first cygnets this 
year? 

6. Canada Goose: 46 birds, nearly all in pairs, were present at the IBM Portsmouth site on Apr 1. 
The only nest I saw had seven eggs and if all 22 pairs seen there raised 7 young that would be 
154 additional pests to go out and destroy grassland habitat. While there will be nothing like 
that number of young raised the growth of the population is indicated by the number of pairs 
seen at the site in recent years during the April WeBS counts. In 2001 there were 9 pairs, with 
18 pairs in 2002, then 13 pairs in 2003, 14 pairs in 2004, 27 pairs in 2005 and now 22 pairs in 
2006. Brian Fellows did report good news from the Chichester Lakes - he only saw one 
Canada Goose there on Mar 30! 

7. Brent Goose: These are still passing Dungeness in good but diminishing numbers (454 going 
east there on Mar 31 when another 150 were passing Portland) but a couple of strange reports 
seem to indicate that they are not all clear as to where they should be going. On Mar 30 Brian 
Fellows found a large flock of around 1500 in Nutbourne Bay (just east of Emsworth) and 
watched them fly off in the 'wrong direction' (i.e. west) - no doubt they were just moving around 
in search of food and rest on their journey, Even more bizarre was a report from Chris Seaton 
in Bognor who heard Brent flying over his house after dark on Mar 31 - Chris said the birds 
were flying north west (!) and could be heard passing for 45 minutes yet he only estimated a 
count of 500. These were probably birds that had been flying east along the channel and had 
seen Pagham Harbour on their left but had taken a few minutes arguing about whether they 
should stop off and feed at that point - when they eventually decided to do so they would have 
had to turn back and fly north west over the Bognor housing to reach the fields north of 
Pagham Harbour. 

8. Shelduck: Numbers remain low all along the coast and on Mar 29 I could only find ten birds on 
the shore between Langstone and the west end of the Emsworth shore. At the IBM Portsmouth 
Lake on Apr 1 the single bird was still in situ as if it were on breeding territory but so far as I 
know no one has seen a second bird there. It has been seen there each month since Jan 14. 

9. Teal: A WeBS count at Titchfield Haven on Mar 27 found 213 Teal still present (and there were 
said to be 'plenty' at Pulborough Brooks on the same day) but in general the majority of the 
winter birds have now left.  



10. Garganey: Still none reported in Hampshire but a report of 13 seen together at Sandwich Bay 
in Kent on Mar 30 caught my eye. 

11. Pochard: The Titchfield Haven WeBS count on Mar 27 recorded 75 Pochard but a count on 
Mar 29 (not necessarily as comprehensive) only showed 27 still present. 

12. Tufted Duck: Brian Fellows found a total of 50 on the Chichester lakes on Mar 30 

13. Scaup: The last report of the bird in the Lymington area was on Mar 25 and the last report of 
Scaup anywhere in the current news was of 5 flying south at Sandwich Bay on Mar 26 
(presumably they fly south down the east coast of England then turn east when they reach the 
French shore?) 

14. Eider: The count of Eider off Titchfield Haven which had been 129 on Mar 3 then fell to 70 or 
less for the rest of the month but shot up to 100+ on Mar 26 and was still around the 100 mark 
on Mar 31. At least 84 Eider have been logged passing Dungeness during March and these 
probably included some of the birds that have wintered in the Solent but others have 
presumably arrived from the west to rebuild the numbers. 

15. Goldeneye: A single female Goldeneye has been on Normandy Lake at Lymington for some 
time but on Mar 30 Steve Lankester wrote .. "One lone Goldeneye paid the ultimate price for 
delaying its departure from Normandy Marsh today when it was plucked from the water by a 
Peregrine." Sounds pretty final (if a little unusual for a Peregrine to take the bird from the water) 
but on the following day Marcus Ward wrote .."Looks like the Goldeneye may have 
miraculously survived the Peregrine attack as it was still on the lagoon this morning".  

16. Red Kite: Maybe the population in southern England has reached the level at which we can 
start re-exporting the birds back to Europe? At any rate one was seen flying out to sea from 
Sandwich Bay in Kent on Mar 24 (of course if could well have been a day tripper which had 
come across the Channel a few hours before). On Mar 31 one was seen to fly south over the 
M27 between the River Hamble and Fareham and another seen in the Horsham area of 
Sussex on that day was only the second ever seen over the Warnham Mill Pond nature 
reserve - both reports indicate that the spread of these Kites has not yet ceased. 

17. Marsh Harrier: A female or immature bird was again at Titchfield Haven on Mar 29 and 30. A 
similar bird had been seen at the Haven in Mar 8 and 23. 

18. Buzzard: Yet another inter-raptor dispute was seen by Derek Hale on the IoW Brading 
Marshes on Mar 29 when he watched a Buzzard attacking a Barn Owl that was on the 
ground - Derek does not say if the Barn Owl was on prey which the Buzzard was trying to steal. 

19. Osprey: Hampshire seemed to be doing exceptionally well with the first three Osprey sightings 
of the year but I now see that on Mar 27 (when Alan Lewis saw the third Hampshire bird in the 
Basingstoke area) another was heading north over the north Kent coast at Reculver. 

20. Grey Partridge: Stuart Malcolm saw a pair by the Fishbourne Channel of Chichester Harbour 
on Mar 30 

21. Avocet: Seven birds seen at Hook near Warsash on Mar 31 had probably come from Titchfield 
Haven where there had been seven from Mar 16 to 30 

22. Little Ringed Plover: David Thelwell saw Hampshire's fourth bird for the year in the Timsbury 
area of the Test Valley on Mar 29 

23. Knot: On Mar 28 Steve Mansfield saw Knot in two places around Hayling Island - 9 in the 
Black Point area and 12 off North Common. 

24. Black-tailed Godwit: The WeBS count at Titchfield Haven on Mar 27 recorded 247 birds in 
their recording area but Richard Carpenter found more in the flooded area at the north end of 
the reserve to give a total of 315 birds there on that day though a couple of days later on 120 
were seen (on Mar 29). 

25. Bar-tailed Godwit: A small group of 10 were back on the Warblington shore on Mar 29 



26. Curlew: On Mar 28 Geoff Dicker found four pairs back at New Forest nest sites 

27. Spotted Redshank: One was seen by Stuart Malcolm in the Fishbourne Channel near 
Chichester on Mar 30 

28. Great Skua: Spring passage is now getting under way bringing reports of single birds flying 
east from Hill Head in the Solent on Mar 27, Portland Bill on Mar 29 and Dungeness on Mar 31 

29. Med Gull: On Mar 31 the count at the Rye Harbour 'gullery' was up to 65 birds and I guess 
there could be a similar number if not more in Langstone Harbour by now but have seen no 
reports to confirm that. 

30. Little Gull: The third report of one in Hampshire waters comes from the Sweare Deep area 
between Hayling and Warblington - a first winter bird seen for a few minutes on Mar 28 by 
Steve Mansfield watching from the Northney shore of Hayling. 

31. Sandwich Tern: These have now started to enter the harbours along the south coast with 25 
seen by Owen Mitchell in Pagham Harbour on Mar 31 (when more than 50 were in the Rye 
Harbour area). 

32. Common Tern: I have already reported the first sighting of one passing Selsey Bill on Mar 26 
and now see reports of them at Dungeness (one on Mar 29 and four on Mar 31) 

33. Puffin: Single Puffins were seen at Portland Bill on Mar 3 and 4 and Mar 31 brought the third 
report for the year - this time of 2 birds off Portland 

34. Wood Pigeon: Here in Hampshire we see substantial Wood Pigeon migration each autumn 
but few birders seem to notice the returning birds in the spring. In Kent however the spring 
passage does not go un-noticed - migrant arrivals were first reported at Dungeness on Mar 9. 
Only 30 birds were logged in that first report but since then I have noted 16 more reports from 
Kent sites, totalling 7284 birds, the largest single count being of 1500 flying in at Dungeness on 
Mar 29. Many more must arrive un-noticed all along the south coast, including Hampshire,  

35. House Martins: While Sand Martins and Swallows have been pouring in (albeit in small 
numbers) I have only seen four reports of House Martins so far. On Mar 28 Steve Mansfield 
saw one at Woolmer Pond in East Hants, on Mar 29 David Thelwell had one in the Test Valley 
at Timsbury, and on Mar 30 there were two over Christchurch Harbour and six over Horsham 
in Sussex 

36. Tree Pipit: The first of the year was at Dungeness on Mar 29 and elicited the remark that it was 
very early, so John Eyre did very well to find one on the heathland south of Farnborough on the 
same day (though I see that the average arrival date here in Hampshire is Mar 31, indicating 
that this is one species that we tend to see earlier in Hampshire than they do in Kent). 

37. Water Pipit: Colin Allen noted that two of these birds which he saw on the Lymington marshes 
on Mar 31 already had pink flushed breasts. 

38. Bluethroat: Maybe of interest to some hopeful birders in Hampshire was a sighting of two 
Bluethroats on the Kent coast at Pegwell Bay on Mar 27. 

39. Ring Ouzel: Dungeness had its first arrival on Mar 29 and Christchurch Harbour had its 
second on Mar 30 (a very early bird had been seen there on Mar 9) 

40. Blackcap: The first migrant arrivals were logged at Dungeness and Portland Bill on Mar 27 
and there have been at least a dozen new sightings since then including a report of at least five 
birds near Eastleigh sewage farm on Mar 30. Loud Blackcap song in the Emsworth area on 
Apr 1 or 2 gave Brian Fellows his first newcomer. 

41. Willow Warbler: I have now seen 20 reports of these since the first arrived at Portland on Mar 
25. One was at Titchfield Haven by Mar 29 with birds singing in Romsey and near Farnborough 
on the same day. On Mar 31 one was singing at Pulborough Brooks. 



42. Firecrest: Migrants have been pouring into the south coast since the first arrivals were 
reported on Mar 25 from St Catherine's Point on the IoW and from Portland with others at 
Folkestone and Dungeness on Mar 26. In total 103 individuals have been noted since Mar 25, 
including a count of 18 at Dungeness on Mar 29 when 7 more were in the Beachy Head area. 

43. Willow Tit: Tony Gutteridge was lucky enough to hear two singing in the Empshott area (south 
of Selborne) on Apr 1. On Mar 8 two Willow Tits were seen in the Romsey area and on Feb 17 
there was a 'possible' sighting in the Huckswood Lane area north of Finchdean, so it would 
seem that the species is not extinct in Hampshire this year! 

44. Great Tit: From Mar 25 onwards numbers of continental Great Tits (said to be larger and 
greyer than true British birds) have been arriving in Kent - a 'flock' of 79 were noted at 
Sandwich Bay on Mar 25 with 87 there on Mar 26 and 45 on Mar 27 (not sure if these were new 
arrivals or lingering). 

45. Chaffinch: Large numbers arrive in Britain from the continent each spring and while they have 
been seen flying in for some time counts of 129 at Sandwich Bay on Mar 27 and around 100 
there on Mar 31 give an idea of the scale of the movement. The first 20 migrants were logged 
at Folkestone on Mar 5 with 61 there on Mar 6 rising to a peak of 570 on Mar 22 

46. Siskin: I think the peak of their northward movment has now passed but there were still 62 at 
Titchfield Haven on Mar 27 

47. Linnet: Numbers of Linnet, like the Chaffinches, are being supplemented with arrivals from the 
continent and I see that on 25 Mar 44 were moving west on the north Kent coast while on 30 
Mar 90 arrived at Sandwich Bay. 

48. Twite: Also seen at Sandwich Bay on Mar 31 were three Twite 

PLANTS 

1. Common Yew: Although it seems rather late I did not come across a male Yew shedding 
pollen until Apr 1 

2. Lesser Celandines: These are now making a magnificent show everywhere and when I was 
at the IBM Portsmouth site on Apr 1 I saw the first three flowers opening on the clump of 
'bulbiferous' subspecies which always seem to flower later. 

3. Wood Anemones: John Goodspeed found the first flowers to be reported in Hampshire at the 
Hookheath nature reserve north of Portsdown on Mar 25. Richard Carpenter found his first in 
Posbrook Lane south of Titchfield on Mar 30 

4. Hedge Mustard: First for the year was one tiny plant in St Faith's churchyard in Havant on Mar 
31 

5. Early Dog Violets: Although an 'imported clump' in my garden has had flowers for some time 
Richard Carpenter found genuine wild specimens flowering in the Kilmeston area on Mar 28 

6. Hairy Violets: These started to flower on Portsdown on Mar 26 and on Mar 28 Tony Wilson 
told me of hundreds flowering on the Sussex Downs above his home at Edburton. 

7. Rue-leaved Saxifrage: The mass of tiny plants lining the pavement edge of the The Pallant 
here in Havant started to flower on Apr 1 

8. Italian Poplar: The trees at the IBM Portsmouth site were densely covered with bright red 
catkins on Apr 1 

9. Cowslips: Richard Carpenter found the first flowers open on Mar 29 in the Brownwich area 
west of Titchfield Haven. 

10. Ivy-leaved Toadflax: Not the first of the year but the first single flower of the 'new season' after 
a lengthy gap was open in Havant on Apr 1 



11. Ground Ivy: The first flowers for the year were found by Richard Carpenter on Mar 28 in the 
Kilmeston area south of Alresford. 

12. Blue-eyed Mary (Omphalodes verna): A regular garden escape had opened its magnificent 
blue flowers in Havant on Mar 29 

13. White Comfrey: Just two flowers were open on plants in St Faith's churchyard in Havant on 
Mar 31 but they will be seen everywhere in this area very soon. 

14. Moschatel: John Goodspeed found this starting to flower at Hookheath, north of Portsdown, 
on Mar 25 

15. Coltsfoot: Although the first sighting of this in flower this year was on Feb 20 it has only just 
started to flower en masse giving Brian Fellows a good show at the Chichester Lakes on Mar 
30 and delighting me when out on the islands of the IBM Lake at Portsmouth on Apr 1 

16. Butterbur: The plants at the Emsworth Brook Meadow site were fully open on Mar 29 

17. Wild Daffodils: Following Jim Berry's report of the first in flower on Mar 21 at Inholmes Wood 
near Stoughton/East Marden Richard Carpenter found a good show of flowers on Mar 30 in the 
Woodend area of the West Walk woods near Wickham 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Brimstone: Ten separate reports covering sightings of more than 20 male butterflies 
between Mar 28 and Apr 1 show that even the strong winds can't deter these fast fliers 
from covering the ground in search of a mate (though I have not yet heard of any 
success in finding females so far) 

o Red Admiral: Just a couple of sightings on Mar 29 

o Painted Lady: Steve Nash's Migrant Moth website carries five reports of Painted Lady 
already - one flying at Cardiff on Mar 6 (possibly a hibernator?) and sightings of 
presumed migrants on Mar 28 and 29 at Portland and three areas of Cornwall. These 
are presumably the forerunners of a mass invasion of butterflies and moths 
predicted by a message to someone in Britain from someone in Gibralter, saying .. 
""By the way you can look forward to a bumper migration of moths and butterflies in 
Britain. First migrant V. cardui (Painted Lady) on the way and lots of H. armigera 
(Scarce Bordered Straw) and A. gamma (Silver Y) (caught 78 and 45 of each on 28/3) 
together with P. xylostella (Diamond back moth) H.peltigera (Bordered Straw), T. ni (Ni 
moth), P. clavipalpis (Pale Mottled Willow) and several more migrant species in lesser 
numbers, but have never seen so many H. armigera and A. gamma as this." 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Several were flying on Portland on Mar 28 and on Mar 29 one 
was seen at Oxley's Coppice on the south west fringe of Fareham 

o Camberwell Beauty??: A report of one in a Meon Valley garden on Mar 28 has not 
been substantiated - could it be part of the invasion from the Mediterranean? I think 
they normally come from Scandinavia. 

o Comma: One seen in a Totton garden near Southampton on Mar 28 was said to have 
appeared in that garden several times over the preceding two weeks. Another sighting 
was at Oxley's Coppice at Fareham on Mar 29. 

2. Moths: 

o Agonopterix heracliana: First report from somewhere in Hampshire comes from Tim 
Norriss and is dated Mar 24 

o Rush Veneer: Mar 28 brought sightings from the Scillies and from Essex 

o Yellow Horned: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24  



o Oak Beauty: Mar 24 brought one to Richard Carpenter's Hill Head garden near 
Titchfield and another to Tim Norriss' attention somewhere in Hampshire 

o Dotted Border: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24  

o Dark Sword Grass: Came to light on the Scillies on Mar 11 

o Small Quaker: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24 

o Common Quaker: Richard Carpenter had two in his Hill Head garden on Mar 24 and 
the species also appeared on Tim Norriss' list that night. 

o Clouded Drab: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24 

o Hebrew Character: Also taken by both Richard Carpenter and Tim Norriss on Mar 24 

o Grey Shoulder-Knot: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24 

o Early Grey: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24 

o The Chestnut: Another Hampshire find by Tim Norriss on Mar 24 

o Silver Y: One came to light in the Scillies on Mar 12 

3. Other Insects: 

o Pond Skater: Richard Carpenter found a couple active at Whiteley (Botley Woods) on 
Mar 26 

o Common Wasp: Richard also found the first Queen Wasp out of hibernation at Hill 
Head on Mar 28 

o Mining Bees: On Mar 29 in the Brownwich area west of Titchfield Haven Richard found 
many Andrena spp active (and on Apr 1 I found a bank covered with small dark mining 
bees at the Portsmouth IBM site) 

OTHER 

1. Hedgehog: First news of one out of hibernation comes from Tony Wilson who saw a large 
specimen on the lawn of his Edburton village garden at the north foot of the South Downs near 
the R Adur on the evening of Mar 28 

2. Toad: Theo Roberts now has lots of Toad spawn in his garden pond in Cosham at the south 
foot of Portsdown - no first date given 

3. Palmate Newt: On Mar 26 Richard Carpenter saw at least two in a ditch at Whiteley on the 
southern edge of the Botley Woods where he had seen one on Feb 20 

4. Adder: Mike Duffy took a picture of one basking in the sun at Keyhaven near Lymington on 
Mar 29 - the picture was a close up of the snake's head showing how inconspicuous its eyes 
are compared to those of a Grass Snake. Perhaps they do not rely on their eyes for hunting - 
sensing their prey using their tongues to pick up scent. I think snakes also have some heat 
sensitive organs and I know that one of the differences between their sensory apparatus and 
that of most other creatures is that they lack ears and can only pick up sounds which reach 
them as vibrations through the ground rather than through the air. 

5. Grass Snake: Although Tony Wilson had come on a freshly flattened Grass Snake corpse on 
the road near his Sussex home on Mar 2 the first two reports of live Grass Snakes have only 
just reached me. I have already reported the one seen in Fleet Pond on Mar 28 and now 
comes news of one seen crossing a path in the Rye Harbour reserve on Mar 31 

6. Slow Worm: Conservation volunteers working on Portsdown Hill saw one on Mar 29 - 
probably the first to emerge normally this spring (a tailless individiual seen on a W Sussex road 



on Feb 4 was probably only there because it or its hibernation site had been severely disturbed 
before spring had arrived.) 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed2903 

Sat 1 Apr 

A. Around the IBM Portsmouth Lake 

I was at the IBM Portsmouth site at midday for the monthly WeBS count and was confronted by 
46 Canada Geese, all but two of them obviously paired and one having a nest with seven 
eggs. That’s enough of them - there were more welcome birds on the lake starting with the 
pair of Swans which have built a substantial nest in a new site on the north side of the 
islands but have not yet started sitting. Two other birds which I hope are nesting (but as yet 
have no proof that they have mates on site, let alone a nest) where the single Shelduck which 
has been resident since January and the single Great Crested Grebe which was on the water 
at the west end of the lake near the spot where there has been a nest in the past. Also on or 
around the lake were five Little Grebe, nine Teal, thirty Mallard, twenty eight Coot and eight 
Moorhen plus a couple of Cormorant and four dozen Black-headed gulls using the 
seclusion of the site to complete their spring moult. 

Other birds seen included two Snipe on the Islands and a single Little Egret which was on the 
main reception grass when I arrived and which remained on site after I disturbed it. Only two 
Herons were seen and just one male Kestrel was hovering over the ‘verandah flowerbeds’ of 
C Building and then resting on the lakeside footings of B building so possibly hoping to nest 
somewhere on the buildings. Of the smaller land birds there were Chiffchaffs everywhere, 
several singing, as was at least one Song Thrush (quite a rare occurrence this year - in 
previous years they have sung almost daily from January onwards but this year the 
Blackbirds have started their regular song, albeit a little late, but Song Thrushes are still very 
rarely heard). One of Green Woodpeckers was seen as were two genuine Stock Doves - not 
feral pigeons. 

Other sightings of interest were of a single male Brimstone butterfly and lots of flowers, 
especially a magnificent show of Coltsfoot on the west shore of the north island. Equally 
impressive and easier to see were the lovely red catkins on the Italian Poplars, and of interest 
to me were the first three flowers on the ‘bulbiferous’ Celandines that grow on the canal bank 
behind the cycle sheds outside E building (these normally come out later than the standard 
Celandines and look a bit like hybrids with Kingcups, having larger flowers and leaves on 
some of the flower stems). Surprisingly there were no Kingcups to be seen (not even leaves) 
and while the leaves of Changing Forget-me-nots could be seen there were no flowers that 
would normally be out by now. Also very late was my first shower of pollen from a male Yew 
tree (though I think they have been shedding their pollen for a while). 

Two other items worth a mention were a Hawthorn bush with its leaves fully out and many 
flower buds about to open, and a good show of small black mining bees on one of the steep 
earth banks at the foot of the lakeside buildings - I did not see any of the bees tunnels but they 
were prospecting for good places to start or nectaring on daisies. 

Thu 30 Mar 

A. Second CBC visit to Warblington Farm 

It is a requirement of the old style Common Bird Census that you walk around your plot on ten 
equally spaced intervals during the March to June breeding season and that means going out 
roughly every ten days, so to keep up to schedule we went to Warblington this morning 
(despite a strong wind and cool dull weather) for our second visit of this season. 

The first thing that was obvious was that the crowd of between 20 and 30 Little Egrets which 
has been in the large field south of the Old Rectory on Pook Lane was down to just nine birds 
(and these flew off as I entered the field) though a small flock of Brent were still grazing in it. 
The Redwing had also left (I saw just one and that flew off high) but the resident Mistle 
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Thrush was still around and singing and a Green Woodpecker was noisy among the pines on 
the west side of Pook Lane. 

On the shore with the tide starting to rise birds were equally scarce - just a few Curlew, 
Redshank and only ten Shelduck - but there were 10 Bar-tailed Godwit which I have not 
seen here for some time. Later, at the east end of the plot by Nore Barn, seven Black-tailed 
Godwit flew over the fields while another seemed to think it was paired with a single Curlew, 
flying and landing side by side. At least two Skylark were singing over the eastern fields and 
around half a dozen newly arrived migrant Chiff Chaff were in evidence, feeding voraciously 
and occasionally singing. 

Two more interesting sightings were of a single Goldcrest (maybe also a migrant arrivival) out 
of normal habitat by the marshy SSSI field (from which I put up two Snipe), and a single 
Long-tailed Tit carrying a feather to what must have been a nest in an inaccessible bank of 
brambles. 

In Nore Barn wood I saw at least 100 pink flowers on the unusual patch of Sweet Violets 
and a small piece of dead Elder wood had a good display of Jews Ear fungus. 

Wed 29 Mar 

A. (Wed2903) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2603 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds  

• Osprey - three birds have now reached Hampshire on their way north  

• What was probably the first migrant Whimbrel was at Portland on Mar 25 

• More than 50 Sandwich Terns are back at their Rye Harbour nest site and the first Common 
Tern has been seen passing Selsey Bill 

• Three more Ring Ouzels have reach the south coast on their way north 

• The first of our summer Blackcaps arrived on Mar 27 

• The first Willow Warblers were seen on Mar 25 

• Brambling song was heard on Mar 24 

• At least two Corn Buntings can still be found in Hampshire and one was singing on Mar 26 

Plants  

• Wood Anemones are now flowering in both Sussex and Hampshire, and Butterbur is in flower 
at Emsworth 

Insects  

• Nothing new but the first Brimstone has appeared in my Havant garden 

Other Wildlife  

• The first Grass Snake of the year was seen swimming in Fleet Pond on Mar 28 

BIRDS 

1. Diver species: Although nothing like the huge count of 386 Red-throated Divers passing 
Dungeness on Mar 24 (or the 565 counted there on Feb 23) a count of 78 seen passing there 
in 4.5 hours on Mar 27 was impressive. Single Black-throated were seen off Portland on Mar 
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25 and 28 and passing Dungeness on Mar 27. No further reports of Great Northern since Mar 
24 when just one passed Dungeness 

2. Slavonian Grebe: Four were in Hayling Bay on Mar 24, two of them showing some summer 
plumage, and the 'resident' one at Rye Harbour Long Pit on Mar 26 was also showing some 
colour. 

3. Manx Shearwater: Further sightings were made at Portland Bill of singles on Mar 25 and 26, 
stepping up to 5 birds on Mar 28 

4. Cormorant: Several of around 15 birds seen near the Needles (IoW) on Mar 25 were carrying 
nest material. Some of the Cormorants nesting at Rye Harbour were said to be already on 
eggs in their tree nests by Feb 25 but whether that earlier date is a reflection of a more 
sheltered site or of a genetic difference between the Continental and British races I do not 
know (and of course the IoW Cormorants might have been just rebuilding their nests after 
recent storms, not just starting to nest). 

5. Barnacle Goose: One was again with Brent on the Langstone village shore on Mar 24 

6. Brent Geese: The wave which passed through the Chichester Harbour area on Mar 24 seems 
to have reached Kent on Mar 25 when the Dungeness count was of 3540 passing birds (more 
than 2000 passed Seaford that day) By Mar 27 numbers were dwindling with only 822 passing 
Dungeness (500 passing Hastings that day were probably included in the Dungeness count 
but an estimated 220 at Newtown Harbour on the north shore of the IoW were probably not). 

7. Pale Bellied Brent: The three birds which were at Farlington Marshes throughout Jan and Feb 
may have started to move away by Mar 25 when Mike Collins saw three together off the 
Langstone South Moors shore - one of them having a plastic marker with the letter X on each 
of its legs. I think this bird was one of the Farlington three but it was reported on its own at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 27 

8. Shelduck: Although I have no counts to prove it I think Shelduck numbers have already 
diminished considerably - there seem to be less than ten on the Langstone-Warblington shore 
now compared to 60 to 100 up to Mar 21, and at least 2 were among the birds flying east past 
Portland on Mar 26. The apparent diminution in numbers may only be a reaction to the recent 
stormy weather as many Shelduck stay to breed locally so any departure will have only been of 
birds intending to breed elsewhere. 

9. Mandarin: This species seems to have been increasing the size of its feral breeding 
population in recent years, and following the report of a pair apparently seeking a nest site by 
the R Meon in the Soberton area on Mar 21 I see that a pair were at Warnham nature reserve 
(Horsham area) on Mar 25 and two pairs were at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 27. 

10. Pintail: An estimated 70 were at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 27 with plenty of both Wigeon and 
Teal. 

11. Shoveler: Mar 25 found at least 20 still on the Havant Budds Farm pools with at least 28 on the 
Blashford Lakes at Ringwood and 18 in the Yarmouth area of the IoW. On Mar 27 Pulborough 
Brooks still had around 50 

12. Pochard: 44 were still at Titchfield Haven on Mar 25 

13. Scaup: The Lymington bird was still present on Mar 25, now in adult male plumage 

14. Eider: A count of 16 passing Dungeness on Mar 27 shows that some are leaving us 

15. Long-tailed Duck: The four which have been in Chichester Harbour since Jan 31 or earlier 
were still to be seen off East Head on Mar 28 according to Birdguides 

16. Common Scoter: Another 664 went past Dungeness on Mar 27 

17. Velvet Scoter: Nine were seen at Dungeness on Mar 25 and eleven on Mar 26 (though flying 
west!) 



18. Red Kite: One has been seen occasionally in the Idsworth area recently and another flew over 
the Adur at Upper Beeding on Mar 28. 

19. Marsh Harrier: Jason Crook saw a female fly over Farlington Marshes on Mar 24 - presumably 
a migrant on her way north. 

20. Buzzard: These are now to be seen almost everywhere along the south coast but a group of 
four flying east from East Grinstead toward Tunbridge Wells in Kent were said to be 
uncommon in that area by someone living at Blackham near the A264. On Mar 28 one which 
flew over my Havant garden was of interest as it was being mobbed by a pair of Herring Gulls 
which may be nesting on factory rooves in the New Lane area of Havant (I saw a pair there in 
breeding plumage last year looking as if they were on territory, and these two on Mar 28 were 
behaving as if they had terrtorial rights) 

21. Osprey: Following Trevor Carpenter's 'first of the year' in the Portsmouth Harbour area on Mar 
24 at least two more arrivals have been reported. One flew north over a Marchwood garden 
(west side of Southampton Water) early on Mar 25 and another was seen in the Basingstoke 
area on the evening of Mar 27, then again on the morning of Mar 28, on both occasions fishing 
successfully in the river Loddon and at Stratfield Saye. 

22. Silver Pheasant: A smart male was seen on Cocking Down (south of Midhurst) by Bernie 
Forbes on Mar 25 

23. Little Ringed Plover: The sixth and seventh reports for the year come from Pulborough 
Brooks on Mar 25 and Farlington Marshes on Mar 26 (the latter was a fly over only heard 
calling by Jason Crook) 

24. Golden Plover: Tim Lawman saw a flock of 80 at Mill Rythe (Hayling Island east shore) on Mar 
24 and says that 20 of them were in summer plumage. 

25. Knot: A flock of 62 were seen at Newtown Harbour (north coast of IoW) on Mar 28 

26. Purple Sandpiper: The number at Southsea Castle on Mar 27 was down to 4 but they were 
being "regularly drenched by the waves breaking over the rocks" according to Roger Webb 

27. Ruff: A single summer plumage male was reported to be at Newtown Harbour on the IoW on 
Mar 26 

28. Black-tailed Godwit: The only site currently reporting these in any number is Newtown 
Harbour on the IoW where the count was 260 on Mar 26 and more than 100 on Mar 28 

29. Whimbrel: A single bird was on Portland Island on Mar 25 and is reported as the first of the 
year there. This could be a bird that has been wintering in Britain but which now feels the urge 
to move around but I see that last year a similar 'first' was recorded at Christchurch Harbour on 
Mar 28 with the first general wave of migrants being seen at several sites on Apr 2 

30. Great Skua: A single Bonxie flew east past Titchfield Haven on Mar 27 

31. Med Gull: 42 were back in their nest area at Rye Harbour on Mar 26 with 43 there on Mar 27 

32. Little Gull: Russell Wynn tells us that one or more were in the Lymington area sometime 
between Mar 23 and 26 

33. Common Gull: There may be relatively few on the coast but John Shillitoe found a flock of 
around 1000 on fields east of the Meon Valley in the Soberton area on Mar 26 

34. Herring Gull: Two noisily chasing a Buzzard over my Havant garden on Mar 28 could well be 
a pair intending to nest on nearby factory rooves (in New Lane) where I suspected that a pair 
might have had a nest last year. 

35. Sandwich Tern: More than 50 were in Portland Harbour on Mar 27 and 52 were at the tern 
nesting area at Rye Harbour on the same day 



36. Common Tern: One definite report of one going east past Selsey Bill on Mar 26 and on Mar 28 
Portland Bill reported two 'Commic' Terns 

37. Barn Owl: Michael Wilsdon advises any birder taking a train along the coast from Chichester 
towards Brighton to watch the fields just west of Ford station (close to the rail bridge over the R 
Arun) for a hunting Barn Owl which he saw there around 6pm on Mar 24 (before the clocks 
changed) 

38. Sand Martin: More than 60 were in the Testwood Lakes area on Mar 27 and 10 were at 
Pulborough Brooks that day, while Mar 28 brought 10 to Christchurch Harbour. 

39. Swallow: Since the first arrivals on Mar 15 a total of 36 birds have been seen in ones and twos 
(max counts of 5 at Fleet Pond on Mar 24 and 5 at Christchurch Harbour on Mar 25) 

40. Meadow Pipit: Mar 25 brought in a lot more of these with 630 logged at Christchurch Harbour 
and more than 100 seen over the Lymington marshes 

41. Water Pipit: Alan Lewis found around 15 of these at the Lymington Marshes on Mar 25 

42. Black Redstart: Some wintering birds are still 'in situ' but Mar 25 seems to have brought a 
wave of new arrivals, including one at Christchurch Harbour which was noted at the first 
migrant to arrive there. 

43. Wheatear: Reports so far total 372 birds seen since the first on Mar 11 - this includes 50 which 
arrived together at Portland Bill on Mar 21. Sandy Point on Hayling had its first on Mar 23 (seen 
by Andy Johnson) and another on Mar 24 seen by Tim Lawman. 

44. Ring Ouzels: Singles were at Portland on Mar 25 and 26 and one was at Sheepcote Valley 
east of Brighton on Mar 26 (one in the Lords Hill area of Southampton may have been a 
migrant and one at Christchurch Harbour on Mar 9 certainly was) 

45. Fieldfare: 26 were still at Heberdens Farm in the Idsworth area north of Rowlands Castle on 
Mar 24 and on Mar 27 Pulborough Brooks had around 75 

46. Redwing: Daryl Short is the first to report a flock in pre-migration subsong - heard in the 
Woodfidley/Denny Lodge area of the New Forest on Mar 24, and on Mar 26 Alan Kitson heard 
one in full song in the Steyning area by the Adur north of Worthing 

47. Blackcap: One heard singing in a Worthing garden on Mar 26 may have been a winter bird but 
singles at both Portland and Dungeness on Mar 27 were logged as the first migrant arrivals of 
our summer birds 

48. Chiff Chaff: Umpteen reports of these, some singing, have been pouring in - I even heard my 
own first song in the Hayling Billy trail behind my Havant garden on Mar 29 

49. Willow Warbler: Two were reported on Mar 25 - one at Beachy Head and the other at 
Portland. One was at Dungeness on Mar 27 and on Mar 28 Christchurch Harbour had one and 
Portland had three. 

50. Firecrest: First migrant arrivals were recorded at Portland on Mar 25 and Dungeness on Mar 
26 with two at Christchurch Harbour on Mar 28 

51. Great Grey Shrike: The New Forest Pig Bush bird (recently seen failing to catch birds in flight) 
was apparently after Lizards on the ground when Mike Rafter saw it in the Furzy Brow area on 
Mar 28 

52. Raven: One was seen by Tony Gutteridge in the Stoughton area (near the source of the River 
Ems) on Mar 28 - moving from tree to tree and making a lot of noise - maybe one will settle in 
the nearby Kingley Vale area? 

53. Brambling: Daryl Short (who still had around 40 Brambling coming to feed in his Fishlake 
Meadows area garden north of Romsey on Mar 27) is the first to have reported hearing a 
Brambling in song in the Woodfidley/Denny Lodge area of the New Forest on Mar 24 - he 



describes it as the 'rough buzzing noise which passes for song' among Bramblings, and says it 
is very different from the "more regular twanging and 'check'-ing calls, with which I have 
become extremely familiar!" 

54. Siskin: Around 100 were in the Wiggonholt Common area close to Pulbrough Brooks on Mar 
23, many of them singing, 

55. Linnet: On Mar 26 John Eyre found the first birds back in their breeding area on the north east 
Hampshire heathland but on Mar 24 I found a winter flock of around 50 birds still feeding on 
new sown cereal grain at Old Idsworth Farm north of Rowlands Castle 

56. Mealy/Common Redpoll: Maybe the last report of this winter is of one at the Eastleigh 
Lakeside country park on Mar 26 

57. Hawfinch: Another eight reports of these show that they have not yet left their winter quarters 
- the most interesting of these comes from Alan Lewis who found at least 4 still at the Mercers 
Way site in Romsey on Mar 25 and thinks he may have discovered why they favour this 
unlikely site - lots of Cherry Plum trees have been planted around the council housing estate 
here and the birds were eating the left over cherry stones from last summers crop 

58. Yellowhammer: Four recent reports of song show that their breeding season is getting under. 
They have been heard at three sites on the IoW and I heard them at two sites in the Idsworth 
Down area within the past few days. 

59. Reed Bunting: Also on Idsworth Down on Mar 24 I came on a flock of 15 Reed Buntings at a 
game strip on the down. 

60. Corn Bunting: Not yet extinct in Hampshire! John Shillitoe found two in the Hoe Cross area 
(just west of Hambledon) on Mar 26 and heard one singing. Sussex also had one - perched on 
a roadside fence between Falmer and Woodingdean just north of Brighton 

PLANTS 

1. Wood Anemones: Cliff Dean found there starting to flower in the Pett area north of Hastings 
on Mar 25 and on Mar 28 I found some two dozen open flowers in Lowtons Copse at the south 
west foot of Butser Hill near Petersfield 

2. Blue-eyed Mary (Omphalodes verna): The delightful blue flowers of this garden escape had 
opened here in Havant on Mar 27. 

3. Butterbur: The plants at Emsworth's Brook Meadow site had started to flower on Mar 26 

4. Three Cornered Leek: Brian Fellows found the flowers of these garden escapes adding fresh 
white colour to Warblington Road in Emsworth on Mar 27 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Brimstone: A male flew through my Havant garden on both Mar 28 and 29 

o Red Admiral: One on Sandgate Park at Storrington (near Pulborough) on Mar 25 
along with singles of Brimstone and Peacock 

OTHER 

1. Grass Snake: An 'early riser' (first I have heard of out of hibernation) was taking a cold bath (or 
more likely hungrily searching for food) in Fleet Pond on Mar 28. Peter Davidson, who saw it, 
says it was being harrassed by a Moorhen, I wonder if the Herons which nest near the pond 
manage to catch and eat Grass Snakes - Herons seem to be omnivorous and will gulp down 
much larger items (such as the adult Moorhen I once saw in a Heron's bill, appparently stuck 
with it's head down the Heron's throat but its legs still sticking out of the bill). 



2. Yellow Brain fungus: Alistair Martin found a healthy clump of this recently growing on dead 
Gorse at Sinah Common, south Hayling. Although this relatively common fungus can be found 
at any time of year it is relatively uncommon in the spring. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2603 

Tue 28 Mar 

A. Wood Anemones in Lowtons Copse 

An afternoon of almost cloudless skies (but still a gale force south west wind), and a note on 
the internet saying that Wood Anomones were starting to open in the Hastings area, 
encouraged me to take a walk in Lowton’s Copse (half a mile north of Clanfield Village at the 
bottom of the slope leading up to Butser Hill). 

Later this wood will be carpeted with Bluebells and Wood Anemones but today I saw no 
more than a couple of dozen Anemone flowers open (many of them on the bank of Hyden 
Lane running up the west side of the wood). The only other thing I hoped to see was 
Toothwort, parasitic on the Hazel roots, but found no sign of it. 

Overhead three Buzzards were having a set-to. Two of them were violently chasing each 
other, the third coming along behind giving vocal support - I assumed the third was the female 
of a local pair encouraging her mate to drive off an intruder. 

It was also good to see that the large area of Hazel coppice in the centre of the wood and 
north of the east-west paths was being cut to let in light to the ground where Early Purple 
orchids and many other woodland flowers grow - this area has been effectively fenced off to 
prevent deer eating, and humans trampling, the ground vegetation and flowers, but you can 
still see into much of it and pick out flowers with binoculars. The whole wood seems to be being 
well managed and to have a band of conservation volunteers, but I was saddened to see that 
notices referring to the management work are headed ‘Bluebell Wood’ rather than ‘Lowton’s 
Copse’ - it gives the impression that visitors and volunteers alike who come to enjoy the wood 
have no interest in its history or most of the wonderful things it has to offer, only wanting to see 
a carpet of Bluebells in their local branch of ‘Wilkinson’s Nature Supermarket’. I wonder how 
much interest these people take in the reasons for the shape of the magnificent, many 
branched, old Beech trees which I assume acquired their great ‘hair style’ through pollarding to 
feet cattle which in the past would have used the woodland for both food and shelter. 

Mon 27 Mar 

A. Langstone Mill Pond 

Returning from my weekly poster round I found the female Swan at Langstone Mill Pond well 
advanced with her nest building. In past years the nest has been well concealed in reeds - 
sometimes at the north end of the pond, sometimes at the southern end of the island near the 
Mill building - but this time the nest is right in the public eye on the narrow bank separating the 
pond from the mill stream and only about five metres north of the footpath bridge over the 
sluice taking water under the mill.  

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 20 - 26 (WEEK 12) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: Another wave of these flew east up the Channel on Mar 23 and 24, 
bringing sightings from half a dozen sites, but in particular from Dungeness where 227 were 
seen passing on Mar 23 and 386 on Mar 24. 

2. Other Diver species: Visibility was not good at Splash Point (between Brighton and Beachy 
Head) on Mar 24 but 42 unspecified Divers were seen to pass in a four hour seawatch, and 
with them were 14 Black-throated. Only one Great Northern was reported on these two days - 
seen at Dungeness on Mar 24. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2603


3. Fulmar: These were also on the move on Mar 23 and 24 with 139 and 713 passing Dungeness 
on those two days. 

4. Manx Shearwater: Just two birds had been seen at Portland before Mar 23 (one on Jan 19 
and one on Feb 17) but now spring passage seems to have started with two on Mar 23 and 
four on Mar 24). This is slightly earlier than last year when the first party of 20 were seen on Apr 
6, 46 were seen on Apr 13, 107 on Apr 17 and 700 on Apr 18. 

5. Gannet: On Mar 24 175 went past Portland Bill and 327 flew by Dungeness 

6. Shag: One was on a buoy just inside Langstone Harbour entrance, seen by Chris Smith on 
Mar 22, and on that same day Derek Hale found more than 40 on the sea off Culver Down on 
the IoW (just south west of Bembridge Foreland) - these were probably regulars in that area as 
31 had been reported there on Jan 15 and 65 seen on Feb 8 

7. Bittern: Tim Walker was delighted to see one fly over the reeds of the Southampton Lower 
Test nature reserve as he sat in his car on the Redbridge shore eating a sandwich at lunch 
time on Mar 21. This was Tim's first Hampshire sighting of a Bittern and only the second to be 
reported at the Lower Test this winter (one was seen on Dec 4 though that was a little further 
north at the Testwood Meadow Lake, seen by Ian Pibworth). Although some Bitterns have 
already left their winter sites there were still two at the RSPB Dungeness site and another in 
the Kent Stour Valley on Mar 22. 

8. Cattle Egrets: The three birds were still at Marsh Farm, north of Pagham Harbour, on Mar 22 
and all eight were at Piddinghoe on Mar 24 

9. Spoonbill: A single bird was in the Kent Stour Valley on Mar 19 and 20, and maybe the same 
bird was at Normandy in the Lymington area on Mar 20 

10. Black Swan: The long established bird on Fleet Pond in north Hampshire had been joined by 
a second on Mar 24, seen by Chris Smith. As these birds mate and nest in our autumn we will 
have a long wait to see if they are a pair and interested in breeding. 

11. White-front Geese: 220 were still at Scotney Court (Rye) on Mar 20 and on Mar 23 500 were 
there. 

12. Barnacle Goose: On Mar 24 one was with Brent on the Langstone village shore (just off the 
pond), and I assume this was the same bird that has been associating with Brent in the 
Chichester/Pagham Harbour area since the beginning of February. I think it was first reported 
at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 4 before I saw it on the Warblington 'Egret field' on Feb 5. 
The next sighting was in fields near Pagham North Walls on Feb 13 and it may have stayed 
there for a month but it was back in the Warblington field on Mar 21, back at Pagham Harbour 
west shore on Mar 22 and now back at Langstone on Mar 24. 

13. Brent: Lots more headed east on Mar 23 and 24, the biggest numbers being seen at Climping 
on the West Sussex coast on Mar 23 (2250 past in six hours) and at Dungeness on Mar 24 
(5000 past) 

14. Pale-bellied Brent: One went east with Brent passing Climping on Mar 24 

15. Brant: One was still at Gosport (Haslar Lake) on Mar 24 and another was still on the north Kent 
coast (Reculver) on the same day. 

16. Gadwall: More than 130 were at Tundry Pond (west of Fleet in north Hamshire) on Mar 23 

17. Pintail: 116 Pintail were among the wildfowl flying east past Dungeness on Mar 24 (when 
there were still 8 on the Emsworth shore and a similar number were still probably at Hook - 
mouth of R Hamble - where the recent flock was down to 14 in number on Mar 22) 

18. Garganey: After the initial arrival of a dozen or so birds on the Kent coast on Mar 14 more 
recent reports seem to indicate that one pair may have settled in the Kent Stour Valley, another 
in the Brede valley near Rye and a couple more pairs in the Sussex Ouse valley. So far none 
have been reported in Hampshire, Dorset or the IoW. 



19. Scaup: The young male which has been in the Normandy area near Lymington for some time 
is now said to have been in adult plumage when seen there on Mar 23, and a group of 11 were 
still at Scotney Court (Rye Harbour) on that day. 

20. Eider: Maybe some of the birds that have been wintering in the Solent have decided to head 
north and try their chances at breeding - no indication as to where they came from but Mar 24 
saw 28 Eider heading east past Splash Point at Seaford and 44 went past Dungeness that day. 

21. Common Scoter: Mar 24 saw a major passage of Scoter up the English Channel, giving 
counts of 160 passing Portland, 1887 seen in 4 hours passing Seaford and 3055 passing 
Dungeness. 

22. Smew: A pair were still at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Mar 22 

23. Goosander: At least one was at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on Mar 22 and on Mar 23 a pair 
were seen at Tundry Pond in north Hampshire - one or two pairs have bred in the Avon valley 
in recent years so it is possible that this pair will stay in Hampshire. 

24. Marsh Harrier: A couple of birds flew in off the sea at Dungeness on Mar 22 and a female or 
immature bird seen at Titchfield Haven on Mar 23 was also probably an arriving migrant. 

25. Buzzard: A recent contribution to Hoslist quotes a report from a farmer in Worcestershire who 
recently witnessed a Buzzard attack, kill and eat a Barn Owl which foolishly came out to hunt in 
daylight over a field which the Buzzard regarded as part of its 'food territory'. The same farmer 
believes that Buzzards are also responsible for the virtual extinction of Hares on his farm.  

Subsequent contributions to Hoslist in response to this report include one from Keith Betton 
quoting a study which claimed that Barn Owls are among the prey of Eagle Owls, Goshawks 
and Buzzards (and that Barn Owls in their turn have been known to kill and eat Little Owls on at 
least two occasions).  

Even more surprising to me was an observation of Buzzards chasing, killing and eating a Grey 
Heron in the Ropley area of east Hampshire (seen last year by Claire Stevens - she says she 
did not see the actual kill but saw the chase, heard the Heron's distress calls and then watched 
three Buzzards feasting on the corpse).  

Another person tells us that Buzzards have been known to kill and eat Short Eared Owls, and 
I have already passed on a report of a Buzzard gripping the tail of a pet Bantam chicken in a 
Littlehampton garden on Mar 14, and how the Bantam's life was only saved by the intervention 
of the family dog. 

26. Osprey: Trevor Carpenter on Mar 24 saw what seems to have been the first Osprey to arrive in 
Britain this year. It flew north from Portsmouth Harbour in the late afternoon, following 
Fareham Creek and the Wallington River around the west end of Portsdown Hill 

27. Water Rail: The bird which was first seen by the Mill Stream running along the east side of 
Brook Meadow in Emsworth on Jan 5 and then again on Feb 26, has now been seen by Brian 
Fellows another four times in March (including Mar 21, 22 and 23). You may spot it if you go up 
Lumley Road and quietly watch the stream where it passes the house on Lumley Road called 
El Rancho but you will have to be quick as wintering birds leave around the end of March and 
the first passage bird to drop in at Portland Bill was seen there on Mar 24. 

28. Avocet: Seven recent reports of these at various coastal sites show that their eastward 
passage from wintering in the west of England is now well under way, The number at Titchfield 
Haven went up to seven on Mar 16 and has stayed at seven up to Mar 24. 

29. Sanderling: Chris Smith walked the Portsmouth to Eastney seafront on Mar 22 and noted a 
few Sanderling. 

30. Ruff: The number at Titchfield Haven was up to five from Mar 19 to 24 

31. Jack Snipe: Simon Ingram had one at the Eastleigh Lakeside country park on both Mar 21 and 
22 



32. Spotted Redshank: Neither of the Nore Barn birds at Emsworth have been reported there 
since Mar 20 and one may have moved to the east of Thorney Island where Peter Bulfield saw 
one in the Nutbourne Bay area on Mar 22. At least one was still in the Lymington (Normandy) 
area on Mar 24 

33. Arctic Skua: The first which I have seen reported in the west Solent this year was in the Hurst 
area on Mar 23 

34. Ring-billed Gull: Richard Carpenter reports the Gosport bird as still present on Mar 24 

35. Lesser Blackback Gull: Passage of these is hotting up with a count of 60 heading east past 
St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Mar 24 (three adults of the British race were on the 
Langstone village shore when I passed on Mar 24) 

36. Iceland Gull: What was probably the third winter bird that has been seen 11 times in south 
Hampshire this year since it turned up at Winchester sewage farm on Jan 3, and which was 
more recently seen at Titchfield Haven on Mar 11 and 12, was briefly at the Gosport Cockle 
Pond on Mar 22 (seen by Peter Raby). 

37. Kittiwake: There are are couple of recent reports of a few around the IoW, and one was in the 
Hurst area near Lymington on Mar 23, while a report of 370 at Dungeness on Mar 24 indicates 
that we might be seeing more in the near future. 

38. Sandwich Tern: These are now increasing in number with 10 being seen in the Chichester 
Harbour entrance by Andy Johnson on Mar 23 and a count of 51 was reported at Dungeness 
on Mar 24 

39. Auk species: Counts from Dungeness of auks heading east were 450 on Mar 21, 770 on Mar 
23 and 1000 on Mar 24 

40. Stock Dove: A number of reports seem to indicate a small exodus of wintering birds from 
southern Britain - most recently 87 went east over the Kent Stour Valley in 80 minutes on Mar 
21 and on Mar 23 Andy Johnson noted 16 crossing the Chichester Harbour mouth where they 
are not often seen, 

41. Swallow: Following the very first arrivals on Mar 15 a small spate of reports on Mar 24 
included singles arriving at Christchurch Harbour, Titchfield Haven and Goodwood House near 
Chichester, The 'biggest flock' was of 5 at Fleet Pond in north Hampshire. 

42. Meadow Pipit: The first positive report of Meadow Pipit song for the year came from the 
Hook area near Warsash on Mar 20 (which happens to be the day when more than 1000 flew 
in from the sea at Portland Bill). 

43. Yellow Wagtail: The first of the year is reliably reported by Kevin Johnston as flying north over 
Eastbourne on Mar 23 

44. Tree Creeper: Although one had been heard singing on the Isle of Wight on Feb 10 there have 
been no more reports of song until one from Cliff Dean in the Brede Valley near Rye on the 
more normal starting date of Mar 24 

45. Linnet: Richard Carpenter heard one singing at Hook/Warsash on Mar 20 - probably not the 
first of the year (that was reported at Christchurch Harbour on Mar 3) but an indication of a 
more widespread start of song. 

46. Hawfinch: Some of this year's exceptional number of widespread wintering birds are still being 
seen - on Mar 23 Simon Ingram saw three at Eastleigh Lakeside (where one has been seen 
since Jan 4) - and a report of one in the Golden Hill Country Park north of Freshwater (IoW) on 
Mar 24 may reveal a site that has previously escaped detection. 

47. Lapland Bunting: First report for the year is of one flying west over Christchurch Harbour on 
Mar 23 

PLANTS 



1. Stream Water Crowfoot: The first new flowers were open in the Langbrook Stream on Mar 26 
during a walk in the rain which also showed me more than 100 plants of Giant Butterbur (and 
more of the female Butterbur flower spikes) further downstream, and (garden escapes in Mill 
Lane even further south) Glory of the Snow and more Summer Snowflake 

2. Sweet Violets: The first of the 'pink flowered' variety were seen flowering in Nore Barn 
woodland on the Emsworth shore on Mar 24. In my own garden at Havant the first flowers of 
Early Dog Violet have now pushed up above the canopy of leaves but are not yet fully open. 

3. Wild Daffodils: Jim Berry found the first few in flower in Inholmes Wood, north of Stoughton 
village near the source of the River Ems, on Mar 21 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Brimstone: These are now emerging in strength with reports of five seen on Mar 18, 
twelve on Mar 19, and another single on Mar 23 

o Red Admiral: Single insects keep popping up all over the place - new reports total 
eight insects 

o Small Tortoiseshell: The fourth and fifth reports for the year were both on Mar 19 
when one was in the Chandlers Ford area north of Southampton and another was at 
Shanklin on the IoW 

o Peacock: Adrian Hoskins had one in Crab Wood near Winchester on Mar 18 

o Comma: Mar 19 brought three more out - singles at Bartley Heath in north Hampshire, 
Titchfield Haven, and the Locks Heath area of Fareham. 

2. Moths 

o Orange Underwing: Peter Vaughan had a brief possible sighting of one in the Bartley 
Heath area on Mar 19 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Yet another was on the wing on Mar 22 - at Portland 

3. Other insects 

o Hover Flies: Bob Chapman found three different species flying on Mar 19, presumably 
in his home area at Highcliffe near Chirstchurch. One was a Drone Fly, newly out of 
hibernation. Another was a 'Marmelade Fly' (Episyrphus balteatus) which is 
normally a migrant but could have hibernated. The third was one of the Bacchini 
species which means nothing to me unless it is related to the only species with a 
similar name which appears in both the Michael Chinery books which I have - that is a 
small, very thin bodied, hoverfly called Baccha elongata. 

o Beetles: Richard Carpenter had both 2 and 7 Spot Ladybirds at Titchfield Haven on 
Mar 19 and on Mar 24 he found Whirligig beetles active in water there. 

OTHER 

1. Fox: A vixen has been seen with five cubs already out of their den at the IBM North Harbour 
site in the week begninning Mar 20 - this sounds as if the abundance of Rabbits on this site, 
coupled with warm and dry accommodation under the buildings (whose floor level is around six 
feet above the ground to allow for the return of the sea should the seawall around this 
reclaimed land ever burst - not sure if they took rising sea levels into account in the late 1960s) 
make this an ideal place to raise a Fox family. I think five is the maximum normal number of 
cubs, and that they were born in late February, well ahead of the average birth date for Foxes. 

2. Fallow Deer: At least one bunch of 10 Fallow bucks in the Inholmes Wood area (north of 
Stoughton village near the source of the R Ems) have 'put their clocks on' and gone into 
summer mode in which they leave the does and young and form single sex batchelor groups 



(allowing the bucks to hide the indignity of shedding and re-growing their antlers, and the does 
to give birth to young, without the hassle of keeping up appearances in the presence of the 
other sex). These ten were only one of three bunches of Fallow Deer seen by a party of 
walkers in the Up Marden-East Marden-Stoughton arealed by Jim Berry on Mar 22 

3. Roe Deer: These have their rut in May and the bucks should have nearly completed the growth 
of their antlers by now - Steve Mansfield remarks on the sight of two 'well antlered' bucks near 
Tundry Pond (south of the M3 just west of Fleet) seen on Mar 23. Even if you don't see any 
bucks in the near future you may well come on signs of their presence in the form of shrubby 
young trees looking battered and stripped of bark and foliage after bucks have used them to 
strip the velvet from their growing antlers and subsequently 'hone' them to battle fitness. 

4. Hares: An observation which appeared on Hoslist this week of a Buzzard killing a Barn Owl 
which had chosen to hunt in daylight over the same field as the Buzzard had a footnote in 
which the Worcestershire farmer who described the Buzzard's attack on the Owl went on the 
say that Hares had disappeared from his land and that he put this down to Buzzard predation. 

5. Adders: In my last bulletin I noted the first appearance of Adders in Botley Woods on Mar 15 
and since then Richard Carpenter has been to those woods on Mar 20 and seen three Adders 
including a 'hissing female' and a 'black male' (the Botley woods are noted for a high proportion 
of the melanic form of these reptiles). 

6. Common Lizard: A month after Peter Vaughan's very early sighting of a Common Lizzard 
sunning itself on Bartley Heath (north Hampshire) on Feb 25 a more reasonably dated second 
sighting of one on Magdalen Down near Winchester has been made on Mar 22 by Paul 
Guymer 

Fri 24 Mar 

A. Idsworth Down Woodlark survey 

I was expecting the overnight rain to cease by 9am and was hoping it would be followed by 
broken cloud and sunshine, encouraging any Woodlark to sing with joy at the end of winter, so 
I set off for Idsworth Down under low cloud which had not produced any rain for an hour or so. 
Unfortunately several more short bursts of rain occured during the morning and the wind on the 
Down was fairly strong with none of the hoped for sunshine to offset it. 

Nevertheless the air was much milder than of late and Skylarks were singing everywhere and 
on arrival at St Hubert’s Chapel (Idsworth), where I left the car, a Mistle Thrush was again 
singing loudly as it had on my previous visit, but before getting there I made a diversion up the 
Finchdean to Chalton Road to the area where I heard distant Woodlark song (outside my 
allocated square) on the first visit. No sight or sound of it today, but I did have an unexpected 
bonus when scanning the field hedgerows when I spotted a Buzzard perched in full view in an 
Ash tree. 

I started my walk this time going north from St Hubert’s Chapel though the fields of Old 
Idsworth Farm where I found some 50 Linnet with Chaffinches working over a newly sown 
cereal field and heard my first Yellowhammer song of the year from a very handsome male 
bird (I later heard a couple more singing elsewhere) 

Having climbed the steep east slope of Idsworth Down I turned south and walked the field edge 
near a game strip where I found a flock of at least 15 Reed Buntings, and as I headed down 
the west slope towards Wick Farm I heard but could not see a pair of Bullfinch. Going back 
towards Finchdean on the road at the foot of Wick Hanger there were no drumming 
Woodpeckers today but there was a noisy Nuthatch and a heartening show of fresh green 
Wild Garlic leaves that had appeared since my last visit. 

On the last leg of the outing. coming down the east slope of the Down again towards 
Heberdens Farm, a flock of 26 Fieldfare flew over, rising from the pony fields where at least 50 
had been feeding on my previous visit. 



On my way home, coming down East Leigh Road (which runs south from the Havant BUPA 
hospital area), I stopped at the junction with Southleigh Road (Locks Farm area) to check on 
the Lesser Periwinkle flowers which flourish on the north bank of Southleigh Road 
immediately east of East Leigh Road. Well worth doing so as at least 70 flowers were open. 
Last year I found my first Greater Stitchwort flowers on this same ‘sun trap’ bank and today the 
Stitchwort plants looked as if they will again flower early (as may the Crosswort whose leaves 
were also prominent)  

B. Langstone and Warblington 

In the afternoon I cycled to Langstone to remove the poster’s for last Wednesday’s HWT 
meeting, hearing both Song Thrush and Blackbird song before I reached the shore at 
Langstone where three smart Lesser Blackback Gulls (British race) were among some 250 
Brent with 50 Teal and 25 Wigeon (but only one Black Tailed Godwit). Also with the Brent 
off Langstone Pond was the single Barnacle. On the pond both Swans were showing an 
interest in getting fed but no sign of nest building. 

Continuing to the Warblington Egret field I found 500 more Brent in the shore field east of 
Pook Lane and found the Egret field covered with gulls including at least a dozen Med Gulls. 
The Egret count was down to 18 and there was no sign of the Cattle Egret but the Little Owl 
was once again watching the world from the entrance of its nest hole - I think you have the best 
chance of seeing it you look from as far away as possible (coming from Pook Lane proper I 
saw it from the first point at which its tree is visible, just west of the Old Rectory driveway).  

Thu 23 Mar 

A. Garden birds 

This morning a female Blackbird in my garden was gathering grass for a nest and a male 
Blackbird (not her mate) was singing but the most interesting sight was of two pairs of 
Magpies determining their territorial boundaries on our lawn. They spent an hour or more 
in conference over the exact position of the invisible line across the grass - at times they would 
stand quite amicably as a group of four within pecking distance of each other but as soon as 
one hopped an inch over the line a fight would break out, lasting until all participants were back 
on their side of the line. At times they seemed to get bored and would wander off to different 
parts of the garden but they continued to watch each other, and any violation of the boundary 
would bring the ‘defending pair’ flying to oust the intruder. 

My Collins Guide tells me that male Magpies have longer tails than the females but both pairs 
I was watching showed a distinct body size difference between the two - one was clearly 
smaller than the other in each pair. I can see that the female is better off with a short tail when 
it comes to sitting in her enclosed nest, but in birds that do differ in size between the sexes I 
think it is usually the case that the female is larger - is this so with Magpies? 

Wed 22 Mar 

A. (Wed2203) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun1903 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds  

• A Bittern seen at a 'new site' close to the Chichester Yacht Basin 

• Two sightings of a White Stork first on the IoW and then in south Hampshire 

• Another Swan pair have started nest building - this time at Emsworth 

• Mandarin pair thinking of nesting by the River Meon? and are there Eagle Owls in Emsworth?? 
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• Another four Garganey arrive in Sussex and the first Little Ringed Plovers are seen in 
Hampshire 

• First Sand Martin seen in Dorset (and possibly a Whinchat on the IoW) 

Plants  

• Wallflowers flowering on Portchester Castle and Alexanders out on south Hayling 

• Possible finds and losses on Hayling - Bullace and Summer Snowflake may have been found 
flowering on the Island and Spreading Oleaster may have been eliminated from the Hayling 
plant list 

Insects  

• Stansted Forest has Brimstone. Peacock and Comma out on Mar 19 

Other Wildlife  

• Muntjac seen in north Hampshire (just south of Newbury) 

BIRDS 

1. Slavonian Grebe: One was in Hayling Bay on Mar 19 and another was seen off Lancing in the 
Worthing area on the same day 

2. Black-necked Grebe: 8 were still in Langstone Harbour, seen by Steve Mansfield from the 
Oysterbeds, on Mar 20 

3. Bittern: On Mar 19 one was seen in the wetland at the east end of Chichester Yacht Basin 

4. White Stork: On Mar 19 one was seen flying north high over Shanklin on the Isle of Wight and 
on Mar 21 what may have been the same bird was glimpsed by Bob Marchant flying south 
west over the Locks Heath area of Fareham, heading towards Warsash 

5. Spoonbill: No local reports but on Mar 19 one paused briefly at Ferrybridge connecting 
Weymouth to Portland 

6. Mute Swan: The Peter Pond pair at Emsworth had started nest building on Mar 18 (two days 
after the first report of a pair nest building on the IoW). The Emsworth pair have once again 
wisely chosen a reed bed site which is probably much safer from Fox predation than was the 
tiny island near the main road. 

7. Barnacle Goose: One was with a large flock of Brent on the Warblington Farm 'Egret field' on 
Mar 21 where it has appeared on a couple of isolated occasions recently though it is not 
regular in the Langstone area - perhaps it flies around a wide area temporarily joining different 
flocks of geese in the hope that another Barnacle of the desired sex is amongst them? Another 
loner turned up at Alton King's Pond on Mar 19. 

8. Brent Geese: An apparent large increase in the number of Brent in the Langstone area on Mar 
20 and 21 would seem to have been caused by the arrival of birds coming from the west and 
moving east in easy stages, but such transient birds normally stay on the harbour shores and 
on Mar 20 I saw an estimated 600 on the Hayling West Lane fields with lots more scattered 
along the west Hayling shore down to the Kench with others flying in the harbour entrance, 
while on Mar 21 Brian Fellows counted 1230 Brent in the Warblington Pook Lane 'Egret field' 
which has been devoid of Brent recently. It would seem that even newcomers to the area have 
now thrown caution to the winds and are prepared to come ashore and graze in places that 
they are not familiar with. 

9. Brant: One was still in Haslar Lake at Gosport on Mar 18 

10. Mandarin: On Mar 22 I was told that a pair of Mandarin had recently been seen on more than 
one occasion on the banks of the River Meon near the bridge crossing the river from the 



Soberton Heath area to St Clair's Farm - they were said to be very wary of human approach 
and may possibly have been checking out riverside trees as possible nest sites. 

11. Wigeon: A new wave of Wigeon seems to have passed through the Havant area on Mar 20 
and 21, bringing flocks of 40 or more the shore east of Langstone and a similar flock to the 
Budds Farm shore east of Broadmarsh with more birds scattered along the South Moors 
shore. 

12. Gadwall: A pair were on Langstone Harbour among the Wigeon near the old Budds Farm 
outfall on Mar 21 

13. Pintail: 12 Pintail seen on the Warblington shore where there have been none for some time 
were presumably part of the wave of wildfowl that brought many Brent and Wigeon on Mar 21 

14. Garganey: Two pairs were on the Sussex Ouse near Southease Bridge (south of Lewes) on 
Mar 18, four days after the first Garganey were seen in Kent. 

15. Velvet Scoter: Five birds were still in Rye Bay on Mar 19 

16. Smew: Three were still at Rye Harbour on Mar 20 

17. Buzzard: One seen flying offshore in Hayling Bay on Mar 21 is likely to have been a long 
distance migrant 

18. Peregrine: Three reports of unusual behaviour have just reached me. In Waterlooville the loud 
thump of a Woodpigeon hitting a window caused the occupant of the room to look out and see 
a Peregrine perched on a bird table only six feet from the window - I do not have definite proof 
that the raptor concerned was not a Sparrowhawk but certainly a Peregrine would be very 
likely to be hunting over Waterlooville and a Woodpigeon is more likely to have been the 
target of a Peregrine than of a Sparrowhawk but I would be interested to hear if it is usual for 
a Peregrine to perch and regain its breath in this way after missing its prey. 

The other story comes from Tom Bickerton who was recently at Welney in Lincolnshire where 
he watched a Peregrine 'herding' a mass of mixed waders into a flying 'ball' - despite putting a 
lot of energy into the herding process the Peregrine failed to make a kill but a Marsh Harrier 
came up below the 'ball', turned on its back and reached into the ball with its talons to take one 
of the waders for its dinner. 

The third story comes from Steve Mansfield who watched the most unlikely scene of a Great 
Tit 'mobbing' a Peregrine over the water of the Chichester Harbour entrance - and saw the 
Great Tit get away unscathed.  

19. Little Ringed Plover: The first migrants arrived on Mar 19 when Andy Johnson found one at 
Woolmer Pond in east Hampshire and the Isle of Wight had its first at Yarmouth, then on Mar 
20 one turned up at the Lower Test Marshes near Southampton (and the Yarmouth bird was 
still present) 

20. Purple Sandpiper: Spring passage brought 10 Purple Sandpipers to Southsea Castle on Mar 
18 and 10 were seen again on Mar 19, increasing to 11 on Mar 20 

21. Ruff: Two were seen by the flood at the north end of Titchfield Haven on Mar 21, the first to be 
reported from the Haven area since the end of January, 

22. Woodcock: On Mar 18 Cliff Dean found more than a dozen in the Brede Valley north of 
Hastings and assumes they were departing winter visitors about to return to the continent. 

23. Black-tailed Godwit: An apparent increase in numbers in the Langstone and Emsworth area 
may reflect a restlessness among these birds prior to their departure and I think this increase 
has also happened at Farlington Marshes though it is difficult to tell as (unlike sites such as 
Titchfield Haven and the Lymington area from which visiting birders regularly report their 
sightings) there is a great dearth of information coming out of Farlington Marshes making it 
impossible for me to judge whether Alan Lewis's report of some 300 Blackwits at Farlington on 
Mar 19 represents a change from the number that have been there throughout the winter - the 



last report of Blackwits at Farlington which I have seen comes from the first few days of 
September last year! 

24. Spotted Redshank: One of the two birds which have been regularly seen in the Nore Barn 
area between Emsworth and Warblington in recent months was there again on Mar 20 and on 
Mar 19 there were reports of 4 seen along the west shore of Pagham Harbour and another four 
at Lymington Marshes (plus one at Yarmouth on the IoW) 

25. Greenshank: These birds seem to favour the Curbridge area of the River Hamble and six 
were seen there on Mar 19 

26. Green Sandpiper: John Shillitoe reported three at the Lower Test Marshes on Mar 20 and on 
Mar 21 I heard that up to three different birds have been wintering on the River Meon in the 
Soberton/Meonstoke section 

27. Common Sandpiper: A single bird that was seen at Curbridge on the R Hamble on Feb 4 had 
become four birds on Mar 19 but I presume these were all local wintering birds. 

28. Arctic Skua: The fifth and sixth birds to be reported this year were seen on Mar 18 at 
Christchurch Harbour and on Mar 19 at Seaford near Beachy Head. 

29. Med Gull: The pre-breeding build up of numbers in the Langstone area continues with counts 
of 52 seen from the Ship Inn at Langstone on Mar 19 by Trevor Carpenter and more than 59 
seen there on the same day by Alan Lewis. Some of these birds come ashore to feed in the 
Warblington fields and on Mar 21 Brian Fellows found 36 in the Warblington 'Egret field' 

30. Black-headed Gull: One of these which deserves the bird equivalent of a posthumous VC 
medal was seen on Mar 18 in the shore field just east of Prinsted village (north east of Thorney 
Island) - the bird clearly had a broken wing and its flapping attracted the attention of the three 
or four Llamas which live in that field but as they came to have a close look the gull drove them 
all off by pecking at their feet, 

31. Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport Cockle Pond bird was still present on Mar 18 but can be easily 
over-looked or mistaken for a Common Gull now that it has moulted to breeding plumage and 
lost the distinctive dirty flecks on its head and neck 

32. Auks: Both Guillemot and Razorbill (two of each) were in the Chichester Harbour entrance 
on Mar 18 

33. Eagle Owl: Brian Fellows has confidently identified a huge feather which he found near the 
shore at Emsworth recently as coming from an Eagle Owl. Although this seems to be a 
surprising find in Emsworth Brian says .. "According to the RSPB Eagle Owls are very 
commonly kept in captivity - often by people who are not falconers. Over 2000 licences to keep 
pet Eagle Owls were applied for between 1998 and 2003. I gather there was a BBC 
documentary about the Eagle Owl in Britain, shown in November 2005 (which I did not see), 
which suggested some were breeding in this country."  

I did see that film and it not only left me with the impression that several wild Eagle Owls were 
present in England and that almost every quarry on the near continent (particularly in Holland) 
had a breeding pair. John Eyre added .. "The female of the pair of Eagle Owls that have bred 
regularly in North Yorkshire was shot following the TV programme. The story is told in this 
month's British Birds. It also mentions one of the offspring of the original pair which was killed 
in Shropshire as it homed in to a calling Eagle Owl in an aviary. Apparently the pair nested on 
the same site for nine years and raised 23 chicks." As a footnote I recall an occasion not 
many years ago when Geoff Culbertson (Hampshire's Wildlife Policeman) was called to 
investigate sightings of an Eagle Owl in the West Town area of Hayling Island (probably an 
escape from captivity) which was thought to be a threat to local dogs, cats, etc - though it was 
never found and no damage was reported. 

34. Little Owl: The Warblington bird has been seen again on Mar 18 and 21 



35. Kingfisher: When I was changing the Nature Notes poster at the Langstone West Mill on Mar 
20 I heard lots of sharp Kingfisher calls coming up the Langbrook stream towards me and 
then watched one of at least two birds fly under the road via the tunnel which brings the mill 
stream out from the mill property. That bird realised that the other Kingfisher had not followed 
it through the tunnel and (after circling around the waterfall in the Mill house garden) it returned 
to the stream to follow its ?mate? 

36. Woodlark: Despite the continuing cold weather John Eyre heard Woodlark song on Mar 19 in 
north east Hampshire and on Mar 20 more song was heard in the New Forest and in the Test 
Valley. 

37. Sand Martin: Just one so far - the first of the year was at Christchurch Harbour on Mar 20 

38. Meadow Pipit: The rate of arrival of these birds went up a notch on Mar 20 when more than 
1000 arrived at Portland Bill 

39. Rock Pipit: A small spate of recent reports presumably relates to passage along the coast of 
departing winter visitors. On Mar 18 one was at Southsea Castle and another in the 
Warblington Farm shore fields, on Mar 19 six were seen at Newtown Harbour on the IoW, 
three were at Southsea and at least three around Farlington Marshes. On Mar 20 I saw at least 
five at the Hayling Oysterbeds and more than six were in the Alum Bay area of the IoW. 

40. Water Pipits: These are also on the move with one (beginning to acquire a pink flush to its 
breast) being seen by Mike Collins near the 'Tamarisk Pool' on the Langstone South Moors on 
Mar 19, and on Mar 21 a total of 11 were at Christchurch Harbour (where no more than two had 
been seen in the previous three weeks) 

41. Whinchat: I am a bit dubious about a report of a female Whinchat at Brading Marshes on the 
IoW on Mar 20 - Whinchat normally do not arrive until mid-April though I see the 'earliest ever' 
in Hampshire was seen on 21 Mar 1968 (and they do very rarely winter in Britain) 

42. Wheatear: A total of 90 birds have now been reported on the internet - 50 of these came in one 
batch arriving at Portland Bill on Mar 21 and Hayling Island had its first two on Mar 20 (Sandy 
Point area) 

43. Song Thrush: These could be heard singing throughout Jan and Feb but the cold weather of 
March put a damper on them and I did not heard one from Mar 10 to 17 inclusive. Mar 18 
brought song from two birds at Warblington and on Mar 19 Brian Fellows heard one from his 
Emsworth garden and on Mar 21 I again heard one briefly at dusk in Havant. 

44. Goldcrest: These too have been quiet in the recent cold weather but even frost cannot stop 
rising testosterone levels and locally Goldcrest were singing in Langstone on Mar 20 and in 
Emsworth on Mar 21 

45. Crow: For those who are intrigued about the cause of an increasing number of Carrion Crows 
having 'white lines' along their wings (and occasionally elsewhere on their plumage) I have 
been told an interesting story which may indicate a genetic cause - someone living in the Meon 
Valley near Soberton who has had an active Crow nest in trees in his garden for several years 
tells me that the 'owners' of this nest are normal black plumaged Crows but that all their 
offspring which he has seen in recent years have had the 'white winged' aberration. 

46. Siskin: Reports of Siskin at garden feeders continue to pour in - the highest recent count is of 
more than 50 in a Wivelsfield Green garden near Haywards Heath. Among all these birds 
several have been heard singing and in north east Hampshire John Eyre watched a pair nest 
building - at least the female was seen gathering material from the ground and carrying it into a 
tree while the male sat on a branch and supervised the task. 

47. Hawfinch: Reports of these are now decreasing but at least one bird was being seen at the 
Eastleigh Lakeside site up to Mar 16 and Sunday morning quiet allowed an early morning 
observer to see a total of 22 in West Park at Burgess Hill on Mar 19 

PLANTS 



1. Wallflower: The long established plants on the walls of Portchester Castle were already 
flowering when the Havant Wildlife Group were there on Mar 18 and the more recent garden 
escape plants on an old wall near Lumley Farm at Emsworth were also starting to flower when 
Brian Fellows went to compare them with the Portchester plants on Mar 21 

2. Eastern Rocket: Just one plant was flowering at the foot of the 'beach shop' at the entrance of 
the carpark south of the Ferry Inn on Hayling on Mar 20 (though not looking as healthy as the 
plants that were flowering in Brockhampton at Havant on Mar 10) 

3. Bullace: A surprise find on Mar 20 was what I am pretty sure was Bullace in flower at the 
extreme north end of the Hayling Coastal Path running along the south of 'Texaco Bay' close to 
Langstone bridge. If anyone wants to check out this find and disprove it go south from 
Langstone Bridge to the barriers (with the County Council Countryside Section board 
proclaiming the start of the Coastal Path) and continue for about 20 metres until the mature 
trees on your right cease and you have a clear view of the Texaco Bay water/mud over a small 
Prunus tree bearing both large white flowers, a few emerging leaves, and some bright yellow 
lichen on its brownish wood (no hint of green new wood) - closer inspection should find a few 
sharp thorns. If you continue round the S bend towards the old rail track you will pass a bank of 
Blackthorn on your right (opposite to horse riders track coming from the main road), and will 
then be confronted with Cherry Plum blossom on your left where the path turns right again at 
the end of the S bend - these offer a quick comparison with the tree which I believe to be 
Bullace (Prunus domestica var institia). 

4. Spreading Oleaster (Eleagnus umbellata): The south side of the Ferry Road on south 
Hayling has had two botanic oddities for as long as I can remember - a Spreading Oleaster 
tree and a hedge of Tartaric Honeysuckle - but as I cycled past the area north of the east end 
of the Sinah Gravel Pit lake on Mar 20 (hurrying home and having no time to investigate) I saw 
that the east end of the eastmost roadside building associated with the second world war gun 
emplacement had been cleared of all vegetation and that everything growing within a couple of 
metres of the wall had been completely cleared to leave bare soil. I may be wrong but I am 
pretty sure that it was against that east wall which the long established Oleaster grew (though 
it may still exist on the east wall of the second 'ammunition store' building to the west). I seem 
to scent the smell of a war between English Heritage (wanting to preserve the wartime 
buildings) and English Nature - sorry Natural England! - wanting to preserve the wildlife of the 
SSSI. Alternatively this could be the work of English Nature working to purify the plant life of 
the area by eliminating 'garden escapes' - in which case I can only assume that the hedge of 
Tartaric Honeysuckle (which will soon provide a delightful bank of rose pink trumpet shaped 
flowers on your right side as you drive into the carpark area outside the 'anglers gate' into the 
lake area) will be the next to go. 

5. Alexanders: My first sight of creamy flower umbels on this vigorous seaside plant also came 
on Mar 20, on the north side of the Ferry Road outside the Hayling Health Sociiety 'village' 

6. Red Valerian: It is often difficult to decide if plants of this are survivors of garden planting or 
are genuine 'escapes' living a life of their own and qualifying for being of interest to those like 
myself who are interested in 'wildlife' (i.e. life forms surviving without human intervention 
whether or not their parents were cossetted by humans). I have seen Red Valerian in flower 
earlier this year but I have to give the honour of 'first flowering in the wild' to plants seen by the 
Havant Wildlife Group when they were at Portchester Castle on Mar 18 

7. Butterbur: Although not recorded as in flower Brian Fellows found the reddish flower spikes of 
the 'ordinary' male Butterbur plants pushing up through the Brook Meadow soil at Emsworth on 
Mar 19. As these plants start to open their flowers even before the full flower spike is clear of 
the soil they are almost certainly showing flowers when you read this. 

8. Summer Snowflake: When I was on south Hayling on Mar 20 I made a new botanic discovery 
(at least as far as I am concerned!) of a clump of what I am pretty sure is Summer Snowflake 
(Leucojum aestivum pulchellum) in full flower. This will be a garden escape, but I think 
worthy of merit as it is a very healthy survivor providing both interest and colour in a rather 
barren spot at a rather barren time of year (hardly summer!). If you want to check this out go to 
the southern edge of the recently cleared area of Sinah Common immediately south of 



Staunton Avenue and there, standing on the established short grass south of the clearance 
and looking directly up the line of Staunton Avenue you should have no difficulty in spotting the 
clump of green leaves and the bright white flowers only a few metres into the hummocky area 
of sand and bare ground slightly to the left of the line of Staunton Avenue. A closer look will 
show you that the leaves and flower stems both rise to a height of between 30 and 40 cm and 
that each flower stem has two to four white bell like flowers hanging from the tip (all on the 
same side). The petals are around 2cm long (I did not measure them) and have prominent 
green markings at their tips. Next time I am there I will check the details but for the moment I 
am assuming from the number of flowers per stem that this is the more likely pulchellum 
subspecies of Summer Snowflake rather than the rarer Spring Snowflake, and that it is a 
garden throwout (or perhaps planted by some well meaning 'beautifier of the countryside'). 
Going back to my comments on the Spreading Oleaster I wonder if my mention of this find will 
cause English Nature to remove it in the interests of a policy of allowing only 'native plants' (by 
their definition) to grow in their SSSI? 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Brimstone: 3 more seen in Stansted Forest by Brian Fellows on Mar 19, bringing the 
total of these to 12 for the year (9 reports, two of them in January!) 

o Red Admiral: One flying at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 20 seen by Steve Mansfield 

o Peacock: 2 seen in Stansted Forest by Brian Fellows on Mar 19 - sixth report for the 
year with a total of 7 insects, again the first seen in January 

o Comma: One seen by Brian Fellows in Stansted Forest was only the second for the 
year, the first being as recently as Mar 8 

OTHER 

1. Muntjac: Bob Jacobs saw one on Mar 19 near the northern border of Hampshire while 
carrying out a Woodlark survey in SU 4662 (just west of old A32 south of Newbury) 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun1903 

Tue 21 Mar 

A. Warblington and Langstone shore 

An afternoon outing on my bike took me first to Warblington where I again glimpsed a Little 
Owl in the entrance to its assumed nest hold but failed to find the Cattle Egret among the 21 
Little Egrets in the field south of the Old Rectory. A goodly flock of Brent in the field went 
down in my notebook as an estimated 600 birds but at a different time of day Brian Fellows 
counted 1200 here - he also picked out 36 Med Gulls where I saw at least 15 among the many 
Black-headed. 

Heading down Pook Lane past the now good show of Sweet Violets, Dog’s Mercury and (at 
the seaward end) Cherry Plum blossom, I found more Brent on the harbour with at least 40 
Wigeon and 25 Teal (both absent on other recent visits) and another 20 Teal on the pool in the 
Wade Court south meadow. Standing thigh deep in the high tide water off Langstone Pond 
were 35 Black-tailed Godwits and further out on the water were over 20 smart Common 
Gulls which are now passing east in large numbers with the wildfowl. 

At the west end of Mill Lane a Chiff Chaff was calling loudly from the Blackthorns above the 
Langbrook Stream but there was no way of proving it to be a migrant. At the mouth of the 
stream were more Wigeon and many gulls (mostly Black-headed and Herring) and a small 
stand of Redshank on the shore line with a dozen Turnstone scuttling around them but very 
few Oystercatcher (which have until recently been the dominant wader here) 

Budds Farm pools had a single Mute Swan back but not near the usual nest site, and the 
water was alive with pairs of circling Shoveler. Near the shore some 20 Tufted Duck could be 
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seen but only one Pochard. On the harbour shore around the old sewage outfall a smar pair of 
Great Blackbacks were resting (thinking of nesting on the islands?) and among another 40 
Wigeon on the water were a pair of Gadwall. 

Back in Havant at dusk, with a freezing east wind blowing, a single Song Thrush gave a short 
burst of defiant song. 

Mon 20 Mar 

A. From Havant to Gunner Point 

Cycling to the south west tip of Hayling Island on an extended Nature Notes poster delivery trip 
I had my first surprise at the Langstone West Mill where a pair of noisy Kingfishers flew up the 
Langbrook stream as I was changing the poster - one came very close to me, circling the 
‘waterfall’ in the mill grounds before following the other bird upstream. Also overhead at the mill 
I saw two Snipe, perhaps disturbed from the ‘orchid field’ by one of the local Foxes. 

Going south to the Oysterbeds I was surprised at the absence of Oystercatchers - the high 
tide roost here usually attracts several hundred but today I counted just three! The lagoon had 
half a dozen Little Grebe and the Stoke Bay shore had at least five Rock Pipits (probably now 
on passage). 

The West Lane fields had at least one singing Skylark despite the chill wind, and around 250 
Woodpigeons and perhaps 600 Brent were grazing on the almost denuded fields (though 
close to the Coastal Path a show of flowering Charlock has survived). 

Reaching Sinah Common south of Staunton Avenue I found a clump of what I think is Summer 
Snowflake in flower (see Wednesday’s latest reports above), and near the mini Golf Course 
one male Stonechat showed briefly. South of the Golf Course proper there was a good show 
of well grown leaves of the Green Winged Orchids that will flower at the end of April. 

Near the Ferry Inn one plant of Eastern Rocket was in flower while the Ferry Road gave me 
my first Alexanders in flower before I reached the area north of the Gravel Pit lake and noted 
the possible loss of the Spreading Oleaster (see Latest Reports above). 

Just before leaving the island I stopped to look at what I think to be Bullace in flower (again 
see the Latest Reports) south of Texaco Bay which had a flock of around 50 Black-tailed 
Godwits and a few Ringed Plover on its newly exposed mud. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 13 - 19 (WEEK 11) 

Sun 19 Mar 

BIRDS  

1. Cormorant: In my last update I passed on a report from Trevor Carpenter concerning a 
Cormorant which he had seen in Fareham Creek showing a bright red colour around the base 
of its bill - a colour variation which neither Trevor nor I had heard of before. Now we have an 
explanation thanks to Barry Yates, warden of Rye Harbour, who has contributed a series of 
photos to the Rye Bay website showing how varied Cormorant head patterns can be, 
especially among birds of the continental (sinensis) race which seem to form the majority of the 
tree nesting Cormorants at Rye Harbour. Barry's photos show three variants of breeding 
plumage among the sinensis birds - all have the white thigh roundel but the amount of white on 
the head and neck can vary from almost completely white to almost wholly black and the red 
spot can be present or absent on birds at both ends of the white/black headed spectrum. To 
see the photos for yourself go to 
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2006/03/17/the-variable-cormorant/#more-1067 (if that does't work use 
the basic address http://rxwildlife.org.uk/ and run down the links on the left hand side of the 



screen to find Rye Harbour Nature Reserve at the bottom of the New Categories and that link 
should retrieve the item. 

2. Bittern: One was still at Titchfield Haven on Mar 16 but I suspect it will not be there much 
longer. Back on Mar 8 I reported Chris Bentley's description of how he watched one departing 
from Rye Harbour on Mar 5 and noted how it uttered mournful cries while spiralling up in the 
dusk sky and this came back to my mind when I read of one seen in flight at the Kent Stour 
Valley on Mar 12, also calling and possibly thinking of departing. 

3. Cattle Egrets: Latest report from Piddinghoe is of just 5 birds there on Mar 14 (no proof that 
the others have left) and on Mar 18 Tony Gutteridge saw the Warblington birds back in its 
usual place 'nearest the gate'. I am coming to the conclusion that when it is not acitvely feeding 
this bird hunkers down in the dip in the centre of the field, hides its bill in its breast plumage and 
just pretends it is not there! 

4. Mute Swan: On Mar 16 Derek Hale found two Swan nests 'under construction' at the 
Sandown boating lake on the Isle of Wight - the first report of nest building activity that I have 
heard. 

5. Barnacle Goose: For ardent fans of the 'Baffins Gang' Richard Carpenter reports that the 
seven Barnacles were still at Titchfield Haven on Mar 15, adding the exciting news that the 
hybrid Bar-Head(?) which is a full member of the gang has just been joined by a 'new kid' in the 
shape of a hybrid with some Brent blood in its veins. 

6. Brent Goose: My last bulletin reporting their departure showed Mar 13 as a peak departure 
day, and I can now add to that reports for Mar 14 of another 4500 passing Dungeness with 
1880 seen at Folkestone. Mar 15 saw another 1410 past Dungeness, showing a definite tailing 
off in numbers. 

7. Brant: One was still at Gosport on Mar 17, seen in Haslar Lake. 

8. Wigeon: Although many have already left there were still 500 at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 16 
(with 200 Teal) and 365 at Christchurch Harbour on Mar 17 

9. Pintail: After the passage of 860 east past Dungeness on Mar 13 others have followed - only 
36 seen on Mar 14 but up to 103 on Mar 15 with another 38 on Mar 17, though 30 were still at 
Pulborough Brooks on Mar 16. 

10. Garganey: First of the spring were seen on Mar 14 when 7 flew east past Dungeness and 5 
(maybe some of the same birds) went past Folkestone. On Mar 15 a pair landed in the Kent 
Stour valley and managed to get their photos onto the web. 

11. Red-breasted Merganser: Although these will continue to be seen for some time a first hint of 
their impending departure came with a report of 19 going east past Dungeness on Mar 15 

12. Red Kite: Passing birds were seen over the Swanwick nature reserve where the M27 crosses 
the river Hamble on Mar 12, over Titchfield Haven on Mar 13 and near Pulborough Brooks on 
Mar 14. 

13. Buzzard: I am aware that most gamekeepers are not happy to see Buzzards near their game 
rearing pens and a note on the SOS website appears to justify their fears - Paul White tells 
how, on Mar 15. in his garden at Littlehampton a Buzzard was seen clinging to the tail feathers 
of a pet Bantam chicken and only ceased its attack when the family dog came racing to the 
defence of the Bantams, barking loudly. 

14. Merlin: Until this winter I had always thought of Merlin as very unlikely to be seen away from 
wide open spaces, but several recent reports show that when they are hungry they will follow 
their prey regardless of where it leads them.  

In January a pair hunting at Rye Harbour nature reserve were reluctant to follow a Skylark into 
the warden's cottage (I exaggerate but a Skylark only escaped the Merlins by landing on the 
cottage doorstep). In early February one Merlin that had presumably been hunting in 
Emsworth Harbour probably pursued prey in among the waterside houses and was seen 



perched on a garden wall, and around Feb 21 there were two reports of Merlins hunting along 
the verges of busy main roads close to Lewes and Crawley. By Feb 27 some Merlins were 
even hungrier with the result that one person walking along a residential road in Icklesham 
found a Merlin crouched on the pavement (presumably having just failed to kill), and on Mar 7 
one was seen to catch a Starling in a Rottingdean garden, close to Brighton, but once again 
lost its dinner when the person who saw the Merlin on his small garden lawn came to the 
window for a better look. The Merlin was having a struggle to subdue the Starling and when it 
saw it was being watched the Merlin tried to fly off with its prey but the Starling got away - the 
Merlin however landed on a nearby roof only 15 metres from the watcher, allowing him to 
confirm he was looking at a Merlin.  

My reason for listing these sightings of Merlins hunting in places that would not be described 
as 'wide open spaces' is that it helps to overcome my own uncertainty in accepting the fact that 
the bird which I saw hunting along the very enclosed space of Pook Lane at Warblington on 
Mar 17 was a Merlin. One other relevant fact is that several other recent reports (including one 
from Bob Marchant at Hook/Warsash on Mar 14) are of Merlins coming north over the English 
Channel - these birds will be doubly hungry after their flight and will no doubt pursue any likely 
prey whereever they find it. 

15. Common Crane: Two slightly off course migrants landed in the Pevensey levels to the east of 
Eastbourne on Mar 16 and were still there on Mar 17 

16. Great Bustard: Peter Hutchins passes on news that he has recently heard - it seems that one 
of the Bustards which has been roaming in Dorset during the autumn and winter has returned 
to Salisbury Plain where it has been seen displaying. This shows that males are (contrary to 
the opinion I aired in my previous report) interested in breeding even at the age of one year, 
and that may well encourage others to return to the only place in England that they are likely to 
find females of their own sort. 

17. Stone Curlew: A second migrant arrived at Portland Bill on Mar 15 (following the one at 
Horsted Keynes in Sussex on Mar 12) 

18. Golden Plover: It looks as if many of the birds which have spent the winter in large flocks on 
the south coast may have already moved north and this thought is supported by the absence of 
any reports of large flocks since Mar 7 (when there were 835 on the north Kent coast) and Mar 
8 (400 at Sandwich Bay). No doubt there will be further reports of substantial flocks but more 
typical now are the reports (from Pulborough Brooks on Mar 15) of a single bird in summer 
plumage flying over and of just 2 birds left at Rye Harbour on Mar 18. 

19. Great Skua: A Bonxie flying past Portland Bill on Mar 15 was only the fifth report for the year 
and the first to be seen anywhere along the south coast since Feb 22 

20. Med Gull: Following George Spraggs report of the first substantial congregation of more than 
48 by Langstone Bridge on Mar 13 Brian Fellows has upped the number to 73 seen in the 
Warblington area at high tide on Mar 17. 

21. Ring-billed Gull: Still present at Gosport on Mar 17 

22. Wood Lark: While many of the birds that breed in Britain seem to go no further than the south 
coast to spend the winter some do go further south and it may have been one of these that 
turned up as a migrant arrival at Dungeness on Mar 15 (and was still there next day - perhaps 
deterred from going further by its chilly reception) 

23. Swallow: At least four arrived on Mar 15 - three were seen at Portland Bill and Steve Farmer 
saw one resting on farm buildings in the New Forest. One more was reported at Portland on 
Mar 16 but it could have been one of the original three. 

24. Stonechat: A total of 26 were at Portland Bill on Mar 15 following the arrival of 14 there on Mar 
12. On Mar 16 Tony Wilson found the first of the year had arrived back in his home area at 
Edburton at the north foot of the Sussex Downs and on Mar 18 another 11 arrived at Portland. 



25. Wheatear: After the arrival of the first of year in Sussex on Mar 11 and of 2 in Hampshire on 
Mar 15 I have seen reports of another 14 birds.  

26. Blackcap: The birds that have wintered here will now be getting restless and beginning to 
think of the breeding season - I don't think any have left yet and am pretty sure none of our 
summer birds have arrived but Mar 17 brought a report of one in full song in Brian Fellows' 
garden in Emsworth and of another newly seen in Heather Mills garden (which is I think in 
north Portsmouth) 

27. Chiff Chaff: Several Chiff Chaffs seen recently at coastal sites are almost certainly newly 
arrived migrants but none of the reports of possible arrivals mention the factors that normally 
help us to distinquish new birds - wintering birds go quietly about their business, maybe singing 
on sunny days, while newly arrived migrants can be picked out because they are near the 
coast, moving inland along hedgerows in which they spend all their time feeding on whatever 
insects they can find, but interspersing their feeding with regular bursts of song that are not just 
a response to sunshine but are hymns of thankfulness for having survived their journey. 

28. Hooded Crow: Memories of the winters from 1946 to 1949 (including the specially hard winter 
of 1947) which I spent at school near Canterbury in Kent, with some weekend trips to the coast 
near Whitstable, feature Hooded Crow as a 'special bird' of the place and season. I only 
mention this because a report of one being seen on Mar 12 at the Oare Marshes reserve on 
the Swale estuary brought those memories flooding back, but if anyone thinks I am getting 
over-excited about what is basically just a Carrion Crow I would suggest to them that if they 
were to see a Hoodie among the ice and snow on a north Kent shoreline they might change 
their minds and grant the bird the special status that it has in my mind. 

29. Tree Sparrow: If you happen to visit the Rye Bay website to see the Cormorant pictures I 
mentioned above, and share my interest in another 'common' bird with a special charisma in 
my mind and memory - the Tree Sparrow - you will enjoy the pictures of a small group lined up 
along the top strand of a wire fence, and down on the ground where seed has been spread for 
that at the Pannel Valley nature reserve. You can find the pictures at 
http://rxwildlife.org.uk/2006/03/15/pannel-valley-nr-13/#more-1052 

PLANTS 

1. Kingcup: Another single flower appeared on Mar 13, this time in Botley Woods north of 
Fareham. 

2. Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage: Also not new on Mar 13 this was found at two more sites 
in the Warsash area - lots was seen in Hook Valley and more was in the Holly 
Hill/Wendleholme area 

3. Spurge Laurel: More flowers were seen on Mar 14 beside Sailor's Lane leading from the 
Beacon Hill area of the Meon valley towards Bishops Waltham. 

4. Common Alder: Brian Fellows is the first spot the tiny red female flowers of this species on 
trees at the Emsworth Brook Meadow site - seen on Mar 15 

5. Butterbur: Also noted at Brook Meadow on Mar 15 were the first signs of Butterbur flower 
spikes starting to push up 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Brimstone: In additiion to the already reported single male seen in the New Forest 
area on Mar 15 three more single males were seen in the WInchester area on that day 
(one at Magdalen Hill Down, one at Hursley IBM site, and one in central Winchester. 
The last of these was accompanied by the first female of the year. 

o Red Admiral: One more seen on Mar 15 at the Hursley IBM site 



o Peacock: Also on Mar 15 a single Peacock was seen at Lewes in Sussex and another 
in Ropley village east of Winchester 

2. Moths: 

o Pale Pinion (B&F 2236): The first of this year was disturbed from hibernation in a 
woodpile at Clanfield village, north of Waterlooville, on Mar 13 

OTHER 

1. Adder: The first two to be reported as having emerged from hibernation were seen in the 
Botley woods north of Fareham on Mar 15 

2. Mermaid's Purses: An entry dated Mar 15 on the Rye Bay website, contributed by Miriam 
Inskip, reads .. "Walking along the strandline yesterday morning, I found a total of 31 
Mermaid’s Purses. These are the eggcases of skates and rays. Once the infant has hatched 
the empty eggcase gets washed ashore, and by collecting and identifying them, we can help 
the Shark Trust locate important nursery grounds in UK waters. The eggcases I found included 
a number of different species, however the find was dominated by 22 Thornback Rays, 5 
Spotted Rays, 1 Undulate Ray and 3 Blonde Rays." I certainly was not aware that four 
different species of Ray bred in British waters.... 

Sat 18 Mar 

A. Warblington Farm CBC visit 

Tony Gutteridge and I carried out our first visit to Warblington Farm for this year’s Common 
Bird Census in a fresh and very chill east wind, finding little evidence of breeding birds but 
having a fair amount of interest in winter visitors. 

The two high spots both came in the fields immediately east of Pook Lane - Tony had the 
Cattle Egret with some 20 Little Egrets in field I (once again it was the closest bird to the gate 
when he was there at 8am) and I had a female Merlin very briefly hunting in Field O closer to 
the sea. At a guess the Merlin came up Pook Lane from the shore, causing a Blackbird in the 
lane to utter a loud alarm which attracted my attention to the sight of a small, brown, very fast, 
falcon coming through the Pook Lane hedge at about knee height about 50 metres from me. 
The falcon turned to follow the hedge north, away from me, and after about 50 metres it shot 
back through the hedge and out of my sight. I am not familiar with Merlin hunting technique but 
my old ‘Handbook’ tells me this low, fast, jinking flight is typical of a Merlin, and this was 
definitely not a Sparrowhawk, so I am confident in adding a new species to the bird list for this 
farm which Tony has been monitoring for the CBC since 1977. 

More expected at this time of year were six Snipe in the SSSI marsh (Field S) and moving east 
I was pleased to have Skylark song and to see a small flock of perhaps ten Meadow Pipits in 
Field T where I also had two bonus birds - a Rock Pipit on the ground near the Meadow Pipits, 
and a male Reed Bunting on the hedge of Fields T/U. Other birds in this eastern section of the 
farm were 20 Curlew and a pair of Mallard, but coming back west to the watercress bed pond 
(which will, on future warmer visits, attract migrant Chiff Chaff and later Reed Warbler 
visitors) was devoid of birds though a female Kestrel was perched on the west side - and 
when she flew off a couple of Bullfinch filled her place after flying from the Castle grounds (a 
male Kestrel had been seen west of the farm buildings). 

Around the farm buildings there was the usual cluster of House Sparrows and several Pied 
Wagtails plus a small flock of Chaffinches, but there seemed to be fewer Collared Doves 
than usual and there was definitely a shortage of Crows - I only saw half a dozen where in past 
years we have had flocks of up to 100 attracted to feed on the shore. I think I heard one Rook 
(none trying to nest anywhere on the farm nowadays) but there was a cluster of ten Jackdaws 
around the old oaks near the Rectory building (no Little Owls seen on this cold morning!) 

Birds on the shore (off the farm) were much reduced from peak winter levels - I could not see 
more than 120 Brent and just one flock of about 50 Dunlin with the odd Curlew and 
Redshank (no Oystercatcher nor Grey Plover) but there was a very good show of around 80 



Shelduck and less than 20 each of Wigeon and Teal. Black-headed Gulls were the most 
numerous species of all and there were a few Med Gulls and at least one Common Gull, but 
no other gull species.  

Fri 17 Mar 

A. Hayling west 

I cycled down to Saltmarsh Lane to see Alistair Martin in the afternoon and the few items of 
interest seen, in the chill wind at low tide under an overcast sky, consisted of a flock of around 
70 Black-tailed Godwit in ‘Texaco Bay’ south west of Langstone Bridge and a flock of around 
450 Brent in the southernmost of the big West Lane fields. Although I did not attempt to count 
them it seemed the number of Black-headed Gull pairs now staking a claim to nest sites on 
the Oysterbeds island had risen to around 20 with at least one pair of Herring Gull, and back 
in Havant I was pleased to see a Grey Wagtail in the Lymbourne Stream where it passes 
Wade Court (earlier in the day one had flown over my garden). 

The Danish Scurvygrass alongside the Langstone Bridge east side pavement was starting to 
open its white flowers and the Primroses in the shore line copse west of Daw Lane were 
putting on a brave show considering the raw chill wind. 

Wed 15 Mar 

BIRDS 

1. Cormorant: On Mar 12 Trevor Carpenter saw a very unusual Cormorant in Fareham Creek - 
where a normal Cormorant would have yellow skin around the base of its bill the skin of this 
bird was a vivid red. Suggested reasons for this abnormal colour are hard to think of - unlikely 
to be a drink problem or high blood pressure which might cause a red flush in human facial 
skin, and even more unlikely to be over-lavish application of lipstick. The only possibility that 
comes to my mind comes from an old memory of seeing several Black-headed Gulls whose 
white plumage had had an overall change to either pink or lime green (one of the birds 
achieved a colour photo in the local press). It turned out the these birds had been bathing in a 
freshwater pool into which a strong colour dye, used by the water company to trace leaks, had 
arrived. 

2. Bittern: One was still at Titchfield Haven on Mar 13, seen in flight from the Canal path 

3. Cattle Egret: The 8 birds at Piddinghoe and the 3 in the Sidlesham area were both seen on 
Mar 12 but there have been no reports from the Warblington area since Mar 5 

4. Whitefront Geese: Around 200 were still on the Sussex/Kent border near Rye on Mar 14 

5. Barnacle Goose: The single bird that has been moving around with Brent this year was still 
with Brent in the Sidlesham area on Mar 12 - will it fly east with them? 

6. Brent Geese: The trickle of birds that started heading east in early February became a torrent 
on Mar 13 when five different sites reported large flocks heading east up the English Channel. 
The biggest count was of 10,080 passing Dungeness, while others which may or may not be 
included in the Dungeness count came from Worthing (4600), Bexhill (4214), Rye Harbour 
(1535) and Eastbourne (1100). If no duplication was involved that would give us a total of 
21,529 but allowing both for duplication and the birds which were not seen by the counters I 
would think it reasonable to believe that some 15,000 birds left us on Mar 13 with at least 
another 1500 leaving on Mar 14. Among the birds passing Eastbourne on Mar 13 we are told 
that there were two 'leucistic' birds - were they Pale-bellieds going to Siberia with their new 
friends rather than heading for Greenland with their blood relatives? 

7. Mandarin Duck: Visiting the woodland around the Powdermill reservoir north of Hastings on 
Mar 13 Cliff Dean was surprised, while watching a Great Spotted Woodpecker drumming high 
in a tree, to have his view of the Woodpecker obscured by a duck walking along another 
branch of the same tree - perhaps hoping that the Woodpecker was generously drilling out a 
hole large enough to accommodate a Mandarin nest! 



8. Wigeon: Brian Fellows commented on how few Wigeon were to be seen on the Emsworth 
shoreline on Mar 12 and I suspect that he is not the only person to have noticed a substantial 
reduction in wildfowl numbers in the past week as they respond to the same trigger that has 
caused so many Brent to leave. 

9. Mallard: Last year the Town Millpond at Emsworth was the last site to report newly hatched 
ducklings with a sighting of a mother duck trailing three downy ducklings on Sept 25 - this year 
the same pond has the first reported hatch of ten ducklings in one family group seen on 
Mar 11 (though all had vanished by next day - after all good quality food is in short supply at 
this time of year). More ducklings could be on the way as the Mallard population of the 
Emsworth Millpond was counted as 94 on Mar 13 

10. Pintail: On Mar 13, the peak day for Brent departure, a very substantial number of Pintail 
went with them - at least 960 were counted at points along the channel coast. At Climping near 
the mouth of the R. Arun 56 Shoveler were also seen in the departing wildfowl on that day. 
Also seen flying east that day were 100 Common Scoter (with 4 Velvet Scoter) passing 
Bexhill and at least 39 passing Christchurch Harbour. 

11. Smew: Perhaps a little surprisingly 18 Smew were still at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on 
Mar 14 

12. Buzzard: Following my comments about the shortage of reports of Buzzards feeding on 
roadside kills Peter Etheridge tells me that when driving past Hooksway on the Chichester to 
South Harting road back around Feb 26 he saw a Buzzard which had apparently been feeding 
on a recently killed Pheasant at the roadside. 

13. Kestrel: In my recent report of a Kestrel making determined attacks on an aviary in the 
Denvilles area of Havant I may have been wrong in accepting the identification of the villain of 
the piece as a Kestrel (which many people may have thought unlikely). I now think the villain 
was a young male Sparrowhawk whose small size and brown colour misled the person telling 
me about the attack into thinking it was a different species to the larger, greyer adult female 
Sparrowhawk that had been seen in that area previously. The clincher for me in identifying it as 
a Sparrowhawk was when I heard about a further attack on the aviary leaving a canary dead 
on the ground inside the cage without the wire roof having been torn - Sparrowhawks have 
notoriously long legs which they can stretch deep into 'impenetrable cover' into which some 
small bird has fled for cover - the Sparrowhawk is prepared to suffer some damage and 
indignity invovled in crashing into a dense and perhaps thorny bush if it can still stretch in its 
legs and 'pull out a plum'.  

I remember seeing this for myself at the junction of my own road with East Street in Havant 
when I arrived at the junction just as a Sparrowhawk came in headlong pursuit of a Starling. 
The Starling managed to squeeze its way into the very dense foliage of a fastigate Yew tree 
which had been artificially made denser by binding the foliage round with wires (like a 
Christmas tree bound up for packing into a delivery lorry) which the Sparrowhawk's body could 
not penetrate but prelonged shrieks from the dying Starling told the story of its slow 
strangulation by the talons of the hawk - eventually the sounds died away...  

14. Red-legged Partridge: These birds seem to make a habit of landing in unlikely places 
(perhaps carefully chosen by the birds as unlikely to be populated by 'sportsmen' with guns) 
and on Mar 14 one of these birds was seen in the Highland Road cemetery in Southsea - 
perhaps it had just stopped off briefly to pay its respects to the grave of Charles Dickens? 

15. Great Bustard: Peter Hutchins tells us that he has heard that one of the birds (a male) which 
has spent the winter flying around the Dorset area has voluntarily returned to Salisbury Plain 
and has been seen displaying - so they do start breeding behaviour at the age of one. 

16. Avocet: Seven reports of these on their way back from winter quarters have reached me since 
my last update. Locally two were at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11, then on Mar 12 what 
may have been the same flock of 10 birds was seen flying east off Splash Point (between 
Newhaven and Beachy Head) and also passing Pett Level in Rye Bay. Three birds were still at 
Titchfield Haven and three at Rye Harbour with two more in the nearby Pannel Valley. 



17. Stone Curlew: What was probably the first genuine migrant arrival was seen on Mar 12 in the 
Horsted Keynes area of Sussex near the Bluebell railway just east of Haywards Heath 

18. Purple Sandpiper: Roger Webb had the highest count at Southsea Castle for this winter when 
he logged 10 there on Mar 12 

19. Woodcock: What was possibly the first report of a roding Woodcock comes from Derek Hale 
on the Isle of Wight where he noted one calling as it flew through Firestone Copse at 18:45 on 
the evening of Mar 12 (Although most people only come across roding Woodcock on warm 
summer evenings I have heard of them starting as early as January in past years). 

20. Black-tailed Godwit: By Mar 13 Brian Fellows could only find 33 on the Emsworth shore 
where he has until recently found flocks numbering 100 or more. I suspect these have not yet 
left for Iceland but may have moved to places like Titchfield Haven where they will feed up in 
damp fields on earthworms now that the harbour mud is perhaps becoming depleted of the 
food they have been enjoying there. I'm not sure where the 106 birds that Bob Marchant 
counted in the Hook area near Warsash on Mar 14 were feeding but I see that a good number 
of them were already coming into summer plumage. 

21. Common Sandpiper: Normally the first migrants are seen on the coast in the first few days of 
April so perhaps John Clark was right to query a report of one well up the Test at Kimbridge 
(just south of Mottisfont) on Mar 12 - John suggests it was more likely to have been a Green 
Sandpiper. 

22. Med Gull: Mar 12 brought a report of 59 from the Pagham village area (where up to 107 were 
reported on Feb 4), so no big change there, but on Mar 13 George Spraggs made the first 
major count of birds back in the Langstone village area with more than 48 seen on the 
water from Langstone Bridge. Last year I see that around 20 birds were displaying at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 10 and that on Mar 13 Mike Collins saw 22 adults at the mouth of 
the Langbrook Stream west of Langstone village, while on April 1 George Spraggs found 
around 100 at the Oysterbeds 

23. Ring-billed Gull: Still at the Gosport Cockle Pond on Mar 12 

24. Iceland Gull: The third winter bird seen at Gosport on Mar 4 by John Norton was at Titchfield 
Haven on Mar 11 and 12, seen by Mark Rolfe and Dave Wallace respectively (showing well 
perched close to the roadside viewing platform) 

25. Sandwich Tern: The claims from Bexhill and Dungeness to have seen the first couple of 
arriving migrants on Mar 10 have been followed by 'first of year' sightings at Christchurch 
Harbour on Mar 11 and at Rye Harbour on Mar 12 (the latter were probably the same two birds 
seen at Dungeness on Mar 10, 

26. Meadow Pipit: Although no one has specifically mentioned hearing the first Meadow Pipit 
song so far this year I guess that the Owen Mitchell's report of seeing three of these birds 
'displaying' in the Climping area near Worthing could imply that song was heard. 

27. Stonechat: Although Matt Eade claimed a 'possible migrant' seen at Spash Point near Beachy 
Head on Mar 4 the first definite claim for a migrant arrival is made by Dungeness on Mar 11, 
and David Holland tells us that several of these birds were singing in the New Forest on Mar 15 

28. Wheatear: The first to be reported was near Plumpton Agricultural College (close to Lewes), 
seen by Phillip Thompson on Mar 11, and on Mar 15 Steve Keen saw 2 males on the shore at 
Barton on Sea west of Lymington. 

29. Fieldfare: A flock of 104 was in the Selborne area of east Hampshire on Mar 11 and on Mar 12 
found around 500 at Wivelsfield Green near Haywards Heath 

30. Redwing: The two flocks of Fieldfare noted above were accompanied by flocks of 128 and 200 
Redwing respectively. I suspect that these were all transient birds coming north from the 
continent, and this is backed up by various reports from coastal sites, including Dungeness 
where Blackbirds and Song Thrushes were also arriving. 



31. Chiff Chaff: While as yet no major fall of migrants has been reported a few birds seen at 
Christchurch Harbour on Mar 3 and at Dungeness on Mar 4 were described as probable new 
arrivals. On Mar 11 three birds in the gardens of houses at Selsey Bill were also presumed 
arrivals and another two seen at Southwell on Portland Bill on Mar 14 were reported by the 
observatory website as summer migrants 

32. Great Grey Shrike: It is becoming clear that these Shrikes rely heavily at this time of year on 
catching birds for their food and when Daryl Short was in the New Forest on Mar 12 he saw a 
very determined attack on two small birds which he describes in these words .. "I had an 
amazing experience on Sunday morning (12th March). I went out in search of the (infamous) 
Beaulieu Road/Pig Bush bird and duly found it just east of Woodfidley Bridge. I then watched it 
for around half an hour, and it was clearly hungry. After a failed pursuit of a Blue Tit in the 
treetops above my head, it returned to its initial perch out on the heath. Shortly afterwards it 
took off again, having spotted a Stonechat nearby. This is when the fun really started. The 
Stonechat noticed the Shrike approaching at the last minute, and took off directly upwards. To 
my amazement the Shrike followed suit, and both birds spiralled crazily upwards, each trying 
to get above the other (much as I have seen Merlins pursue Skylarks). The Stonechat was 
taking constant evasive action, with the Shrike attempting to follow its manoeuvres. This went 
on for at least three minutes, by which time both birds had reached an altitude of approximately 
300 feet and were heading westwards away from me. Eventually the Shrike broke off the 
chase, and dropped like a stone with wings closed onto the bog west of the railway line (near 
the Bishop's Dyke). I couldn't see where the Stonechat ended up, but it had certainly had a 
lucky escape.  

"I have never seen anything like this from a Shrike - I thought they were ambush predators, 
reliant on the element of surprise, and I never believed they took part in determined chases 
such as this. If anyone else has experienced anything similar, I would love to know about it." 

33. Magpie: Anyone who does not love seeing Magpies should beware that an army of them is on 
the move. This is my interpretation of news on the Christchurch Harbour website reporting the 
start of an eastward movement of high flying Magpies going over the harbour on Mar 10, 
increasing to around 500 of them seen going over on Mar 11. 

34. Brambling: Daryl Short still had 47 feeding in his garden (Fishlake Meadows area of Romsey) 
om Mar 11 though numbers are now tailing off in most places - a month ago Daryl recorded a 
peak count of 63 in his small garden. 

35. Linnet: Portland Bill reported their first arrivals of the spring (just 2 birds) on Mar 11 and on that 
same day Christchurch Harbour listed more than 10 as new migrants 

36. Yellowhammer: Although Peter Hughes reported one in full song at Pulborough Brooks on 
Jan 12 I think that was just an oddity whereas one heard singing by Peter Etheridge in the 
Hooksway area of the South Downs (southwest of South Harting) at the end of February could 
be regarded as a genuine first of the year - earlier than the song heard near Hastings on Mar 4 
which I have previously reported. 

37. Escapees: Recent discussion of the variety of bird species kept in captivity (and occasionally 
escaping) has been added to with a report on Mar 14 of the escape of a Magpie Shrike from 
an aviary at Ryde on the IoW. 

PLANTS 

1. Yellow Corydalis: On Mar 15 the first bright yellow flowers re-appeared in Havant on this 
common garden escape after a relatively short winter break. 

2. Early Dog Violet: Also on Mar 15 one flower had appeared under the shelter of the leaves on 
a clump of this wild plant which has established itself in my garden after I had brought home a 
couple of samples several years ago when learning the differences between the Common and 
Early species 

3. Spurge Laurel: This was flowering in Woodlands Lane to the east of Stansted back on Feb 8 
but it has re-appeared in the news with a note about it on the Rye Bay website which told me 



something that I did not know - that all parts of this plant are poisonours (though not, I think, to 
deer which I hold responsible for a significant decline in the local population of the plant) 

4. Colts Foot: The first local find of this bright spring flower was made by Brian Fellows at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11, some three weeks after it was first seen in Botley Woods on 
Feb 20 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Brimstone: Two more sightings come from the Chilcomb area of Winchester (seen by 
Andy Barker) on Mar 6 - when another was on Ambersham Common in the Midhurst 
area - and from the Marchwood area on the easter edge of the New Forest, seen by 
David Holland on Mar 15 

o Comma: First sighting of this species for the year was made by Simon Woolley in 
Winchester City on Mar 8 

OTHER 

1. Weasel: One was seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Mar 11 by the Havant Wildlife Group - 
sadly I think Weasels are too small to kill the Rats which threaten the Tern eggs and chicks at 
the Oysterbeds, but I hope the Weasel survives the current 'rodent control' exercise. 

2. Pine Marten??: Derek Hale passes on (with reservations) a report of one being seen on Mar 
12, together with Red Squirrels, in Firestone Copse on the IoW - Derek sugggests that if there 
was a Pine Marten there it must have been an escape (is there some tourist attraction on the 
Island using a Pine Marten as part of their 'attraction'?) 

3. Grey Squirrel: A member of the Sussex Bat Group tells me that during a visit to a winter bat 
roost in a tunnel near Horsham they came across a Grey Squirrel happily ensconced in a nest 
made of woodchippings well within the tunnel - sounds a sensible place for a Squirrel to chose 
to spend the winter out of the cold weather, but was part of the attraction the occasional snack 
of bat meat? 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR MAR 6 - 12 (WEEK 10) 

BIRDS  

1. Fulmar: I have recently passed on reports of these returning to breeding cliffs on the Isle of 
Wight and East Sussex but I suspect that the majority of these birds which nest much further 
north are only just beginning to think of returning there and this is backed by the fact that I have 
not seen any reports of them passing Dungeness until Mar 7 when 50 were counted passing in 
a five hour watch, with another 15 seen there the next day. 

2. Bittern: There have been rumours of two being present at Titchfield Haven throughout the 
winter but, as I said quite recently, the only definite report of two being present was on 30 Nov 
last year. Now, as Bittern are starting to leave their winter quarters, Bob Marchant has (on Mar 
10) had good views of two different birds at the Haven - he says .. "A walk along the canal path 
from Titchfield this morning produced 2 Bitterns in flight, one is noticeably paler, and appears 
"scrawnier" than the other". 

3. Cattle Egret: The group of eight were still at Piddinghoe (Newhaven) on Mar 10 but the last 
report of the Pagham area birds was dated Mar 4 (though the long walk in order to find them 
probably deters the majority of birders who have already seen the birds from going back to 
check on their presence). The single bird at Warblington is much easier to access and I have 
looked for it at least three times a week but I have not seen it since Feb 28. I am pretty sure it is 
still around and this is partly confirmed by one isolated sighting on Mar 5 made by Derek Hale, 
stopping off on a trip from the Isle of Wight to the Forest of Dean. The absence of the bird from 
its favourite field at Warblington has not deterred other birds from continuing to crowd into that 



field - on Mar 11 I found 25 Little Egrets, around 500 Brent, and a couple of hundred gulls 
(mostly Black-headed but with at least half a dozen Med Gulls among them) actively feeding in 
the field. 

4. Grey Heron: Sam Bayley, warden of the nature reserve at Warnham Mill Pond close to 
Horsham, describes how, when a Buzzard flew over on 10 March, 13 Herons flew up from their 
nests in the trees to mob the Buzzard (I bet it will avoid that wood next time it is in the area!) 

5. Spoonbill: Back on Feb 11 David Crespin told us of his sighting of two Spoonbills happily 
feeding in Poole Harbour, seen from the Arne nature reserve, and those birds may well have 
been there for some time, but the start of March seems to have stirred other Spoonbills into 
travelling mode, bringing two of them to Titchfield Haven and one to the Stour Valley in Kent. At 
Titchfield sightings of a single bird were reported on Mar 6 and 7, and on Mar 8 and 9 there 
were sightings of two birds there together (an adult and a first winter - the latter distinguished 
by black tips to its primary feathers. The bird in Kent was first seen on Mar 9 but was not 
mentioned in the only later entry (for Mar 10) I have so far seen. 

6. Brent Geese: Another 355 Brent flew east past Dungeness in 5 hours on Mar 7, with another 
300 following on Mar 9. I expect a lot more have passed unseen but the only other report of 
them from Dungeness was of 248 on Mar 3 (though a report as far back as Feb 8 stated that 
Brent were starting to move past). One other recent report of Brent which caught my eye came 
from Owen Mitchell in the Climping area near Worthing on Mar 9 - Owen only saw around 50 
Brent but remarked that there was a single Barnacle among them which he had previously 
seen with Brent at Pagham Harbour. This made me wonder if this was the same single 
Barnacle which turned up with Brent in the Langstone area at the beginning of February. 

7. Shoveler: An impressive count of 170 Shoveler on the eastern lakes at Chichester (Drayton 
area) on Mar 6 appeared on Ian Barnard's website, and on Mar 10 I was intrigued to see three 
male Shoveler actively diving for the food on the Budds Farm pools here in Havant - I think I 
have seen this behaviour before but it is uncommon. 

8. Red Kite: Brian Fellows passes on a report from Tony Wootton of a good sighting of a Kite 
flying over the A286 in the Binderton House area a mile or so north of Lavant at the edge of the 
Chichester area. A report by Andy Brook on the Hollybank Woods website says that one or two 
were still coming to feed at the Southleigh Forest landfill site at the beginning of March. 

9. Marsh Harrier: A female or immature bird appeared at Titchfield Haven on Mar 10 - the first to 
be seen there this year and probably a new arrival coming north after wintering overseas. 
Plenty of Marsh Harriers stay here for the winter (16 were seen in the Stour valley in Kent on 
Jan 22 where smaller number come to roost each night) but I think the majority are still long 
distance migrants. 

10. Sparrowhawk: Richard Carpenter reports the first spring display flight over Titchfield Haven 
on Mar 6 - this is presumably the male bird's display in which it flies up above its territory, then 
stalls into a dive, repeating the climb and stall as it progresses over its chosen area. 

11. Kestrel: Richard Carpenter also watched a pair of Kestrels displaying over Titchfield Haven on 
Mar 6 but the really surprising observation of Kestrel behaviour came on Mar 9 from a garden 
in the Denvilles area of Havant, close to the busy railway and surrounded by housing.  

The person who told me about it did so in the following words .. "The Kestrel was already sitting 
on the lawn, in front of my aviary, when I arrived home from work this afternoon and it flew up 
immediately. I went inside to drop off my bags and the kestrel arrived back, flying repeatedly 
into the sides of the aviary. It landed on the ground again and did not fly up until I went outside 
and waved my arms. My birds were just a little stressed so I stayed outside to try and calm 
them. The kestrel had just hopped next door, as a couple of minutes later, it appeared on the 
fence, 6 feet away from me. I moved and it flew off only to arrive back a moment later. More 
coercion was needed for it to leave and it then appeared on top of the aviary, closer than ever. 
I'm afraid I had to shout at it. It took off and flew off to the north. I was in the garden for 20 mins. 
keeping an eye on my birds and talking to them, making sure there wasn't a repeat visit. The 
aviary does most definitely attract predators and we quite often see sparrowhawks". 



I have never heard of such an attack on an aviary by a Kestrel, especially in the face of human 
opposition, but I do know that Kestrels can make vicious attacks on other predators in an 
attempt to steal prey from them - on Feb 16 Dan Houghton told us how he saw a Barn Owl 
fighting with a Kestrel in the middle of a New Forest road when he was visiting Exbury and 
many years ago I personally watched a Kestrel fly at full speed into a Barn Owl which had just 
lifted off the ground with a vole in its talons. 

12. Avocet: These are presumably now beginning to head back from their winter quarters to their 
breeding areas, and this brought one to Titchfield Haven on Mar 6. The one bird stayed on to 
become two on Mar 9 and both were still there on Mar 10. A similar pattern last year brought 
one to the Haven on Mar 11 - it stayed on to become two on Mar 18, three on Mar 19, four in 
early April, six on Apr 20 and seven on May 11. 

13. Lapwing: Several were making nest scrapes in the Pannel Valley north of Hastings on Mar 9 

14. Black-tailed Godwit: As usual in the early part of the year the wet meadows of Titchfield 
Haven attract a large flock of Godwits away from the muddy shores to feed on earthworms and 
the like. I'm not sure how far the birds alternate between the meadows and the shore but I think 
that by now they spend nearly all their time inland. This comment was provoked by a count of 
355 Godwits at the Posbrook flood (north part of the Haven reserve) on Mar 10, a lot more than 
the counts of 200 to 250 reported there in previous three weeks, but I see that more than 400 
were there on Feb 18 and around 370 on Jan 1. 

15. Grey Phalarope: A brief sighting of one at Dungeness on Mar 10 was, I think, very unusual for 
March - I associate Grey Phalarope sightings with autumn and occasionally winter but for 
some reason they do not appear on the south coast in spring. 

16. Arctic Skua: These normally start to appear in the English Channel in mid-March and so a 
couple of sightings of single birds at Dungeness on Mar 7 and 10 will probably soon be 
followed by others. 

17. Ring-billed Gull: I recently suggested that the sighting at the Gosport Cockle Pond on Mar 3 
could be the last for this winter season but since then Richard Carpenter has reported a further 
sighting there on Mar 5. 

18. Sandwich Tern: With several wintering birds in the channel it is always difficult to tell when the 
first migrants arrive but it seems that observers at Bexhill and Dungeness, where there have 
not been sightings earlier in the winter and which both had sightings of two birds on Mar 10, are 
of the opinion that these were the first migrant arrivals. 

19. Long-eared Owl: Simon Spiers was very surprised when he was told on Mar 9 of a 
Long-eared Owl sleeping among dry bracken within 300 metres of the end of the Gatwick 
airport runway but the bird was still there when he went to see it. 

20. Grey Wagtail: Single migrants were seen to arrive at Portland Bill on Mar 8 and Dungeness on 
Mar 9 

21. Ring Ouzel: Christchurch Harbour had the first of these undisputable migrants on the morning 
of Mar 9 - a male bird. 

22. Redwing: A wave of these flew north from the continent on the night of Mar 8, bringing reports 
of their calls heard on south Hayling and at Gosport, and on the morning of Mar 9 Dungeness 
reported the presence of 60 newly arrived birds 

23. Willow Tit: Richard Cheater reports the presence of a pair of these somewhere in the Romsey 
area on Mar 8 so it is still worth listening out for their calls in any likely habitat. 

24. Penduline Tit: On Mar 3 someone thought they heard one calling in the Kent Stour valley and 
on Mar 4 one was seen. On Mar 5 two birds were said to be present, one of them singing (but 
I think both were males and they were seen at places separated by more than 200 metres - 
possibly the same bird?). One male was seen again on Mar 6 and 7, and the Stour Valley 
website has excellent photos of it. 



25. Jay: Richard Carpenter heard one making its rarely heard spring song (a quiet warbling) at 
Titchfield Haven on Feb 17, and on Mar 9 both Brian Fellows and I heard the same thing at 
Nore Barn woods west of Emsworth - neither of us had heard one singing before! 

26. Hawfinch: The remants of this winter's extraordinary invasion of Hawfinches are still present 
at Pulborough Brooks (one still being seen regularly up to Mar 8), at Appley Park in Ryde IoW 
(two still there on Mar 10) and at Eastleigh Lakeside park (one still there on Mar 9). 

27. Snow Bunting: What may be the last one in Hampshire this winter was heard as it flew over 
the Hook area near Warsash on Mar 5 

28. Corn Bunting: Still a few in East Sussex (47 at Rye Harbour on Mar 9) and Kent (10 at 
Sandwich Bay on Mar 8) 

PLANTS 

1. Eastern Rocket: In the past I have come across this species flowering in January but this year 
my first find of them in flower was on Mar 10. The plants were growing alongside Harts Farm 
Way near the old Havant incinerator site. 

2. Danish Scurvygrass: Another first flowering for the year also found on Mar 10 - these plants 
were in the central reservation of the dual carriageway of the road leading into Havant from the 
A27 Langstone roundabout. 

INSECTS 

1. Dragonflies: 

o Darter/Damselfly??: In his latest weekly bulletin Richard Carpenter includes the 
following .. "Geoff Jones had a red dragonfly in his Lee-on-the-Solent garden on 6th 
March: this was most likely to be a migrant species of Darter." Richard probably has 
more background info about the sighting to lead him to this conclusion but, while I see 
in Dan Powell's book that there are three vagrant Darter species which have red males, 
the British Darter species do not emerge until June at the earliest. Maybe some 
continental species do emerge earlier but until I know more about this sighting I would 
favour an early sighting of a Large Red Damselfly, which is common and normally 
appears in April, against a Darter species which is extremely rare and which might well 
not appear until mid-summer. 

2. Butterflies: 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Mike Duffy saw one in the Basingstoke area on Mar 6, just one 
day after one emerged in Lewes, but so far there have been no more sightings other 
than the oddity of one seen on Jan 21 which had presumably been un-naturally 
disturbed from its hibernation site. 

o Painted Lady: Another oddity is a sighting of a Painted Lady flying around and basking 
in the sun at Cardiff on Mar 6 (it appears on Steve Nash's Migrant Moth website in the 
March sightings but with the date of Feb 6 which I am pretty sure is an error). 

3. Moths: 

o Spring Usher: Peter Vaughan came on one in the Bartley Heath area of Hook in north 
Hampshire on Feb 25 (Tony Wilson had one in Sussex on Feb 14) 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Two more reports of these 'round the year' moths appear 
on Steve Nash's website - one was on the wing at Penzance in Cornwall on Feb 13 and 
on Feb 25 one was seen flying around a house on Portland Bill as if trying to get in and 
find somewhere to sleep a bit longer! 

4. Other Insects: 



o 'Swarming Springtail' (Ceratophysella begtssoni): Patrick Roper, who lives in 
Sedlescombe, just north of Hastings, wrote the following entry which appeared on the 
Rye Bay website dated Mar 9. He said .. "My grandchildren found a circular mass of 
swarming springtails today on some concrete just outside a stable in Sedlescombe. It 
must have contained thousands of insects. This particular species, Ceratophysella 
bengtssoni, is well-known for this kind of behaviour and swarms numbering millions of 
individuals have sometimes been seen. No one knows quite why they do it, though it is 
thought to be associated with mating. Usually the swarms last only a short while and 
are gone by the following day" 

OTHER 

1. Fungi: 

Five species of fungi have been mentioned in the past, four of them having been seen on Mar 
10. These were ... 

• Oyster Mushroom: found in the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth. This is one of the best edible 
species, unlikely to be confused with any poisonous type, and can appear at any time of year, 
usually on beech wood 

• Peeling Oysterling (Crepidotus mollis): The recently introduced English name for this 
species indicates the 'oyster shell' shape of the cap but the smaller size of the cap and the 
absence of a stem (this is a bracket fungus) easily distinguish it from the true Oyster 
Mushroom - Roger Phillips says its edibility is not known and you will be wise not to be the first 
to put it to the test. Roger also says this species appears in late summer so why Patrick Roper 
should have found and photographed a very healthy show of it in a wood just north of Hastings 
at this time of year I don't know. 

• Turkeytail: This is I think a very apt name for this common and colourful bracket which until 
recently had no English name but was called Trametes (or Coriolus) versicolor. Its fan 
shape, coloured in bands of varying shades of brown and white, really does look like a fanned 
Turkey tail. It can appear at any time of year and was found in Hollybank Woods by Brian 
Fellows. 

• Auricularia auricula-judae: This fungus has for many year's had an English name which is a 
direct translation of its Latin name, i.e. Jew's Ear, and I have never heard of anyone (Jew or 
otherwise) having a serious objection to this name (surely Disraeli would have banned it by Act 
of Parliament had there been any bad feeling among 19th Century Jews around the time when 
the name originated), so in future I will refer to it by the name 'Politician's Ear' rather than the 
babyish attempt at un-necessary political correctness which has changed the established 
English name to 'Jelly Ear'. I found a good show of this fungus growing from the trunk of a 
recently dead politician of the genus Sambucus (Elder) lying by the Wayfarer's Way path in 
Bedhampton. 

• Scarlet Elfcup: This was by far the most interesting recent find, made by Richard Carpenter in 
the Titchfield Haven area on Mar 6. With this established English Name you get what it says on 
the tin - a cup shaped bowl up to 5 cm across which has a bright scarlet lining (much redder 
than the commoner Orange Peel Fungus) - it grows of decaying wood, usually lying on the 
ground after falling from a tree and often the fungus will appear to be growing on soil or leaf 
litter. This is a winter species. 

Sat 11 Mar 

A. Another look for the Warblington Cattle Egret 

After a week with no news of the Cattle Egret I took a short ride to look for it just before dusk, 
but with no success. The field south of the Old Rectory was as crowded as ever with 25 Little 
Egrets, perhaps 500 Brent and a couple of hundred Black-headed Gulls with at least half a 
dozen Med Gulls among them, but no Cattle Egret there (or in the Wade Court fields) that I 
could see. A bonus was another brief view of the local Little Owl, and another was to hear 



Mistle Thrush song from the oak overhanging Pook Lane west of the field - even later, when it 
was almost dark, two Blackbirds were singing in central Havant. 

Coming back from Pook Lane I took a brief look at Langstone Mill Pond in case the Swans had 
turned their thougts to nest building but both birds were just floating in the centre of the water, 
guarding the territory but so far nothing more. 

Fri 10 Mar 

A. Budds Farm and Bedhampton Mill 

This afternoon I walked down the Langbrook Stream to the South Moors. along the shore from 
Budds Farm to the Hermitage Steam which I followed north past Bedhampton Mill before going 
home along Solent Road. 

The highspots of this outing were the discovery of two new plants in flower and the first was 
made as I risked my life crossing the busy dual carriageway in and out of Havant a few yards 
north of the Langstone roundabout on the A27. Here, pausing in the narrow central 
reservation, I found a good show of Danish Scurvygrass, though its white flowers were 
somewhat dulled by dust thrown up by the traffic. The other find came later as I walked along 
Harts Farm Way from the Brockhampton Stream towards the Hermitage Stream - on the north 
side of the road, where temporary blue painted hoardings screen the demolition of the old 
council vehicle depot, Eastern Rocket had squeezed its way out from the foot of the hoardings 
to give a bright display of green leaves and yellow flowers against the background of blue 
paint! 

While still by the Langbrook stream near the farm entrance bridge I found the Giant Butterbur 
in particularly good shape - usually the flowers are mainly damaged by frost or hungry animals 
but today the many plants were in full flower and mostly undamaged. Going on to the South 
Moors ‘orchid field’ I found most of the ground had standing water and this had brought in at 
least seven Snipe, a Heron and a couple of Mallards, but may have deterred the growth of the 
Kingcups as the only leaves I could see were very small and this time there was not even one 
flower. Continuing to Southmoor Lane there was still no outburst of Cherry Plum blossom but 
there were more flowers than last time and an abundance of flower buds awaiting the first real 
spring weather. 

The expected selection of wildfowl was on the Budds Farm pools though numbers are 
decreasing - no Gadwall to be seen (either here or at Bedhampton Mill) and very few Tufted 
Duck or Pochard but there were plenty of Shoveler and a group of three males were doing 
something that I have only seen very occasionally in the past - diving to feed. Each bird would 
make a small jump, half open its wings as if to fly, but then plunge under the water for perhaps 
10 seconds before coming up again. This behaviour presumably indicates that there was food 
to be had under the water, but too far down to be reached from the surface, even by up-ending 
like a dabbling duck. Hopefully this is not a first sign of something I have been expecting ever 
since the pools ceased to be part of the sewage disposal system - a change that must 
inevitably deprive the pools of the nutrients for plant gowth. 

Nothing special was to be seen along the shore or beside the Brockhampton Stream and I 
have already described the Eastern Rocket flowers along Harts Farm Way but there were a 
few more items of interest as I followed the path north beside the Hermitage Stream. On the 
north side of the A27 a large trunk of a fallen Elder tree had a great show of Jew’s Ear 
fungus, and after going under the Mill Lane road bridge to walk between the railway and 
Bedhampton Mill Pool I found just two plants of wild Primroses in full flower on the edge of 
railway (there used to be a great show of Primroses here but most have been choked out by 
Ivy and Brambles spreading east from the base of the road bridge). To end on a more positive 
note the bright sunshine on the eastern end of the Mill Pool brought out the rich colours of a 
pair of Little Grebe now in their breeding plumage and in possession of an excellent secluded 
but nutrient rich territory. 

Thu 9 Mar 

A. Warblington and Nore Barn 



With rain forecast for later in the day I set out after breakfast to cycle via Warblington to Nore 
Barn where I was rewarded with a good view of the Spotted Redshank which has eluded me 
for so long, and with the sound of a singing Jay - something I have never heard before. 

The birds were making the best of the morning and as I set out I heard the songs of Goldcrest, 
Mistle Thrush, Song Thrush and Chaffinch as well as the regular Robins, Dunnocks, and 
Collared Doves (later, over the Warblington fields, at least one Skylark was in full song). 
More spring flowers were also appearing with a noticeable increase in the number of 
Celandines and a small increase in the Cherry Plum blossom. 

At the Warblington Old Rectory I was glad to see a Little Owl back in the entrance of its 
chosen nest hole (the Squirrels have not ousted the Owls!) but I could not find the Cattle Egret 
among the 20 or so Little Egrets. 

Heading along the Warblington shore from Pook Lane to Nore Barn I counted at least 60 
Shelduck and found a single Greenshank by the main stream outfall with three Turnstone 
working the seaweed nearby. Brent, Wigeon, Teal, Black-tailed Godwits and Dunlin were 
all well represented with smaller numbers of Redshank, Grey Plover and Curlew. 

At Nore Barn the Spotted Redshank was patrolling the side of the Maisemore Gardens 
stream seemingly unconcerned by people walking within 50 metres on either side of it, 
including myself on the west side and Brian Fellows on the east. After this Brian and I joined up 
to walk along the north side of Nore Barn woodland so that I could show Brian another patch of 
Sweet Violet flowers, but before we reached them we were both delighted with a new ‘life tick’ 
as a Jay flew south over the fields into the woodland - nothing special in that, but as it reached 
the shelter of the trees the Jay made quiet, plaintive cries (quiet unlike the normal raucous 
shouts one expects from a Jay), seemingly as a ‘come on’ call inviviting a second Jay, 
following some distance behind, to follow it into the woods and do something unmentionable 
under cover of the trees. This is the first time either of us had ever heard a Jay ‘singing’, though 
it is only a short time ago that Richard Carpenter heard similar song from birds near Titchfield 
Haven. 

Heading home along the Emsworth to Havant main road I turned back down Church Lane to 
re-pass the Old Rectory and here I found the local female Kestrel looking for her breakfast - 
she did hover once or twice, but mostly took advantage of tree and telegraph pole perches to 
save energy. In the ‘Egret field’ a lot more gulls had settled, among them at least five smart 
adult Med Gulls, easily picked out by their brilliantly black balaclava helmets. 

Wed 8 Mar 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: It would seem that the bird that has been attracting interest and concern 
on the Testwood Lakes at Southampton cannot have a badly injured leg or be too sick as two 
people who saw it on both Mar 4 and 5 noted that it was diving frequently (though neither saw 
it catch any more fish). No recent reports of large numbers of divers (max count was of only 8 
off Portland Bill) but on Mar 4 Portland Harbour had 4 Great Northern and a single 
Black-throated. 

2. Fulmar: Derek Hale found more than 10 birds back in the St Catherine's Point area of the IoW 
on Mar 4, with more than 3 of them on their breeding ledges on Gore Cliff, and on Mar 6 Barry 
Yates saw at least 10 pairs back on breeding ledges at Cliff End in the Fairlight area between 
Hastings and Pett on the shore of Rye Bay. As I understand it Fulmars do not actually lay their 
eggs until May but they regularly return to their breeding cliffs while it is still winter - is this to 
make sure other birds do not take their preferred nest sites? or does it take them several 
months of sitting on stone ledges to remind them of the purpose of nesting? 

3. Cormorant: The Petersfield Wildfowl Group found 161 Cormorants in the Harbour mouth day 
roost area on Mar 4. Checking the recent Sussex Bird Reports I see that the only substantial 
breeding colony in Sussex is that in the trees at Castle Water, Rye Harbour where there are 
probably more than 150 nests (unless the recent tree cutting there has diminished the 
available nest sites - trees overhanging the water had to be cut to prevent Cormorant 



droppings falling directly into the water and poisoning it to the detriment of all other life in the 
water!). There is another colony near Lewes but that has only half a dozen nests. I was 
interested to see that the difficulty of distinguishing British from Continental race birds in the 
Rye population required DNA testing to see which birds belonged to which race 
('white-headedness' is of no use for this purpose, and the angle of the gular patch is difficult to 
assess and not always reliable - certainly of no use with nestlings!) 

4. Shag: On Mar 7 one was fishing in the Chichester Harbour entrance where I think they are 
even more uncommon than in the Langstone Harbour entrance. 

5. Bittern: On Mar 4 Tony Wilson saw one at Burton Mill Pond near Pulborough, and later that 
day Ewan Urquhart watched two of them there at dusk - interestingly, instead of disappearing 
into the cover of the reeds one of the two was seen to climb the reed stems and apparently 
settle for the night with its body in view above the reeds - maybe a sensible precaution against 
foxes prowling through the reeds in the dark?  

Another interesting observation came from Chris Bentley at Rye Harbour where, on the 
evening of Mar 5, Chris saw a single Bittern fly up into the darkening sky, .. "circling higher and 
higher while calling (a rather mournful hooting sound). This apparently is a prelude to 
departure, and indeed the bird eventually flew off high to the south, still calling as it went". 

6. Cattle Egret: The Pagham north fields still had three birds on Mar 4 and all eight were still at 
Piddinghoe on Mar 7 

7. Mute Swan: In my previous update I said that I had not seen or heard of any Swans returning 
to the Portsmouth IBM Lake (where at least one pair has nested annually for over 20 years) but 
Kevin Stouse tells me that a pair was present in the week starting Feb 21. This is in line with 
their behaviour in recent years - they come back early in the year to check the nest site is still 
available and that no other Swans are trying to take over, and if all is well they return to 
wherever they spend the winter, probably because there is a shortage of weed food around the 
nest site - this shortage has also caused them in several years to walk their cygnets off the site 
long before they can fly. 

8. Black Swan: A pair are once more on Benbow Pond, just east of Midhurst, where they have 
bred in the past. These birds still have their biological clocks set to Antipodal time and nest in 
the autumn rather than the spring - the last breeding record I know of at Benbow pond was of a 
pair seen with a downy youngster on 31 Dec 2003. 

9. Gadwall: Jeff Goodridge found more than 60 on Ibsley Water at Ringwood on Mar 4. No one 
seems to have reported them there earlier this year but I am sure they have been present in 
good numbers as Kevin Sayer counted 80 there on Boxing Day at the end of last year, and 
John Clark gave us a count of 67 on Sep 11 (back in July he saw 40 juveniles in four broods) 

10. Eider: Those elusive birds whose numbers vary so much from day to day at various sites in the 
Solent, and which produced a record count of 220 (maybe 240) off Titchfield Haven on Feb 3, 
were down to just 7 on Feb 18 but on Mar 3 were up again to 129 (seen by Dan Houghton) 

11. Long-tailed Duck: The group of four birds in Chichester Harbour which were first reported on 
Jan 31 off West Wittering were still present on Mar 7 when they were seen making their daily 
flight out of the harbour in the late afternoon, this time pausing for 5 minutes in the harbour 
entrance before heading out to spend the night in the safety of the open sea, 

12. Velvet Scoter: The unusual (for the south coast) flock of around 40 birds was still in Rye Bay 
off Pett on Mar 7. A group of 12 birds were first seen there on Jan 15, increasing to 23 on Feb 
11 and then to 40 on Feb 26 and Mar 5. 

13. Ruddy Duck: These are resident at a few sites where most birders are aware of them but do 
occasionally appear in other places (I see that a drake was on the stream at Farlington 
Marshes on May 16, 17 and 18 last year) and in the current news I see that Alan Lewis saw 
three drakes on the Testwood Lakes at Southampton on Mar 5 (I have not heard of them at 
that site before, unlike the group of three which Jeff Goodridge saw on the same day on Ibsley 
Water at Ringwood where up to 10 were seen at the end of last year and where 24 were seen 



on 7 Mar 2004). While on the subject of Ruddy Duck does anyone have any knowledge of the 
government imposed cull of the species ever being implemented? 

14. Buzzard: Mar 4 brought another report, from Christchurch Harbour, of a pair making their 
spring display, and on same day Peter Edmonds saw something which I would have thought to 
be a relatively common sight but which I have never heard of until now - a couple of Buzzards 
trying to lift a dead rabbit off the A29 road (just into Surrey from Sussex) on which the rabbit 
had been killed.  

When I say I am surprised I have not heard of this before I am not referring to the co-operative 
venture of these two birds (which probably is unique) but just to the presence of a Buzzard at a 
fresh road kill. One of the things that has surprised me about the increase in Buzzard numbers 
in recent years is where they find enough food to support their numbers - I know they will eat 
earthworms and beetles and that these form a noticeable part of their diet, and I know that they 
are able to catch live rabbits (of which there is no shortage, but they are not easy to catch), and 
I would expect that Buzzards would (like Magpies) be fairly often seen taking meat from road 
kills of larger animals, but I have never myself seen one on or flying off from a road kill when I 
have been driving, nor heard of others doing so, though I am aware that roadside trees are 
quite often used by perching Buzzards. Can anyone tell me their experience of this? 

15. Merlin: On Mar 3 the first migrant Merlin was seen at Portland Bill (presumed to have just 
arrived off the sea) and on Mar 6 another was seen coming in off the sea at Dungeness. 

16. Peregrine: I have already reported the first sighting of a pair of Peregrines back together on 
Christchurch Priory on Feb 20, and I now see on Brian Fellows' website that he had been told 
of the return of the Chichester cathedral pair sometime before Mar 5, and on Mar 7 Richard 
Fairbank reported his first sighting of the pair back on the chimney of the Shoreham power 
station. 

17. Great Bustard: Some populations of Bustards tend to stick around the area where they were 
hatched, some disperse for varying distances from their place of origin, while others are highly 
migratory (though hopefully return to their natal area after winter is over). This is very relevant 
to the success of the latest scheme to introduce a population of Bustards to Salisbury Plain 
which got under way with the first batch of 40 introduced birds being released there last 
summer. Since then I have heard of one of the birds disappearing from Salisbury Plain in 
August but being seen in October over Portland Bill, and I have also seen reports of two being 
seen in France, one of them dead after hitting power lines. I have no idea how many of the 40 
stayed on Salisbury Plain but we are now approaching the time to assess the success of the 
first year of the experiment by seeing how many are back at Salisbury Plain for this year's 
breeding season (I think, but am not sure, that they do not breed until they are at least two 
years old). 

Lee Evans takes a very pessimistic view of the chances of the re-introduction succeeding, but 
David Thelwell is more hopeful. Lee says .. "The Great Bustard 'pool' used for this Salisbury 
Plain reintroduction Project was unfortunately the Russian steppe population which are highly 
migratory and winter many hundreds of miles south of their breeding terrain. Heaven help us if 
some of them actually make it down to the Spanish steppes. I believe it highly unlikely that 
many will return to Salisbury Plain, possibly in the same way that only 1 in 100 Corncrakes has 
returned to the Nene Washes in Cambridgeshire (another reintroduction attempt involving 
migratory birds). Going against the grain has been the return of some Norwegian-fledged 
Ospreys at Rutland Water (but most disconcerting is the fact that some of the less than two 
years old Ospreys have actually made it back to Norway)". David Thelwell tells us .. "I 
understood from the talks by David Waters, that the reason the Bustards came from Ukraine 
was that they weren't highly migratory, as that was the problem with the Spanish birds. 
Apparently the winter wanderers seen in Dorset have now returned to Salisbury Plain, but 
others have gone across to France and not come back yet". 

18. Dotterel: An anonymous report of five Dotterel seen briefly near the mouth of the Cuckmere 
River (just west of Beachy Head) on March 4 took me by surprise as my minimal knowledge of 
the species was that spring passage took place in early May with returning birds turning up 
over a more extended period from mid-August to the end of September. That much can be 



seen from 'Birds of Hampshire' but more facts have come to light since that book was 
published in 1992 - firstly Jason Crook set a new earliest date with one at Sandy Point on 15 
April 1996, and more relevantly a wintering bird was found by Eddie Wiseman on 2 Dec 1994 
among a flock of Golden Plover at Milford on sea (west of Lymington), staying with them until 
29 Jan 1995. Looking at the Sussex records I see that their earliest spring arrival was on 3 April 
2000, and they also have a lone wintering record of one at Rye Harbour from 27 Jan to 2 Feb 
1992 (re-appearing there on 22 Feb). It will be interesting to see if there is any subsequent 
confirmation of this most unusual March record - were they early migrants, wintering birds, or 
just a mis-identification? 

19. Lapwing: On Mar 4 Keith Noble watched a pair seemingly settling down at a likely nest site in 
the Adur valley near Steyning. 

20. Knot: The Petersfield Wildlife Group report a flock of 300 in Pagham Harbour on Mar 4 

21. Little Stint: One was still at East Head in Chichester Harbour for the Mar 4 WeBS count 

22. Bar-tailed Godwit: A sighting of around 500 on the Warblington shore east of Langstone 
village by Brian Fellows on Mar 5 was the first report of a large flock there since Feb 1 - maybe 
the birds have been feeding elsewhere in Langstone or Chichester Harbour during the past 
month, or maybe the bulk of the birds left Chichester Harbour in February and the current 
sighting is of new birds pausing on passage. Last years reports show a very similar pattern 
with a flock of 500 seen on Feb 2 then nothing much until a flock of 200 on Mar 18 which was 
the last substantial flock there that spring.(though small numbers continued to be seen until 
May 3 when 10 were seen). 

23. Med Gull: A cluster of reports from Pagham Harbour dated Jan 28 to Feb 7 varied in number of 
birds from 30 to 107 and remains the largest congregation of those birds anywhere so far this 
year. I don't know what the situation has been since 40 birds were seen there on Feb 7 but on 
Mar 4 the Petersfield Wildlife Group counted 56 Med Gulls when they visited.Pagham Village 
(the high counts were I think concentrated around the Pagham Lagoon). 

24. Little Gull: A first winter bird seen by Andy Johnson in the Chichester Harbour entrance on 
Mar 7 was the first report this year from a Hampshire site and may mark the state of more 
widespread sightings. 12 of the 17 reports I have seen this year were in January with only one 
report in February on Feb 11. After a pause there have been three sightings at Dungeness on 
Mar 1, 4 and 5 before this latest sighting. A look at last year's reports shows a similar ''start of 
business' at the beginning of March with the number of sightings increasing markedly from Apr 
2. 

25. Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport bird was seen again in Mar 3 - last year there were only two 
sightings in March, the last of the season being on Mar 26. 

26. Iceland Gull: John Norton watched a third year bird perched on a Gosport rooftop for 20 
minutes on Mar 4 - this is the eighth report of an Iceland Gull this year, starting with the sighting 
of a third winter bird at Winchester sewage farm on Jan 3 - other reports have come from 
Pagham Harbour, Titchfield Haven, and most recently from Langstone Mill Pond 

27. Woodlark: Although the birds which breed in Hampshire probably do not go further than the 
Hampshire coast during the winter some birds breeding in colder parts of Britain do cross the 
channel and on Mar 4 the first two returning migrants were reported at Portland Bill 

28. Meadow Pipit: More of these are now arriving from the continent and on Mar 4 and 5 reports of 
what were probably newly arrived birds came from St Catherine's Point area of the IoW and 
from Barton on sea in Hampshire as well as from Portland Bill 

29. Black Redstart: The first report of one singing for this year came from the Brighton area on 
Mar 7 

30. Stonechat: One seen at Splash Point in Seaford (west of Beachy Head) on Mar 4 could have 
been a returning migrant as there have been no winter birds in that area. One at Dungeness on 
Feb 17 was also a possible migrant for the same reason. 



31. Blackbird: Although not in regular daily song yet the number of reports of song is increasing 
with four reaching me in the last few days - of some interest are two reports of pre-dawn song. 
Starting on Mar 4 Brian Fellows was woken at 5am on several successive mornings by 
Blackbird song outside his bedroom window, and in Romsey on the morning of Mar 6 Richard 
Cheater was surprised to find a Blackbird singing from a street lamp at 3:30am! 

32. Dartford Warbler: Although these birds do sing on sunny days through the winter the first 
report of song which I saw was dated Feb 10 (in the Bexhill area) and others were singing in 
the New Forest by Feb 17 but the first local report comes from Heather Mills who heard one at 
Browndown (between Gosport and Lee on the Solent) on Mar 5 - hopefully the next sunny 
morning will bring reports of song on Hayling Island. 

33. Great Grey Shrike: The bird wintering in the Pigbush/Beaulieu Road Station area of the New 
Forest was heard 'singing' on both Mar 5 and 6 - before starting up on Mar 5 it went into its 
'larder', brought out a dead Dartford Warbler and ate it for breakfast (was there a faint echo of 
Dartford Warbler in its song?) 

34. Siskin: I have already passed on a first report of Siskins singing at Pulborough Brooks on Mar 
1 and now we have a second report of song from John Gowers’ garden at Newick near 
Haywards Heath on Mar 5 

35. Yellowhammer: One had been heard in full song at Pulborough Brooks on Jan 12 but a 
second report of song, from Cliff Dean at Guestling Wood north of Hastings, on Mar 4 marks a 
more reasonable start to their season. Cliff also heard his first Reed Bunting song on Mar 2. 

36. Escapees: Recorded in my database under the catchall heading of 'Escapees', though 
hopefully the bird concerned was under some degree of ownership and restraint, was an Emu 
which got a mention on the SOS website when (at Rye Farm near Henfield in Sussex on Mar 4) 
it stole a Chelsea Bun from Alan Kitson. 

PLANTS 

1. Ash: Male flowers were starting to open on a single tree at Stansted Forest on Mar 6 but I am 
not expecting others to follow suit immediately - leaves do not open on these trees until early 
May. 

2. Coltsfoot: These seem to be late in flowering this year - the very first report was on Feb 20 and 
we have had to wait until Mar 6 for a second report which comes from Barry Yates at Rye 
Harbour 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Brimstone: After two unseasonal appearances in January this year a more reasonable 
first date of Mar 6 comes from Jim Weston who saw one on Ambersham Common near 
Midhurst on that day. Last year there was a similar odd emergence on Feb 12 with 
normal emergences on Mar 5 followed by almost daily sightings form Mar 12. 

o Small Tortoiseshell: Last year's sightings started with ten reports on Mar 16 and 
several reports on each subsequent day so a report from Lewes of one in Brian Cox's 
garden on Mar 5 this year may not have long to wait for follow up sightings. (We have 
already had an unseasonal report of one on Jan 21) 

o Peacock: The sunshine on Mar 4 also brought a Peacock out in the Henfield area of 
West Sussex (we have already had two reports this year on Jan 20 and Feb 13). Last 
year the first appeared on Mar 14 with many reports from Mar 16 onwards. 

o Speckled Wood: Last year 9 Speckled Wood were seen by Andy Brook in the 
Hollybank Woods at Emsworth on Mar 16, and there were a few other reports around 
Mar 31 to Apr 5, though full scale emergence did not start until Apr 10. This year Andy 
Brook has seen his first in the Hollybank Woods as early as Mar 4 but I am not 
expecting others to follow suit for a little while! 



OTHER 

1. Roe Deer: A bunch of five Roe seen on Browndown between Gosport and Lee on the Solent 
included two bucks with their antlers in velvet and one young buck only showing a single small 
spike so far. 

2. Hare: Now we are in to March we can expect more reports of 'mad March Hares' but the 
location of the first report I have seen was slightly unexpected - three were 'charging around on 
the beach' at the Rye Harbour nature reserve on Mar 4. The only other March report so far is of 
one in the Whale Chine area of the IoW. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0503 

Mon 6 Mar 

A. Stansted Forest west 

An afternoon visit to The Sling area of Stansted Forest and a walk around other parts of the 
Forest closest to Rowlands Castle started with a view of a young Ash tree already starting to 
open its male flowers above the stone ‘stile’ taking the footpath into The Sling from Woodberry 
Lane opposite the well established Glendale housing development. 

In the woodland I came across most of the expected birds such as Great Spotted 
Woodpecker and Nuthatch, and in one of the Larch plantations (Larch buds are swelling but 
no glimpse of vivid green yet!) I found a small flock of birds, mostly Coal Tits but with Siskin 
and at least one Lesser Redpoll among them. Several Coal Tits were singing but the only 
Marsh Tit I saw was silent, though as I was leaving I did hear a few hoots from a Tawny Owl 
(perhaps disturbed by a Squirrel?) 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 27 - MAR 5 (WEEK 9) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: It is now nearly a month since I first read of Red-throated Divers moving 
east along the channel in substantial numbers (e.g. 153 passing Bexhill on Feb 9) but still they 
pour on by us. Latest reports are from Dungeness where 73 went east on Mar 2 followed by a 
further 323 on Mar 3 (when the lone 'faller by the wayside' was still alive at the Southampton 
Testwood Lakes). No mention of any Black-throated sightings since Feb 27 and just two 
reports of Great Northern from Selsey Bill where I think two or three are still 'resident' on the 
sea. 

2. Great Crested Grebe: Just one was seen in the IBM Lake at Portsmouth on Mar 4 - I think this 
is the first sighting there this year and I hope it is soon joined by a mate. 

3. Red-necked Grebe: Up to three were seen in Chichester Harbour around Hayling Island in 
January but until now the last sighting from Black Point which I was aware of was dated Feb 7. 
Now Andy Johnson tells us that one was still there on Mar 2. 

4. Canada Goose: 8 pairs were guarding potential nest sites around the IBM Portsmouth lake on 
Mar 4 though the majority of the Coot there were still in winter flock mode and no Swans have 
as yet returned to the lake. 

5. Barnacle Goose: The seven Barnacles plus hybrid which form the 'Baffins Gang' were still at 
Titchfield Haven on Mar 3, but I see that last year they did not return to Baffins Pond in 
Portsmouth until Mar 18. In 1998 there were 42 Barnacles at Baffins Pond and the number has 
been falling ever since - as these birds do not seem to attempt to breed nowadays I suppose 
there is little point in moving from 'winter quarters' to 'breeding area'. 

6. Brent Geese: The Dungeness observatory website told us that some Brent Geese had started 
their return migration as early as Feb 8 and now it tells us that a substantial count of 248 Brent 
went past heading east on Mar 3 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0503


7. Buzzard: One of the pairs which are now resident in the Idsworth/Forestside area north of 
Rowlands Castle put on a good show for me in bright sunshine on the morning of Mar 2, each 
independently flying around 'beating the bounds' of their proposed nest territory, then returning 
to meet at a central point where both would dive vertically before rising to make another circuit 
of the area. 

8. Merlin: Although one had been seen hunting over Portland Island on Feb 4 the 'first of the 
year' to come in off the sea at the Bill was recorded on Mar 3 

9. Spotted Redshank: Further sightings by Brian Fellows of two different birds (one ringed, the 
other not) along the shore west of Emsworth bring the score to Fellows 14 - Hollins 0. Brian's 
latest sightings have been on Mar 1, 2 and 3. 

10. Puffin: The first of the year to be seen at Portland Bill was recorded there on Mar 3 (this is the 
first I have heard of anywhere this year) 

11. Tawny Owl: Of local interest here in Havant Martin Hampton tells me that he has heard one on 
several recent nights from his home in Lymbourn Road - I will hopefully be taking a late 
evening stroll along the footpath going east from Grove Road to Wade Court Road when it gets 
a little warmer - perhaps when the moon is full in mid March. 

12. Hoopoe: The Gosport bird was still to be seen on Feb 21 (and is probably still based at Felicia 
Park) but Richard Carpenter has heard a report of it being seen in the Fleetlands area where 
Fareham Creek reaches Portsmouth Harbour, well over a mile north of its normal area. More 
recently Reg Pilgrim tells us that he was told 'by a bloke he met at Titchfield Haven' that this 
Hoopoe was a cage bred bird which had escaped from the Isle of Wight but there is no definite 
proof of its origin. However, other recent correspondence on Hoslist has revealed that a wide 
variety of wild birds are still reared in captivity, and among the contributors to this thread Bob 
Chapman says that he .. "met a guy in Pompey once who used to breed (maybe still does) 
Bearded Tits, apparently very easy in captivity". 

13. Meadow Pipit: Further confirmation that their northward spring passage is already under 
way comes from Portland Bill where several small flocks were reported coming in off the sea 
on Mar 2. This is about a fortnight later than last year. Also late is the first report of Meadow 
Pipit song - last year the first report was on Feb 20 but no one has mentioned it so far this 
year. 

14. Alba and White Wagtails: Unspecified 'alba Wagtails' were noted coming in off the sea at 
Portland with the Meadow Pipits on Mar 2, and on Mar 3 the Christchurch Harbour website 
claimed a first sighting of a White Wagtail. 

15. Fieldfare: On Mar 2 Jim Weston found 112 Fieldfare in the Pagham Harbour North Walls area 
and on the same day I watched more than 60 flying north high over the Idsworth area (north of 
Rowlands Castle). There has been a very large number (up to 600) recently 'resident' in the 
Idsworth/Finchdean/Forestside area and when I was last at Idsworth I found a good number in 
trees and on the ground among horses but on Mar 2 I had the impression they were leaving the 
area. 

16. Redwing: On Mar 1 Jeff Goodridge was lucky enough to hear one (of the small flock that has 
been based in Appley Park at Ryde on the IoW for some time) in song, something I have never 
heard, though I am familiar with the lovely Starling-like chattering that can be heard from flocks 
about to depart at the end of winter (I always imagine they do this to pyche themselves up for 
the effort of the journey ahead). The Redwing's full song, so I read, consists (like the Song 
Thrush's) of a series of very varied 'verses', but unlike the Song Thrush it pauses for 5 seconds 
or more between each verse. 

17. Long-tailed Tit: The first report of Long-tailed Tits nest building comes from Richard 
Carpenter at Titchfield Haven on Feb 3 

18. Marsh Tit: Although there were a couple of isolated reports of Marsh Tit song in January a 
report from Andy Johnson of song heard at Denny Wood in the New Forest on Mar 2 is more 
likely to mark the start of their breeding season. 



19. Raven: When at Appley Park at Ryde IoW on Mar 1 Jeff Goodridge saw one fly west overhead 
pursued by a Crow - this is the first time I have heard of Raven in the Ryde area but I guess the 
bird was probably on a long distance journey with an undisclosed destination. 

20. Siskin: Four different reports of flocks, each of 30 to 40 birds, come from Bishops Waltham, 
Titchfield, Newport IoW, and Pulborough Brooks - these are presumably birds now moving 
north and thinking of spring - Peter Hughes at Pulborough Brooks tells us that some of his birds 
were starting to sing. 

21. Linnet: These too are starting to return to breeding areas and from Christchurch Harbour on 
Mar 3 comes the first report of a Linnet in full song. 

22. Hawfinch: Some are still with us - on Mar 1 more than 2 were still at Appley Park (Ryde IoW), 
one was at Eastleigh Lakeside Park, and one was in the Pulborough Brooks area. 

23. Snow Bunting: These will not be with us for much longer but on Mar 1 nine were still to be 
seen at Reculver on the north Kent coast. 

24. Yellowhammer: A count of five or more individuals scattered around Idsworth Down on Mar 2 
probably indicated that some are starting to return to breeding areas but at Hastings Country 
Park on the same day the winter flock still numbered 50  

25. Reed Bunting: A flock of 103 Reed Buntings was still at Hastings Country Park on Mar 2 but 
on Mar 3 one was heard singing at Christchurch Harbour, presumably back on territory (the 
first song had been heard at Titchfield Haven on Feb 17) 

PLANTS 

1. Bush Vetch: In previous years I have found this plant flowering very early in Wellsworth Lane 
on the north fringe of Rowlands Castle and happening to pass on Mar 2 I thought I would have 
a look. There was one flower on what looked like an old plant that had survived from last year 
but the pleasure in seeing it was much reduced by finding two new houses under construction 
very close to the site in what was previously a pleasant country lane leading only to Great 
Wellsworth farm. 

2. Opposite-leaved Golden Saxifrage: Richard Carpenter found this in flower near Durley Mill 
by the headwaters of the Hamble River just south of Bishops Waltham on Feb 28 

3. Italian Alder: On Mar 4 catkins had opened on several of these trees planted at the IBM 
Portsmouth site 

4. Alexanders: Not yet seen in flower but several plants beside the London Road in Cosham had 
flower heads by Mar 4 

INSECTS 

1. Red Admiral: Latest report comes from south Hayling where one was flying in a Bound Lane 
garden on Mar 2 

2. Dotted Border moth (B&F 1934): This moth normally appears in March but is occasionally 
seen in February so Tony Wilson was fortunate to have one come to the light in the kitchen (not 
a moth trap) of his Edburton home in Sussex as early as Feb 15. As far as I know this is the first 
of the year. 

OTHER 

1. Badger: At the end of February Richard Carpenter saw signs of 'spring cleaning' among the 
Badgers by the upper Hamble near Bishops Waltham and also around Titchfield Haven - he 
comments on fresh digging and signs that they had been changing their bedding. I wonder if 
this could be caused by the recent or impending birth of young cubs (which are normally born 
around this time of year) - mother badger would no doubt be freshening up the nursery 
chamber in the sett, and maybe ejecting some of the male members for the family from it, 



sending them to sleep in other rooms which they in turn would have to refurbish for their own 
comfort. 

2. Fallow Deer: Walking up Stoughton Down from Stoughton village near the source of the River 
Ems on March 1 Brian Fellows watched a bunch of 22 Fallow Deer out in the open led by a 
handsome buck still carrying his antlers (as he will for another couple of months, shedding 
them around the beginning of May).  

The mention of Deer reminded me that I thought the script writers for the Archers on Radio 4 
had got their facts wrong when they included the find of a new born baby deer in the 
programme about a week ago, but it turned out to be a tiny Muntjac (that species has no fixed 
breeding season and they drop their young at any time of year). Another aspect of the 
programme which raised a question mark in my mind was that they called the baby a 'fawn', 
but I see that they (as you would expect) were right, and I have hopefully learnt from them. The 
young of Red Deer and Sika are called 'calves', those of Fallow and the smaller deer such as 
Muntjac are 'fawns', and it is only the Roe deer which have 'kids' (as do Goats) 

3. Grass Snake: At the beginning of February Tony Wilson was somewhat surprised to find a 
Slow Worm already out and about in his home village of Edburton, north of the Downs above 
Brighton, and more recently Peter Vaughan told me of his first, very early, sighting for the year 
of a Common Lizard out on Hook Common in north Hampshire. Now Tony tells me of another 
'early rising reptile' - a Grass Snake which he found as a freshly dead road casualty in his 
village on March 2. My understanding previously was that these snakes did not wake from their 
winter sleep until early April ... 

Sat 4 Mar 

A. IBM Portsmouth site 

This afternoon I was at the IBM North Harbour site for the monthly WeBS count and found the 
birds moving into breeding season mode. Of the 19 Canada Geese 16 of them had already 
become 8 territorial pairs guarding those areas in which they intended to nest, and several 
pairs of Coot had already done the same although the majority (at least 28 out of 43) were still 
happy to graze together as a winter flock. One Great Crested Grebe was back on the water 
dressed in its spring finery and at least two of the Little Grebes were trilling their spring song. 
Another bird which was present (I hope) with thoughts of breeding was the single Shelduck 
which has been present since the Jan 14 count, and which does not fly away from the site 
when my round takes me too near its preferred resting place on the islands, but flies to a save 
distance and returns when I have gone away. Not seen today were any Swans - one or two 
pairs have nested by the lake in each past year, and last year a pair were present in Jan, Feb 
and Mar and had started nest building by early April. 

Other birds on the water included a pair of Shoveler, eight Teal and a pair of Tufted Duck. 
One Heron was fishing when I disturbed it but it was probably not too hungry as it happily flew 
off to join six others whiling away the afternoon in silent contemplation of the safe area of open 
grassland south of the site approach road. I also saw two Cormorants on the water, and 
around it some 260 Black-headed Gulls were patiently waiting for the completion of their 
moult into breeding plumage and the subsequent call back to nest sites on the RSPB islands in 
Langstone Harbour - among them were around 20 Common Gulls pausing in their journey 
back to northern breeding sites. One oddity was a single Curlew on the grass by the lake - 
perhaps the same bird that surprised me during last month’s count. 

As I drove into the site I saw my first Daffodil in full flower, and as I walked round the site I 
added Italian Alder to my year’s flowering list - also flowering was at least one Grey Poplar 
and many of the remaining English Elms. Among other wild flowers I noted Grey Field 
Speedwell and Common Whitlowgrass. On the way home, passing the QA Hospital area of 
the old A3, I saw several plants of Alexanders had formed flowerheads but none had yet 
opened. 

Thu 2 Mar 

A. Idsworth Down 



Another gloriously sunny but chilly morning suggested a second visit to Idsworth Down to 
search for Woodlark, and this time I walked around both the adjacent 1km squares I have 
been allotted for this year’s survey. Although we are told that Woodlark do not sing on cold 
mornings I am pretty certain I heard one distantly (and outside the survey square boundaries) 
on my last visit, and this time I again had a brief impression of hearing song from the tree 
sheltered open area above and west of Heberdens farm - not enough evidence to record, but 
sufficient to attract me back to listen again when it gets warmer. 

Several Yellowhammer were encountered during my walk - more than half a dozen - and I 
watched some 60 Fieldfare flying high north (not in trees and on the ground as during my last 
visit) so I may not see them again next time. Best of all was a display by a pair of Buzzard that 
intend to breed in Markwells Wood across the valley east of Idsworth Down - I was attracted to 
them by their calling and then watched them ‘beating the bounds’ of their nest territory and 
going into steep vertical dives each time they met each other near the centre of the chosen 
area. Another unexpected sight was of some 50 Lapwing in flight over the Huckswood Lane 
area away to the north east of where I was. 

Perhaps the best ‘tick’ of the morning came on the way home when I went out of my way to visit 
Wellsworth Farm on the northern fringe of Rowlands Castle. I found what I was hoping for - the 
first flower on Bush Vetch (also more Ivy Leaved Speedwell) - but also sadly found two new 
houses under construction, altering the character of this old fashioned lane and its rich flower 
banks along the ‘sunken lane’. 

Wed 1 Mar 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: The bird which arrived at the Testwood Lakes on Feb 23, thought to be 
lightly oiled, was still there on Feb 27 and has attracted conflicting reports about its health - on 
Feb 26 it was seen to catch and eat a large fish - good news, hopefully the fish will not only 
keep up its strength but will help to counteract the poisoning effect of the oil which the bird has 
been preening off its feathers (it is the ingestion of the oil after preening, rather than the effect 
of the oil in the feathers, which kills most oiled birds). Then came the bad news - on Feb 27 
Maggi Short saw that it seemed to have an injured left leg trailing uselessly behind as the bird 
swam (and this would agree with other reports of the bird lying partly on its side when on land 
to avoid pressure on the damaged leg). 

Healthy divers continue to pour eastward along the channel coast - Feb 27 brought a report of 
another 183 off Bexhill to bring the total number of birds that have been reported moving east 
to somewhere over 2000. Six Black-throated Divers were also off Bexhill and one Great 
Northern flew east past Christchurch Harbour but the overwhelming majority have been 
Red-throated. 

2. Cormorant: Following my note about the nesting preferences of these birds (the continental 
race birds being said to prefer nesting in trees, usually inland, whereas the British race prefers 
sea cliffs) Ed Griffiths tells me that a good number of Cormorants have started to breed during 
the past two years (presumably in trees) at Little Marlow in Buckinghamshire (near the Thames 
south of High Wycombe). Despite staring at their gular patches Ed is not prepared to commit 
himself on which of the two races are represented in this colony! 

3. Bittern: Peter Hutchins on Feb 28 tells us that a Bittern has recently been seen in a 
Basingstoke garden - maybe we should all be guarding our garden fish ponds against thieving 
Bitterns as well as Grey Herons, but I suspect the Bittern concerned was an old or sickly bird 
(like the one which a few years ago was last seen standing in the middle of Prospect Lane on 
the southern fringe of Rowlands Castle, causing a motorist to swerve round it) 

4. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was back in the field near Pook Lane on both Feb 27 and 
28, and was seen on the evening of Feb 27 in a pre-roost gathering of 25 Little Egrets around 
the flooded pool in the pony field south of Wade Court before flying to join at least 40 Little 
Egrets in the roost behind Langstone Pond. 



5. Greylag Geese: Although the great majority of the birds seen in southern England are feral 
birds that are permanently resident in Britain one which turned up at Pett Level on the shore of 
Rye Bay on Feb 25 was wearing a black neck collar with white letters (not deciphered on 
account of distance and 'telescope wind shake') is thought to be a bird hatched in Sweden 
which would normally spend its winter in Spain. Another flock of 120 Greylag which turned up 
at the Pevensey Levels on Fab 26 where 'reported as wild'. 

6. Brent Geese: On the morning of Feb 27 Richard Ives saw 85 Brent flying east over the sea off 
Brighton to show that some birds are already leaving us (the first report of departing birds 
came from Dungeness on Feb 8) 

7. Pale-bellied Brent: On Feb 27 at the Hayling Oysterbeds Simon Wright saw a Pale-bellied 
bird with colour rings on both legs and subsequently Jason Crook published the following 
account of its history. 

"The colour-ringed Pale-bellied Brent Goose at Hayling Oysterbeds (with yellow Darvic rings 
on both legs - marked with black X - and a metal ring on the right leg also) is very interesting 
indeed.  

"It was ringed as a first-year female on spring passage in southwest Iceland on 5th May 2005. 
It was last seen at this major spring staging area on 28th May. It was then seen at the 
Pale-bellied Brent Mecca of Strangford Lough (NI) on 14th and 22nd October and then at the 
Dee Estuary between November 10th and 24th. I first saw it in Langstone Harbour on 8th 
December when it was along the foreshore of Southmoor during a low tide count, and it has 
remained in the Southmoor shore and Oysterbeds area ever since and has been reported by a 
total of four birders! I fully expect it to remain into April like previous PBs have done in this part 
of Langstone Harbour. What's more, it is very likely to be one of the two juveniles which were 
brought to Langstone Harbour last winter by a single Pale-bellied Brent.  

"Details of the scheme can be found here: http://www.cr-birding.be/ and more at 
http://www.wwt.org.uk/brent/brent_now.asp  

"At the time of my original sighting it was the furthest south that a colour-ringed Pale-bellied 
Brent from this scheme had been reported. This record was actually superseded by one that 
arrived at Normandy in France in November and has since moved to winter further south down 
the west coast. All bits of a giant jigsaw puzzle. I am especially pleased to now have direct 
ringing evidence that some (and potentially most) of the PBs recorded in Langstone Harbour 
are from the high Arctic Canadian population, a previous assumption based primarily on 
probability, the certain origins of a flock of birds which arrived into Langstone Harbour in early 
September 1999 from which a single-parent family stayed on to winter, and the departure 
dates of some wintering birds. Possible morphological differences (from Svalbard/north-east 
Greenland breeders) are more contentious!" 

8. Shelduck: Numbers of Shelduck along the Warblington shore seem to peak in February and 
diminish after the beginning of March - last year my peak count between Langstone and 
Emsworth was 95 on Feb 19 and this year a walk from Nore Barn to Langstone on Feb 28 gave 
me a count of just over 100. 

9. Pintail: The number of Pintail in the Lymington area peaked on Feb 28 when Marc Moody 
counted 746 on the Avon Water flood at Keyhaven. Prior to 1992 the highest count in 
Hampshire (according to 'Birds of Hampshire') was of 304 in Langstone Harbour in Jan 1989 
but on 2 Feb 2003 John Clark found an astonishing total of more than 2349 in the Avon Valley 
(1920+ in the area north from Avon Causeway to Wattons Ford, another 300 estimated south 
of Avon Causeway - and thus partly in Dorset - with another 129+ in the Ibsley-Bickton area 
between Ringwood and Fordingbridge). These very high counts were not a one day wonder in 
2003 - John Clark had recorded a count of 1000+ Pintail seen around Avon Causeway on Jan 
12 and John Collman had more than 700 there on Feb 11. 

10. Pochard: A respectable number of 75 Pochard came to the evening feed at Titchfield Haven 
on Feb 24 



11. Scaup: No further news of the Fareham Creek bird since Feb 18 but another drake has 
apparently been at Southington Cress Beds in the Overton area west of Basingstoke where it 
was reported as 'still there' on Feb 28 

12. Velvet Scoter: On Feb 26 Pete Rouse reported a count of 40 in Rye Bay off Pett Level - is this 
a record for the south coast? 

13. Goosander: Dan Houghton found 20 on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Feb 28. This is 
the highest count I have seen from Eyeworth this year but on Jan 14 Alan Lewis had 27 at 
Ibsley Water and on Feb 2 Doug Munts had 23 on Janesmoor Pond between Fritham and the 
A31 

14. Buzzard: Early March is usually the time when Buzzards are most visible but already by Feb 
26 Alan Lewis reckoned that he saw a total of 20 birds (7 in the air together) in the Faccombe 
area (near the Berkshire border north of Andover) 

15. Rough-legged Buzzard: It looks as if Hampshire has a genuine bird this winter. On Feb 27 
Keith Betton received a report of a possible candidate seen near Harbridge (just east of Ibsley 
in Avon Valley) which flew off to the north east which would take it towards the Godshill area of 
the New Forest where Dave Holt had a well observed sighting on that same day - Dave wrote 
.. "It was hunting and although the wind was light it hovered at about 40 feet several times. Tail 
very clear." I take it that he meant that he saw the diagnostic tail pattern clearly. On Feb 28 Dan 
Houghton saw the bird hovering constantly for around 15 minutes and later got unobscured 
views of the perched bird which allowed him to see that .. "This bird has dark belly patches 
(presumably making it an adult female?), the rest of the underparts and head were reasonably 
pale. It was also easy to see white undertail coverts and the basal two-thirds of the undertail 
was white." 

16. Merlin: We have had a couple of 'seen from car' reports of Merlin hunting roadside verges 
recently but a sighting on Feb 27 by Sharon Sellens of a Merlin crouched on the pavement of a 
residential road in Icklesham, close to Rye on the Sussex/Kent border deserves a mention - 
when she approached it the bird shot off between the houses at high speed. 

17. Water Rail: On Feb 26 Brian Fellows was very pleased to get another sighting of a bird in the 
tiny Lumley Stream running down the east side of Brook Meadow at Emsworth where he had 
seen one on Jan 5 - he assumes it was the same bird and I suspect he is right though as we get 
into March Water Rails will be making long journeys back from winter quarters to their breeding 
grounds and may turn up in very unexpected places as they come down wherever their night 
flight has brought them when dawn comes and they feel the need to hide through the day. 

18. Knot: On Feb 25 John Norton was surprised to see 21 Knot with 80 Grey Plover (presumably 
a high tide roost) on the Weston shore of Southampton Water - I think this is a very high count 
for Southampton Water. 

19. Spotted Redshank: I think one of these is probably to be seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds at 
high tide on most days if you can spot it among the roosting Redshank but it is rarely reported 
though it was seen recently on Feb 25 and 27. 

20. Great Skua: A single Bonxie flew past Portland Bill on Feb 22 - this is only the fourth bird to be 
reported this year. 

21. Med Gull: Paul Hoare noted that four were back at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 25 (first 
there this year as far as I know) and on Feb 27 Steve Mansfield heard two calling in the 
Chichester Harbour entrance area. 

22. Lesser Blackback: Passage of these birds had started by Feb 26 when Derek Hale found an 
influx of 22 in Bembridge Harbour on the IoW with another 11 in the Foreland area. To confirm 
this Kris Gillam reported a total of 65 passing Sandown on the same morning. 

23. Iceland Gull: On Feb 24 Tony Gutteridge was at Langstone Mill Pond when he had good 
views of what he is sure was an adult Iceland Gull flying north (inland) into the strong wind - 



Tony is pretty confident of it's id. This could be the bird which was reported in the Titchfield 
Haven area on Feb 18. 

24. Sandwich Tern: Steve Mansfield certainly saw three in the Chichester Harbour entrance on 
Feb 27 and may have seen a total of 5. On Feb 28 at least one was seen just across the water 
off Puckpool on the IoW 

25. Little Owl: At dusk on Feb 27 I had clear views of one on the branches of an oak tree in the 
field east of the Old Rectory at Warblington (and I am pretty certain I saw the second bird of the 
pair scuttling back into its nest hole in another tree in the same field) 

26. Rock Pipit: It sounds as if wintering birds are now heading back to their breeding areas while 
local breeding birds are already pairing. On Feb 18 Kris Gillam reports a high count of 21 in the 
Bembridge Foreland area of the IoW and compares it to a count of 26 there on 13 Mar 2005 - 
I think implying these were both flocks of departing migrants and that they are going earlier this 
year than last. By Feb 25 two pairs that will presumably breed around Hengistbury Head were 
seen displaying. 

27. Blackbird: On Feb 25 Owen Mitchell announced that a pair were already sitting on eggs in his 
Bognor Regis garden - not the first nest of the year as you may remember that on Jan 18 a pair 
were already feeding young in their nest at the RSPB HQ in Sandy (Bedford). Although I have 
not found their nests I suspect that two pairs may be nesting in or near my Havant garden to 
judge by the regular presence of two males in my own garden (one owns the south side, the 
other the north) with the females showing only very occasionally. 

28. Fieldfare: More than 50 were seen by Martin Hampton in the Idsworth area north of Rowlands 
Castle on Feb 25 (and a similar number were still there on Mar 2, though possibly departing). 
Also on Feb 25 Matthew Silk had more than 100 (and a similar number of Redwing) in the 
Chailey area of Sussex near Haywards Heath. 

29. Great Grey Shrike: Someone recently raised the question of whether these Shrikes eat small 
birds and Peter Hutchins responded with the following .. "I remember watching a Great Grey 
Shrike at Blackgutter Bottom, some years ago, being continually harassed by a Great Tit. The 
shrike took evasive action in the best way that it could - it flew up, caught the tit and swallowed 
it whole! Attack certainly being the best form of defence in this case." I had already learnt this 
fact many years ago when reading of a Shrike sighting made notable by the Shrike devouring 
a Dartford Warbler, Another response from Lee Evans told us .. "Small birds do unfortunately 
make up a large percentage of the winter diet of a Northern Grey Shrike - perhaps a single bird 
such as a Goldcrest, Long-tailed Tit or Blue Tit being taken once a day. They will also take to 
feeding in ploughed fields where they can eke out their diet with beetles and other grubs." 

30. Rook: Martin Hampton tells me that there was plenty of noise and stick carrying activity at the 
big rookery near the railway line passing through Rowlands Castle when he was there on Feb 
25. 

31. Raven: These too will probably be nesting by now and a noisy fight between two Ravens, 
witnessed by Derek Hale in the Ventnor area of the IoW on Feb 28, was probably over 
territorial rights rather than food. 

32. Brambling: I think the big flocks are now dispersing but on Feb 27 Peter Hutchins found more 
than 30 still at Southfield Farm at Whitchurch 

33. Siskin: There are still plenty of these around and a flock of 600 was reported from the Pannel 
Valley north of Hastings on Feb 27 - as might be expected they were feeding on Alders. 

34. Linnet: Three Linnets seen at Christchurch Harbour on Feb 25 were logged as the first 
migrants of the year and another ten seen on the following day helped to confirm this. Looking 
back through recent sightings most are of large winter flocks but perhaps the honour of 'first 
migrants' should go to a party of 7 which George Spraggs saw on Feb 18 'arriving from Sussex' 
across the mouth of Chichester Harbour (does crossing the county boundary count as 
'migration'?) - seriously I think the difference between winter flocks and bird returning to 



breeding areas is in the number of birds involved and a group of seven does not qualify as a 
witner flock. 

35. Hawfinch: Yet another appearance of these elusive birds in an unexpected place - on Feb 27 
John King found a group of four in poplars by a public path through West Park nature reserve 
at Burgess Hill in Sussex. On Feb 28 he looked again and found eight of them alternating 
between the poplars and a nearby industrial estate! Their unusual preference for human 
activity this winter is re-inforced by Peter Hutchins comment that there are still a few at several 
sites in Basingstoke. 

36. Escapees: The Lanner Falcon was again causing panic on the Brading Marshes RSPB 
reserve on the IoW on Feb 26 

PLANTS 

1. Sweet Violet: Flowers seen on Feb 28 at two more sites (Warblington and Nore Barn) 

2. Broad Bean: A small cluster of casual plants which flowered in one of the Warblington Farm 
arable fields after last years Sweetcorn crop has survived the winter and on Feb 28 one of the 
plants had flower beds about to open! 

3. Cherry Plum: None of the flowers on the Wade Lane trees at Langstone have yet opened but 
two flowers had done so on a young tree at the sea end of Pook Lane on Feb 28 

4. Hawthorn: Leaves are starting to unfurl on a few trees (as on Elder bushes) 

5. Grey Poplar: An old tree growing beside Wade Court Road (opposite North Close) which is 
always the first to flower in Havant had catkins unfurled on Feb 28. 

6. Primrose: In my last update I noted the appearance of the first genuine wild flower in the 
Groves area of Stansted Forest on Feb 25 and I have now heard that more of them were seen 
on that day in the Lyels Wood area of the Forest. 

INSECTS 

1. Red Admiral: Feb 28 brought one out in my Havant garden and another was seen on Portland 
Bill, I have just heard of another one in a south Hayling garden on Mar 2. 

2. Hummingbird Hawkmoth: One was flying on Portland Bill on Feb 25 

OTHER 

1. Weasel: A good photo of one can be seen on the Christchurch Harbour website where the 
Weasel was attracted to a bird feeding station. 

2. Seal species: Steve Mansfield saw a Seal (most likely Common) eating a flatfish near the 
Hayling Ferry on Feb 27 

3. Brown Rat: After last year's debacle at the Hayling Oysterbeds tern island where the bird's 
eggs were eaten by Rats, Havant Borough have been asked to send along their pest control 
people in the hope of reducing the local rat population there. On Feb 27 Simon Wright was at 
the Oysterbeds and met someone from Havant Environmental Services who had got the 
message and was looking for the Rats (with little or no success) - he ask Simon to put out a 
plea to the public for information on the whereabouts of any Rats in that area so if you come 
across them please phone Environmental Services on 02392 834251 

4. Frog: A third report of Frogspawn comes from Giles Darvill who found some in a small New 
Forest pond south west of Fritham in an area called Rakes Brakes Bottom between the 
Dockens Water at Holly Hatch and Fritham Plain. Can anyone tell me the origin of the Rakes 
Brakes name? or of the equally curious names of the two low hills north and south of the 
bottom - Freeworms Hill and Ragged Boys HIll? 

5. Common Lizard: Peter Vaughan found what may be the first Lizard to emerge in Hampshire 
this year when he visited Hook Common on the morning of Feb 25 (snow had been falling 



there the previous day and a chill north east wind was still blowing though the Lizard was in a 
sheltered spot out of the wind), Peter tells me that there have been .. "a few earlier sightings 
from elsewhere in England reported on the herpetofauna.co.uk website." 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2602 

Tue 28 Feb 

A. Warblington and Nore Barn 

A sunny morning brought a Red Admiral out of hiding to fly around my garden but a serious 
snow shower after lunch made me dress up against the cold before walking to Nore Barn via 
Warblington. 

The snow ceased very soon after I left home and the sun appeared again to give me a view of 
a large bumblebee visiting Mahonia flowers before I reached Wade Court Road where two 
Coal Tits were singing strongly and the very tall old Grey Poplar had already opened some of 
its catkins (this tree overhanging the start of the ‘twitchel’ path the Warblington is always the 
first to do so hereabouts). 

Crossing the A27 footbridge to the southern part of Pook Lane I paused before turning left onto 
the tarmac new section of the lane and here, at the T junction of the old and new lanes, a single 
Sweet Violet flower was out on the large patch of leaves that I have been watching for some 
time. 

In the ‘Egret field’ south of the Old Rectory I counted 28 Little Egrets but it was some time 
before the Cattle Egret was pointed out to me by a visiting birder (as is often the case it was 
the nearest bird to the field gate!). Half a dozen Redwing and a few Song Thrushes were also 
in the field but today’s surprise was to see a Kestrel fly up from the south west corner of the 
field to perch in the big oak (used by the local Mistle Thrush as a song post) in the old Pook 
Lane hedge. 

Continuing on the Church Path to Nore Barn I had a close encounter with a very tame 
Goldcrest in the hedge along the south of the cemetery extension, and after crossing the 
stream into the big arable field I was amused to see that a couple of the Broad Bean plants 
that have survived in it already had flower buds - I suspect the field will be ploughed again 
before they have a chance to open. 

Reaching the broad path along the north side of Nore Barn wood I found a few more Sweet 
Violet flowers and passed an Elder bush with noticeable leaves showing, but on the shore 
side of the wood I again failed to see the Spotted Redshank. 

Nothing very special coming back along the Warblington shore though by the time I reached 
the south end of Pook Lane I had listed more than 100 Shelduck (the first time I have 
knowingly found 100 here this winter) and seen around 700 Brent in the second shore field 
east of Pook Lane (I had the impression that half of them were young birds). 

On the corner of Pook Lane two Cherry Plum flowers were out but I could see no more in 
Wade Lane where a loud and insistent Chiff Chaff was calling and a Chaffinch singing. 
Passing Wade Court there was a strong almond scent of the Winter Heliotrope (as there has 
been for over a week now), and crossing the field path to reach the Billy Trail I noted that the 
path (which had been an almost impassable sea of mud only a week ago) was now almost as 
dry as it will be in August! 

Mon 27 Feb 

A. Havant, Langstone and Warblington 

Walking around Havant in the morning I found my second flowering clump of Ivy-leaved 
Speedwell and enjoyed the great spectacle of the Whitlowgrass lining the north side of 
Waterloo Road. Out of interest I also had a look at the Honeysuckle growing on the south side 
of the railway footbridge at the New Lane level crossing, finding one unopen flower bud still 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2602


looking fresh enough to open at the first touch of warm sunshine. Even without the sun there 
was a great show of Sweet Violet flowers under the Yew in St Faith’s Churchyard. 

On my late afternoon poster round to Langstone I had a good look at the Kingfisher on its 
usual perch above the Lymbourne stream where it flows out into the harbour alongside 
Langstone Mill, and while there I was told that the male Swan from the Millpond has declared 
war on the second pair of Swans which have been ‘loitering with intent’ in the harbour around 
the Mill - the Cob had been seen earlier in the day well out in the harbour, covered with mud 
and looking so weary that a boat had been despatched to check that it was not injured. Luckily 
it had suffered no harm and this evening it was back on the pond with the Pen and with clean 
plumage, and without another Swan pair in sight. 

I cycled on to Warblington Old Rectory where I was pleased to find the Cattle Egret back in the 
field with 20+ Little Egrets and with half a dozen Redwing scuttling around its feet. 
Interestingly the Cattle Egret must have been searching for food in a cow pat which had left a 
ring of dark mud around its yellowish bill. Just after spotting the Cattle Egret I met another 
birder looking for it but when I turned round to point out the bird it had gone! All was not lost, 
though, as I was able to show the other chap one of the local Little Owls which had already 
emerged to start its dusk search for food - by chance the Owl had momentarily perched on the 
end of a small branch where it was silhouetted against the pale evening overcast sky, in full 
view and staring straight at us for the best part of a minute. I also had an unshared bonus in 
getting a very brief view of the other owl of the pair scuttling back into its presumed nest hole as 
it realised that I was looking at it. 

Cycling home I chose to go along the shore to Wade Lane and had my first view this year of a 
pre-roost gathering of 25 Little Egrets around the flood in the pony field south of Wade Court 
- even better one of them was the Cattle Egret. I stayed here until the group flew into the roost 
trees so that I could see the Cattle Egret in flight, and while waiting several other Egrets flew 
directly into the roost giving me a minimum count of 40 Egrets still roosting there (a full count 
could have revealed lots more!). Earlier in my round I met Jason Crook in Mill Lane and he told 
me that he had recently seen the Cattle Egret feeding in the pony fields north of Wade Court, 
and that it was there that he had originally discovered the bird. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 20 – 26 (WEEK 8) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: These seem to have been moving east in large numbers since Feb 8 but 
the high count of 248 going east off Dungeness on Feb 11 has now been well beaten by a 
count, also from Dungeness, of 565 going east on Feb 23. 

A bird that may have been part of that movement on Feb 23 dropped in at the Testwood Lakes 
and was still there on Feb 24 - John Shillitoe says .. "This bird may be oiled, as it has spent 
some time preening and even spent an hour or so hauled up on the shore." 

2. Cormorant: Richard Carpenter tells us that more than 25 Cormorant were still using the 
Titchfield Haven trees as a night roost up to Feb 24 - he also remarks on the presence of one 
very 'silvery headed' bird that has acquired its full breeding plumage. Richard suggests that 
this may be a bird of the continental tree nesting race rather than one of our British cliff 
nesting race though from seeing lengthy correspondence on this subject in past years I have 
gathered that both races can have variable amounts of silver on the head and neck and that 
the only safe way to separate the races is to look at the yellow 'gular patch' at the base of the 
bill.  

In Feb 1999 Tony Gutteridge told me that he had recently heard an expert on the subject giving 
a talk in which the expert said .. "the continental race birds do breed in Britain (and in fact they 
are leading our native birds to inland nest sites - the continental race is traditionally tree 
nesting, the British race normally sticking to cliff faces, but the British birds are learning to tree 



nest inland) and this explains why we see continental birds still here in full breeding plumage. 
The other item was concerning identification - to separate the races correctly you have to look 
at the yellow area at the base of the bill - in a continental bird this continues back below the eye 
in a straight line with the top of the upper mandible, in British birds it extends up and around the 
eye." 

3. Bittern: Two are thought to still be at Titchfield Haven where 2 were recorded in a full wildfowl 
count of the reserve on Nov 30 but so far as I know no one has actually claimed to have seen 
two since that date though one was seen as recently as Feb 24 

4. Cattle Egret: The last definite report of the Warblington bird that I am aware of came from 
Anne de Potier on Feb 11 but it is very probably still in the area as it was seen going into the 
Langstone Pond night roost in Feb 18 - any news of its whereabouts will be gratefully received! 
There is no reason to think that the Sussex birds have deserted - all 8 were still at Piddinghoe 
on Feb 21 with 5 seen there on Feb 25, and all 3 Pagham birds were seen on Feb 21 

5. Bean Goose: The bird which I reported as being at Lower Exbury House near the Beaulieu 
River on Feb 20 (and which would have been the first in Hampshire this year) has had some 
doubt cast on its identity as there has been a feral Pink-foot reported with the flock of Greylag 
and Canada Geese at the Exbury site - jury still out on this! 

6. Greylag Goose: No further news of the flock of 80 which flew into Chichester Harbour on Feb 
19 but on Feb 22 eight new birds joined the regular two at Titchfield Haven (but only for a one 
day stand). The most interesting news comes from Kent where on Feb 21 a flock of 21 were 
seen heading out to sea from Dungeness for the continent, and on Feb 21 another 16 were 
seen flying east off the north Kent coast. 

7. Canada Goose: Of local interest I see that a flock of 130 were on the MoD Bedenham 
(Defence Muntions) site for the Feb 11 Portsmouth Harbour WeBS count - this may explain 
where the birds that are thankfully missing from the IBM Portsmouth site are now destroying 
the habitat. Another local sighting here in Havant was of the first two back at the Budds Farm 
pools on Feb 24, presumably intending to stay and nest there. 

8. Brent Goose: The Feb 11 WeBS count of Portsmouth Harbour found 2925 birds there - 
Dennis Bill says this is the fifth highest count in the harbour since he took over keeping records 
in 1978. The highest count was 3583 in Dec 1993. 

9. Pale-bellied Brent: Also seen during the Feb 11 Portsmouth Harbour WeBS count was one in 
Fareham Creek which Dennis Bill said was 'a regular fixture' there - I do not have any other 
reports of it but I think it was seen again when the Havant Wildlife Group were at Fareham 
Creek on Feb 18 

10. Brant: At least one is probably still in the Gosport area - it was seen at the HMS Sultan playing 
fields off Military Road on Feb 21 

11. Wood Duck: The smart male which was first seen at Fort Brockhurst moat in Gosport on Feb 
17 was still there on Feb 21 and the fact that it was un-ringed and timid, not coming to bread, 
was put forward as a reason for thinking it had just flown the Atlantic from Carolina. Against this 
we heard that the bird that was resident on Kings Pond in Alton for many years (and which was 
never thought to be anything other than an escape from a collection) was also timid and very 
reluctant to come to bread whereas someone who has seen the wild birds in Carolina says 
they show no hestitation in taking bread.  

My own recollection of the bird that spent a few years on the banks of the IBM Lake at 
Portsmouth until it disappeared (probably assisted by a Fox) in the spring of 1998 was that it 
was also timid and wary though to present all the evidence in an impartial scientific spirit I see 
that when I was trying to find out where the IBM bird had got to in 1998 the landscape 
maintenance people told me that though the bird .. "normally hides out in the same place and 
comes out in response to a whistle and offer of bread it has not shown for several weeks."  

If anyone wants to carry out further scientific experiments on the species they can probably do 
so if they go to Salisbury where both male and female can be seen near Queen Elizabeth 



Gardens (near Sainsbury's store) - Keith Mortimore writes .. "Both the male and female seem 
oblivious to each others presence. The male has a female Mallard for a companion and has 
had this companion for the last three years. He is also very protective of her." 

12. Teal: A couple of entries in the recent news caught my eye - the first is from the Feb 11 
Portsmouth Harbour WeBS count which produced the highest number of Teal (277) in any 
monthly count since Dennis Bill started collating the data in 1978 - I wonder what that tells us? 
Another high count is responsible for the second item - a count of 120 Teal on the HWT nature 
reserve pool at Holmsley Gravel Pits (by the A35 in the southwest corner of the New Forest). 
This latter comment comes from Bob Chapman who gives us as explanation the recent 
clearance of the invasive weed Crassula helmsii which had blanketed the pond to such an 
extent that an overflying Teal would not see any water. 

13. Mallard: Brian Fellows contributes an observation that will soon become very common - at the 
Emsworth Slipper Mill Pond on Feb 23 he saw a couple of Mallard drakes chasing a female 
and saw one of them mate with her. Before long we will be hearing of the annual gang rapes in 
which quite a few females are drowned. 

14. Scaup: I recently reported Ian Julian's sighting of a male in Fareham Creek and was interested 
to see that the observation (for which Ian Julian gave no date but which I recorded for Feb 18 
as I knew Ian was there on that day, John Goodspeed recorded for Feb 19 - the date on which 
Ian sent out the news, and Richard Carpenter recorded for Feb 20 - perhaps the day on which 
he heard the news!) More recent info from Dennis Bill shows that the date is fairly immaterial 
as he saw the bird in Fareham Creek on Feb 11 and thinks it had been there for some time 
before that as he had twice had earlier distant sightings of what was probably this bird. If this 
bird has left when you go to look for it try Scotney Court at Rye where a group of 10 Scaup 
have been present from Feb 22 to 25. 

15. Sparrowhawk: Most birding novices, not yet troubled with problems of separating Common 
from Rough Legged Buzzard, believe that a small hovering raptor must be a Kestrel as 
Sparrowhawks only hunt by high speed chase. To prove the exception to the rule Marc Heath 
(on the Kent Stour Valley website) tells how three times on the evening of Feb 22 he watched 
a male Sparrowhawk chase a Medow Pipit over the Grove Ferry ramp - on each occasion the 
Pipit immediately dived into the reeds behind the ramp for cover, and each time the pursuing 
hawk stopped to hover above the spot where the Pipit was last seen. 

16. Dunlin: When John Clark recently went to Exbury to look for the presumed Arctic Redpoll he 
produced a list of species counts which 'surprised' several other birders who had been there 
the same day (it seemed that John was seeing three times the number of birds that others 
reckoned to be there). In response to their 'raised eyebrow' comments John said .. "It is 
amazing how different observers' estimates of nos. of small birds can be. It is interesting to 
compare this flock with the Brambling gathering at Cheesefoot Head in winter 03/04, where the 
nos. submitted for this flock varied enormously, even with counts made on the same day. In 
general, the more experienced observers tended to submit the higher counts." 

I have often experienced similar disparities between the reports of different observers, and 
agree that any one observer can get a very different impression of the birds at any given site 
from that obtained by another observer who comes along five minutes later. I also know that 
my own estimates of numbers are often way below those made by more experienced 
observers, and I was reminded of this by a comment made by Dennis Bill concerning the Feb 
11 Portsmouth Harbour WeBS count for which Peter Potts stood in for Ian Calderwood.  

Referring to the number of Dunlin out in the centre of the harbour which were constantly on the 
move and difficult to count, Peter "estimated a possible 10000" birds against Dennis' estimate 
of 8000, and Peter went on to say "we probably always underestimate large flying flocks and it 
is quite possible that there were well over 10000 birds that day." Interestingly Dennis entered 
his estimate of 8000 into the official count "as it offers historical consistency" with previous 
WeBS counts over the years. 

17. Black-tailed Godwit: Another high figure in the Feb 11 Portsmouth WeBS count was of 443 
birds which Dennis Bill says is the third highest count for the harbour since he started keeping 



records in 1978. The highest count was of 500 in the Defence Muntions MoD site in Jan 2005 
and the second highest was of 494 birds at the same site in Oct 2005. Beware that it is only in 
the past year or so that the wet grassland within the MoD site has been officially included in the 
count area. 

18. Spotted Redshank: On Feb 24 Brian Fellows again saw the single bird in the 'Maisemore 
Gardens' stream running out into the harbour at the west end of the Emsworth shore - as I have 
still not seen this bird this latest sighting brings the score for the current year to Brian Fellows 
10 - Ralph Hollins 0. 

19. Med Gull: Several more sightings of adult birds in summer plumage (and often calling) but the 
best recent report comes from Beryl James who had one on her garden lawn in Selsey village 
on Feb 24. It won't be long now before I get a garden tick of an overflying bird but that doesn't 
bring the same kudos as having one actually on the lawn (can anyone tell me which sort of 
bread they prefer?) 

20. Caspian Gull: I recently commented on the fact that these seem to be more frequently seen 
on the Kent coast than further west along the Channel shore and this is borne out by the arrival 
of a first winter bird at Folkestone on Feb 19 (admittedly this was noted as the first seen in that 
area). Anyone wanting to familiarise themselves with the first winter plumage of the species 
should have a look at the two photos currently on the Folkestone website 
(http://www.geocities.com/folkestone_birding/index.html) 

21. Iceland Gull: An anonymous and unconfirmed report of one off Titchfield Haven on Feb 18 
might have been a sighting of the leucistic Common Gull which was last seen on the Weston 
Shore in Southampton Water on Feb 14 

22. Auks: A brief look out to sea from Brighton beach on recent mornings has given Richard Ives 
some good counts of passing Auks but he was particularly impressed by the number passing 
on Feb 22 - more than 1500 in 15 minutes. 

23. Little Auk: Most of the Auks seen by Richard Ives at Brighton recently have been Razorbills 
but on Feb 22 one was a Little Auk heading east (the first I have seen reported anywhere on 
the south coast this year) 

24. Water Pipit: The Lower Test Marshes at Southampton are traditionally a good place to see 
Water Pipits but no one reported more than four there during January. Now that John Shillitoe 
has temporarily taken over the wardening of the reserve from Clare Bishop he has already 
upped the count to 12 on Feb 8 and 14 on Feb 24. 

25. Pied Wagtail: Brian Fellows has on several recent occasions seen up to 50 Pied Wagtails 
gathering around the southern end of the Emsworth Town Millpond at dusk but has not yet 
located their eventual night roost. Having recently commented on their preference for trees 
close to water for their night roosts I wonder if it is worth looking at the conifers growing on the 
island in the middle of the Emsworth marina, or even the small willows (?) overhanging the 
water on the outside of buildings as the south end of the millpond. 

26. Fieldfare: There have been few reports of these in Hampshire recently (the only three figure 
count during February was of more than 100 at Kingsley near Alton on Feb 6) so a flock of 91 
seen by the Meon Canal at Titchfield Haven on Feb 21 may have been birds coming north from 
the continent. A flock of around 26 birds was seen in this area several times in January but has 
not been reported since Jan 30. 

27. Redwing: Also possibly a flock heading north was of 57 Redwings at Ryde on Feb 23 - the 
biggest flock reported from the IoW this year. 

28. Cetti's Warbler: Sam Bayley, warden of the Warnham nature reserve at Horsham, was lucky 
enough to see a pair of Cetti's Warblers displaying and then mating on Feb 17 

29. Blackcap: Another report of Blackcap song comes from Stubbington, south of Fareham, 
where one was heard on Feb 22. There is no mistaking the full throated (almost aggressive) 
warbling of a Blackcap but at this time of year some of the wintering birds sit in the middle of 



dense cover and deliver a never-ending quiet warbling and I thought I had come on one of 
these recently only to find that I was listening to an unusual version of Dunnock song. 

30. Rook: A traditional saying is that the Rooks start their noisy courting and rebuilding of their 
nests on Valentine's Day (Feb 14) but no reports of them at their rookeries have reached me so 
far. 

31. Hawfinch: The single female Hawfinch that seemed to be resident at Appley Park in Ryde 
(IoW) from Jan 7 to Feb 6 was joined by a male on Feb 8 and on Feb 23 a group of 5 were seen 
there 

PLANTS 

1. Marsh Marigold: Just one Kingcup was flowering in the Langstone South Moors 'orchid field' 
on Feb 24 close to where I had seen the first single flower on Feb 16 

2. Alder: Despite the chill winds recently Feb 24 saw a general opening of catkins on the 
common Alders around Havant and at Langstone Mill Pond 

3. Primrose: I rather suspect that the plants which Tim Walker saw flowering in Winchester on 
Jan 15 were at least 'semi-domesticated' but a single bud opening on plants in Stansted Forest 
Groves on Feb 25 was a genuine wild plant.  

4. Coltsfoot: Another genuinely wild first for the year was a single Coltsfoot flower found on Feb 
20 by Richard Carpenter in the Botley Woods area' 

5. Early Purple Orchid: Following Cliff Dean's find of the first leaves of these orchids in the 
Hastings area on Feb 16 I had another search for them in the Stansted Forest Groves area on 
Feb 25 but could see no sign of them though they usually appear at regular sites by the end of 
January. 

INSECTS 

The current cold weather seems to have brought most insect life to a standstill though on Feb 25 the 
air in a sunlit corner of my garden was dancing with tiny midges 

OTHER 

1. Frog: A week after the first report of Frogspawn for the year comes a second report, from 
Richard Carpenter, of more than 20 Frogs actively mating in a pond in the Whiteley Pastures 
area of Botley Woods on Feb 20 

2. Palmate Newt: Also in the Whiteley Pastures area on Feb 20 Richard Carpenter spotted a 
single Palmate Newt in a ditch. 

3. Fungi: On Feb 14 at Bentley Station Meadow near Alton Lynn Fomison found both Yellow 
Brain fungus and Witches' Butter 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed2202 

Fri 24 Feb 

A. Langstone South Moors 

The return of some sunshine this morning saw me walking to the South Moors, and before 
leaving the built up area I found a good show of Alder catkins on the old trees by the 
Homewell stream - later I found that they had opened in other places such as Langstone Mill 
Pond. 

Walking down the Langbrook Stream I heard a lot of noise coming from the ‘jungle’ garden of 
the big house which has until now provided a ‘natural break’ between the two modern housing 
developments of Southbrook Close and The Mallards. Although I could not see anything 
through the scrub it was clear that the jungle was being felled and cleared for the development 
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which has recently been under discussion. Next to go will be the old Bosmere School playing 
field immediately south of the A27 on the east side of the stream.... 

South of The Mallards, where the Butterburs grow, there was a lot of Siskin noise but I could 
not get a view of the birds, and my next notes concern the orchid field of the open moors. Here 
there was still just one bright golden Kingcup flower and I put up four Snipe from among the 
Curlew, Oystercatchers,Woodpigeons and a single Black-tailed Godwit. 

Reaching Southmoor Lane I found the Budds Farm treeplanting team had reached the east 
side of the site so in a few years the whole sewage works site will be ringed with ‘native 
species’ of scrub - luckily we should still be able to see into the pools from Budds Mound. 
Today the pools had at least 50 each of Teal and Shoveler with a dozen Tufted Duck and 
somewhat less of Pochard - I could not see a Gadwall but a male Pintail was new to the 
pools. 

On the shore around the old sewage outfall there were at least 10 Ringed Plover and several 
Turnstone among the Dunlin and Redshank, and at the southern point of this shore a 
magnificent adult breeding plumage Med Gull posed in the centre of a pool before taking off to 
give a flying display to show off its pure white plumage to even greater effect. 

On the South Moors shore a small group of Skylarks chirruped when I disturbed them and on 
the grass two small flocks of Meadow Pipits (probably now migrants moving north) were busy 
feeding - will there be any breeding birds staying here and singing this spring? 

A Greenshank was again at the mouth of the stream but I did not see a Kingfisher. To make 
up for that I did have the first white buds of Whitlowgrass on the unused bridge below Mill 
Lane. Out on the grass of the Moors a flock of 51 Oystercatcher were feeding 

A single British Lesser Blackback was on the Langstone Village shore where Shelduck and 
Brent were still numerous but I did not see either species of Godwit. 

Coming up Wade Lane I was intrigued by a female Blackbird in the Wade Court south 
meadow which I first spotted facing me and showing a throat and breast ‘red’ enough to 
suggest an American Robin - far redder than the dull orange of a juvenile Blackbird. North 
of Wade Court (where the Winter Heliotrope flowers were giving off a strong Vanilla scent) I 
crossed the field to the Billy Trail and walked up the Lymbourne stream bank, seeing a female 
Grey Wagtail looking as if she intended to stay and nest.... 

Wed 22 Feb 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: Although a large number of these have been moving east up the English 
Channel recently quite a few of them seem to have had second thoughts about leaving us this 
early - a count of 189 were probably heading east when seen from Dungeness on Feb 14 but 
on Feb 18 Dungeness observatory reported 106 of them heading west and also on that day 
observers at Christchurch Harbour saw 4 going east and 7 going west. More locally Alan Lewis 
saw one moving west in Hayling Bay on Feb 19 and it may have been this bird which came into 
Langstone Harbour to give John Goodspeed a close view on Feb 20 from the north shore of 
the harbour (at the south end of Southmoor Lane). On Feb 21 Jeff Goodridge saw six going 
east past Selsey Bill, and a total of 11 seen from the Climping shore line further east along the 
Sussex coast on that day may also have been going east again. 

2. Great Northern Diver: Just one report in the past few days - a single bird seen by Jeff 
Goodridge on Feb 21 on the sea off Selsey Bill. 

3. Great Crested Grebe: A report of 191 on the sea off Dungeness on Feb 18 probably refers to 
part of the large flock recently in Rye Bay (800 off Pett on Feb 11) which has drifted a little east 
of the bay. 



4. Slavonian Grebe: A single bird seen in Hayling Bay on the morning of Feb 18 may have later 
entered Langstone Harbour where one was seen off the Oysterbeds in the afternoon (along 
with 12 Black Necked). 

5. Bittern: Latest sighting of one at Titchfield Haven comes from Simon Harthill who saw one fly 
up river on Feb 18 

6. Cattle Egret: All 11 of the now regular Sussex birds were still present on Feb 21 (8 at 
Piddinghoe and 3 north of Pagham Harbour) and the Langstone/Warblington bird is almost 
certainly still around despite not being seen at the Warblington site since Feb 11 - strongest 
evidence for its continuing presence comes from Martin Hampton who saw one fly into the 
Langstone Mill Pond night roost on the evening of Feb 18. 

7. Little Egret: Although the Cattle Egret is no longer with them the number of Little Egrets 
actively finding food in the fields west of Warblington Farmyard is still roughly the same as on 
Jan 1 (22 then and around 20 now after a peak of 32 on Jan 27. Another good place to see a 
large number is where the A35 Christchurch bypass crosses the River Avon in the Purewell 
area - the flock there has recently exceeded 40 birds according to the Christchurch Harbour 
website, 

8. Bean Goose: Single individuals of what are being reported as wild Tundra Bean Geese are 
currently in the Pevensey Levels east of Eastbourne (last seen Feb 21) and on the Hampshire 
shore near the road leading to Lower Exbury House at the mouth of the Beaulieu River. In both 
cases they are with large mixed species goose flocks. 

9. Greylag: On Feb 19 Cliff Dean saw wildfowl displaying to each other in the Pannel Valley north 
of Hastings and in particular Cliff remarks on Greylags "nuzzling into the vegetation in search 
of nest-sites". Also on Feb 19 when Alan Lewis was at the mouth of Chichester Harbour he 
saw an unusual sight (for the area) of 80 Greylags flying north into the harbour in two flocks - 
no word yet as to where they may have settled (if indeed they did land). 

10. Pintail: Of local interest one was seen to land on the Sinah gravel pit lake (south Hayling) on 
Feb 18 and on Feb 20 there was a total of 10 along the Emsworth Warblington shore (four off 
Emsworth's Western Parade and six or more in the Warblington main stream outfall channels) 

11. Scaup: On Feb 18 the Havant Wildlife Group were surprised to see a drake Scaup (with 
Goldeneye and Mergansers) in the tidal water of Fareham Creek off the Salterns 

12. Buzzard: Before 2004 Buzzard were only seen on Hayling Island as very occasional vagrants 
passing over the island. In Jan 2004 single Buzzards were seen twice in the West Town area 
and once over Tournerbury Wood, followed by a sighting at Sandy Point at the end of March. 
From mid April onwards there was a series of sightings in the Oysterbeds area and in late 
October three birds were seen soaring there (assumed to be a pair with their offspring).  

In April 2005 a pair were seen mating near the Oysterbeds and (after a series of sightings over 
west Hayling) there was a sighting of four together over the West Lane fields in early 
September, and at least one was still present in December.  

This year George Spraggs has seen a pair together on Jan 31 and Feb 18 but the reason for 
this note is that on Feb 18 Alistair Martin saw a group of five in the air together over fields 
south of Daw Lane and west of the Maypole Inn - this sounds like a first sign that there could be 
at least one more pair holding territory on Hayling this year. 

13. Peregrine: The single bird which has been using Christchurch Priory as a base since Jan 22 
was joined by a mate on Feb 20. The original bird was a male and the newcomer a female, and 
while it may be normal for the male to select a nest site and attract a female to it (any 
comments?) I think that the sighting on Feb 21 of the female arriving back at the Priory with 
prey to be greeted by the 'stay at home' male sounds like an unusual role reversal. While on 
this subject does anyone have any news of Peregrines back at Chichester cathedral? 

14. Lapwing: The first brave bird was seen by Cliff Dean holding territory in the Pannel Valley 
(north of Hastings) on Feb 19 



15. Sanderling: A flock of around 450 birds were seen on the Hayling Bay shore by George 
Spraggs on Feb 18 following a sighting of around 200 on the Climping shore (between Bognor 
and Littlehampton) on Feb 17. Both these counts are substantially larger than any previous 
sightings reported this year so they may indicate a westward movement along the Channel 
coast of birds fleeing deteriorating weather further east and north. 

16. Turnstone: Increased numbers of these recently may also indicate a westward movement of 
birds - interestingly larger numbers of these were reported on the same dates and at the same 
places as the Sanderling - more than 280 at Climping on Feb 17 and around 150 on the 
Hayling Bay shore on Feb 18, with more than 60 on the beach at Selsey Bill on Feb 21 

17. Mediterranean Gull: In an email on Feb 18 George Spraggs asked - "On the subject of Meds 
calling they have started to call again. I have found Meds go completely silent after the 
breeding season and throughout the winter - has anyone else noticed this?" Not in response to 
this, but helping to answer the question, Cliff Dean in the Rye Bay area wrote on the same day 
(Feb 18) .. "in recent years the true first sound of spring has become the comic laugh of 
Mediterranean Gulls.".  

Also on Feb 18 came the first report for this year of several Med Gulls back in the Hayling 
Oysterbeds area .... My own first sighting of one on the Langstone village shore (where a 
pre-breeding flock of 50 or more birds has assembled in recent years) was of a single summer 
plumaged bird by the Mill on Feb 21 (in addition to the one or two that have been in the 
Warblington fields for about a week) 

18. Ring-billed Gull: The regular bird was still at Gosport Cockle Pond on Feb 18 

19. Lesser Blackback Gull: A sighting of 7 on the Ryde sands (IoW) on Feb 19 may be a further 
sign that their passage back to breeding areas has started - also on the Ryde Sands that day 
was the first group of Great Blackbacks - more than 10.. (I have already reported that at least 
one pair of Lessers were back at rooftop nests in Brighton on Feb 9) 

20. Auks: Further evidence that their passage is now under way comes from Dungeness (526 
east on Feb 14) and Climping, west of Littlehampton (70 east of Feb 21). Several thousand 
moved east on Feb 11 seen passing both Portland and Dungeness. 

21. Little Owl: Last year a pair of Little Owls nested in an oak tree in the field east of the Old 
Rectory in Pook Lane at Warblington, immediately across the road from the field in which the 
Cattle Egret has been seen until last week, but in early Feb I saw the head of a Grey Squirrel 
peeping out of last year's owl nest so I was pleased when Ian Julian on Feb 10 saw both the 
Little Owls somewhere in that area, and on Feb 20 both I and Brian Fellows independently saw 
one of them at a likely nest hole just two trees from the one they used last year 

22. Short-eared Owl: On the morning of Feb 18 Peter Ryder saw one sitting for 30 minutes on a 
fence post in the Thornham Marshes area of north east Thorney Island, about a month after I 
last heard of one there. 

23. Skylark: Two reports on Feb 18 both seem to indicate that Skylark are on the move from 
winter to summer quarters. At Christchurch Harbour the locals were surprised to see a single 
bird flying purposefully east over the harbour where Skylark are not usually seen and on 
Hayling Island George Spraggs found more than 120 over the open fields west of Northney 
Church with many singing - these birds might have been a winter flock with some of them 
beginning to feel spring urges but song at this time of year often indicates a defensive 
response from territorial birds to migrants passing through the area. 

24. Water Pipit: Four were seen at the Sidlesham Sewage Works on Feb 21 by Bernie Forbes 

25. Pied Wagtail: We haven't had much news of night roosting Wagtails this winter so it is worth 
reporting that, back on Feb 9, more than 300 were seen around dusk at the North Terminal of 
Gatwick airport and, for local interest, that on the evening of Feb 20 Martin Hampton saw a 
total of 80 flying over the main road coming into Havant from the A27 as if they had maybe 
been disturbed from the roof of the Tesco store (where 200 were seen on at least two evenings 
in early Feb last year) and were heading for the roof of the Meridian Centre (or the multi-storey 



carpark which is nearer the water of the Homewell stream - Pied Wagtails seem to like to roost 
in warm, sheltered places near water) 

26. Stonechat: A report of one at Dungeness on Feb 17 with the comment that it was the first to be 
seen there for some time may be a first indication that this species is now on the move from 
winter to summer quarters. 

27. Blackcap: Feb 19 brought two reports of Blackcap song from different areas of Worthing - 
there have been two earlier reports of song from Chandlers Ford near Southampton on Jan 21 
and from the Sway area near New Milton on Feb 6. 

28. Long-tailed Tit: On Feb 16 Cliff Dean found these paired and seeking nest sites in the woods 
around Powdermill Reservoir north of Hastings (but on Feb 19 he came on a total of 37 still in 
winter flock mode in the Pett area) 

29. Willow Tit: Only a very tentative 'probable' sighting of a silent bird (looking very 'bull necked' 
and having a matt black cap) was made by Martin Hampton near the entrance to the Chalk 
Quarry on the north side of Huckswood Lane (north of Idsworth) on Feb 17 - worth keeping a 
look out for! 

30. Jackdaw: The massive Corvid roosts of winter will soon be dispersing but on Feb 21 Annette 
Clayson was impressed by the sight of a 'huge flock of Jackdaws' circling over the Bentley 
village area on the A31 near Alton at dusk 

31. Tree Sparrow: The only report of a large flock of these for this year has come from Cliff Dean 
who saw 100 at Pett Level (Hastings area) on Jan 8 - by Feb 18 he could only find a 'few' there 
and on Feb 21 Andy Phillips found just two during a complete bird census of Hastings Country 
Park 

32. Brambling: Investing lots of money in top quality bird food seems to have paid off in at least a 
couple of gardens this winter. At the end of January Dr Peter Brough had more than 250 in his 
north Hampshire garden near Kingsclere and now Daryl Short tells me that he has had 63 in 
his 'postage stamp sized garden' in the Fishlake Meadows area of Romsey on Feb 19. Also on 
Feb 19 John Clark reckoned that there were more than 300 on the game crop on the Exbury 
estate near Beaulieu. 

33. Greenfinch: These have been practising their songs for some time and on Feb 20 I had my 
first sight of one making its full territorial songflight over my garden with the bird circling its 
territory with a 'bat like' zig zag flight at treetop height while in full song. 

34. Redpolls: On Feb 19 John Clark estimated there were 130 Leser Redpoll and at least 20 
Common/Mealies at the Exbury site but he failed to see the Arctic Redpoll which had been 
seen there on Feb 18 by Steve Keen 

35. Crossbill: Daryl Short saw a total of around 50 in the Acres Down area of the New Forest on 
Feb 18 though the largest single flock was of 26 birds. 

36. Bullfinch: In a long walk around the Rowlands Castle/Idsworth/Forestside area on Feb 17 
Martin Hampton came on two different groups of 4 Bullfinch and saw other single birds, and on 
Feb 18 Daryl Short saw seven at the Mercer Way site in Romsey 

37. Hawfinch: New reports in the past few days come from the New Forest, Romsey, Eastleigh 
and the Chichester West Dean woods - best count was of 9 at the Mercer Way site in Romsey. 

38. Snow Buntings: Maybe these are now leaving their winter sites but at least one was still on 
the shore of Rye Bay at Pett on Feb 21 

39. Yellowhammer: In Hampshire only two reports so far this year have been in double figures (10 
on Gander Down on Jan 28 and 21 at Cheriton Wood on Jan 1) so it is good to see that the bird 
census of Hastings Country Park on Feb 21 came up with 60 Yellowhammers. (The highest 
count I have seen this year was of 80 in the Rookley area of the IoW on Feb 5 with a runner up 
of 60 in the Horsham aea of Sussex on Jan 28) 



40. Reed Bunting: Hastings also beat Hampshire with numbers of this species - John Clark had 
more than 100 on the Exbury estate on Feb 19 but Hastings Country Park had 108 on Feb 21. 

41. Corn Bunting: Just one at Hastings on Feb 21 with no other new reports. (More than 120 were 
reported in the Brede Valley north of Hastings on Feb 13 and 33 were at Rye Harbour on Feb 
17 while a single bird was singing in the Kent Stour valley on Feb 18) 

42. Escapees: A hybrid Lanner Falcon was over the Brading Marshes RSPB reserve on the IoW 
on Feb 21 where it had been previously seen on Feb 5. 

PLANTS 

1. Intermediate Periwinkle: I already have Greater and Lesser Periwinkle on my year list and on 
Feb 20 I added the Intermediate form when I found a dozen flowers of it in the hedge around 
the south side of Havant Health Centre 

2. Ivy-leaved Speedwell: A cluster of plants at the northern end of the footbridge over the A27 
joining the two sections of Pook Lane here in Warblington had the first tiny pale violet flowers 
on Feb 20 

3. Early Purple Orchid: The first report of the distinctive leaves of this plant comes from Cliff 
Dean who saw them on Feb 16 in the woodland around the Powdermill Reservoir north of 
Hastings 

INSECTS 

1. Pale Brindled Beauty moth: A fourth report for this year comes from Barry Yates who had a 
single male at a lighted window of his cottage at Rye Harbour nature reserve on Feb 18 

2. Hummingbird Hawkmoth: One previously reported hibernating in West Cork (Ireland) since 
last November awoke on Feb 9 and was released ... 

OTHER 

1. Water Shrew: When cutting back growth of Willows around Castle Water at the Rye Harbour 
nature reserve recently a network of tunnels was found in loose soil which had accumulated 
along the water's edge after being ejected from a Badger sett higher up the bank. The tunnels 
were the work of a Water Shrew with a hunting ground along the water's edge from which it 
could swim out to capture small fish or invertebrates in the water (though it probably found as 
much of its food on land as in the water). As Water Shrews are solitary (and even females 
would not have young with them at this time of year) the tunnel system was probably all the 
work of one Shrew. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun1902 

Mon 20 Feb 

A. Around Havant and Warblington 

In the late morning I cycled to Warblington for another check on the presence of the Cattle 
Egret - which was not there - but made a couple of good finds, adding both the first Ivy Leaved 
Speedwell flowers of the year and my first Little Owl sighting for the year. The Speedwell was 
a chance find at the north foot of the footbridge over the A27 joining the two sections of Pook 
Lane which were separated by the building of the Havant bypass - soon it will be everywhere, 
though its small pale violet flowers are not eye-catching! 

Little Owls have been present on the Warblington Farm Common Bird Census plot each year 
since Tony Gutteridge started it in 1977 and in one year (1987) two pairs were known to breed 
though normally just one pair or single birds have been found. Last year they nested in an oak 
tree in the field east of the Old Rectory and north of the tarmac part of Pook Lane, but this year 
I once saw a Grey Squirrel poking its head out of the hole used by the owls last year so 
assumed the owls would have moved elsewhere and I was surprised to hear that on Feb 10 
Ian Julian had seen both the owls when he was visiting the Cattle Egret and would have been 
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close to the oaks in the field north of the road with the Egret in the field south of the road. Today 
I feel I have probably located the new nest hole, in another of the oaks in the same field, not 
more than 20 metres from last year’s nest. 

In the ‘Egret field’ there were 21 Littles but no Cattle Egret and only a handful of 
Black-headed gulls. 

Continuing east along the shore towards Emsworth there were fewer than usual birds on the 
low tide shore, especially Brent, but most of the usual suspects were present in small numbers 
though no Bar-tailed Godwit or Golden Plover seen by me. Two good species were Pintail 
(half a dozen bird where the main Warblington stream flows into the harbour) and a 
Greenshank off Nore Barn (already showing darker plumage on its wings and back as it flew 
past). At the east end of the farm fields around 30 Curlew appeared briefly in the air before 
dropping back to continue feeding. 

After lunch I added my first flowers of Intermediate Periwinkle, seen in the hedge around the 
south side of Havant Health Centre, and heard another full throated Mistle Thrush in song as 
well as seeing and hearing my first Greenfinch making its first full, butterfly-like, song 
flight over my garden. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 13 - 19 (WEEK 7) 

BIRDS  

1. Black-necked Grebe: On Feb 12 I reported that the flock in Langstone Harbour had just 
increased to 20 from a previous maximum of 19 birds but the summary of January news for 
Langstone Harbour on the HOS website shows that the flock first reached the 20 mark on Jan 
12 and that up to 4 Slavonian Grebes were present on Jan 13. Other January news for 
Langstone Harbour which was not reported when it was 'news' concerns:- 

o Avocets - some were present all month and the peak count of 16 which I reported on 
Jan 17 was exceeded on Jan 4, 6 and 20 with 17 birds seen on those dates 

o Common Sandpiper: Two were present in Langstone Harbour throughout the month 
though I saw no reports of them 

o Brant: One is now said to have been present all month (the only report I saw was from 
Bob Chapman on Jan 14) 

o Pale-bellied Brent: Three present all month - no reports on Hoslist or other sources 
available to me 

o Divers: Mike Collins reported a Great Northern in Langstone Harbour on Jan 1 but we 
are now told that that one was continuously in the harbour from Jan 1 to 19 while the 
presence of a Black-throated on Jan 14 and a Red-throated on Jan 7, 21, 22 and 30 
is only now revealed 

o Bittern: One was in the Farlington Marshes reedbed on Jan 31 

o Twite: Perhaps the most interesting 'suppressed item' was the sighting of a single 
Twite on both Jan 1 and 11 - I saw three reports of this species in Kent during January 
but none for Sussex, Hampshire or anywhere else along the south coast. 

2. Manx Shearwater: These do not normally start moving up channel until the beginning of April, 
though this year several other species seem to have already started their passage, so the 
sighting of a single Manxie off Portland Bill could be an early sign of passage though it is 
almost certainly just a wandering winter bird. 



3. Cattle Egret: The last report that I am aware of for the bird at Warblington was on Feb 11, and 
I have failed to see it on two visits I made since that date (though on Feb 18 a birder looking for 
it had received a pager message saying it was at Wade Lane on Feb 17 or 18). Possibly that 
means that the bird is still using the Langstone Pond roost but spending its days elsewhere in 
the area? In Sussex all 8 birds were at Piddinghoe and all 3 at Pagham north fields on Feb 18. 

4. Bewick's Swan: An anonymous report on the HOS website of 15 at Ibsley on Feb 10 is the 
highest count there so far (though Alan Lewis reported 'more than 14' on Jan 14) but there is 
no news of an increase since Steve Keen heard three flying over Sway by night on Feb 12. In 
Sussex a count of 37 at Burpham near Arundel was an increase of two birds on the previous 
max count there. 

5. Whooper Swan: A rather vague report dated Feb 14 of 'four seen flying over Amberley Wild 
Brooks sometime recently' has not been confirmed by other sources. 

6. Bean Goose: A count of 13 seen at Sandwich Bay on Feb 15 could indicate that more 
continental birds were entering the country (but it could also mean that the flock of 14 which Ed 
Griffiths told us had been at the Tring reservoirs west of London on Jan 26 were now leaving 
the country). Here on the south coast the single bird first reported on the Pevensey Levels on 
Feb 14 was still there on Feb 18 with flocks of White-fronts and Barnacles. 

7. White-front Goose: My weekly check of Kent websites shows me that on Feb 6 a flock of 
around 40 White-fronts arrived at the Oare Marshes (north Kent Medway estuary) and most of 
them were still there on Feb 15 when the website records .. "c40 White-fronted Geese arrived 
from the direction of Ham Marshes in near darkness to roost on the East Flood. As they circled 
nervously round several shots were fired by wildfowlers waiting on the other side of the sea 
wall, one dropped to the ground, others faltered as if struck by shot and the flock departed in 
the direction it had come." 

The thought of wildfowlers keeping geese 'on the run' and gradually diminishing their numbers 
could account for the only three records of wild White-fronts in Hampshire that I know of for this 
year. On Jan 29 John Simons saw 27 White-fronts fly west into Hampshire from Sussex at 
Idsworth (north of Rowlands Castle); on Feb 2 Doug Munts watched 22 departing from 
Normandy Marsh near Lymington) and I now see on the HOS website that a flock of 20 were 
seen at the mouth of the Beaulieu River on Feb 10. 

In recent winters the largest flocks of White-fronts along the south coast seem to be been at 
Scotney Court on the Kent-Sussex border near Rye, and true to form a peak count of 210 was 
recorded there on Feb 8 (with 200 on Feb 10), and this has only just been exceeded by a count 
of 230 in the Kent Stour valley on Feb 18. 

8. Canada Goose: Richard Carpenter tells us that the number to be seen at Titchfield Haven is 
now starting to drop (as birds disperse to claim their nest sites) but more than 100 were still 
there on Feb 17 (with the 'white bird' still to be seen among them). The Baffins Gang of 
Barnacles was also still there on that date. 

9. Brent: Also from Richard Carpenter comes further confirmation that, in his opinion, the Brent 
have begun to move east 

10. Brant: On Feb 15 Steve Keen saw one at Tanner's Lane (just east of Lymington) and saw it fly 
off to the east along with three Pale-bellied birds - maybe another sign of winter geese 
leaving us? What were presumably regular winter birds still with us were one of the Gosport 
birds still on the Sultan playing fields on Feb 15 and the West Wittering bird seen on Feb 17. 

11. Wood Duck: A very colourful addition to the rather drab moat around Fort Brockhurst at 
Gosport was a male Wood Duck seen on Feb 17 and 18. Another colourful addition to an 
urban scene was the arrival of a male Mandarin on the 'duck pond' near Selsey east beach on 
Feb 17 

12. Pintail: A flock of 61 was off Tanner's Lane east of Lymington on Feb 15 (where there were 72 
on Jan 18). 



13. Pochard: The flock at Titchfield Haven was up to 69 on Feb 15 (peak count so far this year) but 
the number at Budds Farm remains very low with less than half a dozen. 

14. Eider: The count of birds off Titchfield Haven was over 90 on Feb 11 but when Alan Lewis was 
there on Feb 18 he could only see 7 birds and wondered if the big flock had dispersed - I doubt 
it, and Richard Carpenter makes no mention of a sudden departure in his weekly report up to 
Feb 17. 

15. Long-tailed Duck: Recent reports from Sussex have mentioned the continuing presence of at 
least two Long-tailed Duck in the Chichester Channel between Wittering and Pilsey but on Feb 
16 Andy Johnson told us that a group of four have been seen flying out of Chichester Harbour 
in the late afternoon of several recent days so presumably the group of 4 which Bernie Forbes 
first saw in the Harbour on Jan 31 are still using its waters to feed by day before flying to sea for 
safety from predators during the night. (In past years even the Brent used to do this and it is 
relatively few years since Mergansers gave up the habit). 

16. Ruddy Duck: One was on Brooklands Lake in Worthing on Feb 16, adding a new site to the 
short list of places where they have been reported in West Sussex and Hampshire this year 
(Swanbourne Lake at Arundel and Ibsley Water near Ringwood plus maybe Alresford Pond) In 
the early months of 2005 there were also reports from the Chichester gravel pits, Alresford 
Pond and The Vyne lake at Basingstoke. 

17. Knot: Another good count of 300 in the 'Seagull Island' high tide roost at Black Point on 
Hayling by Andy Johnson on Feb 16 

18. Sanderling: A count of around 200 on the Climping beach just west of the mouth of the River 
Arun is by far the highest for Sussex so far this year. At West Wittering, close to Pilsey Sands 
where Sanderling flocks are most likely to occur in Sussex during the winter, the second 
highest count of just 56 was recorded in January and that was almost beaten by an 
unexpected count of 55 on the Rye Harbour shore on Feb 18. It almost sounds as if Sanderling 
were moving east already but if they are it can only reflect something like lack of food as they 
are one of the last species to leave us and head for the arctic in May. 

19. Little Stint: There is probably at least one still in Chichester Harbour (where one was at East 
Head on Feb 11) but I was interested to see a report of one at Sandwich Bay in Kent on Feb 8 

20. Ruff: Also for interest I see that Sandwich Bay had a winter peak count of 16 Ruff on Feb 13 (In 
January the Kent Stour Valley also had 16 and Rye Harbour 15) 

21. Black-tailed Godwit: A flock of 530 at the north Kent Oare Marshses on Feb 3 was the largest 
assembly I have seen reported so far this year (I wonder how many ringed birds there were in 
that lot!) but the count there had dropped to 350 on Feb 12 while the number on the wet 
meadows of Titchfield Haven was estimated by Alan Lewis on Feb 18 to exceed 400. 

22. Whimbrel: A single wintering bird was at Tanner's Lane, east of Lymington, on Feb 15. This 
may be the same bird that has been seen in the Medina estuary at Cowes in both Jan and Feb 
this year. The only other wintering bird to be reported has been in Pagham Harbour but I 
suspect there may also be one or two on the west side of Thorney Island. 

23. Spotted Redshank: The Chichester Harbour bird was back at the west end of the Emsworth 
shore on Feb 16 making its ninth appearance there this year but I have still not seen it! 

24. Common Sandpiper: A report on Feb 16 said that more than 2 were to be seen along the 
lowest stretch of the River Arun (where it passses Ford). I also see that the HOS website 
summary of birds in Langstone Harbour during January tells us that two were somewhere 
around the harbour throughout that month. 

25. Turnstone: I have noticed more than usual along the Langstone South Moors shore recently 
(an estimated 40 or 50 on Feb 16) and on Feb 17 Richard Carpenter's summary for the 
Titchfield Haven area suggests that there were at least 100 along the shore within a mile or so 
each side of the Haven while in Sussex on the same day Owen Mitchell found more than 280 
along the Climping shore just west of the mouth of the Arun at Littlehampton. 



26. Med Gulls: On Feb 18 the first to return to their nesting area (the Ternery pool) at Rye Harbour 
were seen there and on that same day I enjoyed good views of two adult birds in breeding 
plumage in the Old Rectory field at the junction of the new and old parts of Pook Lane at 
Warblington. 

27. Common Gull: Further indications that these are on the move eastward come in reports from 
John Simons of a flock of 40 that has just appeared in fields at Forestside (north of Stansted 
Forest) and from Derek Hale on the IoW of a flock of 250 on fields near Ashey village, a couple 
of miles south of Ryde 

28. Wood Pigeon: I recently had a distant view of a couple of shooters who had come out of hiding 
to retrieve a bird they had brought down but which was still alive - instead of quickly wringing its 
neck they seemed to be carrying it back, with its wings flapping, to an area where they had laid 
out a number of dummy pigeons to look like a feeding flock in order to bring more birds to the 
area. Is it possible that some shooters tie down half-alive birds to make their flock of dummies 
more 'life like'? 

29. Barn Owl: The number of reports of hunting birds seems to be growing as their breeding 
season gets under way and one report which caught my eye in the recent SOS news was of a 
bird using a bus shelter as a hunting perch by the old A27 just east of Chichester at the hamlet 
of Maudlin (where the A285 leaves the old A27 in the Westhampnett area). In Hampshire 
another Barn Owl was seen on Feb 16 fighting with a Kestrel in the middle of the road passing 
Exbury gardens near Beaulieu (this report brought back memories of my own sighting, years 
ago, of a Kestrel violently attacking a Barn Owl over Amberley Wild Brooks as the Barn Owl 
rose from the ground carrying prey) 

30. Hoopoe: The Gosport bird was still in the Priddy's Hard/Felicia Park area on Feb 17, seen by 
John Norton 

31. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: On Feb 17 Graham Osborne heard one both drumming and 
calling in the Knightwood Inclosure of the New Forest (by the Bolderwood Ornamental Drive 
going north from the A35) 

32. Woodlark: Although one had been heard singing near Midhurst on Jan 17 and there had been 
two other reports of song in Hampshire on Feb 5 and 11, it looks as if their 'song season' got 
properly under way on Feb 15 when John Shillitoe heard one somewhere in north Hampshire, 
followed by daily reports with one being heard on Feb 16 by John Simons at Markwells Wood, 
north of Rowlands Castle, another heard in the New Forest by Graham Osborne on Feb 17, 
and yet another on that day heard by Ralph Hollins at the western foot of Idsworth Down, also 
north of Rowlands Castle. 

33. Fieldfare: On Feb 17 I at last got Fieldfare on my year list with more than 50 on Idsworth 
Down, but I see there were plenty more in that general area as on Feb 16 John Simons 
estimated that there were some 600 in the area around Forestside 

34. Mistle Thrush: These have started singing regularly in the general area around Havant 

35. Chiff Chaff: Although there has been no real evidence of an early arrival of migrants (last year 
they started to arrive from March 18 onwards) I was interested to read of one being seen 'in 
bushes behind the seawall' at Bembridge Foreland on Feb 15 and of four birds seen actively 
feeding by the Meon Canal Path at Titchfield Haven on Feb 18 - sadly both reports lacked the 
essential ingredient of singing birds. 

36. Firecrest: Single birds were seen at Titchfield Haven and at nearby Hook on Feb 15, and 
another was still present on Southampton Common on Feb 18 (where at least three of the 
Goldcrests were singing) 

37. Jay: This species is not known as a 'song bird' but all Crows have a wide vocal repertoire and 
can be taught to 'talk' in captivity so it is not a complete surprise to hear from Richard 
Carpenter that on Feb 17 one or more were heard 'warbling' by the Canal Path at Titchfield 
Haven (last year Richard reported 'display and warbling' from a group of 5 birds by the Canal 
Path, but not until Mar 1) 



38. Twite: I have seen four reports of this species in Kent so far this year (11 at Oare Marshes on 
Jan 2, then reports of 41, 16 and 28 respectively, all at Sandwich Bay, on Jan 21, 29 and Feb 
6) and until now had not heard of any elsewhere in southern England so it is a surprise to see 
on the HOS website that singles were reported from the Langstone Harbour area on both Jan 
1 and 11. 

39. ARCTIC REDPOLL: After much prolonged discussion in recent weeks of variously streaked 
and spotted redpolls which might or might not have been Mealies (sorry, Common Repolls!) 
Steve Keen has on Feb 18 put in a definite claim for one (with Lessers and Mealies at Exbury 
gardens) extra large bird with a pure white rump to be an Arctic Redpoll and a first for 
Hampshire of that species. 

40. Reed Bunting: The first report of song for the year comes from Richard Carpenter at Titchfield 
Haven on Feb 17 

41. Corn Bunting: One of these also gave the first reported song on Feb 18 (in the Kent Stour 
valley) 

PLANTS 

1. Common Whitlowgrass: By Feb 18 the display along the pavement edge of Waterloo Road 
close to Havant railway station had become a bright white line along the foot of the carpark 
fence which should catch the eye of any passer by. 

2. Danish Scurvygrass: Until recently I had a feeling that, because the mild winter had greatly 
reduced the amount of salt spread on the roads, there would not be a good display of these 
flowers this spring but the past week has brought a healthy show of leaves in the expected 
places around Havant - but no flowers yet! 

3. Snowdrops: On Feb 17 I enjoyed a great display of these flowers on Wick Hanger wood 
alongside the Finchdean to Chalton road - no doubt the flowers originated in gardens many 
years ago but I suspect they have spread and flourished without further human interference. I 
cannot vouch for the truth of what I was told many years ago, which was that ants carry the 
seeds of Snowdrops to form the natural lines and drifts that we find in woodland or along 
country lane banks. 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: Just one more seen in the Titchfield Haven area on Feb 17 

2. Moths: 

o Pale Brindled Beauty (B&F 1926): I recently reported that the first of the year had 
been found by Tony Wilson at Edburton in West Sussex on Feb 12 but I have now seen 
a report of one being trapped at the HWT Blashford Lakes site on what I think was Feb 
4 (by deduction from it being the date on which a party of Brownies visited the site - at a 
guess on a Saturday when there would be no school the next morning - in 'early 
February') 

o Spring Usher (B&F 1932): Tony Wilson again had the 'first for the year' with one at 
Edburton (north of Brighton) on Feb 14 

o Mottled Umber (B&F 1935): Not first of the year was one in the Blashford Lakes trap 
on Feb 4 

o Early Moth (B&F 1960): Again not firsts were finds at Blashford Lakes on Feb 4 and 
Edburton (three specimens) on Feb 12 

o Hebrew Character (B&F 2190): Not usually seen until April (occasionally in March) a 
find of one at the Blashford Lakes on Feb 4 was exceptionally early (Please note that 



the entry on the HWT website giving these reports did not give an actual date for them 
- Feb 4 is my guess based on what I said above) 

3. Other Insects: 

o Minotaur Beetle: On January 23 Bob Chapman found a male in the moth trap at the 
HWT HQ near Botley and on Feb 17 another male was found in the moth trap at the 
Blashford Lakes site. 

o Two-spot Ladybird: No doubt others have been seen without being reported as they 
emerge from hibernation but a find of one by Jane Humphry in a Titchfield Common 
garden on Feb 14 is worth noting. 

OTHER 

1. Yellow-necked Mouse: Richard Carpenter tells us that two of these regularly visit his Hill 
Head garden (near Titchfield Haven) to get their share of the peanuts put out for birds. 

2. Hare: Richard also reports a sighting of five Hares on Stephen's Castle Down just north of 
Bishops Waltham. 

Fri 17 Feb 

A. Idsworth Down for Woodlarks 

The weather was fine for a first visit to one of my Woodlark survey squares and further 
encouragement to set out came from a local Mistle Thrush who is normally based about 300 
metres down the Billy Line from my house but this morning chose to fly north to sing from two 
trees close to my garden (and was back there for a short time in the afternoon) 

The two 1km squares I have been given for the Woodlark survey are immediately north of 
Finchdean village and cover the southern two thirds of Idsworth Down, and the best place to 
park for either square is on the road outside St Hubert’s Chapel near Heberden’s Farm 
roughly where the two squares (SU 7313 and 7314) join.  

This morning I focussed on the southern square, starting up the east side of the down on the 
new bridleway following the hedgerow which runs east some 200 metres south of the farm (the 
path still shown on the map, which runs through the farm, was diverted several years ago). The 
‘hedgerow’ here is the north side of an ornamental avenue running east up the steep down 
from the original site of Idsworth House (now only a small house and much larger ‘walled 
garden’ remain to show where it was before the London to Portsmouth railway was built along 
the eastern foot of Idsworth Down within 300 metres of the house, causing the then owner of 
the house to dismantle it brick by brick and rebuild in its current position above Wick Hanger, 
over a mile south west of the original site). Although the house is long gone many Lime trees 
in this avenue carry enormous bunches of Mistletoe that can be seen from a wide area 
around. 

In and under the trees of the avenue were flocks of Fieldfare and Chaffinch with one or two 
Redwing (my first Fieldfare of the year - at least 50 of them). Also in this area two Mistle 
Thrushes and several Song Thrushes were singing, and looking away north beyond the 
Farm the sunlit slopes of the down were covered with more than 200 Corvids (probably mainly 
Rooks from the large rookery at Littlegreen (north of Compton and a good three km east of the 
down). 

On the ridge of the down, checking whether some Yews were already shedding their pollen 
(not yet!) I noticed the tree I was shaking had a good show of the small ‘Pineapple galls’ 
caused by the Yew-gall midge called Taxomyia taxi. 

Continuing down the west side of the down towards Wick Farm the peace was shattered by 
bursts of Woodpigeon shooting but between the bouts of noise I heard a distant Skylark 
singing and then to my surprise heard a Woodlark singing about 500 metres to the north 
west of where I was, apparently in a large field surrounded by a hedge consisting of tall mature 
trees, on the east side of the Finchdean-Chalton road just north of Wick Farm (around SU 



727140, 300 metres west of my survey square boundary). From the hillside I heard the bird 
over a period of several minutes, but when I reached the road close to where I thought the 
sound came from the bird had fallen silent! 

Walking south back along the road towards Finchdean I enjoyed a great show of drifting 
Snowdrops in the woodland at the foot of Wick Hanger, and coming back up the path running 
north along the ridge of the down I found fresh Badger dung under the hedge beside the path. 
From the top of the down I heard and watched a Buzzard attempting to soar over Markwells 
Wood on the next ridge to the east but despite the warm sun it did not seem to have created 
any thermals and the Buzzard was having to work harder than usual to maintain height. 

Thu 16 Feb 

A. Spring flowers on Langstone South Moors 

An afternoon walk from Havant down the Langbrook stream and across the South Moors to 
Budds Farm and back gave me some good finds of spring flowers. 

Leaving the gardened area of the stream bank and climbing the stile into the wild area near 
Langstone farm my first finds were of some 40 ‘cauliflower like’ Giant Butterbur (Petasites 
japonicus) with their white flowers open, and of five flower spikes on the unusual female 
Butterbur plants which still line the stream here. 

From here I walked around the ‘orchid field’ on the South Moors, putting up three Snipe and 
seeing the expected male Kestrel and a Green Woodpecker before finding a single Kingcup 
(Marsh Marigold) flower raised a few inches above the waterlogged ground on an almost 
leafless stem (hopefully the first of many more substantial flowering plants still to be seen 
here). 

Reaching Southmoor Lane the tall Goat Willow was still in flower and a scan along the east 
side of the line of Cherry Plum trees gave me just two open white flowers.  

On Budds Farm pools the male Gadwall was still present and the most numerous bird with 
about 35 present was Shoveler - even Teal did not outnumber them and I could only see three 
Pochard and about the same number of Tufted Duck. 

Coming back along the seawall Turnstone were numerous - perhaps about 40 - but 
Oystercatchers and Brent were also in good numbers although all were beaten by the 
Black-headed Gulls. There were less than half a dozen Common Gulls, now starting to look 
almost as smart as a single pair of Herring Gulls in their full breeding plumage. 

At the mouth of the Langbrook Stream Wigeon were down to around 20 and there were no 
Shelduck though there were two fishing Cormorants and a few Curlew, Grey Plover, 
Redshank (and a single Ringed Plover). Heading upstream I disturbed the Kingfisher before 
reaching Mill Lane in which a Blackbird was singing. 

On the home stretch up the Billy Trail I counted 64 Celandine flowers and have now deleted 
them from my ‘news worthy’ list! One plant I have not mentioned was Danish Scurvygrass 
whose leaves were prominent for the first time along te central reservation of the main road in 
and out of Havant north of the Langstone Roundabout.  

Wed 15 Feb 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: The passage back to breeding areas (which seems to have started on 
Feb 8) seems to be continuing with a count of 248 Red-throated Divers heading east past 
Dungeness on Feb 11 

2. Black-throated Diver: An oiled bird found recently at Camberley in Surrey was released into 
Rye Bay (at Pett Level) on Feb 10 after 'de-greasing' by the RSPCA - this was probably the 
bird seen off Rye Harbour looking 'slightly oiled' on Feb 12. 



3. Great Crested Grebe: The assembly on the sea in Rye Bay was counted by Cliff Dean on Feb 
5 as 561 birds and on Feb 11 by Phil Jones as 518 but the latest count, also made on Feb 11 
by Alan Kitson on a 'mirror calm sea', is of some 800 birds (728 of them in one cluster 
described, not as a 'raft' but as a 'flotsam'). I suspect this count also reflects unhurried 
eastward movement giving the birds a chance to pause here and this idea is perhaps backed 
by the presence in the bay of 23 Velvet and 200 Common Scoter (both peak counts for the 
year there). 

4. Slavonian Grebe: A count of 12 off Pagham Harbour by Nick Paul on Feb 13 was the second 
highest count there this year (after Alan Kitson's exceptional 26 on Feb 4) 

5. Shag: Another good count from the IoW comes from Kris Gillam who saw 18 fly west past 
Sandown on Feb 13 (a single first winter bird was off Mayflower Park at Southampton on Feb 
14 - maybe the same bird reported in the Southampton area on Jan 5 and 7 though those birds 
were not aged) 

6. Bittern: The first to be seen in the Arundel Wildfowl reserve this winter was seen there on Feb 
13 

7. Grey Heron: Although Brian Fellows does not go into the Tournerbury Woods on his WeBS 
count visits to the Tournerbury area he met up with Andy Johnson and Ian Julian who had 
been in the wood on Feb 11 and this prompted me to look back through the Heronry Nest 
Counts that have been published and which seem to show that Tournerbury Wood is at least 
holding its own with a report of 18 occupied nests in 2004 - the highest count for this heronry 
was an estimated 21 occupied nests in 1973, and in the 27 years for which I can find counts 
(from and including 1973 to 2004) the lowest counts have been of 9 nests in 1987 and 1996 
and the overall average is 13.6 occupied nests 

8. Spoonbill: Last year I saw 74 reports of Spoonbill with a lot of sightings in the Pagham area in 
early November (a peak count of 9 there on Nov 5) but the last report from Sussex was of 2 
going east in the Selsey area on Nov 14 and then an isolated sighting of 2 over the Stour valley 
in Kent on Dec 24. In the early part of 2005 one was at Titchfield Haven from March 13 (after a 
probable on the IoW on Mar 5) until April 2 but this year I have not heard of any reports until 
now when David Crespin found 2 birds feeding in Poole Harbour when he was at Arne on Feb 
11. 

9. Bewick's Swan: The last published report from the Avon valley was of 12 at Ibsley on Feb 5 
but there may be more there now after Steve Keen heard at least three birds calling in the dark 
as they flew north east over the Sway area near New Milton on Feb 12. On Feb 13 a full count 
of the Arun valley wildfowl in Sussex recorded a total of 49 birds - 35 of them in the Arundel 
area and 14 north of the Downs. 

10. Bean Goose: We occasionally get the odd wild bird in southern England (strays from the vast 
flocks that winter in Germany and other European countries) and so reports of two or three 
birds in the Kent Stour Valley on Feb 4 and 6, and a single bird at the Pevensey Levels on Feb 
14, are not unusual but Ed Griffiths tells me that a flock of 14 which has been near the Tring 
reservoirs since Jan 26 is 'unprecedented' for the Bucks/Herts area of the Home Counties. 

11. White-front Goose: Still no return of the flocks which filled the Avon valley fields near 
Ringwood until the 1980s (around 1500 on 23 Jan 1982 and 790 on 31 Jan 1986, with the last 
three figure count of 112 on 21 Feb 1992) but some people are very pleased with the number 
of birds this winter - Ed Griffiths tell me that a flock of 55 at Stockers Lake near Rickmansworth 
(just off the M25) on Feb 5 set a new county record for Hertfordshire (other counts of 38 at 
Hyde Lane gravel Pits on Feb 4 and of 53 at Tring on Feb 6 were probably sightings of the 
same flock though could have been additional as may have been a couple of birds that went to 
graze with the concrete cows of Milton Keynes recently). In Sussex there has been no more 
news of a flock of up to 210 seen at Scotney Court on Feb 8, nor of the 15 that landed on the 
Selsey West Fields on Feb 7 but on Feb 14 a flock of 73 were on the Pevensey Bridge Level 
(close to the railway heading east from Pevensey to Hastings) - the latter flock was 
accompanied by some 150 Canadas, 10 Greylags, 8 Barnacles and a lone tundra Bean 
Goose. 



12. Barnacle Goose: A flock of 44 on the Henfield levels of the Adur river on Feb 13 were 
newcomers to that area as were 8 at Pevensey on Feb 14 - I assume these were wild birds 
arriving in this country with the recent influx of White-fronts, etc but with a free flying flock of 
around 250 feral birds on the Isle of Wight it is not wise to commit to that idea! Of interest to me 
was a report of a single Barnacle newly arrived at Pagham Harbour on Feb 13 - could that be 
the odd bird that has been around north Hayling and Warblington recently? 

13. Brent Goose: In view of the report from Dungeness on Feb 8 indicating that Brent were 
already on the move eastward it is interesting to see that the closely monitored flock in 
Christchurch Harbour, which had gradually diminished from over 130 on Jan 1 to 94 on Jan 29, 
suddenly dropped to 51 on Feb 5 and has not exceeded 58 since then. 

14. Brant: What may be the single bird seen three times around Pagham Harbour in Nov and Dec 
(and thought to be different from the West Wittering bird) was seen for the first time this year 
near Pagham village on Feb 13. The West Wittering bird was last reported on Feb 11 with a 
Brent x Brant hybrid in the same area that day. 

15. Egyptian Goose: Although not a current count Bruce Archer commented on Feb 13 that he 
believed there were 65 Egyptian Geese in the Eversley area on the Hants/Berks border. He 
remarked that .. "They seem to breed at any time in any place - some on the ground, some in 
holes high in trees. There are at least 65 in the area and until the last few weeks most roosted 
on Colebrook Lake, in Berks." Bruce contrasted their succesful breeding with the demise of the 
Snow Goose population in that area, saying .. "I have been visiting Eversley GPs for about 9 
years and the Snow Goose numbers have dropped from 25 to 4 - I can't see them lasting 
much longer." 

16. Wigeon: The WeBS count of the Arun valley (north and south of the Downs) found 2200 
Wigeon on Feb 13 (with 880 Teal, 120 Pintail, 110 Mallard, 105 Shoveler, 3500 Lapwing, 5 
Ruff, and 80 Snipe.) 

17. Pintail: On Feb 11 the walk group led by Mark Wilson found 12 Pintail on the west end of the 
Thorney Great Deeps 

18. Velvet Scoter: A count of 23 in Rye Bay (seen by Alan Kitson from Pett) was the highest count 
of the winter here on the south coast (easily beating the flock of 15 there on Jan 21/22) 

19. Red-breasted Merganser: There could well have been larger congregations this winter but 
the largest count I have seen reported was of more than 248 in Portland Harbour on Feb 13 

20. Buzzard: Another 'pale cream' bird was seen at the Chichester West Dean woods on Feb 11 

21. Grey Partridge: I have been aware for several years that there is a consensus among 
shooters that Grey Partridge are not to be shot, and that some landowners and farmers feel 
they can 'do something for conservation' by paying good money to purchase and release Grey 
Partridge, but I have yet to hear of a case where such released birds survive in the wild. In 
autumn of 2001 fifty birds were released on Old Idsworth Farm north of Rowlands Castle but 
the last I saw of them was a dozen birds still there on Oct 24 that year. In the autumn of 2004 
more than 50 birds were released on the Broadlands estate at Romsey but I have not heard of 
them again. Now I see on Hoslist that 500 were released at Exbury (on the banks of the 
Beaulieu River) in the autumn of 2004 but when Colin Allen recently asked the gamekeeper for 
that estate if there were any still around he was told that "there are a few in dark corners but 
that they have a real hard time competing with the Red Legs." 

22. Golden Plover: Brian Fellows tells me that on Jan 10 this year Jason Crook saw 6500 Golden 
Plover (a Hants all time record) on the Northney marina saltings (south east of Langstone 
village) and has since (on Feb 6) seen 1820 there. As with the Egrets that come from miles 
around to spend the nights in the trees behind Langstone Pond it seems that Golden Plover 
from a wide area assemble on the hard mud here to doze away their days before flying to feed 
on fields by night. As this safe refuge from disturbance and predators is only available to them 
at low tide this is only one of their preferred daytime rest areas. One of the other places they 
use is Tournerbury Marsh south of Mill Rythe on east Hayling, and on Feb 11 Brian Fellows 
found 220 there with Lapwings during the high tide period. These are probably the birds which 



in past years would have sat out the tide on Verner Common, north of Mill Rythe, but in the 
past few years Verner Common has become subject to more and more human disturbance - 
as has the Thorney Island airfield since it ceased to be an operational airfield (birds are not 
worried by large and noisy aircraft nearly so much as by the occasional person on foot). 
Another place that they can be seen at low tide (especially at the end of the winter season) is 
the mud bank between the Emsworth Channel and the Thorney Seawall just north of the Great 
Deeps and John Goodspeed found some 300 there on Feb 11 (the birds were presumably also 
seen by Mark Wilson's walk party which I think John was among). 

23. Lapwing: These are still with us in large numbers but will very soon have left to return to their 
breeding fields. On Feb 11 a count of 2870 was reported from the Kent Stour Valley. on Feb 13 
the Arun valley WeBS count recorded 3500, and on that same day there were 1175 in 
Christchurch Harbour. 

24. Little Stint: One was still at East Head in Chichester Harbour on Feb 11 

25. Little Gull: A single adult winter bird was a surprise sighting for Paul James when looking for 
the Cattle Egrets in the fields north of Pagham Harbour on Feb 11 

26. Common Gull: These are probably already moving east through the Channel on their way 
back to northern nests, giving what was probably a site record count of 114 at Wootton Bridge 
on the IoW on Feb 13 while on Feb 14 Cliff Dean had a less unexpected count of 400 in the 
Brede Valley north of Hastings (I don't think I mentioned in recent reports a total of around 750 
on fields between Hambledon and Soberton in the Meon valley where such large numbers are 
common in the winter). The single leucistic Common Gull (which has probably been around 
in south Hampshire for quite a few years and which has been seen again recently at 
Winchester Sewage Farm and at Eastleigh Lakes) turned up on the Weston Shore 
(Southampton Water) on Feb 14 

27. Auks: On Feb 11 just over 1000 Auks went east past Dungeness and on that same day more 
than 2000 (mostly Razorbills) were off Portland Bill (the first to be seen anywhere off the 
Dorset coast during February). More evidence for what seems to be a massive movement east 
up the English Channel came on Feb 13 when around 3000 Auks (more than 80% of them 
Razorbills) were off Portland and around 300 were off the Bembridge Foreland on the IoW. 

28. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: The first report to specifically mention that the bird was calling 
comes from Clif Dean who heard one in Guestling Wood north of Hastings On Feb 11 

29. Skylark: The Havant Wildlife Group came on a flock of around 50 when they were on Bow Hill 
(above Kingley Vale) on Feb 11 

30. Brambling: The garden at Cowes (IoW) which had an estimated 15 Brambling on Feb 8 had 
increased its count to 46 by Feb 12 

31. Redpoll: The Havant Wildlife Group came on a flock of around 40 Redpolls on Stoughton 
Down (top of the Monarch's Way footpath by which they climbed the down from Stoughton 
village area) during their outing on Feb 11. Recent discussion and reports on Hoslist seems to 
indicate that most Redpoll flocks now in southern England are not of the Lesser Redpolls that 
we expect, but have many of what we used to call Mealy Redpolls (now known as Common 
Redpolls) among them, and I think I am right in saying that while the Lessers usually feed up in 
the tops of Birch trees the Common Redpolls often feed on the ground like Linnets. Although 
they make no claims for these birds being other than just 'Redpolls of some sort' Jim Berry, in 
his report on the outing, says that .. the flock was .. "feeding on the rough edge of a field which 
had been planted as food for pheasants" 

32. Corn Bunting: A flock of more than 120 was in the Brede Valley north of Hastings on Feb 13. 
This is the first report from that area this winter but as the biggest count at Rye Harbour so far 
this year has only been 75 (and the current count there on Feb 11 was only 10 birds) it does 
seem that the large flock which was at Rye Harbour last winter (peak count of 366 birds there 
on 11 Feb 2005) has found itself a new and as yet undiscovered base for this winter. 

PLANTS 



1. Lesser Celandine: Walking up the Billy Trail from Langstone into Havant on Feb 16 I counted 
64 flowers and flower buds, and in the last few days one has come out in my garden and 
several others have opened around Havant so the species has lost its intial excitement for me! 

2. Kingcup: A visit to the Langstone South Moors ‘orchid field’ on Feb 16 gave me a single 
golden Marsh Marigold flower - soon there should be many more there. 

3. Butterbur: Also on Feb 16 the Langbrook Stream site for the female plants of Butterbur had 
five flower spikes in various stages of growth - at least one seemed fully grown and in flower. 

4. Giant Butterbur (Petasites japonicus): At the same Langbrook Stream site on Feb 16 I 
counted 40 plants in flower 

5. Cherry Plum: Also on Feb 16 the trees along the southern end of Southmoor Lane here in 
Havant had their first two white flowers open. 

6. Flowering plant species count: The four new flowerings above bring my count of flowering 
species for this year to 52 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: Just one more was seen flying near the Stansted Garden Centre on Feb 
14 to become the 38th individual that I have heard of active this year, 

o Peacock: One was seen flying in Fareham on Jan 20 and now a second report for the 
year comes from Terry Hotten who saw one stirring (not flying) in his garden (Cove 
area of Fleet) on Feb 13 

2. Moths: 

o Pale Brindled Beauty (B&F 1926): First for the year was found by Tony Wilson at 
Edburton (north of Brighton) on Feb 12 (February is the peak month for this species to 
be on the wing). Last year Mike Wall had the first on Jan 27 and all 18 reports of the 
species in 2005 came before Feb 10. 

OTHER 

1. Roe Deer: Roe are listed as resident on Hayling in Pete Durnell's 'Wildlife of Hayling' and one 
or two have probably always lived in hidden places such as Tournerbury Woods but the first 
reference that I know of to them 'on public view' in the open north Hayling fields comes from 
Simon Wright who saw two on 26 Dec 2004 and my own first sight of them was in the summer 
of 2005. Presumably this reflects the population growth which has occurred everywhere in 
recent years, causing them to be seen openly in relatively large numbers. The reason for 
mentioning them now is that when Brian Fellows was looking for the Stone Curlew in the fields 
south west of Northney Church on Feb 11 he saw 6 Roe and noted that one had new antlers 
growing (with their rut being in May they cast their antlers by December and grow them 
between January and April when they get rid of the 'velvet coating' by thrashing them against 
shrubs to be ready for the rut in May). A count of six is also a surprise to me as I had not 
previously heard of more than two being seen together on Hayling, and a single family group 
should not exceed 5 (triplet kids are exceptional with this species). 

2. Frog: The first report of frogspawn comes from Alan Thurbon at Drayton (north Portsmouth) 
on Feb 13 which Alan says is 15 days later than last year when his report of spawn on Jan 29 
was also the first to reach me. In 2004 Andrew Walmsley in Lyndhurst had the first report on 
Jan 24 and in 2003 Tony Wilson had the first in Hove (Brighton) on Jan 19. In 2002 the first 
report came from Charles Cuthbert at Alresford on Jan 24 but in 2001 John Goodspeed had 
the first on Jan 5 in his garden on top of Portsdown. 

 

 



WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR FEB 6 - 12 (WEEK 6) 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: This is just one of a long list of marine bird species that seem to have 
decided to start their return passage as if they knew that winter was now over. A total of 153 
were seen heading east off Bexhill (Glyne Gap) on Feb 9 with another 103 seen there on Feb 
10 (at dawn birds which seemed to have chosen to rest overnight on the sea there were seen 
starting to fly off east). On Feb 11 another count of 100 going east was made at Folkestone 
and on the same morning 170 were noted going east off Pett Level in a 30 minute sample 
count.  

The impression of a large scale general start of passage is given by Ian Standivan, describing 
what he saw in the Hastings/Bexhill area on Feb 10 .. "This morning a huge number of 
sea-birds were noted offshore, with large groups of divers, grebes and sea-ducks being seen 
first thing in Bulverhythe bay, they started to depart the area at around 07.30, so were probably 
using that area as a safe roosting or nocturnal feeding site. Numbers counted included, 103 
red T Divers, 8 Black T Divers, 1 Great northern Diver, 115 GC grebes, 4 Slav grebes, 1 Shag, 
3 Scaup, 2 Eider, 1 lovely drake Smew, 81 Common scoter, and a Great skua harrassing the 
gull flocks." 

2. Great Crested Grebe: A very calm sea in Rye Bay on Feb 11 gave Phil Jones a count of 518 
Great Crested Grebe (not quite up to the 561 seen there on Feb 5 

3. Black-necked Grebe: An equally calm sea in Langstone Harbour on Feb 11 enabled Mark 
Rolfe to record this winters peak count of 20 Black-necks off the Oysterbeds. 

4. Shag: On Feb 8 Kris Gillam found 65 Shags which had been roosting overnight on the Culver 
Cliffs, just south west of the Bembridge Foreland on the IoW 

5. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still present on Feb 10 when both Ian Julian and I saw 
it at different times - Ian suggested that it is now losing the yellow of its bill (presumably being 
replaced by the more orange colour for the breeding season). It was also seen by Jason Crook 
on the evening of Feb 8 going into the night roost trees behind Langstone Mill Pond with 69 
Egrets. All 8 Piddinghoe birds were seen again on Feb 8 and on Feb 9 the single bird which is 
reported to have been with sheep at Shirley Hurst Farm, Bodle Street Green (north of 
Pevensey Levels) since mid January had its identity confirmed when it was photographed by 
Kenneth Gibb. 

6. Little Egret: Night roosts are mentioned in three recent Hoslist messages. Jason Crook 
recorded 69 going into the Langstone roost on the evening of Feb 8 and on the morning of Feb 
11 John Clark saw 10 birds come out of a roost within Camberley sewage works (in Surrey) to 
fly across the River Blackwater into the Hawley meadows (in Hampshire, north of 
Farnborough). The third mention comes from Steve Mansfield at Alton Kings Pond who 
watched 5 birds fly southwest along the River Wey valley to an unknown roost - possibly as far 
away as Alresford. 

7. Grey Heron: Steve Keen happened to notice that a Heron which flew low over his head on Feb 
10 in the Sway area was missing one foot and wonders how that happened - I am sure there 
are several potential hazards through which this could happen but it immediately reminded me 
of a boyhood adventure in the Avon valley near Ibsley when I and a friend found a Heron with 
one leg held in an underwater gin trap. We managed to throw a coat over the birds lunging bill, 
release the trap and regain the valued jacket just in time for the bird and the boys to beat a 
hasty retreat from the approaching wrath of the water bailiff. 

8. Bewick's Swan: On Feb 9 the count at Pulborough Brooks was up again to 8 birds and on Feb 
11 a flock of 27 were seen in Kent (Stour Valley) - another 18 seen at Reculver on the Kent 
coast that day may or may not have been among the 27. 

9. Bean Goose: On Feb 6 three Tundra Bean Geese were in the Kent Stour valley associating 
with White-fronts 



10. White-front Goose: Large flocks have been seen in Kent recently. The highest count was of 
172 on the north Kent coast on Feb 4 (when a flock of 120 seen in the Stour valley were 
probably part of the same flock). Feb 8 brought what was probably the peak count of over 300 
with 210 seen at Scotney Court (Rye Harbour) and 121 still in the Stour valley. Other recent 
sightings which may well be of additional birds are the 15 which landed in the Selsey West 
Fields on Feb 7, a flock of 27 on the Pevensey Levels on Feb 10 and another of 14 birds seen 
at Folkestone on Feb 11. 

11. Greylag Goose: The number in the Kent Stour valley increased to 196 by Feb 8 

12. Barnacle Goose: The lone Barnacle which appeared at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Feb 4 and 
moved to the Warblington fields on Feb 5 was back at Warblington, seen by Ian Julian, on Feb 
10. Presumably even feral birds get restive in cold weather, and another example of a single 
stray Barnacle turning up at a site where it has not been seen before comes from Coombe 
Haven at Bexhill (where Joe Dickens found one on Feb 7) 

13. Brent Goose: An interesting comment on the Dungeness website (especially in view of the 
reported start of passage for many other species - see Red-throated Diver above) says that on 
Feb 8 "Brent are starting to move east". 

14. Shelduck: Of local interest the single bird that was seen by the IBM Lake during the January 
WeBS count (but which left the site when it was disturbed) was back there on Feb 11 and did 
not leave but twice moved to different parts of the lake shore as I worked my way along the 
shore. This is not the first time that Shelduck have been on the IBM site in the early spring but 
so far there has been no real hint of breeding (a single Curlew that was on the site in both Jan 
and Feb counts is not expected to nest!) 

15. Pintail: A count of 75 on the Hook Links Scrape near the mouth of the Hamble River may well 
be a site record. 

16. Long-tailed Duck: Two were seen off Pilsey Island in the Chichester Channel of Chichester 
Harbour on Feb 10 (four had been seen there on Jan 31) 

17. Stone Curlew: The bird which George Spraggs found wintering on the north Hayling fields on 
Feb 5 was still present on Feb 10 according to George but it was seen in the middle of a large 
ploughed field about 300 metres west of St Peter's Road south of Northney village (just north of 
Gutner Lane junction) so you have to have a good scope and a keen eye to spot it (possibly 
from the road or from the peripheral path which runs around the east of the area from Northney 
Church to Northwod Farm and then back to Copse Lane at Tye) 

18. Jack Snipe: Paul Winter had a lucky find of one on Feb 11 in playing fields beside Bakers 
Drove Road near Romsey Road in Paul's home area (Rownhams, Southampton) 

19. Common Sandpiper: One was dozing in the Hermitage Stream at the foot of the Bedhampton 
Gravel Quay at low water on Feb 9 - my first of the year. 

20. Lesser Blackback Gull: Paul James tells us that the first were back at roof-top nests in the 
Southwich area of Brighton on Feb 9 and a count of 54 going west along the north Kent coast 
that day is one of several reports indicating that passage to breeding areas is already under 
way. 

21. Kumlien's Gull: A 'probable' arrived at Dungeness on Feb 6 and was still there on Feb 8 

22. Little Owl: These are becoming more noticeable as their breeding season starts. On Feb 6 
Richard Ford remarked on hearing several in the Kingsley area east of Alton by day and on 
Feb 8 the Portland Bill website had a photo of one taken by torchlight and said that the bird had 
been calling incessantly for several nights. Of more interest to me Ian Julian saw the 
Warblington Farm pair on Feb 10 (a little while ago when visiting the Cattle Egret I spotted a 
Squirrel's head poking out of the nest hole they used last year, so I hope Ian can point me 
towards this year's nest!) 

23. Hoopoe: The Gosport bird was still present on Feb 10 



24. Woodlark: Simon Woolley heard one singing in the Millbarrow area south west of Beauworth 
(not far south of Cheriton) on Feb 11. 

25. Skylark: One or more of the birds over the north Hayling fields near Northney church was 
singing on Feb 8 when Brian Fellows was there. 

26. Meadow Pipit: There are several indications that their northward passage is already starting. 
On Feb 11 the Portland website notes an apparent increase in numbers there and several sites 
have recently reported new sizeable flocks 

27. Water Pipit: John Shillitoe, who it appears has taken over from Simon King as HWT warden at 
the Lower Test Marshes, found 12 birds there on Feb 8 - highest count so far this winter 

28. Waxwing: Although it is now too late to expect an invasion of these birds it is interesting to 
hear that two were still to be seen on Feb 11 at a private site in Corhampton (Meon Valley) 
where 4 had been reported on Jan 25 

29. Black Redstart: Anyone in the Havant area who still needs this species for their year list 
should try the extreme east end of the Hayling Eastoke promenade where one has probably 
been present all winter and was seen near the end house before the Sandy Point reserve on 
both Feb 10 and 11. 

30. Ring Ouzel: Another candidate for earliest Hampshire spring migrant (after the Stone Curlew) 
was a male Ring Ouzel in summer plumage accidentally discovered by Mike Rafter on Feb 10 
when he drove his wife to the Fitness Centre at Hillyfields (just east of the M271 junction 1) in 
the Lords Hill area of Southampton. The 'earliest ever' date for this species in the latest 
Hampshire Bird Report is given as 3 March but the report also acknowledges four records of 
wintering birds. On balance this is perhaps more likely to be a wintering bird but the site is an 
odd one for a winter resident (more likely to be found in the New Forest or other quiet area), 
and the fact that the bird seems to have only been at this site for a few hours makes it more 
likely that it was a bird on the move. 

31. Dartford Warbler: One was singing in the Bexhill area near Hastings on Feb 10 (first song of 
the year) 

32. Blackcap: One of these was singing in the Sway area of south west Hampshire on Feb 6 (but 
this was only the second of the year after one heard in Chandlers Ford on Jan 21) 

33. Chiff Chaff: Three new reports of these singing, the interest here being that the sound of one 
in Brighton on Feb 10 caused Richard Fairbank to speculate that it was unlikely that a winter 
resident would suddenly start to sing on the coldest morning of the year and prompting the 
thought that this could be a very early arriving migrant. 

34. Bearded Tit: On Feb 10 I had excellent close views of a dozen of these feeding on the reeds at 
the seawall end of the Thorney Little Deeps. 

35. Blue Tit: One pair had already mated and laid eggs in a nest box here in Havant by Feb 9 as 
Clifford Smith discovered when he went into his Denvilles area garden to clean out the nest 
box in his garden and found it was already in use.  

Another reference to Blue Tits is made by Trevor Carpenter who writes on Hoslist .. "Any idea 
what's happening here? I have seen this three times in as many weeks, each occurence within 
a couple of hundred metres of the others so I suppose it could be the same birds. A 
Woodpigeon flying hell for leather as if trying to escape something, rocking and 
making what looks like evasive movements. And there is the pursuer close on its tail 
keeping up with every move the pigeon makes as if in a dogfight. The pigeon can't shake 
off the aggressor. What is it? Well it looks like a blue tit, I can't be sure because it's moving so 
fast but that's where my money lies. The pigeon dwarfs it." 

36. Treecreeper: The first report of this species singing comes from Derek Hale at Ryde (Appley 
Park) on the IoW on Feb 10. 



37. Bullfinch: The Titchfield Haven website has suddenly been updated (the previous update only 
took us up to 4 Dec last year) and one thing that I did not know from other sources was the 10 
Bullfinch had been seen there on Jan 30. 

38. Hawfinch: The single female Hawfinch that has been at Appley Park (Ryde, IoW) since Jan 7 
was joined by a male on Feb 8 but the large number that have been at the Chichester West 
Dean woods dropped to just 4 birds on Feb 9. A new site for them was recorded on Feb 11 
when 4 were seen in Home Covert on the southern edge of Nursling village on the edge of 
Southampton. 

39. White Ibis: A presumed escaped bird was seen in the St Lawrence area of Ventnor (IoW) on 
both Feb 8 and 9 

PLANTS 

1. Nootka Cypress: According to Alan Mitchell's Field Guide to Trees this species does not 
flower until April but when I was at the Portsmouth IBM site on Feb 11 and gently shook one of 
the many branches tipped with hundreds of bright yellow male flowers they emitted a dense 
cloud of pollen (which nearby Yew trees refused to do). This experience, and the reading of an 
article in the recent Hampshire Ornithological Soc mag on how you may be breaking the law if 
you point your digital camera at a bird's nest, caused my grumpy old man's brain to wonder 
how soon the law will be changed to find me guilty of 'sexual harrassment' of the Nootka 
Cypress tree if I shake its branches in future years. 

2. Common Whitlowgrass: The plants in Waterloo Road, Havant, which have so far only been 
showing white flower buds suddenly burst into full flower on Feb 10 

3. Sweet Violet: Also on Feb 10 the single flower that has been open under the yew tree in St 
Faith's Churchyard here in Havant since Jan 20 suddenly became more than a dozen flowers. 

4. English Elm: Flowers had started to open on trees at the IBM Portsmouth site on Feb 11 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: One in Stansted Forest on Feb 5, one in the Sway area of southwest 
Hampshire on Feb 8 and another sighting there on Feb 9 

2. Moths: 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Another report of one that has been hibernating since 
November in Ireland (West Cork) 

OTHER 

1. Stoat and Weasel: Richard Carpenter came on a Stoat up on Gander Down, south of 
Alresford, on Feb 6 and when I was at the Portsmouth IBM site on Feb 11 I was told that a 
Weasel had recently visited the Landscape Maintenance contractors area at the west end of 
the site 

2. Bottle-nosed Dolphin: During the past week the very friendly dolphin, which had been named 
'Spinnaker' by the Portsmouth press, suffered a severe injury to its tail area when it was 
accidentally hit by the propellors of a Portsmouth harbour tug. After the accident there were 
immediate attempts to catch the dolphin in order to treat its injuries but the animal vanished 
and I have not so far heard of its fate. There is however some hope that it was still alive on Feb 
11 when Mark Rolfe saw one in the entrance to Chichester Harbour - Mark does not say how 
well he saw the animal or mention anything about its state of health so he probably saw a 
different healthy animal.... 

3. Common Seal: Mark Rolfe also saw three Seals in the Chichester Harbour entrance on Feb 
11 



4. Red Deer: A herd of 27 mixed stags and hinds were seen in the open Forest near Burley by 
Giles Darvill on Feb 11 after they had been disturbed by a local hunt (not after the deer) 

5. Water Shrew: At the Rye Harbour nature reserve Sam Smith was bringing a tern raft ashore 
for refurbishment on Feb 10 when he discovered a Water Shrew nest 'below decks'. A 
replacement raft was hastily constructed and the nest transferred to it - Sam has not seen the 
Shrew(s) since but it appears that they are using the replacement. Interestingly for me I 
thought I had seen a Water Shrew on the same day - mine was a corpse in Thornham Lane 
near its west end where I had been looking in vain for Short-eared Owls. As I cycled back down 
the lane in the dusk I saw the tiny corpse in the road and initially thought it had the dark black 
fur back and silver underparts of a Water Shrew but it turned out to be a Common Shrew. 
Although I have only ever seen one Water Shrew (another corpse) by the overflow sluice of 
Aldsworth Pond I have read that these creatures are by no means restricted to water and are 
widespread throughout the British Isles, sometimes very far from any water. 

6. Fungi: The Hampshire Wildlife Trust website carries an interesting contribution from Malcolm 
Davies who on Feb 7 chanced on a troop of the small (but shapely) fungus called The Goblet 
by the banks of Ivy Lake at Ringwood - in the latest renaming it has retained its English Name 
(though losing the 'The' from 'Goblet') but is now scientifically called Pseudoclitocybe 
cyathiformis. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed0802 

Sat 11 Feb 

A. WeBS Count at the IBM Portsmouth lake 

Soon after arriving at the IBM Portsmouth site for this morning’s WeBS count I heard the calls 
of a pair of Canada Geese flying around the buildings and I expected that my count would 
include several such pairs already defending chosen nest sites. The February count here last 
year recorded three established pairs with another 11 birds in a flock but luckily this year I did 
not find another pair anywhere and only found three other birds on the lake. 

Although it was a pleasant morning with little wind most of the lake had a thin coating of ice and 
it was a pleasant surprise to find a good show of gulls standing around on the ice or bathing in 
the areas that were clear of ice - around 350 Black-headed Gulls with 25 Common and half a 
dozen Herring Gulls were present, probably using this fairly sheltered spot to rest in while 
they complete their moult into breeding plumage before heading to their nest sites (other than 
the Common Gulls the others will probably nest on the Langstone Harbour islands or - in the 
case of the Herring Gulls - on rooftops in Portsmouth). 

The Paulsgrove tip across the motorway from the lake is no longer of any interest to them (not 
only has all tipping ceased but today huge piles of topsoil were waiting to be spread over the 
surface on which grass and trees will soon be planted). When I got home I was interested to 
see that the Portsmouth NEWS carried a piece alleging that vile and poisonous slime is 
already oozing out of the tip and may poison wildlife in and around the harbour - we will see! 

Coming back to what was present around the lake I was pleased to find one Shelduck - 
probably the same bird that was there last month - and hope it will find a mate and nest here 
(there are plenty of rabbit burrows and some of them may be available as nest sites, especially 
as I was told today by one of the Landscape Maintenance team who look after the site that they 
now have a licence to shoot the rabbits and have taken out several hundred over the past year 
- I was also told that Foxes are no longer a regular sight here, but that a Weasel had been seen 
quite recently). 

As well as the Mallards, Coot and Moorhen (approaching 50 of each) I listed 8 Teal, 5 Little 
Grebes (at least two trilling loudly), 3 Snipe and singles of Curlew and Cormorant while away 
from the water I saw a female Bullfinch and a female Kestrel. 

Two other significant finds were of flowers on a couple of English Elms that have survived the 
fungus that has killed most of them and clouds of pollen coming from the bright yellow male 
flowers on a couple of Nootka cypresses - no pollen yet from some nearby Yews. Also just 
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starting to flower was a Witch Hazel tree - a species that I had seen flowering in gardens 
earlier in the week, 

Fri 10 Feb 

A. Warblington, Emsworth and north Thorney Island 

Before starting my afternoon outing the warm sun (after a hard overnight frost) had caused a 
minor outburst of flowering in the Common Whitlowgrass along Waterloo Road and the 
Sweet Violets under the Yew in St Faith’s Churchyard. 

After lunch I cycled to Warblington where the Cattle Egret was still present with 25 Little 
Egrets and a small flock of 75 Brent but I did not see the Barnacle Goose nor the pair of Little 
Owls which Ian Julian saw here when he visited today, 

On along the shore to Emsworth I saw a good show of waders but nothing special until I 
reached the bridge taking the main road across the Peter Pond/Slipper Mill Pond complex in 
the Ems valley. Here I stopped to scan the gulls and while doing so heard the call of a 
Kingfisher which perched in a tree overhanging the east side of the Slipper pond close to the 
main road, giving me excellent close and sunlit views of the bird. 

At the seawall end of the Little Deeps I had even closer views of a dozen Bearded Tits - with 
my binoculars I could see the birds as well as if they had been in my hand, and it was slightly 
amusing to see that two birders with very expensive digiscoping kit were having great difficulty 
in gettng any pictures through the waving reed stems which obscured their view (from a lower 
height than my eyes) and never let the birds pause their continual swaying motion. 

Nothing much on the water of the Little Deeps (though a pair of Pochard were present) and 
there were no Spotted Redshank at the Great Deeps though I had distant views of a drake 
Pintail. Coming back up the ‘canal’ another Kingfisher called and let me watch it perched on 
a fence post, and from the Thorney Main Road I watched three or more Snipe among other 
birds in the flooded field by the Little Deeps. 

At the east end of Thornham Lane I waited a few minutes in the hope of Short-eared or Barn 
Owl but saw neither and the only interest here was in a dead Common Shrew recently 
squashed on the road as I cycled back. 

Thu 9 Feb 

A. Budds Farm and Bedhampton Mill 

Before setting out on a cycle ride in this afternoon’s sunshine I had a phone call from Clifford 
Smith,who lives in the Denvilles area of Havant, to tell me that he had been out in his garden to 
clean out a Blue Tit nest box and had found fresh material and new laid eggs already in it. 

My ride took me down Southmoor Lane towards Budds Farm, stopping half way down the lane 
to look at the healthy display of leaves on the Knotted Hedge-Parsley plants which I first 
noticed last year. I stopped again just before the height barrier to check for flowers on the row 
of Cherry Plum trees, seeing none yet open but getting a couple of surprises when I reached 
the entrance to the new path leading to the South Moors and Langstone. The most obvious 
surprise was that the Goat Willow tree which towers above the start of the path was already 
covered in fully open golden Pussy Paws (this tree is notoriously early each year and must 
be somehow different from the normal Goat Willows). Less obvious was that the Hampshire 
Wildlife Trust address board below the Southmoor Reserve sign has at last been changed to 
show the current address and phone number for the Trust HQ. 

Climbing Budd’s Mound to have a look at the pools I found that most of the expected birds had 
returned (hardly any were seen on my last visit - presumably disturbed by work going on 
around the pools) but numbers were low (perhaps 30 Teal with 15 Shoveler and 5 each of 
Pochard and Tufted Duck with a scattering of Mallard, Coot, Moorhen and Little Grebe but 
no Swans). Carrying on around the periphery of the sewage works I had another surprise, 
finding that all along the west side (from the foot of the mound along the shore and right up the 



Brockhampton Stream side) a massive tree planting exercise was nearly complete. It will be 
a few years before the planted whips becoming useful cover for any birds but they should then 
provide a replacement for the trees and scrub which used to provide winter cover for many 
Chiff Chaffs and a resting place for newly arrived summer migrants, though they will not of 
themselves replace the insect food source that came from the open sewage tanks and filter 
beds that have vanished in the modernisation of the sewage works (with all the smelly 
processes now taking place in enclosed buildings). 

From the Brockhampton Stream I went west to come home up the Hermitage Stream past 
Bedhampton Mill and had the last of today’s pleasant surprises which was to find a Common 
Sandpiper (my first for the year) dozing in the stream at the foot of the Bedhampton Gravel 
Quay just below the weir downstream of the Harts Farm Way bridge. Nothing else special from 
then on - the best bird being a single male Gadwall on Bedhampton Mill Pool - though I did 
note two changes to the environment. The first was the continuing spread of ivy and brambles 
along the railside immediately east of the Mill Lane bridge - each year the area which used to 
be a great display of flowering wild Primroses in the spring has diminished and today I could 
not even see the leaves of a single Primrose plant. The second change was that the huge, ugly 
pile of earth and rubble (that has been piled on the Water Company land beside the footpath 
since EU regulations compelled the Water Company to cover over the open water reservoirs 
which were here until about ten years ago) was apparently being prepared for covering with 
earth to form what will hopefully be a more acceptable grass covered mound. 

Wed 8 Feb 

A. Stansted Forest east 

This afternoon I cycled to Stansted and around the East Park in the hope of finding Fieldfare 
but the only thing of interest seen on the grassy slope of Rosamunds Hill was a single Fallow 
deer pretending that it was a sheep and grazing with them out in the open in broad daylight. 

Following the road on towards Broadreed Farm past Lumley Seat I had almost reached 
Parkgate Cottages when I did at last see a few birds in the larch wood - nothing special but 
there was a Marsh Tit and a Great Spotted Woodpecker. Here I turned right on the track 
along the west side of Oak Copse, then left along Woodlands Lane towards Walderton, and 
before long I came on a few more birds, including a couple of calling Bullfinch. Stopping to 
see them I had great views of three more Bullfinches (two males and a female) which flew up 
and perched in the sunlit treetops further down the lane.  

This has been an extraordinary winter with Bullfinch seen everywhere in greater than usual 
numbers which first caught my attention when I read a report of a count of 164 of them seen on 
Nov 5 on the north Kent coast, with another 40 seen at Beachy Head on that same day plus a 
count of 52 more flying west over the Isle of Wight on Nov 4 (when 34 arrived at Dungeness 
and 77 were seen at Christchurch Harbour). This was probably the peak of an invasion of 
continental birds which had certainly started at least as early as Oct 22 (when 13 were seen in 
the Christchurch Harbour area - not their normal habitat), and the invasion was still continuing 
on Nov 13 when 20 flew in off the sea at Portland Bill. These large groups soon dispersed, but 
smaller groups, such as those I saw today (at least five birds) continue to be widely seen. 

My reason for riding along Woodlands Lane was to check on the Green Hellebore plants 
which can be seen at this time of year across the lane from Lordington Copse and I was not 
disappointed as I found a good half dozen fresh plants with large (but unopen) flower buds. 
Also on the fringe of Lordington Copse I found my first Spurge Laurel (genuinely in flower!), 
and right at the start of my ride (at the junction of Southleigh and East Leigh roads as I left 
Denvilles here in Havant) I had found my first two flowers on the Lesser Periwinkle that grows 
at the foot of the ancient roadside hedge. Not wild, but still of interest, were my first flowering 
garden Croci seen by Hollybank Lane in Emsworth. 

To complete the day’s list of good finds I must report a Red Admiral flying along the Hayling 
Billy Trail behind my house this morning, and another burst of Mistle Thrush song heard from 
the garden first thing. 

B. (Wed0802) Latest News and Reports 



Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0502 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds  

• A Stone Curlew seems to have spent the winter in north Hayling fields 

• 107 Med Gulls at Pagham in a pre-breeding assembly 

• Blue Tit nest with eggs found in Havant 

Plants  

• First flowers on Lesser Periwinkle, Spurge Laurel and Goat Willow 

• Green Hellebore and Common Whitlowgrass with unopen flower buds 

Insects  

• Late news of the first Early Moth seen on Jan 21 

Other Wildlife  

• Early news of the first Slow-worm out of hibernation 

BIRDS 

1. Great Crested Grebe: Another good count of these comes from Cliff Dean looking out over 
Rye Bay from Pett on Feb 5 - his tally was 561. 

2. Red-necked Grebe: Latest reports come from the Puckpool Point area of the Isle of Wight on 
Feb 4 (one bird only though two had been seen there on Feb 2) and from the mouth of 
Chichester Harbour where a single was seen on Feb 7. Similar sightings from both sides of the 
water separating these two points have been coming in through the winter and I remain 
puzzled as to whether the sightings are of two separate groups of birds or of one group 
restlessly moving between Chichester Harbour and the Seaview-Puckpool area. Each area 
has recorded a maximum count of three birds since Jan 1 but out of 21 reports there has only 
been one day with reports from both sides of the water (on Jan 3 one bird was seen from Black 
Point on Hayling while two were seen off Puckpool) so I favour the theory of three restless 
birds, with some of them occasionally roaming further afield to appear off Titchfield Haven and 
Selsey Bill (sites not included in the above 21 reports). Whatever the answer to this question 
we seem to be having a good winter for Red-necks in out area. 

3. Slavonian Grebe: Another intriguing question relates to the number of these birds in our area 
this winter. In the past I had formed the impression that any winter visit to the Church Norton 
shore was likely to give you 20 to 30 Slav Grebes on the sea, and a count of 26 there by Alan 
Kitson on Feb 4 would fit that pattern. However an overview of this winter's reports from this 
area gives a different impression. Since Jan 1 the only reports I have seen are of 4 birds on Jan 
2; 3 on Jan 8; 5 on Jan 14; 1 on Jan 28; 4 on Feb 3 and now 26 on Feb 4. Similar reports from 
the end of 2005 read: 1 on Oct 24; 1 on Nov 5; 5 on Nov 22; 1 on Dec 4; 4 on Dec 6; 1 on Dec 
10; then the extraordinary count of 68 on Dec 29 with another 22 moving west past Pagham on 
Dec 31. In reading this list of reports one should bear in mind how many birders visit this shore 
during the winter - many of them this winter have not seen a single Slav Grebe. My impression 
of this winter is that the sea off Pagham has lost its attraction for these birds and that it now 
only attracts occasional visits from passing birds, though its sheltered position to the east of 
Selsey Bill occasionally provides a temporary refuge for passage birds heading down channel 
to more attractive winter quarters. 

4. Black-necked Grebe: I have not seen any reports of these in Langstone Harbour since Jan 22 
(when 11 of the previous peak of 19 birds were seen off the Oysterbeds). I am pretty sure the 
birds have not deserted Langstone yet but I do wonder if they are finding food difficult to find in 
the harbour (or just getting restless with thoughts of spring) and are splitting up. One reason for 
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suggesting this is the recent appearance (on Feb 4) of a single bird off Binstead (Ryde) on the 
IoW, and another is that the 4 birds which have been a regular feature in Portland Harbour 
through most of the winter suddenly increased to 6 on Feb 1 and then to 7 on Feb 5. 

5. Fulmar: A count of 12 around the Gore Cliffs at St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Feb 5 , with 
7 birds seen on nesting ledges, suggests that they may soon be laying their eggs but my 
ancient book of bird nests tells me that Fulmars do not start to breed until May and adds two 
interesting comments - one is that these birds seem to prospect for good nest sites several 
years in advance of actually using them, the other is that having decided where they are going 
to nest they all desert the chosen cliffs for about a fortnight before suddenly returning and 
laying their eggs. 

6. Shag: Considering the detail in which virtually every bird seen in the Christchurch Harbour 
area is assiduously recorded on the CHOG website I am surprised by the paucity of reports for 
this species on their website. This comment is provoked by an entry for a seawatch on Feb 4 
which included the phrase .. "Shag numbers seemed fairly high, one group alone consisting of 
20 birds". This sounds as if Shag were a relatively common sight there but a check of my 
database (which should include any reports mentioned on the CHOG website) shows this to be 
the first mention of the species there this year, while a look through last year's entries reveals 
only two mentions of Shag - on Nov 5 one got into their news as a result of being attacked and 
drowned by a Great Blackback Gull, while on Dec 24 there was a count of more than 50 seen 
there, with 31 in a single flock. I presume the birds are fairly regularly seen there but for some 
reason are thought to be of no interest by the CHOG observers (while a single Red-breasted 
Merganser in Christchurch Harbour is regarded with special interest which it would not get in 
Langstone Harbour - such is life). 

7. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird and at least 5 of the Piddinghoe birds were still present on 
Feb 7 and at least one of the Pagham Harbour birds was seen on Feb 4 but the interesting 
news comes in a new report of a single bird reported on Feb 4 and said to have been 
present for two weeks in fields near Hurstmonceux (just north of the Pevensey Levels east of 
Eastbourne) where it associates with a flock of sheep at Shirley Hurst Farm in a village called 
Bodle Street Green. (I have not seen the identity of this bird confirmed by any of the Sussex 
birders and it could be in the category of the Great White Egret recently reported to be in the 
Alresford area which turned out to have a black bill and yellow feet when someone went to 
check on it) 

8. Bewick's Swan: On Feb 4 six of these were seen in the Houghton-Bury area by the R Arun 
north of the Downs, and on Feb 5 Tim Doran found 12 on the Ibsley water meadows (maybe 
there is another pair in that area as on Feb 4 Steve Keen saw 2 on Ibsley Water) 

9. White-front Goose: On Jan 29 John Simons saw a flock of 27 fly west into Hampshire over 
the Idsworth area north of Rowlands Castle. Other news of these birds comes from the 
Pevensey Levels where Alan Kitson found a total of 40 birds on Feb 5 and Cliff Dean had 
another 14 at Pett Level (also Feb 5), and much nearer to us Bernie Forbes watched a flock of 
15 fly in off the sea on Feb 5 to land among Brent in the Selsey west fields area 

10. Barnacle Goose: The 44 feral birds were still at Ibsley on Feb 4 but some more interesting 
reports dated Feb 5 are of what was thought to be a single wild bird seen by Alan Kitson at 
the Pevensey Levels to fly in with the White-fronts which he saw there that day, and of a group 
of 5 seen at Pett Level by Cliff Dean (the only previous report of Barnacle there this year was of 
a singleton seen on Jan 8) - these could also have come in with newly arrived Whitefronts. 
Locally a single bird, not thought to be wild, was seen at the Hayling Oysterbeds by John 
Goodspeed on Feb 4 and by myself with Brent in the 'Cattle Egret field' at Warblington on Feb 
5. 

11. Mandarin duck: On Feb 6 seven males out of a group of 10 birds were displaying on a pond in 
the Buchan Country Park at Crawley 

12. Teal: A party of a dozen males, out of at least 40 birds on Langstone Mill Pond on Feb 7, had 
formed a cluster out in the centre of the pond to practice and perfect their spring display in 



which the drake convulses its whole body in such a way that the head jerks up and back while 
the tail simultaneously jerks up to show the bright yellow of the vent area. 

13. Red Crested Pochard: On Feb 5 a male was seen by Tim Doran on Hamer Warren gravel pit 
in the Avon valley west of Ibsley, and at the Pett Level Pools on the shore of Rye Bay Cliff 
Dean found a pair of these birds on the same day. 

14. Goosander: The male which has been in the mouth of Pagham Harbour since the beginning of 
the year was still showing well on Feb 7, and on Feb 4 another drake was on the move flying 
west over Birling Gap on Beachy Head. 

15. Red Kite: On Feb 5 what may have been the same single untagged bird generated four 
reports in West Sussex where it was twice seen near Southwick Hill (from the A27 west of the 
road tunnel under the hill) and also over Ashington village in the Pulborough area and Eartham 
Wood nearer Midhurst. 

16. Marsh Harrier: A single bird flew in from the sea at Dungeness on Feb 5, perhaps the first of 
the spring arrivals? 

17. Hen Harrier: A ringtail was seen flying west over the Thornham Marshes area of Thorney 
Island on Feb 4 

18. Sparrowhawk: In recent years it is thought that a pair has bred in the trees of the Nore Barn 
Wood at Emsworth (where noisy juveniles have been heard and seen in the early summer) but 
hunting birds are not often seen over the nearby Warblington fields during the annual common 
bird census so it was interesting that one was seen from the path between Warblington Church 
and Nore Barn on Feb 4. 

19. Merlin: John Goodspeed's website carries a report dated Feb 3 from Richard Ling of a female 
seen perched on the wall of his garden in the cul de sac called The Fishermans on the north 
side of Emsworth Harbour. Richard had an easier sighting than did Steve Keen on Feb 4 who 
saw one in the Sway area near New Milton during a heroic 25 mile walk in which he and a 
friend managed to tick 96 bird species in response to a challenge set by Bob Chapman - the 
challenge is to find 100 species in one circular walk, and the credit for achieving this feat is still 
on offer as neither Bob nor anyone else has so far achieved it in Hampshire. (Bob scored 91 on 
Jan 29 and both he and Jason Crook have clocked 92 so far this year) Bob claims that a count 
of 100 birds seen on foot is possible in Hampshire in every month of the year (and he has 
made a further suggestion which people could try when they have achieved this unlikely feat - 
he says 'what about going for the number of species seen in a day whilst riding a unicycle 
dressed as a chicken?' adding after re-reading that phrase 'On second thoughts I'm not sure 
you can dress a unicycle as a chicken.') 

20. Peregrine: You may remember from last year that the rather noisy night-time re-enactment of 
the battle of Trafalgar in Spithead was too much for a Peregrine which had previously spent 
some of its nights on the roof of a tower block close to the end of the M275 in the Buckland 
area of Portsmouth. Frank Foulger tells me that on Feb 5 a male Peregrine was back on the 
roof of Bury House in the late afternoon - the building is certainly convenient for getting both 
supper and breakfast from Portsmouth's Dockyard pigeon population. 

21. Stone Curlew: On Feb 5 George Spraggs was walking the public path, from the Tye area of 
east Hayling to Northwood Farm at Stoke across the southern edge of the large area of open 
fields which cover most of north Hayling, when he made a magnificent birding find in the shape 
of a Stone Curlew in the field with the old black barn at the Tye end of the path. George said 
that after he had accidentally flushed it .. "It landed in the adjacent field and showed well for a 
short while. Then spent most of its time hunkered down in the stubble." The bird was still in the 
same field on the following day and was seen by a number of birders, making it more likely that 
the bird was not an extremely early summer migrant but had in fact been wintering there. 

Stone Curlews are traditionally early migrants, arriving at the end of March though the 
'earliest ever' on record was seen on 25 Feb 1938 (not 1998 as misprinted in the 2004 
Hampshire Bird Report!), and an early bird seen at Sandy Point on Hayling by Andy Johnson 
last year was typical - it flew in on Mar 30, spent a short time feeding in the Sandy Point reserve 



and then flew on north the same day. George's bird was not right on the coast where a migrant 
was likely to put down, and its presence in the same field on the next day supported the idea 
that it was not on passage, 

No doubt we will hear more about it's history as it was colour ringed and George is obtaining 
the details from whoever ringed it but one of his questions has already been answered - he 
asked if there were previous known cases of Stone Curlews over-wintering in Britain and 
Lee Evans answered this by saying .. "Stone Curlews have been overwintering at a site in 
Norfolk Breckland in recent years (presumably due to the change in our winter climate) with a 
maximum of 7 birds recorded. However, there are none present this winter that I know of." 

The cryptic colour of these birds makes them very difficult to spot when they remain 
motionless, and I cannot resist repeating the story of my first sight of a migrant Stone Curlew 
just arriving in this country on 27 March 1982 - the bird happened to fly in when David 
Steventon and I were carrying out a WeBS count on the Paulsgrove Rubbish Tip and it chose 
to land in a place where it's rusty coloured plumage made it almost totally invisibile (except for 
its massive eye, if you knew where to look!) - the chosen habitat was a pile of rusty car 
exhausts and other metal... 

22. Golden Plover: Maybe these are already gathering into large flocks preparatory to flying 
north, and possibly local flocks have been augmented by birds coming from across the 
channel, but regardless of the reason I see that Simon Ingram has had his largest count of the 
winter with 450 at the Eastleigh Lakeside site on Feb 3 while here at Langstone the birds which 
have been absent for some time returned on Feb 4 (when Brian Fellows estimated there were 
around 500) and on Feb 7 I had a distant view of what seemed to be a much larger flock of well 
over 1000 birds. 

23. Knot: Another larger than usual flock of waders was seen on Pagham beach by Alan Kitson on 
Feb 4 - he reported 300 Knot there. 

24. Spotted Redshank: One of the Spotted Redshanks which Brian Fellows has seen on the 
Emsworth west shore around Nore Barn on five occasions from Jan 12 to 23 decided to 
re-appear there on Feb 4 to give members of the Havant Wildlife Group extremely close views 
at the end of their morning in that area. The group also saw a Greenshank there that morning. 

25. Common Sandpiper: Rebecca Rees had a good find of 10 Common Sandpiper along the 
banks of the River Ouse in the Rodmell area on Feb 5 and of local interest I have at last got 
one on my year list with a sighting of one in the Hermitage Stream (at the foot of the wall of the 
Bedhampton Gravel Quay) at low tide on Feb 9 (i.e. tomorrow by the date of these reports!) 

26. Great Skua: A Bonxie flew west past Beachy Head on Feb 4, being seen from Birling Gap - 
only the second report of the species this year following one at Portland on Jan 17 

27. Med Gull: The first three figure count for this year was made by Alan Kitson on Feb 4 with 107 
on the Pagham village beach area. 

28. Common Gull: A puzzling bird seen by Simon Woolley at Winchester sewage farm on Feb 4 
turned out to be an adult leucistic Common Gull. What was probably the same bird was 
seen by Simon Ingram at Eastleigh two days later - it may well be the same bird that was seen 
sporadically in Langstone Harbour from 23 Nov 2001 to 7 July 2002 and then at Alresford Pond 
on 1 Apr 2003, being back in Langstone Harbour on a couple of dates in 2004 (Mar 16/17 and 
Sep 16). 

29. Herring Gull: Last year Frank Foulger had a grandstand view, from his tower block flat in the 
Buckland area of Portsmouth, of the complete story of the successful breeding of a pair of 
Herring Gulls on a nearby rooftop. Now he tells me that the pair are back and actively 
defending their proposed nesting territory against all comers. 

30. Wood Pigeon: It would seem that these are making a last attempt to strip southern Britain of 
everything green and edible before they (hopefully) return to Europe and Scandinavia. On Feb 
4 Andy Phillips commented on the tremendous noise made by a flock of more than 1600 birds 
disturbed from their dinner in the Hastings area and on Feb 5 John Simons, referring to birds 



on South Holt farm fields north of Rowlands Castle, wrote .. "I do not normally report 
Woodpigeons but the numbers locally are much larger than normal with flocks adding up to 
5000+ birds. I was truly shocked at the damage they had done to one particular field of rape, it 
was reminiscent of a plague of locusts with just bare stalks over almost half the field of about 8 
acres!" 

31. Barn Owl: John Goodspeed's website carries a report from someone called Rob reporting a 
sighting of a Barn Owl over Thornham Marshes on Thorney Island on Feb 4. 

32. Kingfisher: The many birds which spend the winter along the coast will soon be returning 
inland to breed but there is some hope that a few pairs will remain in the local Havant area - on 
Feb 4 Mark Wilson noted two apparently having a territorial dispute near the Thorney Little 
Deeps south of Emsworth and on Feb 6 Brian Fellows saw two flying together as a pair over 
Peter Pond in Emsworth. 

33. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: February is traditionally the month in which you have the best 
chance of getting these elusive birds on your list as they reveal their presence with loud 
'pe-pe-pe-pe' calls or their drumming (if you can separate their more prolonged but quieter 
bursts of sound from the shorter, louder bursts made by Great Spots, or can recognize the 
difference between the very similar 'chick' calls of the two species). No one has yet reported 
hearing the call but John Simons has had a sighting of one somewhere in the West Marden 
area (on Jan 29). 

34. Woodlark: John Shillitoe still had a dozen birds in the wintering flock on market garden fields 
at Hundred Acres, west of Wickham in the Meon valley, on Feb 5. To encourage those about to 
start their breeding Woodlark surveys he also reports hearing song from one bird in a slightly 
different area where they have been known to breed in the past (there was one previous report 
of Woodlark song this year - from Ambersham Common near Midhurst on Jan 17) 

35. Blackbird: One was in full song in Havant Park at dusk on Feb 6 (but don't forget that a pair 
were already feeding young in a nest the at RSPB HQ in Bedfordshire on Jan 18!) 

36. Fieldfare: I still do not have one on my year list but on Feb 5 John Simons reported around 300 
to be in the Dean Lane End area close to Finchdean north of Rowlands Castle. 

37. Mistle Thrush: On Feb 6 one was singing in the Stansted House arboretum, heard by Brian 
Fellows; on Feb 6 I heard two in full song (one at Wade Court in Langstone and one in Pook 
Lane at Warblington) and on Feb 8 I could hear another singing somewhere close to my 
Havant garden. 

38. Chiff Chaff: Another isolated report of one singing in the Goring area of Worthing on Feb 4, 
and on Feb 9 I was encouraged, when cycling around the perimeter of Budds Farm sewage 
works, to see a massive tree planting exercise in full swing. I have recently complained that 
where we used to have around 20 Chiff Chaffs wintering in the Budds Farm area there are 
none this winter after destruction of most of the peripheral shrubs and trees around the site 
during its massive reconstruction. It now looks as if the habitat is being amply restored but the 
question still remains as to whether the insect supply will be there for the birds now the smelly 
sewage has been enclosed in supposedly pong-free buildings. 

39. Bearded Tit: Mark Wilson had a good showing of these at the seawall end of the Thorney Little 
Deeps on Feb 4 - hopefully they will show again when he leads a walk south from Emsworth on 
Feb 11 

40. Blue Tit: On Feb 9 Clifford Smith went to clean out a nest box in his garden in the Denvilles 
area of east Havant and found fresh material and at least three eggs already laid. 

41. Chaffinch: By Feb 6 Brian Fellows was able to report hearing two in song at Stansted and on 
Feb 7 I heard three different birds singing during one outing 

42. Brambling: I think there are still plenty around and one new report of a flock of 170 at Rookley 
on the IoW on Feb 5 may suggest that birds are moving back north from the continent through 
southern Britain. 



43. Siskin: As with Brambling we may soon be seeing more of these as they move north from the 
continent. On Feb 2 Simon Ingram had a count of 60 at the Eastleigh Lakeside site and on Feb 
3 Derek Hale had more than 60 along the Shide to Blackwater path south of Newport IoW, then 
on Feb 5 another flock of around 40 was near the Sandown/Shanklin golf course. 

44. Redpoll species: I think I am not the only one currently confused about the identification of 
various 'pale' Redpolls currently being seen in Hampshire and elsewhere. The latest flock to be 
argued about was found in the Kingsley area of East Hampshire on Feb 4. It seems that even 
Lee Evans is not confident about separating Mealies (now called Common Repolls) from 
Lessers among the current flocks - Lee writes on Feb 6 .. "It is most likely that all redpolls are a 
cline, from small, dark birds in the south to very large and pale (occasionally dark) in the north. 
They were clearly one species at one stage but are slowly developing minor differences as 
each century moves on. This year's influx has involved many thousands of redpolls from 
Scandinavia and Northcentral Europe - areas from which few Lesser Redpoll are known. It 
seems likely that most records are actually involving Mealy Redpolls or 'intergrades', including 
many of the darker variants. Intriguing and confusing!!" 

45. Yellowhammer: Encouraging numbers are reported from the Isle of Wight (up to 80 at 
Rookley on Feb 3, 4 and 5) and more than 30 at Hastings Country Park on Feb 4, but we will 
have to wait and see if these birds stay in southern England to breed 

PLANTS 

1. Green Hellebore: Half a dozen fresh plants had just pushed up through the soil beside 
Woodlands Lane (which runs east from Stansted House to Walderton) and had large but 
unopen flower buds on Feb 8 

2. Common Whitlowgrass: The number of plants showing white flower buds at the Waterloo 
Road site in Havant had increased to around a dozen by Feb 6 

3. Spurge Laurel: My first open flowers were seen outside Lordington Copse along the edge of 
Woodlands Lane on Feb 8 

4. Lesser Periwinkle: Just two flowers open on genuine wild plants in the hedgerow bottom at 
the junction of Southleigh and East Leigh roads between Havant and Emsworth on Feb 8 

5. Goat Willow: One tree, notorious for its exceptionally early flowering each year, was alread 
covered in full open golden Pussy Paws on Feb 9. It grows above the Southmoor Lane 
entrance to the new footpath leading across the South Moors to Langstone. 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: Yet another sighting by Ralph Hollins in Havant on Feb 8 with one at 
Portland Bill on Feb 5 

2. Moths: 

o Early Moth (B&F 1960): The first find of this species I have heard of was by Tony 
Wilson at Edburton in West Sussex on Jan 21 (along with Mottled Umber) 

OTHER 

1. Slow-worm: Last year the first reports of these emerging from hibernation came from both the 
Botley Woods and from Hastings Country Park on the same day - March 19 - when spring 
would be properly underway. This year Tony Wilson has seen one on the road in his home 
village of Edburton at the northern foot of the Sussex Downs as early as Feb 4 but I suspect 
from his description of it as 'tail-less and docile' that it had been woken prematurely from its 
winter slumber - the 'docile' bit meaning 'still only half-awake' and the tail-lessness indicating a 
lucky escape from a more prolonged sleep. I hope it has survived... 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0502 
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Tue 7 Feb 

A. Langstone and Warblington 

After pinning up the Nature Notes poster at Langstone West Mill I cycled on to Warblington to 
check on the Cattle Egret, which was still there but difficult to spot as it was motionless in the 
extreme south west corner of the big field south of the Old Rectory and I could not spot it from 
the field gate on the tarmac road leading to the Rectory. Luckily I decided to climb the bank of 
the genuine old Pook Lane as I was returning to the sea and by so doing got a close view of the 
Cattle Egret standing hunched under the Pook Lane hedge trees with a Little Egret in similar 
motionless pose about a yard away - the two birds were facing each other, beak to beak, and 
would have made a good photographic subject for anyone wishing to record the differences in 
the two bills. 

Right above my head while watching the Egrets a Mistle Thrush was in full song from an oak 
tree, the second I had heard this morning (the first being at Wade Court), and by the time I had 
got to Nore Barn along the shore I had three singing Chaffinches on my list. Earlier Langstone 
Mill Pond had given me a different glimpse of spring in the shape of a dozen male Teal in the 
centre of the pond, pirouetting around each other and regularly convulsing in their mating 
display which jerks both head and tail into the air simultaneously. In nearby Wade Lane I 
strained my neck looking upwards with my binoculars in a search for another sign of spring - 
the first Cherry Plum flower - but was disappointed (the buds look as if some at least must 
open this week. 

Mon 6 Feb 

A. Around Havant 

Just two minor items of interest today - along Waterloo Road the number of Common 
Whitlowgrass showing white flower buds was up to a dozen, and on the southern fringe of 
Havant Park (opposite the bus station) a Blackbird was in full song at dusk 

 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 30 - FEB 5 (WEEK 5) 

A.  (Sun0502) Latest News and Reports 

BIRDS  

1. Slavonian Grebe: In my last bulletin I noted that Steve Mansfield had seen two Slav Grebes in 
Hayling Bay on Jan 29 and since then I have heard from Daryl Short that he had one in 
Langstone Harbour, off the Oysterbeds, on the same day. 

2. Cormorant: On Feb 1 Phil White counted 160 in the Pagham Harbour roost 

3. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still present on Feb 5 despite the absence of any cattle 
in these fields for the past two or three weeks. The Pagham Harbour birds (2 of them) were still 
at Chalder Farm on Feb 3 and the Piddinghoe birds were seen on Jan 31 and are probably still 
present. 

4. Mute Swan: The bird which was ringed in Christchurch Harbour before moving to the Itchen in 
Southampton and on to Esmworth on Dec 24 was at Emsworth again on Feb 2 - as its 
identifying leg ring can only be seen when the bird is standing on land out of the water it could 
have stayed in the Emsworth area since Christmas. At Titchfield Haven Richard Carpented 
notes that the Swans there are becoming territorial as I suspect they are in many places. 

5. Bewick's Swan: The herd of 43 were still by the River Arun at Burpham (near Arundel) on Feb 
2 but there may be fewer north of the Downs now as only 4 were seen to roost at Pulborough 



Brooks on Feb 1 (the herd of up to 32 that were there at the beginning of Jan have not been 
reported since Jan 12). No reports from Ibsley since Jan 31 when 10 adults were still there. 

6. White-front Goose: A flock of 22 which touched down briefly at Normandy Marsh (Lymington) 
on Feb 2 were almost certainly genuine wild birds - with luck they may have flown on to the 
Avon Valley. 

7. Pale-bellied Brent: The two birds which Alan Lewis saw near the Ship Inn at Langstone on 
Jan 7, and which Frank Foulger came across on the Wade Farm fields west of Pook Lane on 
Jan 26, were at the Oysterbeds when Daryl Short visited on Jan 29. 

8. Barnacle Goose: On Feb 5 I thought I had found at least one of the Pale-bellied Brent among 
the Brent flock in the Warblington field with the Cattle Egret but when the 'pale bellied' bird 
raised its white face I realised I was looking at a lone Barnacle Goose which I do not think has 
been seen in this area before. 

9. Wigeon: I think everyone has seen more than usual this winter and Dennis Bill reports that a 
count of 487 in Portsmouth Harbour for the Jan 14 WeBS count was a harbour record. 

10. Gadwall: Although these were as rare as Smew in Hampshire in the 1950s when John 
Taverner wrote his Wildfowl of Hampshire they are now so common that it was surprising to 
see that when on Feb 3 two appeared on the pond at the Sussex Wildlife Trust HQ at Woods 
Mill (Henfield) they were a new species for the site 

11. Pintail: Of local interest here was a total of 8 seen along the Emsworth-Havant shore by Brian 
Fellows on Feb 3 

12. Eider: On Feb 3 Trevor Carpenter counted at least 220 off Titchfield Haven (he thinks there 
were 240) and claims this as a county record. 

13. Goosander: Doug Munts counted 23 on Janesmoor Pond in the Stony Cross area of the New 
Forest on Feb 2. On Jan 31 he had found 18 on the nearby Cadman's Pool and back on Jan 10 
Ron King had seen 11 on Eyeworth Pond in the same area. I have only seen one report of one 
of these birds catching a fish but it has become clear that these three ponds are regularly used 
by the birds. 

14. Buzzard: A story which may possibly be of local interest in connection with the unusually pale 
Buzzard that is regularly seen on west Hayling (the female of a pair now based there) comes 
from the Sussex website. The first part of the story describes how Bob Relph on Jan 20 found 
a very pale Buzzard dead on a road near Uckfield - the corpse had a ring on its leg giving a 
telephone number which turned out to be for a Raptor Centre at Groombridge near Tunbridge 
Wells and the people there said that the bird in question had been found in an emaciated state 
on the cliffs at Dover in Nov 2004. It had made a good recovery in the care of the Raptor 
Centre, who named it 'Whitey', and was in good health when it died on the road. 

The interesting part of the story comes in a follow up contribution from Doug Stannard who 
describes how, in the early 1980s, he had taken a couple of holiday trips to Luxembourg where 
.. "There was always an abundance of Buzzards in the predominant beech forests and 
agriculture areas but what always struck me was the number of very pale Buzzards in the 
region, to the extent that many non-birders/inexperienced birders would often look puzzled 
when I told them that despite being pale, they were in fact Buzzards." 

Doug, who then lived in the Netherlands, goes on to say .. "During the winter I would often 
spend days travelling around the Ijsselmeer polders where there was always good numbers of 
Buzzards wintering, particularly around the area of the Oostvardersplassen near Lelystad. 
Occasionally I would find one of these pale Buzzards wintering in the area and assumed they 
travelled north west to escape the more severe winter in continental Europe. The finding of 
"Whitey" on the cliffs at Dover in November would clearly fit this pattern so it is possible that he 
may have originated from this population and headed north west to end up on our shores." 
Doug adds .. "about 2 years ago just south of Godalming in Surrey where I now live, I did see a 
very pale Buzzard in early March heading east and took it to be a migrant starting to head 
back towards mainland Europe." 



15. Kestrel: On Feb 3 Derek Hale watched a pair of Kestrels displaying in the Shide area of the 
IoW 

16. Avocet: 8 were still in the Shutt Lake area of Langstone Harbour (west of the Farlington 
Marshes lake) on Feb 1 when at least one was seen in Pagham Harbour, and on Feb 2 two 
were still at Normandy Lake (Lymington). 

17. Golden Plover: Trevor Carpenter found 240 of these on the HMS Sultan playing fields 
alongside the Military Road in Gosport on Feb 3 

18. Knot: The large flock of 1300 Knot which suddenly appeared in Langstone Harbour on Jan 22 
may still be roaming the Solent area, giving an equally unexpected flock of 540 in Newtown 
Harbour on the IoW on Feb 1 (with more than 300 still there on Feb 3) 

19. Sanderling: Less unexpected than the Knot was a flock of 150 Sanderling which were seen 
at Gilkicker on the Gosport shore on Jan 31 

20. Black-tailed Godwit: For those interested in the numbers and whereabouts of these birds the 
Jan 14 WeBS count in Portsmouth Harbour recorded a total of 364 birds, all in the north west 
corner of the harbour at the Bedenahm-Frater MoD site just south of Fareham Creek 

21. Common Sandpiper: There seem to be relatively few wintering birds this year - in January I 
came on reports of singles on the River Hamble (Bunny Meadows) and the Itchen in 
Southampton and an inland bird at the Blashford Lakes near Ringwood. On Feb 4 another 
single bird was at Curbridge further up the Hamble near Botley. 

22. Med Gull: Numbers are building up near the mouth of Pagham Harbour where 52 were seen 
on Jan 28 - by Feb 3 at total of 96 were counted at or near Pagham Lagoon. 

23. Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport Cockle Pond bird was still there on Feb 3 

24. Caspian Gull: I have noticed that while Yellow-legged Gulls are relatively common along the 
south coast, with only occasional claims for Caspian Gulls along the Sussex/Hants/Dorset 
and IoW coast, the situation seems to be reversed at Dungeness and a report on Feb 3 from 
Dungeness of a second winter Caspian Gull there seems to give a clue as to why this is so. 
The clue lies in the fact that this bird was wearing a colour ring originating in Poland and this 
suggests that birds from the Black Sea or Caspian sea may well follow the Danube upstream 
to central Europe and thence to the North Sea whereas the Yellow Legged Gulls from the 
Mediterranean are more likely to reach us after crossing France or coming around the Atlantic 
coast of Europe 

25. Iceland Gull: Clearly these are attracted to high class sewage as this year has brought three 
sightings from Winchester sewage farm (on Jan 31 two of them were there - a third winter and 
a near adult) against only two coastal sightings - an adult at Pagham Harbour on Jan 14 and an 
unaged bird (presumably adult) off Titchfield Haven on Jan 29. 

26. Great Black-back Gull: In 2000 the January WeBS count for Portsmouth Harbour recorded 
557 Great Black-backs at the Paulsgrove Rubbish Tip, in 2001 the January count was 408, in 
2002 the December count was 304 and in 2003 the Dec count was 164 with 186 in Feb of 
2004. Numbers have been decreasing (in Jan 1995 the count was 722) but the count of only 5 
in the whole of Portsmouth Harbour on Jan 14 this year shows the dramatic impact on all gull 
species of the closure of the Paulsgrove Rubbish Tip. 

27. Ring-necked Parakeet: Perhaps in response to a lot of discussion on Hoslist as to why the 
many thousands of these Parakeets that now live in south west London do not spill over into 
the surrounding countryside, including Hampshire, the birds sent out a scout to see if it was 
worthwhile coming this way but the bird only got as far as a pub at Bartons Mill (Old Basing 
area of Basingstoke), decided there was nothing to attract it further and hot-winged it back to 
London before Alan Lewis could confirm its presence (it was reported at the pub at 08:30 on 
Feb 1 but had gone when Alan arrived at 09:10). 

28. Hoopoe: The Gosport bird was still present on Feb 3 



29. Fieldfare: Despite some fairly large flocks around in Hampshire and Sussex at the moment I 
still do not have Fiedlfare on my year list but my luck may soon change as on Feb 1 Michael 
Prior reported a flock on the grass fields immediately east of Stansted Forest, a site where they 
are likely to stay around for a time 

30. Willow Tit: Bernie Forbes found one in West Dean Woods on Feb 2 "in larches north of the 
daffodils" and I guess he means around SU 845158 

31. Raven: On Feb 1 Michael Prior watched one having an argument with a Crow over the Ladies 
Walk in the east of Stansted Forest 

32. Chaffinch: I heard Chaffinch song for the second time this year on Feb 3 - a bird giving its full 
song by the Hayling Billy trail in Havant just south of the A27. 

33. Brambling: A flock of 120 was in West Dean Woods on Feb 2 and two garden reports come 
from Cowes on the IoW (34 birds) and Fishlake Meadows in Romsey (where Daryl Short has 
seen them since Oct 30 though only reaching their present count of around 30 since the New 
Year) 

34. Siskin: Daryl Short in Romsey tells me he has twice heard Siskin song recently and on Feb 1 
Michael Prior passed on a report of a large flock seen by a birder somewhere in Stansted 
Forest. A report of more than 60 in the Shide area south of Newport on the IoW on Feb 1 may 
be an indication that these birds are starting to move north from the continent as they normally 
do in February. 

PLANTS 

Nothing special to report but if the temperature improves during the coming week we should see the 
first Cherry Plum blossom before next weekend. 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: Just two more sightings - one at Titchfield Haven on Jan 24 and another 
at Firestone Copse (IoW) on Jan 29 

2. Migrant moths: 

o Hummingbird Hawkmoth: Steve Nash publishes a report of the first actively flying this 
year - seen in the Channel Isles on Jan 21 - along with a report of one presumably 
hibernating at the Naval Air Station at Culdrose in Cornwall - seen in the Sports Centre 
there on Jan 16 

o Large Yellow Underwing: It seems a bit early for moth migration but on Feb 2 four 
records of two species seem to indicate that migration was under way. The first two 
reports were of Large Yellow Underwings coming to lights on the Scillies and at 
Penzance on the same night (Feb 2) 

o Silver Y: This species also came to two different lights on the night of Feb 2 - two of the 
moths were taken in the Scillies and a third turned up in Somerset. 

OTHER 

1. Common Seal: A report of three together at the Rye Harbour river mouth on Feb 4 makes me 
wonder if the Seal population in the North Sea is now increasing after recovering from the 
epidemic of 'phocine fever' which threatened to wipe them out a few years ago - does anyone 
have any info on their current state of health? 

2. Red Squirrel: Kris Gillam visited the Alverstone nature reserve on the IoW on Feb 3 and took 
some photos (see his wightvogels website) showing how tame the Red Squirrels are there - 
one is taking a peanut from the hand of someone in the hide before eating it while still on the 
windowsill of the hide, presumably within arm's reach of the photographer. 



Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed0102 

Fri 3 Feb 

A. Langstone South Moors 

This morning I walked from Havant to Budds Farm via the Langbrook Stream and Budds Farm. 

In Havant Hairy Bittercress is beginning to flower at the foot of several walls and in the 
Parchment area a single plant of Creeping Buttercup has again produced a fresh flower, 
while one of the gardens by the Langbrook stream has a couple of Primrose plants in flower - 
while these are planted they are of the wild type. (In Langstone Mill Lane I had my third sight of 
Snowdrops - these very definitely garden planted). 

A Grey Wagtail was in the Langbrook Stream by the Technology Park, and on reaching the 
South Moors I had a probable sighting of a Water Rail - seen very briefly flying away from me 
with its tail depressed as it plunged into the bottom of a blackberry bush for cover, giving me 
nothing but its very small size and dangling legs as id features. In the orchid field I put up two 
Snipe and five Curlew when looking for signs of Kingcups (just one plant with very 
undeveloped leaves was found), and watched four Stock Doves and a Green Woodpecker 
flying over. 

The Budds Farm pools had a few more birds than on my last visit but around a dozen 
Shoveler, two or three Tufted Duck and no Pochard was much less than I would expect at 
this time of year (there were plenty of Teal). 

At the Langbrook Stream mouth on my way home I did have both Kingfisher and 
Greenshank with a single Rock Pipit and five Skylarks, and at the water’s edge there were 
more than 50 Herring Gulls (mostly very brown first winter birds) with a good show of Wigeon 
and Shelduck but only one Merganser. Earlier I think I saw a cluster of Black-necked Grebe 
out in the Deeps/Broad Lake but did not have a scope to be sure. 

Wed 1 Feb 

A. Havant and Warblington 

Despite a raw edge to the air this morning there had been no overnight frost and both Song 
Thrush and Blackbird were giving their full songs when I first went into the garden. 

After breakfast I went to check on the Cattle Egret at Warblington, finding it still there despite 
the continuing absence of any cattle in the fields. In fact there was a complete absence of the 
huge flock of Brent and the Lapwing and Godwits that have been on these fields when the 
tide is high or low (when, as this morning, it is flooding over the mud to wet the shallows these 
birds prefer to feed at the water’s edge). With the Cattle Egret there were still nearly 30 Little 
Egrets and I also saw a couple of Redwing. 

All the usual waders and wildfowl could be seen along the Warblington shore, including at least 
one drake Pintail, but once more there was no Spotted Redshank (and no Greenshank that 
I saw). 

B. (Wed0102) Latest News and Reports 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: 18 were seen off St Catherine's Point on the IoW on Jan 27 (when 570 
were seen on the north Kent coast) and they were still pouring south on Jan 30 when at least 
112 were seen off Hastings. 

2. Slavonian Grebe: It seems there is no resident flock of these off Pagham Harbour this winter 
(just one was seen there on Jan 28) but on Jan 29 two were in Hayling Bay where they are less 
common. 

3. Gannet: More than 300 were off Portland on Jan 30 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Wed0102


4. Cormorant: On Jan 30 Ian Watts found 5 Cormorant wearing the grey 'judges wigs' of 
breeding plumage in the River Itchen at the Bitterne Manor shore area of Southampton and 
found two giving a full mating display. Ian writes: "As I approached I heard what sounded 
just like penguins braying. On a floating platform was, presumably a male cormorant doing the 
full courtship display with its head bent right back and its bill leaning along its back and its tail 
bent upwards. While it emitted this braying a presumed female stretched her body upwards 
and pushed her bill right down against her chest" 

5. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still present on Feb 1 despite the prolonged absence 
of cattle in the fields, and at Piddinghoe near Newhaven at least 6 of the 8 birds were there on 
Jan 31. No reports from the Pagham Harbour area since Jan 27 but no reason to believe those 
birds have left. 

6. Bewick's Swan: Despite my recent suggestion that the Avon valley birds had moved 
elsewhere 8 were seen again on Jan 29 and 10 adults were at Ibsley on Jan 31 

7. Whooper Swan: On Jan 28 a group of four were seen flying low up the River Adur under 
Beeding Hill where the river cuts through the Sussex Downs. The birds were said to be 
heading north east but so far I have seen no further reports of them. Searching for them further 
upstream where the Arun divides into two above Henfield on Jan 29 Alan Kitson could only find 
a single feral Whooper which is a regular sight (along with a single Black Swan) among 
Mutes on the river near Bines Bridge. 

8. Bean Goose: Another intriguing flyover was of a single Bean Goose seen flying low north east 
on Jan 31 near the A325 at Prince's Marsh near Liss north of Petersfield 

9. Barnacle Goose: The flock of around 45 which are thought to have come from Eversley on the 
Hants/Berks border were still at Ibsley in the Avon valley on Jan 31 with a hybrid ‘Snow 
Goose’. 

10. Brent Goose: The Christchurch Harbour website raises an interesting point about the 
breeding success of Brent last year. Some 50% of the birds there are first winters but the total 
count including the adults is only 94, no more than would be expected at that site in recent 
winters when the breeding success was much lower. It is suggested that most Brent are site 
faithfull, i.e. the adults always return to the same places for the winter - if this is true there 
should be many more Brent at Christchurch (and at other sites) this winter as roughly the same 
number of adults should be there as last winter, with the large number of juveniles increasing 
the normal count. I would be interested to know if this is true in the larger harbours (i.e. total 
counts are well up). If so, then possibly the numbers at Christchurch are limited by available 
space and food supply and some of the adults that would normally have come there have been 
forced to go elsewhere to find food. Another factor relevant to Christchurch Harbour is that in 
mid-December there was a lot of distubance to the Brent there from dogs, and on Dec 19 the 
website entry included the following .. "The Brent Goose gaggle seems to be behaving very 
strangely. Over the last 10 days, it has reduced from over 200 to just around 80 birds, and is 
favouring the relative seclusion of Priory Marsh. This is not a traditional site within the area and 
the birds seem to be very nervous indeed, with lots of raised necks contrasting with the usual, 
relaxed grazing style. One has to wonder if some of the recent canine altercations have 
contributed to the lesser numbers and change of habit? Or are the adults just more wary than 
normal with such large families to care for this winter?" 

11. Pintail: Two small snippets of local news are that on Jan 31 Brian Fellows found a dozen 
Pintail on the Emsworth shore while I found five in the old Holiday Camp boating lake on the 
north Hayling shore, put together I think this indicates the highest count of Pintail in the 
Emsworth-Langstone sector of Chichester Harbour this winter. A couple of days earlier (Jan 
28) Paul Winter noted a group of four in the Eling Great Marsh area at the head of 
Southampton Water (where Paul says any Pintail are unusual). 

12. Long-tailed Duck: From Oct 24 to Dec 15 there were fairly regular reports of 1 to 3 Long-tailed 
Duck in Chichester Harbour, but none since then until Jan 31 when Bernie Forbes found four in 
the West Wittering area. 



13. Red Kite: One was reported from the South Downs - West Dean Woods area on Jan 28 and 
another from Wootton St Lawrence (just north west of Basingstoke) on Jan 30 

14. Hen Harrier: Ann Needham who saw the Red Kite in the West Dean Woods area on Jan 28 
also saw a pair of Hen Harriers making their 'sky dancing' spring display in the same 
area. On Jan 29 a single male was seen in the same general area. 

15. Buzzard: Another sighting of the pair which frequent west Hayling was made by George 
Spraggs on Jan 31 - the female of this pair is a very pale bird. 

16. Peregrine: Also on Jan 31 George Spraggs watched a pair of Peregrines on one of the 
electricity pylons which bring power to Hayling Island across the water west of Langstone 
Bridge. 

17. Avocet: A flock of 8 were in the Shutt Lake area of Langstone Harbour (west of Farlington 
Marshes) seen by Paul Hoare on Jan 28 

18. Golden Plover: None have been reported from the Langstone-Northney area since Jan 4 but 
elsewhere in south Hampshire there were 302 at Eastleigh Lakeside on Jan 27, another 300 in 
fields just north of Hambledon on Jan 29, and on that day there were 110 by the River Test just 
north of the M27. On Jan 30 around 210 were near Barton on sea. 

19. Knot: Just three were seen on the Emsworth west shore on Jan 31 

20. Sanderling: A flock of 113 were on the Ryde sands on Jan 29 

21. Little Stint: A single bird was seen at West Wittering on Jan 28 and 31 

22. Whimbrel: A single wintering bird was again seen at Church Norton on Jan 29 

23. Spotted Redshank: 8 were at Normandy on the Lymington Marshes on Jan 28 and 2 were 
seen at Church Norton on Jan 29 but there have been no reports from the Emsworth area 
since Jan 23 

24. Arctic Skua: The first Arctic Skua to be reported this year was off Portland Bill on Jan 29. 
Portland has also had the only Great Skua (Bonxie) that I have heard of this year - that was 
seen on Jan 17 - but surprisingly there have been two reports of Pomarine Skua (Portland on 
Jan 7 and north Kent on Jan 13) 

25. Med Gull: Before long these gulls will be coming together in large numbers prior to nesting but 
so far this year the only reports of any sizeable congregations have been of a regular flock of 
20 to 30 birds in the Ferrybridge (Portland) area, one count of 50 in the IoW Bembridge area on 
Jan 15 and now a count of 52 at the mouth of Pagham Harbour on Jan 28. 

26. Sandwich Tern: On Jan 29 Steve Mansfield watched 5 fishing in the Chichester Harbour 
entrance area - the highest count of wintering birds seen together this winter, (Four were seen 
in the same area on Jan 7) 

27. Little Owl: For those in need of a year tick of this species there is a good chance that you will 
find one where John Shillitoe saw one on Jan 29 in a tree about 100 metres east of Hoe Cross 
roads (just west Hambledon) 

28. Hoopoe: The Gosport bird was still at Felicia Park on Jan 29 

29. Skylark: I have still not heard one in full song but I have seen two recent reports of them 
singing (in the Barton on sea area on Jan 30 and the Hayling West Lane fields on Jan 31) after 
the first report from the Brownwich area west of Titchfield Haven on Jan 18 

30. Meadow Pipit: On Jan 31 I came on a flock of at least 50 in the rough grass field on west 
Hayling south of the footpath connecting the Coastal path to the West Lane bends and 
wondered if these might be early migrants but checking last year’s records passage did not 
seem to start until mid-February (some coming in off the sea at Portland on Feb 16) with 
several reports of passage from Feb 20 onwards. I guess the birds I saw were just a local 



winter flock (so far this year I have seen five reports of flocks of 30 to 50 birds, though the 
nearest to Hayling was of 30 birds at Fishbourne near Chichester on Jan 7) 

31. Water Pipit: The Sussex website had a sudden surge of reports of a flock of these at the 
Sidlesham sewage works (west of the Pagham Harbour visitor centre) from Jan 28 to 31. The 
first report was of 9 birds on Jan 28 and this was followed by a count of 17 on Jan 29 though 
this died back to an estimate of 5 on Jan 30 and just 2 on Jan 31. Maybe the count of 17 
included some of the Meadow Pipits that are also there (along with more than 80 Pied and at 
least one Grey Wagtail) 

32. Blackbird: I have already reported a Blackbird in full song at Emsworth on Jan 22 and on Jan 
31 I heard one in subsong here in Havant in the afternoon sunshine of Jan 31 followed by full 
song near my garden on Feb 1 but there has been no general resumption of their song yet. 

33. Fieldfare: On Jan 29 John Shillitoe came on a flock of 220 in field north of Hambledon, east of 
the Meon valley, and on the same day found more than 400 in orchards at Swanmore on the 
other side of the valley 

34. Chiff Chaff: On Jan 31 Graham Stephenson found 10 (two of them singing) at the Darby 
Green sewage works on the Hants side of the county boundary south of Sandhurst. Another 
bird there had very grey plumage but its call was not right for a Siberian Chiff Chaff (which 
Keith Vinicombe says is "particularly distinctive: a plaintive, piping, monosyllabic 'peep' 
recalling a lost chick or, vaguely, a Bullfinch"). Another possible Siberian was seen by Bernie 
Forbes among 5 Chiff Chaffs at the Sidlesham sewage works, also on Jan 31 (he also had a 
Firecrest there) 

35. Raven: Latest sightings come from the Chichester West Dean woods (two seen by Paul 
James on Jan 29); one from Christchurch on Jan 29 (some good photos of both Peregrine and 
Raven perched on gargoyles at Christchurch Priory appear on the CHOG website above the 
Jan 29 entry); on Jan 30 two were seen at Merseley Down on the IoW (inland from Shanklin) 
and one was logged at Rye Harbour; and the very latest was flying over Cadman's Pool near 
Fritham in the New Forest on Jan 31. 

36. Brambling: The flock coming to Sunflower seed in Peter Brough's garden at Wheat Hold 
(north east of Kingsclere in north Hampshire) peaked at around 250 birds on Jan 27. Other 
current flocks are 50 birds at Southfield Farm on the southeast fringe of Whitchurch (on Jan 
29) and around 40 on Gander Down south west of Alresford (Jan 28 - when more than 30 were 
near Staple Ash farm on the edge of Chichester West Dean woods) 

37. Siskin: Traditionally these come into many gardens in February and I was reminded of this by 
an entry on the Sussex website recording the first to appear in a Horsham garden on Jan 28 - 
elsewhere there are relatively few largish flocks (on Jan 29 Ian Pibworth had more than 100 at 
Testwood Lakes near Southampton and Nigel Peace found 150 at Fleet Pond on Jan 31) 

38. Hawfinch: The count at the record breaking West Sussex roost was upped again on Jan 28 by 
Ann Needham who reported 66 in the West Dean woods. While I do not know where these 
birds are to be found I have heard a rumour that they are near Monkton House (SU 831174) 
which is close on 3 km north west of Staple Ash farm where most previous sightings have been 
recorded. With so many sightings of these birds at 'new sites' this winter I see that yet another 
site has been the Testwood Lakes near Southhampton where Ian Pibworth reports that 9 birds 
were feeding there on Yew arils and Ash keys from Dec 28 to Jan 2. 

39. Snow Bunting: I do not know if the Hampshire birds are still at Calshot (last reported there on 
Jan 25) or Hayling Beachlands (last reported on Jan 18) but there are still more than a dozen 
birds on the shore of Rye Harbour (12 at Camber and three at Pett Level on Jan 29) 

40. Yellowhammer: Most of us have difficulty in finding a single Yellowhammer this winter so it 
was good to see that a flock of around 50 is present at Horsham (on 'turf fields'). I think that is 
the largest flock in Sussex at the moment - here in Hampshire no one has reported more than 
21 this year (near Cheriton on Jan 1) and the Isle of Wight maximum count was just 20 at 
Atherfield on Jan 5. 



PLANTS 

1. My final count of plants seen in flower during January is 42 species 

2. Common Whitlowgrass: Just scraping into the January count with two plants in bud on Jan 
31 - there should soon be many hundred plants flowering along the northern edge of Waterloo 
Road (below the wire fence of the Morris Crocker private carpark). 

3. Sweet Violet: Just two flowers open on Jan 31 at the North Common site on Hayling where 
there will soon be hundreds in flower, scenting the air 

INSECTS 

No news since my last report! 

OTHER 

1. Frog: The first news of mating frogs back in garden pond comes from Ieuan Lewis at 
Clanfield (north of Waterlooville) where they were seen on or before Jan 30 

2. Fox: I recently reported that Kevin Stouse had heard a Vixen howling for a mate in the 
Denvilles are of Havant and after dark on Jan 31 I too heard one sounding as if it were at the 
bottom of my garden which backs onto the Hayling Billy trail old rail line here in Havant. 

Tue 31 Jan 

A. Havant and north Hayling 

Heading down the Billy Trail in Havant with the Nature Notes posters this morning I found the 
number of Lesser Celandine flowers had increased to 13. After pinning up the Mill Lane 
poster I continued over Langstone Bridge to North Common behind the Northney Marina 
where, with the tide nearly high, there was a good show of wildfowl and waders, particularly in 
the old Holiday Camp boating lake where more than 100 Redshank and some 20 Turnstone 
were settling to sit out the tide, while Brent, Wigeon, Teal, Shelduck and 5 Pintail were on 
the shallow water. 

In the dip behind the wall of brambles on the landward side of the track going east past this 
‘boating lake’ there is always a mammoth show of Sweet Violets each spring but today I was 
too early to find more than just two flowers! 

Going back to look at the area west of the main track behind the houses lining Northney Road 
I found that a large part of the dense Blackthorn jungle had been cleared and work was still 
continuing - whoever is responsible I am very much in favour of opening up the ground to allow 
plants to flower. While here I watched a Kestrel hovering and put up a single Snipe, and on my 
way back saw a Kingfisher flying around the marina basin. 

Cycling on through Northney village I was surprised by the absence of Rooks from this major 
rookery, and found little other interest in Copse Lane. Crossing the main road into Daw Lane I 
found just three flowers on Greater Periwinkle and nothing more in the ditches of this lane that 
will soon have a good display of Primroses and Violets. After turning north up West Lane to 
the bends I took the path connecting to the Coastal Path, and in the field between West Lane 
and the pillbox by the shore I found a flock of at least 50 Meadow Pipits - presumably a first 
sign of their spring passage. 

At the Oysterbeds I had two good views of a Kingfisher but could not see a Spotted 
Redshank in the Redshank roost. 

In the afternoon a walk in the Havant area gave me a not unexpected surprise in the shape of 
the first two plants of Common Whitlowgrass showing white flower buds along the north side 
of Waterloo Road, with Oxford Ragwort having a single open flower nearby. At the footbridge 
by the New Lane level crossing the Honeysuckle that was flowering in December still had one 
flower head with several healthy but unopen flowers, and elsewhere I found both Hairy and 
Wavy Bittercress, Ivy Leaved Toadflax, and Thale Cress in flower with flowers still showing 



on the Grey Field Speedwell in the Pallant. As well as a total of 19 plant species in flower 
during the day I heard my first Blackbird song of this year - just quiet subsong in the afternoon 
sun. 

Late in the evening the howls of a Vixen were coming from the far end of my garden by the 
Billy Trail. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 23 - 29 (WEEK 4) 

Sun 29 Jan 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

• The freezing of inland waters in the days just before Jan 25 seems to have caused a number of 
wildfowl species to fly south to warmer places - in particular bringing Barnacles and Snow 
Geese from the Berkshire border to the Avon valley. 

• A count of 76 Mandarin on Headley Mill Pond near Bordon in East Hampshire was impressive 
but not unprecedented. 

• The Langstone Mill Kingfisher has been seen for the first time this year. 

• A group of four Waxwing have been seen near Corhampton in the Meon valley 

• Another Chaffinch, my first of the year, was singing in Wade Lane at Langstone on Jan 27 

Plants 

• Hairy Garlic is on view at Emsworth's Nore Barn wood - perhaps the most uninteresting of 
plants? 

Insects 

• The first hoverflies have emerged from hibernation 

• A Minotaur beetle found in a moth trap raises questions about the habitat and travel habits of 
this species 

Other Wildlife 

• An accidental winter find of a Harvest Mouse at Titchfield Haven shows they can survive the 
winter in wetland 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: Birds which follow the East Anglian coast south to escape cold weather 
are likely to end up (like that recent ill fated Whale) in the Thames estuary, and those that 
realise that central London is not their preferred destination will make an about turn to head 
east along the north Kent coast. On Jan 26 and 27 this gave watchers at Minnis Bay (the west 
end of the Margate shoreline where the land rises to form the 'Isle of Thanet') a good count of 
passing Red-throated Divers - 196 on Jan 26 and 570 on Jan 27. No such spectacle on the 
Hampshire coast - the best here was a single bird off Titchfield Haven on Jan 25. 

2. Black-throated Diver: With the massive passage of Red-throats only three Black-throats 
(and just one Great Northern) were seen  

3. Red-necked Grebe: One was seen off Titchfield Haven on Jan 21 

4. Slavonian Grebe: The only recent local sighting was of one off Titchfield Haven on Jan 22 



5. Shag: On Jan 26 Brian Fellows, looking from the Eastney end of the Hayling Ferry, watched 
one 'jump diving' as it fished in the Langstone Harbour entrance 

6. Bittern: It is thought that two Bitterns are still present at Titchfield Haven but the latest 
sighting (of just one bird) that I know of was on Jan 25 

7. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still present on Jan 27 despite a couple of days 
disturbance while the hedges of the fields around its preferred fields were trimmed, and while 
the cattle were absent from the field immediately west of Church Lane (not sure if they were 
being kept in the farmyard pens because of cold weather or because of the hedge trimming). 
The Sussex birds still remain at their sites - at Piddinghoe seven birds were seen on Jan 28 
and in the fields north of Pagham Harbour two birds were seen on Jan 27 (the full complement 
of 8 and 3 respectively are almost certainly still around) 

8. Little Egret: These are now looking better than ever with their newly regrown breast and head 
plumes in breeding condition. At Warblington Farm I counted 32 in the fields between Pook 
and Church Lane (with the Cattle Egret) on Jan 27 - the highest count I have had there. In the 
Highbury area of Portsmouth (just north of Portscreek) Keven Stouse found one eyeing up a 
pond (in a small town garden) which will soon have Frogs arriving to spawn - I wonder if the 
Egrets are aware of this forthcoming food source before they actually see Frogs back in a 
pond? 

9. Mute Swan: I think of these birds are rather sedentary but in some places they behave more 
like geese, flying to communal roosts at night and dispersing to grazing fields by day. I mention 
this as a result of just seeing an entry on the Kent Stour Valley website commening on a record 
count of 165 Swans seen leaving their communal roost on water to fly to fields on the morning 
of Jan 22. 

10. Bewick's Swan: A note of 44 seen in the Burpham area close to the Arundel Wildfowl Reserve 
on Jan 27 reminds me that regular reports of up to 32 in the stretch of the Arun north of the 
Downs (either roosting at the RSPB reserve or grazing in the Bury Brooks) ceased after Jan 
12. As the new report is the first of the year from the Arundel area it suggest to me that the 
birds have decided to move south of the Downs. There is also no news from the Avon valley 
since Jan 22 - perhaps they too have moved to pastures new. (See Barnacles below for 
further impact of frost on inland wildfowl causing some to move south around Jan 25) 

11. Greylag Goose: On Jan 25 a single Greylag appeared on the Portsmouth IBM site in company 
with Canada Geese to be seen by Kevin Stouse as he arrived for work. The Greylag was 
definitely not a wild bird (for one thing it was at the small pool close to the main reception 
entrance of the offices, not on the main lake) but was of some interest as, surprisingly, neither 
Kevin nor I can recall having this species on site before. 

12. Barnacle Goose: On Jan 25 a flock of 44 Barnacle Geese appeared at Ibsley in the Avon 
Valley with a 'Snow Goose' of dubious parentage and by Jan 27 there were 53 Barnacles 
and 2 'Snow Geese' in the Ibsley/Harbridge meadows. Normally there are both Barnacles and 
Snow Geese resident on the Hampshire/Berkshire border but recent frosts seem to have 
driven them south to the Avon. The frosts that have frozen inland water have hardly affected 
the coast and the Baffins Gang of Barnacles were still at Titchfield Haven on Jan 27. 

13. Canada Goose: A couple of these appeared on the Emsworth Town Millpond on Jan 25, 
probably driven from inland where the frost was stronger. 

14. Brent Goose: Large numbers of these have been grazing the Warblington Farm fields east of 
Pook Lane for some time but on Jan 26 Frank Foulger, after visiting the Cattle Egret, was 
coming south down Pook Lane and commented on the sight of around a hundred Brent in the 
Wade Farm fields west of Pook Lane. Nothing unusual in that (they regularly use that field in 
the winter, though this is the first time I have heard of them in it this winter) but Frank saw two 
pale birds among them. Frank does not claim they were definitely Pale-bellied but they could 
well be the two which Alan Lewis saw east of Langstone Bridge when he was at the Ship pub 
viewing point on Jan 7. 



15. Mandarin: Recent reports show that there are still at least six on Eyeworth Pond in the New 
Forest and the Ventnor Park bird is still there on the IoW. Much more dramatic was an RBA 
anonymous report, passed on by Simon Woolley, of 76 Mandarin on Headley pond on Jan 24. 
This must refer to Headley Mill Pond which is just east of Bordon on the A325 in East 
Hampshire, and a look at the last two Hampshire Bird Reports shows such a count is by no 
means unprecedented - there were counts of 76 in both Feb and Dec of 2003 and a record 
count of 106 in Sep 2004 but the birds are certainly not resident there (in many moths there are 
none or just a couple). Where they all come from is not known to me but, in addition to their 
being mobile between several other ponds in the Liss, Hindhead, Farnham area, they clearly 
organise festivals or conferences that bring in birds from far and wide in post breeding 
dispersal and hard weather months. 

16. Pintail: The birds that were on the Langstone to Emsworth shore earlier this month have not 
been seen since Jan 21 while the count at the Hook Links scrape near Warsash has built up 
from 21 on Jan 6 to 55 on Jan 26 

17. Tufted Duck: A count of 96 on Baffins Pond in Portsmouth on Jan 26 was only 2 short of the 
record count Brian Fellows has ever recorded there, possibly the result of disturbance at the 
Budds Farm pools in Havant driving its population to seek new waters. Another report of more 
than 50 on 'Winkle Street pond' in the IoW news sent me searching the map for a new location 
but I found I already had this pond recorded under the name of Westover Pond at Calbourne 
(on the Newport to Freshwater road) - it seems that Winkle Street is a 'chocolate box picture' 
row of thatched cottages with its associated village pond 

18. Black-tailed Godwit: Hugh Horne went looking for the Cattle Egret in the fields north of 
Pagham Harbour on Jan 27 and found two of them at SZ 870997 south of the end of Fisher 
Lane coming south from North Mundham. With them he also found 120 Black-tailed Godwits 
in the wet meadow and this may be of interest to Godwit hunters as a new location for them but 
it is also, I suspect, a indication of a normal end of winter trend for the Godwits to feed on inland 
fields well away from the sea (this field is a good 2 km north of Pagham North Walls) 

19. Green Sandpiper: On Jan 27, the day after I at last got this species on my year list with one on 
the Hermitage Stream in Leigh Park, Brian Fellows found another by the River Ems south of 
Westbourne (where the river is artificially diverted for a short distance along the north side of 
the relatively newly built section of the A27) 

20. Pomarine Skua: There are few of these to be seen at this time of year so a second sighting of 
the year may be of interest although it was on the north Kent coast near Margate on Jan 13. 

21. Kingfisher: Frank Foulger seems to have been the first person this year to see a Kingfisher at 
the mill stream outfall between the Old Mill and the Royal Oak at Langstone - he saw one there 
on Jan 26 though I am fairly sure that one is based in the Langstone Mill Pond area. A sighting 
of one at the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 22 is likely to have been the Langstone bird as they 
are not resident at the Oysterbeds and have on more than one occasion been seen commuting 
between the two sites via Langstone bridge. Whether the bird which works the Langbrook 
stream west of Langstone also fishes at Langstone Mill and the Oysterbeds is an unanswered 
question.. 

22. Waxwing: On Jan 25 a group of four were seen at a private site somewhere in the 
Corhampton area of the Meon valley. This is only the second report of these birds that I know 
of for this year (the first were 4 at Camber on Rye Bay on Jan 9) but in December there were 
two reports in the Havant area (on Dec 15 six birds were seen feeding on Cotoneaster berries 
in the carpark of Langstone Technology Park - the old IBM site - and on Dec 22 a group of eight 
were seen in a Leigh Park garden) 

23. Redwing: On Jan 27 there were at least half a dozen in the Warblington Farm fields with the 
Egrets but more substantial flocks of both Redwing and Fieldfare were recorded that day in 
both the Cheriton area (south of Alresford) and with the other Cattle Egrets on fields north of 
Pagham Harbour 



24. Bearded Tit: On Jan 25 Brian Fellows was lucky to be passing the seawall track end of the 
Thorney Little Deeps when a party of around 20 Bearded Tits happened to be at that end of the 
reed bed 

25. Willow Tit: An anonymous report of one at the West Dean woods (north of Chichester) on Jan 
22 follows a report of two there on Jan 17. 

26. Chaffinch: My personal first Chaffinch song was heard in Wade Lane near Langstone Mill 
Pond on Jan 27. 

27. Twite: A party of birders taking a boat trip on the River Stour near Sandwich Bay on Jan 21 had 
41 Twite on their list - not sure where the birds were seen but this count greatly exceeds the 
only other flock seen this winter (a party of 11 that has been seen on several occasions on the 
north Kent coast) 

28. Hawfinch: The roost in the West Dean woods north of Chichester, which had a record 59 birds 
on Jan 21, was down to 34 birds on Jan 23 and then 23 birds on Jan 27 (note that any counts 
of these elusive birds are at best partial counts). For those in the Romsey area there were at 
least five birds seen at the Mercer Way site on Jan 25. 

29. Escapees: A probable Lanner falcon was reported from the West Dean woods on Jan 27 

PLANTS 

1. Lesser Celandine: Brian Fellows has at last found one in flower in Emsworth on Jan 25 but 
the current cold snap is unlikely to bring any new flowers out. 

2. Hairy Garlic: Hedge trimming along the north side of the well used footpath track from 
Emsworth to Warblington where it passes the Nore Barn woodland has made it easier to spot a 
most uninteresting plant called Allium subhirsutum or Hairy Garlic. The Nore Barn 
woodland has, I believe, five different Allium species - Ramsons or Wild Garlic, 
Three-cornered Leek, Neapolitan Garlic, Hairy Garlic and another species which I cannot 
recall. If you want to see the Hairy Garlic follow the main path (part of the Wayfarers Way and 
Solent Way which both start from Emsworth) from where it reaches the east end of the north 
side of the Nore Barn woodland to where, after about 100 metres, it makes a slight turn to the 
right. Go on for a short distance after the bend to the second of two Hawthorn trees growing in 
the hedge after the bend (the second one has multiple stems after pollarding) and look at the 
foot of the hedge below or near this second tree for a tangle of long, limp, pale green leaves 
that are all that I have ever seen of this plant (I have never seen it flower). To confirm your find 
use a lens to find many longish hairs sticking out from either side of the leaves (which are from 
2 to 10 mm wide). 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: Singles were seen in the Gosport area on Jan 19 and 20. On Jan 22 two 
were seen at Apse Heath on the IoW, and on Jan 26 one was flying in Fleming Park at 
Eastleigh. 

2. Other Insects: 

o Hoverfly: On Jan 21 Richard Carpenter had 'Marmelade flies' (Episyrphus 
balteatus) active in his Hill Head garden near Titchfield Haven (these hoverflies 
hibernate and can emerge at any time they get sufficiently warm). 

o Minotaur Beetle: A 'horned' male of this heathland dung beetle species was found by 
Bob Chapman in the moth trap at the HWT HQ at Curdridge near Botley on the morning 
of Jan 24. I believe these beetles are only found on sandy heathland (though I may be 
wrong about that) and the find suggests to me that the beetle was on a long distance 
overnight flight from the New Forest to, perhaps, the West Sussex heaths near 
Midhurst. Does anyone know more about the habitats and movements of these 
beetles? 



OTHER 

1. Fox: Foxes mate in January and February, and on the night of Jan 22 Kevin Stouse, from his 
home on the eastern edge of Havant, adjacent to unkempt market garden fields, heard the 
howls of a Vixen calling for a mate.  

2. Harvest Mouse: Richard Carpenter tells me that one was discovered at Titchfield Haven on 
Jan 24 during conservation work. I was aware that Harvest Mice nested in the reeds there and 
that they are prepared to swim when necessary on trips to and from the breeding nest which 
would be well above water level, but I read that in winter these mice have a nest on the ground 
(sometimes in a burrow or a building) and I guess winter at the Haven must be a dangerous 
time for them if they are not only subject to cold and scarcity of food but also to any rise in water 
level flooding their winter nest site. 

Thu 26 Jan 

A. Green Sandpiper in Leigh Park 

On Jan 3 I was told that a Green Sandpiper had been present for several weeks in the 
Hermitage Stream where it runs through the centre of Leigh Park but I failed to see it when I 
went to have a look then. Today I happened to be in the area and had another look, finding it 
happily searching for food in the water only 20 metres or so from where I was watching it on the 
footbridge over the stream (first bridge south of Purbrook Way). 

No luck with the Water Rail that was also there at the turn of the year, but after all this was a 
bright sunlit morning. There was one surprise however, and that was a flock of up to 100 Brent 
Geese circling noisily in the air a little to the west of where I was. I can’t think of any likely 
grazing for them where I saw them but I could be pretty certain these were not the birds that 
feed on the fields west of Purbook and Waterlooville. A few weeks ago I noticed a substantial 
movement of Brent heading north east over Bedhampton from the Broadmarsh area, well to 
the east of the A3M, and I guess today’s birds were heading for the same destination, probably 
well north of Leigh Park. 

On my way home I took a detour down the Hayling Billy trail to the Lymbourne stream just 
south of the A27 Havant bypass, finding that the Celandine flowers there had increased to 9 
in number. 

Another walk into the town this afternoon gave me my first sight of fully open Alder catkins by 
the canalised Langbrook stream around the edge of the carpark off Prince George Street 

Wed 25 Jan 

A. Warblington shore 

This afternoon I cycled to Warblington Farm and failed to see the Cattle Egret among the 20 
Little Egrets but I did find new birds there - a flock of 60 Lapwing that later pushed on south 
(possibly having come some distance in advance of advancing snow).  

Around 700 Brent were again in the shore field east of Pook Lane and out on the mud I could 
see 35 Shelduck and a string of some 400 Bar-tailed Godwits at the water’s edge with 10 
Goldeneye out on the water beyond them. Scanning along the Barwits I picked out a single 
Knot, and after moving east to where the stream flows out of the farmland I found a flock of 74 
more Knot near the regular roost of Great Blackbacks. A single Greenshank flew past here 
and when I continued east to Nore Barn I had much closer views of another Greenshank with 
colour rings on both legs, but no sight or sound of Spotted Redshank and no Pintail 
anywhere. 

B. (Wed2501) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2201 

Highlights of the news below: 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2201


Birds 

• Two good stories of Sparrowhawk kills are worth reading 

• It seems that Avocet are still at Farlington (but only seen by foreigners from the Isle of Wight!) 

• A big influx of Knot has brought several Hampshire sightings 

• I at last have a Green Sandpiper on my year list - seen in the centre of Leigh Park housing 
estate 

• The Nutbourne Barn Owl has been seen again, hunting at 3pm 

• Blackbird, Blackcap and Chaffinch have uttered their first songs 

• The Sussex record for a Hawfinch roost is up to 59 and the Hampshire record for Brambling in 
a garden has been claimed with over 200 

Plants 

• I have now seen 40 species in flower this year, the latest being Common Alder 

Insects 

• Both Small Tortoiseshell and Peacock have been seen on the wing with a second Brimstone 
for the year 

• Red Admiral sightings keep pouring in with 11 new reports in 3 days 

Other Wildlife 

• A sighting of 15 Roe Deer together at Nutbourne is worth noting 

BIRDS 

1. Great Crested Grebe: Rye Bay continues to attract these grebes in good numbers and on Jan 
21 Cliff Dean, scanning the bay from the Pett Level shore, counted 538 with more probably out 
of sight southward towards Hastings. Last year Cliff had peak counts of 250 on Feb 19 and 277 
on Dec 18, but in 2004 he had counts of 680 there on Feb 9 and 586 on Dec 3. The best we 
could do in Hampshire this week was a count of 17 off Titchfield Haven made by Dan 
Houghton on Jan 22 (last year the peak count there was 12 and in 2004 it was 26) 

2. Shag: On Jan 24 one was again seen in the Langstone Harbour entrance near the Ferry by 
Ron King 

3. Cattle Egret: The three birds which seemed to have vanished from the fields north of Pagham 
Harbour after Jan 14 were found again on Jan 21, a little further north near Fisher Farm at the 
end of Fisher Lane coming south from North Mundham. The flock of 8 birds remains at 
Piddinghoe north of Newhaven and the single bird at Warblington was being seen to at least 
Jan 23 (though I could not see it during a quick visit on Jan 25). 

4. Mute Swan: We know that these birds are prepared to move some distance from inland water 
to the greater safety of the sea for their late summer moult but in general they appear to be 
pretty sedentary. Some, however, do seem to get a wanderlust as has been shown in the past 
when birds ringed on the River Avon above Salisbury have arrived in the Emsworth area and 
this week Brian Fellows has discovered that two ringed birds which he saw at Emsworth on 
Dec 24 had been originally ringed in Christchurch Harbour and had more recently been by the 
Itchen in Southampton (Bitterne Park area north of Cobden Bridge). They have not been in 
Emsworth since Dec 24 and are presumed to be still heading east in search of their promised 
land. 

5. Bewick's Swan: The group of 14 that were in the Ibsley area of the Avon on Jan 14 were 
reported to be down to 13 on Jan 17 and on Jan 22 Simon Woolley could only find 6 of them. 



6. Whitefront Goose: No news of these in Hampshire but winter weather seems to have brought 
some to Kent and East Sussex. Jan 22 brought four reports which may have been of one flock 
on the move or of several different groups. At the Dungeness RSPB reserve 190 were seen 
flying east overhead and at the Dungeness bird observatory 150 were reported going over. 
Then at Scotney Court on the Sussex border 93 were reported with another 2 birds being seen 
at Pett Level. 

7. Greylag: To confuse the issue raised by the Whitefronts further the observer at Pett Level, 
who only saw 2 White-fronts, did seen 84 Greylags that I think were new to the area. 

8. Brent Goose: The great majority of these now feed on inland fields - some very close to the 
harbour such as the 700 or so that spend most of the day on the Warblington farm fields and 
the similar number that are probably on various north Hayling fields, but others fly around 5 km 
inland to the Waterlooville area west of the A3M. I suspect that others feed somewhere north of 
Havant well east of the A3M, and my evidence for this was increased on Jan 26 when I was in 
the centre of Leigh Park (where the Hermitage Stream goes under Purbrook Way) and saw a 
flock of around 100 Brent in the air a little to the west of me but not as far west as the A3M. A 
couple of weeks ago I saw a similar flock of Brent heading north east over the Bedhampton 
area, east of and away from the A3M corridor. 

9. Pale Bellied Brent: I don't think any Pale Bellied birds have been seen in Portsmouth Harbour 
this winter so Trevor Carpenter's sighting of one at Cams Bay (mouth of Fareham Creek) may 
have been an addtional bird in our area. 

10. Gadwall: A single male on the Budds Farm Pools on Jan 24 was one of the few birds left there 
after increased human activity on the sewage works site seemed to have driven all the Tufties, 
Pochard, Shoveler etc elsewhere. 

11. Eider: The number off Titchfield Haven is still increasing - on Jan 22 Dan Houghton counted a 
total of 113 in two separate 'rafts'. Last year the highest count here in the early year was just 
90, increasing to a year peak of 98 on Dec 24. 

12. Velvet Scoter: 15 were seen in Rye Bay on Jan 22 (along with 140 Common Scoter seen 
there on Jan 21) 

13. Sparrowhawk: Their need for food must be increased by the cold of recent nights as well as 
by the need to get into breeding condition and this brings an increase in human sightings of 
kills.  

Two good stories this week come, first, from Simon Woolley in Winchester who got some good 
pictures of a male Sparrowhawk when, in his words, "A Sparrowhawk took a Collared Dove 
in my central Winchester garden at lunchtime today - I saw it sat on a flowerpot, mantling its 
prey when I stepped outside. It then hopped a few feet under the laurel hedge, where it started 
to pluck and devour. I watched it for a while, then realising it was settled, went and got the 
camera. I approached cautiously, but it was so intent on feeding that I risked going a bit closer. 
With me crawling flat on the deck on the muddy grass, it let me get to within SIX FEET, still 
feeding actively. Finally, after maybe 10 minutes, it flew off. Remarkably, it returned to the kill 
some two hours later, when we left it to finish its meal in peace" 

The other story comes from Sue Robinson on the SOS website - Sue writes .."Whilst I was at 
work yesterday at East Grinstead Public Library a colleague saw a "big bird" with a Blackbird 
hit a window. Somewhat misguidedly (though with good intent) she rushed into the garden and 
shooed the "big bird" away, rescued the injured blackbird and put it under a shrub.  

"She came and found me and told me what had happened. I suggested it had been a 
Sparrowhawk, as I have seen them over the town centre a few times. That was at 11.30. At 
12.05 I was told the "big bird" was back, and eating the blackbird on the lawn. Sure enough, it 
was a very handsome male Sparrowhawk, who proceeded to make a good meal of the 
blackbird. After about an hour and a half it flapped across the lawn towards a shrub, dragged 
the blackbird remains with it and continued eating under cover.  



"Two Magpies came repeatedly, being very vocal from the tree in the garden but the 
Sparrowhawk continued feeding. Every now and then it would stop and then after a while 
resume tearing at the carcase. Staff and customers alike were fascinated by the bird - it drew 
people to the windows to see something quite spectacular for a town centre garden that is just 
next door (literally) to Waitrose. The Sparrowhawk was feeding, under the bush, fifteen feet 
from the main supermarket entrance with just a wall between them. I saw it last at 3.30, which 
meant it had been feeding for about four hours. It was so amazing - the first time I have seen 
such a thing. Usually I just see them in the distance so to have such wonderful, close views for 
such a long time was incredible. During all that time I saw no other small birds in the garden, 
though a Wood Pigeon, Feral Pigeon and Grey Squirrel all came onto the lawn and were 
quite unconcerned about the Sparrowhawk just feet away from them. Of course, the 
downside of it all was I was working, had no bins OR camera with me, so felt quite frustrated by 
it all! Pretty amazed as well, though. A very nice garden tick! " 

14. Avocet: Calling in at Farlington Marshes on his way from the Isle of Wight to Slimbridge Derek 
Hale saw 16 Avocet on Jan 17 but another visit on Jan 23 before returning to the IoW only 
produced 5 Avocet. 

15. Golden Plover: Still none in the Langstone area recently but on Jan 21 Trevor Carpenter had 
215 at Fareham Creek 

16. Knot: It would seem that a large number of these have recently arrived on the Hampshire 
coast. On Jan 21 Colin Allen was surprised to find 29 on the shore of Southampton Water at 
Hythe (where they are almost unknown), and on Jan 22 Jason Crook happened to be on the 
Langstone South Moors shore when a flock of 1300 flew from the south and pitched briefly on 
the Langstone Harbour mud just offshore. Most of them soon flew off south again but it would 
seem that some have stayed as Brian Fellows came on his first two of the winter on the 
Emsworth shore on Jan 23, I had three just off Budds Farm on Jan 24 and on Jan 25 I found 75 
on the Warblington shore 

17. Purple Sandpiper: Five were at Southsea Castle on Jan 22 and seven were there on Jan 24 

18. Spotted Redshank: Five were still at Normandy (Lymington) on Jan 22 and on Jan 23 Brian 
Fellows had his fourth sighting of two together on the western shore of Emsworth near Nore 
Barn where these two first appeared on Jan 17 

19. Green Sandpiper: I have at last got this species on my year list with a bird feeding openly in 
the Hermitage stream in the centre of Leigh Park on Jan 26 (tomorrow!) where I am told it has 
been present since well before Christmas. I saw it only 20 metres or so south of the first 
footbridge over the stream south of Purbrook Way road bridge. 

20. Laughing Gull: I do not have access to commercial bird news via pager etc and so have not 
heard of this species for some time but an aside in a Hoslist message from Ron King indicates 
that one was in the Theale area (near Reading in Berkshire) on Jan 22 

21. Sandwich Tern: On Jan 22 the usual two were still in Portland Harbour and on Jan 22 there 
were two more local sightings with one off the north east coast of the IoW seen from Hersey 
nature reserve and another in Langstone Harbour off the Oysterbeds (seen by Simon Wright) 

22. Barn Owl: On Jan 21 Matthew Dampier, visiting the Nutbourne Bay area for the first time, had 
the luck to get good views of one owl hunting the shore fields for at least ten minutes as early 
as 3pm. 

23. Short-eared Owl: On Jan 21 Kris Gillam published news of a couple of these that have been 
hunting the south coast of the IoW for several weeks 'somewhere along the Military Road', and 
I think Kris himself saw one that day over the Brading marshes. On Jan 22 came news of 
another new location when Paul Winter came on one in the Shatterford area of the New Forest 
near Beaulieu Road Station. 

24. Hoopoe: The Gosport bird was still at Felicia Park on Jan 22. 



25. Blackbird: On Jan 22 Brian Fellows heard one in full song in the centre of Emsworth - first of 
the year. 

26. Blackcap: These often indulge in lengthy subsong, usually from the impenetrable centre of a 
bush, in the winter but on Jan 21 Stephen Harvey had one in full song at Chandlers Ford. 

27. Chiff Chaff: Not the first of the year but on Jan 22 Dave Unsworth heard several of some 20 
birds at Eastleigh Sewage Farm in song. 

28. Marsh Tit: Following my personal encounter with a singing Marsh Tit at Stansted Forest on 
Jan 18 Cliff Dean reports more song from one in the Hastings area on Jan 21. 

29. Coal Tit: I am sure it was not the first of the year but I had one in full song at Mill Lane in 
Langstone on Jan 24 

30. Tree Sparrow: A flock of 23 were at the RSPB Dungeness reserve on Jan 23 

31. Chaffinch: There has already been at least one report of partial attempted song by Chaffinch 
but a report of full song in the Hastings area on Jan 21 comes at the expected time for this 
species to start singing regularly (this year they may wait for warmer weather!) 

32. Brambling: A second message from Dr Peter Brough in the Kingsclere area of north 
Hampshire tells me that on Jan 23 he had more than 200 in his garden, giving him an 
uncontested Hampshire garden record count. It seems that his garden is not in Kingsclere 
itself but in the more rural hamlet of Wheat Hold near Ashford Hill to the north east of 
Kingsclere. 

33. Hawfinch: Bernie Forbes claim to a new Sussex county record for 48 Hawfinch coming to 
roost somewhere in the Westdean Woods north of Chichester on Jan 17 was short lived as 
someone (I think Richard Fairbank) has claimed a count of 59 there on Jan 21 

PLANTS 

1. My count of species in flower is now up to 40 - recent new species have been ... 

2. Creeping Buttercup: I thought that I had already recorded this for the year but it seems that a 
find on Jan 23 was the first 

3. Charlock: Seen at Budds Farm on Jan 24 

4. Thale Cress: Flowering in Havant on Jan 23 

5. Common Alder: Catkins newly open in Havant on Jan 26 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

• Brimstone: A second sighting this year was made at Oxenbourne Down (south of Butser Hill 
near Petersfield) on Jan 21 

• Red Admiral: New reports keep pouring in - I have eleven new reports covering Jan 20 to 22. 
One of the reports came from Adrian Hoskins who had three different insects on tree trunks in 
Stansted Forest on Jan 21 when Steve Mansfield had two in the Cheriton area south of 
Alresford. 

• Small Tortoiseshell: The first and only report for the year comes from John Shillitoe who saw 
one in the Corhampton Forest area west of the Meon Valley on Jan 21 

• Peacock: Another first for the year is a Peacock that was flying around outside the window of 
the office where Trevor Carpenter now works in Fareham on Jan 20 

OTHER 



1. Common Seal: Colin Allen saw one off the Langstone village shore on Jan 22 and two have 
been at the river mouth at Rye Harbour from Jan 21 to 24 

2. Roe Deer: A bunch of 15 were seen by Matthew Dampier in the Ham Brook stream meadow 
between Nutbourne Farm Lane and Bay on Jan 21. Although Matthew described them simply 
as 'deer' I am pretty sure they must have been Roe of which a number have been seen over 
the past few months in the nearby orchards and occasionally over recent years in this meadow 
(though the highest previous count I know of there is of just 5) 

3. Hare: Also on Jan 21 Paul Winter saw 9 Hares in the fields beside the River Test just north of 
the M27. This has always been a good area to see them - on 3 Mar 2000 Russell Wynn 
reported 31 there, on 3 Jan 2001 Russell had 25 there, and on 11 Feb 2002 David Thelwell 
had 16 a little further upstream on the Broadlands estate. I have no records from this area for 
2003 when the highest count I heard of was of 7 at Hoe Cross near Hambledon seen by John 
Shillitoe. In 2004 Paul Winter had just 2 by the Test south of Romsey on Feb 7 (and the highest 
count was of 11 in the Ashley Warren area north of Whitchurch on Feb 21) and in 2005 the 
highest reported count again came from the Test Valley but well north of Romsey (25 Hares 
seen by Maurice Pugh on Apr 24 in the Ashley Down area between Farley Mount and Kings 
Somborne). Coming back to this year John Shillitoe had just one Hare in the Hambledon Hoe 
Cross area, also on Jan 21. 

4. Fungi: From the Hastings area Patrick Roper reports (on the Rye Bay website) a find of Peziza 
repanda, one of what I call the 'bedpan' group of fungi. Not at all rare this one has been given 
the English name of 'Palamino cup', probably because its pale two tone colour has some 
resemblance to the colour of a Palamino horse (though I have never seen a horse with whitish 
underparts that curve up around a pale gold upper surface). 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun2201 

Tue 24 Jan 

A. Langstone South Moors, Budds Farm and Broadmarsh 

After pinning up the Nature Notes posters at the west end of Langstone Mill Lane this morning 
I heaved my bike over the kissing gate to continue along the South Moors shore. From the far 
side of the Langbrook stream I watched a male Kestrel fly from the Moors back to Mill Lane 
where it perched at the top of a tall conifer a little east of the West Mill - the Kestrel perched on 
one of the leading shoots of the tree that was almost bare of any foliage and is presumably 
regularly used by the bird as its look out over the Moors. 

The full normal selection of waders and wildfowl were on the shore but no Knot could be seen 
and there was no Rock Pipit in the usual place at the west side the SSSI shore (though I heard 
one near the end of Southmoor Lane). 

Up on Budds Mound it seemed as if the pools were devoid of birds, probably as a result of 
‘hedge trimming’ along the track which surrounds the pools. Naturally the Coot and Moorhen 
had not been driven away and I did see three Little Grebe and a few Mallard and Teal (plus one 
male Gadwall) but not a single Tufted Duck, Pochard or Shoveler and no Swans. As well as the 
noisy hedge trimming men were working close to the north west corner of the pools, 
manoeuvering huge pipe sections though I could not deterermine what they were going to do 
with them. Later, going up the Brockhampton Stream I found a lot more contruction work under 
way. 

A single Chiff Chaff was calling from trees by the road leading up onto the mound, and when I 
got round to the shoreline near the old sewage outfall pipe I at last saw three Knot among the 
many Dunlin and Oystercatchers. Just within the Budds Farm fence here I was surprised to 
see the Hemlock still in flower with Charlock and Scentless Mayweed. 

I cycled on to the Chalkdock area at the far end of Broadmarsh but found no Pintail there (and 
only saw one Black-tailed Godwit in the whole trip), and coming home via Bedhampton Mill I 
just added Grey Wagtail to my list when crossing the bridge over the Hermitage Stream. 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun2201


Mon 23 Jan 

A. Around Havant 

Nothing very exciting today but I did find both Thale Cress and Creeping Buttercup in flower 
when taking the Nature Notes posters to the Tourist Info office. 

 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 16 - 22(WEEK 3) 

Sun 22 Jan 

A. (Sun2201) Latest News and Reports 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

• Manx Shearwater and Great Skua have put in their first appearances for the year 

• The first Goosander to be seen on the Hayling Sinah gravel pit lake since Dec 2003 was seen 
on Jan 19 

• If you are lucky you might get a glimpse of a Red Kite, attracted by the Southleigh Forest 
rubbish tip, over the Hollybank Woods at Emsworth 

• The Barn Owls based near the Nutbourne shore east of Emsworth have been seen again this 
year 

• A pair of Blackbirds are feeding young at the RSPB HQ in Bedfordshire 

• A massive count of 48 Hawfinch coming to roost in the West Dean woods north of Chichester 
is almost certainly a Sussex county record 

Plants 

• Sweet Violet and Primrose have joined the flowering list 

• Leaves on Elder bushes are already showing 

Insects 

• More Red Admirals have been seen in flight and a very early Mottled Grey moth was in the 
Portland Bill trap 

Other 

• Read about the strange antics of a Stoat trying to attract birds within striking distance 

• That Bottle-nosed Whale was a real rarity, not a mistprint for Bottle-nosed Dolphin 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: We do not normally get more than one or two divers at a time within the 
Solent harbours and this is why I guessed that the seven Red-throats seen flying out of 
Chichester Harbour on Jan 16 were possibly taking an overland route from the North Sea to 
the English Channel, happening to arrive via Chichester Harbour. Now I see that on Jan 19 
Peter Raby saw 5 of these divers on the water of Chichester Harbour mouth near Black Point, 
making it more likely that the 7 seen on Jan 16 had been visiting the harbour as a detour from 
their westward passage down the Channel. I am not sure if these five had come into the 
harbour in order to come ashore and rest after being oiled at sea, but on Jan 20 Malcolm Dixon 



saw a young diver hauled out on the footings of Langstone Bridge where it looked distinctly 
oiled. 

2. Great Northern Diver: On Jan 18 Kris Gillam saw two off Ryde and on Jan 19 Bob Chapman 
passed on an anonymous report of three in Hayling Bay. 

3. Red-necked Grebe: At least one was still near the mouth of Chichester Harbour up to Jan 20 
and if you get to Black Point at the crack of dawn you might still see more than one as Jason 
Crook points out that these Grebes like to gather together into a 'communal roost' at night but 
then separate to work their own preferred feeding areas by day. Don't expect to find more than 
one off Black Point now as Kris Gillam reports three just off Seaview on the IoW on Jan 18 and 
I suspect that some of those may have moved across the water from Chichester Harbour. 

4. Slavonian Grebe: Some of these may have moved the other way, three being seen off 
Seaview on Jan 18, then 2 appearing in the Chichester Harbour entrance on Jan 17 but 
perhaps returning to the IoW with another sighting of three off Seaview on Jan 18 (when one 
was also reported off Titchfield Haven). 

5. Black-necked Grebe: It seems to have been a good winter for all regular grebe species along 
the south coast and we get a hint of more than usual heading south recently in an unusual 
report of all five species being seen in the Kent Stour Valley on Jan 14 (admittedly only singles 
of Slavonian, Red and Black-necked, but none of those species are more than occasional 
visitors to this inland site). 

6. Manx Shearwater: The first to be seen anywhere along the south coast this year flew past 
Portland Bill on Jan 19, being recorded on the Portland website as 'unseasonal' (last year there 
were two records in January and three in March but passage did not get under way until 
mid-April, the first count of over 100 birds being on Apr 17) 

7. Cormorant: More than 30 are still spending their nights in trees at Titchfield Haven, as they 
have been doing since October, but I guess they will soon be moving back to nesting areas. 

8. Shag: One was again seen in the Langstone Harbour entrance by Bob Chapman on Jan 19 
and over on the Isle of Wight there were at least 31 in the Bembridge area on Jan 15. Of the 
IoW birds Kris Gillam says .. "A large number of Shags remain in east Wight since an apparent 
influx in March 2005, with a count of 31 birds in the Foreland area (inc 22 on St Helens Fort)." 
Looking back to last March I see that more than 70 Shag flew in from the west to settle in the 
Bembridge Foreland/Culver Cliffs area and, while there has been only one report of as many 
as 70 there again (on Sept 5) the birds may well have remained scattered around the IoW 
coast though (other than the Sep 5 count) no one has reported more than 31 since last March. 

9. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still present on Jan 21 and looks happily settled there 
as are the Piddinghoe birds (8 seen by the Sussex Ouse as recently as Jan 19) but no one has 
reported the Pagham birds since Jan 14 despite one birder making an extensive search of the 
area on Jan 18. Here in Havant there may well be at least one other bird that has so far 
escaped attention - when the Warblington bird first arrived I heard of a possible sighting in the 
Farlington area (seen from a train heading from Portsmouth in fields north of the rail line), and 
a birder at Warblington on Jan 21 told me that as he was driving along the A27 from Farlington 
that day he thought he saw an Egret with a yellow bill by the Hermitage Stream where it passes 
Bedhampton Mill, and one local in the Havant area is confident that on each of three or four 
occasions she has been to Warblington to see the Cattle Egret she has seen two of them there 
(none of the many other birders who have been there have seen more than one). 

10. Brent Goose: The western fields of Warblington Farm are still attracting large numbers of 
grazing Brent - my estimate was of at least six hundred on Jan 21. Other Brent are still flying 
inland to the fields close to the Waterlooville Fire Station and ASDA store where Bob Chapman 
found 92 birds on Jan 19 (these fields have been subject to proposals for a major housing 
development for as long as I can remember, and I think I saw something in the local press 
recently indicating that these Brent will soon have to find new grazing). 



11. Goosander: Bob Chapman saw a redhead back on Sinah gravel pit lake on Jan 19. The 
number of wildfowl using this lake has diminished greatly in recent years and as far as I know 
this is the first Goosander on it since Dec 2003 when a single male was there for a few days. 

12. Red Kite: In the 1990s there were occasional reports of Red Kite near the Southleigh Forest 
rubbish tip (just north of Emsworth) and last year Andy Brook (of the Friends of Hollybank 
Woods, which are the southern part of the Forest, just across the road from the tip) reported at 
least one sighting of a Kite perched in the trees of Hollybank Woods. In a mid-January update 
to the 'Woodland Diary' on the Hollybank Woods website Andy writes that .. "the pair of Red 
Kites which frequent the central woodland are also to be seen soaring high above on clear 
days." 

13. Kestrel: The pair which regularly nest on the Warblington Farm Common Bird Census plot 
(i.e.somewhere in the farm area, the location varying from year to year) are rarely seen hunting 
near their nest site and I have long thought that the birds often seen hovering over Northney 
and the Oysterbeds area of north Hayling are the ones which nest at Warblington across the 
water. On Jan 18 Brian Fellows may have seen them starting their courtship when he saw and 
heard a very noisy pair of Kestrels fly in over the water from the Northney area to Nore Barn 
woods at the east end of Warblington Farm - I don't think Brian identified them as male and 
female and it is equally likely that the interaction was between one of the local pair and an 
intruder (or one of last year's young being told to get out of the area). I have noticed more 
Kestrels than usual hovering at various places locally this month and have assumed these are 
birds feeding up to get into breeding condition. 

14. Avocet: The flock of 20 to 30 birds wintering in the Nutbourne/Thorney Island area of 
Chichester Harbour this winter is still around since Brian Fellows sighting of 26 there on Jan 11 
- latest report is of 21 seen by Peter Bulfield on Jan 17 

15. Lapwing: Counts of around 1000 in Christchurch Harbour on Jan 14 and of more than 2000 at 
Rye Harbour are impressive compared to the flocks of 100 or so that most of us see at this time 
of year but I don't think there are any flocks in Hampshire or Sussex to match the 7000 
recorded at Sandwich Bay in Kent on Jan 14 

16. Woodcock: I suspect that quite a few are present in the overall Stansted Forest area and 
minimal confirmation of this comes from John Simons who had an early morning sighting of 
one on Jan 19 (as John lives in Dean Lane End I guess his sighting was in the north-west of the 
forest). 

17. Whimbrel: A single wintering bird was seen in the Tanners Lane are just east of Lymington on 
Jan 18. 

18. Spotted Redshank: Brian Fellows saw two of these by the channel through which the eastern 
stream of Warblington Fram flows into Chichester Harbour south of the Nore Barn Woods on 
three successive days (Jan 17, 18 and 19) - a few Greenshank were with them on each day 
(peak of 7 on Jan 18) 

19. Great Skua: The first to be reported on the south coast since Dec 23 (at Dungeness) flew past 
Portland Bill on Jan 17 

20. Med Gull: No news yet of numbers building up around Langstone Harbour prior to the birds 
returning to their nests on the RSPB islands but on Jan 15 a total of 50 were present in the 
Bembridge area of the IoW 

21. Sandwich Tern: On Jan 19 Peter Raby saw two in the Chichester Harbour entrance from 
Black Point and on the same day Bob Chapman had one in the Langstone Harbour entrance. 

22. Guillemot: Mark Litjens saw 5 from Black Point on Hayling Island on Jan 20 (smaller numbers 
are being seen there almost daily) 

23. Razorbill: One was seen from Black Point on Jan 17 and another sighting came from the 
Hayling Ferry area on Jan 19 



24. Barn Owl: In a recent update I said that the Barn Owls which had been a regular sight over the 
fields between Prinsted and Nutbourne (east of Emsworth) up to December had not been seen 
this year but Peter Adeline tells me that although he did not see one on Jan 11 he spoke to 
someone who had seen one 'just a few minutes earlier'. 

25. Hoopoe: The Gosport Felicia Park bird was seen up to Jan 20 and I have little doubt that it will 
remain there for another month or so (unless the black and white cat which has been seen 
close to it on a couple of occcasions decides to keep it there permanently). 

26. Woodlark: Regular song is unlikely to start until early March but it is not uncommon for the 
birds to sing at any time in the winter when they feel good and with a major Woodlark survey 
this year anyone who hears song should note the location and report it to someone involved in 
the survey (if in doubt let me know). I know of two reports of song in December and now see 
that one has been heard at Ambersham Common near Midhurst on Jan 17. 

27. Skylark: Richard Carpenter reports that Skylark song could be heard from several birds in the 
Brownwich area west ot Titchfield Haven by Jan 18 

28. Blackbird: Richard Levett heard one in sub-song on Jan 18 and on the same day we were told 
that a pair of Blackbirds were already feeding young at the RSPB HQ at Sandy in Bedfordshire. 

29. Mistle Thrush: An outburst of song from this species was marked by three reports on Jan 18 
and several others around that date. 

30. Chiff Chaff: The first report of this species in song comes from Eastleigh sewage farm on Jan 
17 

31. Willow Tit: Two were reported from the West Dean woods north of Chichester on Jan 17 

32. Brambling: More than 200 were in the West Dean woods on Jan 17 

33. Hawfinch: A new Sussex county record was almost certainly set on Jan 17 when a total of 48 
Hawfinch were seen coming to roost in the West Dean woods 

34. Corn Bunting: The winter flock at Rye Harbour which peaked at 145 birds on Nov 14 and 
which still had 75 birds on Jan 13 was down to around 40 birds on Jan 20 

PLANTS 

1. My year and month list of flowering species is now up to 36 

2. Sweet Violet: Just one flower was open in St Faith's churchyard in central Havant on Jan 20 

3. Primrose: Tim Walker found Primroses in flower in the St Cross area of Winchester on Jan 15 
- I assume these were wild or at least naturalised plants (The Portsmouth NEWS carried a 
photo of Daffodils fully open in a Portsmouth area garden some time recently) 

4. Elder: The first leaves which I have seen were open on Jan 21 

5. Lords and Ladies: These too are now unfurling their leaves. 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies: 

o Red Admiral: Four reports from widely separated locations on Jan 18 

2. Moths: 

o Mottled Grey (B&F 1775): This moth does not normally fly until April but one was in the 
Portland Bill trap on Jan 18 

OTHER 



1. Stoat: The Hampshire Wildlife Trust website rarely carries any news of wildlife but my last visit 
found a fascinating contribution from a Malcolm Parker describing how he has occasionally 
seen a Stoat in his rural garden which attracts many birds to feeders and is surrounded by 
many rabbits. Malcolm writes .. "we have recently been able to enjoy the seemingly blissful 
cavortings of a stoat. His visits are infrequent, irregular and usually last barely a couple of 
minutes, so I was delighted the other day to finally manage to capture him on camera.  

"I get the impression he would dearly like to catch one of the small birds and his antics tend to 
suggest he is either practising this or perhaps indulging in some hitherto unknown form of stoat 
aerobics. Either way he is always entertaining to watch and moves unlike any other creature 
I’ve ever seen, occasionally swimming through longer grass on the hunt for voles or mice when 
he’s not turning somersaults or poking his head out from beneath a bush. Hopefully he’ll let me 
take some more pictures in the near future and if so I’ll be happy to share further postures from 
this wonderfully articulated creature." 

I have read that part of the Stoat's hunting technique is to fascinate birds by performing tricks 
(turning somersaults, feining death, etc) until the birds gather round to watch the show until 
one comes within striking distance - and Malcolm gives us proof that this is true. 

2. Bottle-nosed Whale: Everyone must have seen this animal on TV as it swam up the Thames 
and I expect I am not the only one to question, after the first airing of the story, whether the 
media had once more got its facts wrong and were calling a Bottle-nosed Dolphin a 
Bottle-nosed Whale (after all Dolphins are generically Whales). It didn't take long to check 
that, for once, they were right and this animal was indeed a much larger and rarer animal in the 
waters off southern England than a Bottle-nosed Dolphin. The whale species can grow to 9 
metres in length where the Dolphin does not exceed 3.6 metres, and the Whale normally only 
visits the waters off northern Britain. Unlike the larger species of whale which filter small 
animals from the water using the baleen plates which line the inside of their mouths, the 
Bottle-nosed Whale has teeth (as does a Dolphin or a Killer Whale) with which to catch and 
chew larger fish. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed1801 

Fri 20 Jan 

A. Sweet Violet flowering in Havant 

A quick shopping trip took me through the West Street shopping precinct here in Havant and 
as I was passing the cut flower seller who does good business in the street outside St Faith’s 
Church at weekends the sun was flowering and the sight of the cut flowers reminded me to 
have a look at the church yard immediately behind the commercial show of flowers. There in 
the shelter of a massive Yew tree, but at the edge of the tree’s shade, was a single Sweet 
Violet flower among the large patch of leaves that have persisted through the winter - the sight 
left me with a smile on my face all the way home! 

Wed 18 Jan 

A. Stansted Forest west 

Another mild springlike morning saw me driving to Rowlands Castle for a woodland walk. 
Since my last visit to this end of Stansted Forest roadworks along the Finchdean Road have 
reduced the parking space outside this entrance to the Forest, and not knowing if there would 
be any room left there I parked in the small Glendale housing estate on Woodberry Lane and 
climbed the wall of the Stansted Estate where the footpath coming north from Havant enters 
the Sling area of the Forest. 

The low-lying grassland inside the wall here is a flower rich meadow in summer but recently it 
has become increasingly overgrown with coarse weeds - perhaps as a result of the ever 
diminishing water table. In the past this land was submerged in the winter every few years by a 
torrent of water overflowing from the chalk north of Finchdean to create the Lavant stream 
which, when it reached Havant, used the Langbrook stream course to reach the sea. As the 
course of that stream runs through the centre of Havant the North Street of the town would 
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then be closed by flood water until the stream was confined to underground pipes with excess 
water being diverted through other pipes into the Hermitage Stream. 

In the absence of this regular scouring by water cattle have now been brought in to achieve 
winter clearance of the grass and I was impressed by the difference they have made in 
clearing the grass - hopefully we will see a real improvement to the show of flowers and 
butterflies here next summer. 

At least two Stock Doves were singing from the nearby trees along with the expected Song 
Thrushes and other birds - not quite so musical were the calls of Jays and the sharp shouts of 
Great Spotted Woodpeckers. At the end of my walkabout a Mistle Thrush was in full voice 
and just before climbing the wall at the end of my visit I added Marsh Tit to my year list though 
I did not recognize it when I first heard twittering song (somewhat like a Goldfinch or Linnet) 
coming from the low bushes near the path. Marsh Tit spring song usually comes from the top 
of tall trees and and sounds like a speeded up, higher pitched, version of the Great Tit’s 
‘Teach-er’ song (often so much speeded up as to sound like a rapid repetition of a single note). 
The quiet twittering of this bird was something I have not heard before but I had good views of 
it working along the lichen covered branches of an old Elder bush - at first I thought it was 
gathering lichen for a nest but although it kept pecking at the lichen it never gathered any. 

Perhaps the best find in the woodland was the first tiny flower on a Barren Strawberry - a 
genuine first for the year. No other flowers of note here but in the afternoon I had another first 
with fresh plants of Dog’s Mercury (one of them bearing male flowers) on the banks of Pook 
Lane at Warblington near to the fields in which the Cattle Egret was still present. 

B. (Wed1801) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun1501 

Highlights of the news below: 

BIRDS 

• Seven Red-throated Divers flying south out of Chichester Harbour was an unusual local 
sighting 

• The Cattle Egret was still at Warblingon on Jan 18 

• 15 pairs of Heron were back at an Avon Valley heronry on Jan 16 

• A Marsh Harrier in the Finchdean area was a very unexpected sight 

• A Spotted Redshank was back in the Hayling Oysterbeds high tide roost on Jan 15 

• A Short-eared Owl was an uncommon sight over the shoreline fields between Prinsted and 
Nutbourne on Jan 17 

• On Jan 18 a Marsh Tit was giving an unusual song in Stansted Forest 

• Over 100 Bramblings coming to sunflower seed in a north Hampshire garden are claimed as a 
'garden bird record'. 

• Two Hampshire sightings of Corn Bunting show that the species is not yet extinct in the county 

PLANTS 

• Barren Strawberry and Dogs Mercury are newly in flower 

INSECTS 

• A Red Admiral was active in my Havant garden on Jan 17 

OTHER 
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• A Stoat was seen climbing an oak tree in search of prey on Jan 15 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: On Jan 15 a large movement of these brought 117 west past Pett Level 
on the shore of Rye Bay along the Channel. Normally the birds involved in such movements 
move out into mid-Channel after passing Beachy Head and are never seen from the 
Hampshire coast, but maybe some of these divers flew overland from the North Sea to reach 
the Channel via Chichester Harbour as on Jan 16 a flock of seven were seen flying south out of 
Chichester Harbour by Simon Wright and also by John Eyre and John Collman 

2. Red-necked Grebe: At least one is still in Chichester Harbour (where three were seen on Jan 
2 and there have been regular sightings of single birds around Hayling Island). On Jan 15 both 
Simon Woolley and Dave Pearson saw one in the Black Point area near the harbour mouth, 
and on Jan 16 John Eyre and John Collman saw one off the north shore of Hayling near the 
Northney marina. 

3. Shag: One was back again in the mouth of Langstone Harbour on Jan 15, seen by Dave 
Pearson 

4. Bittern: In addition to the two that are probably still at Titchfield Haven and the one at Burton 
Mill Pond near Pulborough a party of birders at Alresford had a good view of one flying low over 
the pond on Jan 15 

5. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still showing well today (Jan 18) and in Sussex the 8 
birds were still at Piddinghoe on Jan 15 and 3 were in the fields north of Pagham Harbour on 
Jan 14. Those reports suggest a maximum of 12 birds currently on the south coast. My own 
view of the Warblington bird today in good light showed me that it had green legs (as an adult 
should) and not the jet black legs that I saw in less good light a few days ago when I thought I 
might be looking at a first winter bird. 

6. Heron: I have been told that Herons nest at any time from February through to mid-summer 
(possibly to even out the demand on the local waters for fish supplies - if all the birds in one 
Heronry nested at the same time there might not be enough food for all the young) but I was 
surprised to see that on Jan 16 Kevin Sayer found 15 pairs of Herons already active at nests in 
a Heronry in Midghams Wood (west of the Avon just south of Fordingbridge). He did not 
suggest that any had laid eggs yet and maybe the birds were just guarding and repairing their 
nests for future use. 

7. Bewick's Swan: At least two more birds seem to have arrived at Ibsley by Jan 14, increasing 
Simon Ingram's Jan 1 total of 12 birds to 14 seen on Jan 14 by someone who does not reveal 
more of his name than 'Tonyd_t' (on the same day Alan Lewis reported seeing 'more than 14' 
there) 

8. Pink-foot Goose: A single bird seen in the company of 16 Greylag on the Lewes Brooks on 
Jan 14 is unlikely to have been a genuine wild bird. 

9. Greylag Goose: A report from Mark Cutts of seeing more than 40 in the Blashford Lakes near 
Ringwood on Jan 17 is considerably more than have been reported from the site during the 
past year (max of 8 in John Clark's WeBS count on Feb 17 last year) 

10. Pale-bellied Brent: No more news of the two seen in the Langstone village area on Jan 7 but 
during the Jan 14 WeBS count one was on the St John's College playing fields immediately 
north of Farlington Marshes (across the A27) 

11. Black Brant: Also in the Jan 14 WeBS count a single Brant was on the Chalkdock saltings 
(just outside Farlington Marshes near the north east entrance) and the West Wittering bird was 
still there. The two Gosport birds remain together, being last reported from the HMS Sultan 
playing fields on Jan 17. 

12. Goosander: Dusk counts of these birds coming to roost on Ibsley Water near Ringwood 
peaked last year at 60 birds on Mar 6 and 43 on Dec 18 and I asked recently where they all 



went in the daytime. I was already aware that some flew to Eyeworth Pond near Fritham (Ron 
King had 11 there on Jan 10) but I now have two more reports from other sites - on Jan 16 
Peter Thompson found three on the Avon just north of Fordingbridge (and I suspect that quite 
a few others spend their days in scattered small groups all along the Avon river both north and 
south of Ringwood) while Jan 17 brought a report via Mark Cutts of 9 on Cadman's Pool south 
east of Fritham in the New Forest. 

13. Marsh Harrier: John Simons had a very unexpected sighting of a female near Markwells 
Wood north of Rowlands Castle on Jan 15. 

14. Avocet: Peter Bulfield enjoyed the sight of 21 Avocets in Nutbourne Bay east of Emsworth on 
Jan 17, shortly after Brian Fellows saw 26 there on Jan 11. A flock was further down the 
Thorney Channel on New Year's Day and I rather suspect that a flock has been wintering 
thereabouts since I saw 20 there on Nov 16. Two remain on the Lymington Marshes but I have 
heard no reports of any in Langstone Harbour since mid-December. 

15. Golden Plover: I have not seen or heard reports of any in the Langstone-Northney area since 
Jan 7 but the number on the Lymington Marshes seems to have increased recently with 
reports of around 1000 there on both Jan 14 and 17 (on Jan 7 a flock of 3250 were reported at 
Sandwich Bay in Kent), 

16. Knot: I still do not have this species on my 2006 year list but the Jan 14 WeBS count in 
Langstone Harbour recorded more than 1000 so they are probable feeding somewhere out in 
the harbour every day! 

17. Sanderling: This species is also not yet on my year list but on Jan 14 Brian Fellows found 20 in 
the wader roost west of Black Point on Hayling and Ewan Urquhart had another 54 in his count 
of the West Wittering birds across the mouth of Chichester Harbour. 

18. Little Stint: Ewan Urquhart also had a single Little Stint in the Wittering/East Head roost on 
Jan 14 (where there have been five at the end of 2005) 

19. Spotted Redshank: If you wnat to see these the best place to do so at the moment seems to 
be the Lymington Marshes (Normandy area) where 5 were seen on Jan 14 after a count of 6 
there on Jan 8. Your chances of doing so in the Havant area are less good but on Jan 15 Dave 
Pearson saw one in the Hayling Oysterbeds Redshank roost (and I suspect it may be there 
daily if you can pick it out!) while another remains in Chichester Harbour (seen at West 
Wittering on Jan 14 and also somewhere off Hayling Island on the same day) 

20. Mediterranean Gull: An unusual inland sighting comes from Bewl Water east of Crowborough 
in north east Sussex while the presence of one with almost complete summer plumage among 
the six or seven regularly seen around Gosport has given rise to thoughts that these gulls will 
soon be heading back to Langstone Harbour to claim their nest sites. Perhaps the bird which 
Kevin Stouse saw with the Cattle Egret on the Warblington fields on Jan 13 was one of those 
already returning? 

21. Ring-billed Gull: The Gosport Cockle Pond bird remains there and was seen on Jan 17 by 
Peter Raby, Dave Pearson saw it on Jan 15 when he also reported a probable second winter 
bird in the Hayling Beachlands area though none of the locals there have yet spotted one. 

22. Iceland Gull: Jan 14 brought an isolated report of an adult seen off Pagham Harbour at 
Church Norton 

23. Sandwich Tern: On Jan 16 Simon Wright saw two of these from Black Point at the Chichester 
Harbour entrance and on the same day saw two (possibly the same?) off the north coast of 
Hayling Island in the Northney area. 

24. Short-eared Owl: On Jan 17 Peter Bulfield was surprised to see one in the shore fields 
between Prinsted and Nutbourne (where Barn Owls were a regular sight earlier in the winter 
but have not been reported so far this year). 



25. Fieldfare: It seems that feeding flocks have now arrived in southern Hampshire - I have 
already reported a flock of 250 in fields between Botley Woods and Fareham on Jan 7, then 
more than 350 near Hambledon on Jan 12 and now Paul Winter reports at least 100 by the 
River Test just north of the M27 on Jan 16 while on Jan 15 Colin Bates had around 20 by the 
Itchen in the Eastleigh area and Kevin Stouse came on a flock of more than 70 on the 
Hants-Sussex border near Petersfield 

26. Mistle Thrush: These have followed the Song Thrushes into regular song and in the last few 
days I have heard them from my garden, near Wade Court and in Stansted Forest (Jim Berry 
heard one in a different area of Stansted Forest) 

27. Dartford Warbler: On Jan 14 Peter Hughes took a day off from wardening Pulborough Brooks 
to visit Thorney Island and a Dartford Warbler was among the birds he saw there - although he 
does not give a pin-point location I think it could have been among the gorse bushes on Eames 
Farm fields by the eastern seawall just north of the Great Deeps - worth keeping an eye out for 
one there.  

28. Goldcrest: Although these sing sporadically through the winter recent spring like weather 
encouraged one to sing by the Hayling Billy trail here in Havant on Jan 17 and Cliff Dean in the 
Hastings area heard one giving tentative song in woods near Powdermill reservoir on Jan 14 

29. Firecrest: John Simons came on a group of five (two of them males) in the Markwells Wood 
area near Finchdean on Jan 15 

30. Bearded Tit: Peter Hughes watched 15 in the reeds of the Thorney Little Deeps near the 
seawall track when he visited on Jan 14 

31. Marsh Tit: On Jan 18 I at last got this species on my year list when visiting Stansted Forest - 
my attention was attracted to it by a quiet twittering song (somewhat like a Goldfinch or Linnet) 
which I have not heard before and which was very unlike the strident fast repeated single note 
which these birds shout from the tree tops to proclaim their spring territory, 

32. Tree Creeper: The Havant Wildlife Group, led by Jim Berry, found one in the north east of 
Stansted Forest on Jan 14 but I still do not have one on my year list 

33. Brambling: Peter Brough told me on Jan 17 that he has had more than 100 Bramblings 
coming to his Kingsclere garden (in Hampshire but near Newbury) to feed on sunflower seeds 
since Jan 14 and asks if this is a garden record. While I know that 150 or more have been seen 
in the Gander Down area (east of Winchester and south of Alresford), feeding on Sunflowers 
grown as a game crop, the biggest number I have heard of coming to a garden this winter is the 
count of 61 claimed by Peter Thompson for his rural garden on the edge of Cheriton Wood 
(also south of Alresford) - he reported this count on Jan 1. 

34. Bullfinch: The exceptionally large number which have arrived in southern England this winter 
continue to manifect themselves. On Jan 14 a flock of 10 were in the woods around Powdermill 
Reservoir north of Hastings and on the next day another flock of 10 were seen at Lower 
Standean in the Brighton area. Since then Jan 17 brought news of 4 seen by Richard Hallett in 
a roadside hedge near Sheepwash Farm south of Denmead and 2 more were seen at 
Christchurch Harbour. 

35. Hawfinch: These have also been seen in more places than usual this winter and on Jan 15 
one of the highlights of Kevin Stouse's walk from Buriton to Petersfield was to have good views 
of one perched high in a pine tree near Old Ditcham 

36. Snow Bunting: The Hayling Beachlands bird was still present on Jan 15 and may well still be 
there 

37. Corn Bunting: On Jan 15 Alan Williams found 6 Corn Buntings in the Gander Down area east 
of Winchester and on Jan 17 Richard Hallett found 3 at Hoe Cross west of Hambledon. 

PLANTS 

1. Lesser Celandine: Still only three flowers open by the Billy Trail here in Havant 



2. Barren Strawberry: A single flower was open in Stansted Forest on Jan 18 (found near the 
bottom of the Broad Avenue - there may well be more in the sheltered area of the Redwood 
Groves which I have not visited) 

3. Dogs Mercury: Also on Jan 18 half a dozen fresh plants had pushed up on the bank of Pook 
Lane at Warblington and one of them had a show of male flowers. 

4. Cow Parsley: A third find of this for the year was made by the Havant Wildlife Group on Jan 14 
in the north east of the Stansted estate. 

5. Sow Thistle: Another first for the year was Sow Thistle in flower in Havant on Jan 16 

6. My count of plant species in flower for the year and month now stands at 34 

INSECTS 

1. Red Admiral: The only new sighting in the past few days has been of a Red Admiral which 
flew up my garden path and almost came in through the front door of my house here in Havant 
on Jan 17 

OTHER 

1. Stoat: On Jan 15 led a walk north from Buriton village pond to Petersfield Heath and back over 
some very muddy fields but with much of interest to see, not least the sight of a Stoat 'climbing 
all over an old Oak tree in search of food' 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun1501 

Tue 17 Jan 

A. More Celandines in flower and a Red Admiral in the garden 

There was a distinct feeling of spring in the air this morning as I cycled down the Hayling Billy 
trail towards Langstone. My first stop was by the Lymbourne stream just south of the A27 
underpass where a Mistle Thrush was singing loudly high above the stream and two fresh 
flowers had just opened on the Celandines lining the water’s edge. As I stood by the stream 
many birds could be heard but my attention was caught by tiny sounds close above my head 
and as I looked up a Goldcrest seemed to fall out of the ivy above me as if it were intending to 
land on my hair but it changed its mind and flew across the water into more ivy from which it 
sang its quiet song, rippling in time to the water below. 

At Langstone the tide was nearly up but had not yet driven all the waders off to their high tide 
roosts so I had a close view of all the usual suspects including some 70 Black-tailed Godwit 
and 100 Lapwing. On the pond the Swan pair will soon be starting to nest but at the moment 
they are both spending most of their time at the water’s edge in the places where people come 
to feed them and the other waterfowl. 

The tide was not yet high enough to prevent my cycling along the shore to Pook Lane so I took 
the detour to Warblington Farm to find the Cattle Egret still present with some 500 Brent and 
15 Little Egrets for company. 

Back at home later in the morning I saw my first butterfly of the year - a Red Admiral flying up 
the garden path and almost coming in the front door but veering off at the last moment to go 
round the house in its probably vain search for nectar and hot sunshine to restore the energy it 
had spent in flying. 

 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 9 - 15 (WEEK 2) 

Sun 15 Jan 

A. Mistle Thrush song and Celandines 
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No real outing today but a couple of things to cheer up another dull day. The first was song 
from the local Mistle Thrush in the trees above Fairfield School, easily heard from my garden 
as I put out bird food first thing. Song Thrush song is now regular and the calls of Long Tailed 
Tits could also be heard from the garden. Later, getting some fresh air on my bike before 
lunch, I was further cheere by finding two more Celandine flowers open by the Lymbourne 
stream and by seeing a couple of Hazel trees shining with a full coat of freshly open catkins. 

Continuing my ride along the shore at Langstone I went up Pook Lane to find the Cattle Egret 
with a total of 24 Little Egrets plus several hundred Brent and a few Curlew in the big field 
opposite the Old Rectory. No gaggle of scoping birders watching the bird today - it’s already 
out of fashion and boring - but it was all the more pleasing to see a family group of Mum, Dad 
and two children looking for it. I hope the children saw it well enough to be inspired to the lif 
long pleasure of birding .... 

B. (Sun1501) Latest News and Reports 

BIRDS  

1. Black-necked Grebe: A third report of 19 together in Langstone Harbour off the Oyster Beds 
comes from Lee Evans on Jan 11. A single bird at the Dungeness RSPB reserve on that day 
was a surprise visitor there. 

2. Cormorant: On Jan 14 I saw my first bird showing the white 'thigh roundels' of breeding 
plumage. 

3. Cattle Egret: The Warblington bird was still present on Jan 15 and 7 were at Piddinghoe near 
Newhaven on Jan 15 (no word of the Pagham birds since Jan 9) 

4. Bean Goose: A single bird seen at the Weir Wood reservoir near Crowborough on Jan 13 is 
reported as being a wild Taiga bird. 

5. White-front Goose: Another slightly dubious report of a White Front in the Andover area 
comes as a result of someone posting a photo of the bird on the web - last year there were 
reports of a 'plastic' Lesser Whitefront being seen with Greylags in that area and some suspect 
it is this bird that has been seen. 

6. Barnacle Goose: The 7 Barnacles and associated hybrid Bar-head that form the Portsmouth 
Baffins Gang were still at Titchfield Haven on Jan 13 

7. Brent: A bird that was ringed in Siberia in 1989 has just returned to Christchurch Harbour on 
Jan 13 - it wears the large numbers '8C' and has spent the late winter at Christchurch each 
year since 2002 but no-one knows where it spends the early winter 

8. Mandarin: Ron King found 11 on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Jan 10 

9. Goldeneye: On Jan 11 Lee Evans counted 42 off the Hayling Oysterbeds. 

10. Goosander: On Jan 10 Ron King noted 11 on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest. 

11. Marsh Harrier: On Jan 9 and 10 a female was at Brading Marshes on the IoW 

12. Grey Partridge: Late news of two seen on a road in the Lavant area north of Chichester 
comes from Matthew Silk in his account of a Bird Race outing he made with his father on Jan 2. 
More recently John Shillitoe had 5 in the Hoe Cross area west of Hambledon on Jan 13 

13. Sea Eagle: Robin Turner contributed the following to Hoslist Jan 12 -- "You might be interested 
to read about this proposed sea eagle reintroduction in East Anglia. Click on this link to 
download the English Nature PDF:  

http://www.english-nature.org.uk/about/meetings/GCP0536.pdf  

14. Avocet: On Jan 11 Brian Fellows found 26 in Nutbourne Bay east of Emsworth. 



15. Ringed Plover: Richard Carpenter passes on news of a roost of more than 200 on the Lee on 
Solent shore seen by David Gray on Jan 12 

16. Purple Sandpiper: On Jan 11 Nigel Peace found 9 at Southsea Castle 

17. Black-tailed Godwit: On Jan 12 Brian Fellows had a good count of 120 at the west end of the 
Emsworth shore but that was beaten on Jan 14 by Ian Calderwood's WeBS count of 350 in the 
MoD Defence Munitions site on the north west shore of Portsmouth Harbour (33 of the 350 
were wearing colour rings!) 

18. Whimbrel: A wintering bird was seen again in the Medina estuary south of Cowes (IoW) 

19. Spotted Redshank: Brian Fellows found one in the Nore Barn area at the east end of the 
Emsworth shore on Jan 12 (where he had seen one on Dec 15) 

20. Med Gull: On Jan 14 John Norton saw one (of 7) in Gosport already approaching summer 
plumage and on Jan 13 Kevin Stouse saw one among the many Black-headed Gulls in the 
Warblington fields with the Cattle Egret. 

21. Black-headed Gull: On the evening of Jan 10 Russell Wynn noted a flock of these gulls 
feeding on the grass of a roundabout in the West Quay area of Southampton by the light of 
street lamps well after dark. Subsequent responses to his observation revealed that this night 
feeding on earthworms is a fairly common habit among several species (David Harper of 
Sussex University wrote "Nocturnal feeding on worms - including foot-paddling - by Herring 
Gulls is routine on illuminated grass on Sussex campus if mild/wet enough. Sometimes share 
grass with Fox, Badger, Tawny Owl or (once) Woodcock also worming.) 

22. Glaucous Gull: A first winter bird was at Dungeness on Jan 11 and what was probably the 
same was at the Dungeness RSPB reserve next day. 

23. Sandwich Tern: One was seen at Ryde (IoW) on Jan 11 and 2 were off the nearby Hersey 
nature reserve on Jan 13. On Jan 14 one was on the Gosport shore of Portsmouth Harbour. 

24. Short-eared Owl: John Williams saw two over the fields north of the Thorney Great Deeps 
from the eastern seawall on Jan 11 and when I went to look for them on Jan 13 another birder 
saw one but I dipped. 

25. Hoopoe: The Gosport Bird was still being seen on Jan 14 

26. Fieldfare: Another big flock of more than 350 was at Hoe Cross west of Hambledon on Jan 12 

27. Penduline Tit: A female was seen well at Stodmarsh in the Kent Stour Valley on both Jan 11 
and 12. 

28. Snow Bunting: The Hayling Beachlands bird was still present on Jan 12 

29. Yellowhammer: One was in full song at the Pulborough Brooks reserve on Jan 12 

PLANTS 

My current count of flowering plant species is 30  

INSECTS 

1. Brimstone butterfly: The first of the year was seen flying in the Wickham area on Jan 11 by 
John Shillitoe 

2. Moths: Three species newly reported are December Moth, Winter Moth and Dark Chestnut 

OTHER 

1. Roe Deer: Only a few years ago I was of the firm belief that Roe deer did not join together in 
herds and that the most you could expect to see in one group was five (Buck, Doe and the 
three young which are exceptionally born as triplets) but since 2001 (when Russell Wynn 



reported finding 17 together at the Winchester sewage works on Feb 18) and 2002 (when Mike 
Wall found 30 in one field at Wootton St Lawrence near Basingstoke on Feb 9) I have learnt 
that the growing population of these deer forces them into closer contact than in the past, and 
while they may not form close herds as Fallow and Red Deer do several families and 
individuals often have to crowd together to share safe feeding. The current cause of this note is 
a sighting of 20 Roe in the big open fields on either side of Peak Lane between Fareham and 
Stubbington - seen by Mike Finlayson on Jan 10. 

2. Hare: Two reports - one from Derek James who saw one in fields near Stoke Clump (south 
east of Kingley Vale in the Chichester area) on Dec 26 and another from Rosemary Webb who 
saw a group of three at Brook Down on the IoW, two of them already 'boxing' (presumably a 
female repelling the advances of a male) 

3. Fungi: Both Richard Carpenter and I have noted good shows of Velvet Shank fungus on trees 
recently 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Wed1101 

Sat 14 Jan 

A. WeBS count at the IBM Portsmouth site 

Both I and a gentle drizzle arrived simultaneously at the IBM site for the month’s WeBS count 
but luckily the rain was no real problem (though it became heavy immediately I had finished!). 
Getting out of the car I was greeted by the first of three singing Song Thrushes I was to hear, 
and reaching the lake shore (at the west end) the first of the ducks to go on my list was a single 
Shelduck which I found dosing on one of the islands in company with three Teal. One or two 
Shelduck have taken to appearing around the lake edges in recent springs, and with a 
growing population of rabbits and foxes on the site I hope each year the birds will find a burrow 
suitable for nesting - so far with no tangible sign that they have done so. 

Approaching the causeway crossing to the islands I put up a spring of around 20 more Teal, 
and on the islands I flushed 2 Snipe and heard a Reed Bunting, while a check through the 
Teal which had landed out on the main lake showed that I had not been wrong in identifying a 
much larger, mainly white, duck that flew up with the Teal as a single male Shoveler. Also on 
the lake here were two adult Cormorant, one with the white ‘thigh roundels’ that are the 
most prominent of their breeding plumage features. 

Further east on the water I came on five Cormorants (maybe including the first two?), five 
Herons and a single Little Egret with seven Canada Geese. Also on the water was a party of 
seven Tufted Duck and one Pochard, while on the grass there was a great mass of 
Moorhens, Coot and Wood Pigeons. Knowing that my count of Coot would diminish if I left it 
until I had disturbed them and they had scattered I made a rough count of 40 birds out on the 
grass, and I am glad I did so as when I next came in sight of the group on the water I could only 
see 17 - more than half seemed to have vanished! 

Just one other bit of interest on the way back to the car was to find a cluster of really large 
specimens of Velvet Shank fungus on the base of a willow tree - no doubt they enjoyed the 
rain which kept me indoors for the rest of the day. 

Fri 13 Jan 

A. Warblington and Thornham Marshes 

Having read on the SOS website that two Short-eared Owls had been seen hunting over 
Thornham Marshes in mid-afternoon on Wednesday I thought I would cycle down there this 
afternoon in the hope of adding them to my year list. 

First I had a look at the Warblington fields and had good views of the Cattle Egret which was 
once more not with the cattle in field J on my website map of Warblington, but in field I to the 
west of it and south of the Old Rectory. This time I saw it in flight, seeing that the wings were 
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more rounded than those of a Little Egret and seeing that both legs and feet were black (my 
Shell guide tells me this indicates a first winter bird). 

At the far end of Thornham Lane where it meets the eastern seawall of Thorney Island I met a 
birder who said he had seen a single owl north of the Great Deeps and over fields most of the 
way back along Thornham Lane (the entry on the SOS website said "Two Short-eared Owls 
hunting the area north of Thorney Deeps from mid-afternoon viewable from the eastern 
seawall" which probably implied that you had to go a little way down the seawall and look back 
along the hedge line of Thornham Lane. Ignoring this I stayed by the stile at the north end of 
the straight seawall from which I could scan part of those north fields as well as the ‘traditional 
area’ south of the Deeps and around the landing lights north of the water. I waited until the sun 
had set but had no luck! 

Thu 12 Jan 

A. Hayling Beachlands 

A quick trip to the Hayling Beachlands carpark between the Inn on the Beach and the Golf 
Course fence eventually gave me a glimpse of the Snow Bunting that has been a fixture there 
since Dec 18 (maybe much longer as it could have easily escaped detection until spotted by 
chance). 

After a fruitless walk all round the area I was about to give up when I saw another group of 
birders clearly looking for it and I walked across to ask them for any news of the bird, and it was 
this deviation from my course that caused me to hit the jackpot. Turning away from the others 
I had hardly walked ten paces when there was a glimmer of grey and white as the bird took off 
from where I would probably have trodden on it in another two paces. Sadly I did not keep my 
eye on the bird but, assuming it would land a short distance away, I turned and called to the 
others. They too had seen it fly off but said it had gone right over to the beach huts and could 
not be immediately re-found. 

I had come with a small bottle of bird seed in my pocket as a thanks offering should I see the 
bird so I scattered this on the tarmac from which the bird had flown (the tarmac re-inforced the 
area under a gap in the dragon’s teeth on the north side of the main roadside carpark, the gap 
- closed by a moveable white metal bar - is a way through to allow cars to use the area north of 
the dragon’s teeth as an overflow parking area when summer crowds arrive!). The other 
birders drove their car to a point from which they could keep an eye on the tarmac in case the 
bird returned to get its seed, but I drove home. 

Wed 11 Jan 

A. In search of Green Sandpiper 

With welcome sunshine after lunch today I thought I would have a look along the Hermitage 
Stream in Leigh Park for the Green Sandpiper reported to have been in the Corhampton 
Crescent area for several weeks. I was not too hopeful as recent rain has brought the stream 
into spate and made its bed inhospitable to any bird that likes to paddle in shallow, 
slow-running water, and I never did see a Sandpiper but did have a worthwhile outing. 

The first bonus came as I cycled under the Alder trees in the ‘Parchment’ area - at least one 
Siskin was twittering away somewhere above me for several minutes, identifying itself clearly 
enough to be added to my year list though never seen except as a small bird shape as it 
eventually flew off! A little later I also added my first Mistle Thrush song to the Robins, 
Dunnocks, Song Thrushes, etc that are now heard daily. 

When I reached the Corhampton Crescent bridge over the Hermitage stream where the Green 
Sandpiper had been seen I had another bonus in the shape of close views of a perched 
juvenile male Sparrowhawk. I had already had a close look at this hawk hunting along the 
stream near the previous bridge where a Collared Dove made a precipitous getaway as the 
hawk suddenly appeared, going at around 30 mph, about ten metres from the dove. My view of 
the hawk there was brief, as was my next view of it coming back upstream when I was at the 
Corhampton Crescent bridge, but this time it perched in a tree and I was able to get a good 



view of its brown plumage (with many moulting feathers coming out all over its back - though I 
think it is not until May that it finally sheds its ‘baby clothes’ and acquires the lovely blue back 
and russet breast of an adult male). 

Near the stream, sheltering at the foot of thick Blackthorn bushes, were the fresh leaves of 
Cow Parsley and by getting off my bike and walking around these bushes I found one almost 
full grown plant with many fresh flowers (not the first of the year which Brian Fellows found at 
Fishbourne last Saturday, but my first and a cheering sight). 

I extended my ride home to have another look for the Cattle Egret at Warblington. I did not see 
it but as it was late in the day it may have already gone to roost. In the field west of the cattle, 
and south of the Old Rectory, it seemed that all the local Brent had gathered - my estimate 
was 1100 birds and there may well have been more. 

As the evening was still light I stopped off by Langstone Mill Pond and watched some 20 Little 
Egrets go into the roost (all had long thin bills, none was short and chunky!) and the surprise 
here was to see a Kestrel hovering over Russell’s field (the one west of the pond with the 
public path from the Royal Oak to the Billy Trail). 

B. (Wed1101) Latest News and Reports 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0801 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

• Black-throated diver at Woking speared in the belly by a Great Crested Grebe? 

• Latest news of the Cattle Egret invasion - including one seen in Forty Acres farm fields at 
Farlington 

• A pair of Pale-bellied Brent seen off Langstone seem to be newcomers to the area 

• That mystery raptor on the Hayling West Lane fields seems to have been a Buzzard 

• The Hoopoe that was seen on Hayling on Nov 14 seems to have been in Gosport ever since 
but has only now been 'discovered' by real birders and by the press 

• Can you comment on mutual grooming behaviour between Carrion Crows? 

• The Hayling Beachlands Snow Bunting was still there on Jan 12 

Other Wildlife 

• Have Hedgehogs ceased to sleep through the winter months as our winters get milder? 

• First report of 'boxing' Hares 

BIRDS 

1. Diver species: Andy Johnson on Jan 7 managed to see all three common diver species from 
south Hayling in the course of just one hour, and quite a few other reports of all three species 
have come from all along the south coast in the past few days. The most dramatic report, 
however, is not local but comes from Papercourt Lake near Woking in Surrey where news of a 
Black Throated Diver drew Paul Boult to go and see it. Sadly, when he got there the diver 
was floating belly up showing blood spots on its belly and I rather suspect that this bird had 
been speared from underwater by the bill of a Great Crested Grebe. 

I had never heard of the deadly efficient method by which Great Crested Grebes rid their 
breeding territories of other birds which they see as a threat until I read what Ian Pibworth 
wrote on Hoslist on 23 Jan 2004. Ian was describing his dawn to dusk vigil at Testwood Lakes 
near Southampton on that day and wrote .. "A sign of spring was indicated by 5 Great Crested 
Grebes. One pair were displaying, whilst a second pair were busy building a nest platform. At 
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one stage a female Mallard made herself comfortable on the platform, but was pushed off by a 
coot, which in turn was driven off by the grebes. These early nests usually end with flooding. 
The fifth Grebe is now in danger and needs to leave the lake immediately. It was lucky to get 
away with only minor injuries from an attack by one of the territorial males. It was forced to 
spend most of its time on the bank.  

"For those who have not witnessed a grebe attack I will explain. The attacker dives under the 
water and surfaces, bill first, under its intended victim, just like a torpedo. If the victim is caught 
unawares, serious injuries always occur. The injured bird usually takes refuge ashore and will 
not be allowed back in the water. It normally dies of its wounds or is picked up by a fox during 
the night. I have seen probably half a dozen grebes die from this torpedo attack. I once 
examined a fresh body after one of these attacks and a small neat hole in the lower abdomen, 
was the only indication of how the bird died. I have also seen grebes torpedo attack Tufted 
Duck." 

2. Black-necked Grebe: On Jan 3 Graham Osborne saw 19 off the Hayling Oysterbeds (as 
previously reported) and this may well be the highest count of the winter in Langstone Harbour 
- last winter no one reported more than 12 in this harbour during January and the peak count 
was only 16, seen on Feb 17. Currently we have another count of 19 in a single flock off the 
Oysterbeds, reported by Alan Lewis on Jan 7. 

3. Shag: On Jan 2 Alan Lewis saw three Shag (two adults and a first winter) in Langstone 
Harbour entrance and on Jan 7 two birds were seen there (a first winter seen by Trevor 
Carpenter and an adult seen by Alan Lewis) but there may be more in that area as on Jan 8 
Roger Webb saw two, possibly three, (all immatures) off Southsea. 

4. Cattle Egret: The bird which arrived at Warblington on Jan 9 roosted at Langstone that night 
and was back with the cattle at Warblington until at least the afternoon of Jan 11 and may well 
still be there. On Jan 7 there were 8 birds at Piddinghoe (Newhaven) and another 3 on the 
fields north of Pagham making it highly probable that there were 11 in Sussex that day - since 
then the highest reported counts at those two sites have been 7 and 2 respectively so the 
Warblington bird could have come from one of those sites but assuming that it did not there 
may well be 12 or more birds currently in Hampshire plus Sussex. 

PS - I have just been told of a Cattle Egret seen from a train between Havant and Portsmouth 
at around 9am on Jan 12 - it was on the north side of the railway in the Forty Acres Farm area 
north of Farlington Marshes. 

5. Pale-bellied Brent: On Jan 7 Alan Lewis saw two of these together (as if a pair) from The Ship 
pub at the north end of Langstone Bridge, so presumably they were on the mud of Chichester 
Harbour east of the bridge. The only earlier reports of Pale-bellied birds that I am aware of in 
this general area are singles (one at Southsea on Dec 6 and the other on the north side of 
Portsdown in the Widley/Purbrook area on Dec 7 with another at Pagham Harbour on both Dec 
28 and Jan 2) though there were 2 at West Wittering if we go back to Nov 17. Maybe a few new 
Pale-bellied birds have just arrived in our area as Jan 7 also brought a report of one on the 
fields of Lower Posbrook farm, just west of Titchfield Haven - a first for that area this winter. 

6. Bar-headed Goose: Three were at the Chichester lakes on Jan 3 with Canada Geese 

7. Mandarin: Five were on Eyeworth Pond at Fritham in the New Forest on Jan 7 and more than 
20 were seen by Richard Ives on Swanbourne Lake at Arundel on Jan 8 

8. Pintail: The number on the flooded area at the north end of Titchfield Haven had risen to 15 by 
Jan 7, when Brian Fellows found 14 in the Fishbourne Channel at Chichester, and on the 
previous day there were 21 in the Hook/Warsash area. On Jan 9 Brian Fellows counted 12 off 
the Emsworth West Parade shore (and there were probably a few more on the Warblington 
shore where the main stream flows out). 

9. Red-breasted Merganser: 210 in Portland Harbour on Jan 9 was the highest site total I have 
seen so far this winter. 



10. Goosander: Five (including three males) were on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Jan 7 
- these are almost certainly part of the flock which roosts on Ibsley Water each night (on 6 Mar 
2004 John Clark had a roost count of 60 there and he has already had a count of 43 there this 
winter on Dec 18) and it would be interesting to know where all the others go to feed each day. 

11. Marsh Harrier??: In my notes on Jan 4 I asked if anyone could identify a couple of raptor 
sightings made in the West Lane area of Hayling recently - one observer thought he had seen 
a Marsh Harrier, another could not identify the bird he saw. Since then two people who 
regularly go birding along the Hayling Coastal Path have told me that they almost always see 
one or two (possibly three on one occasion) Buzzards in the West Lane fields, one of them 
being a very pale bird, and neither of these people have seen any different raptor species 
there. Another piece of evidence that the 'unknown raptor' was a Buzzard was that it was 
initially seen on the ground, something which most raptors would regard as 'undignified 
behaviour' but which is quite usual with Buzzards who are happy to walk about and pick up 
earthworms. 

12. Golden Plover: Pagham Harbour traditionally has a good winter flock of these (in Jan 2004 
the official peak count was 595 birds) but they are such a regular sight there that most birders 
do not report them so it was good to be re-assured by Jim Weston that there were 'many' there 
on Jan 7 

13. Purple Sandpiper: On Jan 8 Roger Webb had 6 at Southsea Castle, the highest count there 
this winter but it will probably be beaten in March when birds are on return passage - last spring 
the peak count was 11 birds on Mar 19. 

14. Jack Snipe: Richard Ives was lucky to get one on his New Year bird race list in the wet 
weather of Jan 8 - he ticked it somewhere on Thorney Island. 

15. Spotted Redshank: The Havant Wildlife Group had one in the Fishbourne Channel near 
Chichester on Jan 7 and on Jan 8 Steve Keen found six on the Lymington marshes where 
other recent counts have not exceeded five. 

16. Green Sandpiper: More are now being seen in Hampshire, the latest newcomers being two 
seen by Colin Bates along the Itchen near Bishopstoke (Eastleigh) on Jan 8 

17. Med Gull: On Jan 8 the count at Ferrybridge (Portland) was up to 25 

18. Sandwich Tern: Andy Johnson is reported to have seen four in the Chichester Harbour 
entrance on Jan 7 and two seen flying west past Selsey Bill that day were probably additional 
birds in our area. Two more were still in Portland Harbour on Jan 9 

19. Hoopoe: Since my last batch of news everyone has become very excited about the presence 
of a Hoopoe in the Priddy's Hard/Hardway area of Gosport - as well as umpteen messages on 
Hoslist there have been two substantial articles about it in the Portsmouth NEWS. It seems 
that when a bird was seen flying west from south Hayling on Nov 14 it did not just vanish into 
the setting sun but came down that very day on the Gosport shore of Portsmouth Harbour in 
the small urban farm called Felicia Park immediately west of the new Priddy's Hard housing 
development and 'Explosion' museum, and north of the west end of Forton Creek. People from 
the farm tried to persuade local birders that they had an interesting bird there but a cursory 
search found nothing and there was no further interest from local 'real birders'.  

Non-birders continued to pester the real birders by such ploys as a lady from the farm going to 
Titchfield Haven (well before Christmas) and buying a toy Hoopoe as a momento of the bird 
seen at the farm, and on Jan 7 an un-named man went up to Peter Raby (who was watching 
the Ring-billed Gull at the Cockle Pond) and told him about a bird he had seen in the Priddy's 
Hard area on Christmas Eve. This persuaded Peter to make a further search of the area - at 
first nothing could be found but , in Peter's words .. "just as I was giving up and returning to the 
car the mystery bird flew over my head and landed in a nearby tree. Under my breath I simply 
uttered the words, "The little old lady was right, it is a Hoopoe!" 

Since then (up to at least Jan 10) almost every Hampshire birder other than myself seems to 
have seen the bird, which is elusive and operates over an area from Green Lane in the north to 



St Vincent's College in the south, and is often within the private ground of the urban farm where 
the people who run it are for ever on their guard against urban vandals who wage an ongoing 
war against this farm and its suggestion of the countryside and the evil which that alien 
environment represents in their minds. With this in mind do not attempt to trespass into the 
farm but if you go to the entrance off Green Lane and make your honourable intentions known 
(you do this by a donation of £2 or more) you will be welcomed with open arms (literally) and 
may be offered tea and cakes. 

Today's article in the NEWS suggests that the bird is likely to succomb to our winter and 
suggests you should also take with you an offering of worms for the Hoopoe, but I think these 
birds are more hardy than their gaudy plumage suggests (I seem to remember one surviving a 
whole winter at the Frensham ponds not too many years ago). Another memory that comes to 
my mind is of my first sight of a Hoopoe in Hampshire - it was on the lawn of a big country 
house adjacent to Big West End farm north of Hambledon and I and Tony Gutteridge (who was 
known to the owners of the house) were invited into the drawing room of the house, given a 
glass of sherry, and then allowed to view the bird through the windows of the room. 

One other memory associated with this bird is of the lady who more than anyone else was 
responsible for setting up Felicia Park and single handedly fighting off both Gosport Borough 
Council and the Priddy's Hard developers, both of whom saw no merit in a ramshackle urban 
farm when good money was on offer if the land could be cleared and even more houses built - 
that lady was Sue Hitchman and I am surprised and worried that her name has not been 
mentioned in this saga - can any one give me new of her? 

20. Lesser Spotted Woodpecker: If anyone is sufficiently desperate to get this elusive species 
onto their 2006 tick list I suggest they take a trip to Pulborough Brooks RSPB reserve where 
one has been appearing on a nut feeder at the visitor centre (reported there on Jan 3, 6 and 
10) 

21. Woodlark: Similarly with this species - all you have to do is walk the footpath running east from 
the road serving the Hundred Acres hamlet east of the A32 at Wickham and have a look at the 
market garden fields north of the path. On Jan 7 John Shillitoe wrote on Hoslist .. "Today's 
birds included a Firecrest along the footpath to Hundred Acres fields, plus the Woodlark flock 
(12) in their regular spot in front of the tunnels along the footpath." 

22. Waxwing: A group of four were seen on Jan 9 eating Privet berries at Camber on the shore of 
Rye Bay. (I thought Privet berries were poisonous, at least to humans) 

23. Fieldfare: The first big flock to be seen in south east Hampshire this year was of 250+ birds 
seen on Jan 7 by Trevor Carpenter in fields west of the Meon and just north of the M27 in the 
Lee Ground area. 

24. Carrion Crow: I wonder if anyone would like to comment on the following report of one Crow 
'grooming' another on the Hayling Bay shore between Eastoke Corner and the Coastguard 
station.  

Richard Creer wrote .. "I recently observed one crow grooming another, or to be more precise 
going through the others feathers presumably looking for, and finding, parasites. I've never 
seen nor heard of this behaviour before. Is it known?"  

He later followed this up with more detail, saying .. "I observed the crows on Hayling beach 
from the car park to the east of the coastguard station. The one being groomed was perched 
on the stump of an old groin a few inches above the shingle. It was absolutely still with the 
feathers on its head and neck erect. The "groomer" worked its way systematically round the 
"groomed's" head and throat, pushing the groomed's beak out of the way as required. After a 
few minutes of this the groomed hopped of its perch onto the shingle and sort of stooped down 
so that the groomer could reach its back. After a few minutes work on the back, the groomer 
returned to the head and throat, particularly under the chin - basically those parts a crow 
cannot reach with its own beak." 

25. Hawfinch: These seem to be more widespread than usual this winter. After three isolated 
sightings in the Eastleigh area in December (at Lakeside, Bishopstoke and Allington Lane) 



there have been two further sightings of single birds at the Lakeside Country Park on Jan 4 and 
6, and other sightings at the 'traditional' Romsey (Mercer's Way) site, and at Pulborough 
Brooks. Five birds were seen at the well known night roost in the New Forest on Jan 7 and a 
single female was seen at Ryde on the IoW on Jan 7, 8 and 9.  

26. Snow Bunting: The Hayling Beachlands bird was still there on Jan 12. 

27. Corn Bunting: Three seen at Cheesefoot Head (east of Winchester) by Geoff Jones on Jan 5 
were the first to be seen in Hampshire (as far as I know) since Simon Woolley had five on 
nearby Gander Down on Oct 16 (and before that we have to go back to July 6 for a report of 
one singing in the Hambledon area). 

PLANTS 

News of plants to follow in the Sunday update 

INSECTS 

News of insects to follow in the Sunday update 

OTHER 

1. Hedgehog: Mike Andrew in Farnham tells me that a Hedgehog appeared on his doorstep on 
Dec 22, presumably in a fairly lethargic state as - after giving it a meal of cat biscuits with a 
saucer of water - he was able to catch it and put it in an outhouse inside a straw filled box. It 
was happy enough to sleep there for ten days, but on Jan 2 Mike found a trail of straw coming 
from the shed onto the lawn where he found fresh droppings but no Hedgehog. Both Mike and 
I would like to know if Hedgehogs are generally becoming more active in winter months 
(ceasing to hibernate fully as global warming brings an end to the permanently frozen ground 
which prevents Hedgehogs from digging for worms and other invertebrates) or if the animal 
which visited his garden was an exceptional case suffering from insomnia! 

I have no direct knowledge of Hedgehog behaviour, and have not come across any other 
cases of Hedgehogs being active in the winter, but I do know that there are quite a few people 
who take in Hedgehogs as winter lodgers - getting them from Hedgehog rescuers who tend to 
get lots of these animals brought to them in late autumn - and it would be interesting to hear 
from them of any other Hedgehogs becoming active in the winter. 

I am not sure if Grey Squirrels ever hibernated in the same way as Hedgehogs and Dormice, 
but they certainly do not do so nowadays - this very morning, with the rime of a hard overnight 
frost still on the lawn, one was searching for any left over bird food - has their winter activity 
increased in recent years? I also know that Bats can often be seen on the wing in winter and I 
understand that they (and probably all hibernating animals) have to stir and defecate once a 
week or so to rid themselves of poisons that would kill them if allowed to build up in their bodies 
over a period of months - perhaps our Hedgehog winter carers can tell us if this also applies to 
the Hedgehogs? 

PS - since writing the above at least one person has told me that they believe that Hedgehogs 
in the south of England are nowadays only partial hibernators - they only snuggle down when 
the temperature is below freezing. 

2. Moles: When the Havant Wildlife Group went to Fishbourne last Saturday they commented on 
the many fresh molehills they found in the damp ground there. Going back to the subject of 
Hedgehog hibernation this activity on the part of the Moles is relevant as it shows that there is 
no difficulty in digging at the moment (the ground is not frozen hard even at the surface where 
the earth emerges to form hills) and also presumably shows that there is no shortage of worms 
in the ground to supply the Moles with the energy needed for digging. The problem for Moles 
comes in hot summer weather when the ground dries out and bakes into 'brick like' material - in 
these conditions the worms go deep and both they and the Moles 'aestivate' - going into the 
summer equivalent of hibernation until autumn rain softens and the soil and brings the worm 
back to the surface. 



3. Hare: One was seen on Jan 7 by Bob Chapman in a field beside Normandy Lane south of 
Lymington - he spotted it when scanning through 626 Brent in the same field. This is the first 
report of a Hare for the year to reach me, but on Jan 12 two Hares out of a group of three seen 
below Brook Down near Freshwater on the IoW were already 'boxing'. 

Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0801 

Tue 10 Jan 

A. A few more plants in flower 

A short walk around Havant today gave me three more plants in flower plus a fourth 
(Thyme-leaved Speedwell) which I had seen on my lawn a couple of days earlier but not 
commented on in these notes. The three that were genuine firsts were Ivy-leaved Toadflax, 
Grey Field Speedwell, and Honeysuckle. Neither of the last two of these had flowers actually 
open but both had fully developed flowers with closed petals! 

Mon 9 Jan 

A. Cattle Egret in Havant 

When after lunch I took out of my letter box the usual set of Nature Notes posters for 
distribution around Havant and Langstone I read on them that a Cattle Egret had been seen at 
Wade Court this morning and had been seen to fly towards Warblington. With no more 
information than this I extended my delivery round from Langstone to Warblington, heading for 
the field in which the cattle are currently to be found and have recently been accompanied by 
20 or more Little Egrets - if the Cattle Egret had flown this way this is where it might well have 
stopped. 

Approaching the field from the Old Rectory on Pook lane I saw two people looking into the 
cattle field with a telescope, raising my hopes that the bird was there, and when I reached them 
they told me it was present with cattle gathered round their feed at the far end of the field some 
200 metres distant, so I cycled on round the outside of the field down Church Lane to where I 
could get a much closer view at a range of about 30 metres and see the stouter yellow bill of 
the bird very clearly (though a slight rise in the ground between us meant that I could not see 
the bird’s legs). 

Reading the Hoslist messages later in the evening I learnt that the bird had been found by 
Jason Crook early in the morning, and at dusk seen by him to enter the Egret roost at 
Langstone Mill Pond. Quite a few other people had made the journey to see it and not been 
disappointed - among them Brian Fellows but not Tony Gutteridge (who has carried out the 
CBC on these fields annually since 1977 and who knows more than anyone about the birds 
here) as he was away from home - (luckily he came home on Tuesday and hopefully saw it on 
Wednesday) 

I also learnt from Hoslist that this is only the sixth Cattle Egret to be recorded in Hampshire - 
the first was at Titchfield Haven from Nov 1986 to Jan 87, the next at Farlington Marshes in 
May 92, then others at Blashford Lakes in the Avon Valley in July 94, Winchester sewage farm 
in July 99, and most recently at Sowley Pond near Lymington in Aug 2001.  

Only one of these previous birds was here in the winter, but southern Britain seems to have 
become a popular destination for the species this winter. The first arrived at Portland Bill on 
Nov 17, only being seen on that day, then one (maybe the same bird?) was found in the low 
lying fields north of Pagham Harbour on Dec 16 and has been seen almost daily since then (a 
second arrived there on Jan 6 and three were there on Jan 7).  

The winter influx was greatly boosted on Jan 2 when a flock of 8 arrived at Piddinghoe Pond by 
the River Ouse just north of Newhaven - these remained together until Jan 7 but subsequent 
counts there have varied (5 seen on Jan 8 and 9 but back to 7 on Jan 10). On Jan 7 counts of 
8 at Piddinghoe and 3 at Pagham seemed to give a total population of at least 11 (though if the 
Warblington bird is the one that was at Portland, remaining unseen from Nov 18 to Jan 8, the 
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number in the south of England on Jan 7 would be 12). I wonder if Cattle Egrets are going to 
beat Great White Egrets to be the next species to invade us in force? 

WILDLIFE DIARY AND NEWS FOR JAN 2 - 8 (WEEK 1) 

Sun 8 Jan 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

• I think Sussex currently has the largest number of Cattle Egrets (10) ever seen in Britain  

• Buzzards have started their spring displays 

• Sad news that one of the Salisbury Plain Great Bustards has died in France 

• A Green Sandpiper and a Water Rail have been in the centre of Leigh Park for about a month 

• 81 Med Gulls were in Pagham Harbour on Jan 2 

• Last winter's Gosport Iceland Gull may be on its way back there. 

• A roost of 10 Long Eared Owls has been found on the IoW 

• A Carrion Crow seems to have started nest building and a Chaffinch has been heard singing 

• The Hayling Snow Bunting is still there and two more have turned up at Calshot 

Insects 

• At least three Red Admirals have been seen on the wing in January 

• Seven moth species were seen on the nights of Jan 2 and 3 

BIRDS  

1. Red-throated Diver: Ten were on the sea just off Pagham Harbour on Jan 2 with a probable 
Black-throated much further out. 15 went past Portland that day and 4 were seen from 
Christchurch Harbour. The first winter bird on the Itchen in Southampton was still there on Jan 
6 and one was off Langstone Harbour entrance on Jan 7 

2. Red-necked Grebe: One was seen off Black Point on Hayling on both Jan 3 and 7 and on the 
latter date one was in Southampton Water off Weston shore. 

3. Black-necked Grebe: On Jan 3 Graham Osborne saw 19 off the Hayling Oysterbeds - this is 
the highest count I have heard of in Langstone Harbour this winter. 

4. Shag: On Jan 5 one flew up Southampton Water and landed on a mooring post off Weston 
Shore 

5. Bittern: A sighting of one at Burton Mill Pond, just west of Pulborough, was I think the first to be 
seen there this winter. 

6. Cattle Egret: A group of 8 arrived at Piddinghoe on the Sussex Ouse, just north of Newhaven, 
on Jan 2 and were still there on Jan 6. The count of 8 equals the British record for flock size 
(the previous record was of 8 in Hertfordshire in May 1992). On Jan 6 the single bird that has 
been on the fields north of Pagham Harbour was joined by a second, giving Sussex a county 
total of ten birds present concurrently. 

7. Bewick's Swan: In Sussex the herd on the fields near Bury (south end of Amberley Wild 
Brooks) numbered 32 on Jan 2, 3 and 6, while up to 27 have been seen leaving a night roost at 
Pulborough Brooks (I suspect these are the same birds that feed by day at Bury, but they could 
be in addition to them). In Hampshire the herd of 12 which turned up at Ibsley in the Avon 
valley on Dec 31 was still present on Jan 6 (though only 11 were seen on that day) 



8. Pink-foot Goose: A single bird seen with 21 Greylags on Piddinghoe Pond near Newhaven on 
Jan 2 was presumably an escapee. 

9. White-front Goose: What must have been a similar escapee was a single bird seen by Tom 
Bickerton among Brent on Farlington Marshes on Jan 2. As yet no flock of wild birds has been 
seen in the Rye/Dungeness area (and none is nowadays expected in the Hampshire Avon 
Valley) but counts of 32 on Dec 28 and 20 on Jan 3 come from Reculver on the north Kent 
coast. 

10. Greylag: 10 were seen at the Chichester lakes on Jan 6 (along with 60 Canadas) 

11. Pale Bellied Brent: The single bird which turned up in the north of Pagham Harbour on Dec 28 
was still there on Jan 2 

12. Brant: I thought one had been present in the Gosport area for some time but can find no record 
of one there before Jan 3. It has been in the Gilkicker area on Jan 3 and 5 before putting in a 
brief appearance at Titchfield Haven on Jan 6. In Sussex there seem to have been no reports 
of Brant since Dec 28 

13. Bar-headed Goose: Three of these were seen on the Chichester Lakes on Jan 3 only 
(associating with Canada Geese) 

14. Mandarin: Ten of these were on Swanbourne Lake at Arundel on Jan 2 and five more were on 
Burton Mill Pond near Pulborough on Jan 3 

15. Gadwall: Cliff Oakley's Petersfield group counted 108 on the Chichester lakes on Jan 6 

16. Pintail: Small numbers of these were in the Lymington area in October but I have seen no 
other reports of them there until Jan 3 when Paul Matthews reported more than 100 there. 
Looking back to the start of 2005 I see a similar report of around 100 there on Jan 3 only (other 
reports were of 20 or less). Can any one tell me what brings such large numbers to Lymington 
for a one day stand on Jan 3 in each of two successive years? 

17. Pochard: Cliff Oakley's group found 196 on the Chichester Lakes on Jan 6 

18. Scaup: The single first winter bird which turned up at Lymington (Normandy area) on Dec 28 
was still there on Jan 2 and the two birds which arrived on the Gilkicker Lake at Gosport on Dec 
28 were still there on Jan 6 (though they do not stay on the lake all the time). 

19. Eider: The flock on the water off Titchfield Haven shot up from its recent level of around 80 
birds to 109 on Jan 5 

20. Smew: The number at Rye Harbour increased from 7 to 9 on Jan 7 but still none have flown 
further west 

21. Marsh Harrier: Nothing local to report but on New Year's Day 16 Marsh Harriers were 
recorded in the Kent Stour Valley.  

22. Buzzard: A pair of Buzzards that nested in the Finchdean area north of Rowlands Castle last 
year were back at their nest on Jan 1, actively displaying. One of the pair is a distinctively pale 
bird. On Jan 2 a sighting of 'two large raptors talon grappling and falling nearly to the ground' in 
the Longwood Warren area east of Winchester were also presumably Buzzards. News of the 
Finchdean pair comes from John Simons who also tells us that up to 10 Buzzards have been 
using a communal night roost in the north of Stansted Forest since the end of November. 

23. Water Rail: There are plenty of these around though they are not easy to spot but I was 
surprised to hear from Richard Breakwell that one has been seen for a month in the Hermitage 
Stream where it runs through the centre of Leigh Park (Corhampton Crescent area). Brian 
Fellows was pleased to see one on Jan 5 in the slightly more likely setting of the Lumley Mill 
Stream running down the east side of Brook Meadow. 

24. Great Bustard: Thanks to Adrian Martin for passing on news of two of the wing tagged birds 
which should be safely settled on Salisbury Plain - on Jan 2 one of them was found dead in 



western France (killed by flying into power lines in the Loire valley near Angers, not far 
upstream from the mouth of the river at Nantes) - for interest the wing tags on this unlucky bird 
were both numbered 13. Another wing-tagged bird from Salisbury Plain (number 31) was also 
seen in western France (Finistere area) on Dec 21. Those who recall the sighting of one of 
these birds flying over Portland Bill on Oct 22 will be glad to know that it was not that successful 
escapee (which had survived nearly two months in the wild without anyone spotting it) which 
died in France - Martin Cade's description of the Portland sighting said that the wing tags of 
that bird were 'seemingly number 06'. 

25. Avocet: On Jan 2 more than 10 were in Pagham Harbour and I would guess a similar number 
were still in the Thorney Channel of Chichester Harbour where they had been seen on the 
previous day. Two more were in the Normandy area at Lymington and one in Christchurch 
Harbour - does any one know if any are still in Langstone Harbour or how many are now in 
Poole Harbour were I believe the winter flock normally runs into several hundreds? Despite 
recent snow in Kent 62 were in the Swale estuary on Jan 4 and 58 there on Jan 6. 

26. Golden Plover: Although one can expect to see 500 or more off the north Hayling shore and 
there is probably another large flock based on the old Thorney airfield it is unusual to see any 
on the Emsworth village shore so Brian Fellows was pleased to see 12 there on Jan 4. Another 
small group of 14 birds has been in the Idsworth area north of Rowlands Castle since before 
Christmas up to Jan 5 at least - I think this is the first winter that a flock has based itself in that 
area. 

27. Lapwing: Around 400 were on the pig fields west of Funtington (Chichester area) on Jan 5 and 
some 450 were at Titchfield Haven on Jan 6 

28. Purple Sandpiper: The mouth of Pagham Harbour is not a regular winter site for these but two 
were there on Jan 2. 

29. Ruff: One was at Titchfield Haven from Jan 2 to 6 at least 

30. Woodcock: John Simons has recently seen up to four in woodland close to his home at Dean 
Lane End (Finchdean) which is north west of Stansted Forest where there may be others. 

31. Black-tailed Godwit: The number at Titchfield Haven was up to 142 in November and around 
200 on Dec 3 increasing to 368 on Dec 23 and 370 on Jan 1 and the number is likely to grow in 
the next month or so if the flooded area increases. 370 is already more than were there in the 
first three months of 2005 and 2004 but in 2003 'extensive flooding' brought a total of more 
than 700 there on Jan 20 

32. Green Sandpiper: I recently commented that there were no Green Sandpipers in the Havant 
area - in previous years we have usually by this time had one making circuits of the 
Bedhampton water works, Budds Farm and the flooded fields at Wade Court in Langstone, 
and in some years had a small flock on the Langbrook/Lavant stream in the West Leigh area 
and further upstream near the bottom of Comley Hill. There are still no reports from these 
places (other than a single sighting at Budds Farm on Dec 31) but Richard Breakwell tells me 
one has been present for some weeks on the Hermitage Stream in the centre of Leigh Park 
(Corhampton Crescent area) where a Water Rail can also be seen. 

33. Pomarine Skua: First report for this year is of one off Portland Bill on Jan 7 

34. Mediterranean Gull: The first large flock of these for 2006 was seen in Pagham Harbour on 
Jan 2 by Richard Fairbank who found 81 there (53 of around the Pagham Lagoon). The flock in 
Portland Harbour had grown to around 26 birds on that day. 

35. Ring-billed Gull: The regular bird was in Gosport at the Cockle Pond on Jan 5 and 6 

36. Iceland Gull: The bird which was a regular sight at Gosport and other nearby sites at this time 
last year may be on its way back - last winter it was in second winter plumage and on Jan 3 this 
year a bird in third winter plumage was seen by Ron King at Winchester sewage farm before it 
flew off south west, probably heading for the coast. 



37. Sandwich Tern: At least one of the two or three that were seen around Hayling Island up to 
New Years Day has been seen again in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Jan 2, 3 and 7. 
Another group of three were still in Portland Harbour on Jan 3 and 4 with 2 there on Jan 7 

38. Guillemot: Six were seen from Black Point on Hayling on both Jan 3 and 7 

39. Razorbill: On Jan 7 Simon Ingram saw one off Black Point and another off what he calls 'Sinah 
Point' (I assume this to be Gunner Point at the mouth of Langstone Harbour) 

40. Tawny Owl: On the evening of Jan 6 I had an unexpected addition to my year list when I heard 
one hooting quietly from trees at the end of my garden where it backs onto the Billy Trail here in 
Havant. Although they have been heard in the Wade Court Road area of Havant within the last 
couple of years it must be over ten years since I last heard one here. 

41. Long-eared Owl: Good news for IoW birders - on Jan 6 some one called Graham S. found a 
roost of ten birds visible within a few yards from a lane in the Mersley Down area (on a minor 
road from Newport to Brading) 

42. Great Spotted Woodpecker: These are now starting to drum regularly - the first was heard on 
Dec 11 and another on Dec 24, then one was heard on Jan 1, two on Jan 2 and the latest 
report is dated Jan 7 

43. Water Pipit: I reported David Holland's sighting of 3 at the Lower Test on Jan 1 but on Jan 3 a 
total of 30 were seen at Coombe Haven (between Hastings and Bexhill). Another single was at 
Brading sewage works on the IoW on Jan 7 

44. Pied Wagtail: All night shopping at Tesco's has a side effect appreciated by Pied Wagtails in 
that (especially near the heat extractor fans) the roof is generally a nice warm place to settle 
down for the night - last winter a good number of birds used the roof of the Havant store and on 
Jan 2 this year Peter Vaughan saw more than 70 Wagtails assembling in the carpark of the 
Hook store near the M3 in north Hampshire. 

45. Fieldfare: There are few currently in south east Hampshire but on Jan 3 Richard Carpenter 
found a flock of 24 (plus a dozen Redwing) by the Canal Path alongside Titchfield Haven and 
on Jan 4 a flock of over 40 were near the Brading sewage works on the IoW. I also had around 
a dozen Redwing on the Warblington farm fields on Jan 3 with an equal number of Song 
Thrushes - perhaps a wave of birds which had just crossed the channel? 

46. Song Thrush: Fairly regular song seems to have started on Dec 21 with seven reports from 
then until the end of December, and there have been another eight reports in January 
(including my second bird starting up here in Havant on Jan 8). 

47. Mistle Thrush: I heard of two in song on Dec 22 and 24 respectively and on Jan 3 Peter 
Thompson heard one in full song near Cheriton Wood south of Alresford. 

48. Marsh Tit: Maybe these have had a good breeding season and young birds are having to seek 
new territories, bringing the unexpected bird to the Sinah Warren area of Hayling Island (where 
it was still to be seen on Jan 2). Now Richard Carpenter reports the first he has ever come 
across in Thatcher's Copse (near the road running down the west side of Titchfield Haven) - 
Richard saw that one on Jan 1 and also reports the continuing presence of one in Oxley's 
Coppice on the south west edge of Fareham where it first appeared on Oct 2 and was still 
present on Jan 3. 

49. Willow Tit: On Jan 6 Owen Mitchell was very pleased to hear the distinctive call of a Willow Tit 
(and to get good views of it) in West Dean Woods (north of Chichester). 

50. Carrion Crow: On Jan 3 Ian Watts saw one carrying a stick, presumably thinking of nest 
building, in the Westwood area on the shore of Southampton Water 

51. Raven: Three flew east over Fareham on Jan 1 and one was seen in the Idsworth area north of 
Rowlands Castle on the same day. 



52. Chaffinch: Bob Chapman tells us that he has already heard one starting to sing sometime 
before Jan 3 

53. Brambling: Several large flocks can currently be seen in Hampshire (reports of more than 100 
near Cheesefoot Head, 61 near Cheriton Wood and 40 in the Inchmery area east of Lymington 
with smaller numbers at Quagg Farm near Denmead) but Daryl Short thinks he may claim a 
garden record with 24 now coming to his feeders in the Fishlake Meadows area north of 
Romsey. 

54. Lesser Redpoll: The large flock at Roke Manor near Romsey is not the only one currently 
within our area - Peter Hughes reports a flock of around 100 birds with several possible 
Mealies seen in the Burton Mill Pond area west of Pulborough on Jan 3 

55. Hawfinch: At least one was still to be seen at Staple Ash Farm by West Dean Woods on Jan 6 
and another single has been seen at Pulborough Brooks (on Jan 2 and 6) while a group of five 
birders at Ryde on the IoW were surprised and delighted to get good views of one in the Appley 
Park area on Jan 7 

56. Snow Bunting: The Hayling Beachlands bird was still there on Jan 7 and two more turned up 
at Calshot (mouth of Southampton Water) on Jan 6 to be seen again in Jan 7  

57. Escapes: What was probably a Monk (aka Quaker) Parakeet was seen near the Pagham 
Harbour visitor centre on Jan 3. This bird was 5 or 6 inches shorter than a Ring-necked (aka 
Rosy) Parakeet and is bright green except for a white throat and bluish primaries. 

PLANTS 

Nothing significant in the last few days 

INSECTS 

1. Butterflies 

o Red Admiral: Nothing but death stops these from flying and the latest reports are from 
the Rye area of East Sussex on Jan 3, Winchester High St and Pigbush in the New 
Forest on Jan 4 

2. Moths 

o The traps at Portland Bill produced Diamond-back, Scrobipalpa costella, Light 
Brown Apple moth, Acleris hastiana, Crocidosema plebejana and Winter Moth on 
Jan 2 

o Light Brown Apple Moth was also found in Winchester on Jan 1 and in Gosport on 
Jan 3 

o Winter Moth and Mottled Umber were found by Tony Wilson at Edburton, north of the 
Sussex Downs, on Jan 3 and 2 respectively 

Wed 4 Jan 

A. Walking without a dog 

Yesterday my daughter came down from London to retrieve her dog which we have been 
looking after over Christmas (when her duties as a parish priest and as mother of two 
under-five boys were likely to make loving care towards the dog rather difficult). This morning I 
was thus free to walk with both hands free to use my binoculars and to make notes, as well as 
being able to stop and look quietly when something of interest came into view. 

I went down the Langbrook stream and across the South Moors to Budds Farm, returning 
along the shore to Wade Court and up the Billy Line where (opposite the southern end of 
Lower Grove Road) I had the best find of the day - a single golden flower on a Lesser 
Celandine among many leafy plants that will soon open their flowers. 



Earlier in the walk I added five bird species to my year list starting with a Snipe in the soggy 
‘orchid field’ on the South Moors and a couple of Redwing between there and Southmoor 
Lane. On the way back I had some Stock Doves on the old IBM playing fields, and a male 
Stonechat on the seaward fence of the SSSI area. The fifth species came when I reached the 
mouth of the Langbrook stream and looked out to Bridge Lake where a party of around ten 
Goldeneye could be identified by the presence of two males in the party. 

Among the other birds seen were the usual flock of 500+ Golden Plover seen from Langstone 
over on the Northney side, and at least 30 very smart adult Great Blackback gulls off the 
Warblington cemetery/SSSI area. On the mud off Pook Lane a large number of Black-tailed 
Godwit were feeding ( probably around 100 though I did not count them). 

One other note that I made was of the great show of flowering Winter Heliotrope outside 
Wade Court - my interest in them was not only in their number but in the fact that last time I saw 
them the flower stalks were limp and the flower heads drooping to the ground after hard 
overnight frost. Today all were full recovered from their ordeal. I also noted that at least a 
couple of the Hazel Catkins that I have been enjoying beside the Billy line have already 
started to lose their colour and become brown, their short flowering already over. 

B. A new Hawk Shop in Havant 

Walking through North Street arcade here in Havant this afternoon I was not surprised to find 
that one of the small shops had changed ownership, but I was surprised to see that someone 
considered that there were enough people in the area to support a business wholly devoted to 
falconry. 

Behind the window dressing of bird books the interior of the shop was divided into a number of 
wooden stalls (small open fronted bays open to view by window shoppers, but cut off from 
each other by wooden panel dividers) and from one of these bays what I took to be a Harris 
Hawk was dejectedly watching the world go by. 

Over the door of the shop a sign proclaimed that this was the ‘Hawk Shop’ and told me that I 
coud not only purchase live raptors there but also obtain food for them, listing such items as 
Mice, Rats, Chicks and poultry - maybe also Trout for Sea Eagles and domestic cats for Eagle 
Owls, though my memory is not certain about this. 

When my boarding school was evacuated from wartime Canterbury to a large hotel on the cliffs 
overlooking St Austell Bay in Cornwall a number of the boys were allowed to keep birds as 
pets, and while I never had anything more exciting than a Jackdaw several of the others had 
Barn Owls and Kestrels. I was not alone in having a pair of climbing irons to shin up trees to 
nests, but I did not need the snares which the raptor owners would set to catch rabbits (easy 
prey to find on the cliff top fields within easy reach of a pre-breakfast walk). 

At home in the holidays the need to obtain our own food required me to do my share of feeding 
the ducks, geese, chickens and rabbits that we kept around our New Forest cottage. We also 
kept a few goats, and it was these that taught me that owning animals brings with it the 
responsibility of caring for them day after day without end .... 

Going back to the birds we kept I can well understand the passionate relationship that builds 
up between a falconer and his birds (in the same way that I can understand how the thousands 
of years during which man was dependent on his hunting skill for survival have left an indelible 
imprint on some men which forces them to undergo the rigours of wild-fowling) but thankfully 
my own experience with goats, and my personal inclination to be an observer rather than a 
competitive participant in life, have saved me from getting up long before dawn to crouch in 
mud and suffer freezing wind as a wildfowler, and from rigid and restricted lifestyle of the 
falconer. I can understand that some people find fulfilment in their lives through falconry or 
wildfowling, but I will be very interested to see how long this new shop survives as a business 
enterprise - that will give a measure of the number of people around Havant who are in need of 
its services. 

C. (Wed0401) Latest News and Reports 



Use this link to go to previous News and Reports -> Sun0101 

Highlights of the news below: 

Birds 

• Both Black-throated and Great Northern seen in Langstone Harbour with Red-throated in 
Chichester Harbour 

• Maybe four Red-necked Grebe recently around Hayling Island 

• The report of 68 Slavonian Grebe off Pagham Harbour on Dec 29 was true, and on Jan 2 one 
was in Langstone Harbour 

• Two or three Shag are back at the mouth of Langstone Harbour 

• Can you identify a strange raptor seen on West Hayling fields (see under Marsh Harrier) 

• Dunnock and Wood Pigeon now seem to be regular daily songsters 

Plants 

• The first Lesser Celandine flower was found on Jan 4 

BIRDS 

1. Red-throated Diver: The young bird which appeared on the River Itchen within Southampton 
on Dec 8 was still there on Jan 1. At least one other was seen from Hampshire on Jan 1 - by 
Peter Raby off Black Point on Hayling 

2. Black-throated Diver: Peter Raby scored again with one of these in the mouth of Langstone 
Harbour on New Year's Day helping him on the way to a total of 101 bird species seen on Jan 
1 in company with John Norton. Two other Black-throats were reported on that day - one in 
Portland Harbour and one off Glyne Gap (between Hastings and Bexhill) 

3. Great Northern Diver: Mike Collins saw one on New Year's Day in the Bridge Lake area of 
Langstone Harbour between the South Moors and the Oysterbeds. Another went on Simon 
Ingram's list when he was at Inchmery Quay (mouth of the Beaulieu River east of Lymington), 
two more were off Selsey Bill and one was in Portland Harbour on Jan 1. Simon Ingram, in 
company with his son Joe and Tim Parminter, spent New Year's Day touring the New Forest, 
Lymington shore and Avon Valley and achieved the magnificent score of 109 species (the 
highest total I have heard of anywhere this year). On Jan 2 two Great Northerns were seen 
near the Hayling Ferry (maybe the two that were in Chichester Harbour from Nov 13 to Dec 
15?) 

4. Little Grebe: As spring advances we can all expect to see Little Grebes pattering over the 
surface (running on water rather than walking on it) of their breeding territories - not sure if this 
is done in courtship or in defence of a territory - but I was a little surprised to see two birds 
chasing each other in this way on Aldsworth Pond (north of Emsworth) on Jan 1. As they 
seemed to be the only two birds of any species back on the newly re-filled pond my guess was 
that they were in the process of demarcating winter feeding territories for themselves but that is 
just a guess. 

5. Red-necked Grebe: Mike Collins was lucky enough to see one on New Year's Day in the 
Sweare Deep channel between Northney on Hayling and the Langstone-Warblington shore. 
The only other reports on Jan 1 were of singles in Portland Harbour and off Hastings/Bexhill 
but on Jan 2 there may have been four of them around the south east shore of Hayling Island 
(Alan Lewis saw two off Black Point with a third further up the Emsworth Channel while Grahm 
Osborne saw one 'off Eastoke' which I take to mean on the sea at the east end of Hayling Bay) 

6. Slavonian Grebe: The anonymous report of 68 off Pagham Harbour near Church Norton on 
Dec 29 has been confirmed by Bernie Forbes on the SOS website - Bernie tells us that the 
birds were seen by Dave Smith and do constitute a new Sussex record site total. With such a 

http://www.havnn.net/Diary.htm#Sun0101


large number in the channel it is not surprising that there were six reports on Jan 1 from five 
sites - 7 of them went west past Selsey Bill, one (maybe two) was in the west Solent seen by 
Bob Chapman and Marcus Ward from the Lymington shore, 2 were in Portland Harbour and 
two more singles were seen at Rye Bay and Hastings/Bexhill respectively. On Jan 2 one was 
in Langstone Harbour, seen by Alan Lewis from the Oysterbeds and another was seen by Alan 
from Black Point in Chichester Harbour - another was at the RSPB Dungeness reserve and 
another was off Lymington. 

7. Black-necked Grebe: On Jan 1 I saw 11 in a bunch in the Broad Lake/Chalkdock Lake 
channel of Langstone Harbour from Budds Mound (Alan Lewis saw more than 16 thereabouts 
on Jan 2), Simon Ingram had 5 off the Beaulieu River in the west Solent and another 4 were in 
Portland Harbour 

8. Cormorant: I saw around 20 coming to roost in Ivy Lake at Chichester in the early afternoon of 
New Year's Day 

9. Shag: Jan 1 brought the first report of Shag (two of them) back in the Langstone Harbour 
mouth, seen by Peter Raby - on Jan 2 Alan Lewis saw a third (juvenile) bird with them, 

10. Little Egret: In my last bulletin I reported a shortage of these birds on the Warblington Farm 
fields this winter - inevitably the birds resented this and 22 of them turned out on Jan 1 to 
demonstrate their presence in a single field with cattle alongside Church Lane 

11. Mute Swan: On Jan 4 I saw a pair back on the Budds Farm pools at Havant (where I have not 
seen them for about a month) - they were both close to the nest site and the nest itself seemed 
to have acquired the beginnings of a lining of feathers (maybe I was imagining things but watch 
that space!) 

12. Bewick's Swan: A party of 12 birds arrived at Ibsley in the Hampshire Avon valley on Dec 31 
and was still there on Jan 1, giving some hope that they may stay - unlike the three previous 
Hampshire sightings this winter which were all one day passing visits (2 at Ibsley on Nov 20, 3 
near Bisterne on Nov 27 and 2 flying north over Ibsley on Dec 18) 

13. Black Swan: Six were on West Ashling pond on Jan 1 with two domestic Chinese Geese and 
four white Geese with similar knobbed bills 

14. Mandarin: More than four were on Eyeworth Pond in the New Forest on Jan 1 - I suspect they 
have been there through the late autumn but this is the only report of the species in Hampshire 
that I have seen since Trevor Carpenter saw one with Mallards on the east shore of Hayling 
Island on Nov 19. 

15. Wood Duck: Dec 31 brought a sighting of one at the Hersey Nature Reserve on the Isle of 
Wight but that is likely to have been a local escapee from the nearby Flamingo Park, not a 
regular feral bird. 

16. Shoveler: One of the more memorable sights on my New Year's Day outing was of two tight 
rafts, each of around 50 Shoveler, swimming around with their bodies touching each other as 
they fed on whatever was was stirred up by this mass 'suction pump' of paddling feet - one 
group was on Runcton Lake, the other on Vinnetrow Lake, at Chichester. 

17. Scaup: A first winter male which arrived at the Lymington marshes on Dec 28 (maybe it first 
came in a group of three seen there on Dec 18?) was still there on Jan 1 and two more (both 
females or juvenile males) which also turned up on the lake behind Fort Gilkicker at Gosport on 
Dec 28 were still there on Jan 2 (they seem to roost on the lake but spend their days out on the 
Solent) 

18. Eider: Plenty of sightings on the sea in various places this autumn but a sighting of one in 
Langstone Harbour, seen from the Hayling Oysterbeds on Jan 2 by Alan Lewis, is of local 
interest (the last previous report of one in the harbour that I know of was dated Sept 24) 



19. Velvet Scoter: I have not heard reports of any of these anywhere along the south coast since 
Dec 18 but Jan 1 brought a report of three on the sea off the Glyne Gap between Hastings and 
Bexhill. 

20. Ruddy Duck: On Dec 31 a single female arrived on Brooklands Lake at Worthing and on New 
Year's Day there were more than six at Ibsley Water where they are a regular sight (10 were 
recorded there on Dec 18) 

21. Marsh Harrier??: I recently reported that someone had seen one on Dec 26 over the West 
Lane fields on Hayling Island and thought the sighting to be a lucky chance view of a bird 
moving through the area but a sighting by John Goodspeed on Jan 2 of an unknown raptor on 
the ground in the northern most of those fields (across West Lane and just south of Daw Lane) 
makes me wonder if both sightings were of a local falconer's bird, perhaps the Harris Hawk 
which was seen (wearing Jesses) four times in the Oysterbeds/Northney area between 16 Oct 
2003 and 28 Mar 2004 (maybe the same falconer has a new bird?). John's description of the 
bird he saw reads .. "A large raptor was sitting on the fields between West Lane Hayling and 
the Billy Trail this afternoon (SU715016). It had strongly contrasting breast and back with the 
former looking to be near pure white. The back had a very slight hint of russet about it. 
Unfortunately I did not have my telescope with me! When it flew it looked buzzard shaped but 
maybe a bit bigger than common buzzard with the fingers a shade darker than the rest of the 
wing and under-wing markings much less contrasting than common buzzard. Settled in a tree 
on the edge of the field it certainly looked a bit bigger than a buzzard." Perhaps some raptor 
enthusiast can identify the species 

22. Hen Harrier: Two were seen to roost in the reeds on Alresford Pond on Jan 2 (seen from a 
roadside viewpoint) 

23. Avocet: On Jan 1 two were seen at the Lymington Marshes (three were there on Dec 30 and 
two on Jan 2), and I had one in Nutbourne Bay (east of Emsworth) but missed a larger group 
seen by Dave Mead and his Portsmouth RSPB Group further down the Thorney Channel. 

24. Golden Plover: The large flock of 500+ which have been using the Northney saltings (south of 
Langstone village) as a daytime low tide roost since the first arrived there on Oct 11, are still 
present. Another flock of around 200 birds is back in the area north of Alresford where Steve 
Mansfield saw two sub-flocks in flight on Jan 2 

25. Spotted Redshank: The bird which Simon Wright saw roosting with the Redshanks at the 
Hayling Oysterbeds on Dec 17 was back with them on Jan 1 (and is probably there daily as it 
seems to have been last winter - my assumption that just one bird is involved!). At Normandy 
Marsh (Lymington) Marcus Ward had five Spotshanks on New Year's Day - one or more has 
been there since Oct 6 and in November Russell Wynn recorded a peak of 7 birds. 

26. Greenshank: With six or more recently seen in the Emsworth area, and their calls being 
regularly heard around the Chichester Harbour shores, I was disappointed to 'dip' on the 
species on New Year's Day, but later heartened to see that no one else had reported one in 
that harbour (though I am sure they were present). The only reports I have seen for Jan 1 come 
from Fareham Creek (presumably the Delme pool area) and from the Lymington marshes. 

27. Sandpipers: Mike Collins had both Green and Common at Budds Farm on Dec 31 but I had 
neither there on Jan 1 (when Peter Raby had a Green in his Gosport (Bridgemary) garden 
pony paddock and Simon Ingram had at least three at the Blashford Lakes. No one reported a 
Common on New Year's Day 

28. Little Gull: These were being seen daily along the channel coast up to Nov 22 after which a 
single bird at Portland on Dec 3 was the last for 2005. Jan 1 brought two reports of singles, one 
passing Selsey Bill and the other off Bexhill 

29. Sandwich Tern: Wintering birds were seen on Jan 1 at Portland Harbour (two there), and 
singles were at Hayling Ferry and off the Northney Marina on the north shore of Hayling 



30. Auk species: In the early morning of Dec 31 these were passing Portland Bill at the rate of 
2000 an hour but no great increase in local numbers has been reported. Five Guillemots were 
in the mouth of Chichester Harbour on Jan 1 with just one Razorbill. 

31. Wood Pigeon: These have resumed regular morning song since Dec 29 

32. Short-eared Owl: Two were hunting over the Lymington Marshes on Dec 31 were they have 
not been seen earlier in the winter and have not been seen again since. Jan 1 brought reports 
of them at three Sussex and one IoW site but none in Hampshire. 

33. Kingfisher: I have been told that two have recently been seen together (as last winter) at 
Langstone Mill but have no further news. 

34. Great Spotted Woodpecker: One was heard drumming in East Sussex on Dec 24, and on 
Jan 1 David Holland tells us that he has heard drumming 'recently' on Southampton Common. 
(A single report of Lesser Spotted drumming on Dec 11 came from Cliff Dean in the Hastings 
area) 

35. Woodlark: John Shillitoe tells us that if you walk the footpath east from the Hundred Acres 
area (just east of Wickham in the Meon Valley) to the road going north from North Boarhunt 
there is a chance of seeing or hearing Woodlark on the market garden fields north of the path 

36. Water Pipit: Three were seen at the Lower Test Marshes on New Year's Day by David Holland 
- not the flock of twenty or so that have been there in past winters but better than nothing. Other 
than two birds in the Glyne Gap between Hastings and Bexhill this was the only report of the 
species on Jan 1 

37. Dunnock: As with Wood Pigeons these are now into regular daily song. 

38. Song Thrush: Brian Fellows heard one in full song at Emsworth on Dec 30 but I am not sure if 
it has continued to sing. In recent years they have been generally in song through December 
but this year the only report of regular song that I have seen comes from someone in Horsham 
who has heard them regularly since Dec 4 

39. Chiff Chaff: Until the rebuilding of Budds Farm sewage works a few years ago up to 20 Chiff 
Chaffs could be expected to spend the winter there but the enclosure of all the insect rich 
sewage and the clearance of much of the scrub around the periphery of the site has virtually 
removed all attraction for insect feeding birds, nevertheless Peter Raby managed to tick the 
species in the area on New Year's Day. I suspect the bird he found was not particularly 
attracted there by any sewage but just wandering in the area as was one seen by Mike Collins 
on Dec 31 in the central hedge of the South Moors area and one which I had in the trees by the 
Homewell Stream in Havant on Jan 3 

40. Marsh Tit: The bird that has been in the Sinah Warren area of south Hayling since the 
beginning of December was still there on Jan 1 and 2 

41. Redpolls: The flock at Roke Manor (SU 338223, just northwest of Romsey) is now estimated 
as having around 140 birds with at least 5 Mealies and one possible Arctic among them. I 
see that Roke Manor is an MoD site with no chance of casual viewing of the birds so we will 
have to await news from military intelligence sources (and authorised 'moles'). 

42. Hawfinch: At least 4 were still at the Mercer Way site in Romsey on New Year's Day. 

43. Snow Bunting: The Hurst spit bird was still there on Jan 1 and the Hayling Beachlands bird 
was seen on both Jan 1 and 2 (with a second bird seen flying over the Hayling Ferry on Jan 1). 

44. Yellowhammer: I reckoned I was lucky to see just one on Jan 1 but small flocks are still to be 
found in both Hampshire and Sussex - on Jan 1 Peter Thompson counted 21 in and around his 
garden close to Cheriton Wood (south of Alresford). 

45. Escapees: A Speckled Teal was seen by Bob Chapman on Jan 2 on a pond by the Lower 
Pennington Lane at Lymington 



PLANTS 

1. So far my list of species flowering in January stands at just 21 

2. Lesser Celandine: The only interest so far comes from my find, on Jan 4, of a single 
Celandine flower open by the Hayling Billy trail alongside Lower Grove Road in Havant 

INSECTS 

1. Red Admiral: One was flying in the Beachy Head area at East Dean on Dec 31 

2. Dark Chestnut: One of these moths came to the Portland Bill trap on Dec 30 

OTHER 

1. Deer: Nothing more exciting to report than sightings of both Roe (two in Stansted Forest) and 
Fallow Deer (a buck with four does crossing open fields west of Funtington MoD site) on New 
Year’s Day 

2. Fungi: On Jan 2 the stump of an alder tree beside the Homewell stream here in Havant was 
coated with fresh fungus having a startlingly bright mauve or violet tinge which I suspect to be 
Chondrostereum purpureum. I have also seen several more good shows of fresh Velvet 
Shank, one of them on a dead branch lying across the Langbrook Stream a couple of metres 
south of the footbridge at the west end of Mill Lane 
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	Sun 8 Oct
	A. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Sat 7 Oct
	A. Emsworth, Nutbourne and Langstone

	Fri 6 Oct
	A. Emsworth Slipper Mill area and Brook Meadow

	Wed 4 Oct
	A. Langstone-Northney shore
	Tue 3 Oct

	A. Stansted Forest west

	Sun 1 Oct
	B. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Fri 29 Sep
	B. Around Bedhampton
	Tue 26 Sep

	B. West Hayling

	Mon 25 Sep
	A. Warblington shore

	Sun 24 Sep
	C. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Sat 23 Sep
	B. Havant Thicket

	Fri 22 Sep
	C. Another look at yesterday’s mystery plant

	Thu 21 Sep
	A. A surprise find outside Havant’s multi-storey carpark
	Tue 19 Sep

	C. Egret Count at Langstone Mill Pond

	Mon 18 Sep
	B. Thorney Island north and Prinsted

	Sun 17 Sep
	D. Farlington Marshes with Kevin Stouse
	E. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Sat 16 Sep
	C. Around Havant

	Fri 15 Sep
	D. Southleigh Forest and Stansted East Park

	Thu 14 Sep
	B. Havant and Budds Farm

	Wed 13 Sep
	B. A walk down the Langbrook Stream to Budds Farm
	Tue 12 Sep

	D. Hayling Oysterbeds

	Mon 11 Sep
	C. Hayling North Common

	Sun 10 Sep
	F. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Sat 9 Sep
	D. Nutbourne and Prinsted

	Thu 7 Sep
	C. Portsdown Hill around Paulsgrove

	Wed 6 Sep
	C. Langstone Egret roost count
	Tue 5 Sep

	E. To Andover and back

	Mon 4 Sep
	D. Havant Thicket

	Sun 3 Sep
	G. Havant railway station and Park
	H. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Sat 2 Sep
	E. Havant and the South Moors

	Fri 1 Sep
	E. Around Havant

	Wed 30 Aug
	D. Butterflies in the garden
	Tue 29 Aug

	F. Stansted and the mid Ems valley

	Mon 28 Aug
	E. Broadmarsh

	Sun 27 Aug
	I. Obituary
	J. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Fri 25 Aug
	F. Around Hayling Island

	Thu 24 Aug
	D. Bartons Road playing fields

	Wed 23 Aug
	E. Around Havant
	Tue 22 Aug

	G. Langstone Pond Egret roost count

	Sun 20 Aug
	K. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Fri 18 Aug
	G. Langstone South Moors

	Wed 16 Aug
	F. Broadmarsh
	Tue 15 Aug

	H. Hermitage stream at Bedhampton

	Sun 13 Aug
	L. Water Vole at Langstone Pond
	M. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Sat 12 Aug
	F. Around West Leigh

	Fri 11 Aug
	H. Langstone South Moors area
	Tue 8 Aug

	I. Stansted Forest around Rowlands Castle
	Langstone Egret Count


	Mon 7 Aug
	F. Warblington shore

	Sun 6 Aug
	N. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS


	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER

	Sat 5 Aug
	G. Butterflies in the garden

	Fri 4 Aug
	I. Westbourne and Thorney Island

	Thu 3 Aug
	E. Nutbourne and Prinsted
	Stranded Porpoise off Langstone village


	Wed 2 Aug
	G. Langstone South Moors area
	Tue 1 Aug

	J. Staunton Country Park

	Sun 30 July
	O. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Thu 27 July
	F. Hayling Island - Black Point and the harbour entrance

	Wed 26 July
	H. Budds Farm and Broadmarsh
	Tue 25 July

	K. Denvillles and Hollybank

	Mon 24 July
	G. Havant and Langstone

	Sun 23 July
	Q. Latest News and Reports
	BIRDS
	PLANTS
	INSECTS
	OTHER


	Fri 21 July
	J. Havant Thicket and Stansted Sling

	Thu 20 July
	G. Havant and Langstone

	Wed 19 July
	I. Around Cobnor Penninsula
	Tue 18 July

	L. Budds Farm

	Mon 17 July
	H. At home


